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Introduction
This special issue
died

is

dedicated to the

memory

who

of Danylo Husar Stmk,

too soon, on 19 June 1999 in Munich, Germany, after suffering

much

a heart attack.

Danylo was

bom on

5 April 1940 in Lviv. His father, Evstakhii (Ostap),

the director of the Lviv Medical Institute,

NKVD

was bmtally murdered by

Lviv prison when Danylo was fourteen months

in a

the

old. After the

Second World War, Danylo and his mother, Daria, were postwar refugees in
a displaced-persons camp in American-occupied Germany. There his mother
remarried, and in

December 1949 Danylo emigrated with

New

Vasyl Husar, to

stepfather,

his

mother and

Jersey. After graduating with a bachelor’s

degree from Harvard University in 1963, Danylo pursued a master’s degree
in Ukrainian literature at the University of Alberta. In

1964 he began his

doctoral studies in the Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures at the

University of Toronto, and in 1970 he defended his dissertation there on the

From 1967 until his untimely death, Danylo
many of that department’s Ukrainian language and

prose of Vasyl Stefanyk.

developed and taught

literature courses as a lecturer

(1967-70), assistant professor (1971-76),

associate professor (1976-82), and professor (1982-99).

Danylo spent much of
centre of the

Shevchenko

his sabbatical of

1980-81

Scientific Society in

in Paris

and

at the

Western Europe (NTSh)

in

nearby Sarcelles helping Prof. Volodymyr Kubijovyc prepare entries for
Entsyklopediia

ukrainoznavstva and volume

of the Encyclopedia of

1

Ukraine (EU), the main project of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian
Studies (CIUS) for

George

S.

many

years. In

November 1982 Danylo replaced

successfully overseen the publication of volumes 1-2,
late Prof.

Prof.

N. Luckyj as the managing editor of the EU. In 1989, after he had

Kubijovyc as the EU’s editor

beyond the

call

written, edited,

in chief.

of duty to ensuring that

Danylo succeeded the

He devoted

all five

time and effort

volumes of the

EU

were

and published by 1993. For nearly seventeen years Danylo

was, to quote Frank Sysyn, “the heart and soul of the EU. Without his
dedication,

it is

completed.”

hard to imagine

how

the original project

would have been

Roman Senkus
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From 1990 Danylo was
its

Toronto Office

EU

editorial staff of the

1976

contributions to Ukrainian studies, Danylo

NTSh

in

He

from

Press since 1992. For his

was elected a

full

member

of the

also served as vice-president (1990-91) and president

(1991-92) of the Canadian Association of

Western Europe from

May

Slavists.

As

president of the

1997, in the last two years of his

devoted

much

institute

of Ukrainian studies based

NTSh

life

he

time and energy raising funds for the creation of a French

maintaining and upgrading the

NTSh

CIUS

1988 and a foreign member of the National Aeademy of Sciences

of Ukraine in 1992.

in

in charge of

since 1977, the Journal of Ukrainian Studies

1985 and again since 1993, and the

to

CIUS

also associate director of the

University of Toronto. That office has housed the

at the

at the

NTSh

latter’s faeilities,

building in Sarcelles, to

and to eomputerizing the

library’s catalogue.

EU

After the publication of volumes 3-5 of the

in

supervised the preparation of an index volume by Andrij

1993, Danylo

Makuch and

co-

EU's
volume

ordinated the writing of entries for a planned sixth volume by the
subject editors.

He

intended to accelerate the editorial work on this

Toronto in August 1999 from his summer sojourn in

after his return to

Europe.

Upon

his return

he was also supposed to assume chairmanship of the

Slavic department for five years, during whieh he

hoped he would ensure a

secure future for the Ukrainian language-and-literature program at the

University of Toronto. With his death, Ukrainian studies in the English-

speaking world, the CIUS, and the

NTSh in Western Europe

suffered a major

loss.

Danylo’ s ashes are preserved in the

He

is

sorely missed

by

his wife

NTSh plot

at the Sareelles

Oksana, his mother Daria, his

cemetery.

sister

Natalka

Husar, his ehildren Boryslava, Luka, and Ostap Struk, his stepchildren Andrij

and Julian Wynnyckyj and Tetiana Vynnytska, and

his

many

friends

and

colleagues in Canada, the United States, France, England, Germany, Norway,
Slovakia, Poland, Switzerland, Ukraine, and Australia.
In recognition of Danylo’ s contribution to Ukrainian studies, in 1999 the

CIUS

established the

at its

Toronto Office. Under the direction of Prof.

Danylo Husar Struk Programme

programme has promoted Ukrainian
by supporting an Internet

literature in the

in

Ukrainian Literature

Maxim Tamawsky,

the

English-speaking world

library of Ukrainian literature. In special tribute to

Danylo, since 2000 the programme has organized the annual Danylo Husar
Struk Memorial Lecture at the University of Toronto. Thus far this annual
lecture has

Oleh

been delivered by Profs. Marko Pavlyshyn, George G. Grabowicz,

S. Ilnytzkyj,

and Vitaly Chemetsky.

3

Introduction

Danylo’s family has requested that tax-deductible donations in his

memory be

Danylo Struk Memorial Fund of the Canadian

sent to the

Foundation for Ukrainian Studies, 2336A Bloor Street West, Suite 202,

ON M6S

Toronto,

1P3.
* * *

only after a person

It is

or she had on one’s

By

life.

end of my

the

first

of Toronto (1971-75),

Russian

literature.

full-year course

I

gone

is

fully realizes

me was

my

to pursue a

second year

on Ukrainian culture and

who

I

what impact he

not insignificant.

year as an undergraduate student

had decided

During

enthusiastic professor

one

that

Danylo’s impact on

major

at the

University

in Ukrainian

and

took the Slavic department’s

civilization.

Danylo was the young,

taught the course’s second half, which focussed

on the twentieth century.
During

my

fourth year at the university,

Ukrainian poetry that Danylo taught for the

one of the most enjoyable courses of
a palpable love for and

make

the study of

I

new

took the

course on

time. This turned out to be

undergraduate years. Danylo had

knowledge of Ukrainian poetry, and he was able
and even challenging and exciting,

interesting,

it

my

first

students. This further inspired

me

to

to his

to pursue graduate studies in Ukrainian

literature.

During the year
courses

I

I

completed

my

took were led by Danylo.

master’s degree, half of the graduate

One was on postwar Ukrainian

literature,

with an emphasis on the 1960s and 1970s; the other was on Ukrainian

modernist literature of the

two decades of the twentieth century. The

first

1970s were the heyday of studies in Ukrainian language and literature

at the

University of Toronto, with dozens of undergraduates taking courses and
several graduate students majoring in Ukrainian literature.

was a thoroughly enjoyable and memorable one:
studying

many

them with

this

In the

summer of

1976, as

editorial assistant at the

I

was writing

offered

me

my

final

paper for

associate director.

my

my

Toronto Office of the newly founded

I

master’s

CIUS and

which he had

initiated

accepted and thus became Danylo’s younger

colleague. He, Prof. Luckyj, Prof. Ralph Lindheim, and

coffee in

master’s year

time reading and

the job of administrative and

editor of the Journal of Ukrainian Studies,

CIUS

My

my

obviously well-read and discerning professor.

degree. Prof. George Luckyj

as a

spent

of the best twentieth-century Ukrainian literary works and

discussing

managing

I

office at the Slavic department twice daily

I

usually

met

from Monday

for
to

Friday during the academic year. For over six years, the four of us regularly

Roman Senkus
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discussed current affairs, literature, culture, politics, Ukrainian studies, and
university matters.

When Danylo
Europe and
joint

returned to the university from his 1980-81 sabbatical in

his stay in Sarcelles,

he was keen to become involved in the

CIUS-NTSh Encyclopedia of Ukraine

project. In

November 1982

Prof.

Luckyj resigned as managing editor of the project, which he had also

and Prof. Manoly Lupul, director of the CIUS, appointed Danylo
new managing editor. By that time I had already been involved with

initiated,

as the

two

the project for about

years,

Danylo wisely chose

editor.

and

to

computer
—
—and introduced other

immediately
$25,000!

the first

I

was appointed

he bought for the project cost around

and organizational innovations,

structural

thereby streamlining

work on

senior manuseript

its

computerize the entire projeet almost

the encyclopedia and facilitating

its

completion

in reeord time.

For ten and a half years Danylo, the project’s

and the widely

staff,

scattered subject editors laboured intensively to get the encyclopedia’s five

volumes

written, revised, expanded, edited,

and published. Danylo

set the

pace, working inordinately long days, sometimes with double shifts, for
years, usually seven days a week.

the

volumes out

He devoted over a decade of his
He set an example for his

as quickly as possible.

team of in-house and subject

editors

get

dedicated

and editorial-board members. Without

Danylo’ s leadership, his commitment to the projeet, and the
sacrifices

life to

many

personal

he made, the tight schedule for the publication of the volumes

would not have been met nor would the

EU

exhibit

its

high standard of

scholarship.

work on volumes 3-5 was completed in March 1993, I took
from my job, returning as the editor of the Journal of
Ukrainian Studies and an editor for the CIUS Press. Meanwhile Danylo took
After our

a six-month leave

a well-earned year’s sabbatical and an additional year’s leave,

he spent in Europe. After he returned to Toronto in 1995,

much of which
we saw less of

we had during our decade of working together on the EU.
From 1996 on Danylo spent most of December and April through August in
each other than

Sarcelles, in Ukraine,

president of the

and elsewhere in Europe, especially

NTSh

in

Western Europe.

We

guest lectures, conferences, public events, and occasional

when

I

lunches

visited

we

him

at his office for a chat,

becoming

CIUS

at

meetings, or

or at the few staff birthday

both took part in eaeh year.

Danylo had intended

to intensify

work on a new,

sixth

beginning in the autumn of 1999, and he expected that
full-time

after

saw each other

usually

work on

I

volume of the
would

EU

to return to

the encyclopedia as of that date. His unexpected death in

5
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the

summer of 1999

put an end to this plan and to the other unfinished

projects he had.

With Danylo’s

EU

death, the future of the

became uncertain. At the
him at the University of

reception that followed the memorial gathering for

Toronto forty days

of Danylo’s, Prof.

after his death, a close friend

me

Dare wy eh, impressed upon

continue the encyclopedia project. After
labour invested in the EU,

me

the need for

with

all

and others

and archive,

something Danylo would have condoned.

me, however,

to

electronic publication

that

—one with

I

it

all

would be a
this

would be

that

accessible to users throughout the world. This

would be a

Danylo and

my CIUS

colleagues about the importance of continuing the

I

was entrusted with

project in
to carry

my

inhabitants

its

and readily
and

fine

fitting

did not take long to convince

it

EU in this form.

revamped Internet Encyclopedia of Ukraine (lEU)
new capacity as its managing editor. I am honoured to be able

The lEU's

Web

site,

in this

way.

<www.encyclopediaofukraine.com>, has been on-

September 2002. The CIUS

to the institute’s limited financial

on updating the

is

committed

new

much more

to this project.

Owing

and hence human resources, however, work

entries originally published in

writing and editing

progressed

as an

Web-

the

on Danylo’s work

line since

the best

freely

tribute to

his legacy. Thankfully,

EU

to continue the

becoming

aspects of Ukraine and

and the present, and one

great

would not be

agreed.

made sense

the potential of

based source of information about
in the past

it

to

the years, millions of dollars, and

mistake and loss to shut everything down, he said, and

seemed

Jurij

CIUS

experienced, talented staff and a

its

substantial research library, data bank,

It

at the

volumes 1-5 of the EU,

and converting

entries,

slowly than

we would

like.

all

texts to

HTML

has

Thankfully, the project’s

obvious significance and relevance has attracted some donor support. But
funding for the project

is still far

from adequate.

thereby provide
staff

it

with sufficient funds to enlarge

and thus allow us

to accelerate

work on

It is

my

endowment

benefactor will step forward with a generous

its

hope

that a great

for the

editorial

lEU and

and production

the project and ensure

its

on-

going success and future.
* * *

This special issue in

memory

of Danylo Husar Struk contains eighteen

essays in the field of Ukrainian literature and one in linguistics. Eighteen

were contributed by Danylo’s colleagues and students
I

issued in 2000.

One paper was

Maryna Romanets,

deliver

it

at

solicited

the

by

me

in response to a call

after

I

heard

its

author,

2001 conference of the Canadian

Roman Senkus
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Association of Slavists;

would have been of
Nearly

all

it is

on a subject

that fits the profile of this issue

of the essays are on writers Danylo esteemed, enjoyed, taught,

and even wrote about (the

latter

category includes Andiievska, Antonych,

Karmansky, Rubehak, Shevchenko, Stefanyk, and

Kalynets,

Danylo’ s select bibliography in
wrote some himself.

He was

of works by Ukrainian

this issue).

He enjoyed good

Stus;

see

poetry and even

also a lover of visual art and an avid collector

artists.

Roman

Koropeckyj’s essay on Shevchenko’s

with the Kazaks discusses both poems

encounters

and

Danylo.

interest to

and paintings

that

Ukraine’s national bard created while in exile in Central Asia, thereby
addressing two of Danylo ’s abiding concerns.

Danylo had a keen

interest in

Ukrainian modernist

Maxim Tamawsky and Oleh

colleagues

in at least four sessions

on

literature;

Ilnytzkyj organized

this subject at

he and his

and participated

Canadian and American Slavist

conventions. Half of the eontributions in this special issue are on Ukrainian

modernist writers. Marko Pavlyshyn contributes a

new

perspective on Olha

Kobylianska, which he originally delivered in 1990 as the
Struk Memorial Lecture

at the

first

Danylo Husar

University of Toronto. Jars Balan’s essay

is

on the Canadian dimension of “The Stone Cross” by Vasyl Stefanyk, the
Galician modernist

who was

the subject of Danylo’ s Ph.D. dissertation and

monograph. Myroslav Shkandrij analyzes the

political satire that another

well-known Galieian modernist, Petro Karmansky, wrote and published

Winnipeg during the years he lived there before returning
Ilnytzkyj

examines the role

Karmansky’ s

life

that

Italy

and

Italian

to Galieia.

at

played in

literature

and works. Michael Naydan compares a 1920 cycle of

—about whom Danylo wrote
—and Aleksandr Blok’s poem The Twelve.

modernist poems by Pavlo Tychyna

B.A. thesis

in

Oleh

Harvard

his honors

Danylo was an avid theatregoer and a lover of opera. He also taught a
course on Ukrainian drama at the University of Toronto.

examines the concept of personal revolution

Marko Stech

in the early plays of Ukraine’s

most famous twentieth-century dramatist, Mykola Kulish, about

Marko wrote

his Ph.D.

whom

dissertation at the University of Toronto under

Danylo ’s supervision.
During the 1930s, Bohdan Ihor Antonych was the most prominent
Galician modernist poet. Danylo enjoyed Antonych’ s poetry and wrote the
entry about

him

in the

EU.

Two

contributions are about him.

One

is

by

lurii

(Yuri) Andrukhovych, perhaps Ukraine’s most famous eontemporary writer

and the author of a candidate of sciences dissertation on Antonych; he

examines Antonych’ s “otherness” and exoticism. The other, on Antonych
the context of interwar Polish literature,

is

in

by the Ukrainian-Polish scholar

1
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who wrote her
Maxim Tamawsky, Danylo’s

Lidia Stefanowska,

Ph.D. dissertation on Antonych

Harvard.

colleague in the Slavic department at

at

the University of Toronto, analyzes the style and content of the writings of

Mykhailo Rudnytsky, an
the 1930s with

Walter

whom

Smymiw,

influential

Western Ukrainian

Antonych happened

literary critic during

to disagree.

a fellow graduate student of Danylo’s at the University

of Toronto in the 1960s and a leading Western expert on Ukrainian science
fiction, contributes a study

on the

earliest

Ukrainian literary depictions of

space travel, by the relatively little-known Galician writer Myroslav Kapii
(1932) and the more prominent Soviet science-fiction writer Volodymyr

Vladko (1935).
Danylo was a great admirer of the

New York Group

Ukrainian poets living in the West and wrote the

He

also wrote several articles about the group’s

was working on a book about
papers.

another

member Emma

Andiievska,

and was the custodian of her personal

As well, he was the author of the EU article about Bohdan Rubchak,
member of the New York Group, who was also a friend of Danylo’s

and a fellow
poet,

her,

of postwar

EU article about the group.

literary scholar.

Danylo taught Maria Rewakowicz, herself a

the University of Toronto and

at

dissertation about the

New York

aesthetics of play in Andiievska’ s

One

was her adviser on her Ph.D.

Group. She contributes a study of the

and Rubchak’ s poetry.

of Danylo’s beloved poets was Ihor Kalynets, about

whom he wrote

three articles. In her contribution, Natalia Pylypiuk analyzes Kalynets’ s

inspired

by the stained-glass window by Petro Kholodny,

Sr. in the

poem

Church

of the Dormition in Lviv, and another meditation on stained glass by the late
poet and political prisoner Vasyl Stus, whose poetry and person Danylo also
respected and wrote about.
Just before

and

after

Ukraine declared independence in 1991,

many new

Ukrainian writers came to prominence in Ukraine. Danylo responded with

enthusiasm to

khovych’s

this

first

new vidrodzhennia

—

the appearance of Yuri Andru-

novel, which appeared in the

first

issue of Suchasnist

published in Kyiv (1992), and his subsequent works, the poetry of the

group

writers’
Irvanets),

and

Bu-Ba-Bu (Andrukhovych, Viktor Neborak, Oleksandr

literary

works by other new

writers.

Five contributions focus on this new, post-Soviet Ukrainian
Vitaly

Chemetsky discusses

literature.

the trope of displacement and identity construc-

on the novels of Andrukhovych and Oksana Zabuzhko. Tamara Hundorova, a prominent Ukrainian
tion in post-colonial Ukrainian fiction, focussing

literary

scholar,

analyzes the postmodernism of Bu-Ba-Bu, particularly

Andrukhovych’ s novels,

as a manifestation of carnival

and

kitsch.

Mark

Roman Senkus
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Andryczyk, a doctoral candidate
of Toronto

who

department

in the Slavic

at the

University

studied with Danylo during the last year of his

life,

poems by Bu-Ba-Bu’s members as performed by
Ukrainian rock bands and on Bu-Ba-Bu as a cultural as well as literary
phenomenon. Maryna Romanets provides insights into the “erotic’Vpomocontributes an essay on the

graphic post-Soviet prose of Zabuzhko,

lurii Izdryk,

Halyna Koscharsky discusses the female voice

and

lurii

in the poetry of

Pokalchuk.

Zabuzhko and

Natalka Bilotserkivets.

Rounding off

who

this special issue is a contribution

by Alla Nedashkivska,

taught Ukrainian-language courses for a few years at the University of

Toronto before moving on to the University of Alberta. She analyzes the
language of the contemporary Ukrainian women’s magazines Jeva and Zinka.
Danylo,

who

also taught Ukrainian-language courses,

was

the author of the

textbook Ukrainian for Undergraduates,

and was interested

pertaining to the Ukrainian language and

its

lexicon,

in

matters

would have found

Alla’s essay interesting.
*
I

am

sincerely grateful to all of the contributors to this special issue of

the Journal of Ukrainian Studies in

excellent contributions.

Your

of a much-delayed publication

is

result. It is a fine contribution to

tribute to

memory

of Danylo Husar Struk for their

quiet patience while awaiting the appearance

appreciated.

We

can

all

Ukrainian studies and a

our late colleague, teacher, and friend. Brnna

be proud of the

fitting

and

lasting

HOMy naM’siTb!
Roman Senkus
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Taras Shevchenko’s Encounters with
the Kazaks

Roman Koropeckyf
Sometimes

it

—

takes a timely reminder

in this instance Ivan

Dziuba’s 1996

study of Taras Shevchenko’s “Kavkaz”^ (The Caucasus)

—

there are few, if any, nineteenth-century Russian authors

who

to realize that

ventured so

blunt and caustic an indictment of their empire’s colonial practices in the

Caucasus as did Shevchenko in his eponymous poem of 1845 (Pzt
323-8).^

It

was, perhaps, above

an enserfed, non-Russian subject of
bitter reaction to,

and

at the

1:

the personal experience of having been

all

this

same empire

same time unusually

that

provoked such a

astute critique of, imperial

/ Cboi chhI ropn” [We’ll teach
Your blue mountains], 1: 152-3) on the

ideology (“BcbOMy HaBHHM; xijibKO Aanxe

you everything; only hand over
part of

someone who did not himself

conflict.^

*

Unlike the Caucasus

would like to express
whose comments

I

Berkeley),
this

my

of, say,

directly participate in the

1999

Caucasian

Lermontov or Bestuzhev-Marlinsky,'^

gratitude to

at the

Harsha

AAASS

Ram

(University of California,

panel on Slavic orientalisms,

at

which

paper was originally presented, have proved invaluable in formulating some of

ideas for publication; and to thank

help with

1

/

.

logo:

my

Institute for his

the fine-arts terminology.

See Ivan Dziuba, “Kavkaz ” Tarasa Shevchenko nafone neprekhodiashchego prosh-

K

Ukrainy
2.

some of

David Woodruff of the Getty Research

150-letiiu so dnia napisaniia
dlia iunatstva, 1996),

This and

all

poemy “Kavkaz”

subsequent references in the text are to Taras Shevchenko, Povne

zibrannia tvoriv u shesty tomakh (= Pzt), ed.

URSR,

1963),

(Kyiv: Derzhavna biblioteka

80-99.

volume number and

poems. All references

to

spadshchyna (= Ms), 4

Shevchenko’s

vols., ed.

O.

M. K. Hudzii

page(s), with line

I.

art

works are

Biletsky et

al.

et al. (Kyiv; Akademiia nauk
numbers following citations of

to Taras

Shevchenko, Mystetska

(Kyiv: Akademiia nauk

URSR,

1961).
3.

In an ironic

twist,

however, so depressing was the notion of exile on the

Roman Koropeckyj
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Shevchenko’s

therefore an abstraction, but

is

power and prescience inhere

it

an abstraction whose

is

an intimate knowledge of the indiscriminate,

in

universal reality of colonial oppression.

However
to

may

this

be, the

world of the empire’s inorodtsy soon ceased

be an abstraction for the poet. Beginning in 1847, Shevchenko spent ten

years in punitive exile as a tsarist conscript in Kazakhstan, himself willy-

implementing the absorption of yet another oriental frontier into the

nilly

imperial fold.

experience

Not

surprisingly, his attempts at articulating this

—during

the three-year period spent in Orenburg,

now

very real

Orsk and on the

Aral Sea, and then the final seven years in Novopetrovsk on the Caspian

—

Mangyshlak Peninsula
to

adumbrate

in

It is

what follows.

When Shevchenko
was

more complex and nuanced than the
some of these nuances that I hope

are markedly

programmatic rhetoric of “Kavkaz.”

arrived in Orenburg in the middle of 1847, the city

the administrative and military centre for a land that

had been undergo-

ing radical transformation since at least the 1820s. Although the

and Middle hordes had
1730s,

a

officially accepted

progressively

inequalities

deteriorating

Kazak Small

Russian suzerainty as early as the

nomadic economy, glaring

and internal anarchy among the Kazaks

(or, as

social

they were then

referred to, the Kirghiz-[Kaisaks/Kaizaks/Kazakhs]), and increasing pressure

from Russian colonization fueled continuous unrest and,
rebellion.^

at times,

open

Moreover, challenged by the khanates of Khiva and Kokand for

control of Central Asia, the Russian government strove to systematize

its

administration of the local population (beginning with the Speransky reforms

of 1822) and strengthen

its

military presence along the

Kazak

frontier

by

establishing fortified outposts such as Aleksandrovsk (Novopetrovsk) in the

Mangyshlak Peninsula (1834) and Raim (Aralsk) on the Aral Sea (1847).
These fortifications were used, in turn, to extend control of the region by
serving as base
the purpose

camps

for expeditions into

much

of which was as

Mangyshlak Peninsula

for

Shevchenko

that

Kazak and Turkmen territories,
as it was military and

scientific

he expressed a desire even “to

the Caucasian corps” (letter to Vasilii A. Zhukovsky, between

See Pavlo Usenko, “Novopetrovskyi

6: 64).

fort

1

[transfer] to

and 10 January 1850, Pzt

na perekhresti imperskykh ustremlin: lak

Taras Shevchenko malo ne stav ‘kavkaztsem,’” Suchasnist, 1998, nos. 7-8: 102-15.
4.

For a general overview of the treatment of the Caucasus in Russian

literature, see

Susan Layton, Russian Literature and Empire: Conquest of the Caucasus from Pushkin
to Tolstoy (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994).
5.

For the purposes of

Martha
57-96.

Brill Olcott,

this article

The Kazakhs, 2d

I

draw most of

ed. (Stanford:

my

information on the Kazaks from

Hoover

Institution Press, 1995), esp.

Taras Shevchenko’s Encounters with the Kazaks
diplomatic.

The

foot soldier

Aral Sea
—
1851^— and served on them
the

to

tions

to paint

in

11

Shevchenko was assigned to two such expedi1848-49 and the Mangyshlak Peninsula in

—

as illustrator

because a prohibition

illegally,

had been part of his sentence.

Shevehenko saw no military action during

his exile in Kazakhstan.

What

he did see were large bodies of water amidst vast expanses of arid steppe,
whose monotony was broken here and there by ruins or a graveyard; and by

Kazak or Turkmen nomads, who

as a eonsequence of worsening

economic

conditions as well as violence in the steppe, by the 1830s were regularly
gravitating

toward the ever more numerous Russian (mostly Cossack)

outposts in search of both security and employment.^ In his “Notes on the

Kirghiz-Kazaks of the Middle Horde,”

how

the Russian army, describes

S.

B. Bronevsky, a major-general in

the Kirghiz lower classes “gladly devote

themselves to serving the Cossacks for a minimal wage; the richer [Cossaeks]

have ten or more of them. Whoever’ s been on the

many
many

pitiful yurts,

fortified

hugging the settlements, sadly give off

hne has seen how
their

smoke,

how

half-naked baigush [poor] grovel about every redoubt, barymta [raids for

livestock]

and the oppression of the powerful [Kazaks] as well as the

eattle

plague being the reason for the calamitous situation of the baigush; extremity

compelled them to resort

and

to labour in order to find sustenanee for

themselves

their families.”^ It is these

impoverished and, to some extent, already

who beeame

a famihar sight for Shevehenko, particularly

deracinated Kazaks

who oecupy

during his seven-year exile in Novopetrovsk, and
in the poet-painter’s articulation of his

own

a eentral place

predicament.

Shevehenko’ s poetie impressions of Kazakhstan as a geographical,
less

in

an

historieal, reality are

one of the

6.

A

first

few and

poems he wrote

day-by-day of account of the

budet pravda na zemle
second, in

id.

far

in exile,

first

He

provides

expedition can be found in Anatol Kostenko, I

Taras Shevchenko v Priarale (Almaty: Oner, 1989); and of the

and Esbol Umirbaiev, Ozhyvut

stepy...:

Taras Shevchenko za Kaspiiem (Kyiv;

Radianskyi pysmennyk, 1977). Shevchenko himself describes his 1848
via

Orsk

to

Raim

much

some inklings
“A. O. Kozachkovskomu” (To A.

between.

trip

from Orenburg

in the partly autobiographical novella Blizentsy {Pzt 4: 106-13).

Shevchenko
monotonous
bare gray hills and the endless
Kirghiz steppe. Sometimes the steppe comes alive with camel caravans from Bukhara”
{Pzt 6; 42). In a letter to Andrii Lyzohub on 16 July 1852, he describes the Mangyshlak
7.

In a letter to Varvara Repina on 24 October 1847, for instance,

describes the area around Orsk as “sad and

.

.

.

Peninsula as “a desert, an utter desert, without any vegetation,
the poorest of inhabitants, that
8.

S. B.

zapiski

is,

Bronevsky, “Zametki

42 (1830); 176-7.

the Kirghiz,
...

who roam

[just]

sand and rock, and

here and there”

(ibid., 74).

o kirgiz-kaisakakh srednei ordy,” Otechestvennye

.

Roman Koropeckyj
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O. Kozachkovsky) {Pzt
faint

63-7), which contains, significantly enough, only

2:

echoes of the phihppic against Russian colonial practices in “Kavkaz”:

A

xyT 6ypaH, nicKH, xajiH

.

.

xoH 6 h Ha CMix ae Momjia

I

O

flaBHiM flaBHi roBopnjia.

HeHaue
Ofl

jiioah

He

CHOKOHBiKy

XoBajiacB

i

xchjih.

^tOHHHi

nycxHHa,

Ofl jncffeii

A MH XaKH

li

HaHUIJIH.

Yxce H xBepflHHi hopo6hjih,

3axoro 6yffyxb

i

mofhjih,

Bcboro Hapo6HMO KOJiHCb! (69-78)^
In contrast to the stentorian righteousness of the earlier

The

noticeably muted.

now

poem, the tone here

admits rather, at once frankly and with ironic resignation, the poet’s

comphcity
to grave

in

despoihng what was hidden and

mounds

—or

historically articulate

richly deployed

is

no longer conveys indignation, but

first-person plural

own

pristine, albeit, as the allusion

rather the absence thereof

—would

suggest, neither

nor sacred. The symbohc functions of grave mounds, so

by Shevchenko

in his figuration of his native Ukraine,^” are

9.

present here only, but nonetheless already ominously, in posse

But then

too, these

different in intent

designs. Like so

few

lines are part of a

from Shevchenko’s 1845

much

O. Kozachkovskomu”

mueh

poem

longer

very

critique of Russian imperial

of the poetry he produced during his Kazak exile, “A.
is

an intimate

lyric

whose

ostensibly autobiographical

realia are rather abstract lines in a portrait of the poet’s inner self. Indeed,

as

George G. Grabowicz points

for that matter,

much

Shevchenko’s exile poetry nor,

out, neither

of his other poetry

is

ever actually concerned with

“external” biographical or even historical details as such, and
surface, as in the

poem

when

they do

addressed to Kozachkovsky, the poet invariably

mound even
/ From time
immemorial and until today / The desert hid itself from people, / And yet we found it.
/ We’ve already built fortresses, / There’ll soon be graves here too, / One day we’ll cook
But here there are weeds, sand, dunes

mockingly

/

Speak about the

distant past.

/ It’s

...

/

Would

that a grave

as if the people hadn’t lived.

up everything for you!.
Cf. George G. Grabowicz, The Poet as Mythmaker: A Study of Symbolic Meaning
Taras Sevcenko (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, 1982),

10.
in

108-20.
11.

In fact, several of Shevchenko’s visual works from the period depict

and cemeteries

(e.g.,

Ms

2: fig.

21; 3: figs.

1, 7,

17.

Kazak graves

Taras Shevchenko’s Encounters with the Kazaks

refigures

them according

to the dictates of a specific, symbolically laden,

The same, Grabowicz goes on

inner narrative.

said of Shevchenko’s correspondence

exclusively as a

13

medium

to argue,

may

in fact also

be

from the period, which serves almost

for affective rather than “objectively factual”

communication.

Kazak steppe

In light of this, the depiction of the

kovskomu”

is

period and to

at

in “A. O.

Kozach-

once consistent with Shevchenko’s poetics of the exile

some

extent an exception.

rozpustyly” (All’s ready!

We’ve unfurled

Aside from “Hotovo! Pams

the sail) {Pzt 2: 232)

(I shall

deal

with another exception below), the physical landscape of Shevchenko’s

Kazakhstan
requisite
if for

is

for the

most

part a featureless, almost abstract presence: a

mention of the Aral here

(e.g., in

“Mov

za podushne, ostupyly” [As

the polling tax, they surrounded] {[Pzt 2: 107]), of the

(e.g., in

“Dobro, u koho

ie

hospoda” [Rich

97]), but otherwise just unspecified desert

is

he

who

Darya there

has a home] [Pzt

2:

and steppe, undifferentiated weeds,

bulrushes, and moonlit sea. All of these landscapes function primarily as

evocative props in an autobiographical grand narrative about the pain of
solitude

and

exile,

tential condition

longing for (a no less abstract) Ukraine, and the exis-

of the poet.

It is

which Shevchenko summarizes
this featureless

only in “Hotovo!

his sixteen-month stay

Pams

rozpustyly,” in

on the Aral Sea,

that

world acquires a degree of topographic concreteness, and the

poet himself, something of an “objective” autobiography {Pzt

2:

232):

PoTOBo! Hapyc poanycTHJiH,

nocynyjiH no cnnin xBHJii
Homc^c KyroK) b Cnp-ffapio
BaiiAapy xa bapKac HHMajiHH.
Hpontaii, ybornn Koc-Apajie.

Hyflbry saKJiaxyio mok)

Th po3Ba2caB-xaKH ABa

Jiixa.

Cnacnbi, APy^ce; noxBajincb,
Ilfo JiioAe
I

snajiH,

i

xe6e SHanmjin

mo

3

xe6e 3Po6hth.

Hpontan ace APy^Kel Hi xbajih,
Ani ranbdn a ne cnjiixaio
Tboih nycTHHi; b

12.

inmiisi Kpaio,

See Hryhorii Hrabovych, “Epiloh: Prykhovanyi Shevchenko (Pidteksty samozobra-

zhennia ta retseptsii,” in his Shevchenko iakoho ne znaemo (Z problematyky symvolichnoi
avtobiohrafii ta suchasnoi retseptsii poeta) (Kyiv: Krytyka, 2000), 271-82.

Roman Koropeckyj
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He

3HaK),

M03ce h naraflaio

HyflLry kojihuihiok) kojihcb!^^
Yet, once again, as in “A. O.

Kozachkovskomu,” the evocation of Central

Asian realia serves here rather as a vehicle for ironic meditation on the
poet’s

own

more

inadvertent role in “civilizing” a primeval world and,

broadly, on his fate, which in the given context suggests a correlation

between ironic distance and a capacity for
But such evocations of Kazak

survival.

realia are, as

I

have noted, an exception.

So too are poems that deal with the native inhabitants of the Kazak steppe.
The latter make an appearance (understandably enough, perhaps) in the first
poem Shevchenko wrote in exile, “Dumy moi, dumy moi, vy moi iedyni”

(My

my

thoughts,

my

thoughts, you,

only ones) (Pzt

2: 22),

which he

invites

to fly

mnpoKoro

l3-3a ffninpa

y

CTen noryjiMTH

3 KnprH3aMH ybormyrn.

Bohh
y^xe
life

As one would

B3ce ydori

Ta na

rojii....

BOJii
(7-12)^^^

MOJiaxbca 6ory.

expect, these “poor Kirghiz” were mustered ad

nauseam

in

Soviet-era treatments of “Shevehenko and Kazakhstan” as evidenee of the

progressive poet’s fraternal solidarity with the downtrodden Kazaks.
all

cant aside, there

is

a grain of truth in

more

refraction, rather, of self-pity or,
is

For empathy,

But

albeit as a

egregiously, as a form of narcissism,

perhaps one of the central mechanisms by which Shevchenko apprehends

13.

All’s ready!

We’ve

sedge to the Syr-Darya
implacable tedium

/

/

unfurled the

/

know, perhaps

I’ll

You’ve lightened

From beyond

/

for

two

over the blue waves

years.

/

to

See, for instance,

/

/

To roam

Thank you,

I.

T. Diusenbaiev,

/

Iz istorii

and boast

Farewell,

my

/
/

the

My

That

friend!

ago!

in the steppe
still /

/

With the poor Kirghiz.

Pray to

God

“Shevchenko v Kazakhstani,”

in

in freedom.

Zbimyk prats

Akademiia nauk URSR,

254; Kalsim Kereeva-Kanafieva, Dorevoliutsionnaia russkaia

Kazakhstane:

Through

desert; in another land, / I don’t

luvileinoi Desiatoi naukovoi shevchenkivskoi konferentsii (Kyiv:

1962),

friend;

do with you.

They’re already naked.... But

/

Farewell, poor Kos-Aral.

skiff. /

And knew what

wide Dnieper

the

They’re already poor
15.

Moved

Nor reproach do 1 express / For your
recall / One day the tedium of long

Neither praise

14.

sail, /

Quite a big boat and

people have discovered even you

/

this.

[sic]

pechat o

russko-kazakhskikh literatumykh sviazei (Almaty: Kazakhskoe

gosudarstvennoe izdatelstvo, 1963), 275; or Raushan Kaishybaieva, “Brat nash, drub
nash,” Radianske literaturoznavstvo, 1972, no. 12: 50-1.

.
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poem

the inorodtsy. Thus, in yet another
exile,

Kazaks come

man

grey old

in

written early on during the poet’s

to function as a kind of

through which the hapless

15

metaphoric negative correlative

of Ukraine can be effectively projected. The

lot

“Son (‘Hory moi vysokii’)” (The dream [“My high moun-

tains”]) {Pzt 2: 43) recounts to the dreamer:

BjiyxaB a no CBixy HHMajio,

Hochb

CBHxy

i

i

acynan

...

Haui,o Bace jihxo sa YpajiOM

Othm KHprnaaM, oT^ce n xaM,
Gh yKQ 6ory, Jiynne :acHXH,
Hi^c

A

HUM na

II],e

He XPHCXHHHH?...

HapodnB

A

yKpaiHi.

Moace xhm, m,o KHprnsH
xn, Xpncxe, Jinxa!

nepeinaHHB

JIiOACH 603oix?! Koxhjihch

Kami Kosani

I

J],ypHi

rojiOBH aa npaa^ty,

3a Bipy XpncxoBy

...

(81-96)^^

Despite the bitter irony, Shevchenko’s empathy here for the plight of the

Kazaks

luckless
fallacy,

is,

as in the earlier

whereby “the Kirghiz”

poem, an instance of a kind of pathetic

constitute

little

more than an

abstract

much more

of the condition of the poet’s own, ostensibly

measure

deserving,

(“civilized”) people.

However, the image of an “impoverished land” resurfaces, although
a very different idiom, in the

poem “U boha

ax lay behind God’s door) {Pzt
treatment in verse of
in

poetry from the period in that

16.

Than

for us in Ukraine.

/

You

sure

17.

/

it is

on a Kazak legend

that

unique in Shevchenko’s

focuses on something other than his personal

the misery

/

Cossack

it

putatively

folklores,*’

wandered the world quite a bit, / I’ve worn a peasant’s and a Cossack’s coat
beyond the Urals / For the Kirghiz, but there, / By God, life’s better

I’ve

Why

86-8), Shevchenko’s most extensive

Kazak themes. Based

any case has analogies in other

... /

2:

in

za dvermy lezhala sokyra” (An

made

/

Maybe

a mess, Christ!

Stupid heads

/

Also

that’s

because the Kirghiz

And

turned God’s people

/

fell for

the truth,

/

/

Are not yet Christians?...
/

Upside down?! And our

For the Christian

faith

.

.

See Mykhailo Mochulsky, “Kult dereva i sokyry v Shevchenkovii poemi,” Ukraina,

1930, nos. 3-4: 80-8; and the entry

"U [BJoha za dvermy

lezhala sokyra," in Shevchen-

kivskyi slovnyk, vol. 2, ed. le. P. Kyryliuk (Kyiv: Instytut literatury

and Ukrainska radianska entsyklopediia, 1977), 283-4.

Akademii nauk

URSR

—
Roman Koropeckyj
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fate,

Ukraine, or biblical or classical motifs.

a kaizak

who

down

grip and chops

The poem recounts

an ax from God, which then frees

steals

itself

the story of

from the

thief’s

every tree in sight as a “blaze breaks out, and clouds

of smoke cover the sun” (17-18). The ax and blaze devastate the world for

seven years, “from the Urals to the Tinghiz to the Aral” (19-20), leaving in
its

wake

Kazak

the barren

desert and a single, sacred tree

syngych-agach

—

IIoKHHyTe 6oroM.
IlOKHHyTe COKHpOK),

OrncM He

najiHMC,

[...]

KaHSaKH He MHHaiOTb

I

JfepcBa CBHToro.

Ha

flOJiHHy saiacaiOTb.

)],HByiOTbCa 3

MOJIHTbCH,

I

i

Horo
2CepXBaMH

ffepcBO djiaraiOTb
ni,o6

y
The poem

is

napocTH posnycTHJio
6iAHiM Kpai. (59-61, 64-71)^^

IX

remarkable in a number of ways, not the least for

detached, objective stance, free of any overt valuation,
reflection. This

a sense of

its

imbues the Kazak world with

own

past, as well as its

dvermy” may be viewed

as an

own

much

dignity, self-sufficiency,

future.

its

less lyrical

and

But even “U boha za

example of how Shevchenko consistently

reconfigures external realia according to his symbolic “metanarrative”: the
vision of total, divinely inflicted destruction and the concomitant hope of

eventual revitalization

fits

neatly into his millenarian mode.^^

Abandoned by God. / Abandoned by the ax, / Untouched by fire,/ [...] / And the
/ The sacred tree. / They visit the valley. / Wonder at the tree /
And pray, and with offerings / They beg the tree / To sprout shoots / In their
18.

Kaizaks do not bypass

impoverished land.
19.

See Grabowicz, The Poet as Mythmaker, 137^6.

so far as to argue that Shevchenko’s “fire in the steppe”

A number of Soviet critics
is

an allegory be

it

went

for Russian

colonialism or for Kazak uprisings against the Russians by either Isatai Taimanov and

Makhambet Utemisov (1830-38)
russkaia

pechat,

275)

or

(according to Kereeva-Kanafieva, Dorevoliutsionnaia

Kenesary

Kasymov (1837^7)

(according

to

Raushan

Kaishibaeva, Kazakhsko-ukrainskie literatumye sviazi [Almaty: Nauka, 1977], 15-17),
lurii Ivakin, Komentar do
Naukova dumka, 1968), 65-71; and
Poeziia Shevchenka periodu zaslannia (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1984), 79-80.

depending on the prevailing

political atmosphere.

“Kobzaria” Shevchenko: Poezii 1847-1861
his

rr.

See also

(Kyiv:

Taras Shevchenko’s Encounters with the Kazaks

Yet no

poem

less remarkable, considering that a native

yet to be identified, this

is

also contains

any other

more

Kazak

“U boha

the exile period.

for the

—an enormous

controlled

nomads venerating

Shevchenko went on

a

za dvermy”

otherwise

is

two incidents Shevchenko experienced when

way

he was crossing the Kazak desert on his

local

Kazak source

on the apocalyptic theme

variation

concrete, identifiable autobiographical detail than perhaps

poem from

clearly a poetic reminiscence of

1848

17

bum

to

Raim

in the spring of

by Kazak herdsmen and the

set

sight of

In fact,

ancient tree in the desert.

solitary

to record these incidents also in a pair of watercolours

painted during the expedition and then in his Russian-language novella
Bliznetsy

1855 during his “second exile”

(The Twins), written in

in

Novopetrovsk:

As

the sun

the horizon

set,

began

to light

up with a pale glow. As night

approached, the glow turned increasingly red and came nearer to us.

beyond the dark

line of the horizon, slightly bent here

tongues began to appear.... The entire space

have expanded and was flooded with

What

I

and

saw during

From
and

there, red jets

the day

seemed

to

fiery jets in almost parallel directions.

a wonderful, indescribable scene!

up

sat

I

night under

all

my

tent

enjoying the fiery scene. (Pzt 4: 107)^°

Some two
tree.

it I

the desert with

on

its

from the road,

versts

Around

in a

narrow gully, grew an old green poplar

already found a goodly [crowd] staring at the green guest of

wonder and

(so

it

seemed

to

me) reverence. Around

skeins of dyed horsehair, and, the richest of

Looking

tightly tied to a branch.

all sacrifices,

at all this,

iffHKapb) for their innocent sacrifices.

I

I

felt

rode away

a long time, as if unable to believe the marvel

consciously

I

spoke to

after the transport

ment conveyed
But however

felt

be,

what

is

In an ironic touch so typical of

he should have learned

seen....

And

half-

and quietly rode

compelled to record these incidents three times in

in the prose descriptions

may

and looked around for

had

108-9)^'

media underscores, of course

this

last
I

the pelt of a wild cat,

respect for the savages

as to a living creature, “Farewell,”

it

(Ibid.,

.

That Shevchenko
three different

20.

the tree and

branches pious Kirghiz had hung pieces of multicoloured cloth, ribbons,

—

—

as does the genuine

the impact they

important for

my

Shevchenko during

to paint so as to

be able

wonder-

had made on him.

purposes

is

his exile period,

that

he adds that

to capture this scene (107-8).

In his Puteshestvie po kirigizskim stepiam i Turkestanskomu kraiu (1896), Aleksei
Maksheev, Shevchenko’s superior and friend on the Aral expedition, notes both of these
incidents and Shevchenko’s depictions of them. See the pertinent passages from his book
21.

I.

in

Spohady pro Tarasa Shevchenka (Kyiv: Dnipro, 1982), 208-9. Maksheev also notes
sometime later the tree was chopped down by a drunken Russian soldier.

that

Roman Koropeckyj
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Figure

1:

Fire in the Desert

Source;

Ms

2, fig.

2 (watercolour, no earlier than

Source:

Ms

2, fig.

5 (watercolour, 26

May

1848).

Figure 2: The Lone Tree

May

1848).
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precisely in

it is

media other than

encounter with Central Asia

more

is

his Ukrainian poetry that

more

articulated not only

Shevchenko’s

explicitly, but also

extensively. That one of these should be a Russian-language novella

written when, as far as

we know, he was

writing no (Ukrainian) poetry,

again raises the question of a possible correlation between the attempt at
“objective” distance or

detachment and

survival (the years

were incomparably more brutal than the poet’s

first

on Mangyshlak

three years of exile). Yet

considering that Shevchenko spent ten years in Kazakhstan, even his Russian
prose, including his diary (begun in June 1857 and covering only the last

two months of

exile)

and his correspondence, actually says precious

about his impressions of the land and

were indeed

its

from the description of the

“uninteresting.”^"^ In fact, aside

sacred tree, Shevchenko devoted only one extended passage to the

way of
the

In his diary he recorded

life.

Turkmens and

on 15 July 1857

do

to their heroes.

They cover

sacrifices

—on

wrap

that

a spear,

homage

sepulchral

it.

They

plant a

morial.

And

saucers. In

wooden

pole,

To

dmnk

behind, a

on the other hand, they
more or less magnificent me-

opposite the memorial, on two small, decorated posts, they place

one of the saucers the nearest relatives

the water, will pray to

deceased.

the leftovers

the ordinary mortal,
left

bum

mutton

and into the other they pour water during the day so

night,

—

sometimes crowned with

pole with multicoloured rags, and this concludes the

to the saint.

depending on the wealth he

erect,

tall

Our enlightened

God

fat

for the soul of the sinner

archpastors,

most

would

likely,

blasphemy. {Pzt

The
/

/

intact

/

Y

Unenlightened by the holy cross,

even

it

as

pagan

/

nac HaBHiTtca!” [You’re
Learn from us! (101-3)])

after ten years of punitive exile.

But

this description

For the possible implications of Shevchenko’s linguistic choice as

22.

on the

cast doubt

“Kavkaz” (“Bh ipe

sarcastic anticlericalism that in part informs

remained

having

and beloved

70)

Cb^thm xpecTOM He npocBiuteHHi,

ignorant,

still

5:

through the

that a bird,

purity and loftiness of the savage’s silent poetic prayer and prohibit

TCMHi,

to

the saint’s corpse with

an ugly heap of rocks and throw camel, horse, and sheep bones

from

Kazak

that

abu (mausoleums)

the Kirghiz do not erect magnificent

their saints (aule) as they

little

native inhabitants,^^ as though they

it

of

correlates to

poetry or prose, but with no discussion of his visual production, see George G. Grabowicz,

and

“A

Consideration of the

Deep

the Critics, 1861-1980, ed.

Structures in Shevchenko’s Works,” in Shevchenko

George

S.

N. Luckyj (Toronto: University of Toronto

Press for Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1980), 481-96.
23.

In such novellas as Bliznetsy, Neschastnyi, and Varnak,

Shevchenko devotes

greater or lesser extent with Kazakhstan,

and attention
24.

To

all

of which deal to a

substantially

to the Slavic (Cossack) settlers than the natives.

Vasilii A.

Zhukovsky between

1

and 10 January 1850, Pzt

6: 64.

more space

Roman Koropeckyj
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Kazak mortuary

practices also suggests that there

was “something

in this uninteresting but as yet mysterious land”^^ after

Shevchenko

clearly chose to explore (even if

it

all,

interesting

something that

was connected

to a long-held

fascination on his part) and, as in his encounter with the aulia agach, treated

with a sense of wonder, reverence, and, above

all,

Kazak customs

sion of

also finds

way

its

into

respect.

and the

less intriguing is the fact that, like the sacred tree

But what

fire, this

is

no

impres-

Shevchenko’s correspond-

why

ence^^ and art (see figure 3). This raises the question

certain incidents

during his exile in Kazakhstan created impressions powerful enough to be

recorded in media other than the visual.

For

it is

precisely to the visual

medium

we owe

that

almost

all

of our

knowledge of Shevchenko’s impressions of the Kazak steppe, and where,
contrast to his Ukrainian poetry or his Russian prose, depictions of the

inhabitants

occupy a substantial part of an

number and

oeuvre.

To be

in

Kazak

sure, both the

the qualitative richness of these works are largely a direct

consequence of the fact that Shevchenko produced many of them
illustrator for the

to order as

Aral and Mangyshlak expeditions. Yet, as the examples of

sacred tree, and funerary

show, they are no

the

fire,

his

symbolic universe than his poetry, which they

rite

at

less constitutive

once

parallel,

of

comple-

ment, and ramify. Indeed, as Shevchenko repeats time and again to his correspondents,

it

was

the tsar’s explicit prohibition

heaviest on Shevchenko: “There

is

so

on painting

much new

that

weighed

here, the Kirghiz are so

picturesque, so original and naive, that they are just asking to be sketched,

and

go crazy when

I

medium

I

look

at them.”^^

The very nature of

the visual

not only enabled Shevchenko to explore a range of themes often

quite distinct

from what he

articulated in his poetry or prose

and not only

mobilized a different emotive vocabulary and set of conventions, but also
problematized the epistemological relationship between the objectively
referential

and the symbolically

Shevchenko managed

25.

to sketch,

affective.^^

In spite of the prohibition,

draw, and paint in Kazakhstan not only for

Ibid.

May 1857), Shevchenko describes the
same customs and informs him that he (Shevchenko) is sending him two additional works
on the same theme (prayer for the dead) {Pzt 6: 163; see also Ms 3, “Opysy ta komentari,
26.

In letters to Bronislaw Zaleski (8, 10, 13, 20

88-9).
27.

To

28.

It

Repina, 24 October 1847, Pzt

may be worthwhile

entalist discourse occupies

6: 42.

recalling in this connection

Edward

Said’s argument that ori-

an ambiguous place between referential knowledge and sym-

bolic construct. See his Orientalism

(New York:

Vintage, 1994), 21-5.

Taras Shevchenko’s Encounters with the Kazaks

Figure
Source;

the

Ms

3, fig.

3:

21

Katia the Kazak

61 (sepia, 1856-July 1857).

two expeditions but

also for himself

and

friends, recording in

dozens of

finished works and sketches his impressions of that “impoverished land” and
its

inhabitants

part,

—and

thus representing in art what in poetry he, for the most

chose to ignore (suppress?).

Roman Koropeckyj
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Figure 4: Fort Kos-Aral in Winter
Source:

Ms

2, fig.

35 (sepia, 6 October 1848-2 April 1849).

Source:

Ms

2, fig.

42 (watercolour, 1848-49).

Figure Figure 5: Kazak on a Horse
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Regardless of the circumstance that impelled their creation, Shev-

chenko’s visual impressions of Kazaks
tions representing three
(in the

more or

may be grouped

into three constella-

less distinct spaces: the exoteric, the esoteric

etymological sense), and, for lack of a better word, the introspective.

Transcending both genre and convention, these spaces are governed by what
I

would argue

is

the implicit exploration of the matrix of relationships

between the Central Asian nomads and

their Slavic colonizers, including, of

course, the artist himself.

The

first,

exoteric, constellation arose in

its

entirety in connection with

Shevchenko’s “professional” work during his travels on the Aral Sea and the

Mangyshlak Peninsula. The Kazaks appear here
produced,

it

would appear,

as part of larger landscapes,

in order to provide a record of the

everyday

of the two expeditions. The nomads are invariably depicted not so
inhabitants of a “pristine” habitat but rather against the
are always foregrounded

—and

life

much

as

—they

background of

in contact with the Slavic interlopers (figure

4 ).^^

The Kazak

yurts “hug” the settlements or

dwellers are represented as, quite

literally,

encampments, while

Individually or in small groups they are observing

with resignation?

—

elevated sentries,

all

land (“people

knew what

.

.

.

dress, dwellings,

their

on a tenuous outside looking

in.

—passively? impassively?

the smoke, the barques, the construction sites, and the

indices of a foreign presence actively transforming their

do with you”) before

to

their eyes.

While

and physical apartness suggest the preservation

still

their

of a

separate identity, their passivity signals loss of control over their destiny. For
his part, the artist depicts everything

from an even wider perspective,

as if

detaching himself from this (non-)confrontation between the colonized and
the colonizer.
It is

precisely against this background of the contingence of the

cultures that the second,

obvious for what
the

Kazaks

intents

it is:

what

I

call the esoteric, constellation

an implicit attempt on Shevchenko’s part to represent

in their native environment,

and purposes, absent. Quite

tions (figure 5) is actually set in the

open steppe. At the same time

by the

late

all,

the

work

its

constitutes an unmistakable

endless expanse,

For similar depictions, see

Ms

its

for all

nod

and

Ms

to

also

aesthetic

many

orientalism:

blinding brightness, and

2, figs. 4, 7, 8, 18, 34;

it is

1840s the “authenticity”

commonplaces of mid-nineteenth-century European

desert with

29.

if

is,

only one of these representa-

nomad could be recovered only through conscious

mediation. After
the

from which the colonizer

tellingly,

Shevchenko’s most conventional, as
of the Kazak

two

becomes

its

of
the

sense of

3, fig. 58.
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desolation; the exotic tribesman

whose

bright yellow trousers, blue and white

and red kerchief provide an unexpected palette

striped shirt,

harmony with

contrast to and in

desert landscape; the “noble beast,” with

and

its

no

at

once in

the orange, tan, and grayish blue of the
its

intimation of liberty and space;

less “noble” rider, relaxed but vigilant, the self-sufficient

of his desert domain. All of these could have

come from

master

the brush of a

Delacroix, Chasseriau, or Guillaumet.^®

This said, Shevchenko’s authentic Kazak

is to

be found more often than

not inside the enclosed domestic space of a yurt, as in the sepia The Song of

a Young Kazak (figure

With

its

from the native

on the rug and the musician’s

vessels to the patterns
to

6).

close attention to detail,

dress, architecture,

trousers, the

and

image aims

if somewhat schematic, ethnographic information about
Kazak family,^' probably for purposes of the expedition

convey accurate,

the daily life of a

but, for that matter,

also to satisfy the curiosity of a Russian audience

increasingly fascinated with the exotic inhabitants of the empire’s newly

incorporated central Asian territories.^^

Yet what

is critical

the Kazaks,^^

here, as in

Shevchenko’s other esoteric depictions of

precisely the representation of a space that

is

by

its

very

nature seems to resist violation and thus transformation. For what Shev-

chenko conveys
self-sufficiency

sented not so

in

The Song

above

is

and innocence. In

much

in its native

all

a sense of undisturbed domestic

this respect the

abstract one. Outside the yurt there is only an

the

Kazak

30.

were

trio

Kazak family

environment as in an utterly

is

repre-

pristine,

almost

empty expanse of

desert, as

only living inhabitants. Like the aboriginals of

its

Cf. Phillipe Jullian, The Orientalists:

if

much

European Painters of Eastern Scenes (Oxford:

Phaidon, 1977), 100-2, 82, 104.
31.

rokiv (Kyiv: Mystetstvo, 1968), 57. Kostenko and Umirbaiev argue that the

picture depicts a
32.

Shevchenka-khudozhnyka

Cf. Hlafira Palamarchuk, Neskorenyi Prometei: Tvorchist

1850-1857

Turkmen

rather than

Kazak family {Ozhyvut

In this, Shevchenko’s drawings of

similar depictions

by

late eighteenth-

stepy, 174).

Kazak domestic scenes conform

and early nineteenth-century

artists

neatly with

such as Nikolai

Dmitriev and Johann-Gotlieb Georgi or by his contemporary and friend Bronislaw
Zaleski,

who

included a number of Shevchenko’s works in his album

La

Vie des steppes

kirghizes (Paris, 1865). For a brief overview of Russian (sic) depictions of Kazakhstan,

see V. G. Dolinskaia, Khudozhniki Rossii v Srednei Azii

Nauchno-issledovatelnyi

institut

teorii

i

istorii

i

Kazakhstane (Moscow:

izobrazitelnykh

iskusstv

Rossiiskoi

Akademii khudozhestv, 1993).
33.

See, e.g.,

Ms

set outdoors, the

ground.

2, fig. 14; 3, figs. 5, 50.

scene

is

Although the

latter.

The Kazak Woman,

is

a domestic one, with a yurt featured prominently in the back-

Taras Shevchenko's Encounters with the Kazaks

Figure 6: The Song of a
Source;

Ms

3, fig.

Young Kazak

18 (sepia, June 1851-July 1857).
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—
Roman Koropeckyj
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of early American

untouched by

art,^"^

suffused as

interloper,

they inhabit a primeval world that as yet remains

and struggle, much

toil

is

it

by contact with a colonial

less

with the most basic

human

—

child-like

emotions, with play and family love.

However, while

this representation

imbues the inorodtsy with universally

recognizable humanity, their pre-lapsarian isolation

The domestic space of
this

Kazaks has been

the

sense appropriated, by the (foreign)

who,

after all, depicts their intimate

is

nonetheless an illusion.

in fact already violated,

artist,

and

in

an unwillingly willing intruder

world as an object

be scrutinized by

to

an imperial audience that will ultimately determine the extent of these
“savages’” humanity. But on a different level, there

drawing yet another act of appropriation, one that
pathetic fallacy

is

is

implicit in this

informed by the same

marking Shevchenko’s poetic articulation of

his personal

symbolic universe. Representing as they do an idealized nuclear family, the

Kazaks

much

here,

like those in the

above-quoted “Son,”

may be viewed

in

metaphoric function of a negative correlative for the dysfunctional

their

(Ukrainian) family that so insistently haunts Shevchenko’s poetry, in which
the patriarchal father disrupts the unmediated affect of the mother-child
relationship.^^
is

It

within the context of this entire complex of latent meanings

generated by both the exoteric and esoteric representations of Kazaks that the
significance of what

more

I

call

Shevchenko’s introspective representations can be

Depicted neither as part of some larger landscape nor in

fully grasped.

the familial intimacy of a native yurt, these images of half-naked

Kazak boys

are remarkable precisely because of the conspicuous absence of,

on the one

hand, any adult Kazaks and, on the other, of the Kazak environment
the boys are

shown almost

itself:

invariably within the confines of an ahen space

and structures erected by and for the Slavic colonizer (figure 1)?^
If

The Song of a Young Kazak represents an idylhc world constituted of the

most basic of human

relationships, a

world as yet undiscovered by civihzation.

The Baigush under the Window would appear
civihzation.
at

The cavorting Kazak

to signal the

consequences of

whose naked innocence

is

inscribed

once by the pristineness of his native environment and by his unmediated

34.

See Robert

from Columbus

F. Berkhoffer,

to the

Present

The White Man’s Indian: Images of the American Indian

(New York:

Cf. Grabowicz,

36.

For analogous depictions, see

The Lucky Fisherman,
be the Caspian Sea.

Vintage, 1979), 72-80.

The Poet as Mythmaker, 63-76.

35.

to

infant,

is

Ms

2, figs. 37, 38; 3, figs. 32, 56, 57.

an exception, set as

it is

The

last item.

on the banks of what one must assume

27
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1853).

autumn,

of
Baigush

beginning

The

8:
(sepia,

Figure

32

fig.

3,
Ms

Source:

1856).

April
Window

1855-21

the

under

June

10

Baigush
(sepia,

45
The

7:

fig.

3,
{Ms
Figure

Source:

ij

I

t
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July-

Colleagues

whitewash,

His

with
among

(pen-and-ink

Shevchenko

15

H.

fig.

T.

3,
1851).

10:

Figure

Ms

August
Source:

December

29

than

later
Self-Portrait

no

9:

(sepia,

52
Figure

fig.

2,
Ms

1849).
Source:

29
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matured into the Kazak boy whose

interaction with his parents, has

desti-

marked by the absence of family and the concomitant loss of his
native milieu, which, as his ill-fitting Kazak clothes suggest, has already
tution is

been despoiled. The two boys have entered the world of foreigners

No

to survive.

ents

—

quite literally

children^^

—of

those

who have

in order

become depend-

longer self-sufficient nomads, they have

within the

created,

confines of a brick-and-wood structure, an alien world designed to keep out

and

same time tame

at the

only other identifiable

works

And,

the “hostile” desert.

human presence

significantly enough, the

in this particular constellation of

the artist himself (figure 8).^^

is

In the course of his ten-year exile in Kazakhstan,

a

number of

Ms

Most of them

37) focus exclusively on the

3, figs. 16,
(e.g.,

self-portraits.‘^°

2, fig. 12; 3, fig. 15),

his colleagues

more

The

work

1, figs.

1,

46, 47, 52;

himself as in figure

as in figure 10. Others

9.

Others

still (e.g.,

Ms

whom

one can discern the expedition’s

(figure 11).

self-portrait in figure 8 is different.

aged foot

Shevchenko produced

subtle and represent a lonely figure in the

wilderness bent over a sketch pad in
artist at

artist

Ms

however, depict him in the act of portraying

on the two expeditions

2, figs. 22, 30; 3, fig. 10) are

(e.g.,

soldier,

or the artist relaxing

Not

the sad-eyed, prematurely

among

friends,

or the diligent

chronicler of an expedition, Shevchenko assumes here simply and unequivocally the role of the colonizer.

He

stands behind the begging boys, a denizen,

however unwilling, of the Russian

fort,

framed by

doors, dressed in

its

its

uniform, a Slavic adult patronizing the Kazak children. At the same time the
artist is

framed

in part also

by the huge timak of the younger boy, which

disrupts the regular lines of the doorways, while the artist’s gaze

is

directed

over the shoulders of the two in the same direction as that of the older boy.
All three are looking into the interior of what appears to be a barracks room,
the door to

which separates

its

presumed inhabitants and

us,

the viewers.

37. As Kostenko and Umirbaiev point out, although begging was not an accepted
custom among the Kazaks, it was nonetheless practiced, particularly in times of jut (freez-

ing rain), which

was especially severe

in

1847 and 1851-52. However, General Esen, the

governor of the Orenburg land in 1817-30, decreed that only children up to the age of
ten could beg inside Russian settlements. See Ozhyvut stepy, 235-6.
38.

See Nathaniel Knight, “Grigorev in Orenburg, 1851-1862: Russian Orientalism in

the Service of
39.

See also

Empire?” Slavic Review 59 (2000): 90,

Ms

3, fig. 56. L.

n. 54.

V. Vladych dates The Baigush to the end of 1855 and

the beginning of 1856 in Avtoportrety Taras Shevchenka (Kyiv: Mystetstvo, 1973), 18-19.
40.

A

sophisticated discussion of these

self-portraits

is

“Avtoportrety T. H. Shevchenka,” in Shevchenkivskyi slovnyk,

still
1

sorely

lacking.

(1976): 21-2.

See

Roman Koropeckyj
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Figure 11: Dalismen-MuUah-Aule
Source:

Ms

3, fig.

10 (watercolour, July-8 August 1851).

Source:

Ms

3, fig.

70

Figure 12:
(sepia,

The Barracks

1856-July 1857).
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from Shevchenko and the two boys. While there
what

Shevchenko’s part with those

who remain

outside

suggest a more complex dynamic.

stance

is

a note of alienation from

be found inside the room, as well as a note of identification on

to

is

31

challenging, his eyes engage the viewer quizzically,
latter’s attention

away from

the children to

of the begging Kazaks, with

its

Shevchenko’s

own

drama.

stem nor

seems, drawing the

it

Shevchenko himself. The drama

intimations of the uprooting and corruption

of their world by Russian colonization,
as

the artist’s gaze and

it,

Neither explicitly

is in

effect refracted narcissistically

A picture that hopes to elicit pity for the Kazak

boys thus becomes a vehicle for

eliciting pity for the exiled artist,

himself

uprooted, himself a victim, and an unwilling perpetrator of

forcefully

Russia’s civilizing mission.

But there

is

yet another self-portrait of the artist in exile, which also

happens to be the

last

work

that

poem “Hotovo! Pams

Like the

Shevchenko completed

rozpustyly,”

summation of the seven years Shevchenko spent
cmeler than the time spent

at the

at the

Aral Sea and so

rich in artistic production. In contrast to

in Novopetrovsk.

constitutes something of a

it

Caspian Sea, so much

much

poorer in poetry, but

The Baigush, Shevchenko now

depicts himself inside the barracks together with those to

whom

the

Kazak

beggars in the earlier drawing were extending their hands, but clearly not one
of

There, in the lower right-hand comer, illuminated by the same

them."^^

beam of

light that illuminates,

soldiers and,

apart

from

hands."^^

on the

Shevchenko away and

his fellow conscripts, obliviously tending to

But he

reflecting

on the one hand, a coarse crowd of reveling

other, utterly exhausted ones, sits

and

is

something in his

not alone: sharing his solitude, vying for his attention,

reiterating his fate, is a little

companion, a Kazak boy.

For Shevchenko one of the more unbearable aspects of his penal conscription was

41.

living in barracks together with other conscripts.

“Yesterday

1

could not finish this

letter

As he

because

my

describes

it

in a letter to Repina,

fellow soldiers finished training;

hence the story-telling began, some got beat up, others were promised a beating, [there
was] noise, yelling, a balalaika, [and] they chased me out of the barracks” (25-29
February 1848; Pzt

boy

6: 49).

According to Palamarchuk, Shevchenko

42.
is

is

repairing his

ammunition

delighting in a roll he just received (Neskorenyi Prometei, 59).

portrait of

Shevchenko

by Muzzling {Ms

in the barracks

3, fig. 67),

which

is

belt,

A

while the

similar self-

can be barely descried in the drawing Punishment
part of the series

“The Prodigal Son.”
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Rereading the Classics in a Post-Soviet
World: The Case of Olha Kobylianska
Marko Pavlyshyn
One

of the self-evident tasks of post-Soviet literary criticism, especially in

the successor states of the former Soviet Union, is the re-examination,
reinterpretation
this

and re-evaluation of the corpus of

scholarly discipline.

texts that is the object of

Over and above the general obligation of

humanities scholarship to reconsider the seemingly familiar

new

theories

in*

all

the light of

and in the context of our own changing cultural environment,

post-Soviet literary scholarship has to correct previous omissions and distortions. It is

named than

only a

little

less self-evident that these tasks are

therefore, utility.

easily

But which of the available theoretical models can and

should a scholar in a formerly Soviet country seek to use?
rediscovery

more

done. Soviet intellectual models have lost their authority and,

Which

tasks of

and reinterpretation should be given priority? Even more

fundamentally, what ideas about the relationship between literature, literary
scholarship,

and society should be assumed as the basis for these tasks? In

the economically impoverished post-Soviet environment,

and personal resources are available for

These are questions

that

their

what

institutional

performance?

have no general answers for the whole of the

post-Soviet space. For the literary scholarship of formerly metropolitan and,
in

many

different

*

respects,

still

hegemonic Russia, the tasks of self-reinvention

from those confronting the formerly dominated

This paper was read as the

cultures,

are

each with

first Danylo H. Struk Memorial Lecture at the University
The research on which it is based was made possible by
grants from the Faculty of Arts, Monash University, and two Australian foundations: the
Ukrainian Studies Support Fund and the Ukrainian Studies Foundation in Australia.

of Toronto on 2 June 2000.

Marko Pavlyshyn
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its

own

histories

rather specific.

and present. The following observations, therefore, are

They focus on

which should not be

the situation in Ukraine,

taken as analogous to or symptomatic of situations elsewhere.

The response of Ukrainian literary scholarship to the end of the Marxistmonopoly over ideology (c. 1989) and the advent of state independence for Ukraine (1991) has been more spontaneous and random than
inspired by any articulated vision or driven by the logic of any debate. A
Leninist

great deal of the energy of middle-generation literary scholars during this

been invested into the republication of

period has

by formerly

texts

proscribed and persecuted writers, especially of the 1920s and 1930s on the

one hand and the 1960s- 1980s on the

outcome of these endeavours
Vasyl Stus,

who

new

Perhaps the most impressive

other.

the complete works of the repressed poet

died in a prison

histories as the basis for

required.

is

camp

as late as

They have not been forthcoming

New

1985.*

literary

new pedagogies have been

textbooks and

overwhelming numbers, but

in

those that have been published are, on the whole, conservative in thentheoretical profile,

limiting themselves

where possible

to

statements of

empirical fact and replacing the narrative of progress toward a just
nist social order

commu-

with the no less emphatic narrative of progress toward the

embodiment of the national idea in political
Younger scholars have sometimes tried
informed by Western, especially

reality.^

their

hand

at literary criticism

thought and practice.

post-structuralist,

Sometimes they have produced impressive work, but

all

too often they have

crossed the line that separates the fruitful application of novel concepts and

models from the incantation of jargon. Several causes have contributed
this state

of

affairs:

by the impoverishment of

libraries; a paucity

of translations, exacerbated by

the sometimes eclectic decisions of publishers concerning

and

texts to translate; inadequate

practice using the
outlets as to

Western

theories;

which theoreticians

exposure to examples of good

critical

and a loss of bearings by the publishing

what does or does not represent good

Only one school has emerged

that

literary scholarship.

groups a number of practitioners

around a particular approach: a small group of feminist

literary critics

Academy

in the Institute of Literature of the National

1.

to

inadequate knowledge of the source texts, exacerbated

based

of Sciences.^ The

Vasyl Stus, Tvory u chotyrokh tomakh, shesty knyhakh, ed. Serhii Halchenko

et al.

(Lviv: Prosvita, 1994-99).
2.

M.

S.
3.

See, for example, Istoriia ukrainskoi literatury

Tymoshyk
These

et al. (Kyiv:

critics

XX

stolittia

u dvokh knyhakh, ed.

Lybid, 1993-95).

have created an

NGO now called the

Kyiv

Institute for

Gender

Studies.

The Case of Olha Kobylianska
group appears

to

be inspired more by the

institutional force

and presence of

Western academe than by the refinements of

feminism

in

apparatus.

The

theoretical

its

writings of Vira Aheieva and the late Solomiia Pavlychko are

based on a familiar

common-sense
patriarchally

35

approach to

historicist

dominated

leavened by

literary scholarship,

alertness to matters overlooked

and

injustices

done by the

institution of literary scholarship. In particular, this

circle has contributed provocative rereadings of

Ukrainian modernism"^ and

of one of the canonical authors of Ukrainian nineteenth- and twentiethcentury literature, Lesia Ukrainka.^

The

issue of the need to utilize the literary

culturally productive debate has

mainly by Western scholars working in the

While much has been done

starting point for

Ukrainian

field of

literature.^

augment the canon with unjustly silenced

to

have been very few readings

voices, there

canon as the

been raised on a number of occasions,

that ask

whether the already

canonized (including some exponents of socialist realism) deserve their
traditional places in the canon. Equally

few and

far

between have been

readings that challenge the received images of canonical writers. These few
studies include

George Grabowicz’s

critiques of the

still

prevailing populist

accounts of Taras Shevchenko, Ivan Franko, and Lesia Ukrainka.^

why questioning the canon in contemporary
From the perspective of human

There are three main reasons
Ukraine
justice

is

and

important.
truth

it is

The

first is ethical.

not without significance whether artists and their works

enjoy respect or suffer oblivion or whether works judged by certain eriteria
to

be “good” are celebrated

4.

less than others that,

modemizmu

Solomiia Pavlychko, Dyskurs

1997; 2d rev. ed. 1999); Solomea Pavlychko,

by these

criteria,

are

v ukrainskii literaturi (Kyiv: Lybid,

“Modernism

vs.

Populism

in

Fin de Siecle

Ukrainian Literature,” in Engendering Slavic Literatures, ed. Pamela Chester and Sibelan

Tamara Hundorova,
modemizmu. Postmoderna

Forrester (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996), 83-103; and

Prolavlennia

slova:

Dyskursiia

rannoho

ukrainskoho

interpretatsiia (Lviv: Litopys, 1997).
5.

Vira Aheieva, Poetesa zlamu

stolit:

Tvorchist Lesi Ukrainky v postmodernii

interpretatsii (Kyiv: Lybid, 1999).
6.

See Hryhorii Hrabovych [Grabowicz], “Deiaki teoretychni problemy ukrainskoho

literaturoznavstva,” in his

here 18-21; and

my

Do

article

istorii

“Kanon

ukrainskoi literatury (Kyiv: Osnovy, 1997), 14-22,
ta ikonostas,” in

my

collection

Kanon

ta ikonostas

(Kyiv: Chas, 1997), 184-98.
7.

A Study of Symbolic Meaning in
Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, 1982),

George G. Grabowicz, The Poet as Mythmaker:

Taras Sevcenko (Cambridge, Mass.:

published in Ukrainian as Shevchenko iak mifotvorets: Semantyka symvoliv u tvorchosti
poeta,

trans.

Solomiia Pavlychko (Kyiv: Radianskyi pysmennyk,

1991); and idem,

“Kobzar. Kameniar. Dochka Prometeia,” Krytyka, 1999, no. 12: 16-19.

—
Marko Pavlyshyn
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The second reason

inferior.

is

grounded

needs of

in the internal

scholarship as an intellectual discipline. There

is

literary

a need to take advantage of

present access to relatively undistorted empirical knowledge in order to test

whether the possession of these new facts

alters perceptions

authors and works. There

articulate

is

also a

need to

items in the canon on the basis, for the
aesthetic judgments.

The

first

of canonized

judgments concerning

made

ethical

and

The teaching of

the

time, of freely

third reason is pragmatic.

Soviet literary canon helped reinforce ideological instruction.

It

instilled

ideas of relative cultural value (including the relative value of the metropolitan and the colonial cultures).

It

confirmed the belief that there was one

acceptable, consensual view concerning every issue and that individual

views, in so far as they diverged from that consensus, had no status or were

Teaching the canon encouraged the habit of prejudging

aberrant.

them

therefore of reading

inattentively. If

teachers of literature, in particular the journal Ukrainska
shkoli,

renamed Dyvoslovo

have been made

develop

skills

i

literatura v

make

it

alter the overall

purpose of studying

that

works

But one sees

narrative of nation formation.

evidence of any attempt to
for example, to

mova

one sees very clearly the changes

in the ideological interpretation of canonical

new master

privilege the

in 1994,

and

texts

one examines instruction aids for

to

little

literature

part of a strategy for preparing individuals to

of observation and discussion preparatory to independent value

judgments.
I

would

like to consider here a canonical

Olha Kobylianska (1863-1942).

would

I

Ukrainian writer, the novelist

like to give

an account of the

genesis of the prevailing perception of her works, of her place in Ukrainian
literary history,

would
ska’ s

like to

work

and of some recent contributions

draw

that

to her reassessment. I

attention to several significant dimensions of Kobylian-

still

remain inadequately discussed, and

to offer the tentative

sketch of an alternative account. Because this presentation

memory

of the late Danylo Husar Struk,

and intentions reflected

most of

his writing,

works of

first

was concerned above

The

keep

is

in

dedicated to the

mind

all

the values

emerges from

with doing justice to literary

work with exceptional

aesthetic qualities

He

work perceived

as

excellent as the proper

8.

to

step that any competent critic performed intuitively.

saw the exposition of

is

hope

in Struk’ s literary criticism. Struk, as

distinction. Identifying a

was, for him, a

I

the particular qualities of the

domain of

literary scholarship.* In writing

closing sentence of Struk’s introduction to a

about

volume of Ihor Kalynets’s poetry

characteristic of this approach. After a lengthy analysis that attends especially to

Kalynets’s poetic technique, Struk concludes:

“This

way of making

poetry makes

—
The Case of Olha Kobylianska

—Kobylianska’ contemporary Vasyl Stefanyk
paying
—Struk sought envision them

canonical writers
point

3>1

s

is

attention to

afresh,

to

a ease in

how

their

works were made and how they worked for him. Often the process involved
disposing of venerable literary-critical cliches.^

Kobylianska

a second-order classie in Ukrainian literature: not one of

is

the big three (Shevehenko, Franko, Lesia Ukrainka) but certainly in the
largish

cohort of nineteenth and twentieth-century writers that,

eonsensual imagination, follows

members of

cohort

this

who belong

to

the

in

a respeetful distance behind.

at

Other

Kobylianska’ s generation inelude

Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky, Stefanyk, perhaps Marko Cheremshyna, and Les
Martovych. Kobylianska has been the subjeet of some reinterpretation, partly
because of her relevanee to the phenomenon of Ukrainian modernism, which
has been the most seriously diseussed issue in Ukrainian literary scholarship
in the last decade,

as

and partly beeause of her

interest to feminist critics

(who,

happens, have also played the main role in the study of modernism).

it

This has meant that Kobylianska

is

mentioned often when a general point

needs to be illustrated in survey studies, which occasionally also contain
short analyzes of aspects of her works.
if

any, sustained larger studies that

argument and evidenee.
emerged, and no

real

No new

There have, however, been few,

would challenge

attempt has been

accurately and completely than

the old orthodoxies with

robust understanding of her works has

made

was possible

them more

deseribe

to

in the Soviet era.

Kobylianska was the author of eight novels, including two that are

Zemlia (Land, 1902) and

especially celebrated

V nediliu

(On Sunday Morning She Dug Up Herbs, 1909)
shorter prose works, the

most notable of which

—

rano zilUa kopala

as well as

are, perhaps,

numerous

Nekulturna (The

Uneultured One, 1897) and Valse melancolique (1898). She lived almost
of her

life in

Kalynets an important

humble opinion,
iak

‘oraty

is

modem

poet, a poet of cerebral lyricism, a poet

who,

in

my

today Ukraine’s best” (Danylo Husar Stmk, “Nevolnycha muza, abo

metelykamy,”’ introduction to Ihor Kalynets, Nevolnycha muza:

1973-1981 rokiv [Baltimore and Toronto: Smoloskyp, 1991],
9.

all

Bukovyna, a part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, then of

In the introduction to his

Virshi

31).

book on Stefanyk, Stmk announced

his intention,

on the

basis of “careful revaluation,” to “alter the interpretation” of the classic, disposing of the

“over-simplified” prevailing view in favour of an understanding of Stefanyk as a “master
artist.”

See D.

S. Struk,

(Littleton, Colo.:
10.

A

Study of Vasyl Stefanyk: The Pain at the Heart of Existence

Ukrainian Academic Press, 1973), 10 and 12.

See Pavlychko, Dyskurs modemizmu\ Hundorova, Prolavlennia slova; and

Kuznetsov, Impresionizm v ukrainskii prozi kintsia XlX-pochatku

Eko, 1995).

XX st.

lurii

(Kyiv: Zodiak-
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Romania, and

SSR

finally (in part) of the Ukrainian

lifetime.

She began writing

by her

friends,

in

German

in the

during Kobylianska’s

mid- 1880s, but soon, influenced

West Ukrainian

including two of the most important

Kobrynska and Sofiia Okunevska, switched

feminists, Nataliia

to Ukrainian.

At the turn of the century Kobylianska’s early works, especially the novel
Tsarivna (The Princess, 1896), became bones of contention in a heated
critical dispute.

Lutsky,

Mykola

own and

Young modernist

and

critics

writers,

among them Ostap

levshan, and Hnat Khotkevych, claimed her as one of their

praised her for (allegedly) championing art for art’s sake, cultivat-

ing an aristocratism of the
populist politics. “

spirit,

abandoning populist themes, and spuming

among whom was

foremost

Populist critics,

lefremov, castigated her for the same alleged qualities.

Serhii

Subsequently

Kobylianska distanced herself from the modernists, a manoeuvre that
facilitated her integration into the Soviet

canon of Ukrainian

The received canonical account of Kobylianska

is

realist writers.

formulated in such

authoritative locations as the introductions to the five-volume

volume

editions of her works,

volume

Istoriia ukrainskoi literatury (History of

the entry

on her

Encyclopedia).*^ In general terms, this account

importance. Then

11.

Ukrainian Literature)

and

in Ukrainska literaturna entsyklopediia (Ukrainian Literary

began with some feminist works

came

the

that

i 1.

Franka

mns

as follows. Kobylianska

were interesting but of limited

two populist masterpieces, of which Zemlia was

Ostap Lutsky, “Olha Kobylianska” [1908],

O. Kobylianskoi

and two-

the chapter dedicated to her in the eight-

in

Ostap Lutsky

ta inshi zabuti storinky, ed. lurii

i

suchasnyky: Lysty do

Lutsky [G.

S.

N. Luckyj]

(New York and Toronto: Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in the U.S., 1994),
109-21; Mykola levshan, “Olha Kobylianska” [1909], in his Krytyka, literaturoznavstvo,
estetyka,

Shumylo (Kyiv: Osnovy,

Nataliia

ed.

1998),

199-205; Hnat Khotkevych,

“‘Zemlia’: Povist Olhy Kobylianskoi (Krytychna otsinka)” [1907], in Olha Kobylianska
V krytytsi ta spohadakh, ed. F. P.

khudozhnoi
12.

S.

literatury, 1963),

O. lefremov,

Literatumo-krytychni
1

3

.

“V poiskakh novoi

statti

1962-63),

5^2;

tomakh, vol.

(Kyiv: Derzhavne vydavnytstvo

ed.

krasoty (Zametki chitatelia)” [1902], in his

Eleonora Solovei (Kyiv: Dnipro, 1993), 48-120.

1

vol.

1

(Kyiv: Derzhavne vydavnytstvo khudozhnoi literatury,

Fedir Pohrebennyk, “Olha Kobylianska,” introduction to Tvory u dvokh

(Kyiv: Dnipro, 1983), 5-20.

Fedir Pohrebennyk, “Olha Kobylianska,” in Istoriia ukrainskoi literatury, vol.

ed. le. P. Kyryliuk et
15.

,

et al.

Maksym Komy shanchenko, “Olha Kobylianska,” introduction to Olha Kobylianska,

Tvory v piaty tomakh,

14.

Pohrebennyk

104-47.

F.

al.

Pohrebennyk,

(Kyiv:

Naukova dumka,

“Kobylianska,

Olha luliianivna,”

in

Ukrainska

entsyklopediia, vol. 2 (Kyiv: Ukrainska radianska entsyklopediia im.

502^.

5,

1968), 177-209.
literaturna

M. Bazhana,

1990),

—
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“one of the finest works about the village not only in Ukrainian, but in world
literature,”

whereas

V

nediliu rano zilUa kopala

was “one of

the notable

phenomena of the new Ukrainian prose of the early twentieth century
Her other novels, set in middle-class milieux Nioba (1904), Cherez kladku
(Across the Footbridge, 1911), and Za sytuatsiiamy (In Pursuit of Opportuni1913)

ties,

—were

less significant

from the point of view both of content and

aesthetic achievement, while Apostol cherni (Apostle of the Masses, 1926)

was altogether something of an embarrassment whose

plot deserved retelling

only in the most general terms.

This account was not wholly the invention of Soviet literary history.
Populist pre-1917 critics, Kobylianska herself, and the nationally

minded

public opinion of Ukrainian intellectual society in the interwar Western

Ukrainian lands and in the emigration contributed to a good deal of
reception of Kobylianska passed through three broad phases.

The

The

it.

first

ended

with the debate concerning her modernism. Kobylianska wrote in relative
isolation

from the Ukrainian

many echoes

literary tradition,

and

feminist, Nietzschean, Darwinist,
literary style

and

in her

works of the

1

890s

of early European modernism could easily be identified:

and a

set

socialist ideas

and decadence as a

of thematic preoccupations (nervous hypersensitivity

and neurosis, world-weariness, aestheticism, music, and sexuality). In
the publication in 1982 of Kobylianska’ s remarkable diary

material reflected the author’s
as

it

own

real

match between lefremov and

In her earliest autobiographical note,

professed the aestheticist belief that “the

is,

refinement and delicacy”

the familiar,
the

dated 1898, Kobylianska had

artist

(5: 317).^^

or writer should describe an
all artistry

loves gentleness,

In her subsequent autobiogra-

1921-22 and 1927, however, Kobylianska played

phies, written in 1903,

down

was

who became

his modernist opponents.

exclusive [vybranu] reality” and that “art and
that

it

and categorizable “modernist” Kobylianska

football in the

fact,

that this

and imagined experiences as much

did the modish concerns of the fin de sieclefi But

classifiable,

showed

her modernist credentials and strove to put as populist a slant on her

writing as possible.

On

the

whole

this self-interpretation did

16.

Pohrebennyk, “Kobylianska, Olba luliianivna,” 503.

17.

Olba Kobylianska, Slova zvorushenoho

statti ta

sertsia:

not contradict

Shchodennyky, avtobiohrafii,

lysty,

spohady, ed. F. P. Pobrebennyk (Kyiv: Dnipro, 1982).

18.

Volume and page numbers

19.

In tbe autobiography that Kobylianska prepared in 1903 for tbe Bulgarian writer

refer to Tvory u piaty tomakh. All translations are mine.

Petko Todorov, sbe represented Zemlia as “a work faithfully reproducing the
people of Bukovyna”

(5:

life

of the

217) and professed a desire “to cast off the old path of

A
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the interpretation that interwar non-Soviet critics in Western Ukraine and in

wanted

the emigration

upon her works, some reading her

to place

as a

belated Romantic or neo-romantic,^° others examining the influence of

Nietzsche on Kobylianska and finding

have been merely

to

it

superficial.^^

where a collected edition of Kobylianska’ s works began

In Soviet Ukraine,

appearing in the 1920s,

critics

were

initially at a loss as to

appropriate line of interpretation, and

of philological erudition

—

some

an ideologically

therefore took refuge in displays

for example, motif history.

certain cult of

Kobylianska emerged in Western Ukraine, where several of her works
entered the curriculum of Ukrainian language schools, and the fortieth

anniversary of her activity as a writer was celebrated in 1927 with considerable pomp.^^

The

third

phase in Kobylianska’ s reception commenced with the

Soviet occupation of northern

Bukovyna

1940.

in

The

first

Soviet

official

response to Kobylianska had cooled in the 1930s, and the government of the

Ukrainian

SSR had

stopped the pension

it

The new regime could equally well have

had bestowed upon her

in 1927.^"^

labelled her a bourgeois nationalist

(on the basis of her newest work, Apostol cherni) or hailed her as a critical
realist. In

the event,

it

was decided

to follow the latter path.

(The archival

made would
more would be gained

record of the discussions in which this decision must have been

make

for fascinating study.) Perhaps

modernism

that I

once trod”

(5:

it

was

felt that

217). In the long autobiographical letters she sent Stepan

Smal-Stotsky in 1921 and 1922, she makes her most explicitly populist statements:
loved the peasants no less than

moment”

(5: 239). In

works and

in the

my

father did.

I

loved the people, and

I

“[I]

love them to this

a later text, published in 1927 both in the Kharkiv edition of her

West Ukrainian journal Literatumo-naukovyi

vistnyk,

Kobylianska

dismissed lefremov’s claims concerning her “aristocratism” and emphasized that she had

“shunned neither the most onerous labour nor people of lower social station”
20.

Dmytro

Kozii,

“Dukhove oblychchia Olhy Kobylianskoi” [1935-37?],

z literatury ifilosofii (Toronto:

21.

Luka

Kursy ukrainoznavstva im.

Lutsiv, “O. Kobylianska

i

luriia

(5:

in his

223).

Narysy

Lypy, 1984), 302-13.

F. Nitsshe” [1928], in his Literatura

i

zhyttia:

Literaturni otsinky (Jersey City, N.J.: Svoboda, n. d. [1975?]), 151-78.
22.

Pavlo Fylypovych, “Istoriia odnoho siuzhetu: ‘U nediliu rano

zillia

kopala!’”

(New York and Melbourne: Ukrainian
1971), 345^07.

[1927], in his Literatura: Statti, rozvidky, ohliady

Academy
23.

of Arts and Sciences in the U.S.,

See the long

list

of celebrations not only in Western Ukraine, but also the

Ukrainian SSR, Central and Western Europe, and the Americas in Olha Kobylianska:

Almanakh u pamiatku ii sorokalitnoi pysmennytskoi diialnosty (1887-1927),
Kohut ([Chemivtsi]: luvileinyi komitet u Chemivtsiakh, [1928]).
24.

Nykyfor Tomashuk, Olha Kobylianska: Zhyttia

211 and 219.

i

ed.

Lev

tvorchist (Kyiv: Dnipro, 1969),
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for Soviet public relations

by embracing rather than repudiating an existing

The paralyzed and ill old lady, who by then was capable
independent action, was subjected to what must have been

cultural authority.

of very

little

painful

media

attention

Soviet Ukrainian writers

and no

less excruciating visits

who had escaped

from a few of the

being murdered by the regime.

She became the witting or unwitting author of a few statements welcoming

new

the Soviet liberators and the

After the Second

social order they brought with them.

World War

the official codification of the Soviet

understanding of Kobylianska took place along the lines described above.
Professional literary scholarship demonstrated the usual combination of pro-

regime

Two

servility

and cultural Ukrainophilism

in dealing with her heritage.

important editions saw the light of day during the Khrushchevian thaw:

the three-volume edition of 1956 and

Admirable work was done

From

the 1960s

tasks.

On

five-volume successor in 1962-63.

its

and publish her opus.

to collect, edit, annotate,

onward Fedir Pohrebennyk was

the

unsung hero of these

work was presented
could not be accommodated into

the other hand, Kobylianska’ s

purged of those elements

that

to the reader

the profile of

a classic worthy of Soviet respect. Pohrebennyk scrupulously
missing: in the

is

letters, for

example, intimate passages

volume edition incorporates “only

(5:

licenses the exclusion as unimportant of any material
all.

Of Kobylianska’ s 174

Osyp Makovei, only sixty-two
687).
to

Pohrebennyk

be omitted.^^ In

later
its

had

five-

letters to

This restriction

deemed

inappropriate

her closest male friend,

are published in the five- volume edition (5:

wrote that

many

letters referring to

Nietzsche had

published version the diary, the single most revealing

document of Kobylianska’ s emotional
ellipsis

us what

The

of substantial autobiographical,

letters

literary-historical, or socio-political significance” (5: 664).

for any reason at

tells

665).

life as

a

young woman,

is

full

of

marks. Apostol cherni was never published in the Soviet Union and

to wait until

The

1994 for

its

official ideological

republication in Ukraine.^^

judgment, articulated by levhen Kyryliuk and

Oleh Babyshkin^^ and then reinforced by Pohrebennyk, was

that

Kobylian-

ska had her heart, politically speaking, in the right place, although circum-

25.

Fedir Pohrebennyk, “Miunkhenskyi

Vyzvolnyi shliakh, 1996, no.

1:

zbimyk na poshanu Olhy Kobylianskoi,”

75-81, here 77.

26.

Olha Kobylianska, Apostol cherni: Povist (Lviv: Kameniar, 1994).

27.

levhen Kyryliuk, “Olha Kobylianska,” [1940], in Olha Kobylianska v krytytsi ta

spohadakh, 187-211; idem, “Velych Kobylianskoi,” Radianske literaturoznavstvo, 1965,
no. 6: 41-53; Oleh Babyshkin, “Iz statti ‘Tvorchist Olhy Kobylianskoi’” [1952], in Olha
Kobylianska v krytytsi

ta

spohadakh, 212-45.
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stances

prevented her from achieving the insights needed for a truly

progressive analysis of society, and several of her works are, unfortunately,

not free of contradictions. In several respects, however, she was an innovator
in the context of

Ukrainian

literature,

introducing “the

theme and furnishing

the first time as a literary

in

woman

question” for

Zemlia an outstanding

representation of social conditions in the Ukrainian village. Teachers were

encouraged to teach Zemlia as a text exposing the

and showing the motif of

fratricide as a

evils of private

symptom of capitalism’s

ownership
deleterious

upon the human psyche.^^

effect

There was no ideological struggle

to

speak of over Kobylianska between

West some of the
was republished, and occasional studies
on specialized questions appeared: on Kobylianska’ s language and style, for
example,^^ or on the influence upon her of the popular nineteenth-century
Soviet critics and their postwar emigre counterparts. In the

more

interesting interwar criticism

German woman

novelist Marlitt.^*^

Until the 1990s, then, the image of Kobylianska

was

rather stable.

The

publication of the diaries in 1982, which even in expurgated form should

have revolutionized the
a disturbance

field,

came from

on Kobylianska appeared
article

is

more

passed with scarcely a ripple. The only hint

at

whose 1965 essay
emigre journal Suchasnist in 1969. The

the dissident critic Ivan Dziuba,
in the

interesting

as an

Aesopian anti-colonial

text than

contribution to Kobylianska scholarship. Dziuba provocatively

as a

compared

Kobylianska’ s work directly with West and Central European counterparts
instead of locating her initially, as Soviet etiquette required, in the context

of Russian

literature.

His reflections on Kobylianska’ s feminism were a

pretext for a discussion of the role of Third- World feminisms in the anti-

colonial struggle for national self-assertion.^^

The coming of post-Soviet times ushered in a certain Kobylianska
The feminist redefinition of Ukrainian modernism did not lead

revisionism.
to

any full-length analyzes of Kobylianska’ s

28.

texts,

but to the articulation of

A. P. Korzhupova, “Problematyka povisti Olhy Kobylianskoi ‘Zemlia’ (Material

dlia vchytelia),”

Ukrainska mova

Zenon Huzar, Vyvchennia

i

literatura v shkoli 21, no. 5 (1971); 44-8, here 44;

tvorchosti Olhy Kobylianskoi: Posibnyk dlia vchyteliv (Kyiv;

Radianska shkola, 1978), 36.
29.

Oleksandra Kopach, Movostyl Olhy Kobylianskoi (Toronto;

30.

Anna-Halja Horbatsch, “Ol'ha Kobylianska und Eugenie Marlitt (John),” Jahrbuch

n.p, 1972).

der Ukrainekunde, 1984, 207-15.
31.

Ivan Dziuba, “Kilka zistavlen; Chytaiuchy Kobyliansku,” Suchasnist, 1969, no.

60-73.

5;

s

.
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sometimes more provocative than sustainable. Solomiia

generalizations

Pavlychko, in her Dyskurs modernizmu v ukrainskii literaturi (Discourse of

Modernism

in Ukrainian Literature), for

Kobylianska was disappointed in the
“something

like the

dicts the Soviet

example, unhelpfully alleged that

common

people and regarded them as

Nietzschean rabble.”^^ This opinion forthrightly contra-

consensus and

fits in

with Pavlychko’ s view of Kobylianska

as an anti-populist, but a detailed assessment of the evidence will not support

On

it.

the other hand, Pavlychko usefully brings into discussion themes that

previously had been inadequately articulated in print: for example, the
patronizing and ungenerous attitude toward Kobylianska of the authoritative

men

of Ukrainian culture

as the

—Franko and lefremov. Pavlychko

consequence of a reaction of fear

thematizing of sexuality

to the challenge that

may have represented

interprets this

Kobylianska’

to the conservative patriarchal

order in Ukrainian culture, which, Pavlychko believes, Franko and lefremov

were dedicated

to maintaining.^^

Pavlychko also singled out for attention the special friendship between
Kobylianska and Lesia Ukrainka. The correspondence between the two

women was

exceptionally tender and affectionate and couched in a private

code in which they addressed each other as “someone black” and “someone
white.”^"^

set a cat

Pavlychko, in pointing out the erotic dimension of such language,

among

the pigeons.

newspaper Kievskie vedomosti
their cultural icons

A

journalist jeered in the Russian-language

that Ukrainians could get nothing right;

erupted would reward careful analysis,

anti-colonial attitudes in post-Soviet Ukraine. In this context
to

even

The public outcry that
so revealing it was of colonial and

turned out to be lesbians.

it is

sufficient

say that while passions raged about the image of Lesia Ukrainka,

Kobylianska, being only a second-order classic, was scarcely noticed.
Nobody felt obliged to be offended on her behalf.
Tamara Hundorova in her Prolavlennia slova: Dyskursiia rannoho

ukrainskoho modernizmu. Postmoderna interpretatsiia (The
Discourses of Early Ukrainian Modernism.
writing at about the

same time

A

as Pavlychko, takes a

on most matters, proposing, for example,

Word Made Self:

Postmodern

that

Interpretation),

more moderate position
Kobylianska effects a

modernist transformation of the populist sign system, locating the
differentiated

subject within the stmcture of pre-existent

modem

social myths.

32.

Pavlychko, Dyskurs modernizmu v ukrainskii

33.

Ibid.,

60-8.

34.

Ibid.,

84-6.

35.

For a small part of the debate, see Kievskie vedomosti, 20 and 25 September 1997.

literaturi,

A1
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1988 Hundorova had contributed a well-

including populist ones.^^ In

informed and insightful study that placed Kobylianska in the intellectual and
cultural

context

of European

tum-of-the-century

neo-romanticism.^^

In

Prolavlennia slova she goes further, suggesting that Kobylianska’ s Tsarivna,
alongside Franko’s Ziviale lystia (Withered Leaves) and Lesia Ukrainka’s

Blakytna troianda (The Blue Rose),
part of a process of creating a

forms of non-rational,
thesis

with

spiritual, intuitive cognition.”^*

reference

detailed

of which appeared in 1896, forms

all

“new model of communication
There

Franko.

to

is

that rests

She discusses

no corresponding

examination of Tsarivna, in relation to which the generalization
contestable:

it

on

this

is at least

could be argued that the motifs of dream, intuition, omen, and

other forms of special consciousness that proliferate in Kobylianska’ s works

cohere more completely with a theory that things are ultimately unknowable
than with the Romantic viewpoint that privileged knowledge

is

accessible by

non-rational means.

There

is

not the space here to debate these innovative post-Soviet

conceptions of Kobylianska’ s work. Suffice

it

to say that a critic trained in

the tradition of close reading and accustomed to check the plausibility of

claims against textual evidence might wish that important

new

accounts of

Kobylianska had been more firmly anchored in close reading than appears
to

have been the case.
There

may be

reasons for a certain revisionist haste in recent critical

encounters with Kobylianska. There

is

understandable impatience to have

done with the conventional wisdom of the Soviet
short

and Olha Kobylianska

is

long.

Struk would have agreed) that the
scholarship

is

to reread the texts

—

The
first

that

era.

fact remains,

is,

Furthermore,

life is

however (and Danylo

challenge for post-Soviet literary
to

overcome the

cultural inertia of

prejudging them, of reading selectively to demonstrate a particular preexistent viewpoint. This presentation

is

a plea for rereading the classics:

perhaps not even rereading them, but reading them for the

first

time.

Criticism of every colour has reflected on the social dimension of Kobylianska’ s works, their treatment of feminist issues, their relationship to various
cultural
artist,

movements,

their

favoured motifs, especially nature,

art,

and the

the structure of relationships between characters, and, lately, then-

treatment of issues of sexuality. But individual works have seldom been

36.

Hundorova, Prolavlennia slova, 136-7.

37.

Tamara Hundorova, “Neoromantychni

125-richchia z dnia narodzhennia
38.

),”

tendentsii tvorchosti O. Kobylianskoi

Radianske literaturoznavstvo, 1988, no.

Hundorova, Prolavlennia slova, 207.

11:

(Do

32-42.
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adequately deseribed,

alone analyzed and interpreted. The most widely

let

diseussed novel, Zemlia, for example, has

become

the captive of a critical

legend that has obscured the very thing that makes the work interesting and
links

to

it

the rest of Kobylianska’ s opus.

The conventional point of

departure for interpretations has been the assumption that the central event
in the novel is the killing of a

young peasant by

no unequivocal

book, just

the novel

is

fratricide in the

But there

is

not

did so, and the central issue

is,

why Sava

killed

The

Mykhailo, but whether he

therefore, not the social or psychological

causality that leads to crime, but the obscurity

which defy

is

events on which

based, the courts found the alleged perpetrator not guilty

key question of the novel

affairs,

his brother.^^

as, in the real-life

and uncertainty of human

knowledge.

final

Whole dimensions of Kobylianska’ s works, including important aspects
way in which Kobylianska obviously intended her writings to affect

of the

their public,

go unnoticed because none of the prevailing prejudices about

her works have any use for them. Here are five examples.
Substantial space in the longer prose

1.

works

is

dedicated to the

depiction of petty malice and tyranny, exercised especially, but not only, by
older

women

against sensitive and artistically gifted or otherwise spiritually

elevated heroines. Olena Liaufler in Liudyna

by her

philistine parents;

guardian Pavlyna; and

Anna

in

are supposed to approve of the

women

younger

—

(A Human Being)

is

persecuted

Natalka Verkovychivna in Tsarivna by her aunt and

Zemlia by her mother. At one

level, readers

proud defiance and moral superiority of the

qualities that generations of critics

tions of the heroines’ “spiritual aristocratism.”

have seen as manifesta-

But the author, obviously, also

expects the reader to derive a special kind of pleasure from these incanta-

words

tions of

in

mute

frustrated

that hurt

suffering.

We

and

up

bottle

others punish them, and
in a

own

39.

complex

and humiliate and are received by
are

their anger,

who

their addressees

supposed to enjoy these heroines

who

who

are

punish themselves even more than

turn the other cheek, not out of forgiveness but

strategy of exasperating the tormentor while luxuriating in their

anger and humiliation. Kobylianska’ s heroines confess to “some kind

On

this point there

has been a chorus of agreement from lefremov,

who

in

1902

wrote of the “fact of fratricide” in Zemlia (102), to a guide for teachers in newly
independent Ukraine; Olesia Kovalchuk, “Pysmennytska pozytsiia v povisti Kobylianskoi
‘Zemlia,’” Ukrainska
40.

mova

i

literatura v shkoli, 1993, no. 2; 16-19, here 16.

See Epidelfor Panchuk, “Frahmenty

Olha Kobylianska
orlytsia:

v krytytsi ta

iz

spohadiv pro Olhu Kobyliansku” [1961], in

spohadakh, 381-401, especially 397; and his Hirska

Spohady (Uzhhorod; Karpaty, 1976), 14-40.
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of sad pleasure”
a

(1:

134) or “melancholy happiness”

An

of decadence!

ploy

invitation

the

to

118 and 130).

(3:

reader

Is this

participate

to

in

unconfessed sado-masochism by identifying either with the dominatrix or the
submissive, or to derive pleasure merely from watching?
readerly reaction to such passages
to continue reading.

is

One

possible

a sense of disgust coupled with a desire

A case could be made for regarding them as components

of a pornography of psychological violence.
2.

Pursuant to the above, hatred

an important component of the

is

psychic world that Kobylianska delineates. Hatred

Kobylianska’s characters cherish
direct

nourish

Sometimes

themselves.

at

it

it,

it

a fact of

is

harbour

it,

it

sometimes

has causes,

randomly and disappears just as randomly. Hatred can
a

companion

appointed Nietzschean Ubermenschen in

whose
3.

not

be, but

it

arises

need not be,

on

to the sense of superiority or inferiority that characters feel

The selfKobylianska’s works (many of them

account of their being strong or weak,

women)

and

life,

against others, and

uncommonly

artists

or philistines.

hate the “despicable, dull souls

...

hyenas”

(1:

126)

presence obstructs them.

stifling

Perhaps the most important object of desire in practically

Kobylianska’s

works,

overlooked

largely

Happiness in Kobylianska’s work

is

by

quite a specific ideal:

of

all

is

happiness.

it is

a sense of

criticism,

personal well-being resulting from a mutually desired heterosexual relationship made socially real through marriage. Happiness,
many contingencies; it is rare; when it comes it does

depends on

therefore,

so unpredictably;

it is

“Impromptu phantasie” (1894)
knows, the human being must be eternally, and humbly, open to the
easily undermined, and, as the narrator in

possibility of
lies

before

“I

it:

me

await happiness every day, every hour.

single hotly throbbing festive day, as an enticing, broad,

or as a sonata.

through

my

And why
have no

. .

.

Why

sense that

life

and exciting canvas

that in all the radiance that thrills so luxuriously

is it

something

soul, there coils

is it that,

future,

I

not as something sad, joyless, difficult to bear, but as one

like the crepe ribbon of

although the blood of the future flows in

no noon

in

my

life?” (author’s italics;

a complicated thing in the middle classes and

is

1:

mourning?

my

veins,

463). Happiness

I

is

almost never found there

some happy endings in Kobylianska’s novels).
The novella Nekulturna is a portrait of a happy woman, a peasant who has
few needs and is able to satisfy them all by her own efforts; she was once
(although chance does secure

married on the spur of the

moment

to a

man

she did not know, and chance

gave her seventeen years of satisfactory married
allows

She

men

to live with her, but

lives in the mountains,

makes them leave

life.

if

Now

she sometimes

they do not please her.

and she savours the beauty of nature. She has
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courage and no fear for the future, and
this is accessible,

this gives

her power. Happiness like

of course, almost exclusively to “uncultured” people like

the heroine.

and race are important notions for Kobylian-

4. Ethnicity, ethnic identity,

They were, clearly, part of the politics of everyday life in multi-ethnie
Bukovyna under each of the three regimes that Kobylianska experienced.
With the exception of a few critics,"^^ this has been demurely ignored by
ska.

scholars.

One

Kobylianska often

tells

encounters Ukrainians

her readers the nationality of her charaeters.

(whom

in her earlier

Roma, Russians, Romanians, and people of mixed

Jews,

important characters whose personality

who

act

origin.

I

rusyny

is

ethnic origin.

Some

unstable (Oriadyn in Tsarivna), or

V nediliu

rano zilUa kopala), are of mixed racial

Kobylianska’ s fascination for nationality demands careful study, and

would be premature

it.

calls

immorally (Rakhira in Zemlia), or whose lack of steadfastness brings

death upon them (Hryts in

it

works she

Germanized Ukrainians, Poles, Germanized Poles, Germans,

‘Ruthenians’),

would venture

to offer

any but the most tentative observations about

to say, nevertheless, that while the

works record the

prejudicial use of ethnic stereotypes in social practice, they

models

selves subscribe to explanatory

predictor of behaviour.

One

many

finds

do not them-

that present nationality as a cause or

allusions in the

works

to the

inheritance of physical and psychological features, to natural selection, to
survival of the

fittest,

to biological strength

and weakness,

to inbreeding

miscege-nation. Yet these reflections do not coalesce into a theory.

and

More

precisely, the faet that they resist systematization is congruent with the

general image of the world that emerges from Kobylianska’ s works; the

world as unknowable, disconnected, bereft of discernible causes, and
ultimately mysterious.
5. In contrast to their

ethnicity,

inconclusiveness on the nature and meaning of

Kobylianska’ s works reflect fairly simple and elear, though

evolving, views on the political goals appropriate for the Ukrainian nation.

works the improvement of the

In the early

one’s people
failed

is

attempt

to

secure

1917-1921, Kobylianska,

41
ii

.

social

and cultural conditions of

the duty of a self-respecting intellectual. Later, after the

Ukrainian
like

nation-statehood

most Ukrainian

during

intellectuals

the

in the

years

West

Ostap Hrytsai, ‘“Valse melancolique’ Slovo pryvitu dlia Olhy Kobylianskoi v 40-littia
:

tvorchosty,”

in

Olha Kobylianska: Almanakh, 289-306, here 304;

kharakterystyky tvorchosty O. Kobylianskoi,” Chervonyi shliakh, 1928, no.
Biletsky,

“Olha KobyUanska,” in

his

sylvetky:

I.

2:

Izotov,

“Do

80-92; Leonid

Marko Vovchok, Olha Kobylianska, Lesia

Ukrainka (Winnipeg: Soiuz ukrainok Kanady, 1951), 23-74, here 61-2.
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Ukrainian lands, believed in the naturalness and justice of the restoration of
an independent Ukraine, the vision of which closes her

chemi. The national question, however,
ska’s concerns, and her views
usually, the

on the matter

last

novel Apostol

from the centre of Kobylian-

is far

as reflected in the

mainstream ones of the Ukrainian

works

intellectual society of

are,

which

she was part.

These five lacunae

among

are

from whatever
works

—her

made

a

which Kobylianska’s

woman

my
ska.

believe,

—

woman

texts structure her voice as a

writer and as

using the patriarchal and populist codes available to her.

I

below

offer

and- works account that

Kobylianska was a

work

the interpreta-

The gender politics of Kobylianways of challenging the patriarchal domination
requires attentive critical study, as do the ways

intention to pre-empt the properly

What

I

are feminist ones.

particular

of her society and culture
in

Among

theoretical perspective is undertaken.

tions waiting to be

ska’s

in the description of Kobylianska’s works,

those that need to be filled before responsible interpretative

is

not

It is

complex feminist study of Kobylian-

the outline of a

common-sense,

traditionalist, life-

not to ignore the above-mentioned lacunae.

tries

woman of the middle class, of considerable intellect,
woman she reflected upon her strong sexual

and widely read. As a young

drives and her parallel desire for a suitable socially sanctioned, heterosexual

partnership expressed in marriage.

Her

desires

were unmet and she was

unhappy. She thought deeply about the nature and causes of unhappiness and

came

to

clearly,

no conclusions beyond the

expectations and the
as she

inscrutability of

human

no doubt on the basis of her own experiences,

knew them

Yet she believed

power

destiny.

She saw

that social limits

relations institutionalized in family

and

and society

led typically to frustration, resentment, anger, even hatred.
that

even

in a deeply

flawed society an individual could

achieve happiness in the fortunate, and fortuitous, event of a satisfactory

psycho-sexual partnership. The diary, the more personal
imaginative works are linked by the vision of the

human

powerfully, but not ineluctably, toward tragedy. This
pattern of

all

the works.

Superimposed upon

it

I

letters,

and

all

of the

condition as tending

would see

as the basic

are the various social

and

cultural grids that are present in different combinations at various points of

Kobylianska’s creative biography and have mainly exercised the

critics: the

grid of fin de siecle ideas and styles, the grids of middle-class and peasant
society and their

empire and the
to

some of

many

rise

concerns, and the grid of the decline of a multi-ethnic

of national causes. Critics have been so strongly attached

these grids that they have paid scant attention to works where

these grids are less evident and the essential issues are closer to the surface,

such as Cherez kladku and Za sytuatsiiamy.
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Having distinguished,

for the purpose of this discussion,

“essential”

Olha Kobylianska and the various guises and

in order to

be understood,

we might have

little

between an

strategies she adopts

alternative but to apply a label

worldview, calhng her, for example, an incomplete pessimist. In

to her basic

her almost but not quite tragic world, the meaning of the Self can be anchored

come

only in a special relationship with the Other. Such a relationship can
being, but only as a matter of accident;
about.

it

On

we might wish

the other hand,

into

no amount of virtue or labour can bring
frame

to

this

worldview as a

dismissive response to the challenge of Nietzschean Ubermenschentum: you

may

will

your

own ascendancy

As

over the world and the rabble to your heart’s

you

content, but chances are that

will not get

it.

for the guises of Kobylianska, the grids

wish to explain these in terms of a

rhetoric.

I

we might

have mentioned,

Kobylianska was never a

self-

confident writer; on the contrary, so sensitive was she to the preferences of

her interlocutors that she adapted her diction to what she imagined would be

She often accommodated herself

most palatable

to them.

addressee,

Oleksandra Kopach has demonstrated in an analysis of

as

Kobylianska’ s
the

letters."^^

accommodations

to the style of her

Kobylianska’ s diary and correspondence speak of

that she

had

to

and publishers. Even her decision
tion to her closest friends.

make

to family

members,

friends, editors

was an accommoda-

to write in Ukrainian

So her imaginative works,

too,

accommodated

themselves to various cultural customs and modes, providing yet another
demonstration, this time through aesthetic form, of the sad tenuousness of the
isolated self, the

dependence of the

self for its self-expression

existent codes or codes generated elsewhere
If

we

dislike the idea of distilling a

first.

upon

We

pre-

others.

“worldview” out of a body of

of reading literature as a pseudo-philosophy,
necessarily contradictory to the

and by

we might

texts,

take another line not

might read Kobylianska’ s opus as

a critical inquiry at the end of the Realist age into the sustainability of links

between cause and

effect.

We might observe that for all of Kobylianska’ s use

of inner monologue to create the illusion of the thought process as the source
of

human

action, for all of her references to genetics

works, as in her diary, there
next. Character

is

and nurturing,

in her

never any knowledge of what will happen

changes and objective factors determine nothing, people and

their

doings remain mysterious, and events in general remain inexplicable

even

after they

have happened. What appears

psychological prose

—

consequence of social

42.

to the

naked eye as socio-

a fictional but lifelike account of what happens as a

and psychological determinants

Kopach, Movostyl Olhy Kobylianskoi, 65.

—

turns

into

its
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what human beings are and do

opposite: a revelation of the mystery of

as

individuals and in groups.

One

rereads not only to re-understand, but also to re-evaluate. Re-

evaluating a thing that has canonical value

complicated. Should

is

to give

our attention to Olha Kobylianska? This

whether

we

like

Kobylianska today or whether

were a new author. There

is

no point

is

we

continue

not the same as asking

we would buy

in trying to

ska “appeals” to us. Perhaps her writing

is

her books

if

she

work out whether Kobyhan-

boring, like Franko’s and

Homer’s

and unlike Shevchenko’s and Shakespeare’s. Such matters are irrelevant to
discussions of the classics.

When

represent the pubhc, they

do not

critics deal

with the classics, they do not

try to generalize its taste or predict its
taste. They remind
work became important

judgment. Rather, they defend the classics against public
hypothetical readers of the rules according to which the

and the circumstances in which

work and
circulation,

this

happened. They do

this in

order that the

values might continue to be intelhgible, remain in cultural

its

and stimulate ever new responses.

instance not because

it

A classic is valuable in the first

gives (or gave) readerly pleasure, but because in a

contemporary cultural context

it

preserves the potential of becoming contem-

some ways for some readers.
Today we might be indifferent to the reasons for much of the praise that
was heaped upon Kobylianska in the past the beauty of her nature descripporary in

—

tions that so

moved many

critics early in the

But we might not be indifferent

twentieth century, for example.

movement, and mystery of
some of her works, nor to the questions they ask about human fate and the
special fate of women. And we might not be indifferent to the record of her
young life in her diary, so familiar it seems to us, with its sense of a
radically secularized world, with

and with

its

economics and

intimate sphere. Those

who

to the passion,

its

desiring and frustrated bodies and minds,

politics of

power and compulsion even

in the

are close to Ukrainian culture might not be

indifferent to the debates that laid the foundation of Kobylianska’ s reputation,
ity

because these debates about the relationship between populist authentic-

and modernism, and the possibility of

still

their satisfactory integration, are

unfinished. In Ukraine intellectuals are

still at

the crossroads between

modernism and populism, which Kobylianska seemed able
fewer hang-ups than almost anyone. In

this respect

to resolve with

she could be a role

model. Nor did hang-ups about localism and globalization concern her very

much; thus she was leaving her free to be hung up (as,
moments, we might like to be) about the human condition.

in our better
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Vasyl Stefanyk’s Literary Monument
to the Ukrainian Pioneers of Canada
Jars Balan

Stefan Didukh,
Galicia, for a

who

of Ukrainian literature
Cross). This fact

native village of Rusiv in Sniatyn county,

left his

homestead

—

in the

Canadian West, inspired one of the classics

a short story titled

“Kaminnyi khrest” (The Stone

was revealed by the author of

the

Stefanyk (1871-1936), almost a quarter of a century

model

for the hero of his story

The

central character of

had

famous work, Vasyl
later,

well after the

died.^

“Kaminnyi khrest”

is

a Ukrainian peasant

named

worn down by hard
work, he decides to emigrate to the New World under pressure from his
sons, who face a bleak future in their homeland. “For two years, nothing was
talked about in our house but Canada and Canada,” complains Didukh to
some friends who have come to see him off. “And when they had me up
Ivan Didukh. Although he

against the wall, and
I

didn’t go,

want

to

I

saw

is

no longer young and

that they’d

went and sold everything,

I

be hired hands

after

is

go on gnawing

me

I’m gone, so they said

to

my

in

to the very last stick.

My

old age

if

sons don’t

me: ‘You’re our

away to some land and give us bread, because if you
divide between us what you have now, we’ll have little to live on.’ May God
help them to that bread to eat. As for me, it doesn’t matter where I die.”^
father, so lead us

1

.

Kirilo (Kyrylo) Stefanyk identified Ivan

to Star, Alberta

who

inspired

“Kaminnyi

Stefanyk: Articles

and

khrest.” See his article

Selections,

comp, and

1971), 12, 16. lurii Stefanyk, however,

Didukh
2.

as the

Achtemiichuk ( 1834-1914), who emigrated

(NW 22-54-18 W4M), from the village of Rusiv in

model

“A Son

trans. Peter

makes

a

1897, as the emigrant

Talks about his Father,” in Wasyl

Prokop

et al. (Toronto:

much more convincing

Kobzar,

case for Stefan

for the fictional Ivan Didukh.

Vasyl Stefanyk, The Stone Cross,

trans.

Joseph Wiznuk in collaboration with C. H.
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As Didukh and his wife Kateryna bid their neighbours
much discussion of the peasants’ unhappy plight: they

farewell, there

A

squeezed by rising prices, soaring taxes, and land shortage.
prediction

one another”

slaughter

The mood

tensions.^

gloomy

voiced that the situation will eventually lead to violence and

is

“people will

that

is

are increasingly

an explosion of built-up

in

turns increasingly dark as Ivan explains to his guests

Turning to his wife,

his difficult decision to emigrate.

who

has been sobbing

with the other women, Ivan paints a dismal picture of what might be in store
for them: “Nothing but skin

You were

a decent

and bones.

Is

woman, you worked

she

fit

Look

old age you’re starting on a long journey.

to leave the clay-stove?

you were

hard,

but in your

thrifty,

there,

do you see your

journey and where your Canada is? There!”"* In a chilling acknowledgement
of the perils that

lie

ahead and the cold

fate that ultimately awaits them, Ivan

dramatically points to a graveyard through the window. Feeling guilty about
taking her to an

unknown

future half-way around the world, he asks his

wife’s forgiveness in front of
a flood of tears from the

all

of their long-time friends. This unleashes

women and

prompts the

men

to

bow

their

heads

before Ivan’s almost sacramental act of contrition.

Emotionally wrought, Didukh requests that a church service be sung in
his

and his wife’s memory when word of

their passing reaches the village,

and that the Lord’s Prayer be uttered for them
is

about the

hill that

a conunemorative meal.

he successfully cultivated over

and mentions the small cross he placed
of defiance.
I

at

He

reassured that the request will be fulfilled. In a calmer mood, Ivan talks

did place

hold

it

on

“It
it

its

was hard moving

there. It’s so

heavy

back, just as

it

it,

at the

many

top of

it

and hard heaving

years of hard labour

almost as a gesture
it

up

to the top, but

that the hill can’t get rid of

held me.

I

want

it

to leave that

and must

much

of a

memorial behind me.”^
Reflecting on
crippled

him

how he

—because

perelomanyi,

“the broken one”

always yearn for the
discloses that,

has spent his lifetime on the

hill like

overcome with

Andrusyshen (Toronto: McClelland

3.

Ibid., 26.

4.

Ibid., 27.

5.

Ibid., 28.

and

—he

how

it

has

nevertheless confesses that he will

a child yearning “for a nipple.”
grief

&

He

further

and anxiety the night before, he had

taken leave of his senses and was about to hang himself

1971), 26.

hill

of Ivan’s twisted back he has been nicknamed

when he

recalled his

Stewart for the Stefanyk Centennial Committee,

Stefanyk’s Literary

cross.

Monument

He immediately

marker on top of the
I felt

recovered his sanity and ran

hill.

“There
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to

I

sat for a long,

all

the

long time

way
. .

.

to the stone

and somehow

relieved.”^

As

a tear rolls

down

his

cheek “like a pearl down a

cliff,”

Ivan makes

another request of his fellow villagers: “I beg you, friends, never to pass by

my

hill when on the Holy Sunday you’ll be having the fields blessed. Let
some youngster run up and sprinkle the cross with holy water, because, you
know, the priest wouldn’t go up that hill. I beg this of you very humbly.
Never pass up my cross. I’ll pray to God for you in the other world, only do
carry out grandpa’s request.”^ Mykhailo, Ivan’s kinsman, urges him to cast
away his sorrows and promises him that his cross will never be bypassed
during the annual ritual blessing of the fields on Green Sunday (Pentecost or

Whitsundtide).

The

story takes

on an even more pathetic tone as the

villagers begin

drinking in earnest. Didukh becomes intoxicated, wallows in maudlin sentimentality,

and behaves more and more

to carry both parents forcibly

In the final scene of this heart-wrenching tableau,
wife,
to

end the sons have

erratically. In the

from the house.

we

see Ivan and his

accompanied by a crowd of friends and neighbours, leaving the village

begin their long journey to Canada. Half-crazed with

grief,

alongside his spouse until the sight of the cross briefly brings
his senses.
it

“See our

little

out at the top of his

name

is

also there

hill.

Ivan dances

him back

to

woman?” Ivan asks Kateryna, pointing
“Your name is carved on it too. Don’t worry. My

cross, old

—mine and

yours.

On

this

sombre note the story ends;

Stefanyk’s powerful portrait of Ivan Didukh has been etched in a few pages

of concise prose.
Stefan Didukh (a.k.a. Diduch and Stephen Diduck),

who

served as the

bom in Stefanyk’s native village
of Rusiv in 1839. His wife Palahna, with whom he had at least two children,
Maria and Michael (Mykhailo), was also bom there six years later. The
Didukh family arrived in Halifax harbour on 9 May 1899 on the S.S.

prototype for the fictional Ivan Didukh, was

Brazilia.^

At

their families

6.

Ibid., 28.

7.

Ibid., 29.

8.

Ibid., 32.

that time Stefan

was

sixty years old.

Both

his children

and

accompanied him. Thus Stefan and Palahna were embarking

See Vladimir J. Kaye, ed. and comp.. Dictionary of Ukrainian Canadian Biography
of Pioneer Settlers of Alberta (Edmonton: Ukrainian Pioneers Association of Alberta,
9.

1984), 65.
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new
made

when

on a remarkable adventure for a couple

their age, starting a

life

they should have been retiring from

struggle.The group

the cross-

life’s

continental trip to the Ukrainian colony that had only recently been es-

town

tablished in Beaver Creek, Alberta, a three-day overland hike from the

of Edmonton. There, on 29 June

1

899, Stefan Didukh filed for a homestead

east of the present-day hamlet of Hilliard

Michael took a piece of land just
in

what was then known

as the

(NE 2-54-18 W4). His son
him (NW 14-54-18 W4)

to the north of

Beaver Lake

Two

district.

days earlier his

Vasyl Gavinchuk, had applied for his free land (SE

son-in-law,

54-1 8-W4) south of what

is

now

the

2—

town of Chipman, where he established

a farm with his wife Maria and their three children. “

The

eldest of these

Didukh grandchildren, Nicholas (Mykola) Gavinchuk (1889-1968), a boy of
nine when the family emigrated, later became a renowned photographer and

community

activist

who made

his

home

Stefanyk’s “Kaminnyi khrest” was
after

it

was

in

Smoky

first

Lake.^^

published almost immediately

1899 issue of the prestigious Western

written, in the June

Ukrainian journal Literaturno-naukovyi vistnyk. Subtitled a “study” and
dedicated to Rev. Kyrylo Hamorak,

it

subsequently became the

title

piece of

a collection of nine short prose works issued in 1900 by the Lviv publisher

Mykhailo

latskiv.

Only three of the

the first time; the rest

stories in the

book appeared

had been published previously

in print for

either in Literaturno-

naukovyi vistnyk or in the Chemivtsi newspaper Pratsia, where Stefanyk had

made

and Stefanyk’s

his literary debut just three years before. Its editor

Budzynovsky (1868-1935), had heard him tell the stories
and persuaded him to write them down for publication in the paper exactly

friend, Viacheslav

had told them.

as he

Fearing criticism, Stefanyk signed his contributions only with the
“S.” But his fears proved to be unfounded: the response to his
offerings was,
stories

1899 his

10.

A

on the whole, extremely

were printed
first

Ibid.,

positive. In

total

letter

published

1898 three more of his

in Literaturno-naukovyi vistnyk,

book, containing a

first

and

in the spring of

of fifteen prose pieces, was published

64-5. For more information on Michael Diduch

[sic],

see

J.

M. Lazarenko,

Voice from the Wilderness (Edmonton: the author, 1986), 17-18. The Beaver Lake

took its name from Beaverhill Lake, an arm of which used to extend north of the
modern-day Yellowhead Highway, west of Mundare, at the turn of the nineteenth century.
district

11.

Ibid.,

87-8.

See Smoky Lake: Images from Our Past. Featuring the Photography of Nick
Gavinchuk (1889-1968) (Smoky Lake: Town of Smoky Lake and Smoky Lake and
12.

District

Chamber of Commerce,

1998).

Kaye gives 1890

as Gavinchuk's year of birth.
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Chemivtsi by Professor Stepan Smal-Stotsky. Titled Synia knyzhechka

in

(The

Little

Blue Book),

front ranks of

The

when

it

it

widespread praise among readers,

elicited

contemporary Ukrainian

collection titled

literature.

Kaminnyi khrest was also enthusiastically received

appeared in 1900. But the stories had taken a terrible

them he had

author’s mental health. In writing

At the same time

characters.

upheavals.

To

own

his

life

was

letter to

Hamorak, was moved

to

It’s

full

of admiration and

awe when she

first

in

read his works. In a

were squeezed,

like pearls.

You

write with terrifying power.

you had hewn with a mighty hand a monument

are the only one

Perhaps

some
The Bukovyn-

Stefanyk dated 4 June 1899, she exclaimed: “Between your words

as if

You

morphine. His

to write with

Olha Kobylianska (1863-1942), who had befriended Stefanyk

large tears

...

of the

had been fraught with many

alarm: “Stefanyk, don’t write that way, because you’ll die.”^^
ian author

toll

relived the experiences of his

and anxiety, he resorted

alleviate the stress

future father-in-law. Rev. Kyrylo

1898,

critics,

writers, earning the twenty-eight-year-old author a place in the

and other

I

who can hew

it,

next to you

could give you a green garland with

might lay

it

Stefanyk?

We

at the foot

aren’t doing anything,

it....

And

you
...

It

reprints. This

that

you

hear me, Mr.

are the only exception. That bitter,

which one cannot

forget.

And one

always, and always.

was followed

in

as an important

new

1903 by a third collection

of novellen, Doroha (The Road), comprised of thirteen

two were

hand so

Do you

Kaminnyi khrest consolidated Stefanyk’s reputation
voice in Ukrainian literature.

for your people.

are all worth nothing.

my weak

of that sad marble monument.

wrenching, bloodied poetry of yours

always wants to drink

we

titles

time Stefanyk had a Lviv publisher.

of which only

By

then Western

Ukraine’s most famous writer, Ivan Franko (1856-1916), had hailed Stefanyk
as the

most gifted writer

to

have appeared

in Ukrainian letters since Taras

Shevchenko.

The year 1905 saw a fourth book by Stefanyk, but it consisted mostly
first two collections and featured only two new titles, one
of them an impressionistic autobiography. Titled Moie slovo (My Word), the
of stories from his

13.

lurii

Klynovy, ‘“Kaminnyi Khrest’ V. Stefanyka. Peredistoriia

heroiv,” in Velykyi rizbar ukrainskykh selianskykh dush, ed.

tsiiei

Toma Kobzei

noveli ta

ii

(N.p.: Snia-

A photograph of Stefan Didukh’s stone cross is reproduced on
At the time he wrote “Kaminnyi khrest,” Stefanyk was enamoured of Rev.
Hamorak's daughter, levheniia Kalytovska, who was married to a priest. The two decided

tynshchyna, 1966), 123.
p.

118.

to curb their affections for the sake of levheniia's family life. In

levheniia's sister Olha.
14.

Ibid., 124.

1904 Stefanyk married
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volume signaled

the conclusion of the first and

Stefanyk’s literary

life

dormant period he was active

many

Stefanyk conscientiously attended

House, he never addressed

it.

In the

landowner and a family man. Upon

home and

the family

silence.

During

this

in the political arena, serving as a Radical

deputy to the Austrian parliament.

Party

most productive phase of

and inaugurated a long period of
Curiously

enough,

although

of the drawn-out sittings of the

meantime he established himself
his father’s death in

eighteen acres of land and

moved

as a

1910 he inherited

to his native village

of Rusiv. Stefanyk’s wife died in 1914, leaving him a widower with three

young sons

More
his

pen

—Kyrylo, Semen, and

lurii

—on

the eve of the Great

War.

than a dozen years were to pass before Vasyl Stefanyk again set

He began

to paper.

to write in 1916, after fleeing to

chaos of the war because his
creative energy

had been

life

was

in danger.

spent: in the opinion of

By

most

Vienna

in the

then, however, his

critics the later stories

lacked the hard-edged brilliance of his early writings. In 1926 his
collection of novellen, Zemlia (Earth),

was published

eight previously printed novellen, three of

which had appeared

journal Chervonyi shliakh. In this difficult period of his

experienced some financial

difficulties,

offered a measure of relief. At the

last

in Lviv, containing
in the Soviet

life

Stefanyk

and the royalties from Soviet Ukraine

same time Communist

mould of

“the great sculptor of peasant souls” in the
realist

Maxim Gorky

place

under the banner of Ukrainization.

literary critics cast

the

famous Russian

as part of the vigorous cultural revival that

was taking

Although Stefanyk’s Soviet

admirers naturally emphasized his long involvement in socialist politics, he

himself always kept a wary distance from both the Soviet Ukrainian

government and

its

pro-Bolshevik sympathizers in Western Ukraine.

In 1927 Stefanyk helped to oversee the production in Kharkiv of the

most comprehensive edition of
his writings

readers:

edition

were

his

works so

slightly revised to

far.

Edited by Ivan Lyzanivsky,

make them more

accessible to Soviet

some of the dialecticisms were replaced by standard Ukrainian. This
won him a wide following in Soviet Ukraine, where his stories

continued to appear in journals. Paralyzed partly by a stroke in 1930, Stefa-

nyk continued
Ukraine as

to follow the disturbing

developments in Russian-occupied

Stalinist totalitarianism tightened its grip

on Ukrainian

society.

In 1932 he broke off all contact with the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,

renouncing a pension he had been receiving from the Soviet government and
writing a sharp protest to the Bolshevik consul in Lviv against the growing

wave of

repressions in Ukraine. Subsequent Soviet references to

mentioned

this

him never

breaking off of relations. Although his works continued to be
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by Soviet publishers,

his

were

creative legacy and life story

frequently distorted in Soviet sources.

Meanwhile,
literary

1931 Stefanyk’s sixtieth birthday was celebrated by the

in

community of Lviv, and

this led to the publication

of a Western

Ukrainian edition of his collected works in 1933. In 1934 he attended a stage
production of his stories by the Zahrava Theatre of Lviv under the direction

of Volodymyr Blavatsky (1900-53). Thus even in the twilight of his career
his literary stature continued to grow.

He

died on 7

December 1936,

long period of declining health. Ukrainian literature lost one of

its

after a

greatest

masters of short prose fiction.
his life Stefanyk was connected to Canada by many
some of them personal and some literary. “Kaminnyi khrest,” for
instance, was published in the Edmonton newspaper Novyny on the eve of
the First World War, a fitting tribute to the Ukrainian pioneers who had been
In addition to “Kaminnyi khrest,” Stefanyk
the catalyst behind the story.
wrote several novellen on Canadian themes, among them “Osin” (Autumn,

Over the course of

threads,

1898) and “Klenovi lystky” (Maple Leaves, 1900). These, as well as other

works by him, were printed

in a

wide variety of Ukrainian-Canadian

peri-

odicals during and long after his lifetime. His books were also found in the
libraries of reading societies

and

in the

homes of many Ukrainian

settlers

across Canada.

15.

For a biography of Vasyl Stefanyk and a

A

Stmk,

S.

critical

discussion of his writings, see D.

Study of Vasyl' Stefanyk: The Pain at the Heart of Existence (Littleton;

Ukrainian Academic Press, 1973). This book also contains Danylo Struk's English transla-

number of Stefanyk's novellen, including “Kaminnyi khrest.” I have quoted
from the Wiznuk-Andrusyshen rendering of Stefanyk's work simply because it is more

tions of a

widely available. Struk's translations are more faithful to the original in that they attempt

convey some of the flavour of Stefanyk's Pokutian

to

16.

See Novyny, 16 and 19

credited for being the

first to

By

successfully capturing in

the

New

May

1914. In

many

dialect.

respects,

Vasyl Stefanyk can be

mythologize the Ukrainian pioneer experience in Canada.

“Kaminnyi khrest” the tragic-heroic aspect of emigration

World, Stefanyk defined

how

the earliest Ukrainian settlers to

to

Canada would

be portrayed subsequently in

art and literature (by writers such as Illia Kyriak and
George Ryga and the painter William Kurelek) and the identity the immigrants
themselves would embrace. How quickly the latter process occurred is rather amazing.

“Kaminnyi khrest” was first published abroad in the New Jersey newspaper Svoboda in
two installments on 27 July and 3 August 1899. Since homesteaders in Beaver Creek,
Alberta, and other immigrant colonies were already subscribing to

or two after settling in Canada, they

even as they were

still

Svoboda within a year
became well aware of being celebrated in literature

clearing land and establishing their farms.
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In the 1920s Stefanyk carried

on a

lively

correspondence with the then

Ukrainian-Canadian author and left-wing political

activist

Myroslav Irchan.

The latter greatly admired Stefanyk’ s writing, and in 1924 published a
number of Stefanyk’ s stories with the author’s permission in the
Winnipeg papers Holos pratsi and Robitnytsia. On 15 October of that year
Irchan’ s article on Stefanyk marking the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
writing of “Kaminnyi khrest” appeared in Robitnytsia. It was but one of

—

many

—

pieces Irchan wrote on Stefanyk for readers of the Ukrainian-Canadian

communist press2^
Stefanyk never visited Canada, although he had harboured a hope of

Canada of

attending the celebration in

the fortieth anniversary of Ivan

Franko’s literary career in 1913. His coming to Canada was announced in the

Ukrainian-Canadian press a number of times, but other commitments forced

him

to cancel the trip.^^ Nevertheless, in the year of Stefanyk’ s death his

youngest son,

lurii

made an extended

(1909-85),

he co-edited the local newspaper Ukrainski

visti

visit to

Edmonton, where

before returning to Western

Ukraine in 1938. Subsequently the young Stefanyk emigrated to Canada in
1948, worked as an administrator in Edmonton, and was very active in

Under

pseudonym

emigre

literary life.

article

about the creative sources of “Kaminnyi khrest,” in which, for the

first

the

time, he identified Stefan

Didukh.

He

Didukh

lurii (Yuri)

as the

model

Klynovy, he wrote an
for the fictional Ivan

also wrote an interesting family history titled “Trahediia

i

triiumf

rodu Stefanykiv” (Tragedy and Triumph in the Stefanyk Family), which has

been translated into English.

The

origins of Stefanyk’ s

“Kaminnyi khrest” can be

easily traced in his

The plight of Ukrainian (then known as
Ruthenian) emigrants to the New World was very much on his mind at the
time. While studying medicine, he had begun writing the short stories that
would soon make him famous. In a letter to Olha Kobylianska at the end of
January 1899, Stefanyk gave this moving account of emigrants departing
correspondence from the

late 1890s.

from southern Poland for North America:

17. See Petro Kravchuk, Lysty
pysmennyk, 1976), 84-95.

18.

z

Kanady:

Statti,

narysy

i

pamflety (Kyiv: Radianskyi

See, for instance, the notice of Stefanyk's impending visit published in Ukrainskyi

holos, 15 October 1913.
19.

See Yuri Klynovy, “Tragedy and Triumph in the Stefanyk Family,”

trans. Jars

Balan, in Jars Balan and Yuri Klynovy, eds., Yarmarok: Ukrainian Writing in
since the

73-82.

Second World War (Edmonton: Canadian

Institute

Canada

of Ukrainian Studies, 1984),
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train station there

would see hundreds of

blue,

baked

by the many-coloured eyes of the

you
you

and then your heart would be pierced

lips,

little

If
all

were 800 emigrants.

could see them, you would feel sympathy for these Ruthenians. First of

children

—puffy

as though saturated with

blue water. Next you would see thousands of dirty dry streaks from tears

all

over their faces, and further you would hear the hoarse sound of Ruthenian talk

bouncing off the walls and dispersing
foreign land.

You would

hear

many

the first boots of the boys and girls; they

looking

at their shoes,

weeping.

You would

into the coaches

it,

walk and

see

them

The

these are

and keep

on the

gentlemen jostling them,

train,

sitting

shoving the old

women

high up in the coaches on

move, the men and women hang on to
them off like dough balls, and the train
pieces on the platform. Left behind on the platform

train begins to

the police and the gendarmes pull

windows
are

shatter

women

and

fall in

without husbands, lonely children without parents, and

women. There is wild crying, hand wringing, and
blows smoke in their eyes and is gone.^°

Four months

how

this

—

talk with their eyes

lost children, the

getting

and shutting them, and then

top of the parcels.

throughout

boots pound on the stones

which they never had before. Afterwards you would see

mothers running about crying after
their

in a rusty screeching

little

a large

earlier, also in a letter to

number of people had

left

cursing.

But the

men

without

train

merely

Kobylianska, Stefanyk had related

Rusiv for “America” and the

pall of

sadness that enveloped both the departing people and those remaining
behind.

On

23 April 1899, in yet another of his communications with his Buko-

vynian colleague and friend, Stefanyk gave
ences

this description

of his experi-

at the train station:

Our emigrants

Cracow. I go to meet them every
them and before them. Besides, they are dejected
and susceptible to every kind of baseness from people in the Old and New
Worlds. The black land that let them go is pitiless. Perhaps that’s why their
eyes are so lifeless: they can’t see the land. The women don’t cry, “because we
no longer can cry,’’ the children observe everything with interest, while the men

night.

One

are constantly passing through

feels terrible for

barely drag their feet and look at their wives and children with a kind of fear.

Someone, a policeman or a gendarme, is always driving a whole group of them
before him, and the group walks so listlessly and automatically that it makes

my

peasant heart bleed. Entire communities are on the move, driven some-

where, and they themselves don’t

know

But especially interesting

a letter that Stefanyk wrote less than

is

where.^^

years before his death to the photographer Nicholas Gavinchuk of

20. Vasyl Stefanyk, Povne zibrannia
nauk Ukrainskoi RSR, 1954), 166.
21.

Stefanyk, Povne zibrannia tvoriv,

tvoriv v trokh tomakh, vol. 3 (Kyiv:

3:

179-80, quoted by Kravchuk, op.

two

Smoky

Akademiia

cit.,

86-7.
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Lake. In

it

he had

man whose spirit infused
human passion:

about the

this to say

the fictional

Ivan Didukh with the authentic breath of
Your
as a

reminded me of a lot of things, and I thank you
remember well your grandfather on your mother’s

for

letter

to reply.

I

man who had

quiet,

a most benign influence on

and interested in community

affairs

me

in

and was the

I

was a medical student

in

up

to his departure for

many

Cracow and

I

platform of the Cracow railway station in an almost fully packed
the

most energetic people

in the village,

Didukh,

estabhsh a reading

first to

right

Canada. With his children and grandchildren, he, as well as
native land. In that year

am happy

and

my youth. He was very wise,

which he was an active member

society in Rusiv, in

it

side, Stefan

others, left then-

met them on
train.

and your maternal grandfather, Stefan

Didukh, was one of the most energetic and courageous among them. Right
their departure I

my

grandfather,
to the best

In this

way, you could say,

this

I

debt to your grandfather through Ukrainian literamre, for he, your

had a great influence on

of

after

wrote “Kaminnyi khrest,” where the exact thoughts of your

deceased grandfather are quoted almost verbatim. In

have paid

the

They were

my

me

my

in

youth, and

I

have paid

this

debt

abihty.^^

way Stefanyk preserved

the

memory

of one of the

many

extraordinary

Ukrainian immigrants to Canada.

Once he had

Canada,

settled in

seems

it

that Stefan

Didukh himself

corresponded with Stefanyk. Following the theatrical presentation of his
novelle in 1934, Stefanyk wrote: “After the show, as

before

me

‘Kaminnyi

other heroes

He

khrest.’

of

my

stories,

hated to forsake his rocky

daughters-in-law, and daughters gave

I

went home, there rose

specifically

him no

soil,

Ivan Didukh from
but his children, his

peace, and that

was

the only

reason he fled to Canada. Actually he lived a long time in Canada, but he

wrote to

me

that everything

around him was alien and he did not

like the

farm, although his children were getting on well.”^^
It

is

interesting to note that Stefan

Didukh himself seems

recorded some of his impressions about coming to Canada.

“Kanadska pisnia” (Canadian Song), composed
metre, appeared above his

farmer

in 1906.

that another

“Kanadska pisnia”

is

23.

Ibid.

is

by Nataliia Kryhirchuk

not given,

it is

i

esei

[sic]

is

significant

identified

of Chipman, Alberta.

not very original or particularly sophisticated, nor

it

relates the story of

an immigrant

Klynovy, “Heroi Vasylia Stefanyka v

pryiateliam: Statti

kolomyika

in traditional

Winnipeg newspaper Kanadyiskyi

Although the author’s address

autobiographical, as

lurii

in the

have
titled

poem, printed one column over on the same page,

as having been written

22.

name

to

A poem

who

diisnosti,” in his

(Edmonton and Toronto: Slovo, 1981),

left his

Moim

120.

is it

wife and

synam,

moim
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children behind in the old country. Nevertheless,

it

does provide a fascinating

glimpse into the mind and heart of the “real” Ivan Didukh by expressing his

Canada and

feelings about

his native land.^"^

Stefan Didukh died on 29 January 1911. His son Michael had died in a

railway accident near Lethbridge six years
to

have been buried

at the

Hryhirchuk,

spelled

earlier.^^

Hryhirczuk,

graves

the

beside

unmarked

lahna,

who

is

said

No

shortened

no marker bearing

built in 1903. It is

burials at the site belongs to him,

died in 1913.

is

his

to

name

“Russo Greek Orthodox Catholic Holy

the

Assumption Church of Shishkovtzy”
the

and since

Hreherichak,

Herchak) near Chipman and Hilliard, there

among

Although Stefan

cemetery “next to the Hryhorchuk farm” (also

probable that one of

and another

to his wife Pa-

doubt their plots had wooden crosses, which

were eventually destroyed in a grass

fire.^^

Stefanyk’s “Kaminnyi khrest” continues to live on in Ukrainian and

Ukrainian-Canadian

literature

through reprints, translations, and adaptations

The cinematic rendering of the work by the Dovzhenko
Kyiv in 1968 was particularly successful. This hour-long

for different media.

Film Studio in

black-and-white treatment combines three Stefanyk stories in a powerfully
evocative

film.

Unfortunately,

it

was never

internationally

Adapted for the screen by the poet Ivan Drach under the
khrest,

it

can

Today a

now be

distributed.

title

Kaminnyi

obtained on video with English subtitles.

large bust of Vasyl Stefanyk stands in the Ukrainian Cultural

Heritage Village east of

homestead and

Edmonton

final resting place

just a

few kilometres from the

original

of his neighbour and model emigrant,

Stefan Didukh.

24.

See Kanadyiskyi farmer, 20 September 1906.

25.

In a curious coincidence, another Ivan Didukh, also

died
26.

at the

bom

in the village of Rusiv,

age of thirty-four in a mining accident in Lethbridge on 9 September 1917.

“Shishkovitzi” church, as

it is

also sometimes spelled,

is

named

after the village

of Shyshkivtsi in Bukovyna. The pioneer-era stmcture was relocated in 1965 to the Shandro Historical

Museum

and Village on Secondary Highway 857 north of Willingdon. The

present-day sanctuary by the cemetery

was erected

See Pride

site three

and one-half miles north of Highway 16

Progress: Chipman

- St. Michael - Star and Districts
(Chipman: Alberta Historical Rose Society, 1982), 169-71. Controlled bums were often
used to clean overgrown cemeteries; occasionally they got out of hand and destroyed the

wooden

in 1963.

in

crosses that were typical of the early settlement years.
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The

Politics

of High Culture:

Petro Karmansky’s

“Malpiache zerkalo”
Myroslav Shkandrij

Poets are a fastidious race, and in Canadian
poetry

we have

to give

some

place, at least at

the beginning, to the anti- Canadian, the poet

who has

taken one horrified look at the country

and fled.
Northrop Frye

By

the end of the nineteenth century the Ukrainian

movement

Ukraine had moved into what Hroch has described as the
stage of national
mobilization.^

A

movements, a stage characterized by mass

qualitative

in

Western

third, “political”

agitation

change in the consciousness of younger

and

activists

had been produced by the large number of publications, schools and university
courses,

co-operatives,

appearance

at the turn

and

elected

parliamentary

representatives.

The

of the century of Ukrainian modernist writers coincided

with the national movement’s demonstration of

One of Western Ukraine’s most prominent

its

seriousness and cohesion.

modernists, Petro Karmansky,

achieved fame early in the twentieth century with several collections of

1.

Hroch’ s three phases

are; (1) the

academic

stage,

which

is

led

by

intellectuals

who

study the nation’s folklore and history; (2) the cultural stage, characterized by greater use

of the vernacular, the spread of educational and literary activities, and the emergence of
a press; and (3) the political stage, characterized by the establishment of national parties

and mass mobilization {Social Preconditions of National Revival in Europe: A
Comparative Analysis of the Social Composition of Patriotic Groups among the Smaller

European Nations,

trans.

Ben Fowkes [Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1985]).
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poetry.^ In 1913 he
lecture at a

was

invited

by the immigrant community

government school for Ukrainian

Canada he created a scandal by attacking
bilingual Enghsh-Ukrainian schools and
in a series of articles titled

teachers.

Canada

to

During his year

in

in

the Liberal Party’s policy of closing

by

satirizing

Ukrainian-community life

“Malpiache zerkalo” (The Monkey’s Mirror) in the

Ukrainian-language Winnipeg newspaper Kanada.^ The episode throws hght

on the history of Ukrainian modernism

as an attempt at disseminating

and

codifying a high culture and imposing an anti-colonial meta-narrative in a
resistant, culturally

heterogeneous diasporic community.

Karmansky has been portrayed occasionally as a maladjusted bohemian
and incorrigible aesthete. However, his books such as Alfresco (1917) and
Za chest i voliu (For Honour and Freedom, 1923) demonstrate that he was
a committed patriot."^ Even before he had written these works, in his Canadian writings he had shown himself to be a modernist nation builder who
rejected cultural hybridity and accepted anti-imperialist nationalism. The
stereotypes of modernism as a turn away from social involvement to
introspective psychologization and aestheticism and of Karmansky as an
embittered misfit enamoured of foreign vogues and insensitive to national
concerns have been created largely by hostile critics and require reappraisal.^
His views have also been obscured by the post-Second World War memoirs
attributed to him, which were almost entirely fabricated by the Soviet regime
with the purpose

of discrediting both

Ukrainian nationalism and the

Vatican.^

2.

Z

teky samovbyvtsia (1899), Oi

liuli,

smutku (1906), Bludni vohni (1907), and

Plyvem po moriu tmy (1909).
3.

4,

11,

“Malpiache zerkalo,” Kanada,
18,

February;

and 25 November;
3,

10, 17, 24,

2, 9,

16, 23,
16,

and 30 September;

7, 14,

and 28 October;

and 27 December 1913; and

and 31 March; and 7 and 14 April 1914. The

3,

10,

and 17

series has

been

Kanady i pro
”
Kanadu do “Kanady, prepared by Myroslav Shkandrij (Winnipeg: The Ukrainian
Academy of Arts and Sciences in Canada, 1998). For a recent study, see Maryana
republished recently as Petro Karmansky, Mavpiache dzerkalo (Lysty z

Nikoula, “Analysis of a Canadian Literary Scandal: Petro Karmansky’ s Monkey’s Mirror”

(M.A.
4.

thesis. University

of Manitoba, 1996).

This puzzling discontinuity in his

of his entire career. See

Maksym

life

and work have led

to calls for a reassessment

Rylsky, “Pro poeziiu Petra Karmanskoho,” in Petro

Karmansky, Poezii (Kyiv: Ukrainskyi pysmennyk, 1992),

11;

“Petro Karmansky: Poet, polityk, patriot,” Suchasnist, 1989, no.

and Leonid Rudnytsky,
3: 10.

was “difficult to imagine what he believes in and what
routes he takes in order to get from loss of faith in life’s meaning to hymns in honour of
the national spirit” {Vid Mymoho do Khvylovoho [Lviv: Dilo, 1936], 296).
5.

For Mykhailo Rudnytsky

6.

See

P.

it

Karmansky, Kriz temriavu: Spohady (Lviv, 1957). One witness has

written:
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Karmansky was a product of

the central and east

European modernism

of the 1890s. His literary tastes were Romantic and symbolist (Goethe,
Shelley, Heine, Leopardi, Baudelaire, and Poe).

He

apotheosized the poet as

creator and expressed contempt for the philistine, particularly for the

man

petty bourgeois, the uncultured
civilization.

Modernists

set the artist’s calling

businessman, or politician: the

freedom and dealt with eternal
derivative, simplified,

new

of action produced by mass industrial

above

that of the journalist,

in their view, inhabited a

artist,

while the practical

truths,

man

realm of

trafficked in

and conformist views. Like Matthew Arnold, John

Ruskin, and other nineteenth-century apostles of high culture, the modernists
believed in hierarchies and saw the artist-intellectual as a cultural high priest

and

leader.^

Karmansky had absorbed many of these ideas through Polish literature.
He was bom and received his early education in Poland. His conversion to
a Ukrainian identity had been a gradual process, which owed much to
teachers in the Ukrainian high school he attended in Peremyshl (Przemysl).

After graduating from the Ukrainian Greek Catholic seminary in

Rome

and

completing his training for the priesthood, he refused to take holy orders,
enrolling instead in the Faculty of Philosophy of Lviv University.

before completing the seminary he had

become an

Some

time

atheist.* In the years that

followed, he worked as a private tutor, and in 1911 he qualified as a teacher.

He saw himself as a “Roman”: a cosmopolitan, free-thinking lover of the arts
who reeognized the values of the Enlightenment and classical antiquity as
supreme.
In his dealings with Ukrainian society, however,
part of a patriot

Canada

and defender of the

this aesthete

for the Ukrainian

and

atheist

faith.

became a

Greek Catholic Church.

Karmansky played

This explains in part

political activist

When

why

the
in

and spokesman

he began writing for the

“No one even attempted

to interview Karmansky, because his sclerosis prevented him
from recalling not only the pope’s name, but even his own father’s” (M. Hryhorovych,
“Zhandarmy z obkomu,” Novyi shliakh [Toronto], 1985, no. 3; Novoe russkoe slovo, 2

October 1984; and Litemtuma Ukraina, 4 June 1992.) Kriz temriavu reads like the
reworked record of an interrogation, including comments by the interrogators. Inaccuracies abound. Karmansky’s arrival in Canada is placed in mid-July 1914, a year late.
7.

Karmansky mentions reading Ruskin

8.

Witnesses report that Karmansky agonized over his break with the church,

particularly over dashing the

in Kriz temriavu, 46.

hopes of his patron. Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky, “who

hoped he would become a fine religious poet.” See Vadym Shcherbakivsky, “Moie
perebuvannia na pratsi v muzeiu o. Mytropolyta A. Sheptytskoho u Lvovi, 1908-1909,”
in the Karmansky Archive, National Museum, Lviv.
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newspaper Kanada, he announced

that,

under Mark Twain’s influence, he

was adopting a new comic manner that departed from the “tearful laments”
for which he was known.^ From this point on, his energetic pedagogic,
diplomatic, and literary work on three continents
in Canada, Brazil, Austria,
and Ukraine was meant to bring high culture and national consciousness to

—

—

the broad masses.

Any view

was incompatible with

this

of aesthetic culture as unconnected with politics

commitment.

Karmansky’s Canadian writings,
of modernism by playing

down

therefore, reshaped the earlier concept

individualism and internationalism and

adhering to the narrative of national liberation.

He

still

refinement, but in utilitarian terms by stressing

its

importance to national

defended aesthetic

culture as a sharpening of sensibilities, an extension of literary

genres, and an appropriation of European trends.

The

became Ukrainian modernism’s response

culture

modes and

task of building a high

to Polish

and Russian

disparagements of Ukrainian culture as provincial and intellectually impov-

Karmansky’s

erished.

ideal Ukrainian

was a sophisticated

patriot, familiar

with European culture but aware of an overriding obligation to his homeland.

Karmansky’s chief enemies were radical

social

movements, which denied

high culture, and imperialism, which produced hybrid cultures and led to
assimilation.
9.

is

The

writer’s decision to support the Ukrainian

therefore understandable.

nationalist,

As

Greek Catholic Church

a defender of high culture and a conservative

he saw the church as an indispensable mainstay of

tradition. In

any case, a romantic authoritarian like himself, with a pessimistic, Schopenhauerian view of

modem

posed dilemmas, as
church of

Rome

it

found much

civilization,

Catholic critique of modernity. “

The

that

was congenial

in the

alliance with the Vatican, however,

had always done

for Ukrainian intellectuals.

The

could serve as a higher authority and court of appeal, a

counterweight to the assimilationist and Latinizing tendencies of the Polish
hierarchy in Western Ukraine and the French clergy in Western Canada. But

Kanada, 23 September 1913.
10.

It

has been claimed mistakenly that the political stance

revolutionary Al fresco. See Petro Liashkevych,
1:

“U

halerei

first

appeared in the post-

A1 fresko,” Pereval, 1993, no.

148-52.
11.

Asa crypto-atheist,

reactionary views. This

modernism
engage

in the

however, Karmansky must have been appalled by the church’s

was

a decade in

which Pope Pius

X

(1903-14) condemned

church (which had championed the right of Catholic theologians to

in historical Biblical criticism)

and had, in 1910, required priests to take an

anti-

modernist oath recognizing miracles and prophecies as evidence of Christianity’s divine
origins.

s
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could also promote those same assimilationist tendencies. The French

it

hierarchy of the

archbishop of

Roman

St.

Catholic Church in Manitoba, in the person of the

Boniface, Louis-Phillipe-Adelard Langevin (1855-1915),

had resisted for a long time the idea of accepting Ukrainian
Ukrainian bishop.

It

was only

in

1912

and a

priests

Langevin relented under the

that

pressure of Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky’s intervention and the prospect

of mass defection by Ukrainian Catholics,
Catholic conununity on the Prairies.

The

first

who were

already the largest

Ukrainian priests were allowed

come, the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church was given a jurisdiction

to

Canada, and the

first

Karmansky had probably already met Budka

in 1913.

in Ukraine. It is

possible that the bishop arranged his passage to Canada. In any case

became

in

Ukrainian bishop, Nykyta Budka, was sent from Galicia

the personification of

Karmansky’s

ideal

—

even

Budka

the culturally refined,

nationally conscious intellectual-leader.

Karmansky taught

in

Winnipeg during the summer of 1913;

in

Septem-

ber he began lecturing at the Brandon Ruthenian Training School. In

Kanada

he expounded pro-Conservative and pro-Catholic positions. The editorial to
the first issue (2 September) stated that the Ukrainian conununity in

was too weak

Canada

play an independent role in politics and needed to

to

“compromise with more powerful

forces.”

The

writer stressed the advantages

Budka against the
Karmansky permanent

of an alliance with the Conservative Party and supported
local intelligentsia. In return the bishop tried to find

employment

in

Canada: on 31 January 1914 he petitioned the Canadian

government “in the

interest of

mutual understanding between the English and

Ruthenian people” to appoint “a permanent Lecturer on Ruthenian history,
literature

and

art, at

one of Canada’s Western Universities.”^^

Bishop Budka and Karmansky both remained
refusal

to

silent

Whatever differences they may have had with the French
to

on Langevin’

allow married priests or parish control of church property.
clergy, they

seem

have found a supportive atmosphere in the Catholic establishment. As

Orest Martynowych has

opponents of the

12.

Bohdan

S.

modem

made

the

clear,

world and

its

clergy

were uncompromising

democratizing tendencies.

Kordan and Lubomyr Y. Luciuk,

eds.,

A

Delicate

and

Their

Dijficult

Question: Documents in the History of Ukrainians in Canada, 1899-1962 (Kingston,
Ontario:
13.

The Limestone

Orest T.

Press, 1986), 27.

Martynowych has

written:

“Alienated from France by the radical

secularism and anticlericalism of the French Revolution and the Third Republic, they
subscribed

wholeheartedly to ultramontanism, which championed the unqualified
supremacy of papal authority” {Ukrainians in Canada: The Formative Years, 1891-1924
[Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1991], 166).
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quarrel with democratic and industrial society led to a siege mentality:

saw freemasons, Jews, freethinkers and republicans everywhere,

“Priests

Orangemen and

conspiring with liberals,

down

Protestants to bring

the

church and the eternal verities that held society together.”

Catholic

Langevin had a particular dislike for the federal and provincial

him

represented for

“the

sum

total

of

all

liberals,

who

the heresies” and “the triumph of

Karmansky’s reliance on the Conservative Party and

Freemasonry.”^^

Catholic Church gave

him

the courage to take a strong partisan line in

Kanada.

A

provincial

was imminent and

election

Rodmond

Conservative government of
defeat. Bilingual education

the

notoriously

corrupt^^

Roblin appeared to be heading for

was a burning

issue.

Great pressure was being

exerted on the Manitoba Conservatives (and on the governing Liberal parties
in Alberta

and Saskatchewan) to cancel bilingual English-Ukrainian schools.

The argument focussed on

command

Winnipeg ran a
the

the

low professional

qualifications

and poor

of spoken English by Ukrainian teachers. The Free Press in

same time

series of

as

inflammatory

Karmansky

articles

making these points

at

about

arrived in Canada. In October 1913 Charles

Bruce Sissons voiced similar views

in an article titled “Illiteracy in the

West,” which was published in Montreal’s University Magazine and then
partly reprinted in the

Free Press

As soon

as the

leaders learned that Ukrainian bilingual teachers

Alberta schools in September
teachers,

who were

1913, they protested,

arguing that then-

products of the Brandon school and had often received

their previous education in

14.

Ukrainian-community

would be removed from

European

cities,

were well qualified and

that their

Ibid, 167.

15.

Ibid.

16.

Described as such by Martynowych in his review of Karmansky’s Mavpiache

dzerkalo in the Journal of Ukrainian Studies 24, no.
17.

1

(Summer

1999): 120.

C. B. Sissons, “Illiteracy in the West,” The University Magazine 12 (October 1913):

440-51; extracts appeared

in the

Free Press, 17 October 1913. The Free Press printed

which questioned whether “foreigners” after three years
training in government schools, followed by eight weeks in Provincial Normal Schools,
could do “really sound teaching.” It did not publish the rest of his article, which indicted
only a small section of the

the provincial

article,

government for inadequate spending on education,

failing to

make primary

education compulsory, and turning a blind eye to the exploitation of child labour.

Karmansky seems
however, correct

to
in

have been unaware of

this thrust in Sissons’ s article.

schools. Sissons wrote in his article: “Alberta has specialized

and proved
450).

He

was,

assessing the prejudice against “foreign” teachers and bilingual

that bilingual schools,

among European peoples

on the

‘foreign’ problem,

at least, are a

delusion”

(p.
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command

A

of English was adequate.

was

delegation

sent to Manitoba’s

was obtained to enrol another seventeen
and Karmansky was appointed instructor in

minister of education. Permission
students at the

Brandon school,

Ukrainian language,

literature,

and history

The Conservative Party appears
to

pubhsh

his

newspaper

to

in

September 1913.

have provided Karmansky with funds

in order to attack Liberal policies

and give the Tories

hearing in the large and growing Ukrainian community.

a sympathetic

“Malpiache zerkalo” was seriahzed from 16 September to 14 April 1914.

It

lambasted Anglo-Saxon chauvinism and Liberal pohcy. The favourite targets

were Kanadiiskyi farmer, the Liberals’ Ukrainian-language organ

in

Winnipeg,

and the independent intelligentsia grouped around Ukrainskyi holos. Karmansky
took the hne that the Ukrainian community should exploit overtures from the
Conservatives in order to block the changes the Liberals proposed.

Ukrainskyi holos claimed that Karmansky was being used by the
Conservatives.

The community,

no Canadian party would help
and for six months
holos,

it

it

it

argued, should rely on

if

did not help

it

itself.

As

demanding

their

own

resources:

polemic ensued,

occupied practically every issue of Kanada, Ukrainskyi

and other newspapers. The Free Press waded

of racism.**

its

A

in Galicia,

own

where Ukrainians,

schools, in

in,

accusing Karmansky

resisting Polonization,

were

Western Canada the issue for the com-

munity was one of self-preservation. Karmansky ’s defence of bilingual
education was

welcomed by

other publications, and the Conservatives

won

the election of 1914.

The pressure
in the

name

to build,

for social reform

and the abolition of bilingual education

of “one language for all” and “one Canadian nation” continued

however. The Tories were defeated the following year, and in 1916

the Liberal

government gave

legislated prohibition

women

the right to vote in provincial elections,

and compulsory education, and eliminated Ukrainian-

English bilingual instruction on the grounds that English was the working

language of the province. In spite of community protests and boycotts,
Ukrainian teachers were replaced, often by immigrants from the British

The debate on

bilingual schools

Isles.

had coincided with a surge of agitation for

temperance, woman’s rights, the elimination of prostitution, and other social
policies.

Karmansky, having aligned himself with the Conservative government,

appeared to reject

all calls

for reform.

He branded

the

new Canadian

intelli-

gentsia as prone to radical trends and assimilationist pressures and as ignorant
upstarts

who were

depriving the community of true culture and national

consciousness. Later, in 1915, following his

18.

“Professor

work

Karmansky Racial Firebrand,” Free

in Ukrainian

Press, 27

POW camps in

December 1914.
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Geimany and
Union
hired

Austria, he wrote a similar denunciation of the leaders of the

for the Liberation of

him

community

in Brazil.^®

Karmansky

inunigrant
the 1930s,

characterized the Galician intelligentsia as a gallery of

also

from the National Museum.”^^ The

“invalids

denounced as reactionaries

who were dominant in the Ukrainian
Upon his return to Western Ukraine in

Basihan Fathers,

the

who had

Ukraine (Soiuz vyzvolennia Ukrainy),

as a cultural educator/^ In the 1920s he

be found in his view of culture and

its

rationale in each instance is to

social function. In debates with the

popuhst intelhgentsia during the twentieth century’s

first

decade, the Ukrainian

modernists had not merely called for a more sophisticated, aesthetically
satisfying hterature, but

had attacked the national leadership’s wilhngness

to

out to foreign interests. There was a close connection in their minds

sell

between high culture and

patriotic, anti-imperial politics.

A

national revival,

they argued, required a new, highly cultured, and self-critical intelhgentsia

through schools, the
society.

arts,

and

criticism,

Without the leadership of

that,

national awareness in

kind of intelhgentsia there would be a

this

Karmansky

loss of national identity.

would inculcate

levelled “modernist” charges of obscurant-

ism and national sabotage against the Ukrainian-Canadian community leadership and later repeated

them against

and the Basihan Fathers in

The Ukrainian

Union

for the Liberation of Ukraine

intelhgentsia in Canada, the community’s social and

vanguard, often lacked higher education and professional

political

community had

the Catholic

lived

immigration began twenty years

19.

the

Brazil.^^

See

on the

earlier.

On

the other hand,

Karmansky, “Shliakhom vyzvolnoi borotby (Spomyny),”

P.

skills,

and

Prairies without priests since

community

in the National

Archives of Canada (Ottawa), Manuscript Division, Ethnic Archives, V. Biberovych
Papers
20.

MG30

D158,

vol. 4, file 18.

See Petro Karmansky, Chomu? Prychynky do misionarskoi diialnosty Vasyliian u

Brazylii (Union da Victoria;

the author,

1925). For the Basihan Fathers’

view of

Karmansky, see Vasyl Zinko, Ridna shkola u Brazylii (Prudentopolis; Vyd-vo
Vasyliian,

1960),

Vyd-vo

(Prudentopolis:

21

.

80;

and Volodymyr Burko,

o. Vasyliian, 1984),

In

all

unqualified
population.

i

Ottsi

Vasyliiany

u

o.

Brazylii

32-3.

See Petro Karmansky, Ukrainska bohema:

(Lviv; Krasa
22.

22-5,

Z nahody trydtsiatlittia

“Molodoi Muzy ”

syla, 1936), 12.

Karmansky saw himself as fighting for the common people against an
community leadership, usurpers who held hegemonic sway over the

cases

It is

interesting,

however, that

in Brazil

he supported the secular “Protestants”

against the “Pharaoh-like despotism of the Basilians” (Karmansky,

might partly be attributed

to a radicalization of his

views

that

Chomu?

90). This

took place during the

Ukrainian Revolution and subsequent wars with Poland and Soviet Russia of 1918-20,

and partly

to his experience in

Canada.
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leaders

were

self-reliant

adjustment to

new

and not afraid

circumstances.

name of

to reject tradition in the

Many had been

influenced by Galician

socialism or democratic and egalitarian ideas within Protestant denominations
in

Canada. “Malpiache zerkalo”

attitudes,

is

a record of Karmansky’s attack on these

which, in classic anti-colonial fashion, he regarded as promoting

a dangerous hybridity and a dilution of Ukrainian culture.

The

“letters” reject

attempts at creating a Ukrainian Protestant Church or at uniting with Russian

Orthodoxy. They

satirize the

Salamakha {salamakha
Salamakha

in this

in

community

leaders in the

Ukrainian means

image of Klym

“Any Klym

‘confusion’):

newly baked Canadian republic can

set

about ‘reforming’

the church, the schools he has never attended, the public, the state, and

humanity.”^^ In

and other isms
unlearned.”

Its

that

new

of change the

pursuit

its

“radicalism, liberalism, anarchism, socialism,

define the

modem man

qualifications for leadership are

to being progressive

as

free,

and

progressive,
its

claims

In an imaginary dialogue between

are dismissed.

Tme, we were

atheism, nihilism,

found wanting, and

Mykhailo Drahomanov and Ivan Franko, the former
the socialists.

advocates

intelligentsia

communism,

also socialists.

says: “First, let’s take

But Canadian

socialists are

nothing but the negation of progress, tmth, and freedom.”^"^ The independent,

non-partisan

intelligentsia

grouped

around

Ukrainskyi

holos

is

characterized as an “ever-changing chameleon” that infects readers with
“character deficiency, public indiscipline, and immorality.

The year 1913 happened
literary activity.

A

to

be the

fortieth anniversary of Ivan

giant of Ukrainian letters

and a

socialist,

Franko ’s

Franko was

being honoured by literary readings in Winnipeg and throughout the
Ukrainian-speaking world. Karmansky, who knew the writer from his
bohemian Lviv days, could not resist aiming a blow at the “socialist” image
of Franko being constmcted in Canada. “Malpiache zerkalo” suggested that
in Franko’ s final years the old radical
that

had suffered a moral-religious

crisis

reduced him to sobbing in churches and asking forgiveness of the

people. Unsupported by any evidence, this
politically

motivated

jibe.^^

Following

was seen

as a mean-spirited,

this episode, the

reforming

gentsia occupied the patriotic high ground in the debate, while

was viewed increasingly

intelli-

Karmansky

as an implacable, embittered outsider.

23.

Kanada, 18 November 1913.

24.

Kanada, 10 February 1914.

25.

Kanada, 17 February 1913.

26.

In fact Franko had suffered a

years before his death in 1916.

breakdown of

his mental

and physical health

in the
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Another of Karmansky’s attacks was levelled against Orest Zherebko, a

prominent defender of Ukrainian bilingual schools and a

critic

of Anglo-

Canadian chauvinism, who was accused of Ukrainian nationalism
English-language press.

He had

reported on conditions in Lviv.

visited Ukraine during the fall of

Karmansky

ridiculed

in the

1913 and

Zherebko ’s knowledge

of Ukraine and humiliated him by making fun of his B. A. (In 1913 Zherebko

was

the University of Manitoba’s first Ukrainian graduate.)

He

referred

BA.” Commentators justifiably have
complained about Karmansky’s maliciousness and his method of arguing,
which often relied on deflation, snobbery, and heavy sarcasm. The charge
has been made frequently that his use of foreign words
Latin, German,
repeatedly to Zherebko only as “the

and Lrench

Italian,

more than

Who

—

—and

his love of the evocative, erudite phrase

were no

a display of cultural superiority.
qualified for the noble task of cultural-moral education? Kar-

is

mansky makes

it

Canadian vacuum the Catholic clergy has

clear that in the

a major role to play:
There

no one

is

national dignity.

to enlighten the people

.

.

When

.

and

the so-called intelligentsia immediately treated

why he had come, what
was planning

awaken

to

the long-awaited bishop [Budka]

aims were,

his

to save his people

how

him with

them a sense of
came to Canada, all

in

hostility.

he intended to

No

act, [or]

one asked

whether he

from denationalization, drunkenness, Jewish

exploitation, the ignorance of tricksters.

He summarizes
And

so

it

his position

seems

to

which lead only

me we

to

on the leadership question:
have only one path:

arguments and partisan

to

drop

fights,

our group

all

to

skirmishes... to leave our people with the ancient church of

politics,

drop our religious
its

ancestors,

which

has served and continues to serve them well in the old country, and, having
fortified ourselves in this

dictate our

demands

way, to engage

to the government....

unity and self-organization.
rest [first]

on an

intelligent

My

community work,

To

will only

i.e.,

to attempt to

grow stronger through

fondest hopes for realizing such desired ideals

and serious

organized teachers and clergy

in a real politics,

We

—

press, then

on the work of

a genuine clergy that has

idealistic

the required degree of idealism, and the will to dedicate

these workers could be added

some of

and

some experience

in

itself.

the urban, [nationally] conscious,

idealistic intelligentsia.^*

Karmansky
is

stresses education as a criterion of leadership selection:

the point of education

when any boor

27.

Kanada, 1 October 1913.

28.

Kanada, 25 November 1913.

.

.

.

can get

rich,

“What

proudly thrust out
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and make fun of poor Austrians with university degrees.”^^ The

his belly,

fraying of the social fabric and degeneration of moral values, he points out,

can only be arrested by respect, acquired through schooling, for culture,

and the community.

tradition,

The ultimate causes of the social and cultural degradation in Canada,
states Karmansky toward the end of the “letters,” are to be found in
contemporary philosophy:

of

all

“I

am

not surprised that our ignorant lawyers,

and editors are such fervent supporters of Nietzsche’s ‘revaluation

pastors,

The

values.

and personal freedom, which

cult of the individual

in

the tum-of-the-century Galicia produced the charming eccentrics of the

Moloda Muza
it

writers’ group,^^

was not

to

be encouraged in Canada, where

man

could only lead to denationalization. His favourite example of a

loose from the restraints of tradition

who

Makarii,

“for a

few cents

Ukrainian university professor,

was

you

will certify

etc.

This

cut

the self-appointed “archpatriarch”

the

is

a bishop, a hetman, a

freedom

that our individual-

ism has nourished.”^^ The bohemian individualism of Moloda Muza, he
explained,

was

European

tradition

in

Protestants, socialists,
their

by the great cause of high

sanctified

literature

and the

arts;

but

culture, the great

the

reform-minded

and independents in Canada, while claiming

individual consciences,

influence. Their individualism

are bent
is

on escaping

this

to follow

great civilizing

an expression of personal egoism, obscur-

antism, and vulgarity; in a word, a denial of culture.

The missionary of high

culture thus found himself in the position of a

nostalgic, backward-looking traditionalist allied with reactionaries against

reformers. Like

dangers

Matthew Arnold, he seems

modem individualism posed in the

to

have become alarmed

economic,

political,

at the

and personal

realms by appearing to sanction competition, irresponsible subjectivity, and
unbridled freedom. The schools and the church were of desperate importance

because of their regulative powers and their

ability to

channel individual

dissidence into national unity.

May

29.

Kanada, 31

30.

Kanada, 1 April 1914.

1914.

31.

Karmansky

32.

Kanada, 1 October 1913.

33.

Karmansky’s position

later affectionately described

is

them

in

Ukrainska bohema.

very similar to that of Rev. Oleksa Prystai,

who

described

American community in 1910 as controlled by saloon owners and socialist
“They captured in it [the community] those rights that should belong in the first

the Ukrainian
radicals:

place to the bishop and clergy, and compromised
it

to ruin.

here too

The

late,

priests

when

it,

and bishops were powerless

the entire structure

humiliated

it,

and, in the end, brought

to bring order to

had already been

built

it.

They were

sent

and had put roots into
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Karmansky, however, was not an aloof observer, but a
spoken

activist.

work

cultural
it)

and

community (among “our Canadian

in the

later in the

imperialism

is

fiercely out-

His pessimism was not incapacitating, as evidenced by his
Indians,” as he put

Ukrainian diaspora of South America and Europe. Anti-

an important and invigorating element in his thought.

Although Karmansky directed

his

Canadian

satires primarily against the

immigrant community leadership, he singled out British hegemonic notions
as an assimilationist threat to the

community. Immigration had peaked

some 400,000 people moving

years 1912-13, with

number of East Europeans, mostly Ukrainians,

to Canada.^"^

disturbed the Anglo-Saxon
inability to

who began

elite,

in

Canada

in the

The

large

particularly

expressing fears about then-

dominate and absorb so many newcomers. Played out against the

background of rising unemployment, an economic recession,

strikes, the

War

Measures Act, and concern about the assimilability of East Europeans and
their loyalty to

anxieties.

Canada, the issue of bilingual schools reflected deeper

For many

settlers

of Anglo-Celtic extraction, the Ukrainians were

an uncivilized people whose “Canadianization” was a matter of national
security.

The

British

Empire

at that

time covered a

fifth

of the earth’s surface

and was, in the eyes of newspapers such as The Christian Guardian destined
to assimilate all “adolescent races

of

ity

life.”^^

unequal to the

burden and responsibil-

full

Ukrainian immigrants were frequently portrayed in the

English-language press as just such an “adolescent” race: violent and antidemocratic, they had not learned the virtues of

thrift, sobriety,

and prudence.

Like other races from Africa, Asia, or North America, they were, in the eyes
of

many Anglo-Saxon

religion

and

political

newcomers wished

to

intellectuals,

being offered “the highest culture,

known to man.”^^ The fact that the
develop their own culture was viewed by many as a
institutions

sign of their unpreparedness for the transition and as a danger to Canadian
unity.

The underlying

American

imperialist discourse, therefore, constructed

soil” (Originally serialized in Dilo, 1936; republished as

amerykanskomu Vavyloni,” Chetver [Ivano-Frankivsk],
34.
at the

no.

them

in

Oleksa Prystai, “V

4 (1993):

32).

Between 1901 and 1911 Canada’s population increased by some 43 percent, and
end of this period people of non-British and non-French origins formed over 33

percent of the population of the three Prairie provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and
Alberta.

See

Howard H.

Palmer,

“Reluctant

Hosts:

Anglo-Canadian

Views

of

Multiculturalism in the Twentieth Century,” in John R. Mallea and Jonathan C. Young,
eds..

Cultural Diversity

and Canadian Education: Issues and Innovations (Ottawa:

Carleton University Press, 1990), 21-40.
35.

The Christian Guardian, 13 February 1907.

36.

Martynowych, Ukrainians

in

Canada, 158.

Karmansky ’s “Malpiache zerkalo
terms

all

”
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too familiar to Ukrainians: as a people without a real language

(Ukrainian was merely a grouping of dialects according to Alberta’s Ministry

of Education), an unenlightened mass that refused to accept the benefits of
assimilation to a superior civilization.

life

The Ukrainian-Canadian conununity’s desire to make its own cultural
strong. There was a boom in the staging of plays and operettas and

was

the publishing

of poetry, drama, and short stories. The

first

bilingual

textbook for schools was produced in 1913. Karmansky himself had been

brought in as a professional writer and
to cultural assimilation.

by the idea

critic in

that they lacked a culture as

their schools.

order to strengthen resistance

Ukrainian-Canadian intellectuals were as incensed

Some argued

that the

by the demand

that they close

down

Canadian West was uncivilized. At a

public meeting held on 2 February 1913 in the Leland Theatre on Selkirk

Avenue

Winnipeg, Orest Zherebko described main-street Canada as

in

obsessed with money-making, ladies fashions, and sports news.^^ Ukrainians

saw themselves

as bringing a rich strand of

European culture

to a

narrow-

minded, materialistic country. They were the carriers of an ancient, not a
defective, tradition

and of an enormous still-unrealized

In “Malpiache zerkalo”

potential.

Karmansky devoted some of his most

entertain-

ing passages to assimilationist demands. “Hykun’s Descent into the Other

World,”^^ for example, describes the editor of the pro-Liberal Kanadiiskyi

farmer, who, like a contemporary Odysseus, had roped himself to the Liberal

mast

own

in order to resist the Siren calls of his

conscience while covering

the eyes and ears of those around him. This Liberal lackey with a dog’s

tail

searches for a place in the afterlife, where the souls of the dead have been

assigned to various camps, including the English, Prussian, Russian, and

Ukrainian ones.

He

attempts to enter the

Organization of Canada” but
language.”

is

encampment of

the “Liberal

repulsed because he speaks a “barbaric

When he then attempts to enter the “Ukrainian Republic,” its
monk Nestor, notes sadly that his name no longer appears in

gatekeeper, the
the national

roll.

In answer to his request for advise, Nestor directs

him

to

“Empire of Turncoats,” where various “independents,” non-party types,
and Archbishop Makarii are to be found.

the

In his “letters”

Karmansky complains

that the

English-Canadian press

focusses heavily on examples of criminal or disorderly behaviour

among

Ukrainians, associating them with such figures as the outlaw Jack “Kid”

Krawchenko, whose case was avidly reported

at the time.

37.

“Shkola a mova,” Ukrainskyi holos, 19 February 1913.

38.

Kanada, 10 February 1914.

With offended
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national pride he rejects the stereotypes of fiction and newspaper reports. In

Ukrainian-Canadian leadership has failed to take a sufficient-

his opinion, the
ly

determined stance toward

defamation;

this

it

guilty of a

is

Conradian

failure of character.

Ultimately the diasporic communities are viewed as auxiliaries in

Ukraine’s struggle for independence. The author moves from a contemplation

of the chaotic state of Ukrainian affairs to an indictment of individual
apostates and finally to a reaffirmation of the great causes of national

enlightenment and emancipation. The

of “Malpiache zerkalo,”

last issue

titled

“Mutual Understanding and Unity,” expresses regret for the tone of

its

comments and extends an offer of solidarity: “My goal has been merely to
teach you some shame, nothing more. I have achieved my goal; you are also
pleased, because

manner of our

The

have apologized; therefore

I

we can

sing together after the

‘Shake hands and love one another like brothers.

fathers:

national cause acts as conciliator and leveller.

The

abstract nation, the

peasantry and broad masses, remain above criticism; Karmansky’s attacks are

reserved for the leadership.^^^

The focus on Ukraine had

its

dangers:

it

caused Karmansky to misread

the Canadian situation, to underestimate the immigrants’
Canada,^^^

and

commitment

to

defend assumptions concerning culture that the newcomers

to

Later, in assessing the defeat of the Ukrainian National Republic (1917-20),

39.

Karmansky would
great leaders

write:

who

“from the beginning of our liberation struggle we never had

could be the brains of the people.

And

all

seventeenth-century heroes smelling of panegyrical incense have

eyes to the stature of ordinary

little

those sixteenth- and

now

diminished in

my

people thrown up on the shoulders of the powerful

same way as [Symon] Petliura, whom I once compared to Garibaldi,
eyes. The worms destroying our organism, it is evident, are not
contemporary; they have been with us for centuries. The warlordism [otamanshchyna] that
reflects this history exactly was a feast for the worms” (“Shliakhom vyzvolnoi borotby,”
mass

protest; in the

has diminished in

my

file 18).

40.

Kanada, 14 April 1914.

41.

He

later distilled the

following message from his experience of the wartime and

postwar years: “the masses played their historical part
contrary, demonstrated

how

faultlessly; their heralds,

on the

the best idea and struggle can be reduced to absurdity and

catastrophe” (Karmansky, “Shliakhom”).
42.
return

Bishop Budka’s episcopal

home and

Russia,

is

a

letter

of 27 July 1914, which called upon Ukrainians to

army following the declaration of war against
famous instance. Appearing shortly before Britain and Canada entered the war

as Russia’s allies,

serve in the Austrian

it

confirmed English Canada’s worst fears concerning the loyalty of

Ukrainians and intensified calls for the “Canadianization” of immigrants.
centric perspective, a tendency to see English
rule in Galicia

Canada

and Ukraine, also comes through

in

in the light of Polish

A

Ukraino-

and Russian

Bishop Budka’s 1918 comment

that

11

Karmansky’s “Malpiache zerkalo
did not share.

would
has

Karmansky believed

define, sustain,

been

that high culture

and direct the nation-building

described

“cognitive

as

was

effort

the element that

by providing what

and

centralization

codification.”"^^

Influenced by the Polish and Italian Risorgimentos, the Ukrainian writer

would transcend geographical dislocations and
intelligentsia stemmed

a tradition of high art that

and social disruptions. The attack on the

historical

from a long-cherished desire

The

national psyche.

and

an end to the divided and “incomplete”

to put

protracted political subordination of Ukraine had, the

Ukrainian modernists
cultures,

felt

fragmented nation required a coherent, normative culture,

that his politically

compelled

felt,

this destabilized their

countrymen

their

sense of identity.

period, such as Ivan Franko’s Moisei

and the

but with years of

earlier

life in

immigrants

the

process in different terms.

this

was

a “categori-

forms

cultural

at

a

high culture proved divisive.

little

For two decades Ukrainian-Canadian
trajectory,

this mentality

Karmansky’s rejection of lowbrow

time and place that could provide

mimic foreign

and Lesia Ukrainka’s Kassandra, can

be read as arguing that a decisive break with
cal imperative.”"^

to

Many works from

—

politics

had followed

its

own

younger, with less formal education,

new country behind them

They frequently saw

—viewed

the cultural

the need for radical cultural

experimentation and de-emphasized the gulf between high and popular

While Karmansky understood culture primarily

culture.

tradition, they

saw

it

required adaptation to

on culture

stress

new circumstances and

as a unifying literary

and behaviour

new

expression in

that

forms. His

as personal refinement through study contrasted with their

emphasis on culture as
of

in terms of patterns of thought

belief, ritual,

—an

and a community bond

entire

way

life.

In the debate of

ism

that

came up
the

1913-14 Karmansky represented a Ukrainian national-

was attempting

to

win hegemony over

its

own

against the complexities within the Ukrainian

resistance

of English Canada.

The

75 percent of Ukrainians would return to Ukraine

people. His position

community and faced

result

was a contest between

after the

war owing

to the suspension

of their civil rights and loss of bilingual schools.
43.

Ernest Gellner has defined this as “high culture or great tradition, a style of conduct

and communication endorsed by the speaker as superior, as
be, but alas often is not, satisfied in real life,

by a

set

[Ithaca

44.

setting a

norm which should

and the rules of which are usually codified

of respected, norm-giving specialists within society” (Nations and Nationalism

and London: Cornell University Press, 1983], 92).

Oksana Zabuzhko makes

this

argument for the mentioned works of Franko and

Lesia Ukrainka. See her Filosofiia ukrainskoi idei ta ievropeiskyi kontekst: Frankivskyi

period (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1992), 94.
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competing visions of community identity

that revealed

complex

issues of

self-definition in a multieultural, diasporic environment, issues that

were

to

be faeed repeatedly in future decades by Ukrainians not only in the diasporic
communities, but also in Ukraine. This little-known Canadian episode in

Karmansky’s

life,

not his wartime and revolutionary writings,

demonstration of his political engagement.

It

is

the earliest

changes significantly our

picture of his biography and of the evolution of Ukrainian modernism.

Journal of Ukrainian Studies 27, nos. 1-2 (Summer-Winter 2002)

Italy in the

Works of
Oleh

In previous

S.

Petro

Karmansky

Ilnytzkyj

works on Ukrainian modernism

argued that the movement

I

should not be recognized primarily as a narrow aesthetic one, but as a

complex

phenomenon, the product of sweeping change

social

and national self-awareness during the

cultural

twentieth centuries. Modernism, in
the very

structure

institutions.

my

in Ukraine’s

late nineteenth

and early

view, was a radical transformation of

of Ukrainian society and, especially, of

The movement formalized Ukrainian

art

and

its

cultural

literature as a

separate system of culture and legitimized the intelligentsia’s pursuit of a

“national” art as something independent from the rest of the (peasant) nation.

During

this

period Ukraine’s cultural

elite

—everything from decadence
feminism—
an expression of
and ideas

as

cultural

its

artistic

trends

to Nietzsche

and

national high culture and as a sign of

autonomy from the people.

issues with broader social

embraced European

and Symbolism

and even

It is this

dynamic interplay of

political

culture in nation building; the role of art

and the

concerns

(e.g.,

its

artistic

the place of

intelligentsia in society) that

modernism its special profile.^
modernism as a new socio-cultural paradigm, then a

gives Ukrainian
If

we

see

better

understanding of the social class that spearheaded the ehanges becomes

—

Karmansky one of the leading
movement called Moloda Muza (The
Young Muse) is of particular interest. As a poet, translator, publicist,
diplomat, and political activist, Karmansky is a fascinating example of the

imperative.
lights

It is

for this reason that Petro

of the West Ukrainian modernist

—

1.

See the discussion “The Modernist Ideology and Mykola Khvyl'ovy,” Harvard

Ukrainian Studies 15, nos. 3-4 (December 1991): 257-62 and 284-7; and

my

articles

“Ukrainian Symbolism and the Problem of Modernism,” Canadian Slavonic Papers 34,
nos.

1-2 (March-June 1992): 113-30; and “Ukrainska khata and the Paradoxes of

Ukrainian Modernism,” Journal of Ukrainian Studies 19, no. 2 (1994): 5-30.
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Oleh

S. Ilnytzkyj

modernist intellectual in the twentieth century, especially of his ideological

and creative

vicissitudes.

Recent publications

To be

attest that

he

is

enjoying a

critical

comeback

his life

and works^ and the publication of selections from his forgotten novel

Karmansky was not the
most forgotten or neglected of the modernists. His work appeared in Ukraine
in 1941 and again in 1952. This does not mean, however, that his fate was
easy or enviable. He was little loved in Ukraine and the West. The most
difficult years for him were the late 1940s, when he was expelled from the
Writer’s Union of Ukraine, and the 1950s.^
The current interest in Karmansky was foreshadowed in the late 1980s
by the articles of Mykola Ilnytsky (in Zhovten, 1987, no. 5) and Ivan
Lozynsky (in Ukraina, 1988, no. 23). In 1989 Leo Rudnytzky brought
Karmansky to the attention of the diaspora with a sympathetic rereading of
in

Ukrainian

letters.^

sure,

of 1921. Since Ukrainian independence, Karmansky has figured prominently
in

two modernist anthologies.^ The growing

can be

interest in the poet

explained by the increasing attention being devoted to Ukrainian modernism

and by a natural curiosity about a writer of
ments. Moreover, Karmansky’ s long

—was

intricately intertwined

seventy-eight

cultural, social,

and

political events of

involved in the cultural and political

his diverse talents

—he

life

died in 1956

age of

with some of the most dramatic

Ukrainian history.

life

and achieveat the

He was

intensely

of Western Ukraine, including the

and Polish rule (1918) and for the

liberation struggle against Austrian

unification of Ukrainian territories (1919).

He spent considerable time outside

Ukraine in Europe, Canada (1913-14), and Brazil (1922-31).

As

the contours of

Karmansky’ s

as yet incomplete biography begin to

take shape thanks to scholars such as Petro Liashkevych and Stepan larema.

2.

See Myroslav Shkandrii [Shkandrij], “Vidkryvannia Karmanskoho,” Krytyka, 1999,

no. 4: 24—5; Petro Liashkevych, Petro
portrety, vol.

1

(Lviv: Lviv

Karmansky: Narys

Branch of the

zhyttia

i

Academy
Dorohamy smutku zmahan: Vybrani
Karmansky, Ukrainska bohema (Lviv: Olir,

of Sciences of Ukraine, 1998); Petro Karmansky,
poezii (Lviv: Kameniar, 1995); and Petro

1996), a reprint of Karmansky’ s Ukrainska bohema:

muzy”
3.

i

Z

nahody

trydtsiatlittia

“Molodoi

(Lviv, 1936).

For

details see

Dorohamy smutku
4.

tvorchosti, Literatumi

Institute of Literature of the National

i

Stepan larema, “Pisliamova uporiadnyka,”

in Petro

Karmansky,

zmahan, 320-31.

Leonid Rudnytsky, “Petro Karmansky

—

poet, polityk, patriot,” Suchasnist, 1989,

no. 3: 9-16.
5.

” comp. M. M. Ilnytsky (Kyiv: Dnipro,
“Moloda muza”: Antolohiia zakhidno-ukrainskoi poezii pochatku XX stolittia

Rozsypani perly: Poety “Molodoi muzy,

1991); and

(Kyiv, 1989).
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becomes obvious

that foreign influence

development and work.

in his

German,

81

and experience played a key role

Critics take note of his

European

and

art

literature in

knowledge of

Latin,

and English. The place of

Polish, Italian, Portuguese, Russian,

Karmansky’ s writings and

translations is

frequently underscored. His penchant for non-native or unfamiliar surround-

ings and sources

evident in his travels, in the epigraphs gracing his

is

collections (always cited in the original language), and in his references to

foreign themes. This paper will explore just one aspect of Karmansky’

and cultures by concentrating on an especially

interest in other countries

influential country in his life

Karmansky spent

and works

—

Italy.

1900^

several years in Italy: first in the years

student at the Ukrainian Catholic Seminary in

as a

Rome, and then from 1919

to

1921 as a diplomat of the Ukrainian National Republic to the Vatican.^

Karmansky

translated quite a

number of works from

Among

although our

Italian,

present knowledge of these efforts remains incomplete and

little

studied.

the mentioned authors are Dante Alighieri (1265-1321), short-story

Edmondo De Amicis

writer and journalist

(1846-1908),^ and Giovanni

Papini (1881-1956). Papini, a prolific essayist on philosophical, literary, and
religious subjects

and a founder or co-founder of several

influential literary

member

reviews, such as Leonardo and Lacerba, was for a time a
Futurist

of the

movement. He embodied some of the same contradictions found

in

Ukrainian intellectuals, including Karmansky; for example, Papini was
initially a

cosmopolitan and then a staunch nationalist. As

Karmansky one of the
its

patriotic

we

attractive features of Italian literature

orientation.

shall see, for

and culture was

This probably accounts for his translation of

Giuseppe Mazzini’s (1805-72) Dei doveri delVuomo (The Duties of Man,
1860).^

Given Ukraine’s own struggle for independence and unity

Karmansky’ s
patriot,

efforts

founder of

on behalf of

Young

this

cause

—

—and

his attraction for the Italian

Italy, revolutionary,

and

idealist is clearly not

accidental.

Besides translating literary and political works, Karmansky also wrote

on

critical articles

minor

figure,

Italian writers, including

6.

Liashkevych, Petro Karmansky, 44-5.

7.

According

newspaper Dilo
8.

one in 1906 about a relatively

Domenico Ciampoli (1855-1929), and another

to

Liashkevych, the translations of

De Amicis were

in

1908 on the

published in the

in 1911.

Liashkevych {Petro Karmansky, 5) states that one other Karmansky translation of
in Lviv in 1907 under the title “Pro prychyny upadku italiiskykh

Mazzini appeared
revoliutsii.”
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famous Nobel Prize winner Giosue Cardueci (1835-1907).^ The
titled

“Poet

tretoi Italii”

and half of

long,

(The Poet of the Third
dwelled on

it

Italy’s

Italy),

latter essay,

was twenty-four pages

struggle

unification

for

nationhood/® Like Karmansky’s other works on Italian themes,
is

efforts

life to

the nation.

The author expresses awe

men who

at Italy’s “titanic

and well-nigh insane achievements”^^ on the road to statehood. The

article is a virtual

catalogue of intellectuals and writers associated with the

cause of Italian state building. Cardueci
ary

and

this article

infused with sympathy for Italy’s plight and admiration for the

devoted their

Ilnytzkyj
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who dreamed

emphasis

is

is

depicted as an ardent revolution-

of liberation from a foreign yoke.^^ Even so, Karmansky’s

on Cardueci

as a poet. His Cardueci

is

a lofty intellectual, a

poet-statesman who, in the face of censure from small minds, fearlessly
raises his cultured voice in defence of Italy

and

Italian culture.

Karmansky’s essay on Cardueci has some very obvious
with a later work; namely, his translation of

Jacopo Ortis (The Last Letters of Jacopo
in 1921 as Ostanni lysty lakova Ortisa

publication

was given

Ugo

common threads

Foscolo’s Ultime lettere di

which was published

Ortis, 1802),

by Vsesvitnia biblioteka

(the place of

as Kyiv, Lviv, and Vienna). Foscolo (1778-1827)

a writer of Greek-Italian origin for

whom

was

patriotism and literature were

One scholar characterized him thus: “During his
Ugo Foscolo became famous as poet, novelist, patriot, and great

intimately
intertwined.
9.
lifetime
lover.”^^

Foscolo spent an important period of his

Napoleon’s armies. Although he
great early poets, Foscolo

is

life

fighting for Italy in

remembered primarily

is

as

one of

Italy’s

also credited with writing the first truely Italian

novel, namely, Ultime lettere di Jacopo Ortis, a popular epistolary

work

in

the tradition of Richardson’s Pamela. Its English translator provides the

following useful summary:
This novel

is

the story of

man’s need for

central character at first relies

“Domeniko Champoli,”
Ciampoli was a
of Slavic

writer, critic,

writers

such

as

on the

illusions in order to stay alive.

ideals of country, liberty,

Svit, no. 6,

1906.

I

was not able

and translator noted especially for

The

and love. Reality

to

examine

this article.

his popularization in Italy

Chekhov, Dostoevsky, Gogol, Gorky, Lermontov, and

Sienkiewicz. See Giorgio Luti and Enrico Ghidetti, Dizionario critico della letteratura
italiana del Novecento, 1st ed.

(Rome: Editor!

Riuniti, 1997).

Literaturno-naukovyi vistnyk, July-September 1908, 57-81.

10.

“Poet tretoi

11.

Ibid., 59.

12.

Ibid., 66.

13.

Douglas Radcliff-Umstead, “Introduction,” Ultime

Italii,”

lettere

di

Jacopo

Ortis:

A

Translation by Douglas Radcliff-Umstead (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1970), 9.

comes

to destroy all these.

The Treaty of Campoformio [1797] deprives

hero of his homeland. His despair
she

engaged

is
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to another

man

is

to

accommodate her

father,

whose

difficult

financial situation does not permit his giving her a dowry. Foscolo himself
fallen in love with a Florentine girl,

marry a man against her
and

Jacopo Ortis

had

was forced to
compromise with reality

for financial reasons
is

unable to

finally destroys himself.''^

book

in 1921,

he claimed that a large portion of

1906, in the Lviv journal

Svit,^^ that the

it

appeared

earlier, in

manuscript of the second part was

during the Russian occupation of Galicia in 1914, and that he had to

lost

translate
it

who

should be noted that although Karmansky’ s translation was published

It

as a

will.

the

relieved by love for the girl Teresa. But

again.^^

it

The

history of the work’s publication

is

interesting, for

clearly connects Foscolo’s novel with the nascent years of Ukrainian

modernism. The book version, however, reveals important ideological
of emphasis in Karmansky’ s early modernist thinking.
forthrightly that over the years his motives for translating
Italian

novel had changed.

Initially, in typical

He

shifts

admits rather

and publishing the

modernist fashion, he was

work because of its pessimism and “erotic elements.” The
was not irrelevant, but it was only the third reason. By 1921
purpose for acquainting Ukrainians with the novel was almost entirely

drawn

to the

patriotic strain

his

and

social

political.

Karmansky’ s introduction

to the translation is

and a revealing commentary on the
national catastrophe of 1917-19.

It

an interesting self-portrait

intelligentsia’s response to Ukraine’s

begins with a reference to Napoleon’s

treachery at Campoformio, the treaty that ceded Venice to Austria. Kar-

mansky

stresses the tragic effect this event

Karmansky

the novel,”

writes, “love for a

land; both are noble, pure,

and equal

had on “the sons of

Italy,”

“Two

lofty feelings struggle in

woman

and love for the father-

especially the revolutionary patriot Foscolo.

in strength.

He

admires Foscolo as

a “fighter for the liberation of his fatherland,” but he also praises Foscolo’s

work

for

emotional sincerity and “Schopenhauerian worldview.”^* Then

its

he elaborates:

Now when
year

...

I

I

reread the work, after the tragedies

see in

it

an echo of

all

we

experienced over the

10-11.

14.

Ibid.,

15.

I

16.

Karmansky provides

17.

Ibid., 5.

18.

Ibid., 6.

have not been able

to verify this statement.
this

last

those emotions that torment the soul of

information in Ostanni lysty lakova Ortisa,

7.
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contemporary educated Europeans and, most of

Today

The

time enslaved

Italy,

who

the soul of Ukrainians.

the pessimism of [Foscolo’s] Lysty finds confirmation in

worldview....

historical crimes of international diplomacy,

have undermined the Ukrainian soul’s

placing before

truth,

all,

Foscolo

its

felt for the

my own

which

one

at

faith in the idea of

eyes the horror of a harsh, immoral force of individuals

world the laws of

dictate to the

Ilnytzkyj
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their

own

egoism. Today the loathing

hypocrisy of the so-called civilized world

identical loathing experienced

is sister

to the

by a Ukrainian. Our soul has suffered the same

bankruptcy of faith in the principles of goodness and truth that was suffered by
the soul of the Italian patriot after the Treaty of
the Italian nation following this treaty

now

Campoformio. The tragedy of

our tragedy. Every good Ukrainian can

is

repeat almost verbatim the words beginning the

granted to us will be only to

first letter:

The only kind of

sacrifice is done.... Everything is lost.

mourn our

“Our country’s

life that is still to

be

nation’s disgrace.”’^

Karmansky

sees the Italian novel as a clarion call for Ukrainians to end their

internecine

strife,

which, he says, can only benefit the imperial powers.

He

more passages from the novel and asks: “Is this not the
confession of our communal soul? Are we not blushing with the same shame
cites

several

that turned the Italian patriot red?”^®

Urging the reader

to ignore the

and pessimistic conclusion, Karmansky proposes

it

of hope. “Our war for independence has only just begun, and

it

erotic aspects

were described by the

the social errors that

a time

how

when we

[to

a poet

will

have our

own

Foscolo, [a poet]

book by

.

.

teach us to feel shame for our bondage

[this] Italian

poet

stir

our conscience and

until

who might

show] boundless love for our country and nation

who might

betrays

And

Italian poet’s pen.

instill in

.

all

such

teach us

we have

until

...

book’s

as a source

let this little

us faith in our

ultimate victory.”^^ His introduction ends with a quotation from Mazzini:

“Without a Fatherland you have no name, no face, no freedom, no right to
brotherhood

among

the nations.

You

are the bastards of Humanity..

you can unite with other Nations who form Humanity, you must
Nation. There can be no union except

among

.

.

Before

exist as a

Equals. But no one recognizes

your collective existence.

The year

his translation of

two-part novel.
in

The

Rome. Only

Foscolo came out, Karmansky completed a

first part, titled Kiltsia

rozhi (Rings of the Rose),

19.

Ibid.

20.

Ibid., 9.

21.

Ibid., 10.

22.

Ibid.,

23.

Petro Karmansky, “Kiltsia rozhi,” Suchasnist, 1989, nos.

According

is set

three chapters are currently available.^^ Interestingly, the

10-11.

to

Rudnytzky,

who

3:

4:

2-27.

title

of the

17-25 and

apparently read both parts in manuscript, the
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novel opens with an epigraph from Foscolo’s Ultime lettere di Jacopo Ortis.

The very

paragraphs give the reader a sense of the Italian capital: the

first

Roman Forum,

ruins of the

the Palatine, the Baths of Caracalla, and the

Coliseum. The mute silence of these ancient monuments

modem

noise of the

man

Sviatoslav Petrovych, a
sits in

in his thirties.

Cohseum immersed

the

contrasted to the

is

August. The novel’s main protagonist

in

city

We

are introduced to

him

in thought, imagining the stadium as

it

as

is

he

might

have been during Nero’s time. His musings are intermpted by the tolhng
bells of countless churches,

many

of which are enumerated by name. Almost

A

immediately the hero recalls his native village in Ukraine.
encounter with a stranger
into Ukrainian

when

the

two

realize they are both

Kiltsia rozhi is obviously full of personal

Petrovych

no doubt Karmansky’ s

is

meant

to

show

from

Galicia.

and autobiographical elements:

alter ego.

and Leo Rudnytzky’s summary of the novel,
that Kiltsia rozhi is

chance

dialogue in Italian that quickly changes

initiates a

it

From

the first three chapters

seems reasonable

to

conclude

the transformation of a cynical and

pessimistic intellectual-poet into a social activist. Rostkovych, the stranger

Petrovych meets in the Cohseum,
intelligentsia,

optimistic,

As

Rostkovych figures

is

a painter. Although both represent the

as Petrovych’ s antipode:

and more interested in the present and the

he

is

energetic,

future.

work is weak, but it is an interesting document
Rome’s appearance and the attitudes of the

a novel Karmansky’ s

of the time:

it

describes

Ukrainian intelligentsia.

It is

saturated with details about the city, including

names of streets, buildings, villas, restaurants, museums, and historical
monuments. His characters drink Marsala and are enamoured of Italian
literature. Petrovych is completely immersed in Giacomo Leopardi’s

the

(1798-1837) poetry.

This catalogue of

Roman and

just a tribute to the conventions of the realistic novel.

Italian culture is not
It

also highhghts

by

contrast Ukraine’s national poverty, immaturity, and backwardness. For

Petrovych Rome’s wealth
CTapocxi.”^^
“spiritual

is

a function of

Karmansky’ s characters are

pseudo-culture and

its

second part

ii

He

age:

artists

“Phm - daraxcTBO y
and inteUectuals with

needs” that are not satisfied in the Ukrainian cultural milieu; hence

they flee to Europe. Petrovych

24.

its

is

7 v ohni

is

a cynical and harsh critic of Ukrainian

pseudo-liberation movement.^^

hates Lviv.^^ His

okradzhenuiu zbudiat.

reads Leopardi’s discourses and “The

(“Kiltsia rozhi,” no. 3: 21, 24).

25.

“Kiltsia rozhi,” no. 4: 27.

26.

Ibid., no. 3:

21-2.

He

Song of

the Travelling Shepherd”
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and love of culture makes him an enemy of the

thirst for

new Ukrainian
You have

probably heard of Marinetti,

who

To

his

has proclaimed the cult of the

machine and baptized himself a Futurist? He would
nation,

Futurists.

Rostkovych, he says:

friend,

ruins but all the

Ilnytzkyj
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museums and

which has not the

all

like to level not only the

the finest buildings. It’s strange that our

slightest trace of traditions that

might

a

stir it to

own
new

gives birth to adherents of Futurism. Only a nation that does not need

life,

traditions because

it is

aware of

fully

its

be reminded of them can afford Futurism.
for sure.

Nowhere

is

worth and dignity and has no need to

We

rubbish from foreign

[Ukrainians] are a curious nation,

dumps

among

collected so avidly as

us.^«

Petrovych, described as a “Galician Ukrainian intellectual,”^^ thrives
not only on Italian culture but also on English Romantic poetry, not to

mention Heine and Schopenhauer. His

countrymen because

it

lacks,

own

verse

is

not appreciated by his

he says, a “Ukrainian element.”^®

as

He

confesses to a compulsive need to “go abroad every year.”^' This escape,
the author tells us, “enriches his spirit, refreshes him, and prevents

him from

own society to the end. Abroad he writes his best poetry,
among his own people saps his creative powers and condemns

despising his

whereas

him

life

Thus, despite his disdain for the followers of

to barren boredom.”^^

Marinetti, Petrovych’ s

own

attitude is rife with the very convictions that

motivated radical modernists and especially the Futurists.^^

Petrovych

is

married to a tolerant and understanding Polish

met, significantly, on the Italian Adriatic coast.

As

woman he

the novel opens, they are

enjoying “a longer stay in Rome, the European city that appealed most to
[Petrovych].”^"^

among

Petrovych “spent entire days

the ruins of ancient

Rome

sitting in old private villas or

and writing poems

filled

with meditative

graves and graveyard cypresses and a yearning for other-worldly peace.”^^
In one episode Petrovych and his friend

Ukrainian seminarians, who,

27.

Ibid., no. 3: 23.

28.

Ibid., no. 3:

29.

Ibid., no. 4: 20.

30.

Ibid., no. 4: 22.

31.

Ibid.

32.

Ibid., no. 4:

33.

See

my

it

Rostkovych run

into a group of

turns out, are confused about their nationality.

23^.

22-3.

Ukrainian

Futurism,

1914-1930:

(Cambridge, Mass.: Ukrainian Research
34.

“Kiltsia rozhi,” no. 4: 24.

35.

Ibid., no. 4: 25.

Institute,

A

Historical

and

Critical

Harvard University, 1997).
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argument ensues as

to
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whether they are Ruthenians or Russians,

Galicians or Austrians. Rostkovych reacts with scorn to their confusion:

“CopoMHO npHSHaxHC^
kovych encourage him

jto

and Rost-

TaKo'i naitii.” ^^Petrovych’s wife

to write in a

language other than Ukrainian and for

“Bh
BaM ne 6yxn noexoM KyjitxypHoi naitii?”
languages! Why shouldn’t you become a poet of a

a culture that can understand and appreciate him. Roskovych argues:

3Haexe

mobh! HoMy

Hy:aci

(You know foreign

cultured nation?)^^ But Petrovych rejects the idea and, in one of his rare
i b nac SHan^^exLca
poayMiHH^
npoHBiB Jtyxa i KpacH. Boho npHHfl;e. (The time will come
when our people too will appreciate the manifestations of the spirit and

displays of optimism, declares: “IlpHH^te nac, kojih

beauty.

will come.)”^^

It

Italy

and

Karmansky ’s

Italian culture

were a major

earliest collections

Bludni ohni opens with a cycle
Oak). The

first

poem

intertextual presence

even

titled

“Pid

dubom

T. Tassa”

(Under Tasso’s

of the cycle has an epigraph in Italian from Petrarch

and a footnote that reads: “On Monte Gianicolo there grows an old oak
under which Tasso used to
stands the grandiose

sit

and

Peter’s.”^®

far

tree

admiring the panorama of Rome. To the right

monument

to

Giuseppe Garibaldi, while below

monastery where Torquato lived and the Church of
buried,

in

of poetry. For example, his 1907 collection

off in the distance

is

The poem “Nad morem” (By

St.

is

the

Onofrio where he

the outline of the

the Sea), subtitled

is

dome of St.
“U Fiumich-

chino” (In Fiumiccino), mentions the Tiber, Ostia, and Rome.

Karmansky ’s 1909 poetry
Sea of Darkness)

is

collection

Plyvem po mori tmy (Floating

said to have been influenced

nineteenth-century poet, with

whom Karmansky

by Leopardi,

in the

Italy’s finest

shared a predilection for

pessimism, nostalgia, and lost hopes. The collection contains epigraphs from

many

Italian writers,

including Lorenzo Stecchetti (1845-1916), Giosue

Carducci, and Mario Rapisardi (1844-1912), but not a single one from
Leopardi.

Karmansky even evokes

the songs of the gondoliers.

collections, he has a tendency to embellish his

as

poems with

As

in other

Italian titles,

such

“Monte Maggiore” and “Vanti.”
In 1920 and 1921

Roman

Karmansky wrote

a

number of poems on

Italian or

themes, some of them around Frascati and Lake Albano, a short

distance from the southern outskirts of

Rome. The 1995

embarrassing to admit one belongs to such a nation”

36.

“It is

37.

Ibid.

38.

Ibid.

39.

Bludni ohni (Lviv: Nakladom Mykhaila Petrytskoho, 1907).

edition of his

(ibid., no. 4: 26).
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selected works includes a number of these verses under the heading “Z
rymskykh sonetiv” (From Roman Sonnets).
The inventory there is
incomplete: missing are two poems with the identical title “Rymska elehiia”

and another poem titled “Na Kapitoliu” (To the Capipoems are melancholy meditations on ancient Roman history,
with references to Rome’s hills, the dormant volcano of Monte Cavo, the

(Roman

Elegy)"^^

All the

tol).

Roman Forum,

Campania, the

Tiber,

mausoleums, cemeteries, and

Karmansky’s poetry of

mood and temperament
rozhi.

this

period has

that is the

These are verses about

the

of Tusculum, Latium,

ruins

villas.

much

in

common

with the dark

trademark of his main hero in Kiltsia

ruin, death,

and sadness, lamenting the

fragility

of glory. Karmansky’s placid and quiet landscapes, framed by eternity, are

reminders of mortality. Generally the panoramas are bereft of human figures.

But there are noteworthy exceptions

(On

the Ruins of Tusculum)"^^

“Na ruinakh Tuskulium”

to this rule.

a typical elegiac portrayal of luxurious

is

antique ruins that symbolize hopelessness. But the sonnet also invokes the

warm memory

a

Roman

who dreamed

philosopher

of paradise. This sudden

foregrounding of a hapless intellectual and idealist

is

the only positive

element in the otherwise bleak scene.

The ancient

summons

ruins are a stage

on which Karmansky’s

his emotions. In the

full rein to

poem “Na

anguish into the desolate

a

sraflaB

Ilpo Bci
I

ego gives

Rome

centuries of pain. Suddenly a personal and subjective tone enters

toward the end of the poem when the

I

lyrical

Kapitoliu” a ravaged

npo

naflii,

noxHJiHBCH,

Roman

lyrical

persona reads his private

vista:

BJiacni JiHxojiixTa,

npHcnani b Kyprani,

MOB bHJiHHa

B Jiyry."^

Elegies

have a particularly subjective, perhaps even

autobiographical character.

The one beginning with “Ha Pincio MepJiH tohh

Both

40.

Dorohamy smutku

41

“Rymska elehiia,” Do sontsia, 48-5 1 and “Rymska elehiia,” in Vybir z ukrainskoho

.

i

bazhan, 109-16.
;

1876 do 1920 r.) dlia vosmoi kliasy serednykh
comp. Antin Krushelnytsky (Kyiv, Vienna, and Lviv:

narodnoho pysmenstva: Druhyi tom
shkil; dlia chetvertoi kliasy koliegii,

(vid

Chaika, 1922), 689-90.
42.

Vybir z ukrainskoho narodnoho pysmenstva, 686.

43.

Ibid.,

44.

And

686-7.
I

recalled

my own

stooped like a stem in a

hard times

meadow

(ibid.,

/

All the hopes asleep in the kurgan,

686).

/

And

I
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‘XpaBiaTH’” (On Pincian Hill the Tones of the Traviata Faded)

is

about the

temporary healing power of love and the pain of separation. Rome, inscribed
here as a palpable and immediate presence, becomes the focal point for
death. The second
Seems Not Long Ago)

measuring the distance from
“Sttaextca, He jtaBHo”

life to

(It

metaphor for emotional ruin and death.
the hero’s lost passion for life and

It

elegy, beginning with
exploits

Rome

establishes a parallelism

Rome’s

as a

between

past glory: both suffer from the

ravages of time. The opening evokes episodes from Karmansky’ s

life at

the

seminary:

Y

SflaeTbca, He ttaBHo....

SaKOBaHHH B

^

Tyx MapniB

^Hxxa
JiHBOK)

I

i

Min

CKHiB.

i

KycaB 3ani3HHH

Jiann,

paAOUtiB;

i

Ayx,

pBascB

i

mob nec
flo

rojioflHHH,

xpane3H

a orneM nojia

oneH lOHauBKe :acapHB

The elegy mourns

Jio:»ce.'^^

the disappearance of this youthful passion.

Jlnmeub naxHafln,axb

3flaexbca, ne aaBHo....

0
A

Kejiii xojioflHiH,

nepHenoi acKesH,

KJiinti

Jiix.

Mpii a,HiB BecHH! ^Ki bh m,e KBixyni,

ax 3aH0CHXb

3 Bac

MepxBenuHHa

Sflaexbca, nonan, Bac nponicca
1

BHijiyBaB y Bac cbok)

I

BHUHcaB Ha Bac

xjiinb!

i

acmoh

xyni

MepBeny xiHb

cjioBa:

aapMa

— nponajio.

Tax, xax: nponajio Bce: yce b MorHJiy Bnajio!

Cboroani bojibhhm a cnyioca no pyinax,

BnHBaiocb yxoM b

myM

Bjiyxaio b xini najibM

B
I

i

po3xyaceHHx 4>OHxaH,
njiany na xojiinax

oxyxaHHX b xyMan,
Mene Bxe MepxBe.

6a3HJiixax cb^xhx,
nyio, ui,o yce ajih

—

[....]

Sflaexbca, He flaBHo. .Hxa oflHane 3Mina!
.3x HHJioM JiHxojiixb

CxoK) B xpy3i

45.
/ 1

the

It

seems not long

wasted away.

meal

pyi'H

/

My

npnnaB

—

i

ropAHH ayx!

ago.... In a cold cell,

spirit, like

/

—

Gripped in the claws of monastic

Gnawed at the
my forehead’s fire / And my

a hungry hound,

Of life and joys; and with

youth’s bed.

Miii

caM xax-3c pyma

/

ascesis,

iron chain to escape to

eyes’ lava

I

burned

my

90

Oleh
3cajib

I

I ^Ecajib

MCHi

Moi'x

MCHi,

mo

flyx

111,0

BeciMHHx MpiH
a He B

i

S.

Ilnytzkyj

xyr

xojioflHiH,

Kejiiii

mIh He kphhhtb, He pBe

JiaHu,iB

—

rojioflHHH.'^^

In the end, having seen his youthful energy turn to dust and his
into

numbness, the hero survives,

like the great city

dreams

he loves, primarily

through the power of memory.

When we

on Ukrainian modernism,

reflect

Rome was

ancient civilization of

becomes

it

clear that the

a relatively minor theme in the movement.

Mykola Vorony occasionally resorted to classical images, using them as
symbols of high art. The Neoelassicists, of eourse, embraced the Greco-

Roman

world, but they deliberately distanced themselves from the earlier

aestheticist, lyrieal,

and pessimistic

Therefore he

strains of

had

the Eternal City’s civilization

modernism. Their portrayal of

in

little

conunon with Karmansky’s.

an interesting and to a large degree unique phenomenon

is

because among the modernists he alone endowed the ancient world with the
features of decadence.

Only Karmansky experienced the

tragic onslaught of

time on the beauty and grandeur of the past. His work, in short,
the decadent spirit and

eomes

is

laced with

espeeially elose to such decadent character-

istics as dilettantism (“a refusal,

and an incapacity,

to take

up any

definitive

moral or intellectual stance”) and eosmopolitanism (“esthetic experiences
[that are]

far-ranging and disparate”)."^’ But if one takes his

from the early 1900s

entirety (espeeially

unlike

many European

to the 1920s),

it

Karmansky does not end

decadents,

work

becomes

in

his reflections

the past with inescapable skepticism and a sense of futility.

its

elear that,

By and

on

large,

Europe’s culture calls forth in him an acute, almost morbid awareness of his
nation’s cultural limitations and underscores Ukraine’s inability to participate

European

in the dialogue of

46.

It

seems not long

blooming you

still

And

/

Today I’m

grieving fountains,

free
/ I

enshrouded in mist,

fifteen years. /

Oh, dreams of spring days!

How

/

wrote the words “in vain,

grave!

Only

And how you reek of death and corruption! / It seems the demon
over you / And with a kiss impressed on you his deathly shadow /

are,

of storm has passed

ago....

eultures. Paradoxically, this does not lead to

/

all’s lost”

on you.

//

and wander through the

walk

And

in the palms’

feel that for

Yes, yes;

ruins, /

ear laps up the

shadows and kneeling weep

me

all’s

collapsed into the

all’s lost:

My

already dead.

/

murmur of

In holy basilicas,

/ [....] / It

seems not long

How the dust of hard times covers my proud spirit! / 1 stand
amongst ruins and I’m a ruin myself— / And grieve over my spring dreams and longings
/ And I regret I’m not in a cold cell, / That my spirit cries not and pulls not at the chains
ago.

in

And

hunger

47.

yet what changes!

(ibid.,

/

689-90).

Jean Pierrot, The Decadent Imagination,

Chicago Press, 1981), 52.

1880-1900 (Chicago: University of
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dilettantism but to a compensatory artistic and cultural activism,
the modernists

became

experience of Europe and
ist
it

to

which for

the highest expression of their social conscience.
its

extremely sensitive to his

The

cosmopolitanism makes the Ukrainian modern-

own

differences and roots. In

Karmansky’ s case

evokes a powerful nostalgia for his native land, accompanied by the desire

remold

it

in

Europe’s image. Instead of abandoning his nationality, the

modernist seeks to integrate his personal cosmopolitan experience into the
fabric of his national

community.
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Two

Musical Conceptions of the
Revolution: Aleksandr Blok’s

Dvenadtsat and Pavlo Tychyna’s

Zamist sonetiv

oktav

i

Michael M. Naydan

Blok’s Dvenadtsat (The Twelve) and Tychyna’s Zamist sonetiv
(Instead of Sonnets and Octaves) represent, respectively, the

poetic works to have been inspired

Ukrainian

common theme

genre,^ there are

1

.

that

and

numerous other features

that

can be easily compared: the

A third significant but somewhat less-known poem of the Revolution is the Russian
to Blok’s is fairly obvious.

Khlebnikov

2.

in Russian

of revolution and the problems in clearly defining their

Futurist poet Velimir Khlebnikov’s

poem

oktav

have never been extensively compared.^ Aside from

historical event, they

the

by the 1917 Revolution

i

significant

their thematic origin in that cataclysmic

Yet despite

literature.^

most

lurii

1971), 21.

“Nochnoi obysk.” The relationship of Khlebnikov’s
of Khlebnikov’s imagery in that poem suggests

Some

may have been aware

of Tychyna’s.

Lavrinenko mentions their relationship in Zrub

He

writes:

nadtsat doesn’t hesitate to identify twelve
Christ himself walks at their head.
aestheticism!

i

parosti (Munich: Suchasnist,

“The well-known Russian poet Aleksandr Blok

—and when

will

Red Guards, drunk with

As though answering

directly,

in the

poem Dve-

blood, with apostles

Tychyna

you stop admiring the slashed throat?

A

writes: ‘Cruel

beast devours a

beast.’”
3.

Neither work

fits

neatly into a single genre.

Blok himself contributed

to the con-

fusion by alternately designating Dvenadtsat as a poema, a cycle, and a series of poems.

One of Blok’s

contemporaries, Osip Mandelshtam, called

it

“a monumental dramatic

chastushka” and another, Ivan Bunin, pejoratively defined

it

as “a set of

(nabor stishkov).

1918

it

printed

It

appeared

first in

little

the periodical press in 1918, and then

verses”

on 5 June

was published along with “Skify“ as a book. Although Zamist sonetiv i oktav was
first as a thirty-two-page book in 1920, it also defies clear-cut characterization

Michael M. Naydan
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polyphonic

structure,"^ the

technique of montage in their organization, the

song as a structural device, and the elusive symbolist
personae, narrative technique, rhythm, and tonality.
various elements of composition will

show

a

first

summary of the

A

first

meets the eye.

publication history of the two poems. Written

between 7 and 28 January 1918, Dvenadtsat appeared

Znamia truda on
reading

—

3

the reader

first in

March. The poema (long poem) had

was Blok’s wife

Shortly thereafter, on 5 June,

poem

the other:

comparison of these

closer affinities between these

highly provocative and innovative works than

But

of music.”

“spirit

poem from

Certain other characteristics clearly distinguish one

it

—on

13

May

in

the

newspaper
first

its

public

Tenishevsky Hall.

appeared in a separate edition along with the

The poema provoked an immediate intense response and
considerable controversy.^ It was republished in many Soviet editions of
Blok’s collected and selected works despite its controversial ending, which
“Skify.”

places Christ
literature

—

a figure unacceptable (prior to Gorbachev’s perestroika) in the

of atheist Soviet society

—

at the

twelve brigand soldiers. Soon after

its

head of the revolutionary band of

poema

publication the

initial

also

appeared in a number of unauthorized editions published in Kharkiv, Kyiv,

Tychyna’s native Chemihiv, and other

Tychyna had access
it

caused a

stir

to

Thus we can be

cities.^

Dvenadtsat very soon

as a kind of poetic newsreel of the recent

by genre. In Soviet

criticism

it

certain that

after its publication. In its time

momentous

event.

has been defined most often as a “lyro-epic.” Oleksa

Kudin, the author of the notes to the

first

works of Tychyna’s poetry,

it

calls

a

volume of

dvanadtsiaty tomakh, ed. Oles Honchar [Kyiv:

the twelve-volume Soviet collected

(Pavlo Tychyna, Zibrannia tvoriv u

cycle

Naukova dumka,

1983], 3: 602). Because

of Tychyna’s fusion of lyric and tragic elements, Lavrinenko has called his work “tragic

(Zrub

lyric poetry’’

to independent
classification;

poema (346

i

parosti, 21).

Some

of the segments of the collection hardly amount

poems. The brevity of Zamist sonetiv

Tychyna’s work (189

lines),

lines) is

i

oktav raises further problems of

approximately half the length of Blok’s

which has never been treated

as a

book of poems. M.

L. Rosenthal’s

proposal to call works of this type in the twentieth century “poetic sequences” might be
the best solution.
4.

Edward Stankiewicz

discusses polyphony in Blok’s

poema

in the article

“The Poly-

phonic Structure of Blok’s Dvenadtsat,” in Aleksandr Blok Centennial Conference, ed.

Walter N. Vickery and Bogdan B. Sagatov (Columbus, Ohio: Slavica, 1984), 345-56.
5.

For a sampling of the

critical

response to the poem, see the notes in Aleksandr

Blok, Sobranie sochinenii v vosmi tomakh, ed. Valdimir Orlov

Khudozhnaia

A

literatura,

1960-63),

3:

(Moscow and Leningrad;

625-31.]; and Munir Sendich, “Blok’s Dvenadtsat':

Bibliography of Criticism (1918-1970),” Russian Literature Triquarterly, Fall 1972,

462-71.
6.

Noted

in Blok,

Sobranie sochinenii

3:

626.
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Revolution

Leonid Novychenko dates the composition of Tychyna’s cycle of poems
second half of 1918/ while a more recent publication dates the poems

to the

as being written during the years
in

Kyiv

once

entirety only

its

1918-19/

It first

appeared in print in 1920

as a thirty-two-page booklet. Until the 1980s

Ukraine

—

it

(if at all) in

was republished

it

end of Zamist sonetiv

at the

appeared only in

Soviet editions of Tychyna’s selected works,

because Soviet authorities found disturbing ambiguities in

pope

in

1922 as part of Tychyna’s

in

homin (Golden Echo). Subsequently

collection Zolotyi

excerpted form

in Soviet

i

it.

Mention of the

oktav was apparently a greater threat to

end of Dvenadtsat. The

the regime than Blok’s Christ figure at the

first

volume of the Soviet twelve- volume edition of Tychyna’s collected works,
which appeared
antistrophe.

in

1983, contains the entire cycle except for the final

Page 150 of

that

volume

blank, either because of the censor’s

is

remove the last segment of the cycle or because of the ediwishful thinking. The final antistrophe was restored during the glasnost

late decision to
tors’

years in the

addendum containing censored

texts in the twelfth

volume of

Tychyna’s collected works (1990). Because Tychyna’s diaries and notebooks
pertaining to this period are sketchy,
poet’s

about and the

thoughts

we have

little

information about the

surrounding

circumstances

the

cycle’s

composition.^

There

Blok and

is,

however, ample evidence of Tychyna’s lifelong attachment to

his writings. In 1920, the year

was working on a
Cross)

.

Tychyna’s cycle was published, he

translation of Blok’s play

The Ukrainian poet and

Roza

literary critic

i

krest (The

Rose and the

Natalka Bilotserkivets has

detailed Tychyna’s relationship with Blok.“ According to her, “Rylsky and

Tychyna remained enchanted with Blok their entire life.”^^ She notes that
Tychyna underscored the phrases “musical sense” (muzykalnyi smysl) and

7.

As noted by Semen Shakhovsky, Pavlo Tychyna

8.

Tychyna, Zibrannia

9.

The notes

to

(Kyiv: Dnipro, 1968), 63.

tvoriv, 1: 602.

Zibrannia tvoriv indicate that Tychyna

made

diary-type entries in the

manuscript, but the editor does not describe their content. His diary entries have been

published in part in Iz shchodennykovykh zapysiv, comp, and ed. Stanislav Telniuk (Kyiv:

Radianskyi pysmennyk, 1981). See also the

article

“Sertsem do sontsia,” Radianska

Ukraina, 11 March 1979; and Zibrannia tvoriv, 11 (1988), which contains the most

complete of Tychyna’s diary entries published to date.
10.

The

1 1

“Muzyka iunosti, muzyka revoliutsii: Oleksandr Blok u tvorchii

.

Rylskoho

translation appears in Zibrannia tvoriv, 5 (1986): 140-212.

ta

Pavla Tychyny,” Vitchyzna, 1980, no. 11: 151-65.

Bilotserkivets and
12.

Ibid., 162.

Mykola Riabchuk

for providing

me

I

am

biohrafii

Maksyma

grateful to Natalka

with a copy of the

article.

—
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“the only musical force” {edinyi muzykalnyi napor) in his personal copy of

Blok’s works. In

much

of the remainder of her article Bilotserkivets points

out thematic and other links that bind the two great poets, including the

motifs of youth and music, the spirit of the age, the absence of natural
landscapes, and numerous direct and indirect textual echoes of Blok in

Tychyna’s poetry, particularly in the
1920).
i

Tychyna included Blok’s name

lesenin,

Pluh (The Plow,

famous poem

“I Biely,

i

Blok,

which counterposes a messianic Russia against

Kliuiev,”

i

latter’s collection

in his

“storozterzanyi Kyiv” (Kyiv tortured a hundredfold) and “dvisti rozipiatyi ia”
(I

The couplet

crucified two-hundredfold).

unpublished

poem “Do koho

was discovered

in the archive of

is

in the grave.

Diaries, notebooks,
vets’ s article first

and

Whom

line:

Gorky remains

letters

to

and ends Tychyna’s

Speak? 1925), which

Tychyna’s friend and colleague Mykola

Zerov, direly observes in the second
chyt”^^ (Blok

that begins

hovoryt?” (To

“Blok u mohyli. Gorky movsilent).

published several years after Bilotserki-

appeared yield further evidence of Tychyna’s high esteem

11 August 1920, Tychyna laconically
Can you believe it? I read Renan’s Life of Christ a
second time. I had to.”'"^ Tychyna sununarized his high regard for Blok in
preliminary notes for his book lak ia pysav (How I Wrote): “Alexander

for Blok. In a diary entry dated

recorded: “Blok died.

Blok....

Oh, what a lofty pride of Russian poetry!”^^ Thus there can be no

question of Blok’s profound influence on Tychyna both as a fellow symbolist

and as a great

artist.

In the era of socialist realism, Blok’s perceived status

as a decadent representative of Russia’s bourgeois past is obviously

Tychyna avoided even mentioning Blok’s name
Textual evidence from Zamist sonetiv
scious influence of Blok’s Dvenadtsat on

i

oktav indicates at least a subcon-

Tychyna when he was composing

his cycle. In the eleventh canto of Dvenadtsat,

revolutionary soldiers’ state of readiness:
JKaJiP’

(Ready for everything,

/

Blok describes the twelve

“Ko BceMy

They pity nothing,

roTOBbi,

11: 3-4;

following lines: “CxpijiBiOTb cepite, cxpiJiBiOTb flymy

(They shoot the

heart, they shoot the soul

13.

Zibrannia tvoriv, 12 (1990): 114.

14.

Zibrannia

tvoriv, 11: 27.

/

Hnnero He

my

the twelfth and final titled section of Tychyna’s sequence

HcaJiP'

why

in print after the late 1920s.

italics).

we

In

find the

— Hinoro m / He

they pity / nothing.

French philosopher and scholar of religion Joseph Ernest

Renan’s (1823-92) Vie de Jesus has been well-documented as a great influence on Blok
during his writing of Dvenadtsat. Blok noted in his diary entry for 7 January 1918 that

he was reading Renan’s book.
15.

Zibrannia tvoriv, 11: 305.

T
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Tychyna’s words are almost an exact translation of

same

Blok’s, both semantically and rhythmically. In the

neapHMoro npara”

Blok’s twelve are pointed “na

“na nepeynoHKH rjiyxne”
to

Tychyna’s

last

B Hac ydHJia”

The

(

(at

strophe the

image also appears: “Cnoe

poem echoes
Katka

sixth canto, the prostitute

Tychyna’s opponent of

canto, the rifles of

an unseen enemy) and

deserted alleys, 11: 5, 7). In the antistrophe

rifle

has killed in us what

rifle

phrase from Blok’s long

(at

is

:ac

ours, 187).

is

pyniHHita

One

other

strongly in Tychyna’s sequence. In the

shot through the head (6:

killing (29-30).

These

14), as is

intertextual echoes strongly

suggest Tychyna was familiar with Blok’s poema, and in light of them

it

should be productive to examine further the structure of both long poems to

uncover additional

parallels.

Edward Stankiewicz has

aptly characterized the underlying structural

principles of Dvenadtsat as not a very

uncommon phenomenon in twentiethnew conception of the

century Western poetry: “All these works reflect a
lyrical

poem

which has assigned

...

open-ended composition and the

esthetic priority to the fragment, the

over the monothematic,

elliptic utterance

cohesive and well-balanced form.”^^ Tychyna’s sequence clearly
the

fits

into

mould of these modernist works.
Tychyna’s cycle

differs

markedly from Blok’s in

its

basic organization.

Rather than using untitled, consecutively numbered segments, as Blok did,

Tychyna divides

his cycle into titled strophes paired with corresponding

commonly found in the ancient Greek Pindaric ode.
poem still mirrors Blok’s division into twelve
segments. Tychyna begins his work with a ten-line prelude titled “Uzhe
svitaie” (Already Dawn’s Breaking) whose imagery is borrowed largely from
the Ukrainian philosopher Hryhorii Skovoroda’s nineteenth song of Sad
bozhestvennykh pisnei (Garden of Divine Songs). The prelude prefaces
antistrophes, a feature

But, in a sense Tychyna’s

eleven additional

titled

segments of varying length, each of which has a

corresponding antistrophe that
the

preceding segment and the

“Antistrofa.” In unpublished drafts of

Roman numeral

published version became the
II”( Autumn. II).

first

“11.”^^

antistrophe

title

of the

For example, what

was

in the

originally titled “Osin.

Both of Tychyna’s methods for heading the sections clearly

indicates a structural
treat

is titled

sequence, Tychyna headed each antistrophe with the

and organic pairing of the

parts.

each antistrophe as an integral part of each

paired unit, the total

number of

“The Polyphonic Structure of Blok’s Dvenadtsat

17.

Zibrannia tvoriv,

602.

segment and

if

we

as a

individually titled sections corresponds to

16.

1:

Consequently,

titled

347.

Michael M. Naydan
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“the twelve” segments of Blok’s

poem.

If

separately in the section count, the total

we

is

include the antistrophic segments

twenty-three sections, or one

more

sum of the number of hues (22) in a sonnet (14) and octave (8). Thus
Tychyna’s title may function as a reahzed numerical metaphor for the sum of
than the

The

the parts of the sequence.
titled sections

4

to 18, with

antistrophes are 4 to 12 lines in length and the

no immediately apparent organizing

principle.

The

strophes tend to be longer than the antistrophes except for the third section,

“Teror” (Terror) and the twelfth section “Kukil” (Tare), which have the same

number of

We
lofty

lines as their antistrophes.

can characterize the two poems as montages. Elements of both a

and a colloquial

more marked

style intermingle in each, but the polarity is

As

in Blok.

critics

somewhat

have noted, Blok’s poema combines highly

poetic passages with Soviet jargon, slogans, reported speech, vulgarisms.

Church Slavonicisms, cabaret songs, and marches.

poem
song.

blends revolutionary phraseology, journalese, reported speech, and

Through

this

mixture of

from the Revolution. Blok’s

more

is

Old

Similarly Tychyna’s

lyrical.

is

elements, both works present scenes

stylistic

more

narrative and dramatic, while Tychyna’s

Metrics play a significant role in the style of the two poems

and provide a major point of contrast. Blok uses a variety of classical metres,
the raek,

and songs (chashtushki, romances, and marches)

inertia of the revolution.

By

contrast

“rhythmic prose,” which lends

Tychyna writes
a

itself to

more

in

to

convey the

what has been called

reflective tone because of

its

proximity to speech. Furthermore, Tychyna realizes a central metaphor:
instead of sonnets and octaves, he gives his readers poetic prose and
all

who have become

beasts.

Tychyna’s

Walt Whitman’s,

closer in spirit and substance to

Komei Chukovsky’s

damns

John Fizer has observed,

style, as

whom Tychyna

is

read in

excellent Russian translation.^^

The beginnings and endings of

the

two cycles

offer additional points of

contrast. Blok’s first canto begins with a dark evening, white

snow, and a

furious wind:

18.

See Efim Etkind, Materiia stikha

(Paris: Institut d’etudes slaves, 1979),

449-78;

and Stankiewicz “The Polyphonic Structure of Blok’s Dvenadtsat," especially 351, for
two outstanding analyses of the various stylistic components of “Dvenadtsat.” For an
analysis of folk elements and elements of carnival in the
lu.

M. Lotman, “Igrovye momenty v poeme

konferentsii “Tvorchestvo A. A. Bloka
tu:

i

poem, see B. M. Gasparov and

Dvenadtsat,'” in Tezisy Pervoi vsesoiuznoi

russkaia kultura

XX veka, ”

ed. Z. G.

Mints (Tar-

Ulikool, 1975), 53-63.

19.

For a discussion of Tychyna’s

Oneness

in

affinity for

Whitman and Tychyna: Some

Whitman, see John

Similarities

Slavonic Papers 28, no. 2 (June 1986): 149-56.

Fizer,

“Cosmic

and Differences,” Canadian

.
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HepHbiH Benep.
Bcjibih CHer.

Bexep, BCTcp! (1:1-3)^°

The canto ends with

ominous projection of “chemaia zloba” (dark

the

79) and the anticipation of retribution. In contrast, Tychyna’s

with the early

dawn and streams of
Yace CBixae, a

Ha

He6i

light
ni,e

SMopmKa

poem

spite,

begins

plowing through the clouds:

iMJia

.

.

Jiarjia.

— ilK sanmjia Mem nenajiL!
HpoMinm aaopn
It

B’opajinca y XMapn. (1-4)^^

ends with the persona’s outcry, his incantatory condemnation of

who have become

all

those

animals:

HpoKJiaTTa BciM, npoKJiaxTa bcIm, xto SBipoM cxan!
(SaMicxb conexiB

i

Thus the two openings

OKxaB). (9-10)^^
differ in anticipation as well as in tone.

Tychyna’s

persona reacts to the violence with abhorrence, while Blok’s persona merely
observes and reports what he hears and sees without making any value judgments.

The endings

also offer a contrast in tonality. Blok’s

twelve” soldiers ends unexpectedly with Christ

at their

march of “the

head (“Bnepe^H

- Hcyc XpHcxoc”).^^ Tychyna’s rhetorical ending also has provoked considerable controversy: “Xi6a i co6i noitijiyBaxB nanxo(i)JiK) Hann”
(Perhaps

I

too should kiss the pope’s slipper, 189). lurii Lavrinenko and

other critics have suggested that Tychyna’s “pope”

/

The wind,

20.

Dark evening.

21.

Already dawn’s breaking, but there’s

—How

I

Let

22.

White snow.

/

am overcome
all

/

with sadness!

those be damned,

//

let all

still

is

not a reference to the

the wind!

mist

/

...

In the sky a crease has formed.

Radiant furrows have been plowed into clouds.
those be

damned who have become

beasts!

/

(Instead of sonnets and octaves).

The

23.

controversial ending

Prikhodko, in “Obraz Khrista v

ozno-mifologicheskaia
no.

5

is

discussed by virtually

poeme A. Bloka

traditsiia,”

1982, no. 4: 17-24.

K

Blok

scholars, including

hvestiia Akademii nauk: Seriia literatury

(September-October 1991): 426^4; and L.

Aleksandra Bloka:

all

'Dvenadtsat’: Istoriko-kultumaia

istolkovanniiu finala

poemy

I.

i

i

I.

S.

religi-

iazyka 50,

Eremina, in “Starirmye rozy

'Dvenadtsat,”’ Filologicheskie nauki,

—
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head of the Catholic Church

in

Rome, but

rather to the Russian “pope”

Lenin.

An

most

analysis of lyrical personae indicates one of the

significant

differences between the

two poems. Stankiewicz has noted

of the author’s

Dvenadtsat] contributes strongly to the blurring of

I ...

[in

the distance between the author and his heroes.

passive observer and chronicler

interpretation.

of morality and

Blok’s persona

whose existence blends and

the activities of the twelve soldiers.

and offers no

He

—

in Petka’s internal

what he hears

drunken lack of resolution over Katka the

to deal with questions

monologues

5 and 8 of Dvenadtsat. Nevertheless these internal

a

is

intertwines with

reports the “music” of

At one point he attempts

human sorrow

that “the absence

in sections

monologues end

prostitute’s death.

Blok

in a

writes:

Bbimo KpOBymKy
3a sasHobymKy

HepHobpoBymKy

...

(8:

13-15)^^

In sharp contrast, Tychyna’s lyrical “I” actively questions the occurring

events; this

poem

is

accomplished in part through a contrapuntal breakdown of the

into strophes

and antistrophes, which in ancient Greek

lyric poetry

and

tragedy often allowed a poet to examine the same idea from opposite points

of view. The curse in the prelude offers the

first

example of

this active

npoKnaxTH BciM, xto SBipoM cxaB!” In his
fifth antistrophe, Tychyna writes: “flo peni: coiti^JiisM 6es MysHKH
HmKHMH rapMaxaMH / ne BcxanoBHXH” (By the way: socialism without
persona: “Hpokjihttm BciM,

kind).

And

“Bee Moacna BHnpaB^taxH bhcokok) mcxoio

—xa

music cannot be established
adds:

/

by cannons of any

in the tenth

xijitKH

nopo:acHeHy ^tymi” (Everything can be justified by a lofty purpose,

/

/

he

ne

except

emptiness of the soul).Tychyna’s persona undergoes a number of granunatical transformations in the

poem. In the prelude he

cal recipient of sorrowful feelings, characterized

form “MCHi”

‘to

passive

‘I

feel’.

in the possessive adjective

24.

who

lurii

the grammati-

in the verbal first

His presence becomes slightly more

“Moa” ‘my’

in the exhortation to his

mother and then becomes a transcendent, universal “I”
those

—

by the dative pronominal

me’ twice and grammatically absent

person singular form “nyio”

pronounced

is

in his curse

participate in the killing. In the next strophe his persona

upon

becomes

Lavrinenko, “Na shliakhakh syntezy kliametyzmu,” Suchasnist, 1977, nos.

7-8: 91.
25.

Stankiewicz, “The Polyphonic Structure of Blok’s Dvenadtsat,” 351.

26.

I’ll

drink up blood

/

For

my

sweetheart,

/

My

black-browed beauty

...
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an observer and merely narrates impersonally. The ultimate difference

between Tychyna’s

lyrical “I”

and Blok’s

lies in the fact that the

former

makes an unambiguously moral judgment about the violence of the
revolution. He cannot comprehend the world’s loss of music and harmony
the cannonades.

to

somehow

Blok’s persona, as Stankiewicz points out, remains

distanced. Yet

Blok

is

in close step with

and in a hypnotic fervour

from the rhythms and cadences of the cataclysmic event.

One of the

essential compositional features in both

poems

is

the presence

of song in various forms and the elusive “spirit of music.” Efim Etkind offers
a detailed analysis of the structure of Dvenadtsat?^

terms

its

of poems

He

He

focusses on what he

“principle of musical composition” and suggests that Blok’s sequence
is

a cycle, something similar to a musical suite or a lyrical novel.^*

also points out that

Blok uses the musical devices of

repetitive motifs

and

phrases as well as parallelism for the basic compositional structure of the work.

He

notes that Blok’s

poem

begins with an exposition in part

1

and ends with

a finale in part 12, which repeats the cosmic opening and completes the work’s

compositional ring.^^ In addition, he distinctly shows the musical pairings of
the individual segments of Dvenadtsat.

As he

notes, parts 3

and 10 are linked

by the themes of the song. The former contains a montage of three songs
(chastushki), while the latter repeats the song structure, including an excerpt

from Kryzhanovsky’s revolutionary song “Varshavianka.” In
demonstrates that the contrapuntal structure of the work

addition, Etkind

is built

the colour black versus white, Satan (“dog”) versus Christ.

on

contrasts:

One might add

Blok includes solemn musical passages from the Orthodox funeral
Specifically, I
pa6i>i

have in mind canto

of Blok’s poem, however,

8, line

O Lord, to the

TBoe^” (Give peace,

this

“YnoKHii, Tocno^tn, ^tymy

16:

soul

that

service.

/

/

of thy servant). In the context

passage does not convey the elevated, solemn

have either praised or

tone of the church service, but

is

condemned Blok for capturing

the “dissonanf musicahty of the revolution, the

spirit

used

ironically. Critics
’

of the times. Significantly, virtually

all

the songs included in Dvenadtsat

represent “low” culture, the culture of the masses about to take

power

in

Russia.

One should
music in the
of

life,

a

note that for Blok the term “musicality” does not

literal sense,

life in

mean

but rather represents a metaphor for his philosophy

harmony with

others.

He

expresses that metaphorical notion

of harmony in his famous Pushkin speech,

27.

Materiia stikha, 449-78.

28.

Ibid.,

449.

29.

Ibid.,

451.

“O

naznachenii poeta” (The

Michael M. Naydan
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Poet’s Purpose), delivered on 13 February 1921, in which he called on poets

harmony

to bring

into the

son of harmony, and he

incumbent upon him;

world of chaos. In Blok’s words: “The poet

is

a

granted a role in world culture. Three tasks are

is

sounds from the native anarchic

to liberate

first,

elements in which they dwell; second, to harmonize these sounds and give

them form;
the

end of

harmony

third, to bring this

his life

Blok

into the outer world.”^® Thus, near

essentially recanted his earlier views

“music” by insisting that the poet’s primary purpose

tion’s

out of chaos.
training

One should

also keep in

mind

that

is

on the revoluto create

music

Blok had no formal musical

and might even have been tone-deaf.

Tychyna sensed

In his poetic reconstruction of the revolution,

harmony

that

Blok

later talked

the

about in his Pushkin speech, but he did so

with a considerably deeper and formal understanding of music. This constitutes the

major difference

in the

two

poets’ perception of music.

had considerable formal musical training and honed
seminary studies and

later as director

of Stetsenko’s choir, which toured

Ukraine in 1920. That professional training

The very

division of Zamist sonetiv

i

Tychyna

his skills during his

left

a distinct

mark on

his work.

oktav into strophes and antistrophes

suggests a highly developed musical form. In Greek lyric poetry and tragedy,

moving

the chorus sang the strophe while

in

one direction, the antistrophe

while moving in another, and the epode (the typical third component of a
Pindaric ode) while standing

Tychyna
antistrophe

still.

directly quotes a line

from a chastushka and

structures his first

on the model of the song form. “Oh, h6jiohko,

kothuich” (O,

little

chastushki that

became popular during

apple,

themes associated with

where are you

that period.

rolling, 24)

;ta

Ky^ta

comes from

a cycle of

War and

dealt with

the Russian Civil

For example:

3x, ndjiOHKO,

AnanacHO,

He xoAH

R

3a mhoh, dypHcyn,

Bcn Kpacnan

Ax, ndjiOHKO,

C6oKy

30.

3ejiCHO.

Carl Proffer, ed., Russian Poets on Poetry (Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1976), 73. For the

passage in the original Russian, see Aleksandr Blok, Sobranie sochinenii,
31.

I

thank Carol Ueland for pointing out the

latter to

me.

6: 162.
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He naflo

D,apa,

Haflo JleHHHa.^^

According

had

to Soviet scholars, the cycle

origin in an eight-line pre-

its

was based on a Ukrainian

revolutionary Russian song, which, in turn,

prototype and similar to Ukrainian kolomyika song and dance rhythms.

Tychyna’s use of the chastushka form comprises an isolated incident

poem, while Blok’s
alluded to

as a structural device

it

when he

in his

poema. Mandelstam

a device that structures his entire

is

“monumental

called Dvenadtsat a

dramatic chastushka

Tychyna’s persona

seem

in the prelude of his

bode well for the

to

of the music: “Oh, He c})aH4)apH to, a

and cannons,

fanfares, but trumpets

poem

hears fanfares that

first

he soon recognizes his misperception

future, but

cypMH

i

rapMaxH” (Oh, those

Then he describes

7).

aren’t

the revolution’s

aims in musical terms. In the section “Osin” he writes: “Bshjih xpoxH
LterjiH

/

20-1).

MysHKH. flynaJiH

cxiJiBKH yK

i

a few bricks

— nepeMenceHHXBCH” (They took

and just as much music. They thought they would manage,

/

The unnatural fusion of

brick,

a prosaic, yet primary building

component, with music, an emblem for refined

culture,

KyjiLxypax ycLoro cnixy ManoBi rybKH nopocjiH” (On

May mould

the world

all

fails,

as

“Ha

the cultures of

has grown, 23). In the antistrophe paired with the

section “Ispyt” (Test), Tychyna’s persona points to the higher cultural and
spiritual

music

that will lead

toward

truth:

HaHrjiHbmHH, HaHBenHHHimHH i paaoM 3 thm
HaHHpOCXimHH 3MiCT, yKJiaACHHH Ha flBOX-TpbOX
Hoxax,
one h e cnpaBacniH tImh.

—

Be3 KOHKypciB, 6e3 naropoA HanHmixb bh c>^acHe

“XpncTOC BOCKpec”. (149-53)^^

32.
girl. //

Oh,

Ah,

apple,

little

Like a pineapple,

/

apple,

little

Green on the

/

(V. S. Bakhtina, comp.. Chastushka

/

side.

Don’t follow me, bourgeois,
/

We

don’t need the

[Moscow and Leningrad:

tsar, /

/

I’m an

We

all

red

need Lenin”

Sovetskii pisatel, 1966],

314).

583.

33.

Ibid.,

34.

Stankiewicz, “The Polyphonic Structure of Blok’s Dvenadtsat," 346.

35.

The profoundest,

of two or three

contemporary

/

/

notes

the greatest and at the

—

that’s a true

‘Christ is Risen.’

hynm.

//

same time

/

the simplest content

composed

Without contests, without awards write the

Michael M. Naydan
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The Easter hymn “Christ
attention to

Zamist sonetiv

i

Risen” represents individual salvation and

is

own

Tychyna’s

attempt to create a

new hymn

new

for a

calls

era in

oktav.

References to musical terminology and musical metaphors abound in

Tychyna’s poem. In
musical principles.

fact, the

He

na O” (everything gives the sound O, 51). Vasyl
Tychyna directly lays bare his device of building
keys one of them “O.”^^ The strophe contains a

remarks: “nee

Barka maintained

poet structures the entire section “Liu” on

plays on the sound liu throughout the strophe and

that here

—

a sonatina in several

number of assonances of the vowels o, u/iu, y/i, a/ia, and e/ie. It also
includes a number of consonances, particularly of the phoneme 1. The first
two lines of the strophe provide the best example: “Cnjzio
ne chjik).
Hnioct BBOJiaio BOJiio. Jlio. / 1 panxoM hkocb hobho! JliOJii
Jiio ...” (I
sleep
sleep not. I do someone else’s will. Lov. / And suddenly everything
seems full! Lullaby ..., 48-9, my italics). Once more Tychyna lays bare the

—
—

—

musical device in line 63: “Poanjitoiityio

om

(KOHCOHancH’)”

(I

open

my

eyes [“consonances”]). The “keys” of the major choral themes coalesce in
line

49

in the refrain

from the lullaby

(liuli-liu),

which

is

repeated in line 56.

Here Tychyna accentuates the theme of the song, but

in contrast to the

chastushki, street ditties for the masses, he chooses a simple children’s
lullaby, the

emblem of

The

love and innocence.

indicates the quintessential

single syllable liu in part

theme of the poem. Liu

is

a possible first-person

singular ending of Ukrainian second-conjugation verbs.
refers to the individual

who

presented in the poem. In addition,
first-person singular verb

word

As

the “I” form,

it

stands at the centre of Tychyna’s ethical world

form

the reduplicated

it is

liu(b)liu

T

love’,

component of

which expresses

the

in a single

the essence of the poet’s plea for an end to the killing, an end to the

law of the beast.

The musical term “legato” provides
uninteresting life in lines 56 and 57: ‘Text

jieraxo (ry^OK
/

na

/

aano^ti). To^ti!”

whistle]. Enough!).

a metaphor for a

stagnating,

nepc3 yce acHxxii npocjianoca

(Legato has penetrated

all life [a

factory

A bird in line 57 then sings in trioles (three rhythmical-

ly identical notes equal in overall length to

two

The persona again
no jiyxy
Bpemxi e KOHCOHancn!”

notes).

uses a musical term to conclude that “OneBn^t^HKH Jiio^e JiHUie

enrapMonmni. Bo

/

Bci xparejtii

i

jtpaMH

—

(Evidently only in spirit are people enharmonic. For

/

and dramas are consonances! 60-1). “Enharmonic”

36.

Letter to Michael

Naydan dated 22 May

1980.

in the
is

end

all

tragedies

defined either as a
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scale including quarter tones in ancient

Greek music or

as “intervals

and

chords identical in sound, but written differently according to the context in

which they appear.”^^ Tychyna’s metaphor emphasizes the individuality and
unique differences

among

who, despite

people,

differences,

their

like

enharmonics, are basically the same in nature. All individual tragedies and

dramas represent the natural order of

life,

ultimate consonance of

life’s

harmony. Generally octaves are considered consonant, and
the

poem’s

which suggests

title,

this fact recalls

that instead of “octaves” (in the musical

rather than the poetic sense), instead of

harmony, Tychyna sees disharmony

or chaos around him. But according to Tychyna, the poet must seek only

harmony. As a new power enters the

Red Army’s

reference to the

62

city in line

Symon

defeat of

(this is

most

likely a

Petliura in 1919)

and as

Tychyna’s persona awakens and opens his eyes, a striking visual image

“Ha

niKHO, hk orHHCXHH /
nifl, cohd,^ rycxopaMHe
away from the sun the lattice-framed window is a like
a fiery / sharp, 64-5). The window in the shape of the sharp (#) suggests a
prison on fire. The image of destructive fire contrasts with the light of dawn
greets him:

Jties...”

(On

cxini

the wall

in the cycle’s prelude

and

its

intimation of a

new

beginning.

In the section “Naivyshcha syla” (The Highest Power),

“A

Ha^t

yciM MicxoM BejiHHesHHH

an enormous

and

/

has come, with

and through
its

writes:

music the persona understands

its

Tychyna comments on

more personal

terms: “.3 hIkojih

CJiyxy”

never love a

(I shall

same antistrophe

that Easter

obvious suggestion of death, resurrection, and renewal. In

the corresponding antistrophe,

the theme of love in
ne noKOxaio ^KiHKy, Koxpiii dpaxye /

woman who

lacks

/

an ear for music, 81-2). The

asserts that socialism cannot be established

cannons, without music, that
the

Tychyna

po^Jit rpae” (And above the whole city

piano played, 79-80). The instrument symbolizes high culture

spirituality,

In

/

poem’s

final

is,

Tychyna concludes that “TpaxH
me ne e peBOJiioitm” (Playing

antistrophe,

CKpiibiHa TiopeMHHM HarjiHflanaM
Skriabin for prison guards

is

by violence, by

without higher aesthetic and moral values.

—

ite

not yet revolution, 183). Tychyna uses the

Russian composer as a figure analogous to Blok. Like Blok, Skriabin was a
representative of high culture and, at the

same

time, an artist

enced an all-consuming mystical fervour, which
composition

Poem of Ecstasy. He

wrote

and often fused harmony and melody

many

is

who

most evident

experiin his

pieces without a fixed tonality

in extraordinarily

unique ways.

He

succeeded in blending discordant elements, a haunting dissonance, into a

37.

William Apel and Ralph T. Daniel,

(New York: Pocket Books,

1960), 91.

eds.,

The Harvard Brief Dictionary of Music

Michael M. Naydan
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concordant whole. Consequently the rhetorical question that concludes

Zamist sonetiv

i

oktav poses a moral choice for the poet

who

has witnessed

the monarchists’, nationalists’, and Bolsheviks’ claim to represent will of the

people (“Opeji, TpHsydeitb,

Cepn i Mojiot

[The Eagle, the Trident, the

Hammer and

... I

Koxne BHCxynae hk cbog”
... And each (of them)

Sickle

appears as ours, 185-6]). Should he “kiss the pope’s slipper,” give in to

whoever

is

in power, or should

acquiesce and, in doing so,

he take a moral stand? In fact Tychyna did

managed

to survive the Stalin

regime that

persecuted, imprisoned, and executed hundreds of writers and intellectuals.

What happened

to

Tychyna might have been Blok’s

an unambiguous moral stand in his
willed his

own

fate

had Blok not taken

a “son of harmony” and virtually

death in 1921.

In sum, Blok’s and Tychyna’ s
ly in

life as

poems on

the revolution differ dramatical-

both their manner and their means of expressing the “music” of

revolution. Blok’s vision in Dvenadtsat

Tychyna’ s persona

is

a shifting one that, while attuned

rhythms, inadvertently becomes a part of the event.

to the revolution’s

in

Zamist sonetiv

i

oktav struggles against the destruction

and violence he observes and seeks the higher

human

dignity.

He

spiritual

music of individual

searches for the lyrical in the prosaic. Yet the rhetorical

question at the end of the cycle leaves the future of Tychyna’ s persona in
doubt.

The ending of

brilliant

poem

his cycle is just as

ambiguous

as Blok’s. Blok’s

has garnered worldwide attention for lyrically encapsulating

the revolution as an earth-shattering event. Likewise, Tychyna’ s alternative

conception of the music of revolution deserves a
it

has had until now.

much wider

audience than

a
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The Concept of Personal Revolution
Mykola Kulish’s Early Plays
Marko Robert
The majority of

critics

There

is,

first

in the Steppes)

in fact, little

Stech

of Mykola Kulish’s dramaturgy agree that the most

important aspect of his

Commune

in

—

two plays

is his

—97

and Komuna v stepakh (A

depiction of the Ukrainian Revolution.

doubt that these plays present micro-level models

(based on examples of particular village communities) of the revolution as
it

unfolded in Ukraine in the early 1920s. However, the majority of

critics,

both in Ukraine and in the West, erroneously assume that the playwright’s

primary objective was to describe the revolutionary struggle as a process
motivated by socio-economic forces.

A

closer examination of Kulish’s texts

(and contexts) reveals that in these early plays he was already preoccupied
primarily with the subtle psychological motivations of characters for
the revolutionary conflict reflects a personal struggle for a

“new

whom

life”

—

concept onto which they project a whole spectrum of conscious and

unconscious aspirations. As a

result, the revolution is

perceived by these

characters as quasi-religious in nature, and Soviet ideology

is

transformed

into popular religion.^

1.

A

number of

scholars in post-Soviet Ukraine have discussed the quasi-religious

nature of Soviet Marxism-Leninism as opposed to the rationalistic worldview of Marx’s
original philosophy.

Mykhailo Braichevsky’s “Do konspektu

Ukrainy, 1991, no.

3,

religious attitude

istorii Ukrainy,” Pamiatky
was one of the first voices in this discussion. A similar quasiwas exhibited by revolutionaries during the French Revolution; for them

the revolution had a religious dimension as a struggle against the Christian conception of

God

in favour of the

“goddess of Reason.” This aspect of their ideology found eloquent

expression in Claude Saint-Simon’s socialism as the

New

Christianity.
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Most Soviet

critics treated

97 and Komuna

Stech

v stepakh as a glorification

of the Ukrainian people’s struggle for communism.^ This approach was not
only a result of the

ideological bias and of the official requirements

critics’

of Soviet scholarly institutions, but was also derived from the apparent

and contextual

structural

plays. Ivan
plays:

affinity of these

works

to early Soviet

propaganda

Dniprovsky described the standard structure of these early Soviet

“Before the appearance of [Kulish’s] 97, absolutely

Two

revolutionary plays provided dramatic cliches.

of the

all

camps were

struggling

introduced; they were populated by second- and third-rate characters; an
appropriate introduction and conclusion were designed, and amazingly, with

few exceptions,

of these plays ended with the solemn singing of the

all

Usually,

Internationale.

[these]

moved

cliched characters

revolutionary

and counter-revolutionary

around, recited their lines, and performed actions

appropriate to their schematic roles.”^

Both 97 and Komuna v stepakh

are, in fact, somewhat similar to the
The main dramatic component in both of
confrontation between two ideologically opposed

plays Dniprovsky described.'^
Kulish’s plays

is

a violent

camps, and in their printed versions, both plays have a propagandistic

“happy” ending.

The

optimistic and “ideologically correct” finale of 97, however, cannot

really define the

the text

work

by Soviet

as a

original version, the play

2.

propaganda play because

ended with the death of

See, for example, lu. Ivanenko,

nos. 5-6:

231-2;

it

was introduced

“Mykola Kulish,

all

members

ninety-seven

‘97,’”

Chervonyi shliakh, 1930,

Kysielov, Dramaturhy Ukrainy (Kyiv: Dnipro,

In.

into

authorities without the author’s consent.^ In Kulish’s

1967); and N.

Kuziakina, Piesy Mykoly Kulisha (Kyiv: Radianskyi pysmennyk, 1970).

Dniprovsky,

‘“

97 /” Chervonyi shliakh, 1925, nos. 6-7: 336.

3.

I.

4.

Kulish wrote 97 with the intention of staging

southern Ukraine. However, he did not intend to

make

amateur village theatres in

it

in

it

a propaganda play.

indication of this can be found in his letters to Dniprovsky in which,
play, he wrote:

“The play

will inadvertently

i.e.,

Communist

2:

490).

The term “inadvertently”

struggle.

The Repertoire Committee recommended 97

in all theatres, but

on condition

commissar bringing bread

Communist
original

the

suggests that Kulish wanted to present something other than a one-sided

glorification of the
5.

indirect

be somewhat propagandistic” (Kulish, Ivory

V dvokh tomakh, ed. L. Taniuk [Kyiv: Dnipro, 1990],
clearly

An

commenting on

the

villagers.

The kulaks

are

protagonist] survives” (quoted in Kuziakina, Piesy

document

performance

to

for performance in the

that the author “introduce at the

at the

is

in the

Odesa National Archive). To provide

“A”

category,

end of act four a

arrested

and

Smyk

Mykoly Kulisha,
the play at

its

[a

9; the

premiere

Franko Drama Theatre with an optimistic and “ideologically correct”

message, the director, Hnat lura, replaced the tragic conclusion with a happy ending.

s
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in

the fact that the authorities’ altered

version of the finale ruined “the inner structure of the play” and distorted the
play’s message.^ But despite his displeasure with this tampering, he

never permitted to change the final scene back to

its

original form.

was

Both

his

revised version of the play printed in 1925, and a second revision, written in

some

1929, conclude with

sort

of “happy ending.”

Thus, while acknowledging the literary value of the plays and the

most Soviet critics, even until the late 1980s,
97 and Komuna v stepakh simply as propaganda plays. They
automatically assumed that both works are illustrations of the Marxist
principles of class struggle^ and that the communards, who support Soviet
credibility of their characters,

treated

rule, are

the

who oppose

presented as morally superior to the rich landowners,

Communist revolution.^ While many post-Soviet Ukrainian

scholars have

departed from the former official interpretation of these plays as representing

Communist

a glorification of the

revolution,

most of them have nevertheless

tended to repeat the Soviet “class-oriented” cliches.^

Even

a quick reading of

97 suggests

that these

assumptions

are, at best,

a glaring oversimplification. In fact Kulish does not characterize the play’s

opposing camps in such a one-sided manner, and class inequality does not
play a decisive role in the dramatic conflict. Moreover, the communist ideal

Kulish was appalled by the Repertoire Committee’s decision and complained in his

6.

alive

me

Dniprovsky: “I nurtured 97 inside

letter to

and

until they

began

to laugh

and

cry.

until [its characters]

Only then did

can have only one version: the extinction of the village

now,

if

someone

alters the finale,

destroyed” (Kulish, Tvory,
In her study of

7.

97

I

became warm and

put them on paper. The finale

commune

during the famine.

no matter how, the inner structure of the play

And

will

be

2: 513).

Nataliia Kuziakina writes:

“The tensions of

conflict in Kulish’

play were determined by class and social inequality. All other [factors] were negligible”
{Piesy

Mykoly Kulisha,

Most Soviet

8.

20).

critics

approved of Kulish’ s alleged bias

play’s protagonists. While they found the characters of the

they

felt that the

whose
class
9.

in his presentation of the

communards

kulaks were presented as “semi-monsters, wolves in

“crystal-clear,”

human form

...

characters exhibit the various levels of viciousness, evil, and slyness possessed by

enemies” (Ivanenko, “Mykola Kulish, ’97,’” 231).
For example, in his ostensibly revisionist interpretation of Kulish’ s early works,

Ivan Semenchuk

still

suggests that

in their struggle against the

it is

the

“common

class interests” that unite the kulaks

poor villagers (Slukhaiu muzyku liudskoi dushi [Kyiv: Bibli-

oteka ukraintsia, 1997], 91), and, like his Soviet predecessors, he demonizes the kulaks

while idealizing Kopystka as a person characterized by “sincerity, straightforwardness,

modesty, a certain innocent naivete, but,

at the

same

time, a high-principled revolutionary

consciousness and an unwavering belief in justice and the invincibility of a people of

which he considers himself

to

be a part”

(ibid.,

86-7).

no

Marko Robert Stech

not glorified, but rather tinged with irony and ambiguity, since Kulish

is

1922-23

selects the winter of
I

973®

(a period of famine) as the setting for

shall explore these points further

and attempt

to

show how

the play

is

a

study of a society on the brink of a fundamental revolutionary change, which

perceived as religious in nature.

is

The play 97

is set

in a small village in southern

on

between two camps

the struggle

two roughly equal halves. One

who

poor, landless villagers,

Ukraine during the grain

The main dramatic

requisitioning and famine of 1922-23.

conflict focusses

that divide the village population into

side consists of the

—

communards mostly
by the play’s main

are represented primarily

protagonist, Musii Kopystka, his wife Paraska, and the head of the village

Smyk. They support Soviet rule and blindly obey each order
comes from the county soviet. The opposing camp consists of the kulaks

council, Serhii
that

(Ukrainian; kurkuli),

whose main

representatives are the rich peasants Hyriia

and Hodovany.

The

new

conflict

between the communards and the kulaks

is

sparked by a

Soviet directive ordering the expropriation of church property by the

The famine, which took place

10.

in the steppes of southern

and eastern Ukraine

in

1922 and 1923, was caused not only by the devastations of the Ukrainian-Russian War,
but also by Lenin’s order to collect grain from Ukrainian peasants according to a quota
that

he himself established. In October 1921 Lenin wrote an angry

letter to the

chairman

of the Organizational Bureau for the Reconstruction of the Industry of Ukraine, Vlas

Chubar, in which he complained about the fact that the Ukrainian peasants turned in only

“one quarter of the

set

quota”

(V.

I.

Lenin pro Ukrainu, ed. O. lurchenko and T. Kolishev

[Kyiv: Politvydav Ukrainy, 1969], 2: 613). This “one quarter of the set quota” in actuality

represented eighty percent of the total harvest, and the forcible collection of the grain

caused a devastating famine, particularly in Ukraine’s southern oblasts. Officially the
grain

from Ukrainian

large

amounts of

this

it

villages

was

were exported

to
to

be used to feed starving city workers, but in fact

Western Europe. Kulish’ s conscious choice

famine as the setting for 97 indicates that as early as his

first

to use

play he was already

questioning the historical expediency and moral justification of the Bolshevik revolution.
In this ironic political setting (especially in the initial version of the play, in

which

all

members of the commune die), the heroism of the communards and their unwavering faith
in the revolution seem tragically futile. The political “ambiguity” inherent in the tragic
finale (and amplified

Hac He B03HJIH

by such statements of the play’s protagonists

[xjiida]

They have always taken

as

“HiKOJin

— xijitKH bhboshjih” (They have never brought
it

away, Tvory,

1:

78),

insisted that the ending of the play be altered.

was

the reason

One should

why

me

flo

[bread] to us.

Soviet authorities

also note that the intrinsically

pessimistic “message” of the original version of 97, as seen in this context, foreshadows
the fatalism of Kulish ’s later plays, in particular
lurii

Maklena Grasa, which was hailed by

Sherekh (George Y. Shevelov) as a forerunner of Louis-Ferdinand Celine’s Journey

End of Night. See Sherekh, “Shosta symfoniia Mykoly
(New York: Proloh, 1964), 79.
to the

Kulisha,” in his

Ne

dlia ditei

I
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county centre. Despite opposition from the kulaks, the communards carry out

Smyk,

the order and send their leader, Serhii

to the

county centre with the

church gold and a request for bread for the starving village population.

Smyk

and the kulaks are

returns triumphantly with the life-saving provisions
arrested.

Even a

superficial

reading of the plot evinces sound reasons for

dismissing Kuziakina’s view that class inequality and economic factors are
the

main driving forces behind the

the

On

village.

seeondary

role.

contrary,

the

The

conflict

and the revolutionary struggle

seem

purely economic issues

campaign

grain-requisitioning

the

in

to

in

play a

village

was

condueted without a serious incident, and the village population continued
to live in relative peace.

villagers is sparked

colleet

money

The confrontation between

two groups of

the

who

namely, the nuns

by an outside

force,

new

The nuns, who have been

for a

church.

arrive to

sent

by the

church “hierarchy” represent the church in general, remain in the village for
the duration of the confliet and eontinue to influence and aggravate the

They even seem

confrontation between the two camps.

to

be endowed with

quasi-demonic characteristies by appearing and disappearing in

moments without a sound like dark shadows.
As for the “class struggle,” it is evident that

critical

the eharacters’ social class

does not immediately determine their membership in a particular camp.

number of poor peasants
the church gold.

The

actually support the kulaks’ position

character

Panko shows

to one’s ideological consciousness.
is

by

As

most “genuine Soviet”

far the

A

the issue of

that class afflhation is irrelevant

the secretary of the village council, he

character:

he

is

not only one of the main

founders of the conunune, but also a representative of the

mentahty and the only

on

commune member to have

new Communist

taken part in actual combat.

In addition, he wholeheartedly shares Soviet views

on the family and sexual

freedom, which, incidentally, the other communards, including Kopystka, do
not share.

Ironically

it

is

Panko who betrays

his

comrades and ideology by

deciding to join the kulaks and marry Hyiiia’s daughter in church. His decision

11.

The

OKan,m

intrusive nature of the nuns’ arrival is best characterized

ne bohh Bce

...

ToflOBaHoro”

(It’s

cejio

hbm

a provocation

...

they will

moneybags Hyriia and Hodovany, Tvory,
12.

This

is

by Kopystka: “IIpoB-

SBopyinaTB, a Hannane baraxiiB othx

one of the indications of the

1

:

stir

up the whole

— rnpiio,

village, particularly those

44).

spiritual

and quasi-religious dimension of the

confliet in 97.
13.

distrust of the new moral code to Panko: “Bo nonoBix ne
odparao: 6e3 adHKH, 5ik 6es xarn’’ (Beeause man is not a rooster, and

Kopystka expresses his

niBent,

i

eonversely,

[life]

without a wife

is like [life]

without a home, Tvory,

1:

47).
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is

hardly motivated by the principles of “class struggle”:

general disillusionment with the

(according to Soviet

Upon
it

it

Stech

stems from his

“new order” and from such “neghgible”

critics) factors as the

closer examination of the

hbido.

two camps and

their respective actions,

turns out that, notwithstanding their violent opposition to each other, they

are strikingly similar

and

their

members have almost

identical psychological

For one thing, both camps possess similar hierarchical

characteristics.

structures: both have two principal leaders (Kopystka and Smyk for the
communards and Hyriia and Hodovany for the kulaks). These leaders shape

the ideological orientation and actions of their respective camps, while the
rest

of the characters are only passive supporters of their group. The leaders

of both groups are equally ready to manipulate their opponents and their
supporters by spreading disinformation and even outright lies while justifying

and often lawless actions as being “the will of the people,” a

their arbitrary

meaningless phrase given the division

An

even more

that their actions are

governed by

among

the villagers.

between the two camps

striking similarity

“faith,” a fact that has

lies in the fact

eluded most

critics

of the play. Both the kulaks and the communards believe they are guided by
a higher power. For the kulaks this

is

the church and ultimately God.

They

perceive the events of the revolution as a reflection of a “divine” struggle

between God and communism. This

which both powers are presented

is

best expressed in their prayer, in

as equally powerful:

“O

rocnojtH, itapio

nedecHHH! IlepedopH th chjiok) CBoeio peBOJiioitiio! IlonajiH th orncM
cboim! rionejioM yKpnn! BixpoM posBiii! IloBepHH Bce na cxapHH naA!ili

m

Ta HeB:ace
th He b chjibx noffyxcaTH KOMynyl Bhh fi, xponi,H, 3
KOpiHHHM BHpHBan FeXL!”^"^
In a similar way, the communards look to the Soviet leadership for
guidance, support, and salvation and endow it with the divine qualities of
omniscience and permanence. This attitude

6paxa cxajia

cxoixB....

i

I ^to

the substitution of references to

O

14.

old order!

ous.
15.

cy^tnoi

fire!

Cover

Can

it

it

with ashes!

Blow

it

away with

uproot

Bum

it

the wind! Return everything to the

be that you are not powerful enough to defeat the communel Strike

(my emphasis; ibid., 67). The meaning of “KOMyna” here
may mean “commune” or “communism.”

it,

It

apparent, for example, in lu-

BJiacxL,

Lord, our Heavenly King! Defeat the Revolution through your power!

with your

crush

is

Koxopaa 3a Hamoro
^ouikh cxoothmc.”^^ It underpins
God by references to Soviet power in certain

khym’s statement, “npHHinjia CoBGXCtKa

it!

is

it,

ambigu-

Soviet power, which rose up on behalf of our brother and stands up for him, has

arrived....

and

it

will stand [thus] until

Judgment Day

(ibid., 75).
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customary expressions; for instance, Ivan Stonozhka excuses himself before
taking a drink by altering the words Christians use to ask for God’s pardon;

“nexaH naM PajtancLKa

the

com-

munards’ devotion to Soviet ideology exhibits a striking similarity

to the

npocTHXL.”^^

BJiajta

Furthermore,

kulaks’ belief in the teachings of the church. Responding to the kulaks’

remark
his

that

he used to be a practicing Christian in the

“conversion” to

xeMHHH,

xa,

communism by

cnacndi

past,

Smyk

describes

“ByB

using biblical language:

i

a

peBOJiioitii, npospiB.”^^

That the communards perceive the Soviet leadership as a religious rather
than a political power

hardly surprising given their particular psychological

is

As products of

situation.

the old order, they

were conditioned by

their

upbringing not only to associate the power of the state with a religious

any major external event as the work of

authority, but also to interpret

“higher powers.” Thus, witnessing the conflict between the emergent Soviet

power and
kulaks,

power of the church,

the established religious

naturally

perceive

it

as

they, like the

a confrontation between two “divine”

authorities fighting for control over their lives. This perception is reinforced

by the
ical

fact that the Soviet

demands on

government and the church place

powers demand material

sacrifice; the Soviet authorities collect grain

the villagers to maintain the
collects

money

to build a

in Soviet ideology
that they

know

virtually ident-

the villagers. Besides blind faith and obedience, both

and

new

new

from

order, while the church (via the nuns)

temple.

The communards’

quasi-religious faith

their veneration of Soviet leaders

stem from the fact

next to nothing about them. Isolated from the actual arena of

the revolution, they are

no wiser about the Soviet government and

than the kulaks are about the nature of

God and

its

laws

the teachings of the church.

Occasional meetings with minor county officials (who can hardly be
considered real representatives of the Soviet government), scarce written
materials (which, in any case, the illiterate population cannot read), and hear-

say are the only

means by which

the village remains informed about the

Soviet order. All of these factors are conducive to the rise

among

folk of a blind, quasi-religious faith in the omnipotent authority of the

Soviet masters, especially since

—

people unconsciously project on the

as

I

new

shall

—

discuss later

new

the simple

the

new

common

order their personal aspirations for

psychological and spiritual growth.

Kulish establishes the quasi-religious dimension of the conflict in 97 by
his frequent use of biblical motifs.

16.

May

17.

I

Not only do the

villagers

have biblical

the Soviet regime forgive us (ibid., 45).

too was blind, but, thanks to the revolution,

I

ean see

now

(ibid., 76).

a
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prototypes

—

who

for example, Panko,

betrays his comrades,

some scenes
of this

are deliberately modelled

on

biblical events.

called Judas,

is

and the sufferings of the village community are compared

to Job’s

The

—but

best example

a scene in act four, in which the kulaks bring to Kopystka, the

is

acting head of the village council,

two peasants who have pleaded

cannibalism. Kopystka’ s refusal to

condemn them

guilty to

clearly parallels the story

of Christ refusing to pass judgment on a prostitute.
In his description of this scene, Kulish intentionally distorts the biblical
story

and presents the events in the village as a

Testament models. Unlike

New

parody of their

bitter

their biblical counterparts

—

the Pharisees

—

the

moved by compassion and understanding. Ready to punish the
Hodovany proudly proclaims: “il nepBHH ni^tniMaio pyxy”^^ and

kulaks are not
cannibals,

executes both “criminals.” Kopystka, in the role of the village Christ,
suggests that judgment should be passed by higher authorities, but he fails

angry crowd from lynching the offenders. In his speech,

to dissuade the

which

clearly parodies the Bible,

cy^tHTH....

He

Meni, xaacy,

he proclaims: “He Meni

ne bbm, 6o

ii

mh ne

noBixy xpeda B^apaxHca, m,o6 npmxajia KOMicia, do

xpeda xaxHx

cyjtJtiB,

mod na

the Christian doctrine

and defends the cannibals.

On

spirituality” (“the

“new

ittoro

Ao

^tijia

new Christianity”

is

the fact that

Christ’s

a carrier of a

is

—

example

by presenting him

Kopystka

to use

scene

communard Kopystka

—who follows

the one hand,

Christlike figure, Kulish suggests that

a

this pivotal

not the ostensibly Christian kulaks, but the

man who denounces

jto

rojioBy cneitiajitHi dyjin.”^^

Perhaps the most significant aspect of
it is

ne bum ix

i

cneitiajiBHii jiioah.

as

a

“new

Claude Saint-Simon’s expression),

faith” that is to supplant the kulaks’ “old religion.”^®

On

the other

hand, by deliberately bringing together Soviet ideology (represented by

Kopystka’ s political

affiliation)

and Christianity (represented by his “good

deed,” his imitatio Christi, so to speak), Kulish clearly indicates that the

underlying causes of the revolutionary struggle in the village have very
to

little

do with actual ideological differences between Christianity and commu-

18.

lam

19.

It is

because

the first to raise

neither

we

my

It is

hand [against them]

are not special people.

commission, because
20.

my

(ibid., 89).

task nor yours to judge them.... Neither mine,

this

We

have

to

I

say, nor yours,

ask the county soviet to send a

matter requires judges with exceptional expertise

important to note, however, that this “new spirituality”

is

(ibid., 88).

by no means equated

with the actual Communist ideology. Kopystka’ s act of compassion does not conform to
the principles of

War Communism, and

contrasts sharply with the

new

his marital fidelity

Soviet moral code.

and devotion

to his wife
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hardly surprising given that the villagers, especially the

communards, have only a minimal understanding of the guiding principles
of their respective ideologies. Their ignorance

when Kopystka, who does

scene

law

distorted version of Soviet

clearly illustrated in the trial

is

know any

not

in order to

better,

own

creates his

proclaim himself head of the

Revolutionary Committee. His free interpretation of the principles of Soviet
ideology

is

undisputed because no one in the village knows the

can challenge his claim to power.^^ The irony
fact that

the
the

Kopystka claims

to represent “the will

is

new law and

further heightened

commune’s supporters are already dead and there
commune.
The play 97 in general, and the trial scene in

by the

when most of

of the people”

are only three votes for

particular, depicts the

revolutionary conflict in the village as a chaotic and apparently senseless

power

struggle

—a

new laws have
to

state

of anarchy in which old laws are no longer valid and

The essence of

not yet been established.

this struggle

seems

be neither ideological (Christianity versus communism) nor class-based

(rich versus

poor peasants), neither politically motivated nor inspired by

purely economic interests.

The

versus the old order.” Since the

best

way

to describe

communards

it

“the

is

actively support the

new

order

power

that

attempts to change the existing state of affairs, while the kulaks oppose any

change in the

status

quo whatsoever

(as their

impassioned plea to God,

“Return everything to the old order!” shows).

21.

‘ToflOBaHHH:

Bama

Mh,

napofl,

nnTaeMO,

—

—

BnxoflHTt

npeflciflaxejit?...

—

Bhxoahxl
BJiacxi Heivra?...
KonncxKa: Ula, xpomKH, ma! Bo e pcbkom....
roflOBaHHH: PeBKOM?
Bin? Xxo?
KonncxKa: TyxeHKH Bin, octl... R npeji;cij;axejifc, a ouen napHnmKa, xoBapnm

yxeKJia

CxoHoacKHH,

BJiacxt?

— cexpexap. IIpoxoKOJi

roflOBaHHH: Ta xxo Bac o6paB?

KonncxKa: Tyx

i

He bh

e.

Ban Horo xpedyexbCB?

Bsajraca?

ne xpebyexbCB obnpaxH. Tyx xax; 06’aBHBCfl

xijIBKH 3a diflHHH KJiaC CX03B.

TaKHH COBixCBKHH 3aKOH

£....

—
I

npocxHH co6i 3axoH, a ceKpexHHH i Bpofli boghhhh” (ibid., 85-6).
(Hodovany: We, the people, ask you: where is the ehairman?... So
government has

mn

away?

It

turns out there

is

i

madam. A6h

H6 flyMaHxe, He
it

turns out your

no government?...

Kopystka: Silence! There’s the Revolutionary Committee....

Hodovany: Revolutionary Committee? Where? Who?
Kopystka: Right here!... I’m the chairman, and this lad. Comrade Stonozhkin,
secretary. We have the minutes. What else do you need?
Hodovany: And who elected you? Where did you come from?
Kopystka: Nobody needs to be elected here.
that.

think

As long
it’s

as

one

is

It’s like this:

for the poor class. That’s

an ordinary law.

It’s

how

is

the

one proclaims oneself and

that’s

And

don’t

the Soviet law goes....

a secret, something like wartime, law.)

—
Marko Robert
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Stech

In order to understand the underlying basis of the revolutionary conflict in
97, one

must examine the communards’ motivations

For the most

part, these

for joining the revolution.

motivations are unconscious and not easy to define,

because the communards do not clearly understand what to expect from the

new

pohtical situation. Kopystka repeatedly asserts that the Soviet authorities

uphold “the poor class” and will continue
he never clearly specifies the nature of

poor class

is

to

do so under

this support.

The only

circumstances, but

who

not genuinely supported by the Soviets,

starving villagers’ grain quotas.

all

Moreover, in the play the
secretly sell the

clear indication of

what Kopystka

“new order” is expressed at the beginning of the play, when
his wife: “Th ^Jia, mo Kasan JleniH? To^i hobhh CBiT

expects from the

he exclaims to

nacTane, hk

mh

3

to 6 ok) phxmcthkh bhbhhmocb.”^^

The key phrase

in

Kopystka’ s naive statement

provides a hint of what the

communards

—“the

new world”

in 97, as well as an array of other

characters in Kulish’s later plays, are trying to achieve by participating in the

For Kopystka the idealized “new world”

revolution.

is

associated with

education (learning arithmetic), self-determination (assuming an influential

community) and the improvement of people’s living
commitment to the revolution is based entirely on his

role in the life of his

Thus

conditions.

his

personal (and fundamentally not materialistic or socio-economic) aspirations.

By

communards are, in fact,
“new life” a concept that
The protagonists of 97 are not

joining the revolution, Kopystka and other

—

struggling to realize their personal dreams for a

they themselves comprehend only intuitively.
sophisticated

enough and too confused by the chaos of the revolutionary

and-death struggle to be aware of their

own hidden

life-

motivations and the far-

reaching implications of their revolutionary enthusiasm. After

even

all,

though 97 ostensibly presents the struggle between “the old order” and “the

new

Even those
Panko and
Kopystka) are completely rooted in the old order. The communards and
kulaks share the same narrow-minded mentality and manner of speech. 97
order,” the

characters

who

“new” element

evidently portrays only the
struggle: the

of the play

is

practically absent in the play.

represent the forces of the revolution

first

stage in the process of revolutionary

end of the “old order,” and because of

—

(e.g.,

the death of all the

communards

that the original ending

—was

symbolically very

appropriate.

The unconscious

aspirations of

Kopystka and

his

comrades can be

understood and explained only in light of the subsequent development of

22.

Did you hear what Lenin said? The new world

’rithmetic (ibid., 39).

will

come when you and

I

learn
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Komuna v
mueh clearer

similar motifs in Kulish’s later plays. Already his seeond play,

stepakh (written in 1925), leaves the reader/audienee with a

notion of what the revolutionaries are striving to attain by their struggle. The
protagonists of this play are no longer driven by a vague

world” and an unarticulated desire

to

change the existing

dream of a “new
of

state

affairs,

but

see the revolutionary struggle as an individual striving for social justice and

personal freedom.
In contrast to 97,

which

the revolution, the action of

is set

during the chaotic transitional period of

Komuna

v stepakh takes place after Soviet rule

has been firmly established. The kulaks are no longer in open confrontation

new order, but rather attempt to integrate with it by setting up their
own conunune. Moreover, Soviet rule is no longer an abstract and mysteriwith the

ous power that the communards cannot grasp, but concrete and tangible as

come

both they and the kulaks

The

into direct contact with Soviet authorities.

play’s dramatic conflict revolves around the attempts of the kulaks

to appropriate the best part of the

commune’s land

in order to start their

own

farm. In contrast to the mischievous and lawless behaviour exhibited by the
characters in 97, the kulaks in

Komuna

v stepakh try to obtain the land by

lawful means. In this situation the opposition of the two

camps

polemical

is

rather than violent, and they are clearly differentiated as representing “the

old”

and

“the

new”

orders

and

philosophies

of

two
owner

These

life.^^

“ideologies” are embodied, on the one hand, by Vyshnevy, the former

of the commune’s land before the revolution, and, on the other, by the

communards,

particularly

Khyma and Lavro. The communards

are

well-versed in

Communist ideology and

are

able

to

ideological opposition to the philosophy of the “old order.”
ideological views, which to a large extent
the play, takes place

yKpainy. Bijia Koacnoi

KOMynn

are

provide a clear

An

exchange of

composes the thematic content of

between Vyshnevy and Lavro. Vyshnevy

—
craBaB —

Race nHTHH piK boacnn, ax a b odxofli

no longer

They

blindly obedient to incomprehensible principles of Soviet rule.

Bci nauii

says:

crenn odinmoB, ycio

npHflHBJiaBCb.

I

mo

syacae

xto 3
nac npaBHH? Ope npHHUiOB n ji;o TBoei. TixaiOTb. .Hxa aeMJia!... Mjihh!
XaTH! IloBHe rocnoflapcTBO, noBHi npaaa 6yjio flano
tIjibkh acHXH
KOMynoK). I ox BepnyBCb aepea xpn poKH
xixaioxL. KaaapMa, xa6ip
npnflHBJiaioca, to

BaraiocL, nnxaiocb. Kyji,H ac cxHJiaTHca

—

—

i

—

He KOMyna.... A a? BHraaneuL, desnpaBHHH, BiaHHH ManflpiBHHK, a XHcaay
BepcxoB my, mod tIjilkh nodaaHXH seMnio.... Snaio ac, mo He Bepnyxb n
Meni ... a 6aa
hphhuiob i xarne BnacxH na KOJiina, mo6 cxpycHXH

—

23.
this

Kulish’s focus on polemical and ideological elements in

play less dramatic and emotionally powerful than 97.

Komuna

v stepakh

makes
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nopox

3 piei

Bac, a

Mcne KJinne?

ocb 6hjihhkh, m;o6

aaaejienijia....

hk poscyflHTL Bona

1

nac,

Hxa

ac u,e cnjia,

mo

tokhti,

n na KOMy KiHHHXb?

Lavro responds:

^

flBafln,aTb Jiix xo^hb o6xoflOM, xeac YKpaiHy bhxoahb i 6ijia Koacnoro
xyxipna Kyjian,bKoro cnnnaBca, npnflHBJiaBca. I mo flyacne npnflHBaaBca,
xo ayacne yncBnaBca, xxo 3 nac npaBnn. IlpHHmoB i ji;o xboxo. Hhbjuocb,

— a Bace bxckxh ne Moacyxb, 6o namnopxn b xaaama, naM’Hxaeui? ^xa
36MJia,

Hc

aKHH BejiHKHH

acHxxa....

AomiB HC

MamHHy

Hexan ime o^hh

ap>thh

6ya,e piK,

bxckxh hc Moacna. Oh, Kaxopra, a
niflc hh ^Boe HccxiHKHx ... xan i
xpexin, Hcxan me pax, xiKaiOHH, apyHHyem xh

cbIx, 3flaexbca, a

A xenep?

i

— KOMyny mh 36yflyeMo! Hac

y MJiHHi

i

acHxxa xa

.aijio

name me

xiJIBKH nOHHHaiOXLCa.^''

The communards do not share Vyshnevy’s devotion to the land, and
of them escape from the farm. Nonetheless Vyshnevy is eventually

many

forced off his former property. In his polemic with Vyshnevy, Lavro can

provide only one justification for the change in land ownership:

it

is

necessary in order to change the position of the individual in the “new
order.” In the past

Vyshnevy’s labourers had no chance of escaping from

farm, whereas the

communards

are free to

come and go

argument and other similar views expressed in the play
thematic message

—

that

Vyshnevy: “This

24.

is

throughout our steppes and
the

more

one of us

[What
as

closely

right?

is

a] mill!

you

I

the fifth year that I’ve been
all

of Ukraine.

I

stopped

at

Thus

I

An

commune. Here

know, they

like falling

on

my

commune and

watched.

And

more I hesitate and ask myself: where do I belong and which
came to your commune. They are running away. What soil!...
I

you’ve been given

entire farm;

all

the rights

—

as long

return after three years, and they are running away. It’s

without rights, an eternal wanderer.
I

on the road. I’ve wandered

every

look, the

an army barrack, a [labour] camp, not a commune....

land....

clarify the play’s

one of the main incentives in the struggle for the

[What] houses!

live as a

his

as they please. This

I

will never give

And what

walked a thousand
it

back

to

knees to shake the dust off

me

...

about

me? I’m an

exile,

versts only to

have a look

at

my

I

feel

but, look,

this plant so that

it

I

have come and

might grow greener....

power that makes you run away, but beckons me [to return]? How will it
decide between us and who will win in the end?”
Lavro: “I’ve been on the road for twenty years, I also walked across all of Ukraine
and stopped at every kulak farm and watched. And the more I looked, the more convinced
I became about who of us is right. I came to your [farm] too. I look and see that they
can’t escape, because the landowner confiscated their passports, do you remember? What
land, how large this world is, it seems, but one can’t escape. It was penal labour, not
life.... And now? Let another one or two fickle ones run away ... let the rains stop for
one, two, or three years, you can destroy the machine in the mill again before running
away
we’ll build the commune [nonetheless]! Our time, our life, and our task are only

What

is this

—

beginning”

(ibid., 131).
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an individual’s desire for social justice and personal freedom.

This motif is echoed and further stressed in Kulish’ s later plays; for example,

one of the protagonists in Otak zahynuv Huska (So Died Huska, 1925),
Pierre Kyrpatenko, captures the very essence of the revolution in a metaphor:

“freedom for

all in

a golden ship.”^^

The motifs and

ideas developed in Kulish’ s early plays served as the

foundation of his most sophisticated studies of the psychology of Ukrainian
revolutionaries in his masterpieces, Narodnii Malakhii (The People’s Malakhii, 1927),

Patetychna sonata (Sonata Pathetique, 1929), and Vichnyi bunt

(Eternal Rebellion,

1932). These plays’ themes and concepts define the

much

individual’s attitude toward the revolution and, in turn, shed

light

on

the subject of his earlier works. Kulish’ s later plays present the protagonists’

motivations in joining the revolution as inextricably linked with their quasireligious quests for self-enlightenment
strivings

and

truth.

Behind

their single-minded

one can detect the characteristic features and symbols of the process

of individuation described in Jungian psychology.
In Narodnii Malakhii and Patetychna sonata the revolution
as an external factor that deflects an individual

forces

him (through

from

is

presented

and

his daily routine

projection) to search his soul. In prerevolutionary days,

Malakhii Stakanchyk was a postman in the small town of Vchorashnie^^

and a stereotypical provincial townsman.

He

attended church regularly and

sang in the church choir. His leisurely pursuits included fishing with his
friend (his child’s godfather), and he led a three-year court battle with his

neighbour over a killed chicken. The violent revolutionary events overtaking

25.

Kulish, Tvory,

26.

The

1:

211.

religious or quasi-religious nature of the psychological process of individual

development (the process of individuation), which in practically
projected onto an outer object or event,

is

all

instances

is initially

discussed by Jung throughout his works.

An

may be found in C. G. Jung, ed.,
G. Jung, Two Essays on Analytical

introductory discussion of the process of individuation

Man and His Symbols (New York:

Laurel, 1968) or C.

Psychology, in The Collected Works ofC. G. Jung, vol. 7 (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1972).
in

Jung discusses the Christ-self parallel 'mAion,

Psychology and Alchemy,

in ibid., vol.

in ibid., vol.

9b (1978) and

12 (1980), which examines in detail the

projection of inner psychological processes onto the outside world.
It is

possible that Kulish might have been familiar with

some

aspects of Jungian

psychology, the main framework of which was developed in the 1920s.

works were available

at the

logical Types appeared in Russian as early as 1921). Kulish’s letters to

cate that in the early 1920s he

was reading psychological

literature

of Jung’s

Literally “Yesterday”

—an obvious reference

Dniprovsky

indi-

with great interest. See

Kulish, Tvory, 2: 492.
27.

Some

time in Russian translation (an abridged edition of his Psycho-

to the “old order.”
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him

the country profoundly disturbed Malakhii, causing

a sealed

room

for

two years

Stech

to lock himself in

When
man “renewed by

and read “Bolshevik books.”

to meditate

he finally emerges from his voluntary confinement, he

is

a

the revolution.” Explaining to his friend the impact of the revolution

on him,

HOMy 5i, th, KyMe, Bci mh ao peBomoitii ^yMaxn
xenep h AYMaio npo Bce, npo Bce?... CKaxH, noMy st MpiaxH

he asks: “CKa^cixt Meni,
boajiHCB, a
6o5ibch,

xoh

AajicHiHB,

Manyjio b35ith xopdHHKy, itinoK

i

— a rnaB

cyxapiB y xop6y

a xenep

xii Mpi'i,

i

Bijitno

. . .

hohxh, noiixH oxaK b

6epy itinoHOK b pyKH,

i

The revolution gives Malakhii

the courage to pursue his quest to reform

humanity, an idea that has always been his ardent but repressed, desire.
provides

him with

inclinations and impulses

him

dream of a “new

a

It

the context and incentive to give in to his natural

and to

live

life,” but,

them

out; thus

it

not only represents for

more importantly, embodies

self-enlightenment, because his quest to reform humanity

own reformed

time, a search for his

his desire for

is,

at the

same

self.

In Patetychna sonata the revolution also relieves people of their usual
inhibitions

and fears and helps them

to act freely. It literally

new way of

completely passive town population to a

awakens a

Under its
Maryna and her
movement for an
life.

influence, the workers of the local factory organize a strike;

Stupai-Stupanenko, join the Ukrainian national

father,

independent Ukrainian

state;

the Russian Provisional

and Andre Perotsky organizes a unit

Government and

to fight for

Most

the abolition of tsarism.

importantly for our discussion, the play’s main protagonist, the poet Ilko,

who

before

the

exhibited

revolution

introspection and escapism, emerges

mind

to deliver his

one hundred and

Later he joins the Bolshevik

The revolutionary

overwhelming

an

from

his passivity

for
his

love letter to Maryna.^^

thirty-first

camp and even

tendency

and makes up

sees revolutionary action.

struggle in Patetychna sonata breaks out on the eve

of Easter Sunday. Thus, both in the minds of the characters and of the
audience, the revolution becomes associated with the rebirth of society and

28.

1

why is it
now I think

Tell me;

to think, but

afraid to dream,

go

far

away

walking
29.

—

stick,

1

that

up

to the revolution

even though

I

was tempted

some dry bread

Prior to that, discouraged

enough courage

to pick

chased away such dreams, but

put

to deliver

completely illusory.

1,

you, kum, and

all

of us were afraid

about everything, [absolutely] everything?... Tell me:

in

by

any of his

my

up a bag and walking

now

...

why was

stick

without hesitating

1

and go,

grab

my

bag, and go (Kulish, Tvory, 2: 20-1).

his constant self-doubts, Ilko never gathered
letters to

Maryna, and

his

dreams of

their love

up

were

s
a
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The symbolism of

of indi victuals.

resurrection

spiritual

resurrection

in

Christ’s

one of the most significant symbols of the process of

individuation. Ilko serves as a

good example of how the actions of Kulish’

protagonists are shaped by the unconscious forces behind their striving for

psychological and spiritual growth.

As a poet, a supporter of “universal humanism,” and a believer in the
“Kingdom of Eternal Love,” Ilko sees the revolution as a means of achieving
spiritual,

not social or materialistic, aspirations.

goal of the revolution

maturation (individuation) of
believer in the principles

He

believes that the ultimate

establish a better society through the spiritual

is to

members. Arguing with Luka, a devout

its

of class struggle and social revolution, Ilko

npanop 6opotb6h.
hofo?
sana^B Has humh npanop BiuLHoro xpyjta. Ta xijiLKH xojti,
HK naji; cBixoM saiviaG npanop Binnoi jiiodoBi.... TijitKH xojti, hk
IlexpapKOK) cxane xon, xxo cboro^tni 6’e ^cinKy,
nacxynnxb BcecBixn^
exclaims: “nafl CBixoM nojiouteTbCH b KpoBi
IU,o6 saBxpa

—

coitiaJiLna Becna.”^^
Ilko’s quest for love, truth,

and self-enlightenment

him

terms, for individuation) does not allow

to

psychological

(in

adhere to any

strictly

ideology. In pursuing his love for Maryna,^^ he repeatedly changes sides

and even betrays his comrades. To a large extent
Ilko’s personal aspirations

results in the division of his

between

this conflict

psyche and his ultimate downfall.

politics that

We

saw an

though not as advanced and noticeable, inner division in

analogous,

Kopystka,

it is

and the requirements of revolutionary

who was

split

between

his devotion to Soviet doctrine

and

his

inner impulse to imitate Christ.
In contrast to the characters of

and

Romen

visions of

97 and Komuna v stepakh,

(the protagonist of Vichnyi bunt)

Ilko, Malakhii,

have very specific individual

what the goal of the revolutionary struggle should

revolution. Malakhii considers himself a prophet

30.

A

similar symbolic correlation

revolution can be found in a
for example, Pavlo
i

between the

literary

Tychyna’s poem “Naivyshcha syla”

But they
the

and reformer of humanity

feast of Easter

number of Ukrainian

be.

power of

exhibit a similar, quasi-religious attitude toward the “divine”

and the outbreak of the

works of the period, such

in his collection

as,

Zamist sonetiv

oktav.
31.

Above

tomorrow the

the world the flag of struggle
flag of free labour

of eternal love

flies

may

fly

is

over

But

this will

What

So

that

happen only when the

flag

being rinsed in blood.

us.

above the world.... Only when he who beats

for?

his wife today

becomes

a Petrarch will the universal social spring arrive {Tvory, 2: 180).
32.

From

the Jungian point of view,

projection of Ilko’s unconscious soul.

Maryna

clearly represents an

anima figure

—
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in the tradition of the

Old Testament prophets. He views the “azure distance

of socialism” as the ultimate goal of the revolution and compares

New

Book

Jerusalem in the

believer in

humanism

of Revelations. Although Ilko

is

it

to the

an ardent

rather than in a divine principle or being, the essence

of his quest for “the universal social spring” can be interpreted as religious

Commenting on

in nature.

Sherekh

Ilko’s failure to achieve his goals, lurii

describes the religious character of Ilko’s striving thus: “the tragedy of

humanism

Patetychna sonata] in

[in

its

essence remains a [tragedy of]

religious [dimensions], because the struggle for a real
fact, a struggle for

who

at first

glance

God.”^^
is

Romen

is

to protect his individual

ment

He

in

associated with his desire

is

independence in face of the pressure from the

himself has no problem with recognizing the religious

dilemma when he compares

character of his

is,

concerned solely with the formation of a just and

prosperous society. However, his real motivation

factory collective.

human being

a practical and pragmatic intellectual

his conflict with his environ-

to the plight of religious heretics.

The

quasi-religious attitude of Kulish’s characters toward the revolution

stems from their projection of their personal aspirations and their formerly
repressed desires and impulses, which have been liberated by the revolution,

on the external

social processes

from simple, primarily

communards

around them. Although these desires range

materialistic,

aspirations

in 97) to lofty ideals (such as Ilko’s

they are essentially similar in that they are

all

(such as those of the

kingdom of

a striving for

eternal love),

“new

life,”

a

desire to change the existing state of affairs and to transform one’s soul.

Also,

all

of these instances are similar in that they are driven primarily by

unconscious forces that are never recognized for what they

are.

Kulish’s

revolutionaries are, in fact, puppets of powerful unconscious forces, which

Jungian psychology associates with activated archetypes in the collective

psyche and with the emergence of so-called fragmentary autonomous psychic
systems, which Jung describes in the following way.
Besides the ordinary, familiar affects there are subtler, more complex emotional
states that

can no longer be described as affects pure and simple but are

fragmentary psychic systems. The more complicated they

are, the

more they

have the character of personalities.... Such fragmentary systems are to be found
especially in mental diseases, in cases of psychogenic splitting of the personality

(double personality), and

...

in

mediumistic phenomena. They are also en-

countered in the phenomenology of religion.... Activated unconscious contents

always appear

at first as projections

upon

Mykoly

33.

Sherekh, “Shosta symfoniia

34.

Kulish, Vichnyi bunt, in Tvory,

1:

the outside world, but in the course

Kulisha,” 75.

438.

Personal Revolution

in
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of mental development they are gradually assimilated by consciousness and

reshaped into conscious ideas that then forfeit their originally autonomous and
personal character3^

While fragmentary autonomous systems are part of the natural and
potentially beneficial
ness, non-integrated

mechanism of consolidating and expanding conscious-

autonomous systems (most often perceived

as manifesta-

of quasi-religious or supernatural agents) can exert an extremely

tions

powerful destructive influence on individual minds and the collective psyche.

Such influence can be seen

in the actions

new

with their

spiritual reality

religion” that promises to

whom

attempt to

come

by creating (or surrendering

vacuum

the

fill

and psychological development of

most of

the protagonists of Kulish’ s plays,

left after their

to terms

a

to)

“new

denunciation of

Jung’s remarks devoted to the essence of this problem

Christianity.^^

(written, incidentally, in the late 1920s, that

is,

at the

time

when Kulish was

entering the most productive period of his creative work) not only shed light

on the behaviour and

fates of the protagonists of Kulish’ s plays, but also

provide the context for a deeper understanding of the dynamics of revolutionary processes.

The reason why our time has become so utterly godless and profane [is that] we
lack all knowledge of the unconscious psyche and pursue the cult of consciousness to the exclusion of all else. Our true religion is a monotheism of consciousness, a possession by it, coupled with a fanatical denial of the existence
of fragmentary autonomous systems.
Our time has committed a fatal error:
.

we

believe

we can

criticize the facts

do with external

.

mankind believes

forget that the reason
to

.

of religion

factors, but is

in the

intellectually....

simply due to a naive awareness of the

tremendous inner effect of autonomous fragmentary systems....
existence of the autonomous systems, imagining that

by a mere

critique of the

We completely

“daemon” has nothing whatever

name, then the

effect

we have

which they

still

If

we deny

got rid of

the

them

continue to exert

can no longer be understood, nor can they be assimilated into consciousness.

They become an inexplicable source of disturbance which we finally assume
must exist somewhere outside ourselves. The resultant projection creates a
dangerous situation in that the disturbing effects are
will outside ourselves,

neighbour de

/’

which

35.

C. G. Jung,

attributed to a

wicked

anywhere but with our

autre cote de la riviere. This leads to collective delusions,

“incidents,” revolutions,

Studies, in

now

naturally not to be found

is

war

—

in a

word, to destructive mass psychoses....

“Commentary on The Secret of the Golden Flower,”

The Collected Works of

C. G.

in his

We

Alchemical

Jung (Princeton: Princeton University

Press,

1983), 13: 35.
36.
is

This

is

the fundamental reason

not between the

religious Soviet

new

socialist order

why

in

such plays as 97 the revolutionary conflict

and the old imperial order, but between the quasi-

power and the power of

the church.

Marko Robert Stech
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are

as

still

much possessed by autonomous

psychic contents as

they were

if

word
The gods have become diseases.... Instead of allowing
himself to be convinced once more that the daemon is an illusion, [Western
man] ought to experience once more the reality of this illusion.... The
Olympians. Today they are called phobias, obsessions, and so

forth; in a

neurotic symptoms.

personification enables us to see the relative reality of the

and not only makes
forces of

life.

its

When

autonomous system,

assimilation possible but also depotentiates the daemonic

the

god

is

not acknowledged, egomania develops, and out

of this mania comes sickness.

All of Kulish’s revolutionaries believe that by renouneing the “old gods”

they

become

daemons,”

all

free of them.

But they become more possessed by “new

the while failing to perceive them.

two of Kulish’s most important

that

no mere coincidence

It is

characters, Malakhii

disease

and

—

in Ilko’s case a dual personality. Thus, the fact that

vision of a

“new

life” in Kulish’s plays is shattered

revolutionary Soviet society
a result of

is

Ilko,

undergo

some kind of mental

a monumental inflation of their egos and end up with

by the

each individual
reality of post-

not only due to political reasons, which, as

mass psychosis (depicted

in Vichnyi bunt), transform the “state of

workers and peasants” into one of the most oppressive and dictatorial
in history, but

seems

logical flaw shared

first

and foremost

by those who

to

fight for a

“new

life.”

to Jung’s remarks, is not peculiar to individuals in

time of the revolution, but

man, who, having

is

states

be a result of an innate psychoThis flaw, according

Ukraine or Russia

inherent in the psychology of

modem

touch with the irrational forces of

at the

Western

reality,

has

developed a warped, egocentric, and overly rationalized attitude towards

life.

Seen from

this

lost

perspective, both Kulish’s mature masterpieces and his

“naive”^^ early dramas go far

beyond the narrow

local context of the

revolutionary period in Ukraine to which they have been so often confined

by
to

literary critics.

the

They address universal

intellectual

and

spiritual

issues that are particularly pertinent

history

of twentieth-century

civilization.

37.

Ibid, 36-8.

38.

Sherekh, “Shosta symfoniia Mykoly Kulisha,” 80.
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Ahtohhh: Cepn,eBHHa cksothkh
lOpiA AHflpyxoBH^
Ak
3

noHHHaeMO

TijiBKH

3ra^tyBaxH Bor^tana-Irop^

HeMHH)^icxK) Bij^HyBaGMO

Bara^tKH, Micxepii.
BijtiHinoB flo

— xaK,

BJiajtHe

3flaexBCH,

II

(1909-37),

ABa^^TL BiciM poKiB, noex
hum HHMano BannxaHb, a6o
HacHHCHoro 3ajiejtBe hh hc cy6xponiH^tOMHCJiiB. yKpamcLKe
npHnyiitent
Hi:ac

si cbitw, JiHniHBniH

xonnime

jiixepaxypo3HaBCXBo

AHxoHHHa

3axonjiHBe BxoprHCHHa xaeMHHiti,

HpoxcHBinH Menme,

Kpamoro

—

HHMH BHnapaMH npocxopy
AHxoHHHa

i

i

Majio

Bi^tHOCHO

yBara

npHfliJiHJio

npo6jieMi

inaKinocxH hh, CKaaciMO, AHxoHHna aK «iHaKmoro»,

Hhhchc h
3ycHJiJi5i ^Kpa3 Ha npoxHJieHCHOMy.
cnpo 65HO po3KpHXH H,K) iHaKHiicxB xona 6 HacxKOBO, o6Me2CHBniH ri
noHHxxHM eK30XHHHoro i jtoBecxH npHcyxHicxB y n;bOMy eK30XHHH0My
CKOHiteHxpyBaBUiH

AHXOHHHa.
nifl “eK30XHHHHM” y HaHHiHpmoMy 3HaHeHHi poayMieMO Bce, ipo
pi3KO BHXO^HXb 3a Me^ci y3BHHaeHoro, 3bhhhoxo i 3HaHoro (ai^t Jiax. exeo
BHXO^tHXH, BHCXynaXH). riOHHHaiOHH 3 CHOXH BCJIHKHX XeOXpa^jiHHHX

—

BiflKpHxxiB

i

no^tajiBHioro KOJioHiHJiBHoro ni^tKopeHHii caixy eBponeii-

CBKOK) JIIOflHHOK), HOHHXXH “eK30XHHH0F0”, “eK30XHKH” Ha6yJIO flCipO

ByncHoro

i

KOHKpexHimoro BHaneHHH: hk cyxynnioxL HaiiHCKpaBimHX xa

Haii^tHBOBHxcHimHx peajiin, nto

3

hhmh 3axiflHa jiio^tHHa 3imxoBXHyjiac5i

SaMopcbKi neH3aHci, pocjiHHHe i xBapHHHe
po3MaixxH, HyjtepHaitbKa BOBHimnicxb inninx pac, Hapo^tia, hjicmch, 'ixni
MOBH, BipyaaHHii, 3BHHai, noaejtiHKa
yce ite (h He xijibKH u,e) niflnaflaJIO nijt 03HaH6HHH “eK30XHHH0r0”.
3p03yMijI0, H1,0 flJIH MHXH,iB MOACpHicxcbKoro KHIXaJIXy 3 ixhIm
npHHLtHHOBHM HeHpHHHHXXHM HaBKOJIHHIHbOl “cipOl” ^tiHCHOCXH, XOCXpO
KpHXHHHHM HaCXaBJICHHHM J1,0 6yp3Cya3HHX i ItHBijli3aU,iHHHX Bapxocxen,
a xaKOxc ecxexHHHHM Ha^aaB^taHHHM
xBopeHHHM ni;e o^Hiei, MHcxeH;bKoi AIHCHOCXH, HCKpaBOl xa XHMepHOl, HOXar
6K30XHKH bhhbhbch
B ^tajiCKHx

Hy^cHHHHx

CBixax.

—

—

lOpiH AHffpyXOBHM
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oj];HieK) 3

HeHHH

HaHxapaKTepniniHx i HancTiHKiniHx oanaK.

Bxce Boj^JiepoM,

mo

HHxaeMo: “Kpaca

—

CBmoMO,

XHMepna....

xojioj];ho

MaHHO XPOXH

IJ,eH

noxar yaaca^-

mbkchm,
Bona
saBamn npHxa-

b hboxo, cepe^^ inninx ecxexHHHHx

saBxmH xHMepna. ^ ne
Maio na yaasi,

CTBep^i;2cyK),

mo

m

mo

HCHaBMHCHOrO, HeCBmOMOrO i
mo H;e ji;HBOBH2CHe na;;ae ih BHrjia^i;y Kpacn; D;e li oanaKa, n xapaxxepHCTHKa”.^ Ek30th3m ax oj];Ha 3 BH3Haaaai>HHx xBopanx oanax
MHTH,iB MOAepHicTCBKo'i CHOXH BHaBaaB ce6e Ha D;iaKOM piannx pianax
am noaepxoBHX aaxonaeHB opieHxaatHOK) mIcthkok), OKyafcXHHMH
TaeMHHH,aMH Cxo^^y i
raH6HHHoro BHaaenna ynaHima^i,, thSctclkoi
Khhxh MepxBHX a6o Kopany; ai^^ poMaHXHHHoro i^i;eaay Bianoi no^i;opoad H 30 KpaHHBo'i eKCxpaBaraHTHOcxH b o^aai xa BBHaxax (6o3aepiacBKHH onm).
Cnpo6yio xyx nyHKxnpHO oxpecanxH ^eaxi npoaan CK30XH3My
6e3nocepe3HBO b xaopaocxi bh^bxhhx MO^epHicxia. IloaHeMO am xoro
ac Bo^aepa, “aat6axpoca noeaii”, cniBu,a exBoxHaHHX apoMaxia i
Ho^opoaceH y HeaHane, “aaKOxanoro b mbhh xa ecxaMnn”:
fl;HBOBH2CHOrO, HaiBHOXO,

—

Tax, BiaxpHBae calx mchI xain aanax, MHaa,
il

6aay raaaHi b 6aaxnxi ocaHHin,

^e cxoMaeni

Bia

xanat xHxaioxLca aixpHaa.

HeanaHKH apoMax nanae

b aynii moih,

J],o

cniay Mopaxia aoMimyexbca b hIh,

fle

xaMapHHaoBHx aepes 6yaioxb xpnaa.^

Aaxop caaBH03BicHoro “Il’aHoro xopadaa” PcmSo ne anme npoaoBi^K) xHMcpny ainiio b noeaii, aae h aaacHHM acHxxaM aoaia li
He6e3niacxaBHicxL, noxHHyBniH Eapony i nepeManapyBaBUiH na acJ)pHxaHCbXHH X0HXHH6HX y HOHiyxax HOBo'i peaatHocxH. Ihhihh BeanxHH
ManapiBHHx MoaepniaMy — xyaoacHHx Iloab ToteH, axHH moHHO na
ocxpoaax Ta’ixi aHaiimoB ce6e i Moacanay Bianoaiat na aiam aanaxanna
“xxo MH xaxi, aaiaxH mh i xyan nacMO?”. HcBHnaaxoBHM y atOMy cenci
e aaepxaHHa Hmme ao o6paay npaipancaxoro npopoxa Sapaxycxpn.
Taopai inaHalayaaBHocxH Pyaaapaa Kinainra xa flaco3ec|)a Konpaaa
nopoanan aianii cnaecx x.3b. “exaoxHHHOi xyaaxypH” y BeaHxo6pHxaHii.
acHB

-

1

.

LIht. sa

I.

Kapa 6 yT 6 HKO,

«Jla 6 ipHHT 6 oaaepiBCBKoi ecTeTHKH», b kh. Ulapji

EoMJiep: /loejiT (Khib; flmnpo, 1989 ), cxop. 255

2

.

«EK 30 THMHi apoMaxH», nepeKaaa

C0Her(KHiB: aninpo, 1983 ), cxop. 113

.

.

JI,MHxpa IlaBaHHKa b iioro ac kh. Cbitobhh
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IJ,ijIKOM 0C06 jIHBHH piSHOBHJi; CHMBOJiiCTCBKOl CKSOTHKH ^BHB BH^aTHHH
i6epo-aMepHKaHCBKHH noex Py6cH Aapio, XBopnicTb hkoxo g xhmcphhm
nepenjiexiHHHM aHXHHHHx, cepeflHbOBiHHHx i xy6iJibHHx (iHAiancbKHX xa
a4)pO-aMepHKaHCbKHX) MOXHBiB.
BejiHHesHe sHaneHiia b yxBep^i;2ceHHi xyjibxyp KOJiOHmjibHHx napo^iB
njicMCH y i^HBijiiaoBanoMy CBixi mbjih KOHi^em^ii OpOH^a, lOnta,
i
Teiiap Ae IIIap^eHa, Mam4)ecxH i xBOpni ocaxHCHHa (J)OBicxiB (MapoKaHCbKi MOXHBH Anpi Maxicca), sro^OM Ky6icxiB. HaHrojiocHimoio
ceHcau;ieK) CBponeHCbKoro xy^oxcHboro xchxxh cxajiH BHCxaBKH «npHMiXHBHoro» a(J)pHKaHCbKoro MHCxeii;xBa, opramaoBam b IlapHad Ila6jioM
nixacco i ^op:acoM BpaxoM.
J],BaOTaxi poicH npHHOcaxb hobhh cnajiax 3ai],iKaBJieHb i npoHHKHCHb
y caMy cepii;eBHHy j^ajiexHX nyacHX CBixiB. V HiMei],bKiH Jiixepaxypi u\

HBHma

npeji;cxaBJTeHi

nepm

ycboro noeaieio xa nposoio FepMana Fecce

(aoKpcMa, “Cijwrapxra”), a xaxoac “oKeaniMHHMH”

BcHHa (“OcxpiB

Hicxa Fox4)pi;];a

Flajiay”).

MOXHBaMH excnpecio-

Y (J)paHi];y3bKiH — nenepeBep-

mcHi 3pa3KH ji,orjiH6Horo nepe:acHBaHHx exaoxHHHHX jiaHji,ma(J)xiB anaxo^HMO B nocMax CeH-^OH Flepca a6o b pHXMiaoBaHiii npoai Bjieaa
CaHflpapa.

B aHxno-aMepHKaHCbKiH

—

nocxinno npHcyxHin y

noeai’i

EapH nayHji,a KHxaHCbKO-KOH(|)yi];mHCbKHH cxpyivriHb.
nojibcbKoi JiixepaxypH MixBoeHHo'i ;i,o 6 h M. Bnxa nnme npo no^i,i6Hi aBHma
y CBom cxaxxi 3 ^i;oBOJii npoMOBHCxoK) naaBOio “Hpoexx ^i,BaAii,^xHJiixxa”
(Maexbca Ha yaaai ji;Baji;u,HXHJiixxx Mi:acBoeHHe, 1920-i i 1930-i poxn):
«K npoTHBara

“cTapiii

EBponi” napoji^acyeTLCH

iflea

noflopoaci aa Meaci

Ti

4)yHKU,ioHyBaHHa. MiTonorii OpiGHxy noBepxaiOTbca y aMineHHX inocxacax,

60 eBponeiicbKHH ayx e xaKoac flyxoM KOJiOHmjibHHM. 3a6yxi HHHi poMann

—

Oopcxepa (axi xoro nacy BBaxcajiHca nepmopaflHHMH
xoh 6h “lloflopoxc
flo iHflii”), nepmi khhxh Majitpo, SBHHaHHO x Konpafl, ajie xax caMo
cxiflHi noeai'i
Jiafl.

BajiincLKoro

i

EBponeHCbKHH MHxen;b

CjiOHiMCbKoro

— ocb nepuiHH-JiinuiHH npHK-

e 6yfliBHHHHM yxoni'i.”^

yKpaiHCbKa Jiixepaxypa nopeBOJiioLi;iHHoro nacy ne aajiHniHJiacb
ocxopoHb h;hx “yxonin”. MnKOJia InbHHi^bKHH, ara^yiOHH y D;bOMy
3B’H3Ky iMCHa K)pix ^HOBCbKoro xa Ojickch BjinabKa, BiflaHanae
OHCBHflHHH BHJiHB 3axiflHoeBponeHCbKoi JiixcpaxypH, aoKpcMa JiixepaxypH MapHHicxHHHoi.'^ O^HaK, Ma6yxb, ne “BHJiHBOJiorin” (aa bhcjiobom
Bhkh) g HancyxxGBiniHM hhhhhkom fljia no^iSHHX AOCJiiffHceHb. H^exbCH

3.

M. Wyka,

«Projekt dwudziestolecia», Kresy, 1995, h.

3,

cxop. 51.

MHKOJia Ijibhhiilkhh, EorMan-Irop Ahtohipi: Hapnc xhttm i TBOpHOcri (Khib:
PajIBHCBKHH nHCBMCHHHK, 1991), CXOp. 35.
4.

lOpiH AHffpyxoBH^
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He xaK npo “bhjihbh”, hk npo cnopij^HeHicxb xananxiB, hocxhhhhx
i xeMnepaMeHxiB, npo HenepepBHicxB ^;yxy i ^i;HxaHHa, npo
oco6jihbhh
snoBy B^aMocn «o odpaay Bhkh
“eBponencBKHH KyjiB-

xapaKxepiB

—

—

xypHHH posHnn”, ^o hkofo, 6e3yMOBHO, npnnexna i noBixnii yKpa'incBKa
Jiixepaxypa y cboix HaHBHm;HX npoiiBax.

eK30XH3M 3K oji;Hy 3 xapaKxepncxHK o6pa3noro mhcnnctMa Anxonnna, KpiM y^ce 3raffyBanHX Ijibhhi^bkhm aBxopiB,
Bapxo na3BaxH i Bacnjin Bo6nHCLKoro
npnnoMy nepm ycboro y
Po3rji5ij],aK)nH

jiennn

i

—

Horo nepcKJiaflOM “Il’anoro Kopa6jiH”, 1929 p. naApyKOBannivi
y JibBiBCbKOMy naconnci “BiKna”. JleKCHnna po3Kim yKpaincbKoro
“n’^Horo KopaSjin” ne Morjia ne aaxonnxn ^i;BaTO^THJiixHboro noexanonaxKiBi^^, 5ikhm 6yB Anxonnn:
3B’H3Ky

3

I

jicah^kh h conpa ne6ec, ax

I

aajiHBH rn^Ki,

ax

Byrijib,

nopnnx

Bejiexni Byaci,

IloB3yxb no xonapax cxapjnonennx, noxBopnnx,
Odjiinjieni

^

pafl

11,1

Ha
I

xhuimom

CMepflionoi nyad.

6 h noxaaaxb y cnnin XBHJii flixaM
i xnx cniBynnx pn6.

3rpai 30JI0XHX
Bij;’i3fl

mIh Mopa xocHHHJinca XBixxaM,

nopnBHHH

xpnji Mcni flaBas BixpiB

LJ,eH

“nopHHH

Byrijib”

i

n,i

cxpn6.^

“cniB)^i ph6h”,

i

n;e

“xbIxxh” 3 naBc^^eno-

Bo6HHCbXHM “H’^noro xopa6jin” BnnnxaXHMe neo^HopaaoBO y nianimoro AnxoHHHa, Ha6yBaioMH inmnx, yxe
cyxo anxoHHHiBCbXHX, noexHnnnx BJiacxHBOcxen. Ajie nx ocnoBa ochob,
MX nepmi ni^BanHnn
Man6yxHboro ocjioBJienna CBixy, u,i xa inmi
o6pa3H-jiexceMH noxo^nxb BHpocxaioxb cane 3 mobhhx ocariB nan6JIHXCHHX AnxoHHHeBHX nonepe,n;HHxiB.
B}xe y “npHBixanHi acnxxn” jiipHnnHH cy6’exx AnxoHnna a^incnioe
CBOi nepmi MOpcbxi noji;opo3d. Tyx, Ma6yxb, ^i;opeHHO ara^axH npo ni,e
o^i,hh hhhhhx “BnjiHBy”
ne cxijibxn jiixepaxypno-ecxexHnnnH,
ro ypHBxa inxepnpexoBanoro

i

—

cxijibXH coi^injibnnn:

i

Bejinneany xinbxicxb ji,pyxoBaHHX aomnxlB

ia

npo^B xoronacnoi MacoBoi xyjibxypn, n^o hhmh Ahxohhh, hx i SeaJiin noro poBechhxIb, MycHB aaHHxyBaxHca b fl;HXHHcxBi,
npo deacxpamnnx myxaHlB
aojioxa i xpoBoacepni “Baxarn c’ioxcIb”, cBiAnenna noro anaxo^mvio b

6e3XOHenHHMH npnro^nni^bXHMH

cepiiiMH, CBoepi^^HHH

—

5.

«n’ HHHH Kopa6ejib, nepeKnafl», JKoBTCHb, 1988, ho.

3,

crop. 11.
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Ahtohhh: CepiXGBHHa gksothkh
HaH6ijifcm aBTo6iorpa(J)iHHoi 3 yctoro

pa^];Kax

“SejieHOi

HanncaHoro noeTOM

ejierii”:

noxHJieHHH b aaxBaTi, hImo nafl khh2ckok)
MpisB npo 6e3KpaH seMJii, npo HeBiflKpHxi cbIth.®

Xjionei];t

3raj;aHHH xyx Kapji

Man

Maa

e o^j;hhm 3 HaHBiflOMiniHx aBxopiB po3Ba-

xajn>HO-npHro^HHD;fcKOi Jiixepaxypn

niji;jiixKiB

xa lonai^xBa, xBopi^eM

nonyji^pHHX “eK30XHHHHx” poManiB.

y “IlpHBixaHHi
pena

iii,e

:acHxx^” cxHxi^ MaH^i;piB xa

aaMopctKHx

xaeMHHHOcxH, 3K D;e bh^ho, npHMipoM, na
Kaxpena b conexi “PoMaHXH3M”;

fle^KOi

Hafl

a,hb bI^xbo-

h
nepmoro

^OBOJii xpafl,Hi],mHo: b Hacxpoi poMaHXHHHo'i ni;];HeceHocxH

MopeM

b

xMapax Mapnxb Hopna

npHKJia^i;!

rajiHH,

jiipHHHHH Micapt noxonae b xint.
I

PHKi

CKeJii

IljiHByxb

H

CHBLB paJICHiKb.

noxMypi BaiipoHa yniKajiH^

A60, nepecniByioHH 3 aHramctKOi “IlicHK) ManppiBHHKa” fl:acoHa
Ahxohhh no-ioHapBKH pbImho i nexepnjiape BHrojiomye
XBajiy BixpaM, HecnoKoeBi xa hcbxphmhocxh:
MeHC(J)ijipa,

UlyMHXL y ceppi

Ox
Ha

Bixep,

xpoB oxohb 6ypJiHXb.

poneKJia Bxce 6pyKiB, Mypis, pexjiH xHpt!

6eper Mopa xyra, b Kpaii 3eMJii xene,

pe OKean MaHHXL nicHBMH xbhjil Mene.^

npp6PH3HO XOH CaMHH, BCePepeMOPCHHH HacxpiH popopopci,
BipBHoro pyxy

i
6e3MepcHoro BipKppBaPHP CBixy, xIpbkh bpcc pipHecePHH aBxopoM po piBHP BipKpPBaPHP cyxo MHCxeptKoro, xBopporo,
poMipye i b MCPopippoMy pppxpxy “Hicpp 6apboppx 6poppx”:

nopHxoM xax mhjio,
pyMH KHPyxH cxapi!
BixpaMH none pyini naM o6mhjio,

YnHXHCL

pajii

rexb cyMH,

a nicHK) nipKasajiH KOMapi.

CKJiapaeM pni b acxpaBHx aiicxpiB kjik)m6h,

Borpan Irop Ahtohhh, «3ejieHa ejieria», y Horo 3i6paHHX TBopax, sa pep.
i Borpana PyCnaxa (Hbio-HopK i Binmnef: Opranisapia
06opoHH JIcMKiBipHHH B AMepHpi, 1967), cxop. 62.
6.

CBaxocjiaBa FoppHncLKoro

7.

«PoMaHXH3M», xaM

8.

«nicHa MaHppiBHHKa», xaM

2ce, cxop. 45.
ace, cxop. 44.
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HOBHX aMepHK macTa mh kojiiom6h.^

“CaMiXHHH OCTpiB” HeBiji;KpHTHX TBOpHHX TaeMHHIl,L BHpHHae 3 yHBH
noexa b conexi

Ha

“Iji,eaji”:

ocxpoBi, xaK xaxce xasKa,

xeMCHHi CKapSn

fleet Jieacaxt aaKJiOTi.

FopOTb MopaixbKi OHi y saBsaxxi,
xcara 6 ymye b flymax 6 yHH 0 h 6acKo3°
3axonjieHHfl anrjiiHCbKOK) HeopoManxHHHOK) noeaieio, Haflxo n
MopenflaBCbKHMH cioflcexaMH, naHBifl'iyxHime BiflOHJiocfl b AnxcHiiHeBm
“Baflafli npo xint Kanixana”. Tyx oflCHBae npflHO-neOeaneHHHH, flcflb
niflCBiHCHKH OjliflHM OpeOflOM KaSKOBOeXH H MicXHKH CbIx nOpXOBHX
xaBepH, fle rpaioxb y xapxH na CMepxb is caMHM ahaboaom, fle naxne
flflCHHOM

i

HOflcaMH,

flc

Kyiiyioxb fliBHax

aKOMnaHeMCHX xphhkhx caKCo4)OHiB

i

i

npoflaioxb Bflacny xinb

nifl

n’flHoro MaxpocbKoro peroxy.

XopKHyBinHCfl OoflaH noBcpxni y BejiHKm i, MaOyxb, BiHHm xeMi noflopoflcen 3 ri KOpaOflflMH-npHBHflaMH, SaKJIflXHMH OCXpOBaMH, “niBflCHHHMH

MOpflMH

is

MicxaMH,

xa xaH4iyHiB”,

fle

naXoflH”,

niBHiHHHMH ckcaamh “y

Ahxohhh npHiu,enHB na

Hy HyxcHHCbKy nasixb, aks b

Horo xBOpHOCXH
JiaXHe HecaMOBHXHMH H HaCHHCHHMH OapBaMH.
HyflOBHM flonoBHeHHflM

nisHiniiii

flo

me

d;hx pannix ManflpiBHHx

cjiyflCHXH flBopflflKOBHH BipHi “Terra incognita”,
9.

niKOJii BixpiB

flepCBi piflHo'i noesii

cksoxhh-

He pas cna-

MOXHBiB

HanHcaHHH 1932

Moxe
p.:

CiflaHMO B MOBeH. HoifleMO b noflopoac flOBKOJia naninx
cepflepb.Moxce, BiflKpHeMO HOBy, HesHany seMJiio/^
fleuto iHniHH xapaxxep b

AHxoHHHCBiH nepniin

‘TinHOXHsep”, hkhh ysarajii sflaexbcn Meni

36ipu,i

oahhm

is

Mae

conexoifl

HaHBflajiiniHX

npo MaHflpn, a npo

BipmiB xoro paHHboro nepiofly. Tyx

iflexbcfl

xaeMHHHoro

mo BpHBaexbcn b yexanennH Oyflen-

HHH

CBix

si

npHOflyfly, ijnosionicxa,

CBOeiO MOXOpOHIHOK) BHCXaBOK):

B MOJIOHHiM

CBiXJli

HBixyxb Ha nopniM

BoroHb

BAce He

B

MaXOBHX KiHKexiB

moBKy

opflepi.

onax xojioahhx saropiB,

B cyfloprax najibn,i, nane 6 rpaa

«nicHa 6aflbopnx 6poflar», TaM

xaM

na

tkq , crop. 56.

xce, exop. 47.

10.

«lfleaji»,

11.

«Terra incognita»,

xaM

^JJieHxi.

ace, exop. 202.

Ahtohhh: CepiXGBHHa cksothkh
Kpyr Hac

sejieHO-acoBTa Mp^Ka,

naji;e

pisHyB y Byxo cbhct cjihsbkhh,

ToaI BHHMaB

H B KHineni

—

I ^i;ajii

is

i’x
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HaniHx

niji

mob

pisKH.

Bin mIskh

BKJia^aB cbohofo (J)paKa3^

HaxaK na MoacjiHse opieHTauLHe

noxoj],2ceHHa D;Loro

BceBJia^];Horo Mara:

Ha Hami
jiHJiHCb

oni, mob pacni KacKaAH,
cxpyMKaMH 6oM6ai h Sarfla^H/^

“BoM6ai H

KpiM ycLoro inmoro, D;e CKOH^eHcoBani odpasH
Asxop, m6u noKJia^aioHHCB na cBoro
cnpHHH^xjiHBoro MHxana, j;ae HOMy JiHine i^i, Hanponyj^ MicxKi, o6pasHKJiiOHi.

6ar^aj];H”,

iioro flHBOBH:acaMH.

Cxo^],y 3

Pemxy

(Bcepe^];HHi i^hx o6pasiB

— HanpHKJia^, cnexy,

Bo^^orpai,

xHMCpHi pocjiHHH, KaM’iiHi xa rjiHHani 6y^^iBJIi,
y cxpoKaxoMy
ofliisi, Bep6jiK)AiB i cjioniB, a xaKoac 6apBHCXHx nxaxiB) noBHHHa j^oMajiiOBaxH HHxau;BKa y^Ba.

no-cnpaB2CHBOMy AnxoHHHiB

cksoxhsm posKpHBaexbca
Ha cxopiHKax HKoi Hane 6 yxiJIIOeXbCH BiflKpHXXH “hOBHX, HCSHaHHX SeMOJIb” (i BOfl, J^O^aMO),
nporojiomeHe aBxopoM y “Terra incognita”. Spenixoio, ne^tocxaxHicxb
lOHaHO-poMaHXHHHoro nijtxo^ty fl;o Man^tpiBHHX MOXHBiB, nto nepexBopHBCH Ha jiixepaxypHy MO^y h BijtxaK 6aHajibHicxb, Ahxohhh
H enpaMO noKpnxHKyBaB y cBoro nacy, ntonpaBjta, HeonySjiiKOBaHm
OflHaK

moHHO noHHHaiOHH

3

“Khhfh

JIcbb”,

cxaxxi “Jlixepaxypa 6e3po6ixHoi iHxejiireHH,ii”:

Ha nauiHX

nmn

aaxi^HHX seMJiax, b Kpaini,

flajieKin Bifl

Mopa, Hannonyjiapni-

cboroflni b noesii mothb: xchtth MopaKiB.... [B] nac Mopan,bKi noeaii

nmne xenep

flo6pnH ^eciiTOK noexiB,

mo

3

hhx

6ijibuiicTb,

Moxce, h

K opa6jia He 6aHHJia. SycxpinaeMO xyx peni ^ocKonajii, aycxpinaeMO cjia6mi,
ajie

B sarajibHOMy

MopapbRa noeaia npnCpaiia MacoBHH

Ahxohhh ycBipoMHB,

xapaRTep.'"^

tpo sajiHHiaxHCH B KOJii B3ce BijtnpaitbOBaHHx “mo-

piHtbKHx” cxpaxeriH osHanae synHHHXHca b posBHXKy, ynoji;i6HHXHCH

SesiMeHHOMy “po6poMy pecaxKOBi noexiB”, cxaxH o^hhm

3

hhx. Tax

Honajiacp xa BejinnesHa BHyxpiniHH po6oxa nap cboim xajianxoM, nacjiip-

KH HKOl HOBHOK) MipOK) BHHBJIHIOXbCH U],OHHO y “KHHSi

12.

«rinHOTH3ep», xaM

13.

XaM

14.

Borpan-Irop Ahxohhh, «Jlixepaxypa 6e3po6ixHoi

JleBa”.

ace, cxop. 50.

xce.

1992, H. 9, cxop. 79.

iHxejiireHu;ii»,

Cy^acmcTb,

lOpin AHffpyxoBHH
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AHTOHHHa thm KpeaxHBHHM npocxopoM,

Eksothhhc BHcxynae
B

3KOMy MoacHa posMicxnxH

—

HaHXOHHiniHMH ^^exan^MH
npHHOMy ne xijibKH
Bi^i; 3bhhhoxo
nac npapo^HOneBHoro icxopHKO-KyjiBxypnoro

cBix

3

KpaeBH^^y. Oct, HanpHKJiafl, coxBopinna nycTHHi,
neBHo'i reorpa(J)iMHOi 30hh,

Bi^i;;];ajieHoi

ro JiaHAma4)xy, ane h nycxHHi

slk

xeKcxy;

YMepjiHX KBixiB

i],apcxBO

— cnnxb nycxHHa

B nicKy copoHu;! 30Jioxo-HepBOHiH.

MajiiOK ocox

CKCxa 3 a

— pocjiHHHe hopxobhhhb,

coHi];a

h 6 jiHCKaBOK noroni.

!^HBi cbIhkh nonaa, 3eMJii xpynoio,

mopcxKHH 6yp’BH Hapa3 KyipeM ropiOHHM.
Hcmob Kymi po3XHJieHi pyxoio
po3XHJiaxbca 6e3aoHHi BipH Kpyni3^

Yci aexaai
“

ij;iei

KapxHHH

—

i

“aoaoxo-HepBOHa copoHKa nicKy”, h

npncyxHicxb y Kaapi no^Bapnoro ocoxy, hk i xoh,
apemxoK), aoBeacHHH nayKOio 4^aKx, mo xenepimna nycxHHa i^e aiHcno
eKcxaaa cohd;^”,

i

KoanniHe “kbIxIb ti;apcxBo”, a na aoaaxoK npana 6i6aiHHa aaioaia (“Kyiu;
ropiOHHH”) cxBopioioxb HaasBHHaHHy CMHcaoBy ymiJibHCHicxb i noBHy
xyaoacHK) aocxoBipnicxb i],boro KpeaxHBHoro npocxopy, b 3khh BxiKae
noexoBa yaaa b nomyKax 6aacaHo‘i “apyroi aiHCHOcxH”.
neBHc pyxaHBe i naacxHHHe cepeaoBHiii,e b yciii cboih noaipniH
oaHOMamxHocxH, mo HacnpaBai e KoabopoBicxio, nocxae nepea HaMH
nycxHHa i y Bipmi “^aHHia y aMi aeBia”;
nponaxHene, ayxoxne nopne 30Jioxo hoh6h nycxHni,
npocBixjiene nypnypoK), po36apBJieHe y
IJ,e

cijib

nianiHBKa nepBona nia KoacyxoM Hoai.

Ha nia

3 eMJii

MoaaiK.

MopoK

chhIh

HaB 6 aa noracay, xoh ime acapxy, ciaae.

Foxyioxbca ao aboxy naaMH nicKOBi, mob XMapH nxacxaa,

mo

ciao Ha

chohhhok

i

ocb-ocb Biaanne b 6e3Mip BiabHHH.^^

Y Bipmi “IlicKH” MaeMO nepea MHcaeHHM 3opoM ne anme “Miane
03epo nycxHHi” h “aiaei 3ip cxoaaHHx”, aae h ii;iaHH paa CBiaacHb

15.

“3naK

16.

«flaHHia y aMi aeBis»,

JIeBa», y iioro

Sidpannx TBopax, crop.

tbm

ace, cxop. 100-1.

100.

Ahtohhh: CepueBHHa cksothkh
nycxejitHoro

piflKicHoro

OcxaHHi,

mypi,

mo

maKajiH,

cKopnioHH,

6iocy:

^i;oBi^];yeMOC5i

xH:aci ccaBE,i,
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ixHeBMOHH.

cneii;iiuibHoro cjiOBHHKa, e “4>apaoHOBi

si

KpoKOji;HJiiB

s’majiH

i

sa xe 6yjiH

maHOBani

y nacax nanyBaHHa ernnexctKHx cJ)apaoHiB”/^ MaGMO b i^bOMy Bipmi
H HanpoHyj; ^HHaMinHi MaHCxepni xapxHHH xoro, hk

nicKH

njiaiu,eM

hcpbohhm na nycxeni

flo jiLoxy, BnajiH

sipBajiHca

i

Jioni

saBMepJiH.

a6o
IlycxHHH,

MOB

jieBHpa, y niBCHi

h

nifi’aBi

xpyAbMH cxa 6yp sixxae h noniji HepBonaBKH,
MOB XMapH 3 cipKH H KpcHAH, BflHxye npocoxjia3®

Bipm “IlicKH” saKiHHyexbca oSpasoM (“IJ,e

nm

nicKaMH”),

Hoi' c(J)epH

B

mo Moxe

AHxoHHHa

nocjiy:»cHXH

—

c(J)epH

dy^iixbca Micxa npafl,aBHi

me

mIcxkom

nepBWHHx Kyjibryp.

HHH HaMH y nonepeji;HbOMy posmni

o^^Hiei

cksoxhh-

IJ,e B:ace

sra^];yBa-

CBix pyin, “i];BHHxap sojioxhx

xin” (“SopejicB, a6o cysip’a JleBa”)

hh yaBHi excKypcH

b

Monap-

xoBmy npa-

cBoepmHa pecxaBpai],m apxexnniB:

naM’axi,

TaHU,K)K)Xb xaxyHOBani flisnaxa na MaHAani Mpii,

nicoK najiioHHH
i

nifl

cxonoio,

a 3-nepeA cxa coxchb

Jiononyxb flBa khhkh,
c(J)epa

Jiix

mob

CMOJia nepBona, xane

pi3b6jiio

Ha 6y6m cohd,b xanepb,

mob KpHJia nxaxH,

mo

3

noxMijuiH

MJiie.*^

HaHHacxime noB’HsyexbCH b hocxhhhhx acomamAx is
i
6e30AeHb. Y (J)iHaAi “XopoBOAy”

CBixoM niA36MHHM, cbIxom HaAP
6aHHMO, AK

MaecxaxHHHO cxoaaxb

6yiiBOJiH nepBoni

jieaaAH, Ae sacae im yMepJie

conpe

na niASCMHi

— ahck

3

e6eHy3°

B “AnoKaAincHci” HHxaeMO npo “niAseMHHx pix cAHSbKe, npHMapne
AKHH 3XOAOM MaiiAce noBxopHXbCA y “CypMax ocxaHHboro
aha”; D;iKaBO h xe, mo anaAoriHHHH napaACAisM MaeMO npn sicxaBACHsiAAA” (o6pas,

i

17. BorAaH Irop Ahtohhh, UepcreHi MOJiOffOCTi: ffo TpnjjB^THJiiTT^ Biff CMepri
noera ( 1909-1937), ynop. M. HeBepni (IlpAmiB: CAOBan,bKe neA- bha-bo b BpaxicnaBi
i BiAAiA yKpaiHCbKoi AirepaTypn b npameBi, 1966), cxop. 364.

18.

«nicKH», y Horo 3i6paHHX TBopax, cxop. 119.

19.

«XopoBiA», xaM

20.

TaM

ace.

Ace, cxop. 120.
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Hi “IlicHi npo HeaHHmeHHicTB MaTepii” 3 “MepxBHMH aBxaMH”
nepmoMy, xaK i b flpyroMy BHna^;Ky noex yaBJiae co6i MandyxHK)

nOXOHHy”

—

y

“nicjia-

BKpHXy BCijiaKOIO eKSOXHHHOK) pOCJIHHHicXK), HacaMnecjii^^ax” sHaxoflHMO o6pa3HC y3arajitHeHi^Boro pyxy bxjih 6, y H63HaHy xoBn^y npaKyjiBxyp: “O^ne na o^^HOMy
mapaMH cnjiaxt cxojiixxa”. Ahxohhh npoBa^Hxt CBoi no^i,opoxci ne Jinme
pe^i;

SeMJIK)

najiBMaMH), a b “SaxepxHx

B npocxopi, ajie

i

b naci.

AHxoHHHeBoi ckboxhkh e OKean. CaM Ahxohhh
BHHepnne xjiyMaHCHHa H;Boro 4>eHOMeHy BJiacHoi
xBopHOCXH, KOJiH HOHCHioe “He3po3yMijiicxi>” Ae^KHx cBoix o6pa3iB y
cxaxxi “ilK poayMixH noeaiio”: “Iloex, naMaraiOHHCB cHrnyxH
caMoro Kopena,
n^pa, yrjiH6 npnpo^^H, aycxpinae Bo^i;y, Mope (Mope
caMe B co6i), hk npaBinny D;apHHy npHpoj^n”?^ BeayMOBHO, y cBixjii
P03M0BH npo AHXOHHHiB 6K30XH3M HC 3aHBO HpHJI,HBHXHCa JI,0 lyCXOl
o6pa3Hoi xKaHHHH oji;Horo 3 HaHnoKa30BiniHx y D;BOMy cenci BipmiB
“Bajiaj;a npo npopoxa Hony” 3 n ahbobh^chok) MaxepmjibnoK) nacnHacxynHOK)

aae

C(J)epoK)

^i;ocxaxHbo

—

Henicxio:

Hn 3naem xbMane papcxBO

— CBix Mijibnona ahb,

3ejieHO-Hopny 6axbKiBm;HHy BocbMnnoriB?

Bo naaixb con xaxnx ne
KK nin

B

flacxb naivi o6pa3iB,

npaBinnoMy noxcapi

flna

MopcbKoro.

Xxo BHKOxaB noxBopny nocxaxb n,HX icxox?
IlpHpOJtH xcapx XCOPCXOKHH, MapHOxpaxHHH 6e3yM?
B’loxb rjiyxo ph6h-mojioxh y mxojibni boa
i

pH6n-nHJiH xpaioxb boahc conn,e jie30M.^^

Koah nnxaeni i^i paakh, b yABi mhmoboaI nocxaioxb cxapoBHHni
MopcbKi Mann, a© 3 rAH6nH i xbhab OKcancbKnx npocxopiB BnpHnaioxb
noxBopni n XHMepni cxBopinnA, xcaxAHBi Moncxpn i noKpyni, oxhahh,

—

yaecb xon boaahhh 6 ecxiApin, u^o
ApaKOHH xa “MopcbKi enncKonn”
cxane npoAoroM ne ahuic aaa naHBHAaxniniHX 4)anxa3MiB cioppeaAicxHHHoro MaAApcxBa, aAC H ajia aanaxeHXOBanoi bxoaom y FoAAiByAi
KinonpoAyKn,ri xcaxiB.

Oxean Anxonnna
AC Kipixo npo

21.

xe,

—

mo

u,e nane BiAryx na MipxyaanHA xyAOxcnnxa ^xc.
“xapxnna Mycnxb 6yxn babxcah BiAo6paxcenHAM

BorAaH-Irop Ahtohhh, «.Hk posyMixH noe3iio», CyvacnicTb, 1992,

h. 9,

cxop.

78.
22.

«BaAHAa npo npopoxa HoHy», y 3i6paHHx rsopax AnTOHHna, cxop.

102.

Ahtohhh: CepijeBHHa cksothkh
rjiH6oKoro BiAHyTra”

i

mo
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“rjinSoKe osHanae ahbhc, a aubhc osHanae

tofo, u];o6h TBip MHCTeATBa 6yB 6e3CMepxHCBiAOMC H HesHane.
HHM, Heo6xiAHO, a6n bIh bhhiuob sa Me:ad jiiOACfcKoro”.^^
OKeaH AHTOHHHa sacejicHHH “pH6oraAaMH-ixTio3aBpaMH”, “mojiioc-

TydKaMH”, MOPCBKHMH JICBaMH, aKyjiaMH,

KaMH”, “4)mJIKaMH MOP^

oKynaMH, nojiinaMH, cTOHoraMH, ajie nopyM, a xoHHime
Hdff d;hm 6iojioriHHHM pi3Ho6apBHHM MicHBOM nepecyBaioxBca “Mope-

AejiB(|)iHaMH,

njiaBAiB

Aymi”,^"^

6ijii

“noji^pni anrojiH”, “Aynii MaMyxiB”,^^ aoAin-

KanBHi 3Bipi xa “komcxh,

HHHOM

mo

ippeajiBHa aihchIcxl

6araxmoK)

i

IJ,il[KOM

i^BixyxB xBocxaMH, nane naBH”.^^ TaKHM
noexHHHoro CBixy BMBJiHGXBCii anaMHo

CKJiaAHimoio bIa peajitHoi.

OKPCMHMH

B

AHXOHHHCBOMy AOpo6Ky

npHCB^Heni a^ojickhm KpamaM, mo, ao xoro

3c,

G CKBOXH^Hi Bipmi,

noKaaani xpiat npnaMy

y “CjIOBi npo HOPHHH HOJIK” acJ)pHKaHCBKHH n6H3a3C nOAaHHH
OHHMa “edcHOBoro bo^ca^ 3 cepexKoio 3opi y Byci”, a xoMy Bopoaci
jiixaKH nocxaioxb ax
BiHHH.

flpaKOHH,

ApaKOHH,

mo 6eH3HHy n’loxb, na nxaxiB cxoxci
mo njiK)K)XL 3Mimy cjinny — ojihbo h

na HocoporiB,

i

boxohb sepHHC-

XHH,^^

MiHH BH6yxaK)xi> “xiojibnanaMH hbap niASCMHHx” i “xymaMH BorneHHHmh”, a “rapMaxH po3KJiaAaioxi> Biajia ahmIb”.
y “CjioBi npo AjiBKaaap” nepcA HaMH poaropxaGxtcx cxoaca nanopaMa
3 “xpoxHAaMH nocxpijiiB”, “xiojibnanaMH xncani eKcnjiLoain”,
“KBixaMH, apocjiHMH 3 AHHaMixy” H “KopoHOK) 3 KapxeniB”. HeoSxiAnicxb BiAXBopnxH ecnancLKHn jianAnia(i)x 3MymyG aBxopa BAaBaxncH ao
npxMoi reorpa4)iHHoi kohkpcxhkh:

—

TojieAO na cImox ysrip’ax, na

HepBomn Kpyni Taxo,

26.
27. ne Micxo AO xpecxa nycxejii pBaxaMH cxa 6amx npn6Hxe.
SeMJiii
HepBona 6jiaxa, Mican,L b o6pm Bxpya HaHrpy6iuHM abb-

—

XOM,
nycxHHa, Maxn Bixpy, bIa jiioach 6epe sa npo'isA mhxo.

23.

H.

.3.

MajiaxoB, Moji,epHH3M:

Kphthvcckhh ovepK (MocKBa: HcKyccxBO,

1986), CTop. 149.
24.

«OKeaHia», y 3i6paHHx reopax AHTOHHna, cxop. 121,

25.

«IIoji5ipia»,

xaM

«ApKXHKa», xaM
«Cjiobo npo

p. 11.

ace, pp. 3, 12.
ace, cxop. 122, p.

hophhh

nojiK»,

xaM

1.

ace, cxop. 130, pp.

23^.
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B MepeacHBi KpyTHX npoByjiKiB ropae mIcto

lOBenipeHL,

[...]

Xam,i flHMiB, 6araxTH 6ype, dpi h 6poH30Bi

Tpaaa KOJiiOHa,

ji;i6poBH,

— Bopca na Koacyxax CKejiB cnHSbKa

Bifl

xpoBH.^*

Taxe npoHHKHCHHii b caMy cyxb iHuiHX,

mo

xaxe rocxpe 6aHeHHa xoro,
(

ara^aHMO xona 6

KineMaxorpacJ)
BHrji5ij];ae

xe,

^i,aBaB

CBix) e,

hh xinBKH

mo

b

4)i3HHHO

ji,ajieKHX, HesnaHHx cBixiB,
no6aHCHHM 6yxH He mofjio

AHxoHHHeBi nacH

me

He 6yjio

xejieBiaii,

a

BejiBMH npH6jiH3He yHBJieHHH npo xe, hk nacnpaBm

6e3nepeHH0, u;ij[KOM yniKajitHHM

yKpaiHCBKoi

HBHmeM. Sarocxpene BmnyxxH i nepe:acHBaHHH BCBoro HajiiSBHHaHHoro, a xaKo:ac MoryxHH cHJia y^BH
oct
MoacjiHBi HOHCHeHHH pa4)iHOBaHoro y ^lexajiHX i BejiHHHoro y cboih
i^ijiocxH AHxoHHHeBoro BiaioHepcxBa. B^^aiOHHCB
o6pa3iB eKSOXHHHHx,
Ahxohhh nepm ycboro myKae aj;eKBaxHHx cboim xbophhm aanHxaM
npopHB ji,o HOBoro H HeanaHoro
piment. 3ji;aexBCH, npn i^bOMy Bin
Hane Bxaaye hbm na mo^cjimbIcxl inmoro 6yxxn, BHKOHyiOHH o^Binny
Miciio noexa. Horo eK30XH3M npn H,BOMy u;ijiKOM BHpasHO aacBmnye
3j;axHicxB ji,o BmonepcTBa, ji;o CBoepmnoro “5icHOBH^i;iHHH” xa ochhhb.
BmxpHxxH “hobhx aMepHK” B yKpamcBKiH noeaii, poamnpeHHH li oSpasHo-xeMaxHHHHx o6piiB 3a Me:»ci ycxajieHoro i SBHHHoro
me o^i;hh
B aacjiHBHH acnexx li ocyHacnenHii AHXOHHHeM.
Hoeaii

(i

ji,jih

nei?)

—

—

—

—

28.

«Cjiobo npo AjitKa3ap», TaM ace, cxop. 132, pp. 15-19, 22-3.
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Bohdan Ihor Antonych was bom on 9 October 1909

in the

Lemko

village of

Novytsia (Polish: Nowica) in Gorlice county, Galicia. His father was a
Uniate Catholic
other family
dialect,

which

speak the

priest.

Antonych’ s mother tongue and the one that he and

members spoke
is

latter until

at

home was Lemko,

the westernmost Ukrainian

from standard Ukrainian. He did not learn

he was a teenager. Antonych’ s formal education

gymnasium he attended
humanities

at

quite distinct

in

Sanok and, from the age of eighteen,

to

at the

in the

Lviv University, from which he graduated with the degree of

master of philosophy in 1934, was conducted exclusively in Polish. While

and studying

living

in Lviv,

he was exposed not only to the Polish and

Ukrainian cultures, but also to the Jewish, German, and other minority
cultures of that city.

The

first

two

cultures,

however, had a determining

influence on him.

Antonych was not the
linguistic milieu.^

first

Ukrainian writer to function in more than one

Although he never wrote poetry

bicultural heritage to introduce

his

literature.

To understand

new

the nature of his

in Polish,

aesthetic

he drew upon

ideas into Ukrainian

new poetic diction, one must
Lemko origins, his formal

appreciate the complicated interaction of his

1.

For example, Olha Kobylianska was educated in German-language schools in her

Bukovyna and wrote her first literary efforts in German. She also introduced the
some German writers, including Nietzsche, into Ukrainian literature. In Russianruled Ukraine before the First World War, the Neoclassicist poets Mykola Zerov and
Mykhailo Drai-Khmara wrote poems in both Ukrainian and Russian before switching to
native

ideas of

writing solely in Ukrainian.
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Polish

and

education,

relatively

his

mastery of standard

literary

late

Ukrainian.
In the context of interwar Western Ukrainian literature, Antonych’s

poetry had a different ring from the very outset. While most of his

contemporaries were preoccupied primarily with political and social issues,

he was interested in metaphysical, philosophical, and meta-poetic questions.
His

first

collection of poetry, Pryvitannia zhyttia (Greetings to Life, 1931),

had a beginner’s bookish

but

air,

surprised readers with

it

its

themes, including those of sports and of the unconscious. The

welcomed

the

young

many new

critics

warmly

poet, but they failed to appreciate the innovative nature

of his poetry. In general, they praised Antonych for his pastoral depiction of

which was familiar

nature,

of the

Antonych’s

Ukrainian reader, and deemed him a “poet

to the

quote levhen Malaniuk. This led to the misinterpretation of

soil,” to

later

works, for example, of his depiction of urban loci in

catastrophic terms. Malaniuk asserted that the

gloomy imagery of

the urban

poetry in Antonych’s 1938 collection Rotatsii (Rotations) arose from his

“complex of a former peasant”:
If,

despite

its

unexpectedness, Zelena ievanheliia [The Green Gospel] will not

who knew and sensed Antonych’s
much by the sum of its devices and by

surprise those

poetry, Rotatsii will surprise

them, not so

its

is

because

to a

theme

it is

style as

by

themes. That

its

a collection (more exactly, a cycle) of Antonych’s verses devoted

that is provocative

world, the tilled

field,

and the

and risky /or a poet of the
village)

—

^to

soil (of nature, the plant

theme of the

the

city.

And,

clearly, [as]

an evangelist of nature, vegetative-elemental Antonych (“Antonych grows and the
grass grows”) does not accept the city.

He

sees

it

as “a

den of contempt and

rabble,” as the negation of nature and the elements. In our hterature, except for

[Mykhail] Semenko[’s poetry] and

[Valeriian]

attitude to the city is eine alte Geschichte.

Lemko

village

were he

Pidmohylny’s [novel] Misto,

this

Antonych would not be the son of the

to treat the city differently.^

Malaniuk’ s assessment established the traditional image of Antonych as a poet
of nature for
later

whom

the urban

theme

seeks

some dominant

feature that

emotional variety of Antonych’s
to

look for

yokel,

2.

ahen and

it

Some

artificial.

fifty

years

the thematic diversity and

would

it

not

be most

it

—

in the psychological state of the author himself

who came down from

levhen Malaniuk, “B.

Mykola

would unify

first collection,

I.

Ilnytsky,

fruitful

in yesterday’s

the hills into the busthng cities?^

Antonych: ‘Zelena ievanheliia’

sposterezhen: Proza, vol. 2 (Toronto:
3.

is

Malaniuk’ s words were echoed by Mykola Ilnytsky: “If one nevertheless

Homin

Bohdan-Ihor Antonych: Narys

Radianskyi pysmennyk, 1991), 43.

My

i

‘Rotatsii,’” in his

Knyha

Ukrainy, 1966), 433-4.

emphasis.

zhyttia

i

tvorchosti

(Kyiv:
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It is

Antonych’s time the urban theme was

true that in

in Ukrainian literature. This is perhaps the
attributed

any negative depiction of urban

of and aversion to
not quite

life in

Antonych.

fit

and youth

in

newly

life to

critics

a peasant’s typical rejection

the harsh and alien city. But this interpretation does

ignores the fact that he spent most of his childhood

resettled

rural.

More

bumpkin,

this

importantly, even

if

one views Antonych

does not address the fundamental issue of

his “otherness” in Ukrainian literature. This, as well as the
his poetry

quite fresh

urban or semi-urban environments and that his family

background was not
as a

It

still

main reason why Ukrainian

and the vision of catastrophe

in his

urban themes in

mature works, cannot be

properly understood in an exclusively Ukrainian context.

contend that Antonych’s early works do not reflect a peasant mentality,

I

but rather his formal education in Polish and his exposure to Polish culture,
in

which the urban theme was by no means new. He should be compared not

with Pidmohylny, but with the Polish poets Czeslaw Milosz and Jozef

Czechowicz, whose catastrophic modes of expression reflected the atmosphere of

crisis

and

existential anxiety that prevailed in

Europe during the

1930s. Antonych’s distinctive contribution to Ukrainian literature,
argue, stems

from

Antonych’s manuscripts make
literary events

it

WiadomoM Literackie,

life

he was active

magazines

Skamander, and Chwila. In addition, he was

Antonych’s maternal grandfather was a chemistry professor

4.

would

clear that he closely followed Polish

and publications.^ Moreover, throughout his

in Polish literary circles, contributing articles to the Polish literary

Sygnaty,

I

his liminal cultural position.

at

Lviv University. In

when Antonych was five years old, his father, who had studied theology in Lviv
and Przemysl, moved the entire family from Novytsia to Vienna. Five years later the
1914,

family resettled in the town of Medzilaborce in the Presov region in eastern Slovakia, and
a year later they returned to Galicia,

Sanok
5.

They

at the

where Antonych began attending gymnasium

in

age of eleven.

The manuscripts have been preserved
are arranged in

at the

Stefanyk Scientific Library in Lviv.

boxes (Ant.) and folders (P) within each box. From the manuscript

P yyy (17 pp., two of them blank) we learn that he regularly read the literary
magazines Skamander and Wiadomosci Literackie. The same folder contains a list of a
in Ant. 71,

hundred Polish

writers, including Milosz, Boleslaw Lesmian, Jan Lechoh, Cyprian
Norwid, Tadeusz Peiper, Julian Przybos, Antoni Slonimski, Julian Tuwim, and Kazimierz

Wierzyhski; a

list of Polish translations of works by Blok, Gide, Goethe, Shakespeare,
Rimbaud, Baudelaire, Nietzsche, and Whitman; and a list of Ukrainian writers that,

surprisingly, contains only twenty-six names, among them Pavlo Tychyna, Mykola
Bazhan, and Heo Shkurupii. Antonych also read Polish books on non-literary topics.
Pages 255-7 contain his notes on Jozef Premik’s article on Tertiary reptiles in the 7

September 1934 issue of Kuryer Literacko-Naukowy.
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a friend of the Polish poet and journalist Tadeusz Hollender, and he served
as the primary advisor

on the anthology of contemporary Ukrainian poetry

had translated and was planning

that Hollender

Antony ch’s involvement
of his literary output.

We

modernism on him, but

to publish.

in Polish culture necessitates a closer rereading

must examine not only the influence of European
especially the impact of Polish literature

on

his

poetic subjects and his grammar, lexicon, and style and Antonych’s place

between two

We

literary traditions.^

must ask

what extent he

to

re-articu-

found in the works of his favourite Polish

lated the artistic principles he

contemporaries, such as the Skamander group of poets (especially

Tuwim

and Wierzyhski) and the poets of the Cracow Avant-garde (mainly Peiper
and Przybos).
It

should be emphasized that

command

ignored this
early

when Antonych began

of literary Ukrainian was
fact. I

poems

how he had

form “rpyfltMH”

—“rpyfl,HMa”

(29: 13), the

6.

—show

Many

A

a crucial issue. Antonych’s

that

instead of the proper instrumental

“niBAeHHHx”

he had not yet mastered

(33:16),

and many other

recent example

is

the dissertation

Andrukhovych, “Bohdan Ihor Antonych

i

modernism on

by the prominent Ukrainian writer

literatumo-estetychni kontseptsii

(Prykarpatskyi University [Ivano-Frankivsk],

The

literary Ukrainian.^

scholars have already discussed the impact of European

minimal attention

His

Polonism “mna^ta” instead of “mnara” (31:

6), the incorrectly stressed adjective

Antonych.

is

to struggle to write in Ukrainian.

Pryvitannia zhyttia, contains errors in accent and declension

and a “Polonized” lexicon

examples

writing poetry, his

incomplete. Scholars have mostly

contend, however, that this

clearly reveal

first collection,

still

lurii

modemizmu”

1996). Therefore this article shall pay

to this issue.

7. The page and line references to Antonych’s poems cited in this article are to
Bohdan Ihor Antonyeh, Zibrani tvory, ed. Sviatoslav Hordynsky and Bohdan Rubehak
(New York and Winnipeg: Organization for Defense of Lemkivshchyna in America, for
the Slovo Association of Ukrainian Writers in Exile, 1967). Antonych’s incorrect word

stresses

were unquestionably unintentional: whenever he deliberately changed a

stress,

he

indicated this in a separate footnote. For instance, in “Bozhevilna ryba” (The Crazy Fish)

he uses the word “Mexi” and adds a footnote to indicate that

“Mexo”

‘noise’

and not “Mexa”

‘goal’;

hence the change

this is a

in stress.

case form of

The more Antonych

wrote in Ukrainian, the fewer mistakes he made. His archives indicate that he consulted
dictionaries eonstantly in order to master the literary language.

unlikely that his

poems were corrected by

As he

editors. Indeed, there are

manuseripts he submitted for publication, and, ironically,

it

progressed,

no corrections

appears that Antonych

eventually acquired a better grasp of the language than his editors in Lviv.
insight in

this

regard

Romanenehuk: “Pro
rokovyny smerti,"

is

A

valuable

memoir of one of his colleagues, Bohdan
sheho buv khrushchem: Spohad pro Antonycha v 10-i

found

poeta,

repr. in

it is

in the

in

the

Kurier Kryvbasu, nos.

93^

(January 1998), 116.
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Lemko
is

dialect is clearly influential in

Antony ch’s

very different from standard Ukrainian in

lary, all

Lemko

of which are important in prosody;

which the

dialect in

words, as

it

stress falls invariably

Of

does in Polish.

Polish, the language in

early poetry. This dialect

stress, intonation,
is

and vocabu-

the only Ukrainian

on the penultimate

syllable in all

Antonych was also influenced by

course,

which he was educated and the dominant language

in interwar Galician society

and

To demonstrate Antonych’ s

culture.*

relationship to Polish poetry, let

me

review

the situation in interwar Polish literature, paying particular attention to poets

who

influenced him. Their impact on Pryvitannia zhyttia was especially

marked.

Skamander
One

of the most important groups of poets in interwar Poland was

Skamander, formed in Warsaw

after

1918 and connected with the monthly

Skamander (1920-29 and 1935-39) and the weekly WiadomoM Literackie
(1924-39).^ Its members were Jaroslaw Iwaszkiewicz, Lechoh, Slonimski,
Tuwim, and Wierzyhski. According to Michal Glowihski, it was not a
“formal” group but a “situational” one^°:

an

members were

its

linked not by

program, but rather by friendship and a similar aesthetic outlook.

artistic

Skamander’ s agenda was shaped by the new and unique circumstances
in

which

members
in

it

arose, namely, the restoration of Polish

rejected the artistic

newly independent Poland the purpose of

different

and avoid the

found in

positivists

“fortify hearts”

8.

it

had

to

poet’s role

was not
in heroic

engage

My

the

one the

deeds or to

be focused on producing Tart pour Tart, a

Young Poland’s

in Contact.

be completely

—

to

Its

that

and didactic elements

literary

program.

It

For more on bilingualism and the role of the socio-cultural

Weinreich, Languages

should express

setting,

see Urile

Findings and Problems (The Hague: Mouton, 1963).

below is from a current
would be hard to prove that Antonych was able to differentiate between
two models of poetry represented by Skamander and the Cracow Avant-garde, even

9.

description of the literary groups and trends here and

perspective.
the

The

had called for

—nor should

principle
10.
enunciated in

literature

political stance, moralizing,

earlier Polish literature.

Romantics and

independence in 1918.

program of Young Poland and maintained

though

It

this distinction

the 1920s.

What

is

was much

with the poetry and theoretical
writers Przybos

by the time he debuted as a poet than

it was in
Antonych was familiar
writings of Tuwim, Wierzyhski, and the avant-garde

clearer

important for our purposes, however,

is

that

and Peiper.

Michal Glowihski, “Grupa hteracka a model poezji: Przyklad ‘Skamandra,’” in his
Style odbioru: Szkice o komunikacji literackiej (Cracow:

Wydawnictwo

Literackie, 1977).
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neither passive acceptance nor revolt, but an active attitude toward the world.

Unlike other Polish

literary groups, the poets

of Skamander never announced

a theoretical program and were opposed to any theory of

common

on certain

talent; (2) the poetics

of prezenteizm, that

present time; and (3) vitalism, that

is,

art.

But they agreed

development of creative

principles: (1) the unrestrained

the connection of art with the

the celebration of life in

is,

biological manifestations. In contrast to their literary predecessors,
der’ s poets addressed the

mass

reader.

They were

all

its

Skaman-

also interested in meta-

poetic reflections, particularly in the poet’s relationship with poetry and with
the reader.

Antonych’s early writings were particularly inspired by

Tuwim and

Wierzyhski. Certain aspects of their poetics can be found in his

two

first

books, Pryvitannia zhyttia and Try persteni (Three Rings, 1934). Antony eh

echoes these poets’ vitalism and use of the sports theme. The

Dionysian motif, which
life

as a biological

is

vitalistic

expressed primarily as spontaneity and the cult of

phenomenon,

is

found in Wierzyhski’ s Wiosna

i

wino

(Spring and Wine, 1919) and Wrdble na dachu (Sparrows on the Roof, 1921)

and

in

Tuwim’s Czyhanie na Boga (Waylaying God, 1918) and Sokrates

tanczQcy

(Dancing

Socrates,

(Dionysian Singing)

Podniesmy wraz
I

1920).

“Spiew dionizyjski”

Wierzyhski’ s

considered to be his most programmatic poem:

is

kielichy! Tr^icmy sig radosnie

niechaj huczny smiech nasz caly swiat obleci,

Nam

serce

w

nieobj^ty

ogrom globu

rosnie,

Zdrowie bogow pijemy, niebiescy poeci.

O, bracia! Pijmy zdrowie tego, co tahcami

Przeplywa

w

snie

i

marmurach

piesni,

gipsie.

i

Wiwat! Niech zyje zycie! Caly swiat wraz z nami:

Wszak

A

tahczy juz

w

sinhlar spirit inspires

11.

kr^g slohca na swojej elipsie."

Tuwim’s “Poezja”

Let us raise our glasses! Let’s clink them joyfully

laughter fly around the entire world,
globe,

/

Heavenly poets,

drink to the one
/

(Poetry):

Hurrah!

To

who

life!

let

/

May

And may

/

us drink to the health of the gods!...

with dances

/ /

O

brothers! Let us

Floats across in dreams and songs, marble and plaster.

/

The whole world

is

with us:

(Kazimierz Wierzyhski, Poezje zebrane, vol.

Luk, 1994], 48). Contrary to some Ukrainian

/

For the sun

1,

life as

is

already dancing in

its

orbit

comp. Waldemar Smaszcz [Bialystok:

critics, the

“Dionysian affirmation of

cannot be attributed to Antonych. His lifelong search for “a
be construed as an affirmation of

our boisterous

our hearts grow as large as the unembraceable

we know

it

home beyond

on Earth.

life”

the star” cannot
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Powstal

w

mej duszy wprost szalenczy plan,

mozna przyrownac

Plan, ktory

Niechaj

Co

herezji:

dowie wszelki

si? dzisiaj

ja wlasciwie s§idz?

stan,

o poezji

. . .

B?d?i te slowa jak taneczny krok!

— jak
— Poezja —
B?d§i

zlota

do Stolicy droga!
panow, skok,

jest to, prosz?

Skok barbarzyhcy, ktory poczul Boga!

Jest to pierwotny, czippewajski

krzyk

chutna milosc do rodz^icej ziemi,

I

Zadowolony, barbarzyncy ryk,

Gdy

Ogien oczy zdumionymi.'^

ujrzal

Both poems present a vision

which people can

in

attain unity with

being

through an irrational act that liberates them from the limitations of bourgeois

conunon sense and the obligations of

social convention.

These free and

self-

confident individuals see themselves, on the one hand, against the back-

ground of nature and, on the

Tuwim

praise

modem

other, in

civilization

an urban

and

its

setting.

Both Wierzyhski and

technical achievements.

Although Ukrainian scholars have discussed Antonych’s Dionysian
motifs in Pryvitannia zhyttia at length,

expressing this

“Himn

Youth),

I

have found only five poems

“Pisnia pro vichnu molodisf

spirit:

zhyttia”

(Hymn

to Life), “Pisnia

(A Song about Eternal

’

badorykh brodiah” (Song of

the Daring Vagabonds), “Avtobiohrafiia” (Autobiography), and “Pryvitannia
zhyttia.” Their

poets.

mood, however,

For example, here

ffjia

is

is

not quite the same as that of the Polish

an excerpt from “Pryvitannia zhyttia”:

MOJiOAHx njienen jierKHH e ne6a b’iok,

B ottHOManiTHocTi He BBHTbCH

HaM

nosix.

O, He cjiOBaMH ycT, ajie cjiOBaMH pyx

cniBaTH byflCM nicHio na ^chtth noposi.

12.

In

my

soul a crazy plan has arisen,

everyone here learn today
be like a dance step!
gentlemen,

is

a

/

leap, /

And

/

What

They

I

will

A plan that can
. .
.

be compared to heresy:

poetry

!

!

yell

When one

sees Fire with astonished eyes

an animal love for the

fertile earth, /

A

(Tuwim, “Poezja,”

Alina Kowalczykowa [Warsaw: Czytelnik, 1986], 281).

/

These words

be like the golden road to the Capital!

The leap of a barbarian who has sensed God!

Chippewa

/

/

really think about

H

It’s

/

Let
will

Poetry,

a primeval,

satisfied barbarian roar, /

in his Wiersze, vol. 1, ed.

—
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Bixaii ^CHXxa! IH,o 6iJiL aaeui,
i

cyM

i

B Mem iohhh

rope.

Bixan acHxxn!

I

i

macxa

i

He BMep

naji

Kpacy
Dne.

na npHBix xo6i nonecy

M’HKe xa B naHu;Hp KpHO,eBHH aanyxe

cepii,e. (66:

17-24)^^

This sounds more like a bookish declaration than real enthusiasm.

poem

reminiscent of a Baroque

written for

some important

exclamation “Greetings, hfe!” has a conunonplace ring, which
beginning poet.
of hfe was,

seems

It

that the hterary shape of

modem

that of

who wants

that of the rebel

collection)

—

mode

in Pryvitannia

romantic discontent with visible reahty and

to escape (the

from “grey” everyday

—“Raketa”

typical for a

Antonych’s Dionysian love

confirmed by the fact that the prevalent

zhyttia is rather different

is

is

The

a variation on a motif that was in fashion at the

at this early stage,

time.^^ This is

It

occasion.

hfe.

word

vtekty often appears in the

Many poems have

titles that

sound very

(Rocket), “Stratosfera” (Stratosphere), and “Orel

i

htak”

(The Eagle and the Airplane). Despite our expectations, they do not elaborate
futuristically

on the greatness of our

—

a single image

reason

I

poetry

is filled

that of escape

civilization, but instead serve to

from mundane hfe

disagree with those critics

who

claim that Antonych’s

first

For this

volume of

They do appear later,
Knyha Leva (The Book of the Lion, 1936)

with optimism and Dionysian motifs.

though in transformed images,

in

and Zelena ievanheliia (1938). But optimism
in

constmct

into a “lofty” reahty.

Antonych’s writings.

metropolis. This

is

He

is

never the predominant

mood

never admires technological civihzation and the

one of the main differences between him and the early

poetry of the Skamander group.

his

The

best example of

own

vision

13.

is

how Antonych

the sports

theme

For young shoulders the sky’s burden

monotony.

/

Oh, not with the

lips’

at life’s doorstep. // Greetings, life!

you

a soft heart encased in steel armour.

14.

youthful ardour has not yet died.

As Michal Glowihski

poets’ poses, [and]

Tuwima a polska

was

/

Greetings,

points out “ Dionysianism

War and

a

yawn

will not appear in the
/

That brings pain and joy and beauty

My

during the First World

is light, /

“Bronzovi miazy” (Bronze

words, but with the hands’ words

grief.
/

adapted Polish models to articulate

in his cycle

the early 1920s

it

grew

life!

And

in

was not only

we’ll sing a song
/

and sadness and

welcome

a trait of

to the rank of

I’ll

bring

Tuwim’s

one of the frequent

also one of the frequently appearing literary motifs” (Poetyka

tradycja literacka [Warsaw:

Pahstwowy

Instytut

Wydawniczy, 1962],

241).
15.

See, for example, Leonid

Novychenko, “Rozmova pro Antonycha,”

rozspivanoi kniaz: Slovo pro Antonycha.
Ilnytsky and R.

M. Lubkivsky

vesnianoho pokhmillia,” in

Statti.

in

Vesny

Ese. Spohady. Lysty. Poezii, ed.

M. M.

(Lviv: Kameniar, 1989), 8; and Stepan Trofymuk, “Poet

ibid.,

79-80.

!
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Muscles). This cycle

Laur

doubtlessly based on Wierzyhski’s

is

olimpijski

(Olympic Laurels, 1928), whose philosophy of the human body brought
author the literary award of the 1928 Olympic
fame.^^

The

sports theme,

which was new

Games and

that

international

even more

in Polish and,

so,

Ukrainian poetry, most likely originated with the emergence of mass culture

and Futurism

beginning of the twentieth century.*^ This theme

at the

important and complex in both Antonych and Wierzyhski.
belief that a person can attain the “authentic sphere” of life
“life itself’

It

is

reflects their

and even achieve

through sports; and that one can gain an understanding of the

nature of breath and air and the laws of motion and equilibrium through
physical training. In ancient Greece the dynamic of the athletic body

seen as an expression of divinity. Wierzyhski tried to

make

was

the connection

between sports and the sacred in a new way, through the language of experience. In “Bieg na przelaj” (Cross-country Race) he reaches divine, primeval
life

through the animal element:

— nogami

Pod racicami

drzy masa bezksztaltna praswiata.
Podbija stopy tysi^czne,

pomnaza je przez

miliony.

Niech p^dzi swiat, jak karuzel,
na swojej

elipsie szalonej

Niech huczy, b^bni na alarm,
niech

w

poscig

si?

wieczny rozp?ta!

[...]

Co

to za stado wspaniale!

Pol-bogi! Pol-ludzie! Zwierz?ta!^^

16. For more on Wierzyhski, see Anna Nasilowska, Kazimierz Wierzyhski (Warsaw:
Pahstwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1991).
17.

On

theme in Ukrainian
“Deshcho pro sportyvnu terminolohiiu,” Vohni, 1932,

the innovative character of the sports

Antonych’s

article

literature,

see

no. 4; repr. in

Bohdan-Ihor Antonych, Tvory, ed. M. N. Moskalenko (Kyiv: Dnipro, 1998), 455-6.
18.

Beneath the hooves and the legs

out are thousands of feet
/

in its furious orbit!

chase!

/

zebrane,

[...]
1:

/

/

What

171-2).

/

Let

/

The formless primeval mass

multiplied by millions.
it

//

clamour and drum out the alarm,

a splendid herd!

/

shivers. /

Squeezed

Let the world swirl like a carousel
/

Let

it

enter the eternal

Half-gods! Half-humans! Animals! (Poezje

s
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The animal element

is

primeval and thus fundamental to being, according to

the above stanza. Wierzyhski believed that “higher”

human

nature can be

advanced and the world can be harmonized through the senses and emotions.
Physical exertion cancels the alienation of reason, the opposition between the

of the body and the “high”

“trivial” matters

Antonych shared

spirit.

His cycle “Bronzovi miazy” consists of six

this notion.

poems: “Pisnia zmahuniv” (The Competitors’ Song), “Bih na 1000 metriv”
(The 1,000 Metre Race), “Skok z zherdkoiu” (Pole Vault), “Divchyna z

dyskom” (The

Girl with a Discus), “Sytkivka” (Volleyball), and

Three of them echo the

atletiv” (Athletes’ Competition).

poems, except

poem is

that the latter’s

titles

called “Bieg na 100

“Zmahannia

of Wierzyhski’

metrow” (The 100-

Metre Race). Let us compare “Skok o tyczce” (Pole Vault) and “Skok z

how Antonych

zherdkoiu” to see

adapted Wierzyhski’ s poem.

Wierzyhski writes:
Juz odbil

Rozpina

juz plynie! Bosk^ rownowag^i

si?,

na drzewcu

si?

Dolata do poprzeczki
Przerzuca

w

tyl

wieje, jak flag^,

i

naglym trzepotem

jak gdyby byl ptakiem

si?

w

Zatrzymajcie go

Niech

i

niech

locie,

gorze zastygnie,

odrzuci tyczk?, niepotrzebn^i dzwigni?,

Niech tak trwa, niech tak

w

Rozpylony

w

kotem.

i

wisi, owini?ty chmur^i,

powietrzu, leciutki jak pioro.

Nie opadnie na

silach, nie oslabnie

w

p?dzie,

Jeszcze wyzej si? wzniesie, nad wszystkie kraw?dzie,

Odpowie nam

z wysoka, odkrzyknie si?

Ze

w

leci prosto

And

here

He had

19.

is

niebo, jest

Antonovych’s “Skok z zherdkoiu”:

With divine equanimity / He stretches
flies up to the crossbar and with a
though he were a bird and a cat. // Halt him in his

already broken away, he

is

soaring!

out on the pole and flutters there like a flag,

sudden quiver
flight,

May

Springs over

a feather.

//

He

above

That he

is

it

as

freeze at the peak,

he stay thus,

higher,
/

/

may he

echem,

naszym oddechem.^^

may

/

May

/

he toss away the pole, an unnecessary

he hang thus, wrapped

and

/

lever, /

in a cloud, / Pulverized in the air, light as

will not lose his strength, will not

all limits,

He

weaken

in his drive, /

He

will rise

even

Will answer us from on high, will shout back like an echo,

flying straight to heaven

and

is

our breath (Poezje zebrane,

1:

164-5).
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Ha6paB noBiTpa

b rpy^H,

aac aacBHCxajiH

sbykom

4>JieHT.

niflHic acepflHHy Bropy;

xaK nxax n^HOCHXb A3bo6,

noHHHae

HeMOB CXOBHH

Jiex.

B 3eMJIK),

b6hb hoxh y ca:acHeBHH KpoK.
I1po6hxhh HacKpi3b

Bixep.

Hir BHflHO JiHm rajion.

Yropy

cxpiJiHB ckok.

IIIxoBXHyB ce6e h Bopany
BiflKHHyjia Ha3afl pyxa.

SajionoxajiH b Bixpi
i

HOXH H pyKH Bpa3,

MOB KpHJia

XoH

Bixpaxa.

xijio ojiHB’ane,

3flaexbca, iu,o jicxichh

CyMHHH,

mo

mob

jihcx.

He 3icxaHe,

MOB napyc

nonaj],

kphkom

Mac,
noBOJii BnaB

yHH3 (39-40)^°

There are certain differences in the two poets’ treatments of the same
theme, but they are not great. Aside from using different formal devices,

both poets are fascinated with motion, not unlike the cubists’ preoccupation
with depicting motion by simple geometrical forms.
In sports, the opposition
belief that arose in the

20.

He

lungs with

filled his

raised the pole up;

/

air, /

how

that’s

between the

and matter (a philosophical

spirit

Middle Ages and persisted up

to the twentieth

Until they whistled like the sound of flutes.

a bird raises

its

beak

/

when

it

starts its flight. //

/

He

Like

/ He drove his legs into a broad stride. / The wind is pierced right
Only the gallop of his legs is visible. / Upward shot the leap. // He pushed
himself and his hand / thrust back the pole. / In the wind his legs and arms / fluttered at
once, / like a windmill’s vanes. // Although his body’s leaden, / He seems light as a leaf.

posts into the earth,

through.

/

He

is

/

sad he won’t stay,

dropped to the ground.

/

Like a

sail

above the roar

/

of the masses,

/

And

slowly he

s
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century)

of the

becomes

negated, and this

is

conception of the person.
spirit

It is

the point of departure for a

a return to the idea of the

human

modem

as the unity

and the flesh and of motion as the highest philosophy of the

body. The connection between Antonych’s “Bronzovi miazy” and Wierzyhski’s“

Laur olimpijski” has been noted by Ukrainian scholars,

but without

upon a foreign model.
Antonych chose this subject because,

elaborating on Antonych’s elaboration
It

might be argued that

Wierzyhski, he was a poet

who composed poems

like

for occasions. Pryvitannia

zhyttia consists of bookish, baroquelike verses with clear declarative endings
that, in effect,

make Antonych’s

however, a practical reason

first

collection rather weak. There was,

why he wrote

his sports cycle. In a

1932

article

he wrote:
Our

sports terminology

is

not yet fixed. For us sport

is still

a flower artificially

cultivated within small circles of enthusiasts in cities, [and] so far
tradition

behind

it.

It

came

to us

from abroad and brought with

vocabulary. Understandably, chaos has arisen.
[further]

The

[in

Soviet Ukraine]. There

has no

a foreign

issue has been complicated

by the lack of any contacts between our sports

beyond the Zbruch

[it]

it

is

circles

and those

a danger that a separate

Galician sports jargon, which will be incomprehensible anywhere outside Lviv,
will develop.^^

In light of this statement,

I

would conjecture

that

Antonych supported the

we

creation of a standardized Ukrainian sports vocabulary. If
that

one of the reasons he wrote his

literary motifs, then the

collection

was

now

enjoyed reading

new

effort to acquaint the Ukrainian reader with the

him with

sports lexicon. In this regard, Wierzyhski provided

Let us

bear in mind

to introduce

reason for writing “Bronzovi miazy” could well have

been Antonych’s conscious

new

first

consider another

—

Julian

member

Tuwim. Their

of Skamander

relationship

is

whom

a model.

Antonych

more complex and

goes beyond the mere borrowing of themes. Both of these poets had an early

Tuwim’ s Wierszy tom czwarty
Volume Four] and Antonych’s Zelena ievanheliia), and this later
gave way to the autobiographical mode (compare Tuwim’ s Slowa we krwi
fascination with biological imagery (compare

[Verses,

[Words

in

obsession

Blood) and Antonych’s Try persteni). Their existential fear of and
with death and their concomitant perception of chaos

destruction as fundamental qualities of

modem

both poets created the myth of the primeval

adopted the catastrophic

mode

civilization

man and

were

likely

Arcadia and

and

why
later

of depicting the present (compare Tuwim’

21.

See, for example, Ilnytsky, Bohdan-Ihor Antonych, 41.

22.

“Deshcho pro nashu sportovu terminolohiiu,”

in

Antonych, Tvory, 455-6.
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w

Bal

operze [The Ball

metamorphosis

in the

at the

artistic

Opera] and Antonych’s Rotatsii). But a

devices of both poets did occur. At the

beginning these devices served to express the voice of the lyrical

but later

I,

they were replaced by a language aimed at penetrating “true” metaphysical
reality.

Antonych’s nature imagery

is

similar to

Tuwim’s, particularly

in

Knyha

Leva and Zelena ievanheliiaP Let us compare, for example, Tuwim’s
“Przemiany” (Transformations):

Nuze kwiaty

—

lepkie

i

mi^siste,

P^czniej^Lce, wygigte znacz^ico,

Kwiaty, woni§ zbarwion^i wytrysle

W waniliowe, korzenne
with Antonych’s

“Dim

gor^ico!^"^

za zoreiu” (The House beyond the Star):

HabpesKJii nyn’anKH dydnaBiiOTb b KJieicTiH nini,
3K 30pi AO pocjiHH, sycTpiBmHCb B noitijiyHKy, JiHnnyTb,
i

Kpisb JiiiiKH (biBJiOK nin chiJibxpye nap BeciHHm,

a:ac

npHropntaMH naxorpm y nami KBiTXM CHnne.

Both excerpts

myth of

refer to the

Polish poetry not only by

Tuwim

Lesmian. They and Antonych

primordiality,

(163: 5-8)^^

which was explored

all

ascribe a hidden mythical

verdure, leaves, flowers, and animals that reveals the primeval

An example

the universe.
collection

of the attention

Tresc gorejpca

(Fiery

articulating versions of the

in

but also by his older colleague, Boleslaw

Tuwim

Substance);

myth of paradise

it

lost.

paid to this
contains

meaning to
harmony of
theme is his

many poems

Tuwim employed

There

Lesmian’ s method of searching for the primeval word through euphony and
neologisms.

A

particularly interesting question is

whether

all

three of the

above poets elaborated on the myth of “primordiality” as an avoidance
strategy.

I

believe that

all

three of

them did so

to

avoid dealing with their

time and place. In Lesmian’ s poetry, as in Antonych’s

23.

I

Knyha Leva and

believe that the similarities are the result of an independent evolution.

I

shall try

show that nature imagery was an organic mode of expression in Antonych’s later
poetry. The similarity of their imagery reflects the similarity of the two poets’ imagination
and their myth of primeval man, which was popular in modernist literature.
to

24.

Come on

flowers

—

sticky

out with a colourful scent
25.

/

and meaty,

Swollen buds stand out in a gluey

stick together,

/

/

Swollen, bent suggestively,

/

Flowers, spray

In a vanillin spicy heat! (Wiersze, 2: 12).

and through

froth,

/

like stars

meeting plants in a kiss they

violets’ funnels night filters spring’s

pours handfuls of fragrances into the flowers’

grails.

enchantment

/

until

it

s
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Zelena ievanheliia, the present world

Tuwim

unreal).^^ In general,

poetry were similar.

almost entirely absent, while the later

however, Antonych’s and Tuwim’ s conceptions of

As Glowihski

“the house

beyond the

star”

“According

writes,

God and

a path to the knowledge of

same

is

negates through the device of ''odrealnienie’' (making something

Tuwim, poetry

to

is

the absolute.”^^ Antonych’s search for

and “korin rechr (root of things) points

to the

goal.

Another feature

that

Antony ch and Tuwim share is imagery drawn from
Tuwim’ s “Nad Cezarem” (Reading Caesar)

childhood. Compare, for instance,
in

Slowa we krwi and Antonych’s “Proshchannia shkoly” (Farewell

School) and “Zelena elehiia” (Green Elegy) in his

first collection.

to

In both

mode of expression
mode became dominant in

poets this theme later evolved into the autobiographical
as a

means of searching

for identity.^^ This

Antonych by the time he wrote
and

in

Tuwim two

years

second collection. Try persteni (1934),

his

later, in

Tresc gorejgtca. While

work sheds

poetry embraces optimism, his mature

and

reflective

reflects the anxiety

word” focused on

This interest in meta-poetic meditations
poet’s obligations, and so forth

The problems of

—was

also

it

is

early

more

Tuwim

developed a certain

authorial reflection.^^

—on

the process of writing, the

common to Tuwim and Antonych.

the “poetic craft,” the goal of writing, and so on, were

already significant topics in Antonych’s
in

Tuwim’ s

mood:

and horror he experienced when he was

attacked by anti-Semitic critics in the 1930s.
“poetic philosophy of the

this

Knyha Leva, he expressed

Five years

later,

and profoundly

in his

first collection.^®

these concerns

more

fully

quest for the ''praslovo” (the primeval word) and the ''korin rechiT^^ Such

concerns are characteristic of modernist literature and were most clearly
articulated in avant-garde theories of

art.

26.

See Glowihski, Poetyka Tuwima, 147.

27.

Ibid., 99.

28.

The

in Lviv,

issue of identity

and

wing Polish
29.

Tuwim began

was important

The

latter

for both poets:

to feel “other” in the

nationalist organizations because

were a source of

Antonych

felt his

inspira-

“otherness”

1930s when he was attacked by right-

he was of Jewish

origin.

See Jadwiga Sawicka, Filozofia slowa Juliana Tuwima (Warsaw: Instytut Badah

Literackich, 1975).
30.

The cycle “Do muzy” (To [My] Muse)

in Pryvitannia zhyttia deals with

meta-

poetic categories.
31.

Tuwim

has meta-poetic works in his collections Slowo

Flesh) and Tresc gorej^ca.

Poetyka Tuwima, 218-34.

On

his philosophy of the

i

cialo (The

Word and

the

word, see chapter five of Glowihski’

.
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who

tion for both poets,

independently evolved their

own

meta-poetic

conceptualizations
I

should point out, however, that Antonych never resorted to “defor-

mation of the word” as

was never

Tuwim

poetic depiction. Instead, as

I shall

these topics in the catastrophic

There

did.^^

Moreover, unlike Tuwim, Antonych

crowd as a subject of
show below, he always elaborated on

enthusiastic about the metropolis and the

tions to their

mode

{Rotatsii is the best example).

Antonych and Tuwim made important contriburespective literatures. Tuwim had a great impact on the Polish

no doubt

is

that

language and Polish poetry.

He

represented the break with the older tradition

of national and patriotic themes in

literature.

Furthermore, he not only

introduced the urban motif, but also yearned for the fullness of

At

manifestations.

must use

all

times

Tuwim was

convey the essence of being. Antonych’ s role

to

life in all its

deeply conscious of the language he
in Ukrainian

poetry was analogous.

While both

Tuwim and Antonych

indicated that they were influenced by

Russian symbolists such as Valerii Briusov, Konstantin Balmont, and
Viacheslav Ivanov, they also shared a

Whitman. The

latter

common

literary

mentor

in

Antonych. Members of the group, particularly Tuwim, were the
translators

Walt

provides another link between the Skamander group and
first

and popularizers of Whitman’s work in Poland. Antonych was

acquainted with their translations, and in one speech he called

Whitman “a

minister of the republic of poets.

The Cracow Avant-Garde
Avant-garde
ych.^'^

art

was another important source of

inspiration for

Anton-

work in both the theoi-y and practice of poetry was
Cracow Avant-garde (Awangarda Krakowska) poets.

In Poland the best

done by the so-called

Tuwim’ s poem “Zielone slowa” (Green Words) in his cycle
word was twofold. On the one hand, he
was captivated by the word as a vehicle of emotions and never transcended the
eonventions of language and style. On the other hand, he was fascinated with the
32.

See, for example,

“Slopiewnie.”

Tuwim’ s

relationship to the poetic

deformation of words and experimented with Futurist and Lesmian’s poetics, which
granted the poet the right to violate the conventions of language use in order to reach the

primeval word.
33.

See his “Stanovyshche poeta” (The Poet’s Status, 1935) in his Zibrani tvory, 341.
as a link between Antonych and Skamander is too broad a topic to cover in this

Whitman
paper.
34.

He was

(ANUM)

a

member

in Lviv.

of the avant-garde Association of Independent Ukrainian Artists
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sometimes ealled ''spece od literatury”

(specialists

in literature),

grouped

around the poet and theoretician Tadeusz Peiper, the editor of the

magazine Zwrotnica and

later

Julian Brzekowski, and Jalu Kurek.

The foundations of

were defined by Peiper, but many of
European avant-garde: belief in the

its

identified with the notion of liberation

from nature
is,

On the

(i.e.,

biology) and the

the conviction that art depends

level of poetic structure this

Futurist resistance, the rejection of ''slowa

an act of organizing

was manifested

as anti-

na wolnosci (unfettered words), and

the “defence of syntax” and of order over chaos.
art as

Cracow Avant-garde

contemporary civihzation and that tradition should therefore be

violently opposed.

viewed

and

linear character of history, in scientific

rationalization of the creative process, that
in

hterary program

its

premises were shared by the entire

technological progress, and in social utopia. Moreover, the

upon change

literary

of Linia. The group included Julian Przybos,

The Cracow Avant-garde

reality that contains its

own proposal

for the

order of things. According to Peiper, art should be an analogue to the present

and

reflect

contemporary rules of construction and efficiency. Hence he

postulated that a

work of

must be an “arrangement” organized along

art

functional and organic lines.

Peiper elaborated his theory of poetry in 1925.^^ His point of departure

was

his disagreement with the Romantics,

equalled the

word

for

who beheved

create “inventions” in poetic articulation

surpass previous hterary models.

that

an emotion

whose purpose

is to

and new hnguistic methods

that

For him, poetry writing

it.

is

a craft

A passive rendering of the artist’s inner world

and uncontrolled emotions should be replaced by the “creative will” and a
conscious selection of emotions based on rational meditation. The poet
a seer but a wordsmith, a skilled technician

and

tools.

who

is

is

not

deeply aware of his goals

For Peiper, the poetic “economy of the word” was the fundamental

artistic device.^^
1

would argue

that the

Cracow Avant-garde’s

theoretical

agenda

is

an

important aspect in considering the literary core of Antonych’s poetics. His
strong theoretical awareness

is

evident in the fact that he was the only

Ukrainian poet of his period to express his ideas about literature systematically. Interestingly

enough, he wrote most of his

1932, the year after his

first

articles

and reviews

collection appeared and before he

in

had composed

35.

Tadeusz Peiper, Nowe usta: Odczyt o poezji (Lviv: Ateneum, 1925).

36.

Peiper introduced the term “ekonomizm" (economism) in his article “Metafora

terazniejszosci,” Zwrotnica,

Manifesty

i

prate sty.

Literackie, 1969), 55.

November 1922. See also Andrzej Lam, Awangarda poetycka:
Programy lat 1917-23 (Cracow: Wydawnictwo

Antologia.
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most of

his poetry. In these articles

model of poetry

Antonych consciously elaborated a new

for Ukrainian literature, perhaps to justify his innovative

experiments, which far transcended the expectations of the average

artistic

was

reader. In a sense, he

trying to prepare readers for his innovative

poetics.^^

The meta-poetic focus of avant-garde art was attractive to Antonych
A few important elements of avant-

because of his theoretical inclinations.

garde poetics inspired him to a significant degree.

form of

One of them was

a

new

which metre and intonation were now the

versification, according to

primary organizing categories of poetic structure. Although Antonych was
not particularly interested in formal experimentation, a few examples of

can be found in Pryvitannia

(Autumn). In his

later

monumental seven- or

eight-foot iambic line,

which most reviewers, including Sviatoslav Hordynsky,

The avant-garde poetry

Peiper

that

side.

was connected

Antonych adapted

this

criticized him.^^

was based on an
idea of arrangement on the

postulated

assumption of a different kind of reception: his
writer’s side

it

poem “Osin”

works, albeit with traditional stanzas, he introduced

certain innovations, such as the

for

for instance in the

zhyttia,

on the reader’s

to the idea of re-arrangement

him
was extremely

notion to his literary program, because for

the issue of the implied Ukrainian reader of his

new

poetics

important. In challenging the traditional Western Ukrainian literary canon,

Antonych

would

also challenged the idea of

be, his poetry

He was

criticized

literary journal

its

above

all

C takes

both praised only Antonych’ s
that of the traditional

bezholovid’’’)?^ Critics

The

it

praised.

readers of the

two

first

and

literary scholars

Malaniuk and Mykhailo Rudnytsky
collections,

his

new

that his poetry

whose general tone was

poetics, for “pointless experimentation.”

would be misread because

He defended himself thus: “The intelligibility

it

was

different.

of poetry, like the intelligibility

also wrote an unpublished article with

“Literatuma poradnia” (ms. Ant. 59, P
38.

predicted

Ukrainian canon. But they criticized his later works,

which he introduced

Antonych knew

Antonych

As he

was generally

for being incomprehensible.

also found his poetry difficult. levhen

37.

it

Nazustrich criticized the editor for publishing “such things”

and deemed them crazy

in

implied reader.

was widely misread, although

advice for beginner poets,

III).

See Sviatoslav Hordynsky, “Laboratoriia Antonycha,” in Bohdan Dior Antonych,

Persten molodosti:

Do

30-littia

vid smerti poeta

(1909-1937) (Presov: Slovatske

pedahohichne vydavnytstvo, 1966), 314.
39.

See Antonych’ s interview with the editors of Nazustrich in 1935, “lak rozumity

poeziiu:

Rozmova v

redaktsii z

Bohdanom

I.

Antonychem,” Suchasnist, 1992,

no. 9: 74.

—
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of literary works in general,

view

literature requires a

was

is

a relative and subjective matter.”"^® In his

Modem

does not have to be intelligible or easily understood.

art

modem

reader, but,

Antonych

asserted, such a reader

absent in Western Ukrainian literature.

still

Besides the

new form

new imphed

of versification and the

Antonych was concerned with two other

reader,

essential avant-garde premises: (1)

the conception of the poet-craftsman (in his words, the “carpenter of the

word”); and (2) the conception of a poem’s constmction and the selection of
poetic images. Here

I

shall focus

on the

latter.

For Antonych, the issue was escaping the “theme-event” unity of
sequence that was obligatory in traditional poetry. Selection of subject matter
required concentrating on the composition not only of individual poems, but

of entire books. This theoretical innovation played a very important practical
role for Antonych:
Imaginings, and impressions even more so, are chaotic, disorderly, [and]

unorganized. This raw material has to be ordered [and] corrected, what

important and essential has to be selected from

of

it

it,

and, on the other hand,

has to be rejected. In a word, the artist must compose a work.

[amount

A

is

much

certain

construction takes place even in works that from a general

of]

perspective give the impression of being chaotic and disordered. Simply put, in
a

work of

art

even chaos has to be constructed. Genuine chaos

in the real world, but
to call

an

never in the reality [projected

tendency “constructivism,” for generally

artistic

is

possible only

Hence

in] art.

it is

wrong

all art is construc-

tive.^^

This excerpt shows that Antonych accepted the avant-garde idea of arranging
that

Peiper postulated and other

adopted. Nearly

all

Antonych’ s poetics

and his attempt

at

Ukrainian

—

members of

critics

his quest to

the

Cracow Avant-garde

have overlooked the cornerstone of

combine vision and poetic constmction

grasping and synthesizing on the level of the image and

the text’s inner structure and of the mythical versus the rational comprehen-

sion of reality.

The only exception was Orest Zilynsky, who noted

his entire subsequent

development the poet [Antonych]

cold rationality that characterizes a large part of the
collection.

But the

intellect,

that “In

tries to refute the

poems

in his first

which arranges the world around the person,

forever remains the defining element of Antonych’ s poetry.

40.

Ibid., 77.

41.

“Natsionalne mystetstvo: Sproba idealistychnoi systemy mystetstva,” in Antonych,

Zibrani tvory, 333—4. Emphasis added.
42.

Orest Zilynsky,

“Dim

za zoreiu,” in Vesny rozspivanoi kniaz, 90.
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It is

theory of metaphor, however, that Antony eh’ s poetics are most

its

similar to those of the avant-garde.

Metaphor

dominant

is their

characteristic,

the centre of gravity. According to Peiper’s definition, using a metaphorical

construction
utterance.

is

equivalent to building a

Through metaphor the

new

state

of affairs in a lyrical

lyrical subject reveals his or her attitude

toward the world. “Perhaps nothing characterizes a poet better than the
nature of his metaphors,” Peiper declared."^^ Metaphor replaces the description of a given experience. In the course of an utterance, the speaker’s
attitude

toward the object of experience becomes

dynamic character and
is

is

clear.

The speaker has

a

created in the process of the utterance. This attitude

expressed in the twofold construction of an avant-garde verse: in the

apparent

literal

meaning of the words used

in the

metaphor and the

in the

“higher” meaning of the image. Zilynsky perceptively noted that
There

is

a fundamental difference

between the metaphors [metaforyka] of most

Ukrainian poets and Antonych’s metaphors. In other poets the metaphor
reinforces the realistic

image

like a musical chord, [but] in

Antonych

it

becomes
which

the building material of the entire fiction of the imaginary world, in

things are interwoven into
is

new

functional complexes. Properly speaking, this

no longer a metaphor but an organic part of an new, separate

reality.'^

In other words, in Antonych’s metaphors, as in those of the avant-garde

a distortion of the real relations

among

objects,

metaphors become a tool for building a different

reality.

Let us consider an

poets, there

is

and these

exeerpt from “Monumentalnyi kraievyd” (Monumental Landscape) in
Leva, where Antonyeh

is at

Knyha

eomposing monumental sequences of

his best in

images:

HepBoni Kydn MypiB, KOJia xobthx

njiom,, KBaflpaTH CKBepiB.

JIlOflHHO, flyMKH LtHpKyjieM BijtMipiOH 30pi

Ha

i

Micxa!

dpujii dpujia, kojio b KOJii, BiKua nouafl BiKua

CTae Ha MiflHHx cxo^ax

coHii,e,

mob CTaxyn

h

flBepi,

sojioxa.

BaceHHH, MOB flsepKajia nepyxoMi b KypaBi uepBOHm.

Tyx Hedo MHextca b

B sejiemM

BOfli

rycxih

i

cpidniH, naue pxyxb.

nojiyM’i xpaBH nacyxtca

MapMypoBi Koni,

KaMiHHi HHrojiH y napxy MexajieBO b cypMH flMyxb. (116:

43.

Peiper, “Metafora terazniejszosci,” 54.

44.

Zilynsky,

45.

Red cubes of

measure
a circle,

stars

“Dim

and

1-8)'^^

za zoreiu,” 99.

walls, yellow circles of plazas, quadrates of squares.

cities

with the compass of thought!

windows above windows and

doors,

/

/

On

/

Person,

a chunk a chunk, a circle in

the sun stops on copper steps like a statue
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In this excerpt,

common

words, each of which

mean something (“red cubes
mean something else

of walls,” “circles of yellow plazas), metaphorically

and refer

to a another world,

which emerges from the process of perception.

This “different” reality surfaces in the form of surreal images. Similar

metaphors and a similar vision also informs other works by Antonych,
particularly the

and in
the

Rotatsii.

monumental poems

A

“Second Chapter” of Knyha Leva

in the

surreal atmosphere also appears in

some

“Second Lyrical Intermezzo” of Knyha Leva, Here

“Chervona kytaika” (The Red

is

short

poems

in

an excerpt from

Satin):

JIonoHyxL 3opi na xonojiax
i

JiiOflH

xpHCxaxbca

xpHBom,

3

HOacaMH MiCHLtb KOJIIOXb
xacHflH B HopHHx CHHaxorax. ( 128
KOJIH

But the distortion of actual

relations

:

among

objects

is

not the only avant-

garde characteristic of Antonych’ s metaphors. Another feature inspired by the
avant-garde

is

his metaphors’ acuteness as in the

second stanza of “Cherem-

khovyi virsh” (A Bird Cherry Verse) in the “Second Lyrical Intermezzo” of
Zelena ievanheliia:

o6pocxae byuHHM jihcxbm

Cxiji

pa30M 3 KpicjiOM a Bace Kyiu,.
3 uepeMx HHxaio
3 lamr cxojihcxhx
i

—

pocjiHHHy MyApicxb BiuuHx nym,.

—

5 - 8 )"^^
( 153
:

Avant-garde tendencies were undoubtedly crucial to Antonych’ s oeuvre.

They had an impact on

awareness of the

his

the liberties and restrictions of language

poetic

reflections

and

his

attention

—

to

literary craft, poetic devices,

the

search for

more adequate methods of expression.

to link literature with the

of gold.

//

/

is

of verse.

evident in his poetic

Thirdly, they encouraged

methods of the other

Basins like fixed mirrors in a red cloud of dust.

thick and silvery like mercury.

structure

internal

Secondly, they inspired the anti-mimetic attitude that

him

and

the source of his interest in meta-

/

arts.

Thus we see

Here the sky washes

in

in

water

embers marble horses graze,

/

stone

and people cross themselves from fear

/

when

In the grass’s green

angels in the park blow metallically into horns.
46.

The

Hasidim
47.

The

a bush.

stars flap against the poplars

in black

/ I

wisdom of

table’s

synagogues

/

/

pierce the

moon

with knives.

growing over with abundant leaves

read from bird cherry trees
eternal wilds.

/

And

along with the chair I’m

—from hundred-leafed books—

/

now

the vegetative

s
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Antonych not only a strong visual sense

(particularly in his

mature poetry

and a powerful musicality, but also the use of film techniques such as
collage and large- and small-plane framing. Finally,

Antonych was

enced by avant-garde conceptualism. In his early works

influ-

this influence

was

manifested in a bookish way, but with time his literary technique became

much more

sophisticated.

However, when one examines the world
between

poetry, one can see differences

avant-garde program Peiper articulated.

magico-mythical

foundation

epistemological attitude
state the expressible.

is

of

that

Antonych represents

his personal poetic diction

The most

Antonych’ s

quite different

in his

and the

significant distinction is the

poetry.

For

example,

his

from Przybos’s, who wanted

Meanwhile Antonych wanted

to

to state the inexpressible

as he sought to give witness to the metaphysical underpinnings of

human

The two poets had antithetical attitudes toward writing. Antonych’ s stance was that of the creator who summons worlds out of nothingness by the magical power of the poetic word, while Przybos’s was that of
existence.

an engineer of language

who

assembles his poetic pieces from existing

materials.

Although the avant-garde had a powerful influence on Antonych’
poetics,

traditions of Romanticism and symbolism were no
The key elements in Antonych’ s oeuvre after 1935 were

the

important.

less

the

creation of “cosmic” poetry, the search for “the bottom of reality,” the quest
for the primordial

and everyday

life,

word

(praslovo), the antithetical vision of an ideal reality

“home beyond

the longing for a mythical

the star,” the

granting of the rights of creator and prophet to the poet, the two-plane
(visible

and

invisible) vision of reality, the construction of a

language and

of situations immersed in a magic atmosphere, the awareness of the

vagueness and ambiguity of

reality,

and the complex function of musicality.

All of them point to his convergence with the poetics of symbolism in the

wider sense of that term, that

is,

one not limited

to a particular literary

period, but rather one designating a certain perspective and a potentially

innovative

way

of representing the world."^^ This perspective informs not

only Antonych’ s work but also the poetry of the Polish Second Avant-garde

48.

Some

critics

have even deemed Antonych an imagist. See, for example, Ihor

Kachurovsky, “Antonychiv misiats

i

problema ukrainskoho imazhynizmu,” Suchasnist,

1997, no. 6: 28-38.
49.

The
F.

Perhaps the term “neo-symbolism,” in the

New

way

it

has been applied to T. S. Eliot in

Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, ed. Alex Preminger and T. V.

Brogan (Princeton: Princeton University

Press, 1993),

would

also be appropriate here.
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or, to

use an even better term coined by Jerzy Kwiatkowski, “the poetry of

the Third

Mode

of Expression” (which included Czeslaw Milosz and Jozef

Czechowicz).

Limin al

Antonych’s

Position

Although Antonych was brought up

Poland and steeped in Polish

in

culture and literature, he never published anything in Polish and did not
identify himself as a Pole. Ukrainian scholars

have persistently overlooked

the aesthetic consequences of his multicultural and bilingual roots, particularly in his

early works. His familiarity with the Polish literary tradition

provided him with patterns he could adapt. Hence

it is

probable

was

a diction in the Ukrainian language that

quite different

that,

him

psychological level, his liminal cultural identification helped

on the

to create

and previously

unknown. Antonych’s pursuit of own poetic diction was not simply a matter
of technique, but also a quest for identity.

As an

artist

with liminal

he

status,

found himself on the border of two cultures, and he therefore functioned as
a mediator between them.
I

have already mentioned

that literary

Ukrainian was

initially

a foreign language for Antonych and that he had to study
order to master
factor,

and

it

it.

However, he viewed

shaped his poetic diction.

manifests the voice of someone
this,

and therefore seeks

“home beyond

who

it

this struggle as a positive

On

much

like

intensively in

value and

the psychological level his poetry

always an outsider, deeply aware of

is

his identity elsewhere,

beyond the

nation, for a

the star.” This search can be seen as Antonych’s existential

need for access

to a transcendental reality

where he can dwell and define

himself as a person in relation to the Absolute. In the process he maintained

an epistemological distance from both the Ukrainian and Polish cultures.

While Antonych

felt

himself to be a Ukrainian writer, he was acutely

aware of his “otherness,” and he mobilized a modernist

literary tradition that,

He once

in the Ukrainian context, effectively belonged solely to him.

publicly; “I

want

to

and have the courage

not the mandolin player of any group.

on the drum of wooden pathos.

I

I

know

to

walk alone and be myself.

do not beat out

am

free verse [verbliv]

that our poets’ flint

ness [and] cothurni and trumpets are mostly unsecured
[veksli

said
I

and rebellious-

bills

of exchange

bez pokryttia\r^^ In other words, Antonych wanted to liberate

himself from the obligation to write in the “national” vein. Like other
modernists, such as Rilke, Eliot, and Yeats, his main concern
act that creates an autotelic value that cannot be

50.

“Stanovyshche poeta,” Zibrani tvory, 342.

compared

to

was

art as the

any other. For
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him

goal

art’s

Therefore

is

it

was “to provide experiences that actual reality does not.”
no wonder that in his search for art’s universal values

Antony ch inevitably challenged the existing Western Ukrainian literary canon
and

dominant aesthetic of struggle for maintaining the national

its

In order to re-evaluate

categories of

the

demonstrate and describe his

own

very conception of poetry and
literature

had

its

art,

meta-poetics.

identity.

he presumed he had to

Antonych believed

principal categories in

that the

Western Ukrainian

be challenged so that the old Ukrainian formula and

to

conception of poetic language, the poet’s function, and the comprehension
of

art

would be replaced by modem, universal

a counter-poetics

Among

was

his contemporaries,

wrote theoretical

ideas.

His attempt

at creating

intentional.

articles

Antonych was the only Ukrainian poet who

new concepts of poetic language. He
new artistic experience and formulated his
a new implied reader and a new horizon of

about the

successfully sought to introduce a

own

agenda, addressing

literary

expectations. His output
also of one

was not simply

who had been informed by

and had managed

to transcend the limits of the

Ukrainian literary canon.

It is

felt in

the verse of

still

still

(the

literary traditions

artistic

has an impact. Indeed, this impact

productive contemporary Ukrainian poets

debuted in three consecutive decades

Rymamk

two

contemporary Western

because Antonych introduced universal

values in his poetry that his poetry

can be

that of a lively creative talent, but

the fusion of

1970s), and lurii

—Ihor

who

Kalynets (the 1960s), Ihor

Andmkhovych and Viktor Neborak

(the

1980s).

As

a poet,

literature.

Antonych introduced the voice of the Other

into Ukrainian

His poetic diction was formed by an experience and a heritage that

were different from those of most other Ukrainian poets. The
character of Antonych’ s poetic diction
liminality.

Because of

extraordinary talent, he

canon of

his

time.

He

to transcend the

environment and his

Western Ukrainian

replaced this canon with his own,

—one

that

distinctive

determined by the poetics of

his rootedness in a bilingual

was able

universal artistic paradigm
provincial.

is

literary

much more

remained “native” but was no longer
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Mykhailo Rudnytsky

^Literary Critic

Maxim Tarnawsky
In the relatively small circle of prominent Ukrainian literary critics,

Mykhailo

from

his appar-

Rudnytsky holds a distinguished

position. His stature derives

ent lack of ulterior motive and extrinsic^ criteria in evaluating literary works

and the history of literature. In Western Ukraine

1920s and 1930s,

in the

was a notable achievement. With Soviet ideologues promoting
liarly reductionist

Dontsov and
its

this

their pecu-

brand of Marxism on one side of the Zbruch, and Dmytro

his followers

patriotic rhetoric

extrinsic criteria for

measuring cultural achievement by the purity of

on the

other,

Rudnytsky’ s categorical objection to

measuring cultural quality certainly seems,

all

at least in the

context of the time, a refreshing alternative. Furthermore, Rudnytsky points
out the failings of various ideologically motivated

and the

right.

failings,

and inadequacies of Ukrainian

Finally,

critics,

both on the

left

he does not apologize for the various problems,

twentieth centuries. Thus, for readers today

who

and

in the nineteenth

literature

seek guidance in negotiating

the labyrinth of tendentious and misleading judgments that snarl and obstruct
the path of Ukrainian literary criticism,

Rudnytsky holds the spool of

Ariadne’s thread.

Of

course, not every reader will accept Rudnytsky’ s views. Needless to

say, the ideological critics

admirers.

Nor were

and some of the

1.

I

use

this

criticism,” that

faults his critics

explicitly rebuffed

Rudnytsky himself

have ascribed

term here in the traditional sense that

is,

as a designator of criteria

text itself, but are
literary criticism

whose views he

their loyal disciples.

brought to

it

it

by the reader or the

had

critic.

were not

serious

in the age of the

that

Of

do not

his

not faultless,

him deserve

to

and perspectives

is

arise

“new

from the

course, contemporary

has largely rejected such a notion and does not condone the privileging

of one approach to a text over another. Rudnytsky, however, would have rejected such
permissiveness.

He

by the

text

justified

clearly distinguishes

and those

that are not.

between evaluations

that are authorized or

Maxim Tamawsky
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sometimes casual judgments of the

attention. In particular, his

failings of

Ukrainian literature in one dimension or another should be examined
critically.

Among those who judge

Rudnytsky’s work

critically is

Mykola

Ilnytsky,

a knowledgeable critic particularly in the area of Western Ukrainian literary
traditions. In his

Krytyky

Ukraini 20-30-kh

Western Ukraine

rr.

i

kryterii: Literaturno-krytychna

XX

in the

and

(Critics

st.

dumka

v Zakhidnii

Literary Criticism in

Criteria:

Twenties and Thirties of the Twentieth Century,

Ilnytsky examines literary criticism in Western Ukraine in the

1998),

interwar years and concentrates specifically on five

Dmytro Dontsov, Mykola Hnatyshak,

Rudnytsky. His evaluation of Rudnytsky

Rudnytsky for the objectivity of
Western Ukrainian reader

the other hand, Ilnytsky criticizes

Leonid Biletsky,

Mykhailo

decidedly mixed. Ilnytsky praises

is

judgments and for introducing the

his

to a variety

critics:

levhen-Iulii Pelensky, and

On

of literary theories and movements.

many

of Rudnytsky’s specific evaluations

and depicts Rudnytsky’s theoretical work as hopelessly self-contradictory,
anachronistic, and unsuitable for his time.

I

shall

examine

this appraisal

of

Rudnytsky below.
Rudnytsky’s career had

at least three distinct periods. In

of eighteen, he enrolled in Lviv University and

came

1907, at the age

into contact with the

Moloda Muza circle of Ukrainian modernist writers, which included, among
others, Bohdan Lepky, Vasyl Pachovsky, Petro Karmansky, Mykhailo
latskiv,

and Ostap Lutsky. This

literary

environment clearly had a formative

influence on Rudnytsky. Although their cafe meetings have been described
as tense

showdowns between

the sentimental older writers and the sharply

disparaging Rudnytsky, the young
literary

his

outlook in

this

modernist

studies abroad, at the

no doubt picked up much of

critic

circle.

Sorbonne

his

Another formative influence were

in Paris

and

in

London, where he

absorbed the culture and intellectual climate of Western Europe.

The second period of Rudnytsky’s career as a literary critic began in
his return to Lviv to assume a position at the underground

1922 with

Ukrainian university. Although his university career was, like the university
itself,

short-lived,

he was a respected senior voice in Western Ukrainian

literary life in the interwar period. After

1925 he was a correspondent of the

Lviv daily newspaper Dilo, which frequently carried his
a

member

literary articles,

and

of the editorial board of Nazustrich, a bimonthly literary and

art

journal.

This period was clearly the high point of Rudnytsky’s career.
during this time that his two major works

(Between Idea and Form, 1932)

is

came

out.

Mizh

ideieiu

i

It

was

formoiu

a theoretical study of the foundations of

Mykhailo Rudnytsky
literary criticism.

—Literary

But
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known work, the work on which his reputation
Myrnoho do Khvylovoho (From Mymy to Khvylovy,

his best

justifiably rests, is Vid

1936), a study of the transition in Ukrainian literature from the nineteenth to
the twentieth century.

Any

evaluation of Rudnytsky ’s literary views must rest

primarily on these two books.

The

third period of

I

shall limit

my

attention to them.

Rudnytsky ’s career as a writer

falls

outside the

bounds of this essay. Following the conclusion of the Second World War, he
remained in Lviv and continued
logically correct views.

1960s, he wrote
his

more

to publish literary essays reflecting ideo-

During periods of relative thaw, particularly

freely,

producing mostly memoirist prose with

in the

little

of

former analytical style and evaluative temperament. The chief contribu-

tions of the third period are

two volumes of retrospective essays, Nenapysani

novely (Unwritten Stories, 1966) and Neperedbacheni zustrichi (Unforeseen
Encounters, 1969). Rudnytsky died in 1975.

An

examination of the content and style of Rudnytsky’ s two major

works from the 1930s reveals four

significant principles that characterize his

work. These are not necessarily ideas that he consciously chose to implement, but rather familiar strands in his thought that the reader of his works

The four

will readily detect.

their essential nature:

principles can be labeled with terms that reveal

judgment, aesthetics, psychology, and Europe. As the

make clear, these
As one would expect from a

discussion below will
separable.

reflected in

four principles are not easily
sophisticated critic,

the ideas

Rudnytsky ’s four principles are the product of a reasonably

on culture and particularly literature.
The underlying theme of all of Rudnytsky ’s literary writing is value. He
is more of a literary critic than a literary scholar, theoretician, or historian.
The first purpose of all his writing about literature is to express a judgment,
consistent outlook

to

make an

or bad or,

evaluation, to indicate whether a given

more

precisely,

which

work of literature is good
work are successful,

qualities of a given

appealing, and valuable and which are not. This purpose holds true even in
his

two books, although

in

each the underlying premise seems to suggest a

different approach.

Mizh

ideieiu

i

formoiu

theoretical survey of the

is

obviously a theoretical work. But

modes of judgment, not of

it

or the inherent relation between art and value. In the introduction to the

Rudnytsky notes

common

that,

to

some degree, he

a

book

writing in reaction to the

suggestion that before one begins to criticize, one should formulate

the fundamentals of criticism
to the

is

is

the nature of literary art

demand

and

that a physician

its

methods.

expound

He compares

this

suggestion

the principles of biology, physiol-

ogy, and his diagnostic methods before giving a diagnosis.

The analogy

is
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more than a mere ordering of
losers. For him the question
of literary values belongs in the domain of public health. The title of the first
chapter in the book, “Nash riven dyskusii” (The Level of Our Discussion)
makes it clear, that Rudnytsky feels something is wrong. He notes a number
of problems, among them the lack of professional standards among critics.
Above all he complains that judgments are made on the basis of improper
criteria, specifically on the basis of Marxist or nationalist ideologies.
In his focus on value and its proper determination, Rudnytsky is, like his
Rudnytsky sees

telling.

on the

literary stocks

his role as a critic as

ticker tape of winners

brother Ivan and sister Milena,

more

and

a journalist than a scholar.

essentially involved in a contest to shape public opinion
Ironically, although

Rudnytsky

should not be tied to
establish

social

He

and public

is

taste.

explicitly states that the value of literature

social function, he cannot resist the temptation to

its

functionality

for

the

intrinsic,

aesthetic

criteria

he

is

advancing.

Despite the fact that the intelligentsia and cultural

War

elite

of the post-World

Ukrainian communities in North America and Europe were largely

II

transplanted from interwar Galicia, studies written outside Ukraine about the

interwar period in Ukrainian cultural development leave

For different reasons,
interwar Galicia

little

was published

alone, Ilnytsky’s Krytyky
out, the cultural

i

much

be desired.

to

scholarly literature on the cultural climate of
in Soviet Ukraine.

From

atmosphere of the time gave

standpoint

this

kryterii is a valuable contribution.
rise to a public

As he

points

debate on the

future direction of Ukrainian literature. In the first decade after the First

World War, Ukrainian culture experienced a rapid expansion of its horizons.
The relative freedom in Soviet Ukraine made possible a dramatic outburst of
creativity in many different directions. Concurrently there was growth on a
somewhat smaller scale in Western Ukraine. This situation prompted
questions about the nature of Ukrainian culture and the role of literature in
society.

In Soviet Ukraine the state put an abrupt end to the cultural

discussion at the beginning of the 1930s. But in Western Ukraine, despite
repressive measures by the Polish authorities, the public debate

and

In

Mizh

ideieiu iformoiu

contest. First,

by

on culture

literature continued.

among

their leader

Rudnytsky described

the contenders

were the

this

debate as a three-way

nationalists, represented chiefly

and ideologue Dmytro Dontsov on the pages of Literaturno-

naukovyi vistnyk (renamed visnyk after 1933). Next were the Catholic writers

and

critics,

tempered

who were

their patriotic

also nationalists in their cultural outlook, but

and aesthetic judgments with Christian

ethics.

who
This

group of authors included Mykola Hnatyshak, Havryil Kostelnyk, and

Mykhailo Rudnytsky
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but, in general,

the journal Dzvony.

liberal critics,

gave

who were

The

third

not agreed on a

priority to aesthetic rather than political

was the journal Nazus trick, and
Osyp Bodnarovych, Vasyl Simovych, Sviatoslav

or religious values in literature. Their organ

ranks

their

included

Hordynsky, Bohdan Ihor Antonych, and Mykhailo Rudnytsky.
That such a debate took place

testifies to the

vibrancy of cultural

somewhat

interwar Galicia. In this debate the “liberals” were
tage, for they

were caught

in an

at

obvious logical inconsistency.

life in

a disadvan-

A

party that

holds aesthetic values to be independent of social utility places itself outside
a debate on which criteria for evaluating cultural products are of greatest
social benefit.

Herein

lies

the peculiarity of Rudnytsky’ s argument for

Rudnytsky argued

aesthetic criteria. Like his nationalist opponents,

because of a certain set of historical circumstances, Ukrainian
culture are
literature

backward and

provincial.

To overcome

interests of the

however, Rudnytsky

fell

that

and

problem Ukrainian

this

has to be judged according to general aesthetic

his aesthetic criteria,

literature

back on the

criteria.

To justify

political

and social

Ukrainian people. In the cultural debate of the 1930s, the

social function of art

and aesthetic values was a widely recognized presup-

position that he could not but accept.

Another aspect of Rudnytsky ’s insistence on evaluation

is

evident in his

incessant stream of complaints about the various failings of Ukrainian
literature

and individual authors. Readers who have endured the hagiographic

tone of partisan Soviet and nationalist literary criticism and the patriotic

revivalism
refreshing.

of the

When

post-Soviet

he writes,

era

shall

“Mymy bored

find

us,

and

Rudnytsky ’s iconoclasm
if

we

didn’t cast aside his

was because we were reading them with a pencil in hand as a
source of ethnographic material,”^ students, no doubt, quietly cheer. The
number of such frank, acerbic judgments by Rudnytsky is surprisingly large:

books

it

Ivan Franko’s prose

is

an interesting experiment but largely a

Marko Vovchok’s biography

is far

more

failure;^

interesting than her writings;"^

and

Lesia Ukrainka should have written a diary, like Mariia Bashkirtseva, rather
than plays.^ Besides such unconventional value judgments, there are
serious observations

serious

or

on the history of Ukrainian

more important than

Mymoho

2.

Vid

3.

Ibid., 168.

4.

Ibid., 57.

5.

Ibid.,

201.

the

literature.

None

is

some
more

claim that the literary styles that

do Khvylovoho (Lviv: Dilo, 1936), 137.
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by analogy with other European

historians ascribe to Ukrainian literature

literatures are largely fictitious: they often represent

no more than a handful

of writers,^ lack essential features, and never gain the

momentum

to inspire

wide emulation/
These negative judgments were prompted by a period of Ukrainian
history that

saw nothing but

failure in its recent past.

The

political

mood

in

interwar Galicia found expression in the writings of conservative ideologues

Viacheslav Lypynsky

like

and Dontsov, who proposed new

political

strategies to replace the discredited, leftist ideas of the past. Culture, too,

was held

was

measured

in this spirit,

literature

of the preceding cultural period, particularly the populist-inspired

literature,

arenas.

and the

The

and

it

that there is a connection

both the cultural and political

failure of Ukrainians in

prescriptions for a

new

between the

were proposed

literature that

in interwar

Galicia were intended to give Ukrainian culture the European recognition

had

failed to achieve in the first

In this context

it

is

it

two decades of the twentieth century.

interesting to note

Mykola

Ilnytsky’s reaction to

Rudnytsky’s negative judgments. While on the whole his account of
Rudnytsky’s views

is

objective, he is clearly displeased with a

Rudnytsky’s stronger condemnations: the suggestion that Panas
as

good a prose writer

number of

Mymy is not

as the weakest of his Russian contemporaries

and the

claim that Ivan Karpenko-Kary takes a back seat to the Russian playwright

Aleksandr Ostrovsky. Ilnytsky chastises Rudnytsky for his
stylistic

inability to see the

periods that historians of Ukrainian literature, notably

Chyzhevsky and Mykola Zerov,

clearly discerned.

within the bounds of normal debate, and

I

Dmytro

These disagreements

have no reason

to insist that

fall

one

when it comes to Ilnytsky’s
comments on Rudnytsky’s assessment of Franko, I believe they are biased.
or the other has the better argument. But

Like

many

serious readers,

Rudnytsky

is

not overly kind to Franko. His

judgment of Franko’ s prose and the poem “Moisei” (Moses) are
severe. Franko’ s prose

is

particularly

an interesting but unsuccessful experiment, and his

“Moisei,” says Rudnytsky, “is terribly inartistic.” Ilnytsky and others are
certainly entitled to disagree with this

judgment of Franko, but Ilnytsky’s

reaction emphasizes criteria that undermine his position:

We do not wish to make any accusations against the author of this truly unusual
claim, but the impression arises that he lived not in the explosive atmosphere

of Lviv but rather in some distant overseas

villa.

Perhaps, allegiance to the

doctrine of art’s uninvolvement in worldviews {bezsvitohliadnist) and non-

6.

Ibid., 118.

7.

Ibid., 123.

s
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engagement with ideas (pozaideinist) can extend

to such lengths?!

And

yet,

Second World War the author of Vid Mymoho do Khvylovoho
found followers: the above-mentioned Ihor Kostetsky wrote in his foreword to
a volume of translations of Stefan George’s poetry that Ivan Franko does not
even

after the

exist as a

phenomenon of

Whether “Moisei”

is

literary style.®

viewed from overseas

from within Lviv’s

villas or

explosive situation, Ilnytsky does not provide any reason

should be regarded as an aesthetically successful

poem

or

why that work
why Franko’

prose should be considered masterful. The reference to Kostetsky’ s famous

quip

is

gratuitous and apparently

meant

brush, for Ilnytsky ’s disagreement

ial

Ilnytsky

is

to tar
is

Rudnytsky with a conspirator-

with Rudnytsky, not Kostetsky.

apparently unnerved by the mere suggestion that Franko might

not be great in

all

his endeavours. His reaction to

seems motivated by

Rudnytsky

in this instance

patriotic fervour.

Another kind of misunderstanding

is

evident in Ilnytsky ’s criticism of

Mizh ideieiu i formoiu for the absence of any references to structuralism.
While it is certainly true that in the 1930s the structuralist circles in Prague,
with

were producing some of the most

Ukrainian connections,

their

Rudnytsky may have

innovative

work

movement

not because of an oversight, although that

in literary theory,

of his focus on systems of valuation. The
in his

work

is

specifically focussed

list

is

failed to refer to this

possible, but because

of literary theories examined

on those

that provide

a basis for

discriminating literary value: Hippolyte Taine, Marxism, nationalism, Henri

Bergson, Benedetto Croce, and so forth. The structuralism of

Prague Circle can illuminate many aspects of a
yield evaluative criteria, or at least

mind. Structuralism
is

is

it

literary

OPOIAZ or the

work, but

was not conceived with

essentially a descriptive approach,

this

it

does not

purpose in

whereas Rudnytsky

examining evaluative approaches.

The second token of Rudnytsky’ s approach to literature is aestheticism.
As we know, he was a junior colleague of the Moloda Muza group of
modernist Western Ukrainian writers. The legacy of his involvement in this
group was a life-long attachment to the principles of modernist aesthetics.
The first principle of all Rudnytsky ’s literary judgments is that they must be
intrinsic, that is, grounded in the qualities of the work itself. In Rudnytsky,
as in all Ukrainian modernism, this position was inspired by the rejection of
populism, which predominated in the literature of the late nineteenth century.

By

the

8.

mid 1930s, however, such

Mykola

Ilnytsky, Krytyky

Ukraini 20-30-kh

rr.

XX st.

i

(Lviv:

anti-populist rhetoric should have

kryterii:

VNTL,

been

Literatumo-krytychna dumka v Zakhidnii

1998), 73-4.
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The major

anachronistic.

modernism had

figures of Ukrainian

fallen silent

long ago. But with socialist realism blossoming in Soviet Ukraine and

Dontsov and

his nationalists enforcing their

Rudnytsky returned

grounded systems of evaluating
is

to

most readily acceptable

It

on idea and form, the

of reductionism,

combat these ideologically

This part of Rudnytsky ’s thought

literature.

it

corresponds in great measure

is

also the cornerstone of his

to readers, since

well-established modernist canons.

theoretical views

own brand

to his modernist roots to

titular subjects

of his

first

major

work.

Mizh

ideieiu

by

literature

competing

i

formoiu

is

own immanent

its

critical orientations

an extended essay on the need to judge
criteria.

Rudnytsky examines a number of

before setting out his

own

ideas on the nature

of a literary work. His ideas are presented clearly, but they are not formulated with sufficient sophistication to constitute an original

theory of

art.

In their

from Bohdan Ihor
Rudnytsky’ s book
to

encompass

in

is
it

completely incomprehensible because Rudnytsky

is

it

is

certainly merit in

Antonych’s

repeated by Ilnytsky.

The concept of idea
carefully as

tries

both emotional and rational impulses from both the

author’s and the reader’s perspective.^ There

charge, which

and significant

own time Rudnytsky ’s ideas met with a hostile reaction
Antony ch, who argued that the notion of idea in

in

Rudnytsky’ s monograph

should be, and the word

itself is

is

not defined as

used somewhat loosely

throughout the book. But a careful reading of his lengthy definition of

makes

clear that Rudnytsky’ s “idea”

is

not equivalent to “content.”*®

deliberately replaces the traditional pairing of

it

He

form and content with idea and

content to emphasize the distinction between everything that belongs within
a

work

(its

form and content) and those “abstract concepts,” those “magis-

thoughts” (providni dumky), that are in no

terial

in the

work but

are the initial cause of

its

way embodied

or contained

creation and are conveyed

the reader. Ilnytsky calls this an Aristotelian theory. Perhaps

understood as a Platonic one, because for Rudnytsky literature

is

it

by

it

to

better

is

an embod-

iment or a projection of ideal forms.

Rudnytsky ’s notion of idea stems from a general theory of creativity
posits an initial motive for an author’s self-expression.

idea

is

to give

form and content

it

quality of a literary

9.

Bohdan Ihor Antonych, “Mizh zmistom

the nature of the idea (this

i

formoiu,” repr. in

Mizh

ideieiu

i

formoiu (Lviv: Dilo, 1932), 167-70.

that

“express” one’s

in the substance of a literary work.

work depends not on

Ukraina (Kyiv: Znannia, 1990), 24: 235-9.
10.

To

Nauka

i

is

The
what

kultura:
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wrong with Marxist and nationalist criticism), but on the author’s ability
form and content. What, then, makes one work
better than another? According to Rudnytsky “the value of a work lies in the
is

to translate his idea into

value of the experiences to which

work can be measured through

it

recreates for, or elicits from,

work
was

it is

clear that in his

it

leads.”" In other words, the value of

the complexity and depth of the experiences

a

its

From

reader.

the bulk of

Rudnytsky ’s

view the idea behind much of Ukrainian

literature

essentially a social program, or at least a critique of social conditions.

Psychology, the third token in Rudnytsky’ s repertoire,

is

a necessary

An

ingredient of any judgments based on the experience of the reader.

evaluation of this experience

ogy. This, of course,
readers

may

is

measure of the reader’s psychol-

in itself a

is

the reason for the variability of judgment. Different

experience a work of literature in different ways, at different

depths, and with differing understanding.

Psychology
in a literary

Rudnytsky
texts. In

“some

is

important not only on the receiving end of the experiences
is

an area in which

and as a close reader of

particularly effective as a critic

literary

Vid Myrnoho do Khvylovoho he set himself the task of examining

traits

literature

is

work, but in their production as well. This

of the psychology of our writers

who worked

at

a time

when

the

of the nineteenth century was moving in the direction of greeting

the next century.

He

tackled this task in at least two ways.

most memorable aspects of

this

book

Among

sketches Rudnytsky paints of his subject authors.

They include

several

instances of considerable insight and psychological understanding.
portrait of

young Ahatanhel Krymsky, which

sky’s novelette Andrii Lahovsky,

is

is

a gem. This

was a

the professor and researcher of Arabic folia

poet:

“When Krymsky

Moscow and

left

The

based on the hero of Krym-

when

left

the

are the wonderful psychological

time, says Rudnytsky,

had not yet subdued the

behind his youthful spleen, he

observed the world around him with the serene gaze of a Japanese diplomat

who remembers

the poetry of cherry orchards and colourful

dawns but

concentrates on hieroglyphs in foreign languages.”^^ Rudnytsky ’s portrait

of Volodymyr Samiilenko

is

equally insightful and convincing:

[Samiilenko] resembles Black Sea chumaks

who

hauled

salt

with their oxen.

The ancestor of such a chumak, having spent time among various peoples and
learned languages, would have known a great deal more about the world than
you would guess by looking at his Cossack appearance. But the personality, to

11.

Ibid., 177.

Mymoho

12.

Vid

13.

Ibid., 182.

do Khvylovoho,

8.
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be sure, would have been the same: peaceful, careless, lazy, and curious. But

how would you get through to it to tap
Many a chumak would have been
river

—he would spend weeks

telling stories, there

silently

talent?

its

a

bom

The

poet.

steppe, sun, melons,

admiring nature, but when he would

would be no stopping him,

there

start

would be no end or pause

to them.’'*

Rudnytsky’s psychological portraits are not only amusing to the reader. His
purpose in sketching these portraits

moment

creative

Rudnytsky finds
precisely this

is

to

approach an understanding of that

And

that transforms idea into form.
that

many

of the authors he

moment. They

almost invariably

come up

studying

is

short at

are unable to project a substantial part of their

feelings, experiences, or reactions into their works.

Because of

their intense

concentration on extrinsic, usually social, goals, Ukrainian authors

They

project their individuality into their works.

are consistently

fail to

more

interesting than their works.

In this regard Rudnytsky’s portrait of Lesia Ukrainka

only

on

man

for her,

and yet she cannot adapt

great impulses. Perhaps this

its

very

Ukrainian literature in her time. Rudnytsky turns

in

head, describing Lesia as “so feminine as

its

is

famous reference

deliberately crafted to challenge Dontsov’s

is

to its

is

if life itself

telling. It

to her as the
this

formula

were too brutal

rough tedium nor find the strength for

the first reason

why

she forces herself from

an early age to overcome her femininity, to prepare herself for the
struggle.”*^ This disciplined reaction against one’s

Rudnytsky, produced the
inka’ s plays
his

own

stifled, lifeless

and Ukrainian

literature

must

individuality, argues

of the populist period and continues to

day. For Rudnytsky psychology

the author

own

forms that characterize Lesia Ukra-

is

a necessary component of what

transfer into his or her work.

The

individuality of an author,

her ability to recreate her psychology in the literary work,
literary

form valuable. Where

is

what makes the

this individuality is deliberately stifled in

favour of what are perceived to be higher goals, the literary form suffers.

Unless a writer endows her work with an element of her
reader

is

The
is

the

unlikely to judge the

work

own

personality, the

highly.

fourth and last token on Rudnytsky’s

game board

is

Europe. This

Europe of a-thousand-year-old Ukrainian mythology, the Europe of

high culture and civilization, of Shakespeare, Goethe, Beethoven, Dickens,
Balzac, Maupassant, Heine, Verlaine, Rimbaud, Novalis, Ibsen Keats, Byron,

and so on. In

short,

14.

Ibid., 189.

15.

Ibid., 196.

it is

the

Europe where the

cultural

and

intellectual grass
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always greener and where civilization finds

Europe of Rudnytsky’ s personal experience.
brisk intellectual climate of the Sorbonne.

of the British

Museum.

It is

its

It is

It is

dom.

It is

it is

also the

the deep and

wide resources

cities in a

on the

wide array of

moreover, a tradition of respect for individualism and free-

also an imperial sense of destiny

own

one’s

It is,

But

the atmosphere, style, and

the continuous stream of cultural debate

pages of daily newspapers from a few dozen
languages.

yardstick.

culture

superior to

and pride, a tendency
and

others

all

superiority into a moral category. This

is

to

translate

to consider

that

cultural

where Ilnytsky sees the overseas

villas.

Rudnytsky’ s Europe
inescapable dialectic

is all

of these and more. But through a simple and

also a

is

it

marker of

his

extraordinary, patriotic

attachment to Ukrainian culture. Throughout his writings Rudnytsky

always comparing Ukrainian culture,
literatures,

and authors. This

is

literature,

and authors

is

to other cultures,

a natural consequence of his

first

token

—

the

need for judgment. But Rudnytsky’ s judgments always assume that European
culture is superior to Ukrainian culture. Ukrainians are always catching up
and never quite make
cultures that

together with
maturity,

is

it.

There

is,

according to Rudnytsky, a hierarchy of

determined by their maturity: “Every [national]

its

[literary] criticism,

literature,

develops gradually through stages of

much like a person, and in its earliest stages it must depend on
And yet the rebirth of national literatures in the nineteenth century

pedagogy.

has shown that even the smallest nation, such as the Dutch, the Danes, or the

Norwegians, thanks to the culture of other nations, can produce two or three
writers to

match the writers of the greatest

literatures.”^^

The notion

that

cultural advances are possible only through interaction with the cultures of

more mature nations does not
is

the product of individuals

notion

of mature

nations

aestheticist perspective
is

back

comfortably with the notion that great

sit

who have

immediately
into the

the freedom to create.

pushes

domain of

Rudnytsky ’s

art

The very
otherwise

social obligation. This idea

very similar to the notion of the “great literature” developed by Ukrainian

emigre nationalists

after the

Second World War. In both

instances,

it

offers

an alternative scale of values that competes with pure modernist aestheticism.

Rudnytsky ’s

critical

of literature. Neither
four key

Europe

areas

thought

is it

a

is

—

of his thought

—combine

to

not a thoroughly developed philosophy

random

collection of disjointed thoughts.

^judgment,

form a workable scheme

aesthetics,

The

psychology, and

for evaluating a great variety

of issues and problems in Ukrainian literature in the early twentieth century.

16.

Ibid., 16.
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Despite

some

internal

contradictions,

alternative to pure ideological criticism

between
ize

patriotic

emigre

Rudnytsky’s

and helped

and modernist principles

literary

judgments. In

to

scheme offered an

shape the compromise

that eventually

this regard,

came

to character-

Mykhailo Rudnytsky

is still

valuable reading, particularly in contemporary Ukraine, where compromises

such as his are not often part of the public debate about

literature.
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The

First

Space Voyages

in

Ukrainian Science Fiction
Walter Smyrniw

For decades there have been several inaccuracies and misconceptions about
the evolution of Ukrainian science fiction.

One of them

pertains to the first

depiction of space flight. In the annals of Ukrainian literature,

Vladko'

is

his novel

Volodymyr

cited as the first author to portray an interplanetary journey, in

Arhonavty Vsesvitu (Argonauts of the Universe),

first

published in

1935. This seemed an irrefutable historical fact, at least for those

who

subscribed to the notion that Ukrainian science fiction emerged in the late

1920s and early 1930s and evolved only within the general framework of
Soviet Ukrainian literature. However, this

is

rather a

myopic perception of

the development of Ukrainian culture and literature.

On

examining the

Ukrainian publications that appeared in Western Ukraine and abroad, one
discovers that several important works were published before the advent of

Soviet Ukrainian science fiction.^

novel was not the

first

It

becomes

quite evident that Vladko’s

Ukrainian science fiction dealing with an interplan-

etary voyage. In fact the first depiction of space flight in Ukrainian literature

A

Volodymyr Vladko (1900-74) was bom and educated
From 1917 he was employed by various newspapers, later becoming a
correspondent for Pravda and Literaturnaia gazeta. He embarked on his literary career
1.

Soviet Ukrainian author,

in St. Petersburg.

1930s, publishing works in praise of the Soviet economic and technological

in the

undertakings during the First Five-Year Plan. At the same time he began writing science
fiction:
2.

by 1967 he had published two collections of science-fiction

Among

and

six novels.

these works are Pavlo Krat’s Koly ziishlo sontse: Opovidannia z

2000 roku

(Toronto: Robitnyche slovo, 1918);

opovidannia dlia molodi

iz

Mykola Chaikovsky’s Za

stories

sylu sontsia: Fantastychne

nedalekoho maibutnoho (Lviv: Ukrainske pedahohichne

tovarystvo, 1925); and Myroslav Kapii’s Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei: Povist (Lviv:
chas, 1932).
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occurred three years

earlier,

in

by Myroslav Kapii, Kraina

the novel

blakytnykh orkhidei (The Land of Azure Orchids, 1932).^
It is

not difficult to discern that Kapii ’s novel was exeluded from the

With the

history of Ukrainian scienee fietion because of ideologieal reasons.

advent of soeialist realism in the 1930s, Soviet Ukrainian
science-fiction,

was

literature,

subject to ideological formulas prescribed

including

by the Soviet

regime. Authors were required to produce “scienee fietion with imminent

aims” that extolled the prevailing ideology and depicted both the goals and
achievements of Soviet socialism in the present and the near future.

Beginning his

literary career in the early

1930s,

Volodymyr Vladko

unreservedly embraced the existing Soviet ideologieal and literary precepts.

This can be seen in
in his celebrated

virtues

all

of Vladko’ s science fiction of the 1930s, especially

Arhonavty

Vsesvitu."^ In this

novel the author extols the

of Soviet collectivism, which culminates in the building of a

spaeecraft that flies to

Venus and

ko ’s unswerving loyalty

returns with a

to Soviet ideology

new metal

“ultragold.” Vlad-

and the Party

line

ensured

successive printings of Arhonavty Vsesvitu (eight editions between 1935 and
1961), laudatory reviews, and claims to being the

first

depietion of spaee

travel in Ukrainian literature.^

By

the

exeluding

3.

same token, Soviet ideology played an important

Kapii ’s

Myroslav Kapii (1888-1949) was a Ukrainian author and

in the village of

role

in

Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei from the repertoire of

Kotsiubynka into the family of a teacher.

University in 1914, and thereafter he

was employed

translator.

He

He was bom

graduated from Lviv

as a teacher of foreign languages at

high schools in Western Ukraine, Poland, and Vienna. During the 1900s he wrote a

number of poems, sketches, and short stories, which were published in various periodicals.
Kapii was a member of the Logos association of Ukrainian Catholic writers. He was
active as a translator, publishing a number of translations of such authors as Mikhail
Lermontov, Aleksandr Kuprin, Henrik Ibsen, Rudyard Kipling, Heinrich Heine, and
Honore Mirbeau. He also translated two works by Jules Verne, Les enfants du capitaine
Grant and Le chancellor. The extent of Kapii’ s interest in other science science-fiction
writers is not known, as to date very little information is available about him.
4.

Volodymyr Vladko, Idut

robotari:

Sotsiialno-fantastychna povist (Odesa and

Kharkiv: Molodyi bilshovyk, 1931); Chudesnyi henerator: Naukovo-fantastychna povist

(Kyiv and Kharkiv: Derzhtekhvydav

URSR,

1935); and Arhonavty Vsesvitu:

Roman

(Kharkiv and Odesa: Dytvydav, 1935).
5.

Mykola Pyvovarov,

“Naukovo-fantastychnyi

zhanr

v

ukrainskii

literaturi,”

Volodymyr Vladko, Tvory v piaty tomakh (Kyiv:
Molod, 1970), 1: 10, 403; Istoriia ukrainskoi literatury u vosmy tomakh, vol. 7 (Kyiv:
Naukova dumka, 1971), 75; and Ukrainska literaturna entsyklopediia (Kyiv: Holovna
redaktsiia Ukrainskoi radianskoi entsyklopedii im. M. P. Bazhana, 1988), 1: 338.
Vitchyzna, 1954, no. 10: 143. See also
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Ukrainian science fiction and prevented literary

critics

from acknowledging

that this novel contained the earliest Ukrainian depiction of a space journey.

While Kapii did not convey an overtly anti-Soviet sentiment,

his novel

was

nevertheless incompatible with the prevailing Soviet ideology for several reasons. First of

all,

in Polish-ruled

Kapii belonged to the Logos association of Catholic writers

Western Ukraine. The religious publications of

ation were, of course,

Kapii ’s

anathema

this associ-

to the atheistic Soviet regime.

Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei was

set

in

a

Moreover,

twenty-first-century

independent Ukrainian state ruled by an autocratic hetman. Furthermore, in
his novel Kapii also alluded to several Ukrainian historical figures, such as

Hetmans Petro Doroshenko and Ivan Mazepa, President Symon
the

“heroes of Kruty,”^ and depicted

historiography,’ in a positive light.

existence of the Soviet

Union

all

Petliura,

and

of them, contrary to Soviet

Even worse, Kapii did not mention

the

either in the past or in the imaginary future.

Although ideology played a major role in the evaluation of Ukrainian
science fiction, the features

it

concentrated upon are less significant than the

conceptualization and the range of imagination displayed by the sciencefiction writers.

Among

other things, this includes the exploitation of various

notions derived from previous fictional depictions of space journeys, such as
the design of the spacecraft

and

their propulsion systems, the destinations of

the trips, and their purpose. In their

own ways,

both Kapii and Vladko

provided some interesting and diametrically opposed accounts of voyages to
the planets in our solar system.

As he embarked on
evidently familiar with

his depiction of a journey to

some science

fiction

on

important astronomical observations of the planet

Mars, Kapii was

this topic

made

and with the

in the nineteenth

century. In 1877 the Italian astronomer Giovanni Schiaparelli (1835-1910)

spotted on

Mars a

pattern of lines,

which he called canali (channels).

Subsequently his term was mistranslated into English as “canals,” and his
discovery was construed as evidence of intelligent
Speculation about

life

life

on the

planet.

on Mars was promulgated by the American astronomer

Percival Lowell (1855-1916). After studying the planet for

many

years

through a powerful telescope, Lowell set forth in great detail his observations

6.

Kapii, Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei, 11, 13, 24, 158.

7.

During the Soviet regime Hetmans Doroshenko and Mazepa were denounced as
and Petliura was condenmed as a bourgeois-nationalist and a counter-revolution-

traitors,

The “heroes of Kruty” were troops of a Ukrainian student battalion that was crushed
Kruty on 30 January 1918 defending Kyiv from a Bolshevik force led by M. Muravev.
They, too, were stigmatized as traitors and counter-revolutionaries.
ary.
at

s
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and arguments in many magazine articles and his books Mars (1895), Mars
and Its Canals (1906), and Mars as the Abode of Life (1908). He persistently
claimed that Mars was inhabited by an older and more advanced culture than

inasmuch as the Martians had the knowledge, machines, and energy

ours,

resources to construct a network of canals encompassing the entire planet.

Describing the topography of the planet, he claimed that

it

was a

cool, arid

world with large red deserts and areas of vegetation and a thin atmosphere
capable of sustaining

life.*

Kapii obviously paid close attention to the

available studies of Mars, because in Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei he outlined

not only the accepted theories about

its

physical properties, but also the

various studies of the planet from the seventeenth to the twentieth century.^
In the

wake of

the nineteenth-century astronomical studies, a

composed various journeys

science-fiction authors

planet

was described

in

science-fiction writers.

In Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei the
is built

in the

But

number of
which the

role in a

employed by

add a number of
the belief that in

manned mission

Queen of Virginia,

to Mars.

the first interplan-

United States and launched from the

The mission was financed by

multi-millionaires.

to

Among them was

Americans would play the leading

Virginia.

literary devices

But Kapii managed

personal touches and national nuances.

etary spacecraft,

in

and atmosphere also bears close

resemblance to Lowell’s paradigm and to some

future

Mars

accordance with Lowell’s pronouncements. Kapii’

description of the Martian landscape

earlier

to

a private consortium of five

in spite of the exaltation of

state

of

American

American technology and

financial resources, Kapii also underscores that the

Mars

project could not

have been possible without international co-operation. For example, he points
out that the “flexible metal” for the American-built spacecraft was discovered
in Siberia

by an Englishman and

international crew:

Norwegian

system was
manned by an

that its atomic propulsion

invented by a Lithuanian physicist. Also, the spaceship
a British astronomer, an

is

American engineer, and a

explorer. Moreover, as the plot unfolds, a Ukrainian astronomer

plays an important role in the craft’s return from Mars.
In Kapii ’s novel the purpose of the journey to

contact with

its

intelligent inhabitants.

The mission

is

Mars

is

to establish

based on most recent

observations through a powerful telescope that confirm not only the presence

of water and a breathable atmosphere on Mars, but also of buildings that

8.

The hypothesis

that

Mars has an adequate amount of oxygen

to sustain

advaneed

forms was refuted only in 1976, when American Viking probes revealed that Mars
was very cold, virtually without an atmosphere, and devoid of vegetation.

life

9.

Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei, 50-2.

The First Space Voyages

were obviously erected by an advanced

Queen of

Virginia

According

civilization.

to plan, the

expected to reach Mars in eight days and the crew

is

spend ten days on the planet.

to
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in

from the crew, the mission

is

When

deemed

is

a year goes by without any messages
a disaster.

He

Vladko’s conception of the space journey was quite different.

maintained that only the Soviet Union would have the financial resources to
build a spaceship capable of a return voyage to

Venus and

that this

would

be accomplished through the collective efforts of Soviet scientists and
engineers. Other countries

The crew of

the vessel

backgrounds, but

all

would watch and play no

part in this endeavour.

would be comprised of people from diverse ethnic

would be

loyal Soviet citizens.

The purpose of

the

mission to Venus would not be to establish contact with alien beings, but to
explore the planet for rare minerals and,
“ultragold,” a valuable

if

possible, bring

commodity, for the Soviet

great length that “ultragold”

was not a

state.

back some

Vladko explained

fictitious substance,

at

but a metal

envisioned in the periodic table of the eminent Russian scientist Dmitrii

Mendeleev. Moreover, there

is

no contact with

intelligent

Venusian

life

forms in the novel, because Vladko subscribed to the notion that the planet

was

at a

primitive stage of development.^*^

The two authors

also differ in their depictions of the role Ukrainians play

in the first planetary voyages. In Vladko’s novel Ukraine’s

mentioned only

in passing:

rocket, but even here she shares the credits with Russia.

the institutes of physical chemistry in Leningrad and

new kind

simultaneously the
the entire Soviet
first

Union

of atomic fuel.””

rather than

its

their

names:

Mykola Ryndin

is

As

As Vladko

puts

it,

Kyiv “produced almost
a rule, the author lauds

Vladko does not specify the national

crew members, the reader can

Vadym

is

constituent republics for launching the

interplanetary spaceship. Although

identity of the

involvement

Ukraine produces the “atomic fuel” for the

infer their ethnic origin

from

Ryzhko are evidently Ukrainian,
Russian, and Van Lun (who speaks with an accent) is of
Sokil and Halia

Asian ancestry. What Vladko emphasizes in his heroes

is their

professional-

many astronomers and

science-fiction

ism and Soviet patriotism.

10.

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

writers believed that

phere.

However, a

Venus had a

series of

thick permanent cloud layer and a breathable atmos-

probes that the Soviet Union sent to Venus, beginning in

1967, revealed that the atmosphere of this planet

is

(about 95 percent) and

475°C. Under these conditions no

on Venus
11.

is

its

surface temperature

is

comprised mostly of carbon dioxide

possible.

Vladko, Arhonavty Vsesvitu, in his Tvory,

1:

134.

life
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Kapii gives a different account of his characters’ ethnic background and

Ukraine’s involvement in the

mission to Mars. While he endorses the

first

need for international co-operation in building and manning the spacecraft,
he reserves an important role for Ukraine in the spaceship’s return. Ihor Kharetonenko, a brilliant Ukrainian astronomer, builds a sophisticated optical

device for detecting motion in space that enables

moving from Mars towards

object

spaceship, and to calculate

landing

Ukraine

to

A

near Kyiv.

observe a tiny
the

as

it

Academy

the

built

of Sciences plays

spacecraft.

a vital role

in

scientists,

Moreover, the
processing the

information brought back from Mars. Thus in Kapii ’s novel Ukraine
a

“lost”

Ukrainian becomes

besieged by foreign news media, diplomats,

is

and the American engineers who
Ukrainian

site

him

identify

to

good news, and Ukraine becomes the centre of world

the harbinger of
attention.

its

Earth,

modest but important

fulfils

role in the final stage of the interplanetary mission.

In the context of the history of Ukrainian science fiction, Kapii’ s Kraina

blakytnykh orkhidei

work, which

manage

is

much more

grounded

is

number of
Each

to address a

Ukrainian science

representative of the genre than Vladko’s

in Soviet ideology. Nevertheless both authors

and unprecedented notions in

interesting

writer deals in his

fiction.

unknown, with the unpredictable encounters with
Vladko’s depiction of the
notion that Venus

Hence

home

it is

is at

to

forms on Venus

life

many of

life

own way

with the

forms on other planets.
is

predicated on the

an earlier stage of geological development than Earth.
the species that inhabited Earth eons ago.

the basis of astronomical studies, the

primitive forms of

life

on Venus.

creatures they encounter.

No

On

crew of Vladko’s spacecraft anticipate

Still,

they are not prepared for

some of the

sooner do the “Argonauts of the Universe” land

than they are confronted by strange prehistoric beasts of enormous size. The

animal that

first

attacks

them

is

so huge that

it

topples their spaceship.

As

they explore the planet in their spacesuits, the crew are attacked by insects
the size of the
butterflies big

human

enough

hand, large armour-plated subterranean creatures,

to carry off

vegetation resembling a “gigantic

them.

By

patterned

the

end of the novel the reader

mostly on prehistoric

subhuman

one of them, and an aggressive form of

mushroom”

creatures,

communicating with

the

author

creatures.

bypasses

that

can smother and crush

satiated with the grotesque

is

Moreover, by dealing with
the

interesting

problem of

intelligent alien life forms.

The adventures experienced by members of Kapii ’s expedition

much more

region of Mars, the crew of the
the planet

is

to

Mars

are

challenging and interesting. After crash-landing in a mountainous

thin but breathable.

Queen of Virginia find that the atmosphere of
As they venture beyond their spacecraft, they

The First Space Voyages

in

and unexpectedly come upon a strange

traverse a seemingly endless desert

that induces uncontrollable

form of vegetation resembling large blue orchids

Overpowered psychologically, the

terror in them.

Then
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earthlings flee.

crew of the Queen of Virginia face the daunting task of
aliens. At first the earthlings are reassured at

the

communicating with humanoid

the sight of similar beings, but, try as they might, they fail to

with the Martians.

When everything

else fails, the

newcomers

communicate

offer the natives

cognac, and soon the parties begin communicating by gestures. The Martian

shepherds realize that the earthhngs need assistance and lead them to the
village elders

who summon

The need

for effective

rescue aircraft from the nearest urban centre.

communication becomes more urgent

in the city.

Gestures, diagrams, and drawings are helpful but inadequate, so the visitors

embark on an

intensive study of the alien language.

Only

after

they able to understand the culture and history of their hosts.
is

mastering

Most

the discovery that the Martians are actually descendants of earthlings

migrated from the continent Atlantis
indigenous

life

it

are

who

sank into the ocean. The only

forms on Mars are the fear-inducing “blue orchids.”

In both novels the explorers

and changes

when

it

surprising

in their plans

must cope with unforeseen developments

of return. In Arhonavty Vsesvitu the crew of

Venus-1 have

to divert a river in order to float their spacecraft to

from which

can blast off into space. In Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei the

it

crew face even a greater problem:

their spacecraft is severely

an ocean

damaged

during the landing on Mars and cannot be repaired. In order to return to
Earth they must construct another vehicle. The most difficult task
the co-operation of the Martians and teach

them how

is

to obtain

to construct the

spaceship. Thanks to their high intelligence and advanced technology the

former Atlanteans build a copy of the Queen of Virginia in a year’s time.
Another surprising development is the crew’s concession to the monarch of

Mars

that

he and his daughter have the priority in returning to Earth.

Although Kapii depicts an advanced civilization while Vladko opts for
a prehistoric period, both authors have recourse to ancient myths in their
portrayal of future space journeys.

heroes
also

who

sailed with Jason

Vladko not only alludes

on the Argo

in quest of the

summarizes the Greek myth and links

that the

it

to the mythical

Golden Fleece, but

with his main plot by asserting

“contemporary Argonauts of the Universe expect

to

be no

less

successful than the ancient Argonauts of the

Greek myth.”'^ Whereas

Vladko employs the myth of the Golden Fleece

as an archetypical model,

Kapii utilizes the legend about Atlantis quite differently.

12.

Ibid.,

63-4.
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Kapil’s conjecture that not

of the inhabitants of Atlantis perished in

all

the geological cataclysm that sank the continent^^

Francis Bacon’s utopian novel The

Smymiw

is

based in part on

New Atlantis (1627), which describes how

with their advanced science and civilization some Atlanteans survived and
resettled

on Bensalem Island

in the Paeific. In

Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei

—

Mars is more than a human task it is divinely
inspired. An Atlantean elder named Askold is told in a vision: “I shall turn
away my face from the people who do not listen to its preachers and to my
the Atlanteans’ journey to

prophets and destroy this land that has been like a paradise for the inhabitants.”

The voice

in space”

do not wish
this deity

my

to destroy

by name, but

at “the altar

From

him how to “build three large vessels that can fly
that some Atlanteans will be saved, because: “I

instructs

and assures him

tells

people completely.

Kapii does not identify

us that the Atlanteans pay

homage

to this deity

of the sun.”

these details

it is

evident that Kapii modified Bacon’s version of

the Atlantis legend and linked

it

with biblical episodes such as Yahweh’s

Sodom and Gomorrah,

destruction of

Noah’s building of the

the salvation of Lot and his family,

ark, the forty-day deluge,

and the salvation of a

remnant of humankind and the animal kingdom. Kapii’ s blending of the
Atlantis legend and

some

biblical motifs with then-current scientific theories

about the Martian environment

indeed imaginative and, on the whole,

is

quite successful.

Another similarity between Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei and Arhonavty
Vsesvitu lies in serious lapses in the narrative flow and in various structural
flaws. In Vladko’s novel, the story

on

scientific

is

disrupted by long lectures or discourses

and technical matters, as well as by outright ideological

propaganda. The weakness in the novel’s narrative design was duly noted by
Soviet literary

critics.

In his discussion of Ukrainian science fiction,

Pyvovarov pointed out

that in

Mykola

Vladko’s work “the development of the plot

follows a well-known and very outdated pattern: there are questions and

answers, arguments, long and boring reports and lectures.”^^

should add that there are too

many

To

this

one

coincidences in the novel. For example,

Ryzhko succeeds in hiding in the spacecraft just
damaged by a meteor, succeeds in
landing on Venus. Similarly Halia just happens to find some “strange stones”

it is

by chance

that Halia

before liftoff and that the spaceship,

13.

Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei, 149-51.

14.

Ibid., 151.

15.

Pyvovarov, “Naukovo-fantastychnyi zhanr v ukrainskii

literaturi,” 152.

The First Space Voyages

new

that contain a

come

some of

some

is

not free of glaring flaws. Kapii fails to connect or

in

else. He never explains
who approach them by telepathy
means. Moreover, there is not even a hint as to why

Ukraine rather than somewhere

—

the blue orchids induce fear in those

some

or by

other exotic

them

the Atlanteans cannot rebuild the spaceships that brought

how

Vadym

“ultragold.”

the events in the novel; for example, the landing of the

Queen of Virginia

how

across

shortcomings in Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei are less

structural

obvious, but the novel
justify
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radioactive material called “infraradium,” and

Sokil just happens to

The

in

to

Mars or

the Atlantean king and his daughter learn to pilot the spaceship without

learning the language of the earthlings. These coincidences and loose ends

leave the critical reader unsatisfied with the narrative.
In spite of structural shortcomings, the novels

by Kapii and Vladko

are

important milestones in the evolution of Ukrainian science fiction. Their

imaginary space journeys to the neighbouring planets were a

theme

that departed

cialist-realist

science fiction.

inventions such as

(in his

in so-

glass for undetectable tanks

Kryshtalevyi krai [The Crystal Land], 1935), or

Maria Romanivska’s cloud control for
(in

vibrant

Their flights of fancy went well beyond

Dmytro Buzko’s unbreakable

and other weapons

new and

from the down-to-earth innovations expounded

irrigating

parched agricultural regions

her Zahnuzdani khmary [Tamed Clouds], 1936) and wind-driven electric

power

stations

on large balloons high above the ground

[Shafts in the Sky], 1940), or

and Vladivostok for

Mykola

(in

Shakhty v nebi

Trublaini’s tunnel between

faster transportation

and military

Moscow

strategies

(in his

Hlybynnyi shliakh [The Deep Route], 1948).
Against the background of such “science fiction with near aims” that

predominated in Soviet
out like two bright

literature, Kapii’ s

stars.

and Vladko’ s space journeys stand

For more than three decades,

until the late 1950s,

they were the only depictions of space travel in Ukrainian science fiction.

During that the time only Vladko’ s work was known

on the whole the reading

public, especially

young

in Soviet Ukraine,

readers,

was not

and

stingy

with praise for Arhonavty Vsesvitu. According to Vladko, he received almost
three thousand letters

from Ukrainian science-fiction

buffs.

His novel was

not only continually reprinted in Ukrainian, but was also translated into
several languages.

16.

Volodymyr Vladko,

“Filosofiia fantastyky,” Radianske literaturoznavstvo, 1966, no.

8; 27.

17.

Into Russian in 1939, into Serbian in 1959, into Croatian in 1961,

in 1961. Excerpts

from the novel have also been published

and into Japanese

in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
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It is

a pity that Kapii’s Kraina blakytnykh orkhidei

readers in the Soviet Ukraine. If

it

was not

had been, Kapii would

available to

likely

have been

duly acclaimed as the progenitor of space voyages in Ukrainian science
fiction, not

only because his novel appeared in print three years before Vlad-

ko’s, but also because

it

contained some of the motifs that became prominent

in the depictions of space journeys

by Vasyl Berezhny, Oles Berdnyk, and

a host of other Ukrainian science-fiction writers in the 1960s. Like Kapii,

they dealt with problems pertaining to communication with extraterrestrial
aliens

and resorted

credibility
It is

Vladko

to legends,

myths, and even religion to give their plots

and coherence.

high time that literary historians reassess the role of Volodymyr

in the evolution of Ukrainian science fiction

Kapii’s pre-eminence

Ukrainian

as

the

author of the

literature.

and Poland. See Vladko, Tvory,

1:

403.

first

and recognize Myroslav
space-travel

novel in

Journal of Ukrainian Studies 27, nos. 1-2 (Summer-Winter 2002)

(Post)Modemist Masks: The Aesthetics
of Play in the Poetry of Emma
Andiievska and Bohdan Rubchak
Maria G. Rewakowicz

In his 1968 portrait of the

depicted

among

Emma

New York Group

of Ukrainian poets,

evoked the image of a person who

the poets in the group,

guises. This image,

however,

is

Her

third collection,

case in point.
tions of the

It

i

mystification

is

assumed

in her

rozmir (Fish and Dimension, 1961),

works of two imaginary poets

pseudonym of the
Solovij

Ryba

includes a chapter of her

Bdrumbhu. (To obscure

likes dis-

not a product of Solovij ’s fancy, but rather

a reflection of the attitude Andiievska herself cultivated and
poetry.

Jurij Solovij

Andiievska wearing a mask. According to him, she alone,

own

is

poetry presented as transla-

—Aristidimos Likhnos and Barubu

the project even further, the latter happens to be a

fictional

John Williams.) The playfulness of such a

so pronounced that

made Andiievska wear

a

it

mask

cannot escape notice.

literary

No wonder

in his portrait.

Johan Huizinga, a leading theorist of play, underscores the secrecy with

which play loves

to surround itself.

He

states:

“The

‘differentness’

and

secrecy of play are most vividly expressed in ‘dressing up.’ Here the ‘extra-

The disguised or masked
He is another being. The
terrors of childhood, open-hearted gaiety, mystic fantasy and sacred awe are
all inextricably entangled in this strange business of masks and disguises.”^
ordinary’

nature of play reaches perfection.

individual ‘plays’ another part, another being.

*

This paper was presented

at the Thirty-first

National Convention of the American

Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies in

St.

Louis, Missouri, 19

November

1999.

1.

Johan Huizinga,

Beacon, 1955),

13.

Homo

Ludens:

A

Study of the Play-Element

in

Culture (Boston:
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Andiievska

New York Group

not the only poet of the

is

with the ludic and

implications.

all its tacit

to

Bohdan Rubchak,

have toyed

for example,

perhaps more subtly and less noticeably, has matched Andiievska’ s playful
poetic exuberance with his

and interactive

histrionic

The purpose of

own

treatment of poetry as a creative, intellectual,

game.

this investigation is twofold.

On

the one hand,

I

shall

trace the internal evolution that these

two poets underwent

of the play-element; on the other,

shall attempt to pinpoint the shifts in

their poetic texts

presupposes that

and

literary

show how

postmodernism. The

poetry of Andiievska and Rubchak and to

discussions of play always involve a polarity of play and

seriousness. This radical opposition, although questioned

younger

question

latter

aesthetically reified in the texts.

modem

All

to

possible to localize the borderline between these two

it is

artistic trends in the

it is

I

from modernism

in their treatment

by a number of

theorists of play,^ is rather pervasive in the classic

Huizinga and Roger

Caillois.^ Huizinga, for

studies of

example, defines play as “a

voluntary activity or occupation executed within certain fixed limits of time

and place, according
its

aim

in itself

to

mles freely accepted but absolutely binding, having

and accompanied by a feeling of tension, joy, and the

consciousness that

it

is

from ‘ordinary

‘different’

He

life.’”"^

identifies “ordinary life” with seriousness. In other words,

essentially

one plays

ludic spirit, but one faces ordinary life in a spirit of seriousness.

2.

Most notable among them

is

“Homo Ludens

Jacques Ehrmann, the author of

Revisited,” trans. Cathy and Phil Lewis, in

Game,

in a

Bohdan

Play, Literature, ed. Jacques

Ehrmann.

Special issue of Yale French Studies 41 (1968) (Boston: Beacon, 1971), 31-57. See also

James H. Hans, The Play of the World (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press,
1981; Warren Motte, Playtexts: Ludics in Contemporary Literature (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1995); and Ruth E. Burke, The

Games of Poetics: Ludic

Criticism

and

Postmodern Fiction (New York: Peter Lang, 1994).
3. lam referring here to his Man,
The Free Press of Glencoe, 1961).

4.

Homo

seriousness.

opposition

might

call

p. 13,

own

“Summing up

the formal characteristics of play

same time absorbing
interest,

life

the player intensely and utterly.

and no

profit

can be gained by

it. It

this

we

as being not

It is

an activity

proceeds within

proper boundaries of time and space according to fixed rules and in an orderly
It

promotes the formation of social groupings which tend to surround themselves

with secrecy and to stress their difference from the

means.

Meyer Barash (New York:

a free activity standing quite consciously outside ‘ordinary’

‘serious,’ but at the

manner.

trans.

however, Huizinga provides another definition, which brings

to the forefront:

connected with no material
its

and Games,

Ludens, 28. This definition seems to underplay the opposition play/

On

more
it

Play,

common

world by disguise or other
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Rubchak expressed this
the Room of a Hundred

and Rubchak

poem “V

beautifully in his
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kimnati sta liuster” (In

Mirrors):

HacTO H 30A^raio nnmHi maTH. Bonn
iu,eAPo6apBHO bjiHntaxb na Mcni

Ha MiniOTiopHiH cpeni Moro iHTHMHoro xeaTpy.
Ajie y rojiiM

KyutaMH KaMinnoro ca^y,
KasKOBa MacKa, cxiKae

dijiiM CBixjii, Mixc

ydpaHHH soBciM

rpHM rpoxecKy,

cipie, djiiflHe
i

a

3HOBy cxaio co6oio.^
Although the play
find

it

of the

opposition poses

vs. seriousness

a useful classificatory device that enables

New York Group

Rubchak

as

My

understanding of this opposition

difficult not to read the poetry of

It is

somehow

artificiality,

qualities are absent

A

certain distancing

permeate these two poets’

is

existential

such an extent that the boundary between
to suggest that their poetry
it is

And

problem

5.

I

if

my

/

to

/

life

most

for the

life.

texts.

and

literariness, if

By and

large such

and mingled with

real life to

and

That

I /

is

not

part, confessional or autobio-

In that sense their poetry

is

serious rather

the conception of play Huizinga proposed.

But

in the

/

eolourfully glitter on

naked

//

white

me / on

the miniature

among the bushes of the
mask pales, / the mascara of

light,

the clothes fade completely, the fairy-tale

the grotesque runs, and

art is blurred.

well aware, such a distinction poses another

on ornate garments. They

intimate theatre.

stone orehard,

is,

am

yet, as I

one adheres

often put

stage of

rather

say that they feel and express in their texts the

fair to

“heaviness” or absurdity of
than playful.

is

Andiievska and

from the poetry of Bohdan Boychuk, Yuriy Tamawsky,

and Vira Vovk. For them poetry

graphical, but

I

inherently diverting, especially in comparison to that

of the other members of the group.
not plain

some problems,^

to differentiate the poets

according to the presence or absence of the play-

element in their works.

commonsensical.

me

become myself again (Bohdan Rubchak, Krylo Ikarove: Novi

vybrani poezii [Munich: Suchasnist, 1983], 145).
6. Even Huizinga recognized this. At the beginning of Homo Ludens he states:
“Examined more closely, however, the contrast between play and seriousness proves to
be neither conclusive nor fixed. We can say: play is non-seriousness. But apart from the

fact that this proposition tells us nothing about the positive qualities of play,

extraordinarily easy to refute.

As soon

as

we

proceed from ‘play

‘play is not serious,’ the contrast leaves us in the lurch

ous indeed”

(p. 5).

—

for

is

it

is

non-seriousness’ to

some play can be very

seri-
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According to him, poetry (poiesis)
never

rise to the level

a play-function, and, moreover,

is

of seriousness.^ In other words,

ordinary” and immutably removed from “ordinary”

the broad view that

then

all

and an outcome of such

creative activity

is

will

believe this

I

life.

apparent contradiction stems from the double nature of play.
activity rooted in intention

it

inherently “extra-

it is

It is

activity. If

both an

one accepts

animated by a strong ludic

spirit,

poetry can indeed be treated as a play-function. But even within

all

such an assumption, one should be able to recognize that a playful activity
does not necessarily lead to a playful outcome,

or, to

put

it

differently, play

does not always result in a plaything.

Going back

to

Andiievska and Rubchak,

I

would

like to point out that

in addition to their shared interest in the play-element, they both

seem

to

display a preference for traditional poetical forms such as stanza, metre, and

rhyme (though imperfect
perfect); both also seem

—assonance, dissonance, consonance—

rather than

to exhibit a propensity to

experiment with such

classical genres as the sonnet. This return to tradition both in formal (poetics)

and cultural (context/convention) aspects has some
to

what Linda Hutcheon describes

as

affinity, in

my

opinion,

one of the defining principles of

postmodernism, namely “the presence of the past.”^ She emphasizes,

however, that to be postmodern such a turn has to be
critical

and problematized rather than merely nostalgic.

that play, parody,

What concerns me

and pastiche
here

lie at

first

It is

and foremost

well established

the core of the postmodern project.

not only the extent to which these attributes are

is

present in the works of our two poets, but also the character of the
playfulness they employ.

standing
in

all its

Can

it

be called postmodern? Perhaps, notwith-

postmodernist colouring, ideologically

it is still

deeply rooted

modernism.

So

far

have focused on the

I

Rubchak’ s ars poetica because

members of

the

New York

similarities

wanted

I

Group.

It

between Andiievska’ s and

to set

them

apart

from the other

would be a mistake, however,

that their approaches to the play-element are the same, although

of language,
sound,

i.e.,

there

alliterative

is

on the

level of experimenting with

indeed a strong resemblance.

its

to think

on the

level

materiality, especially

Both poets espouse an

technique in building a line and play with words for sound

effects, thus often bracketing the

meaning. This occurs often in Andiievska.

For example;

7.
8.

Homo Ludens, 119.
A Poetics of Postmodernism:

1988), 4.

History, Theory, Fiction

(New York:

Routledge,
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ra6oK) rydHTbCH cyaip’a
ry6oK) rojiy6HHK nopyniHJiH^

And

in

Rubchak

too:

BipmaM

i

cnaM ne

nip:

Tpanyp, xa pen, xa Bnp.

3 BapHB pOSpHB-TpaBH
CKponjieHHH KoaccH Bipui7°
I

should point out, however, that on the whole that kind of wordplay

characteristic of Andiievska’s poetry than of

As

to the differences, in

attitudes our poet exhibit

my opinion,

Apollonian

the first

spirit:

while the second

To some

itself.

extent

what Nietzsche called the Dionysian and the
and unbounded,

is instinctual, irrational, ecstatic,

is rational,

more

they stem mostly from the different

toward the creative process

their attitudes coincide with

is

Rubchak’ s.

restrained, mediated,

and balanced. Measured

with this yardstick, Andiievska’s poetry belongs to the Dionysian camp,

while Rubchak’ s

Roger
that

in the Apollonian one.

is

Caillois follows Huizinga’s

he rejects the

latter’s insistence

model of play quite

on agon

games, which Huizinga by and

activity. Caillois turns his attention also to

large ignores, and classifies

them

in four

closely, except

as the essence of every play

broad categories: agon (competitive

9.
games),
alea (games of chance), mimicry (make-believe games), and ilinx

Caillois’ s

games dominated by confusion and disarray). What is useful in
work for my purposes is that he also introduces two attitudinal

poles, or

“ways of playing,” “

(vertigo, or

They

are paidia, characterized

that further qualify these four categories.

by turbulence,

free improvisation,

and Indus, identified with constraint, arbitrary

These two

attitudinal

modes

are

somewhat

rules, effort,

and fantasy;

and ingenuity.*^

similar to Nietzsche’s

famous

opposition between the Dionysian and Apollonian ways of viewing the
world. In

my

view, Andiievska uses the play-element more in the paidia

mode, and Bohdan Rubchak more

A

the

Indus

mode. Andiievska’s

/ The lip has disturbed the pigeon coop
[New York: V-vo Niu-lorkskoi hrupy, 1962], 12).

constellation lost in a shroud

(Kuty opostin
10.

in

Don’t believe

of magic herbs

/

in

poems and dreams:

each verse

is

11.

Man, Play and Games,

12.

Ibid., 13.

/

mourning, and

roar,

and

swirl.

/

With brews

sprayed (Krylo Ikarove: Novi vybrani poezii, 90).
53.
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immediate,

spontaneous,

associations

child-like

Rubchak’s more structured,

contrast

with

vividly

intellectualized, allusive poetic constructs.

Although these are the general tendencies, one can discern

shifts in

Andiievska’s poetry from the more structured ludic to the more improvised
if’ translations in Ryba i
Bohdan Boychuk dated 21
December 1964, Andiievska calls her “Dionysia” (the cycle of poems by
Aristidimos Likhnos) a “jest” (nacMiniKa). Notwithstanding her comment
about “Dionysia” (“ii,e ne epoTHKa, a HacMiniKa”),^^ the cycle does invoke

“paidic” treatment of the play-element.

rozmir are quite

illustrative.

Her “as

In a letter to

homoerotic themes. Moreover, her imaginary poets Aristidimos Likhnos and

John Williams (Andiievska describes the
in

latter as

Harlem) either depict the minorities (be

it

an African American

bom

according to sexual orientation

or race) or actually belong to them. In the early 1960s,

when

these texts

were published, both homosexuals and African Americans were considered
marginal groups. Playing with the notion of
not coincidental.

much

very

It

on Andiievska’s

alterity

reflects the feelings she

part is

and her colleagues

experienced as young emigre poets realizing themselves in America. But that

kind of stmctured, ideological playing

an exception rather than a mle in

is

Andiievska’s poetry. Her subsequent collections represent an incessant flow
of metaphors, metonymies, and wordplay,
life” descriptiveness, discontinuity,

Mob

cixi,

H oBixpa

dadxy EHTarnyBrnH

H

of them grounded in a

“still-

3 ^cjilt

— aaMicxL dyjiouKH — na xanio, —

Xan nopyn Mope mokphm hocom

y

all

and chance. Here are a few examples:

JiHXKy, m,o6

-

Hi JiHxa, ni

XHiJ,ii

HeflOJib.^"^

KijiLKa ph6hh, —
—
—
inxep’ep cyMHpHHH,
He cxin
KOpOBa

PoaceBa rydKa,

Jfe

H

13.

OKO

nojiH

“This

is

niac,

fliHCHicXB

— niA cede —

B flOBrHH

not eroticism, but a jest.”

14.

New York Group
New York.

The

Manuscript Library, Columbia University,

of a

HaKOMapHHK

CHJiOBi rpede.'^

Like nets, having pulled a cake out of the deltas

roll

—

/

Let the sea close by nuzzle

and misfortune (“Morska

my

calf

/

terasa,” in Andiievska’s

/

With

Archives, Rare

Of air and
a

wet nose

put

it

on a

to spare

Book and

tray instead

me

affliction

Kavamia: Poezii [Munich: Suchasnist,

1983], 40).
15.
/

A

pink sponge, a knife, a few small

Where an eye

pulls reality

and

fish, /

Not a

table

fields of force / Into a long

—a cow—a serene
mosquito net

(“Stupeni kolyvan,” in Andiievska’s Znaky. Tarok [Kyiv: Dnipro, 1995], 142).

interior,
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Bohdan Rubchak’ s toying with

the ludic

is

and Rubchak
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not as conspicuous in his

first

Kaminnyi sad (The Stone Orchard, 1956) as in his more mature
poetry. Nevertheless the seeds of playfulness had been planted at an early
stage. Henee the poem “V kimnati sta liuster,” quoted earlier, which opens
collection

awareness of a certain theatricality in

this collection, already points to his

endeavours.

creative

existential,

Despite

the

and purely imagist

intertextuality,

fact

qualities

allusiveness,

the

here,

their origin in this first collection.

find a referenee to Shakespeare’s

Hamlet and

Buddenbrooks saga; we encounter

in the

prevail

and playing with the cultural emblems of the past typical of

Rubchak’ s subsequent poetry have

we

all

on the whole, modernist,

that,

hints of the traditions of both

Athens (Orpheus) and Jerusalem (The Song of Songs). But
the past” or intertextual play

Here

Mann’s main character

to

this

“presence of

not parodic in nature. Rubchak’ s dialogue

is

with key figures of both the west European (Balzac, Baudelaire, Goethe) and
the native Ukrainian (Vyshensky, Kotliarevsky, Franko, Antonych) literary
traditions, as well as his invocation

Dante’s Franeesca, Faust, and

Don

of famous literary characters (Cassandra,
Juan, to

name just

a few)

all

spring from

veneration rather than the desire to subvert this grand humanist tradition.

I

discern in Rubchak’ s poetry a certain longing for continuity, an aspiration to

preserve the link with the mentioned cultural riches.

The poet

often employs

irony and, less often, the grotesque, but diffuses their subversive potential:
the ironic tone that permeates his

more recent poetry

reader.

For example, in the opening stanza of the

(Poetic Bread) the premise about

debunked with

is

used as a device for

between the

the playful probing of communicative possibilities

text

and the

poem “Poetychnyi

what poetry should be

is

khlib”

immediately

irony:

TaKoro
ui;o6 B

xjii6a

HiM

m,o6 6yB

xpe6a 6 aaMicHXH,

6yjio

ifloio

i

sjieTiB,

i

noKop,

xBopnM, i^Aio chthm,

—

Ta a Hi nexap, ani npoxypop.

The

last stanza in this

poem,

—

A

BOJiK) CBixy
bHAJiOBy, odHAHy
no BijiAYKax Mpi’i o6iHAy
xa H xonojiHHy bhhbjiio bi^y

B

16.
/

HefliJiK), nicjia

One should knead such bread

so that

it

/

Ao6poro

so that

it

would feed the sick and poison the

—

obi^y.*^

would contain both pride and humility,
sated, / but I

am

neither a baker nor a
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is

from the metaphysical

a far cry

early

poem “Ars

IIIyKaTH JiHm cyTb,

jmm

BittuyBaxH npocxip:

Jiix

BiAHyBaxH uac: nixKi
i

—

roue byTTM myKaxH
cyxL 6yxxa.
hophhx nxaxis flajieKO,
pHcyHKH b hophhx neuepax,

adcojiioxHHM BixpoM posyMixH cbIh achl, noexe.'^

In the latter

poem Rubehak

alludes to the century-old modernist formula of

with a eonsiderable dose of skepticism and sarcasm. Yet,

“art for art’s sake”
I

qualities ascribed to poetie activity in his

Poetiea”:

would argue, the poet’s mistrust of metaphysieal substanee both
which

in poetry,

is

On

or subversive undertones.

nihilistic

in life

and

evident especially in his late oeuvre, does not have

Rubehak does not

the eontrary,

question the validity of the accepted order of things, whether on the moral
or the aesthetie plane, but he does like to reveal
his belief in the

power of poetry,

its

its

shortcomings. Moreover,

transformative and almost transcendental

quality, clearly betrays his modernist posture.

Rubehak’ s foregrounding of the dynamic, interactive or conmiunicative

model of

aspects of playful activity invokes yet another

presented by Jacques Ehrmann. For

and

cation,

articulation,

He

guage.

Ehrmann play

is

the one

play:

economy, conununi-

“opening and closing of and through lan-

i.e.,

and

further rejeets the opposition of play

reality (or seri-

ousness) as false and unproductive. “Eaeh text eontains in itself

which

reality,

make
that

in essence (or

up.... In other

it

it is

at the

same time

scheme

this

own

game

is

are all forms of

subjects and objects of the play.

Ehrmann’s theory

articulative relation of player to player, player to

Using

its

put into play by the words whieh

words, the distinguishing characteristie of reality

find useful and valuable in

I

is

played.”^^ In this model, culture, play, and

communication. Players are

What

by nature!)

as another classificatory tool,

is

his insistence

game, and game

would categorize

I

on the

to world.

Emma

Andiievska’s poetry as one that privileges the dynamics between player

prosecutor.

//

daydreams

/

And

—bovine,

the world’s will

and reveal the poplar’s sorrow

offensive

Rubehak, Krylo Ikarove [Kyiv: Dnipro, 1991],
17.

To seek only
/

and

/ I’ll

of black birds far away,

to understand

Krylo Ikarove: Novi

i

your

own day

/

pass by on the viaducts of

after a

good dinner (Bohdan

33).

the essence, to seek only bare existence

feel space: the flight

caves,

—

on Sunday,

/

is

the essence of being.

to feel time: the distinct

as the absolute wind, O, poet

vybrani poezii, 171).

18.

Ehrmann, ""Homo Ludens Revisited,”

19.

Ibid.

56.

/

To

drawings in black

(Bohdan Rubehak,
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(writer)

and game

(text),
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and Bohdan Rubchak’ s poetry as one

foregrounds the relation of player to player,
in

and Rubchak

the relation that

i.e.,

communication between the writer and the reader

is

that

manifest

in the act of reading.

By

juxtaposing various types of discourse, by creating poetic puns that highlight

by constantly forcing the reader

the ambiguity of words, and

waver

to

between poetry as communication of an idea or feeling separate from the
and the reader’s awareness of
language rather than by

how

text

by quirks of

the text is generated

real-life situations, the

poet requires the reader to

him

to participate in the creative

reconsider the reading process, forces her or

process, and problematicizes the conventional approach to the poet’s texts.

From

this

standpoint Rubchak’ s

ludic

may

poetry

well be part of a

postmodernist project, although he never calls into question the universalist

humanist conceptions of meaning and centre. Previous

works, and

styles,

tra-

ditions are played with but never doubted; they are paraphrased yet, at the

same

time, cherished and accepted.

Unlike Rubchak, Andiievska seems by and large oblivious to the issues
of reception. Hers

is

a world of self-contained poetic constructs, a world in

which the word reigns supreme, even though

dislocation,

surprise,

and

ambiguity, which are so conspicuous in her oeuvre, frequently undercut the

However,

logical foundations of that word.

authority of the word, the acceptance of

its

this

very faithfulness to the

centrality

and autonomy,

situates

Andiievska’ s poetic output firmly in modernism. The playfulness of her
poetry

The

is

game

the by-product of the

intertextuality,

which

is

she seems to play with language

itself.

so central to Rubchak, takes a back seat in

Andiievska’ s ars poetica?^ There can be no doubt that she

is

quite mindful

of the postmodernist underpinnings of the contemporary cultural scene. For

example, the

poem “Prymruzhenymy ochyma” (With

Squinting Eyes), which

opens her most recent collection, Mezhyrichchia (The Place between the
Rivers), demonstrates Andiievska’ s
title)

of what postmodernism

is all

view (no doubt

ironic,

judging by the

about:

ByxTa HCMa. ciuKa-MOHOJior
Peueii.

20.

But,

it

CKpisB saMicTb qijioro

is

— uacTHHu.

by no means absent. Like Rubchak, she also displays a penchant for

ancient Greek decor and Greek mythological figures (see “Dionisii” in her

and “Antychni reministsentsii” [Antique Reminiscences]

Ryba

in her Arkhitekturni

i

rozmir

ansambli:

Sonety [New York: Suchasnist, 1989].) One can also discern in her poetry intertextual
play with various kinds of folk literatures. But, again, I would argue that these tendencies
are not as

dominant as

in

Rubchak.

Maria G. Rewakowicz
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— 5apBa-HeBpacTeHiK.
— cipHHKaMH — cejiesiHKy h

GflHHHH BiACTyn

cjiyx.^^

111,0

This stanza ironically foregrounds the postmodern contesting of metaphysical
premises.

It

also points to the

postmodern preference for fragmentation and

discontinuity rather than totality and continuity.

Yet another aspect

that

moves Andiievska

closer to the modernist end

on a continuum between modernism and postmodernism

is

her privileging

of ethics. Throughout her poetic output she evinces a strongly defined sense
of what

The

right

is

typical

incidentally

and wrong, perhaps echoing Kant’s categorical imperative.

postmodernist relativism

back

goes

statement that there

is

to

no

in

Nietzsche’s

sphere

the

only interpretations)

truth,

of ethics

(which

his

famous

perspectivism,
is

i.e.,

foreign to Andiievska.

Herbert Grabes, for instance, asserts that “one of postmodernism’s most

prominent features

is

the striving towards a pan-aestheticism

the subordination of aesthetics to ethics.

which reverses

Explicit in her prose, implicit

moral values

in her poetry, the ever-present undercurrent of clearly defined

does not do justice to such a reversal,

at least

not in Andiievska’ s case.^^

Ethical issues are as important to her as aesthetics

Yet, notwithstand-

itself.

ing the strong display of a moral centre, one can also easily argue that Andiother

ievska’ s

tendency,

the

tendency

toward open,

and

associative,

indeterminate poetic texts with a plethora of incongruous juxtapositions of

images, toward poetry as a playful process of exploring verbal fields rather
than a presentation of a coherent viewpoint or an emotional reaction to

some

aspect of social or personal reality, place her squarely in the postmodernist
camp.^"^

21.

Her

There

is

oscillation

between the poem as an exercise

no being. There’s chopped-up monologue

are parts instead of the whole.

/

The only

//

Of

in verbal play in

things.

Everywhere there

retreat is a neurasthenic colour

/

That

bums

spleen and hearing with matches (Mezhyrichchia: Sonety [Kyiv: Vsesvit, 1998],
22.

the

5).

Herbert Grabes, “Ethics, Aesthetics, and Alterity,” in Ethics and Aesthetics: The

Moral Turn of Postmodernism,

ed.

Gerhard Hoffmann and Alfred

Homung

(Heidelberg:

Universitatsverlag C. Winter, 1996), 13.
23.

For example, her 1961 collection Ryba

pro dobro

i

i

rozmir includes a chapter

zlo”(From the Cycle about Good and

Evil). Ethical concerns

titled

“Z

tsyklu

permeate many

of her poems, but they are often inconspicuous because of her uncontrolled verbosity.
24.

Ihab Hassan, for example, posits indeterminacy, derived from Nietzsche’s thought,

He describes this indeterminacy as embracing many
human being as the measure of all value; the portrayal of the

as a basic feature of postmodernism.
features: the rejection of the

subject as a fiction; and the recognition of “facts” as perspectives or interpretations. See
his books.

The Postmodern Turn: Essays

Ohio State University

in

Press, 1987), 47-54;

Postmodern Theory and Culture (Columbus:

and The Dismemberment of Orpheus: Toward

Aesthetics of Play in the Poetry of Andiiev ska

which there

a clear disregard for

is

and Rubchak

meaning and the poem
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as semantically

“loaded” paradoxically makes her poetry stylistically uniform and yet
simultaneously diverse and complex. This double-edged, equivocal quality
of her

poems

greatly contributes to the difficulty of convincingly classifying

her work, especially her late poetry, as either modernist or postmodernist.
In spite of
play,

employing some typically postmodernist techniques, such as

intertextuality,

and irony, ideologically (or philosophically) both

Ruchak and Andiievska

are unable or,

more

likely,

unwilling to subvert the

metanarratives (to use Lyotard’s terminology) of the humanist tradition. Their
position

may

best be defined as liminal with respect to modernism-post-

modernism continuum. The masks they wear may look postmodernist, but
the faces behind these masks are modernist.

a Postmodern Literature, 2d. ed. (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1982), 268-9.
As I have shown in my “Elementy dehumanizatsii v poezii Emmy Andiievskoi.” Svitovyd, no. 3 (1992): 13, 17, there is

the reality of the

of the

human

poem

agent.

no doubt

as pure fiction

that Andiievska displays a tendency to expose
and makes her poems very impersonal and devoid
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Meditations on Stained Glass:

Kholodny, Kalynets, Stus
Natalia Pylypiuk

According

to the

1963 edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, the term

“stained glass” designates

Generally

it

windows that are coloured as well as pictorial.
windows that have been coloured by such

refers “only to glass

methods as the fusion of metallic oxides into the
pigment into the surface of white

pieces of glass.” In short, stained-glass
together by lead.

The

earliest

windows

with coloured

are translucent mosaics held

mention of windows that

in an account about the reconstruction of the

burning of

glass, the

glass, or the joining of white

tell stories

appears

Rheims Cathedral under Bishop

Adalberon, from 969 to 988. But the oldest extant ones date from the mideleventh century and are housed in the Augsburg Cathedral.'

The development of stained

glass coincided approximately with the birth

of the Gothic cathedral, and ever since then the
with the mystical symbolism of

catechism on glass for the

On

light.

illiterate.

On

art

one

another,

inspired theologians and poets to view

it

form has been associated

level,
its

it

has served as a

sensuous qualities have

as a contemplative

medium

for

ascending from perceptible beauty to the imperceptible.^ Until the early
twentieth century, the art of stained glass

was purely a phenomenon of Latin

Christendom.

The Lviv poet Ihor Kalynets
as a remarkably mature

1.

artist.

(b.

1939)

Among

his

made

his debut in the

works from

See the entry “Stained Glass,” signed by H. Rd.,

in

this period,

mid-1960s
one poem

Encyclopaedia Britannica,

vol.

21 (Chicago: William Benton, 1963), 291.
2. See the discussion in Heribert Hetler, Medieval Stained Glass, trans. M. Sherfield
(New York: Crown, 1946). Also see Umberto Eco, Art and Beauty in the Middle Ages,
trans. Hugh Bredin (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1986).
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in particular stands out because of

its

Titled “Vitrazhi” (Stained Glass),

combines religious and

in a
in

manner

on July
of

7,

to publish officially in

historical motifs

young author writing

first

published in the

journal of literature and current affairs, Ranok,

1965. Subsequently

John’s Eve, 1966), the

St.

for a

was

“Vitrazhi”

Interestingly,

Communist Youth League’s

mastery and unusual subject matter.

was inappropriate

that, in hindsight,

Soviet Ukraine.

it

it

first

was included

Vohon Kupala (The Fires
that Kalynets managed

in

and only collection

Ukraine before 1991.^

“Vitrazhi” belongs to an entire series of works concerned with returning
“to the sources,” a

theme

that is especially

prominent in Kalynets’ s

destine collection, Vidchynennia vertepu (The

first

clan-

Opening of the Christmas Pup-

pet Play)"^ and in works written after his arrest in 1972.^ This theme also

runs like a silver thread throughout the oeuvre of his coevals, the so-called
shestydesiatnyky,

who

studied

diligently

the

monuments of Ukrainian

and the proscribed legacy of the 1920s renascence.

antiquity

Among

whom

the poets

Kalynets and his friends read and critically dis-

cussed was Pavlo Tychyna (1891-1967). They found the modernist poetics

and pantheistic vision of Tychyna’ s early poetry fascinating and were
pecially attracted to the lead

poem

es-

of his 1918 collection Soniashni klamety

(Solar Clarinets). This text, a marvellous manifesto of Tychyna’ s symbolist
credo, begins with the verse:

“He Sene, He Han, He

not Zeus or Pan or the Dove-Spirit).

Its

having lived in a dream-like

dyn He

state (“.H

by the chiton of creative darkness as well

good

tidings.^

Then

rojiy6-Jl,yx,” ([I

am]

masculine speaker acknowledges
il”

[I

as the

was not

I]),

surrounded

arms of a herald bearing

the speaker describes his self-discovery and fusion with

a harmonious cosmos as well as a resplendent and resonant Other:

npoKHHyBCb a

HaA MHOK),

For

3.

this

—

niflo

and other works composed up

tion cell prior to his

trial,

i

a B2ce Th:

mhok)

to 1972, including those written in the isola-

see Ihor Kalynets, Probudzhena muza: Poezii, ed. Olia Hnatiuk

(Warsaw: Obiednannia ukraintsiv u Polshchi and Canadian

Institute

of Ukrainian Studies,

1991).
4.

soon

this collection had been approved for publication and was slated to appear
Vohon Kupala, a denunciation from the Lviv government prevented its

Although
after

appearance through
5.

official channels.

See the book Nevolnycha muza

in Ihor Kalynets,

Slovo tryvaiuche, ed. Eleanora

Solovei (Kharkiv: Folio, 1997), as well as subsequent poetry on pp. 227-536.
6.

Pavlo Tychyna, Soniachni klamety: Poezii (Kyiv: Dnipro, 1990),

translation.

9,

11.

5-8.

My

—
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ropaxb CBixH, 6i3caxb CBixH
MySHHHOK) piKOK).

[...]

HaBiK a BSHaB, m,o Th hc ThIb,
JIhui CoHa[m]Hi KjiapHcxH.^
In

most

Hebrew

and cultures,

religions

Let us

ral illumination.

Bible:

that the light

“God

light is a

said, ‘Let there

be

was good. God separated

Day and

symbol

for

God and

supernatu-

example, the creation narrative in the

recall, for

light,’

and there was

the light

And

light.

God saw

from the darkness,

calling

was evening and morning,
the first day” (Genesis 1: 3-5).^ Read from this perspective, the awakening
of the speaker in Tychyna’s poem intimates the dawning of a new sensory
the light

the darkness Night.

there

modality in his writings.
“Vitrazhi” by Kalynets
the

poem’s

first

is

imbued with

also

section and especially

the lyrical persona’s recognition

its last

light

symbolism. Consider

three lines,

which announce

and absorption of the luminous visages he

observes:

YnajiH 3 apKOBHx uijiHH

Ha Moi

pyKH, njieui

oui,

MiJIBHOHH COHUb,

onpaBJieHHx b ui,ijibHHK
3 KBaflpaxiB, cerMCHxiB,

xpaneuin.

MijIbHOHH COHUb
Bifl

paflicHo-najiKHX,

:acoBxorapHHHx

i

hcpbohhx

AO JiariAHHX,
AO bjiiAo-rojiybnx,
AO

Hi:acHoi

npo3opocxi niBxoniB.

I

B CHHXe3i M03aiKH IX 6apB

i

JiiniH JiexKHx

i

bcjihhhhx

H yni3HaB,

7.

flow

I
/

awoke

—and

Solar Clarinets
8.

1

was already You:

In a river of music.

This and

(ibid.,
all

11.

// [...] /

/

Above me, below me,

Forever

I

recognized that

/

You

Worlds

blaze, worlds

are not Wrath,

/

But

9-12, 15-16).

subsequent citations from the Bible are according to The

Edition of the Holy Bible

(New York:

Catholic

Book

New

Publishing Co., 1957).

Catholic

.
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^ B ce6e yBi6paB
CB^Ti

The next two
been looking

acHocTi o6jihhhh.^

poem

sections of the

concrete works of

at

medium

through some

Bifl

reveal that the lyrical persona has

not

art,

celestial bodies refracted

at

metaphorically identified in the

as stained glass.

title

His unitive experience with the source of the images occurs within an
enclosed space, a church to be exact, rather than on Tychyna’s cosmic plane.

The

transfiguration

completed once the speaker

is

exits.

But

it is

within the

church that he assumes properties like those of vitreous matter and begins to
refract

upon

the very images he contemplates:

caM

I

Bijt

Toro Hi6n ckjio

posnaBCb nposopHM

bapBHCxHM

i

paCHHM HeSJlineHHM hhcjiom

M aJieHBKHX

Ta aCKpaBHX sdjIHCKiB

Ha LtepKBy b OjibacHHiH

pyiti,

Ha BojioAHMHpoBi nepcTH,
Ha KHHrH MyApocTi ueHitiB
sejicHoropdoro HeMepcbKa.
Bace najiaB,

I

hk

caMoitBix,

H y JfaHHJioBiii Koponi,
Ha HajiHBaiiKOBiM JiHiti

hophhm srycxKOM

saniKCH

R

6yB yciM na Bcix

BCJIHHHHM, BipOK)

R BHHmOB
i

3

i

boJICM

i

KpoBi.

bch:
.

.

H,epKBH

3acHB

XHCHHOJiiXHiM OpeOJIOM.^°

9.
/

From

framed

the openings in the arches fell

honeycomb

in a

joyfully ardent ones,

/

/

I

/

And

recognized,

I

/

10.

And from

this, as

Volodymyr’s
Pechersk.

/

/

I

/

I

were

glass,

/ 1

upon wisdom books of
clot. / 1

was

/ I

in

the visages

My

monks

Danylo’s crown,

all in all

men and

—

/

from

and

light,

made holy by

their

/

translation).

all

and colourful,

/

into

/

upon

/

from verdant and

hilly

/

on Nalyvaiko’s face

upon the church
the

a million suns

to pale azure ones, / to

/

shattered, transparent
/

/

million suns

mosaic of their colours
/

1-16.

11.

A

/

mild ones,

took into myself

blazed like a gem,

burned into a black blood

eyes, hands, shoulders

in the synthesizing

small and luminous sparks

fingers,

And

though

to

/

brightness (Kalynets, Probudzhena muza, 42,

innumerably many

my

on

hot yellow and red,

/

transparent gentle semitones.

majestic lines,

/

of squares, segments, trapezia.

in Olha’s hand,

things:

/

/ I

majesty, faith, and
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The speaker’s
he

transfiguration involves

two

steps.

Through contemplation

assumes and conjoins within himself the “majesty,

first

and grief’

faith,

of the historical figures his sight has apprehended. This then endows

with the ability to emanate the light they transmit.
effect of stained glass is created not

through

light passing

it,

we

When we

by the coloured glass

him

recall that the

but by the

itself

exchange

realize that the speaker’s unitive

engages two types of nature: one “created,” the other “creative.” The interior

—
—

setting
light

windows through which he perceives
The external light, which is implicit in

the church and the

i.e.,

^represents the former.

poem, symbolizes the

The

the

latter.

stained glass in this

poem

depict historical figures associated with

Kyi van Rus': Princess Olha, Prince

the introduction of Christianity to

Volodymyr

the

the Great, and the

monks of the Kyivan Caves Monastery. Given

this context, the reference to the

persona’s glowing forth “with a millennial

aureole” evokes the discourse of illumination that pervades Divine Literature.

More

concretely, the aureole brings to

mind

ation

on the mountain (“And

shone

became white
tradition

it

as

his face

snow” [Matthew

the story of Christ’s Transfigurlike the sun,

and his garments

17: 2]), as well as the rich

iconographic

generated.

Light imagery in the gospels, albeit focused on Jesus, draws on the

Hebrew Bible. For example, the metaphorical discourse of the
Johannine Prologue directly alludes to the creation narrative: “ In the beginpoetics of the

ning was the Word, and the
God[...]. In

him was

Word was

and the

life

with God; and the

was

life

the light of

Word was

men”

(1:

1,

4).

Subsequently in John’s account Jesus also deploys the strategies of his
predecessors, the authors of Genesis and the Psalms: “I

world.

He who

of life”

follows

(8: 12).

me

am

the light of the

does not walk in darkness, but will have the light

Yet another example of

imagery appears in the Apostle

this

James’s Epistle to the twelve tribes in dispersion: “Every good

gift

and every

perfect gift

is

from above, coming down from the Father of Lights, with

whom

is

no change, nor shadow of

there

alteration” (1: 17).

In “Vitrazhi” the speaker’s epiphany takes place within the

continuum

of sacred history introduced to Rus' by Olha’s personal conversion in 955.
But, as the reference to King Danylo of Halych (1201-64) reminds us, this

continuum was not always

strictly

Byzantine. Let us consider the entry in the

Galician- Volynian Chronicle for the year 1253, in which Danylo’s political

union with

grief

// I

17-33.

Rome

is

discussed:

exited the church

My

translation).

—

/

“The Pope [Innocent IV] sent the same

and glowed forth

/

with a millennial aureole

(ibid.,

11.

—
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esteemed envoys, bearing a wreath, a sceptre, and a crown, which symbol-

and which they requested Danilo

izes royal authority
their

own

son.[...]

Thus he received

his

to accept from them as
crown from God, from the church

of the Holy Apostles, from the throne of

Pope Nekentij and from

Among

all his

mentioned

the historical figures

Orthodox magnate

his spiritual father

until

1594

poem, the cos sack

the

in

Severyn Nalyvaiko does not come from the
background, Nalyvaiko served

from

St. Peter,

bishops.”"

A

nobility.

in the retinue of the

in the Polish-Lithuanian

Galician by

most powerful

Commonwealth,

the Volynian

prince Kostiantyn Ostrozky. After leading a rebellion against Polish magnates
in

Right-Bank Ukraine, Nalyvaiko was captured, taken

to

Warsaw, and,

to

wonder whether

in

1597, decapitated and dismembered.

The

political histories

there actually
there

evoked by the poem lead

a church with

is

windows

me

that depict such subject matter. If

Orthodox or Greek Catholic and when was

is, is it

it

erected? Is “Vitra-

zhi” merely a poetic construct?
* * *

In

modem

Ukrainian, the noun for stained glass

from the French,

it is

do not

tury lexicographers

designating

the

a relative

art.

newcomer

(glassmaker).

attest to its use, or

of any other special term

(glassmaker)

(i.e..

Middle

for example, sklianytsa

sosud" (glass vessel), sklianyi (vitreous), and skliar"/hutnyk"

—were

also

and

(vitreous),

stlianyi

known

confraternity schools, including the

to

vitrum,

stliamtsa

vitrarius/vitriarius,

educated

Ukrainians

in

stliar"

Orthodox

Kyiv-Mohyla Collegium. But what term

would they have used when speaking of

Roman

—

Their Latin and Slavonic counterparts

vitreus,

(glass),

''vitrazhP Derived

They do record various Ruthenian

Ukrainian) terms related to glass and glass-making
(glass), sklianyi

is

to the language. Seventeenth-cen-

the stained glass in neighbouring

Catholic and Protestant churches

is

a question that

still

requires

research.

Vasyl Simovych, in his entry on the topic in Entsyklopediia ukrainoznavstva, maintains that stained glass

princely period.

rymskymy steklamy” from

11.

was known

As evidence he adduces

in

Ukraine during the

the phrase “okna try ukrashena

a chronicle account devoted to the Church of

St.

Cited according to George A. Perfecky, trans. and ann.. The Hypatian Codex, Part

Two: The Galician-Volynian Chronicle, Harvard Series
(Munich:

W.

Fink, 1973), 67-8.

I

have opened

all

in

Ukrainian Studies, vol. 16/2

bracketed information provided by

Perfecky but retained his transliteration of Old Rus' names.
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John Chrysostom
building

in

1259.^^

in

Kholm (today Chelm in Poland), which Danylo began
The unnamed document is, in fact, the Galician-

Volynian Chroniele, and the passage in question, according to Mykhailo
Hrushevsky’s chronology, relates to the year 1255. The passage deserves to
be cited

some

at

length:

When

Prince Danilo saw that

began

to invite

Poles

—

immigrants

Day

[to the city].

for example, saddle,

God

placed [Xolm] under His protection, he

—Germans, Rusians, kinds
day they came—young people and

of] foreigners,

[all

after

bow, and quiver craftsmen and

iron-, copper-,

and

artisans as,

and

silver-

smiths [who had] escaped from regions under Tatar occupation. [Thus]

life

and villages around the

city

[began to pulsate] and the households, the

field,

grew rich. [Then Danilo] built the beautiful and majestic Church of St. John.
The following is [a physical description of its] structure: [There were four]
vaults
one vault from each end [which] rested on four human heads
sculptured by some artist and three windows adorned with Roman glass.

—

—

While the

last

tantalizing,

it

phrase

—

windows adorned with Roman

“three

glass”

—

is

remains hypothetical that the chronicler meant windows

drawn from sacred

depicting motifs

history. In the cited passage, the

absence

of a specialized term for stained glass presents only part of the difficulty.

The

problem

greater

is

posed by the fact

that, as

Hrushevsky demonstrated

long ago, the Galician- Volynian Chronicle was composed in imitation of

Greek chronographs. In

the penultimate sentence quoted above is

fact,

derived from the Chronicle of Malalas.
ceiling of the

Church of

A subsequent passage, describing the

John Chrysostom, which

St.

I

do not

cite here, is

modelled on the Chronicle of Hamartolus.^"^

The
as an art

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

form

in

Western Europe. During

saw the apogee of stained

this

But although the

lively contacts with the West.

Ukraine has been well documented, to the best of

no contemporary descriptions

1

2.

craft

my

of glassmaking in

knowledge there are

detailing the subject matter of

windows

“Vitrazhi,” in Entsyklopediia ukrainoznavstva: Slovnykova chastyna, ed.

Kubiiovych, vol.
“Stained-glass

1

(Paris

windows”

and

in

New

glass

period Ukrainians maintained

in

Volodymyr

York: Molode zhyttia, 1955), 291. In her entry

Encyclopedia of Ukraine,

vol. 5, ed.

Danylo Husar Struk

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), 3, D[aria] Zelska-Darewych cites the

passage that

I

have quoted

in

my

introduction from the Encyclopaedia Britannica without

mentioning her sources, and repeats Simovych’s claim minus the relevant phrase from the
chronicle.
13.

Cited according to Perfecky, The Hypatian Codex, 75. All bracketed insertions

belong to Perfecky. For a discussion of Hrushevsky’s chronology versus the dates given

by the chronicler, see pp. 13 and
14.

17.

Perfecky, The Hypatian Codex, 13 and 140, nn. 123 and 124.
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Ukrainian churches or vernacular architecture. Thus when Simovych claims
traveller, saw churches and
windows of “coloured glass”

Aleppo, a mid- seventeenth century

that Paul of

buildings in Cossack Ukraine embellished with

(kolorovym sklom),
to conjeeture that

I

remain skeptical.

We

do not have

what the Syrian archdeacon saw

images of Christ, Mary, the

saints,

sufficient evidence

1654 and 1656 were

in

angels, or other Biblical heroes in

coloured glass set in lead surrounds. The Polish translation of his travel

account merely mentions “many glassed windows” or “attractive glass

Once

windows.

we

again,

are left with an aceount worthy of further

investigation.

The
form

I

first

conerete evidence of the application of stained glass

have defined in

my introduction

tration appearing in the

in St. Michael’s

Church

this

as the art

is

an

illus-

Modest Sosenko (1875-1920). The work,
far I

have not encountered any

refer-

piece or to any other stained glass by Sosenko.

The 1920s saw an unpreeedented effloreseenee of

Among

—

Ukrainian architecture

in Pidbereztsi, Galicia, portrays a seated

Thus

Christ blessing three children.

ences to

in

Encyclopedia of Ukraine, whieh depicts a window

created in 1907-10 by the painter

housed

—

the poorly studied figures of the period

is that

the arts in Ukraine.

of the ehemist and

from Pereiaslav, he was

painter Petro Kholodny, Sr. (1876-1930). Hailing

educated and worked in Kyiv, where he subsequently became a deputy
minister of education during Ukraine’s brief period of independence.

Among

his

works

that survived both the

war and the Soviet period

is

a set

of six windows he designed for the Church of the Dormition in Lviv.

Kholodny’ s extant legacy deservedly attracted the attention of the shestydesiatnyky, including Kalynets.

The Church of

the Dormition

semicireular apse. There are three

of the building, with the

first

is

shaped like a basilica that ends in a

domes arranged

across the east-west axis

encompassing the apse, which

by three arched windows. Facing the northeast, the
glass portraying the Archangel Michael, a

15.

See Maria Kowalska, Ukraina

nika Pawla, syna

work

46 and 51. This translation from the Arabic covers only the
i.e.,

1654.

I

is

a stained

relacji

arabskiego podroz-

first

leg of

Archdeacon Paul’s

have not encountered any mention of coloured

in this part.

16.

Encyclopedia of Ukraine,

17.

See the entry on Kholodny by Sviatoslav Hordynsky

vol. 2,

illuminated

Simovych reproduced

that

w polowie XVII wieku w

is

of these

Makarego z Aleppo (Warsaw: Paristowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1986),

journey through Ukraine,

windows

first

vol. 5, colour illustration no.

4 opposite

p. 4.

Encyclopedia of Ukraine,
ed. Volodymyr Kubijovyc (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988), 485-6.
in
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above-mentioned entry. The apse’s central stained glass

in the

is

located

above the sanctuarium and depicts Mary the Protectress, a popular type of
icon venerated in Cossack Ukraine as a symbol of divine and maternal
succour.

To

southeast,

The

the left of Mary, completing the apse ensemble and facing

a stained glass of the Archangel Gabriel.

is

windows

longer, southern wall of the church has three arched

devoted to medieval and early-modern Ukrainian history. The figures in
three are turned toward the east and thus face
apse.

The

window

first

features Saints

all

Mary, the focal point of the

Volodymyr (dominating

in the fore-

ground), Olha, Borys and Hlib (in the background), with what appears as

cherubim hovering above. The central window depicts Saints Anthony and
Theodosius of the Kyivan Caves Monastery. The
a

model of

between and

latter presents

slightly

behind them, holding a vellum. In the background, to

the left of this scholarly and ascetic trinity stands Prince

Wearing a helmet and armour, he
and a

emblems of

lion, the

Danylo

carries a shield

of Halych.

Volodymyr and Borys and Hlib wear

the sole person in the entire

is

Roman

emblazoned with a rook

the Galician- Volynian princes. His son, Danylo,

appears behind him. Whereas
caps,

Mary with

Sophia, Kyiv’s cathedral church. Nestor the Chronicler stands

St.

fur-lined

ensemble wearing a crown. In

both of these windows the vibrant colours of the elaborate clothing that the
various figures wear contrast sharply with the pale blue or rose of the angelic
choirs.

The third stained glass in this group is devoted almost entirely to earlymodern secular figures. Centrally prominent is Prince Kostiantyn Ostrozky.
Dressed in Renaissance garb, he kneels while presenting

Mary

to

the first

complete compendium of biblical texts published in Slavonic, the Ostrih

which appeared

Bible,

scholars.

To

in

1581 thanks to his patronage and support of

his right stands the Galician

many

nobleman Petro Konashevych-Sa-

haidachny, who, as hetman, enrolled the Zaporozhian Host into Kyiv’s Con-

Epiphany

fraternity of the

in

1616-19.

To

Prince Kostiantyn’ s

left

stands the

leader of the future Cossack rebellion against the Poles, a very youthful and

unusually attractive
office.

Suspended

Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky. He holds
mid air behind Prince Kostiantyn is

in

the

a

mace of his

young angel

(Michael?) dressed in a short tunic and sporting a medieval haircut “under
the

bowl” {pid makitru). He holds a sword and a shield emblazoned with

what appears

18.

ing

I

me

tifying

thank

to

my

be a foot

soldier, the

the Zaporozhian Host.*^

colleague Andrij Homjatkevyc (University of Alberta) for kindly lend-

his collection of slides taken at the

some of

emblem of

Church of the Dormition

the figures and describing the position of these

in

1969 and for iden-

windows

vis-a-vis the

—
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I

do not know whether the Church of the Dormition was

designed with stained glass in mind. Given that the central
is
it

framed by decorative bas-rehef,

would be

Was

was.

interesting to discover
strictly religious?

it

it is

plausible that such

window
was

its

apse

the case. If so,

what the subject matter of the

Were

originally
in

original

works

there any secular elements?

Kholodny’s emphasis on individuals who introduced Christianity

to

Ukraine, promoted education, and struggled in defence of religious rights and

“golden liberty” complements the historical significance of

this particular

which witnessed some of the most dramatic developments of early-

building,

modern Ukrainian

culture.

The church was constructed

1591-1629

in

at the

behest of the city’s Confraternity of the Dormition. This guildlike organization

was one of a wider network of institutions responsible

for the education

of Ruthenian youth and the vertical integration of Orthodox society in
defense of the ancestral

Located

at the site

faith.

of a structure that burned

down

during the

fire

of

1571, this building also represents one of the finest examples of Renaissance

on Ruska Street, to which Ukrainian burghers were confined,
away from the homes and establishments of Lviv’s Roman Catholic patricians. Worthy of note in this context is the fact that notwithstanding their
confessional allegiance, members of the Lviv confraternity did not hesitate
to work with Italian architects and craftsmen when erecting their new church
architecture

building and adjacent campanile.

Hinting

at

neo-Byzantinism, Kholodny’s windows are utterly modernist

and colour and in

in design

energetic representation of

Rus

is

first

protector.

its

their statist

view of Ukrainian history and

key players. In these works Galician- Volynian

a direct inheritor of the

Kyivan legacy and then

valiant

its

Although he recedes in the background, Danylo wears the crown

he received from the Pope.

And

as poetic justice

would have

it,

he

—

the very

prince to

whom the chronicler attributes the introduction of “Roman glass”

becomes

the subject matter of an art

altar.

The

site

form

that, until recently,

was unknown

of the Ukrainian Culture, Language and Literature Program

versity of Alberta features photographs of

Dormition, which were taken in 2002 by

at the

Uni-

Kholodny’s stained glass in the Church of the

my

colleague Oleh Ilnytzkyj. Please

visit

<http://www.arts.ualberta.ca/~Ukraina/KholodnySite/Kholodny%20site.html>
19.

For a brief history of the church’s construction and the architectural ensemble that

surrounds

it,

see

1969), 38-44.

Volodymyr Ovsiichuk, Arkhitektumi pamiatky Lvova

(Lviv: Kameniar,

A black-and-white reproduction of the stained glass depicting Prince Volo-

dymyr appears on

p. 44.

For a colour view of the church, also called the Wallachian

Church, and the adjacent campanile,
old_churches/p l_gotyka.htm.>

i.e.,

the

Komiakt Tower,

see <www.lviv.ua/
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Orthodox world. Kholodny ’s stained glass does not depict any images

in the

or historical figures associated with

worth recalling

at this point that

Muscovy

or

ruling dynasty.

its

It

is

he created his stained glass fifteen years

before the Soviets set foot in Lviv.
* * *

According

to

Denis Kozlov, “[t]he Soviet public debate of historic

preservation that reached a peak in the mid-late 1960s

was often

upon

built

a rhetorical contrast between the contemporary reality of scarcity and the

images of bygone plenty.”^® Echoes of

this

debate reverberated in Ukraine,

affecting the activity of the Ukrainian Society for the Protection of Historical

and Cultural Monuments, a voluntary organization

Kyiv

1966 by the

in

reverberated,

official

early writings of Kalynets
is

It is

and

in this context that

we must

Russian counterparts

—did not

fully enjoy, or

the emotional comfort of constructing their

discussion

A

it is

safe to claim that

at large

—unlike

own

past.

Of direct

relevance for

the contradictory treatment accorded to Petro

is

their

were prevented from enjoying,

Kholodny

this period.

few examples

In an article
Istoriia

appreciate the

not the place to conduct a comparison between the situation in

Ukrainian scholars, journalists, and the intelligentsia

throughout

in

also

his coevals.

Russia and Ukraine during the 1960s. Nonetheless,

my

was organized

not as strongly as in Russia, in Soviet Ukrainian

albeit

publications of the period.

This

that

wing of the shestydesiatnyky. The debate

in chronological order will suffice to

on the interwar period

in the fifth

make my

volume of

point.

the magisterial

ukrainskoho mystetstva (History of Ukrainian Art), published in

1967, H. S. Ostrovsky criticized Kholodny for belonging to the “bourgeois
nationalist

camp” and

idealizing “patriarchal antiquity

of the princes and hetmans.
in

mind

the figures depicted in the

plausible.

20.

It is

Two

years later

Church of the Dormition, but

Volodymyr Ovsiichuk’s

this is quite

history of architectural

Cited according to the abstract of Kozlov’s paper “The Rhetoric of Yesterday’s

Plenty:

The

Society,

Intelligentsia

and the Public Debate of

[sic]

Historic Preservation in Soviet

1953-91,” which appeared in the preliminary programme of the Canadian

Association of Slavists annual meeting, 25-27
21.

and the ‘golden age’

not entirely clear whether Ostrovsky had

May

2001.

“Mystetstvo zakhidnykh oblastei Ukrainy ta pivnichnoi Bukovyny 1917-1941

rokiv,” in Istoriia ukrainskoho mystetstva v shesty tomakh, vol. 5, Radianske mystetstvo

1917-1941

rokiv,

ed.

V.

I.

Kasiian (Kyiv: Akademiia nauk Ukrainskoi

Ukrainska radianska entsyklopediia, 1967), 400.

RSR

and
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monuments

When
tstva

The

in

Lviv described Kholodny’s stained glass as “wonderful.

book of

the second

was

it

appearing in an article by

first,

volume of

the fourth

finally published in 1970,

an

in

article

by

le.

artist.

V. Belichko,

lu.

almost verbatim.^^ The second,

V. Horbenko, offered instead a very positive

assessment: “P. Kholodny’s oeuvre

monumental

ukrainskoho myste-

Zatenatsky and

la. P.

repeated Ostrovsky’s negative remarks

found

Istoriia

contained two references to the

is

a remarkable page in the history of

painting. His stained-glass

Dormition in Lviv, created in 1924,

windows

Church of the

for the

with the mastery of their

attract attention

execution.”^'^

Only one black-and-white reproduction of a painting by Kholodny graces
this richly illustrated

six-volume history. Moreover, there

is

no attempt

analyze his legacy or that of other masters of his time. This
interesting if

we

is

consider that the 1960s saw a resurgence of the

stained glass in Soviet Ukraine. During this period there
effort to continue the

to

especially

of

art

was a conscious

modernist tradition of incorporating stained glass into

Among the contributors to this movement were
whose works were not always accepted by the authorities.

vernacular architecture.
dissident artists

One such

case involved the stained glass that Opanas Zalyvakha, Alla

Horska, and Liudmyla Semykina created for the vestibule of Kyiv State

was destroyed
Communist Party.

University. Their panel, depicting the poet Taras Shevchenko,
in

1964 on orders from Kyiv’s

first

secretary of the

* * *

was acquainted with Kholodny’s works. As

Ihor Kalynets
fact,

one of his poems

in the clandestine collection

bitterly censures a certain Professor Vasilii

a matter of

Vidchynennia vertepu

Liubchyk for destroying one of

the artist’s canvases.^^ Kalynets also lovingly studied the architectural

uments

in the

Lviv region and wrote

of the Dormition

at least

two poems

mentioned by name.^^ To the best of

is

22.

Ovsiichuk, Arkhitektumi pamiatky Lvova, 40.

23.

See

tetstvo

24.

their article

“Zhyvopys,”

druhoi polovyny

See

his article

in

XIX-XX

in Istoriia

stolittia

mon-

which the Church

my

knowledge, in

ukrainskoho mystetstva, vol.

4, bk. 2,

Mys-

(1970), 135.

“Monumentalnyi zhyvopys,”

in Istoriia

ukrainskoho mystetstva,

vol.

4, bk. 2.

25.

See Daria Zelska-Darewych’s entry on Zalyvakha

in

Encyclopedia of Ukraine,

808. For a black-and-white reproduction of the stained glass, see the entry on
in

5:

Semykina

Encyclopedia of Ukraine, 4 (1993): 588.

26.

See Kalynets, Probudzhena muza, 108.

27.

See the 1962 poem “Arkhitektura” (Architecture)

in

Probudzhena muza, 70. Also
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the 1960s there

was no other church

a recent letter to

me

in

Ukraine with similar windows.^^ In

my

Kalynets confirmed

poem

contention that his

was inspired by Kholodny’ s magnificent work.
Although the poem mentions figures from each of the historical periods

“Vitrazhi”

represented in Kholodny’ s windows,
subject matter. Instead

and

—from

it is

it

does not

standpoint of Soviet orthodoxy

the

replicate their

literally

a meditation inspired by the spirit of their creator

—

a

subversive view

Ukrainian history. Kalynets might have chosen to substitute the

Severyn Nalyvaiko for Prince Ostrozky and the Cossack
protect himself

from charges similar

levelled against Kholodny.

suggests that perhaps other,

The
tive

more

my

is

poem’s speaker
goal

—

the

by Nicholas of Cusa, recommends

omnivoyant icon or

that

is

each

visage of

of

refrac-

One

version of the

that the aspirant

gaze

it

the

The underlying premise of

his

the fundamental article of faith, derivative

from Genesis

(1: 27),

human being is made in the likeness of God. As Cusa explains, the
God “precedes every formable face and is the Exemplar and truth

faces.” “Therefore, every face that can look

all

become a

portrait in order to recognize in

ever-present and Absolute Sight of God.

method

motivated the poet.
to

attainment of vision, a

theological metaphor for mystical union with God.

fixedly at any

had

reminiscent of the devotional exercises that mystics

practice in pursuit of their ultimate

exercise, proposed

order to

mystical reading of “Vitrazhi”

spiritual considerations

unitive exchange that leads the

medium himself

elite in

to those that official art historians

However,

of

commoner

nothing that

is

upon [God’s] face

other than itself or different from itself because

it

sees

its

sees

own

Truth.”29

see the 1977 meditation “Italiiske podviria. Poryvannia” (The Italian Courtyard. Aspirations),

28.

which was written

Upon completing

the Ukrainian

family.

It

Museum

in exile, in

this article,

in

New

I

Slovo tryvaiuche, 507-15.

obtained a catalogue of an exhibit that was held

York, which

is

at

devoted to the legacy of the Kholodny

contains a colour reproduction of the “Archangel Michael,” a stained glass that

Petro Kholodny,

near Boryslav.

Sr.,

It is

created in 1929 for the Church of the Dormition in Mrazhnytsia,

a marvellous adaptation of the Vienna Secession style. (The subject

matter of other stained glass in this church,

if extant, is

erations of Cholodny Artists, with an introduction

not discussed.) See Three Gen-

by Maria Shust; English-language

ed.

Candie Frankel, Ukrainian-language ed. Nadia Svitlychna (Rochester: Babiuk Enterprises,

there

A very informative biographic

commentary by Daria Darewych comprises the
The bibliography on p. 30 suggests that in post-colonial Ukraine
has been a renewed interest in the works of Petro Kholodny, Sr. Cholodny is an

2001), 12.

bulk of

this publication.

alternative spelling of his surname.

29.

Cited according to Jasper Hopkins, Nicholas of Cusa’ s Dialectical Mysticism: Text,

Translation,

and

Interpretive Study of

De

Visione Dei (Minneapolis: The Arthur

J.
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As far as I can ascertain, Kholodny’s windows do not depict onmivoyant
Most of the individuals in his work look at Mary. But in the poem by

faces.

Kalynets the multiple refractions (“a million suns”) of the light shining

through the windows

is

speaker’s gaze.

through the agency of light that he recognizes the

It

is

the all-embracing presence that first captures the

him and begins to focus on them, blazing like a “gem.”
noun samotsvit consists of two parts and literally

visages before

Interestingly, the Ukrainian

means

‘self-blossoming.’

It

denotes not only a precious or semi-precious

stone, but also an independent or original
It is

this

and

all

things: majesty, faith,

The

and

to live”

—

—

after instructing his

indicates that

all

men

grief.”

part of this admission intimates a passage in

first

22-8) where Paul

made

exemplar {samobutnii vzirets)?^

semantic encoding that allows the speaker to become “all in

1

Corinthians (15:

audience that “in Christ

“God may be

all in all.”

This

all will

last

be

formula,

mediated through the writings of Pseudo-Dionysus, influenced the thought
of numerous theologians and mystics. Consider, for example, the

last

sentence in the following passage from Cusa’s Vision of God:

You seem
Life of
if

to create Yourself,

my

spirit.

even as You see Yourself. But You comfort me.

For although the wall of absurdity stands in the way

[...],

as

creating could not possibly coincide with being created (since to admit this

coinciding would seemingly be to affirm that something exists before
for

when

it

creates,

this wall is not

it is

—and yet

it is

not,

because

an obstacle. For Your creating

is

it is

Your

all

things, so that in all things

You are

exists;

Your
Your imparting Your

being. Moreover,

creating and, likewise, being created are not other than

being to

it

created), nevertheless

all things

Kalynets, a Ukrainian Greek Catholic, could have read Paul. Moreover,

he might have

come

across the ideas of Pseudo-Dionysus in the oeuvre of

the Ukrainian mystic Hryhorii Skovoroda,^^

who

fascinated

him before and

after his arrest.

But whatever the source of the formulation, the speaker’s statement
an acknowledgement
agent

that,

in

—has imparted him with

the unitive exchange,
its

being.

light

The imagery of

is

—

the creative

light in the

poem

does not merely refer to the physical element creating the effect of the

Banning Press, 1988), 724.
30.

Slovnyk ukrainskoi movy, vol. 9 (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1978).

31.

Cited according to Hopkins, Cusa’s Dialectical Mysticism, 739.

32.

See Pseudo-Dionysius, The Complete Works,

Paulist Press, 1987). For a discussion of Nicholas of
strategies, see

22, nos. 1-2

my

article

trans.

My

emphasis.

Colm Luibheid (New York:

Cusa and Skovoroda’s contemplative

“Skovoroda’s Divine Narcissism,” Journal of Ukrainian Studies

(Summer-Winter 1997): 13-50.
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stained glass.

It

also symbolizes,

borrow from James’s

human

creator of the

from

benefits
to

“Father of Lights”

windows with

“good

this

propose, the metaphysical Entity

I

epistle, the

gift.”

By

his talent.

—

that

The speaker of

—or

to

endowed

the

poem

also

the

meditating on the stained glass, he

is

led

apprehend and absorb the original Exemplar, the ever-present and Abso-

lute Sight of

the

God.

does not appear that Kholodny depicted Christ in his stained glass for

It

Church of the Dormition. Christ’s divine providence, however,

in the icon of

Mary

is

imphcit

the Protectress and in the historical trilogy of the south-

poem does

facing windows. Kalynets ’s

not mention Christ either.

I

have

already indicated that the emanation of radiance from the speaker at the end of
the

poem

that in

reminiscent of the Transfiguration narrative.

is

becoming

“all in all

men and

all things:

will

I

now

propose

majesty, faith and grief’ the

speaker mirrors not only the historical figures he perceives with corporeal eyes,
but also the Logos he seeks through contemplation.
reason,

gaze

more than

It

is

perhaps for this

for any political consideration, that the speaker’s blazing

bums “into a black blood clot” on Nalyvaiko’s face. The allusion to the
gmesome execution allows him to complete a specular triptych in

latter’s

which, to paraphrase Nicholas of Cusa, the Exemplar

is

the tmth of

all faces.

While the mlers Olha, Volodymyr, and Danylo and the monks of the Caves
Monastery can remind him of Christ’s royal lineage and

faith,

he needs Naly-

vaiko’s face to meditate on the passion and death of the Logos incarnate.
Hi

For the shestydesiatnyky,

who

sought emotional comfort in constmcting

Ukraine’s history, the bleakest hour came after the arrests of January 1972.
I

one example that is relevant to the present discussion on
The second edition of Ukrainska radianska entsyklopediia

will cite here only

stained glass.

—
—did not include an

(Soviet Ukrainian Encyclopedia, 1977-85)

(16 vols.) of the 1950s
brief entry

on “Vitrazh,”

stained glass, mentions

its

like its
article

much

larger predecessor

on Kholodny. The very

after describing the various techniques

of making

use in Gothic religious stmctures and in “Russian

and Ukrainian architecture.”

It

concludes by indicating that stained glass

played a role in Soviet “palaces of culture, museums, metro stations, and
exhibition pavilions.
It is

the function of encyclopedias to

sulations of

33.

convey

most recent scholarship. Albeit

See Ukrainska radianska entsyklopediia,

inskoi radianskoi entsyklopedii, 1978), 326.

vol.

to the general reader encap-

in attenuated

and popularizing

2 (Kyiv: Holovna redaktsiia Ukra-
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form, each entry participates in the construction of the past. Like stained
glass in a shrine, each entry refracts the motifs found in other, larger texts

and beckons the reader
and

to study

institutional resources,

them

Despite their limited financial

directly.

Ukrainian encyclopedias in the diaspora were

inclined to seek plenitude in antiquity. Ukrainska radianska entsyklopediia
its

prestigious board of forty editors notwithstanding

—sought

meagre Soviet present by negating, often quite

elevate the

—

instead to

brutally, the

Ukrainian past.

Had an

entry on

Kholodny been included

Ukrainska radianska entsyklopediia,

it

in the

second edition of

would have appeared

twelfth volume. That very year Vasyl Stus (b. 1938)

final,

friend of Kalynets

—died

in a special

punishment

cell,

in

1985 in the

—a poet and

a

weakened by twelve

years of various types of incarceration and penal labour.
shall

I

end

now famous

my

excursus by considering a

Palimpsesty (Palimpsests), his

poem

that Stus included in the

last extant collection

of poetry.

This work also represents a meditation on stained glass.

Ton

o6pas,

mo

b BiflCJionax MepexTHTt,

noBTopioiOTb AsepKajiaMH flsepKajia.
Ll,e

B npncKaJiKax flyma tboh ^KaxTHTL,

HapoamcHHa ann 3 MepxBHx Bcxana.
Bona adnpae b ctochkh tohkI

jieflL

yci TBoi

MOB

poacHnani Bi^bHTKH,

30JI0Xi, 3

nOXOBaHL CKi4)CBKHX, 3JIHXKH

Ha no3a BcnKHH nac

y

i

Bci bIkh.

CHHix Bixpaacax, 6 ’k)hh

mjiIcxb,

B 2ce aojioxa cnajiaxye noffoda,

nyuKa xaxHexbcn

flo Jio6a,

i

6ijia

i

cepqe noKpinjiae djiaroBicxb,

o MHJiocepflHHH TocnoflH!

SnoBa
flyma nocxajia 3 xjiiny Bce^cHBa!^"*

34.
/ It is

That image, which shimmers

from the dead.
ingots

at the unveilings, / the

your soul that blazes before your half-closed eyes,
/ It

gathers into small, fragile pyres

from Scythian

burial

mounds

stained glass, striking languorous,

/

/

Lord!

/

Again

/

the soul arose

keep beyond

/

mirrors duplicate in mirrors.
barely

bom

time and

all

now

all

all alive!

like gold

/

the ages.

/

In blue

bursts into flames,

and good tidings strengthen the

from death

or perhaps risen

your strewn refractions

the golden likeness

white fingertips reach for the forehead
ful

to

/ all

/

heart,

/

/

and

O, merci-

(Vasyl Stus, Tvory u chotyrokh

tomakh, she sty knyhakh, ed. Mykhailyna Kotsiubynska [Lviv: Prosvita. 1999],

3, bk. 1:
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This

poem

one of three redactions of a sonnet

is

that

was composed

under very unpropitious conditions, approximately between 1977 and 1979.

At

that time,

having already served five years in a penal-labour colony, Stus

was

in

It is

more than

compulsory exile

on stained
had

Kolyma, Magadan

(in

likely that

glass. It is equally likely that during

Church of the Dormition. Stus

visited the

oblast),

working as a miner.

he knew and remembered Kalynets ’s meditation

one of his
last

came

visits to

Lviv he

to the capital of

western Ukraine for a Christmas celebration in January 1972, on the very eve
of the arrests that engulfed the

USSR

and were especially injurious to

Ukrainian dissidents.
It is

this

not

my

intention to propose that Kalynets inspired the writing of

poem, although

this is not implausible. I

merely wish to point out some

of the similarities between the two works. Both “Vitrazhi” and “That image,

which shimmers

at the

unveilings” validate Ukrainian culture by references

To be sure, they do so in different degrees and through
strategies. As we have seen, the speaker in the first poem

to its historical past.

very different

contemplates representations of concrete historical individuals, evoking

through them a history that spans seven centuries. His illumination

mediated through their

spiritual legacy. In Stus’s

the speaker’s shattered soul gathers

from Scythian

ingots

its

refractions as

By

is

to reconstitute the self in a “blue stained glass” as

an ardent icon.

is

becomes more apparent when

the “golden likeness,” begins to

the sign of the cross: “white fingertips reach for the forehead.”

By

using the pronoun of address (you) as a technique for internal

focalization, Stus’s

poem imposes

speech on the reader.^^ In
grate

its

latter

phrase

refractions, “to

viky vikov).

My

is

this

an allusion to the

From

translation).

verse

is

quatrains and

participation in the speaker’s internal

manner

the reader’s soul also gets to inte-

keep [them] beyond
liturgical

all

all

For other redactions of the poem, see Stus, Tvory,

the ages.”

The

3, bk. 2:

37; and

prirvoiu,” Suchasnist, 1983, no. 10: 81. In the latter the

not broken up into two; moreover, the

two

time and

phrase “Unto the age of ages” (Vo

the very beginning the speaker sustains the reader’s

Bohdan Rubchak, “Peremoha nad
last

Christian. This

upon recognizing

the speaker/addressee,

55.

memory

his devotional

implication, the exercise

make

cultural

The purpose of

includes Ukraine’s pre-Christian antiquity.
exercise

though they were “gold

mounds.” Thus the speaker’s

burial

is

poem, on the other hand,

poem

is

printed to reveal

its

two

tercets.

35. Monika Fludemik, “Pronouns of Address and ‘Odd’ Third Person Forms: The
Mechanics of Involvement in Fiction,” in New Essays in Deixis: Discourse, Narrative,

Literature, ed. Keith

Green (Amsterdam and Atlanta: Rodopi, 1995): 99-129,

esp. 106-7.
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participation

by means of the “epic” present of narration, which changes

the perfective only in the coda of the

Bce:acHBa” (the soul arose from death

poem: “jtyma nocrajia

into

xniny

3

all alive).

Notwithstanding the regular surveillanee and confiscation of manuscripts

by

the

KGB

and prison

authorities, Stus’s extant

also resolutely introspective.

poems do not

exceptions, Stus’s

oeuvre

With infrequent and,
on the

reflect

is

very large.

most

for the

It is

part, subtle

political order that victimized

him. In his poems a significant thread of enunciations are couched in Skovoroda’s symbolical matrix and uttered by a speaker concerned with partaking

of the Inner.

This particular voice, the most independent

created by Stus,

is

among

already discernible in works preceding his

especially the elandestine collections that date

from the

the voices

first arrest,

1960s,

late

i.e.,

Zymovi dereva (Winter Trees) and Veselyi tsvyntar (The Joyful Cemetery).^^
In

contemplative

his

exercises

approaches a variety of specular

fountains, the sea, and even frozen or

Chas tvorchosty (A Time of

mystical

Stus’s

sites:

speaker frequently

ponds, rivers, lakes, wells, sources,

muddy

Creativity, 1972)

waterholes.

The

collections

and Palimpsesty abound with

water imagery. In some texts such imagery merely frames the speaker’s
stream of consciousness or acts as a metaphor for literary sources or the flow
of time. But there

is

a significant cluster of

poems where

a

body of water

funetions as the place for encounters with the Self. Such sites are signposts

on the journey toward regeneration:

in other words,

toward the restoration

of the self’s divine image, the quintessentially mystical experience.

The mystical speaker

in Stus’s poetry also

pecially mirrors, as meditative media.

the

poem

I

cited

above

is

As

far as

engages vitreous objects,
I

have been able

the only one that explicitly

Like Tychyna’s “Solar Clarinets,”

it

names

es-

to aseertain,

stained glass.

describes an awakening and

is

part of

a series in which the identity of the Other remains purposely indeterminate.
In such poems, Stus plays with the Skovorodian idea that all of nature,

including man,

is

which shimmers

a multi-faceted mirror reflecting the creator. “That image,
at the unveilings,”

could easily be a reference to the sun

appearing to a waking prisoner through his cell’s window. Let us

recall,

however, that in mystical poetry and in Skovoroda’s system the physically
visible is

36.

merely a dream or a shadow of a higher, concealed

I treat this

topic at length in

my

article

reality.

And,

“Vasyl Stus, Mysticism, and the Great

A World

of Slavic Literatures: Essays in Comparative Slavic Studies in
Honor of Edward Mozejko, ed. Paul D. Morris (Bloomington, Ind.: Slavica, 2002),
173-210.
Narcissus,” in

37.

Both collections appear

in Stus, Tvory,

1,

bk.

1.
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as already indicated, light or sources of light in the mystical text are

for

symbols

God.
In Kalynets’ s “Vitrazhi” the speaker, affected

by joyfully splintering into
the speaker focuses

rays. In Stus’s

by the

light, reciprocates

a reverse motion occurs as

on the gathering of strewn

reconstitution of a self that has

refractions, that

“It is

on the

poems by Kalynets and Tychyna,

exchange between the categorical properties of the

macrocosm:

is,

been splintered by anxiety. Nonetheless

epiphany, like those described in the
to a unitive

poem

self

his

leads

and the

your soul that blazes before your half-closed eyes.”^® In

the reciprocal gazing the soul of the speaker/addressee is led to recognize

image

in “the

golden likeness,” that

is,

which simultaneously evokes a vision of the sun
Christ’s

image on a stained

glass.

its

an icon not made by human hands,
in the blue sky

and of

Thus, just as in the poems by Tychyna and

Kalynets, creative and created nature are conjoined. Finally sensing regeneration, the speaker/addressee in Stus’s

poem

raises the right

hand

in a prayer

of gratitude.

The mystical speaker

in Stus’s poetry is not

he has chosen the right path. For example, in a

always confident whether

poem from

the Palimpsestsy

period that begins with the very symbolist verse “I nenaejiL rojiocy ciirae
cc|)ep”

(And

the voice’s paintbrush reaches the spheres)^^, he explicitly

posits the naive innocence of prayer while voicing apprehension concerning

“eternity” as a final destination.

nyHKa MOJiHXOBHa

/

child’s prayerful fingertips

not

uncommon

ing

is

us,

however,

is

As he

admits, this

is

“Bo xaM ^tHTona

aaxBepflHe sipKOio” (Because there
/

will harden into a

star)"^®.

[in eternity]

in the literature of the mystical journey.

when he

the fact that even

is

a

This type of waver-

Of

interest to

apprehensive, the voice of

Stus’s mystical speaker ascends toward the heavenly spheres.
* * *

The shestydesiatnyky took the meagre opportunities that the post-Stalinist
to create a remarkable legacy. While they did not avoid
experimentation, they strove to recuperate what was forgotten, unstudied, or
thaw availed them

forbidden. Different as they are, the speakers in the

discussion share the

38.

same goal

Stus, like his friend Kalynets, very

that

combines mystical

ics,

see Stus, “I dil poplyv”

39.

See Stus, Ivory,

40.

Ibid.,

11.

8-9.

flight

poems motivating

in that they both seek emotional

much admired

this

comfort from

the early Tychyna. For a

poem

with a vision and also intimates Tychyna’s symbolist poet-

(And

the Valley Drifted) in his Ivory, 3, bk. 2: 58-9.

3, bk. 1: 85,

1.

1.
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reconstituting the self.

The

fact that Dior Kalynets

a site for their reflections an art

rather than Eastern Christianiaty

Ukrainian culture opens

its

reconstruction of the past

41.

is

and Vasyl Stus chose as

form associated more closely with Western
suggests that for them the edifice of

windows

in

both directions.

In this sense their

both poetic and historically accurate.

Both Kalynets and Stus also liked and studied the poetry of Bohdan Ihor Antonych
is Antonych’s cycle

(1909-37), a western Ukrainian poet. Worthy of note in this context

i peizazhi” (Stained Glass and Landscapes). See his Zibrani tvory, ed. Sviatoslav
Hordynsky and Bohdan Rubchak (New York and Winnipeg: Organization for Defense of
Lemkivshchyna in America, for the Slovo Association of Ukrainian Writers in Exile,

“Vitrazhi

1967), 51-66.
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The Trope of Displacement and
Identity Construction in Post-Colonial

Ukrainian Fiction
Vitaly Chernetsky

One of
is

the oldest and richest themes in literary traditions around the world

that of displacement, both in terms of

involuntary emigration and exile.

and Dante

to analyses of

more or

From such

less voluntary travel

classic figures of exiles as

postmodern heterogeneous mass mobility

and

Ovid

in our

increasingly globalized culture, physical displacement remains one of the key

human

experiences

innumerable

and frequently functions as a structuring trope

literary texts. ^ East

in

European authors, for example, have penned

remarkable explorations of the experience of displaeement which has
characterized this region for

much

of the twentieth century, especially in the

form of imprisonment and deportation. (Among the most remarkable works
of this kind

is

A Tomb for

Boris Davidovich by the late Yugoslav novelist

Danilo Kis.^) Contemporary
fascinating reflections

critical

theory likewise has presented

some

on themes connected with the idea of displacement,

Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s discussions of the notions

for instance, Gilles

of deter-ritorialization and nomadology, and Michel Foucault’s concept of
heterotopia.^

1.

For a useful introduction to

this trope’s place in

contemporary cultural criticism see

Caren Kaplan, Questions of Travel: Postmodern Discourses of Displacement (Durham:

Duke
2.

University Press, 1996).

Danilo Kis,

A Tomb for Boris Davidovich, trans. Duska Mikic-Mitchell (Harmonds-

worth: Penguin, 1980).
3.

For the development of the concepts of deterritorialization and nomadology, as well

as the related concept of the rhizome, see Gilles

Plateaus, trans. Brian

Deleuze and Felix Guattari,

Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota

A Thousand

Press, 1987),

and
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has been argued, however, that the paradigm of displacement acquires

particular relevance in post-colonial contexts, that

condition that arose with the crumbling of

modem

is,

emergence of a multitude of newly independent nations

World-War

within the cultural

colonial empires and the
in the post-Second-

Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, the notion of

era.

was embraced

post-coloniality

by

also

intellectuals in a

number of newly

independent post-Soviet nations and, perhaps, nowhere more eagerly than in
Ukraine.

was

It

first

introduced in Ukrainian cultural discourse by

Marko

Pavlyshyn, one of the leading diasporic Ukrainian intellectuals. His two
essays, “Ukrainska kultura z pohliadu

postmodemizmu” (Ukrainian Culture

from the Point of View of Postmodernism) and “Kozaky v

lamaitsi:

Postkoloniialni rysy v suchasnii ukrainskii kulturi” (Cossacks in Jamaica:

Post-colonial

Features

in

Contemporary Ukrainian Culture), both

first

published in 1992,"^ established the view of current Ukrainian culture as

view

situated at the postmodem/post-colonial crossroads, a

more or

less readily accepted in

Ukraine

been

that has

itself (unfortunately,

with few

additional theorizations).^

Yet within

this global discourse

on

which has experi-

post-coloniality,

enced an almost explosive growth over the past twenty years, the notion of
displacement occupies a peculiar position. While there exists a widespread

for the first concept, also their earlier volume, Anti-Oedipus, trans. Robert Hurley,

Seem, and Helen R. Lane (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
concept of heterotopia, see Foucault’s essay “Of Other Spaces,”
Diacritics 16, no.

Things:
4.

1

Sciences

Marko Pavlyshyn, “Ukrainska
1

trans.

Mark

On

the

Jay Miskowiec,

(Spring 1986): 22-7; and the “Introduction” in his The Order of

An Archeology of Human

1992, no. 4:

Press, 1983).

(New York:

kultura z pohliadu

Vintage, 1973).

postmodemizmu,” Suchasnist,

17-25; idem, “Post-Colonial Features in Contemporary Ukrainian Culture,”

Australian Slavonic and East European Studies 6, no. 2 (1992): 41-55, revised as

“Kozaky v

lamaitsi: Postkoloniialni rysy v suchasnii ukrainskii kulturi,” Slovo

1994, nos. 4-5: 65-71. These and other essays by Pavlyshyn are collected in his
ta ikonostas (Kyiv:
5.

i

chas,

Kanon

Chas, 1997), 213-22 and 222-36 respectively.

There have been some discussions

in

Ukrainian periodicals of the applicability of

both concepts to contemporary Ukrainian literature and visual

have been conducted largely

in a journalistic or

has noted, “the rhetorical level of the exchanges

arts,

but the discussions

ad hominem vein. As Marko Pavlyshyn
[in

these discussions]

is

sometimes such

would justify the term ‘brawl’” (“Literary Politics vs. Literature: Ukrainian Debates
in the 1990s,” The Soviet and Post-Soviet Review 28, nos. 1-2 [2001]: 149). These
discussions proceeded from an uncritical assumption of a stable and well-defined meaning
of the two concepts. In the West important further theorizations of Ukrainian culture
within the colonial/post-colonial paradigm have been provided by Pavlyshyn himself and
also by George Grabowicz (see his “Ukrainian Studies: Framing the Contexts,” Slavic
that

it

Review 54, no. 3

[Fall 1995]:

674-90).

Displacement and Identity Construction
consensus about

term

itself

it

in
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being crucial for analyses of post-colonial subjectivity, the

remains largely undertheorized.

Few

post-colonial critics ventured

beyond a frequently quoted

into theorizing the implieations of displacement

—

Bill

Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin’s The Empire Writes Back.

“A

passage from one of the “founding texts” of post-colonial criticism

major feature of post-colonial literatures,” they write, “is the concern with
place and displacement.

comes

identity

It is

here that the special post-colonial crisis of

into being; the concern with the

development or recovery of

By

an effective identifying relationship between self and place.”^

contrast,

the concepts of otherness, cultural hybridity, nationhood and subaltemity^

have been

at the forefront

of the post-colonial debate. While more recently,

the concept of diaspora as a displaced

group

identity has

undergone a

resurgence of interest (particularly in the context of Third World diasporas),^
it

does not provide an adequate conceptual framework for discussing the

more fragmented, individualized displacement that has characterized the
situation in the wake of the collapse of the Soviet empire.^ Nor does it
address the question of the

become
essay

I

more

flexible,

non-permanent migration that has

possible with the contemporary permeability of borders.

would

like to

draw more

In this

attention to the articulations of experiences

of displacement that serve as a major organizing principle in several key

Ukrainian

6.

texts,

Bill Ashcroft,

and Practice
7.
it

has

which can be described

The

latter

from the point of

Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin, The Empire Writes Back: Theory

Post-Colonial Literatures

in

as post-colonial

notion acquired

its

(New York:

Routledge, 1989), 8-9.

current use in the Indian scholarly tradition, where

been introduced to refer to complex systems of cultural subjugation and

subordination that are irreducible to the Marxist understanding of class alone but also

involve the factors of of gender, ethnicity, caste, age, level of education, and so forth. For
10.

this school’s work, see Ranajit Guha, ed. A Subaltern Studies Reader,
1986-1995 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997). On cultural hybridity,
another key concept in the discourse on post-colonialism, see Robert J. C. Young,

an introduction to

Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race
8.

(New York: Routledge,

1995).

See, for instance, Avtar Brah, Cartographies of Diaspora: Contesting Identities

(New York:

Routledge, 1996), and Smadar Lavie and Ted Swedenburg, eds.. Displace-

ment, Diaspora

and Geographies of Identity (Durham: Duke University Press, 1996). The
is on the experiences of diasporas as displaced group

focus of these valuable volumes
identities

and mostly within the sociological and anthropological framework.

Although the recent immigrants from Ukraine have sometimes been referred to in
the US and Canada as “the fourth wave,” this is probably the least united or organized
9.

Ukrainian immigrant community in North America ever.

Among

the

particularly in her

few

critics to

Nomadic

devote considerable attention to

Subjects

(New York: Columbia

this issue is

Rosi Braidotti,

University Press, 1994).
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view of chronology, epistemology, and ontology, and

to suggest

some of the

implications these texts have for the study of post-colonial cultures in the
greater global context.

Among

contemporary East European

literatures, that

of Ukraine shows

one of the strongest preoccupations with post-colonial concerns. There are
several factors that account for this. Throughout the twentieth century (and

previous one as well) Ukrainian literature was

tom between the

establishing itself as part and parcel of a greater

drive towards

European whole and the

very acute sense of the precarious, endangered position of the national

customs in the face of the fierce on-going process of

identity, language,

Russification. In a classic case of colonialist cultural policy, Ukrainian
culture

was continuously stigmatized

a minor,

in the

Russian and Soviet empires as

subaltern culture of only a local, provincial interest. Outside

Ukraine’s borders

its

literature is relatively little

West’s use of the Russian

filter in

known,

dealing with

it,

partly

due

to the

partly to Ukrainian

writing’s inevitable preoccupation with matters of local concern, and partly
to the fact that throughout the

prolonged colonial rule Ukraine has been

presented in the literatures of the empires that dominated

and Austria

—

it

—Russia, Poland,

as only a repository of pastoral exotica, “the Slavic Ausonia.”

Ironically, the Ukrainian writer best

known around

Russian culture and contributed to

mind, of course, Mykola Hohol,
other hand, while

many

a.k.a.

recognize the

the world assimilated into

this colonial stereotyping

—

have in

I

Nikolai Gogol (1809-51).“

name of Ukraine’s

On

the

great national poet,

Taras Shevchenko (1814-61), Gogol’s contemporary, few non-Ukrainians,
alas, actually

know

his writing.

In both Gogol’s and Shevchenko’s

played an important

11.

A

part: their

move

life,

the experience of displacement

to the empire’s capital,

Gogol’s volun-

similar pattern can be discerned in the reception of the writing of the best-

known German-language nineteenth-century writer bom in Ukraine, Leopold von SacherMasoch. Before his name gained notoriety with the coinage of the term “masochism,”
Sacher-Masoch’s works were enthusiastically received (not only

in Austria

and Germany,

but also in France and Russia) as the discovery of the exotic primordial culture of

Ukraine. In the German-language context,

Sacher-Masoch was referred

“Columbus of

critics

Galicia,”

while the French

as

to

the

dubbed him “the Little-Russian

Turgenev” and the Russian ones, “the Little-Russian Schopenhauer.” However,

1

would

argue that in the case of Sacher-Masoch, in contrast to Gogol, the colonial stereotyping

was performed not so much in his own writing but in the contemporaneous critical
I have dwelt on the case of Sacher-Masoch in my paper “The Sacher-Masoch
Foundation: Ukrainians, Russians, and the Masoch Legacy,” presented in December 2000
at the Annual Convention of the Modem Language Association of America in

reception.

Washington, D. C.

Displacement and Identity Construction
tary exile to Italy,

is it

it

It is

to the Urals

and Central

does not become a focus of thematic

Executed

central to the literature of the so-called

Renaissance {rozstriliane vidrodzhennia) of the
century.
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and Shevchenko’s forced exile

Asia. In their writing, however,

preoccupation; nor

in

first third

of the twentieth

in the writing of the post-colonial era (during

breakdown of the Soviet Union)

that the

and

after the

theme of displacement becomes a

matter of major concern; moreover, one can talk about the protagonist’s

displacement becoming the major structuring trope of

much

of contemporary

Ukrainian writing.

The term

“post-colonial” by

now

is

widely used in the discourse on con-

temporary Ukrainian culture; however, most
strictly

chronological sense, that

is,

critics

tend to employ

period following the end of Russian colonial domination.
that a sustained dialogic

in a

it

as a designation for the culture of the
I

believe, however,

engagement between the bodies of

texts of post-

colonial theory and contemporary Ukrainian literature can demonstrate the

appropriateness

of describing

the

theoretical understanding of the term.

the analyses of colonialism
in the context of

latter
I

as

post-colonial

in

the

more

have dwelt on the parallels between

by the leading

theorist of anti-colonial resistance

Western colonial empires, Frantz Fanon, and by the leader

of Ukraine’s “Executed Renaissance” of the 1920s, Mykola Khvylovy, and
the affinity

between the theoretical concerns and underpinnings of much of

contemporary Ukrainian writing and those of the discourse on postcoloniality.^^

The present

text in a

the above-mentioned dialogue as

throw more

I

way

constitutes a reciprocal utterance in

attempt to use several Ukrainian texts to

on one of post-colonial theory’s areas of concern.

light

The two writers whose work I shall be discussing here are Yuri Andrukhovych and Oksana Zabuzhko, widely recognized as some of Ukraine’s

bom in 1960 and thus
USSR was falling deeper

most prominent contemporary authors. Both were
belong to the generation that came of age as the
into crisis

and slowly beginning

published in 1985; both
shifted their

1

2.

class

in

main focus of

Although

with the

to crumble,

initially

attention to prose.

in the early twentieth-century writing

move from
structure

the country into the city,

rather than

and both had

spatial

their first

books

gained acclaim as poets but have since

it is

Here

I

shall discuss

Andru-

we find a pronounced preoccupation

construed more in terms of a change

dislocation.

The

classic

example

is

Valerian

Pidmohylny’s novel Misto.
13.

“Away from Moscow II: The Articulation of Ukrainian Post-colonial Identities,”
November 1997 at the annual convention of the American Association for

presented in
the

Advancement of Slavic Studies

in Seattle.
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khovych’s quasi-trilogy of novels consisting of Rekreatsii (Recreations,

Moskoviada (The Moscowiad, 1993),

written in 1990, published 1992),^"^

and Perverziia (Perversion, 1996) and Zabuzhko’s novel Polovi

dosli-

dzhennia z ukrainskoho seksu (Field Research in Ukrainian Sex, 1996). All
of these works, as

have mentioned

I

earlier,

the experiences of displacement. Moreover,

we

organize their narratives around
I

would argue

that in these texts

find a major instance not only of an aesthetic depiction of, but also of a

theoretical reflection on, the concept of displacement with relevance far

beyond Ukraine’s borders.
In his writing

and

Andrukhovych does not simply bear witness

to the decline

of the empire, but daringly explores the hybrid and contradictory

fall

nature of the present-day Ukrainian intellectual subject and irreverently

many sacred cows of the frozen populist
commonly upheld during the era of anti-colonial

dethrones the

vision of Ukrainian

culture

resistance.

troversy that followed the publication of his

work of the

featured

first

first

The conmain

novel, Rekreatsii, the

post-independence issue of Ukraine’s leading

liter-

ary monthly, Suchasnist, foregrounded precisely this critical aspect of his
writing.

Without reaching the dimensions of the controversy surrounding the

writings of

Salman Rushdie,

Andrukhovych’ s effectiveness

the case of Rekreatsii nevertheless proved
in disturbing the

the time his second and third novels
first

one

—were published

paradigm

shift

that

—

in

the scandal

Andrukhovych’ s

complacent reader. That by

many ways more

had abated,
writing

radical than the

testifies to the radical

had

triggered,

ushering

Ukrainian writing into the post-colonial condition.
In his prose

work of

the 1990s,

Andrukhovych uses

the experiences of

displacement as the core trope, delivering a critique of the condition of

Ukrainian colonial intellectuals and the society

at

large

on the eve of

independence in Rekreatsii, a harsh indictment of Soviet colonialism in

Moskoviada, and an exploration of the place of a Ukrainian post-colonial
intellectual within the global cultural condition in Perverziia. Finally, his
latest novel,

Dvanadtsiat obruchiv (Twelve Rings, 2003), serves as a kind of

epilogue to the earlier quasi-trilogy, instantiating a revision of earlier topoi,
this

time anchored through the figure of a Westerner displaced into Ukraine

and dying an absurd and tragic death.

The

structure of

Andrukhovych’ s cycle of novels

is

in itself indicative

of the trajectories of a post-colonial intellectual’s process of identity-construction.

14.

An

Canadian

The

first

of them, Rekreatsii, draws a picture of a contemporary

English translation by
Inistitute

Marko Pavlyshyn,

Recreations, was published by the

of Ukrainian Studies Press in 1998.
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in

Ukraine that has a passion for change and evidences the corruption of old

and a lack of a unifying moment.

ideals

by the

text’s

recounts the schizophrenic

It

The sense of confusion

hybridity of the post-colonial society.

is

exacerbated

complex polyphonic construction: switching among

first,

second, and third persons, the narrative presents the perspectives of six
different characters
prostitute.

The

—four

one of them, and a local

poets, the wife of

story takes place in a

town with the suggestive name of

Chortopil (“Devilville”), to which the four poets are invited to take part in
a festival entitled “The Feast of the Resurrecting Spirit” {sviato Voskresaiu-

choho Dukhu)\ thus we have a displacement of four key characters within
Ukraine’s borders and of one poet, Khomsky, from Russia. The clash

between the names of the town and the

festival is just

program

incongruities in this event: the festival’s

is

one of the apparent

replete with patriotic

Ukrainian events in the Russia movie theatre and the auditorium of the city

Communist Party committee,
Dzerzhinsky

Street,

the

of the cross

procession

leaves a bitter and alienating impression: nearly

Michael Nay dan has noted, “talk
tion,

goes

down

and so on. The supposedly joyful camivalesque event

at

all

characters in the text, as

each other with very

and most often through a drunken haze

little

communica-

in bars.”^^ Their misadventures

culminate in a series of visions and encounters: one of the main characters
has a Hoffmannesque brush with a devilish feast of the underworld, another’s
search for his place of origin (his forefathers’ destroyed village) leads to the

discovery of the

still

warm

These

and

telling accounts of “things

frustrating

corpse of a slain local racketeer, and so forth.

having gone wrong” create

an emotional buildup that leads to an overall sense of

The

crisis.

novel, however, ends on a note of unexpected catharsis that gives

a double meaning to

and mass

its title:

the festival

comes

to

an abrupt end in a putsch

arrest of the festival participants, which,

however, turn out to be

a mock, staged event and the festival’s culmination. This jolting experience
apparently reawakens the nobler personal emotions in the characters, and the
text

ends with a revived camivalesque camaraderie of the fellow poets.
Rekreatsii invites several possible readings: many, including the author

himself, were

amazed

chillingly prophetic.

15.

how

its

sobering portrayal of a putsch turned
it is

the private, personal experi-

Michael Naydan, “Ukrainian Prose of the 1990s as

Structures,”
16.

at

Ultimately, though,

The Ukrainian Quarterly 51, no.

1

It

Reflects Contemporary Social

(Spring 1995): 52.

See Mykola Riabchuk, “Zamist pisliamovy do ‘Rekreatsii’: Interviu z luriiem

Andrukhovychem,” Suchasnist, 1992,
1991 putsch in

Moscow

no. 2: 118.

As Andrukhovych

notes, the

August

coincided with the Chervona Ruta festival in Zaporizhzhia.
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ences of the principal characters that crystallize into an allegorical reflection

of the troubled state of the country

itself. It is

thus

more than

fitting that the

novel was published immediately after Ukraine’s gaining of independence:
for all

ambivalence in portraying contemporary Ukrainian society,

its

ending contains
is

It

at least a qualified

its

optimism.

Andrukhovych’s next major prose work, however,

that in

my

opinion has become the paradigmatic post-colonial narrative in contemporary

Ukrainian

literature:

of Horrors).

Moskoviada: Roman zhakhiv (The Moscowiad:

The reader

is

A Novel

presented here with a paradigmatic instance of

“writing back to the centre of the empire,” which Ashcroft, Griffiths and
Tiffin highlighted in their

above-mentioned book as the predominant feature

of post-colonial writing.

The

ontological perspective of a displaced post-

colonial intellectual in the (former) imperial centre serves here as the

foundation of an anti-imperialist countemarrative. Even more ambitious in

scope than Rekreatsii,

this novel, set in the

khovych’s autobiographic experiences:

Advanced

at the

In

its

Literary Courses in

narrative construction,

key modernist and postmodern

in

year 1991, builds upon Andru-

1990 and 1991, he was a student

Moscow.

Moskoviada alludes
texts.

to or parallels several

Organized as a second-person inner

monologue of the protagonist, the Ukrainian poet Otto von F., the narrative
follows him in his day-long odyssey through Moscow on the eve of the
August 1991 putsch. The novel opens with a sometimes sadly ironic, sometimes openly sarcastic description of the “literary” dorm and its various
inhabitants, gathered

from

all

over the empire. The largest dose of sarcasm

reserved for the two Russian chauvinist poets of the

is

Nash sovremen-

niklMolodaia gvardiia brand, Ezhevikin and Nikolai Palkin; the narrator
quotes from the

latter’s

rabid doggerel,

which displays the kernel of

imperialist fervour stripped of cliche adornments:

3a HTO, npndajiTHKa,

CKa:acH!

CBaxyio Pycb rax HenaBHflHmb?

3aMpH, 3ctoh! JlnTBa, apo^cn!
Tbi pycKHH xyii em,e yBHflnmb!^^

17.

Written in 1992 and

first

published in Suchasnist, 1993, nos.

1:

40-84 and

2:

10-53.
18.

Why,

Baltic countries, tell

Estonia! Tremble, Lithuania!
no.

1:

46).

/

me!

/

Do you

hate Holy Rus' so

much?

/

Freeze,

You’ll see the Russian prick someday! (Suchasnist, 1993,
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“But for some reason,” notes the narrator, “the word khui

by hand, replaced with mech [sword], which

crossed out

is

also crossed out and replaced

is

with tank [tank].” Although Palkin and similar characters in the novel are

obviously a grotesque caricature (Ezhevikin claims that the mere word “/mperiid' brings

with the

him

to orgasm*^), they

much more

sinister forces.

be the empire’s repressive

novel. Narrative irony

is

who

KGB

operations

their

KGB

Ukrainians symbolized by Sashko, a
protagonist’s doppelganger,

integral part of a

continuum

surprisingly, these forces turn out to

state apparatus, the

most frightening aspect of

the

form an

Not

and other agencies. But
is

the collaboration of

who emerges

officer

as the

torments the protagonist throughout the

completely suspended in a passage that laments the

degeneration of Ukrainians under colonial and totalitarian rule, making them
indistinguishable

from the

rest

of the grey Soviet mass.^°

Otto’s camivalesque adventures, which at the beginning resemble such
texts as

James Joyce’s Ulysses and Venedikt Erofeev’s Moskva-Petushki,

gradually draw close to the allegorical surreal space of Viktor Pelevin’s

Omon Ra. The places Otto passes through, like the circles of Dante’s hell,
grow more and more shocking. The filthy and dreary “literary” dorm with
its

pathetic inhabitants aspiring to the

by a beer

hall

on Fonvizin

Street

title

of intellectual

elite is

where Otto follows several of

succeeded

his acquain-

which appears to have been lifted straight from Orwell’s 1984; then
comes a frustrating visit to his lover, Galia, which, like the misadventures in
tances,

Rekreatsii, evidences the erosion of

of this

visit,

restaurant

human communication.

After the trauma

Otto attempts to collect his thoughts in the cafeteria of Prague

on the Arbat, but comes upon a gathering of grotesque and

deranged vagabonds there. One of them

sets off a grenade,

and Otto barely

escapes the explosion. Finally, Otto makes an equally frustrating
Children’s

World department

store,

stock except paper peace doves and where. Ironically, this

mugged by

a

man who, he

and who turns out

to

visit to the

which, symbolically, has no goods in
is

where he

mistakenly assumed, was making a pass

be a fellow countryman. Chasing

after the

at

is

him

mugger, Otto

suddenly finds himself in the otherworldly realm of Moscow’s secret underground, populated by the

KGB

and giant mutant

engineered for the state’s needs. Otto
in a

cage next to these monsters. In

is

rats,

which were genetically

arrested for trespassing

this secret

completely the threads of surveillance pervade the empire
appears with orders to

19.

Ibid., 49.

20.

Ibid., 62.

kill

and locked

underworld Otto learns

when even

how

Galia

him. However, she helps him flee the rat cage.
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and in his escape Otto stumbles upon the bunker where the ruling

have

elite

gathered to wait out the putsch; finding Ezhevikin and Palkin

this

at

grotesque gathering merely amuses him. Next to this bunker Otto find an

even more surreal one; the guard informs him that there the dead are
holding a symposium on the empire’s critical situation.

masquerade

(all

wear masks)

that

It is at this

symposium, Otto

the participants in the

is told,

macabre
have

to

Sashko again catches up with the protagonist, with orders
head but survives and manages

to kill him. Otto receives a bullet in the

escape and catch the

last train

to

leaving for Kyiv at two minutes before

midnight.

Moskoviada thus emerges

as an instance of the archetypal “journey

home,” a modern-age odyssey. More importantly

in our case,

it is

also the

instance of post-colonial “writing back to the centre of the empire.” While
parallels

and in

can be drawn between the critique of totalitarianism in

texts such as Erofeev’s

A Minor

Apocalypse?^

would suggest

I

this

work

Moskva-Petushki and Tadeusz Konwicki’s

cussed in the light of one of the

now

that

Moskoviada should be

dis-

classic post-colonial novels, the

Sudanese writer Tayeb Salih’s Season of Migration

to the

North?^ What

brings Andrukhovych’s and Salih’s novels together and what distinguishes

them both from Erofeev’s and Konwicki’s novels

focus on the

is their

experience of a displaced (post)colonial intellectual confronting the imperial
centre (in Erofeev the protagonist
a Pole in

is

a Russian in

Moscow, and

Warsaw). In both works we experience the empire

in

Konwicki

in its splendor

and misery through the defamiliarizing gaze of a colonial outsider, and in
both the ambivalent ending
there

is

whether the escape
Ukrainian

critics

in fact successful.

is

complexity of imperial relations:
is

not completely certain

Many Arab

critics

and the

final closure

of imperialism.^^ Saree

Andrukhovych’s novel even shares with these works the

Mak-

structural organization of

—perhaps

a one-day odyssey of a quasi-autobiographical protagonist
all

of Salih and

of Andrukhovych reduce their works questions of retribu-

tion, self-affirmation,

21.

testifies to the

a possibility of escape, but the reader

the

common

debt of

of these texts to Ulysses. The parallels between Moskoviada and Konwicki’s novel are

discussed by Oksana Zabuzhko in her essay “Polska ‘kultura’

i

my, abo malyi apokalipsys

moskoviady,’’ in her Khroniky vid Fortinbrasa: Vybrana eseistyka 90-kh (Kyiv: Fakt,
1999), 314-25, esp. 322-5.
22.

Tayeb

(Portsmouth,
23.

Salih,

Season of Migration

NH: Heinemann,

to the North,

See, for instance, Solomiia Pavlychko’s reading of

“Facing Freedom: The

Three Worlds:

New

New

trans.

Denys Johnson-Davies

1970).

Ukrainian

Literature,’’ trans.

Writing from Ukraine, ed.

Ed Hogan

Moskoviada in her foreword,
Askold Melnyczuk, in From
(Boston: Zephyr Press, 1996),
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disi’s

comment on such

critics

of Andrukhovych:

While

critics] try to

as an ideological

supply

it

form
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readings of Salih could well be applied to the

[the novel] continually

works, [such

in

is,

moves between

reduce

it

different registers

and frame-

to a one-dimensional narrative. ... Its

power

who

try to

ironically,

demonstrated by these

critics

with a narrative closure that will “make sense” within a certain

ideological

framework marked and governed by the existence of fundamental

categories and rigid absolutes.

But Season of Migration defies and deconstructs such categories as it
undermines many of the traditional dualisms that are associated with postcolonial discourse.

white

is ...

What appears

at first to

be neatly divisible into black and

broken down and synthesized into an endless variety of shades of

gray.^^

The

trajectory

Andrukhovych’ s

have taken since Moskoviada

interests

also points to a fundamental affinity of his writing to the post-colonial problematic. His third novel, Perverziia,^^ explores the place of the Ukrainian

through an encounter with the

intellectual in the larger, global cultural order

Western (not the Russian) Other. In

it

he continues the analysis of the trans-

formations of the Ukrainian post-colonial subject and of the national culture.

Like the previous novels, Perverziia follows
Ukrainian writer) on his journey,

this

he

symposium

invited to take part in a

is

Madness of

the World:

its

protagonist

(again

a

time from Ukraine to Venice, where
entitled

“The Post-Camival

What’s on the Horizon?” scheduled for the week

following the celebrated Venetian carnival. His wanderings

all

over the city

lead to his eventual (mysterious and unresolved) disappearance.
In this novel

Andrukhovych continues

his analysis of the transformations

of the Ukrainian post-colonial subject and of the national culture, and he
reserves a large dose of sarcasm for the West, which persists in

of and disinterest in Ukraine and

its

its

ignorance

culture.^^

17 (a surprisingly reductive interpretation for Pavlychko, one of the most nuanced and
sensitive critics of

24.

modem

Ukrainian

literature).

Makdisi, “The Empire Renarrated: Season of Migration to the North and the

Reinvention of the Present,” in Colonial Discourse and Post-Colonial Theory:
ed. Patrick

A

Reader,

Williams and Laura Chrisman (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994),

543 ^.
25.

First published in Suchasnist, 1996, no.

26.

For example, the

letter

1:

9-85; no.

2:

9-80.

of invitation and the programme of the symposium

consistently misspell Ukraine as “Ukrania” or “Ukraia,” and the invitation
topics for presentation that

may be

lists

suggested

of interest to a Western audience, including Ukrainian

nuclear arms, cholera epidemics, and “your writers,” such as “Dostoevsky, Gorky,

Bulgakov, Sakharov and others”

(lurii

Andmkhovych, Perverziia [Ivano-Frankivsk:

Lileia-

—
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This text

organized as a veritable encyclopedia of styles and literary

is

forms (containing numerous simulations of “found objects,” such as
of spy reports, playbills, newspaper

scripts

of a catechism, to

name

just a few).

Some

tran-

or passages in the form

articles,

familiar themes

from previous

works, such as the carnival (a fixture of Bu-Ba-Bu writing in general and of

Andrukhovych’s

in particular, especially in Rekreatsii)

and the Hoffman-

nesque encounter with the underworld, reappear in the novel. The levels of
the plot are almost innumerable and include a spy thriller, a love story, a
social satire, a picaresque narrative, parodies

many

and subversions of

and

these,

other forms. Intertextual references, hidden or laid bare, abound in the

text.^^

Yet Perverziia also signals

Andrukhovych

is

that in the evolving post-colonial context

embarking upon a new stage of his writing

way

utopian exuberance of the carnival gives

contemporary heterogeneous world, which

is

of qualified optimism remains:

The

contrasted with an unexpected

postmodern reincarnation of the Orphic myth (which,
in the text, is simultaneously asserted

career.

cacophony of the

to the

like other cultural topoi

and subverted). However, the message

we know

that Perfetsky has disappeared

indeed, the novel contains a transcript of his taped suicide note

—

yet

we

are

led to believe that his suicide could very well have been staged and that he

may have
reinvent

fooled his pursuers, relinquished his established idenity, and

himself.

This

optimistic

note

is

also

present in Dvanadtsiat

obruchiv, Andrukhovych’s most melancholy text to date.

With each new work, the scope of the
to

new

levels, as

characters’ displacement increases

does the disorientation and the ambiguity of the endings.

The novels consecutively

depict their protagonists’ attempts at constructing

identity-forming relationships with the nation, the imperial Other, and the

“New World

Order.”

The

private, personal experiences of displacement

emerge here as an allegory of the

collective experience of the Ukrainian

people during a time of paradigmatic changes, which largely coincides with
Fredric Jameson’s

model of “national

allegory,” one of the influential, if fre-

quently criticized, attempts at constructing a theoretical model of postcolonial writing.^^

NV,
27.

1997],

35^2).

Among

the intertextual links not explicitly expressed

is

the story “Mertvetskyi

velykden’“ (“The Easter of the Dead,” 1833) by the founder of Ukrainian vernacular
prose fiction, Hryhorii Kvitka-Osnovianenko, which centres around such a “Hoffman-

nesque” festival of the dead taking place during the
28.

See Jameson, “Third-World Literature

Social Text, no. 15 (1986): 65-88.

in the

first

night of Lent.

Era of Multinational Capitalism,”

^
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denouncing Russian and Soviet imperialism, however, Andrukhovych

does not posit Ukraine in

its

pre-colonial stage as the utopian ideal.

As

Makdisi notes, post-colonial intellectuals often display a tendency to focus
in their

engagement with imperialism

on a reaffirmation of the

by

it.

They

traditional cultures

and ways of

life that

are thus led in search of alternatives to the present

that exist only in isolated

images and practices that are taken as reaffirmations of

precolonial cultures.

traditional,

were disrupted

dominant culture

Opposition to imperiahsm can therefore be

diverted into a futile search for traditions, through which the post-colonial intellectual attempts (if only symbolically) to

culture.

Having adopted the vestiges

reembrace his or her

own people and

“their”

(or outer trappings) of these traditions, these

soon discover their emptiness; having tried to grasp hold of “the

intellectuals

people,” they are

Although

left

clutching the now-barren symbols of the past.^^

and more emphatically in the cycle of poems

in his novels

“Lysty V Ukrainu” (Letters to Ukraine), which serves as a companion text to

Moskoviada, Andrukhovych asserts his

faith in the

Ukrainian

spirit,^®

continually stresses the impurity, heterogeneity, and ambivalence of
tural loci.

Throughout

oeuvre he eschews the rigid black-and-white

his

dichotomy frequently encountered
like his, “the existence

he

all cul-

in traditional colonial discourse. In texts

of pure and unaffected traditional cultures to which

post-colonial intellectuals can ‘escape’

is

exposed as an

illusion. Indeed, the

very existence of any culture in some sort of absolute isolation from others
is

shown

to

be impossible

experiences of Moskoviada'

in

The personal

the post-colonial world.”^^

Otto von

F.,

Perverziia's Stanislav Perfetsky,

and other Andrukhovych’ s characters thus read as an allegory for Ukraine’s

complex condition

dawn

at the

of decolonization. However, despite the

frequently dark and bitter tone of

element of optimism in

it.

much

of his writing, there

is

always an

His work not only rewrites the past and the

present as a “countemarration of the histories of imperialism and modernization,” but also looks

toward “some alternative future

inventing.”^^ This grain of

what brings

it

optimism contained

in the process of

together with other discourses that can be described by the

29.

Makdisi, “The Empire Renarrated,” 537.

30.

In

baroque

it is

in post-colonial writing is

poem X,

lines 13-14,

[that] rallies resistance /

vlashtovuie opir /

i

tsvite

he describes the Ukrainian

and blooms wildly even

spirit as

shaleno navit v ulamkakh). The cycle in

published in Chetver, no. 3 (1994); 55-75; an abbreviated version of

appendix to Moskoviada.
31.

Ibid.,

543^.

32.

Ibid.,

546.

“an underground

in its shards” (pidpilne
its
it

baroko

entirety

was

appeared as an
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umbrella term “postmodernism of resistance.”^^ While the early stages of
postmodernist cultural production in the West were strongly influenced by

Roland Barthes’ notion of the “death of the author”

or, in

Michel Foucault’s

less brutal formulation, “the erosion of the author function,” the critical

deconstruction and subversion of the
post-colonial writing clearly

author”

have

happened

much

shows

modem

that the

Western canon performed

mmours

—

somewhat exaggerated

been

for

that

particular

be white, male, imperialist, heterosexual, and so

to

in

about the “death of the
author

While

forth.

postmodernist writing works through the exhaustion of the project of

modernity, texts produced from a formerly subaltern subject-position are in

many

respects looking

from these mins

to the future that is to replace the old

order.

In contemporary Ukrainian letters, Oksana Zabuzhko’s writing rivals
Andmkhovych’s both in terms of popularity and of the controversy that has
surrounded it. Her Polovi doslidzhennia z ukrainskoho seksu, like Andmkho-

vych’s

first

novel, created what she herself has referred to as “a boisterous

scandal.” This

is

not surprising, given

was only exacerbated by

its

provocative

title.

The controversy
roman a clef

the fact that the text can be read as a

based on the author’s experiences in the United States as a Fulbright scholar
in

1994 and

is

to

my

knowledge the

first

characters to the national convention of the

Advancement of Slavic

Studies.

While

work of fiction that takes its
American Association for the

in its choice of

an academic setting

and the irreverent and provocative way in which the

Zabuzhko’s

text

latter

is

treated

can be compared to novels such as David Lodge’s Changing

Places and Small World and, in the Slavic context, to Dubravka Ugresic’s

Fording the Stream of Consciousness,^"^ on the whole her novel is preoccupied to a far greater extent with a set of issues that have little in cormnon
with satirizing the academia.

A

writer in

whose work we

find one of the

most powerful explorations

of Ukraine’s colonial legacy combined with a challenge to the familiar para-

digms of patriarchy

that often

re-emerge in the openings created by the

breakdown of the empire, Zabuzhko has emerged

as

one of the most

impressive presences on the contemporary Ukrainian literary and cultural
scene. Passionate and intellectually sophisticated, her writings testify to the

power and

33.

the urgency of a critique shaped

See Hal Foster, “Postmodernism:

Postmodern Culture,
34.

Heim

ed.

Hal Foster

Dubravka Ugresic, Fording

A

by the standpoint of a post-

Preface,” in The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on

(Seattle:

Bay

Press, 1983),

xii.

the Stream of Consciousness, trans. Michael

(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1993).
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Her oeuvre demonstrates the remarkable

colonial feminist subject.

potential

generated by the conjunction of feminism and post-colonialism, two strains
of the postmodernism of resistance, in the post-Soviet context.
In her novel the preoccupation with place and displacement, with the
vestiges of the empire and the fragments of the national past shapes

up the

identity-always-in-the-making of a nomadic postmodern intellectual, where

both the nation-based and the gender-based aspects are objects of continuous
negotiation grounded in a survival-through-text. If for

Andrukhovych

it

was

displacement into the centre of the collapsing

to the greatest extent the

empire in Moskoviada that provided an idiom for articulating the Ukrainian
post-colonial condition, for

Zabuzhko

it

was

more heterogeneous and,

the

in

Gilles Deleuze’s terms, “rhizomatic” displacement of an almost dispersive

kind that prompted the negotiations of personal
it

could be argued, however, that

embryonic form

all

this

—and

collective

—

identities;

novel contains in condensed and/or

the trajectories of displacement

we have

encountered in

Andrukhovych.^^

Zabuzhko builds

In Polovi doslidzhennia z ukrainskoho seksu

the personal experiences of displacement and trauma. This

one’s

way” out of

tionship,^^

Her

and

illustrate his

on

into

a

paradigmatic

instance

of Jamesonian

“private narrative invested with a properly libidinal

dynamic” emerges as “an allegory of the embattled
culture

the text

of “writing

a personal crisis, the textual healing after an abusive rela-

metamorphoses

national allegory.

mode

situation of the public

Indeed, one of the works Jameson chooses to

society.

concept of national allegory,

Ousmane Sembene’s

Xala, also

uses sexual dysfunction as a metaphor for the troubled condition of postcolonial society.
In

trayed

Zabuzhko’ s novel we are also confronted by very graphically por-

human

pleasure,

bodies

—overwhelmingly female bodies—experiencing sexual

but also being

violated,

scarred,

and bruised. However, the

experiences, both traumatic and pleasurable, of the protagonist and other
characters are not presented in terms of an abstract gender confrontation.

35.

Although Andrukhovych ’s non-fictional writings,

heohrafii,” Pereval, 1993, no.

1:

starting with the essay

“Vstup do

74-88, also signal a movement towards exploring more

heterogeneous and multidirectional forms of displacement.

Many

of his essays have been

collected in his Dyzoriientatsiia na mistvevosti (Ivano-Frankivsk: Lileia-NV, 1999).
36.
It is

Here the novel

many respects homologous with Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar.
Zabuzhko has acknowledged the influence of Plath on her own

is in

not surprising that

writing and has translated Plath’s poetry into Ukrainian.
37.

Jameson, “Third-World Literature,” 69.
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Zabuzhko

herself appears to be in full agreement with Jameson: in the novel,

she repeatedly remarks that Ukrainian sorrow

is

not of a private psychoana-

but the imprint of the nightmare of colonialism and totalitarian-

lytic kind,

ism, and the novel’s protagonist half-jokingly and half- seriously refers to

“a

herself as

victim of the

sexual

natsionalnoi idei)?^

One of

the

which probably sparked the
bitter critique

prominence

most

idea”

national

greatest

number of

in the current post-colonial discourse.

have “attempted

A

As Leela Gandhi

Critical Introduction, a

[in

masculinity as “compromised”

of nationalist

—

own

In Polovi doslidzhennia the reader

[in

the

critics

(male) contestation.”
discourse of colonial

colonies].

Some

by wide

nationalists

emasculation, others by protesting
is

it.”^^

offered a version of this encounter: a

traumatized by the legacies of Soviet oppression replicates

by abusing

woman, who

his lover, a Ukrainian

of totalitarianism. This palimpsest of traumas

much

its

notes in

number of

a discourse “thoroughly internalized

movement

responded by lamenting their

man

is

which] colonial and post-colonial

women are postulated as the symbolic mediators of this
On the other hand, the colonial era led to the rise of the

the trauma

the one

to reread the colonial encounter in these terms as a struggle

between competing masculinities

Ukrainian

—
—

objections

critics’

of colonial masculinities, an issue that has been gaining

her study Postcolonial Theory:

sections

{seksualna zhertva

striking aspects of the novel

is

too

is

a survivor

highlighted by the fact that

of the plot takes place in the United States, where the protagonist, a

poet,

is

doing research as a Fulbright fellow and

The

loves.

context,”
possible.

defamiliarizing

American

which makes an analytic approach

As

is

joined by a painter she

setting serves as a “sense-generating
to the

trauma in the novel

Serhii Datsiuk noted in his perceptive reading of the novel,

became “scandalous”

precisely because of

its

it

honest and passionate portrayal

of the psychological and physical trauma of the Ukrainian anti-colonial
intelligentsia."^®

The gendered aspect of Zabuzhko’ s narrative endows it with particular
modern-day rewriting of one of the central icons of the
Ukrainian canon, Taras Shevchenko’s archetypal image of the Ukrainian
nation as a pokrytka, a seduced, violated, and abandoned woman, that runs
strength, providing a

through his entire oeuvre.

The

contradictions

of gender relations,

38.

Polovi doslidzhennia z ukrainskoho seksu (Kyiv: Zhoda, 1996), 99-100, 103.

39.

Leela Gandhi, Postcolonial Theory:

A

Critical Introduction

the

(New York: Columbia

University Press, 1998), 98, 100.
40.

See Serhii Datsiuk, “Potiah do zhuby, abo ukrainskii chelovek na rendez-vous,”

Zoil, 1997, no.

1:

110-18.
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in

are conjoined in their traumatic force with

machine

numerous vivid

(the novel includes

flashbacks to the totalitarian past). Thus the

momentum

of “double decol-

onization,” the working-through of a virtual palimpsest of traumas

a

step

becomes

towards “post-colonial healing.” Zabuzhko hopes that the

new

Ukrainian literature will become “a form of national therapy,”"^^ which

what a number of post-colonial

precisely

critics

have been calling

for.

is

Leela

Gandhi, for instance, believes that “the colonial aftermath calls for an
ameliorative and therapeutic theory which

remembering and

is

recalling the colonial past.”

responsive to the task of

Gandhi compares the post-

colonial project to the psychoanalytic procedure of anamnesis,
are

asked to

“elaborate

their

apparently inconsequential details with past situations

uncover hidden meanings in

and

their lives

may

colonial writer’s task, one

putting together of the

—allowing them

their behavior.

say, lies in “a painful

dismembered past

where patients

problems by freely associating

current

to

make

The

to

post-

re-membering, a

sense of the trauma of the

and gender critique constitutes a particularly effective path for

present,”"^^

such a project. But in undertaking such a project the gesture of actual or
metaphorical displacement

is crucial.

Altogether, the Ukrainian texts

1

have been discussing show

that literary

works organized around the trope of displacement can be effective

critiques

of the legacies of imperialism and studies of the dimensions of the postcolonial cultural condition. In
catalyst that

endows

them displacement emerges

cultural critique

as the trigger or

and personal self-analysis with particu-

and power, and personal displacement becomes an allegory for the

lar clarity

complexity of geopolitical structures.
In his

posthumously published book Critique

et clinique (1993), trans-

and Clinical, Gilles Deleuze employed
the notion of displacement on a number of occasions, primarily in the
context of discussions of maps and mapping as a horizontal shifting, “a
lated into English as Essays Critical

redistribution of impasses
sures.”"^

I

believe

it

and breakthroughs, of thresholds and enclo-

would be productive

to consider

it

in conjunction with

Jameson’s notion of “an aesthetics of cognitive mapping

41.

Polovi doslidzhennia, 140.

42.

Gandhi, Postcolonial Theory, 7-8; quoting

Explained

to

J.-F.

—

Lyotard’s

a pedagogical.

The Postmodern

Children (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1992), 93.

43.

Homi

44.

Gilles Deleuze, Essays Critical

K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture

and

(New York:

Routledge, 1994), 63.

Clinical, trans. Daniel

Greco (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota

Press, 1997), 63.
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political culture

which seeks

heightened sense of

its

to

endow

the individual subject with

some new

place in the global system.”"^^ “The political form

of postmodernism,” he writes, would “have as

its

vocation the invention and

projection of a global cognitive mapping, on social as well as a spatial
scale.”"^^

An

introduction of this concept in the analysis of contemporary

Ukrainian culture would allow us to situate

more

it

within the fluid global eontexts

effectively.

Indeed, such a

move would

between the local endemic

on the global

lead one to observe a profound affinity

cultural processes

scale. Placing

and cultural

patters manifested

contemporary Ukrainian developments

in the

context of multiple overlapping “posts” (postmodernism, post-colonialism,

post-Communism)

highlights the place of literature as an integral part of the

edge

critical practice that is post-colonialism.

This

the type of postmodernist culture that

not a forgetful

is

critical

situates

it

within

—and reactionary

mindless play with fragments of the past; on the contrary, as Hal Foster puts
it,

it

“is

concerned with a

critical

deconstruction of tradition, not an

instrumental pastiche of pop- or pseudo-historical forms, with a critique of
origins, not a return to them. In short,

it

seeks to question rather than to

exploit cultural codes, to explore rather than conceal social and political
affiliations.”'^^

And

within this cultural paradigm, the trope of displacement

appears to be a sine qua non.

45.

Fredric Jameson,

Postmodernism,

or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism

(Durham: Duke University Press, 1991), 54.
46.

Ibid.

47.

Foster, “Postmodernism:

A

Preface,” xi-xii.
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By-Ba-By, KapnaBaji

i

Kin

Tanapa FyHMopoBa
Hama
13

MOJiOfficTb MHHyjia

Manxe

TOTajiirapHOio enoxoio. I

6y6a 6i3M,

mo

mhcjihbcb

BOffHo^ac

hh ho 6yB

naMH

raKOxc

M

BHKJIHK T0 TaJliTapH3 0Bi, ^HMOCb,
xce

me

Morjio

111,0

nam
i

hk

B TOH

npoicHyBam jmme bbbmxkh

HOMy IK, pbOMy

TOTajiirapHBMOBi?

lOpin AHflpyxoBHH

^tBawiiToro ctojiItth b yKpamcBKin JiixepaTypi,
3K i b inniHx Jiixepaxypax CBixy, Bxce HeMoxcjiHBo yHBHXH 6es
X.3B “noexMOAepmsMy”. Ilpo ite CBijtHHXB HacaMnepeji; cynacHHii
KpHXHHHHH flHCKypc (mujig iiKB posMOBB npo HHHiniHK) Jiixcpaxypy
CHxyai^iio

nojti6HO

o6xofl;HXBca 6es itboro ne oco6jihbo Bjtajioro xepMiny, BxcHBaHoro
nosHXHBHO a6o neraxHBHO, ajie pi^tKO - HeBxpajibHo). Fobophxh npo
noexMOffepnisM ax icxopnHHnn 4)aKX SMymye xaKoac no^Ba neni,o^];aBHO

BH^tanoi Majio'i yKpamcbKo'i eHpHKJioneffii aKTyajibHoi' JiiTeparypn}
LtijiKOM

cepnosHO roBopnxBCH npo

^tBa nepiojtn

jtepnicxcBKoro ^tnexypey BiciM^tec^xnx

i

Jiixepaxypnoro noexMO-

jtcB’^x^tec^xnx poxiB

—

80 (“nocxrecceancbxnn”) xa IIMfl-90 (“nocx6opxeciBCbXHn”).
ne^tOBXOxpHBJioi nojieMixn Ojiera Ijibnnitbxoro 3

IlMJ],Ilicji5i

MapxoM riaBJinmnnoM

mo^to “xpaHcnjianxaitii” xa “opraninnoexH” 3axiflHboro nocxMO^i,epHi3My
B yxpaini,^ 3^taexbca, Bxce mcho, n;o fle4)opMai];ri xoxajiixapno'i CBi^o-

MoexH na nocxxoMynicxHHHOMy npoexopi ne

1

.

Jinnie

ne cniBBijtnocaxbCH

IIjiepoMa, BHn. 3 (iBano-OpaHKiBCbK: Jlinea-HB, 1998 ), exop. 91

.

Oner Ijibhhubkhh, «TpaHcnjiaHTau;ia noexMOflepnisMy: CyMniBH oflHoro
HHxana»; i Mapxo riaBjramHH, « 3 acxepeaceHHn hk ncaHp», CynacnicTb, 1995 n. 10
2

.

,

exop. 111 - 19

.

,
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4>0PMaMH aMepHKaHCBKO-^JpaHi^ystKO-iTajiiHCBKoro nocxMO^epHy
Ope^PHROM ^accHMCOHOM),
ajie H 3HaHHO BHS03MiHi0K)Xb caMC yRBJieHHa npo nocxMO«epm3M.^
HanpHKiHii;! flBa^];Li;axoro cxojiixxa nocxMOflepniBM BHKonye 4)yHKii,ii
HOBoro ipoHi3My, b^^Ihchioiohh nepeoii,iHKy ycix icnyiOHHX “cjiOBHHKiB”
3

(ce6xo “jioriKOK) nisHboro KanixajiisMy”, sa

KyjibxypH. O^iiHaK xaxa nepeoD;iHKa He xoxoxcna nepeBepxaHHio a6o

pcBanmy

— mBH;^me Bona cnnpaexbCH na xoh cnoci6 nepeoHHcaHHH

peneH, hkhh, 3a Pinap^;oM Popxi, nojiarae b xoMy, u];o6 BHHanxH

MOji;ejib

jiiHXBicxHHHOi HOBe^iHKH, HKa CHOKyHiyBaxHMe Hacxynny Xenepai^iio

3acxaBHXb

li

i

uiyKaxH hob! 4>opmh He-JiiHXBicxHHHOi noBe^iHKH.'^ Hi6n

Ha ni^i;xBepA^eHHR i^iei cJ)OpMyjiH Popxi yKpamcbKHH npHKiHu;eBocxojiixHiH KapHaBaniaoBaHHH iponiaM Mae nepe^tyciM 4>opMy JiiHXBicxHHHOi
HOBe^i;iHKH. flyace npHKMexHe y u;bOMy Biji,HOHieHHi BH3HaHHa ce6e
lOpieM AH^i;pyxoBHHeM hk nepeji;yciM “jiio^hhh Bep6ajibHoi”. JlinXBicXHHHa ipoHinna noBeja;iHKa BHananae
(J)yHKnii i npHpo^y
cjiaBH03BicHoro By-Ba-By, a BiAxoflHHH b MHHyjie, Bona ^ae MicD;e
HOBHM MO^];ejiHM HOBe^];iHKH (Bjfce He JiinrBicxHHHoro, a niBHflme incxHxyi^iiiHoro xa npaxMaxHHHoro xapaxxepy).

npo

i;e cBiji;HHXb

rpoMaji;cbKa aaaHxaacoBaHicxb “cMOJiocKHniBn;iB”,

KpHXHKO-iHxepnpexaH,iiiHa cxpaxerm nepeoH,iHKH u;iHHOcxeH, poaropnena
JliTeparypoio njiwc, “^eMiypriHHa nepconajibHa KpeaxHBHicxb”, aaHBJiena b IIjiepOMi

i

xpaxxoBana Bxce He Jinme hk ecxexHxa,

ij;eojioriHHHH bhkjihk,

HOCXMOAcpHicxiB 10,0^0

a xaKO^c niji;KpecjieHa ono3HH;iHHicxb

suie

hk

x.

3b.

“xecxaMeHxapHO-pycxHKaJibHoro ^HCKypcy”.

nporpaMHHH MacKyjiiniaM

Jiixepaxypnoi Mancxepni
aaKOHOMipHO hpohbhb ce6e y Aen];o
nepecxHXJiOMy ToMy, ipo na cnoffi lOpin noKajibnyKa), apemxoio
HOHBy HOBHX “xaHOHiB” y (|)opMi piaHoro po^^y ceH,eciHHHX anxojiorm,
i
MaxHMeMO noBHe Bpa^KeHHH nepejioMy biji, nocxMO^i,epHoro
6y6a6icxcbKoro iponiaMy (Bi^KHHeMO na XBHJibKy eBomoi^iio caMHX
“6y6a6icxiB”
npo nei MOBa ^i;ajii).
Oxo3c i;;eH Ojilfh Ce^aKOBoi npo 6eacHjmH nai^H^jisM, ni;o cxoixb
aa HocxMOAepHicxcbKOK) “cnpo6oio rpn y CBix, b HKOMy CHJia Baarajii He

floj],aHMO j;o u;boro

“Hch CBHXoro lOpa” (hkhh

i^Ijikom

—

—

3.

Miraii Cereflb-MacaK cnpaBe«JiHBO aayBaacye: “CnpaMyBaBuiH

jiiTepaxypy KOJiHuiHboro KOMj^icxpiHHoro cBixy, nepeKOHyeMOca,

mo

norjiiifl

npoHHKJiHBimi TeopexHKH nocTMOfflepnocTH Majio SBaacaioTB na Cxiflny
(«Il0CTM0ffepHi3M i nOCTKOMyHi3M», KpHTHKa, 1998, H. 5, CTOp. 18).
4.

na

naBiTb nafi-

Bpony”

Richard Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1989), cxop. 9.
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npHHaHMHi HecBoenacHOK),

BHflaexBca

a to

h homejikobok), kojih

SB a^ECHTH, npHMipoM, Ha xy cxpaxeriio saBOJiOfliHHH HHxaneM,
B^],

aexLCH Bna^iMip IlejiGBiH. Tax caMO

He HOsSaBJicHHH CHJIH

j];o

hkoi

6y6a6icxcbKHH nocxMOflepnisM

i

— a^^cc HeraxHBi3M xa iponisM By-Ba-By, nan-

HCKpaBime BHHBJieni nccBflopHxyajioM hoboxo IlpHmecxH (noeaoonepa
“Kpancjiep iMnepiaji”)

3

iMnepiajiOM b rojioBi kojiohh

Xpncxa (AHXH-XpHCxa), npHXOBaHOio
MeHxajii3yiOHH,

i

b

i

Mexa(J)opoK)

Kpancnepi, napojtiioioxL, Mony-

MOHyMeHxajii3y-ioxb, napo^iioiOHH, MijiixapncxcBKHH

KyJIbX IIoexiB-BH3BOJIHXeJliB.
iHOfli

mh

cna^ae naBixt na AyMKy, h;o

3aB^^HHyeMO caMe ni3HB0-

xoxajiixapHiH enoci Hapoj];HceHHHM BJiacne ^ocxMO^^epHO^o iponiaMy.

HaXOMicXB, 3BijIBHHK)HHCI>
ipoHi3M, 3a

ipoHi3M a

la

BIJI,

Byanna (ocxaHHm ji;o xoro

a6o anxHanaMenye nepepocxaHHH nocx-

BJiaji;H

ac

a la floHi^oB

MOflepHoro ipoHiaMy b nonyjiiaM). BH6ipKOBicxb
cynpoBo^];2cye npoH,ecH

MH rySHMO CaM

XOXaJlixapHOl CBi^^OMOCXH,

HKHM HpocxynaG ^ncKypc

aSnpaHHH

i

Hacxo atpecHBHicxL

(BiflJiyneHHH) “cboix”

i

“Hy:acHx” aB-

XOpiB, npHXHJIBHHKiB, KPHXHkIb, “CHMnaXHKiB”, CHOHCOpiB, “caJIOHHH-

pHxyanH xnny “napxiHHo'i opraHiaai^ii” i
cane 3 hhmh Bce 6ijiBme acoH,iioexbCH
cynacHa yKpamcbKa JiixepaxypHa CHxyai^m. II],o xaM xobophxh!
Bxce

kIb”. Bij],xaK npHra^i;yK)xi>cH

“napxiHHOi jiixepaxypH”

—

—

ny6jiiKyioxbCH naBixb hob! cxpaxerinni “xpaBHCBi xean”.^

OeHOMeH “onapxiioBaHHH”

JiixepaxypH niflXBep^i,HB

paK, ajie He y bhxjih^;! “xea”, ajie “naparpa(J)iB”/

i

BiKxop He6o-

xcecx noBepnennH

ipoHiaMy, Bin aanpononyBaB
HJieniB Acoi^mi^ii yKpaiHCbKHX hhcbMeHHHKiB “mocb Ha apaaoK hkoicb
ih,o 6 ne CKaaaxH ceKxaHCbKoi
opffeHCbKo’i yroAH Mine co6oio”, b min ochobhok) exae npono3Hii;m
“mh He HOBHHHi 6yXH 4iaJIbmHBHMH B o6rOBOpeHHi XBOPHOCXH OJ5He
OflHOrO i BHHHKiB OJ^He OAHOrO, HOB’naaHHX 3 XBOpHicXK)”.

—
—

—

5.

Ojibra CeflaKOBa, «IIocTMOji;epHi3M: aacBOGHHa BijiHy 2ceHiM», JJyx

i Jiirepa,

1997, H. 1-2, CTop. 375.

—

“yKpaiHCBKa JiiTepaxypa na Meaci THcanojiiTb
TCMa (JjyHjiaMeHTajibHa i
To2k a cnpo6yio OKpecjiHXH jieKijibKa npo6jieMHHX BysjiiB, axi, na mok)
jiyMKy, e nepmoaeproBHMH ji,jia ix noexanoBKH Ha KOHKpexHOMy exani.
HixKimoro osByaeMHa u;hx npoSjicMHHX BysjiiB a o6Hpaio 45opMy xes, HasBaBniH ix
3a anaaorieK)
xpaBHeBHMH” (GareH Bapan, «JIixepaxypm flea’anoexi: nincyMioi
i nepcneKXHBH», Kyp’ep KpHsdacy, 1999, a.
116, exop. 3).
6.

rjio6ajiBHa.

—

7. Bixxop He6opaK, «JIixepaxypHa opraniaaijia i aixepaxypa (lIpHHariflHi MipKyBaHHa KoaHuiHBoro “BBiatHeHoro” eexpexapa 3 ijieHHO-BHXOBHoi po6oxH KoMixexy KoMCOMoay JltBiBctKoro MesnaHoro iHCXHxyxy)», Jlireparypa njiioc, 1999, aa.

5-6, exop. 16.
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Kojih cnpHHHaTH in,e h yxoHHeHHa Bojio^;HMHpa GniKijieBa npo
iepapxmny npnpoAy t. sb. “cxamcjiaBctKoro cJ)eHOMeHy” (“Bapiaii;mHO
cajioH (MexacajioH) Mae 6yxn BiOTsepKajieHHH y ‘xinax’ nomyxoM xcmh
‘chjih’

Hepea ajiLxepnaxHBH hhxchoxo, ^i,emeBmoro raxynxy”),^ xo “nap-

xiHHa”,

HH xo nax “op^^enctxa”, cxpyxxypa cynacHoi yxpamctxoi Jiixepame 6ijii>m BEpaanoio. R Bxce ne roBopio npo He4)opMajn>Hy

xypH cxane

iHCXHxymoHajiisamio “npn:*;ypHajiBHHx” xpnxnxiB, axi rypxyioxbc^ xojio
xoro HH inmoro BH^ann^ (am yKpamcbKHX npodjiCM ;i;o Kphthkh).
IIoBxopK),

mo

xaxe “napxincxBo” aflaexbca Meni Ay^e ^i,ajiexHM am
mo noro npHnecjin nanpnxiHD;! 1980-x pp.

xoro ipoHisMy-xapnaBaniaMy,

B yxpaiHCBxe Jiixepaxypne xcnxx^ 6y6a6icxn. Hn oananae n;e, mo MoxeMo roBopnxH npo nocx-nocxMOj^epnisM, npo xpnay a6o xiHeu;b 5ncpamcL-

xoro nocxMO^epnisMy? Hixxoio Mipoio ne aScomoxnayiOHH nocxMO^^ep-

amnoaiM

nisM, Bce xc

eneprm

i

“i

xax

i

ni”.

Tax, 6o anannoio MipoK) iponinna

xapnaBajiisM 6y6a6icxia cy6jiiMyBajinc3 a6o b Manace

o4)i-

yxpamctxnx nncBMeHHHxiB) a6o nepepocjin
cnpHHHHHBmn XBopny xpnay xo^cnoro 3 6y6a6icxia.

niinny xyjitxypy (Acon,iau;ia

B Macxyjibx

cxaj^ia

i

xin,

pasoM

Hi, 6o
i

3

6y6a6i3MOM-xapnaBajii3MOM aminnuia ^xacb neana

4)opMa nocxMOj^epniaMy, axa nacnpaBj^i

i

ne 6yjia n;ijixoM

nocxMO^^epHOK).

Tax, nepnioK) HananpaanimoK) 4)opMOio “nocxMo;i,epHicxcBxoro no-

Bopoxy” B yxpaincbxin Jiixepaxypi cxajia XBopnicxt Jiixepaxypnoro rypxy

By-Ba-By (lOpin An^ipyxoann, Bixxop He6opax, Ojiexcan^;p Ipanei^a).
Bijiame xoro, By-Ba-By paaoM 3 yciM mjien4)OM xoHxexcxyajiannx
MexacJ)op, meojiorin
n,iJiHM

i

—

noaemnxH acon.iioexi>CH 3
^anmoM, axe Moxcna naaBaxn 6y6a6i3MOM.^

MOfl,ejien iponinnoi’

cou;ioxyjnjxypHHM

O^nax 6y6a6i3M
u,e ne Jinnie aanme cou;iajn>Horo njiany (MOJio;i;ixcHoro pyxy, npnMipOM), aae xaxoxc oco6jihbhh xyjiaxypHHH 4)eHOMen.

By6a6i3M sk KpHTHKa KyjibTypH
“Cjiobhhxh” xyjibxypn, na axi pnxopnHHO n con,iaabHO cnpaMOByaaaaca ni^^pnana enepria By-Ba-By, 6yan aaaxi 3 oc|)in;iHHoro aexcHxony
ri6pnflHoro namonajibHO-npocBixHHi^bxoro i coi^iaaicrnanoro nncbMencxaa.

8.

Baacne pa^ancaxa Mixoaoria

i

Baacne coi^iaaioxnani xoHu,enxn,

BojioaHMHp GuiKiaeB, «TiHb cxaHicjiaBCbKoro (J)eHOMeHy», Jlireparypa

njiioc,

1999, HH. 9-10, crop. 4—5.

TaxHH

niflxia coaiflapHsyexbca 3 anaaisoio OjicKcanapH IpnaaK (ahb. npaaxa Haroaomye na coniaabHOMy SMicxi MacoBoro MoaoaiacHoro P5^y b
nepioa nepeOyaoBH, ao axoro, na 11 ayMxy, npHnaaeacne h By-Ba-By.
9.

MiTKa

12),

Ey-Ea-Ey Kapnasaji

i
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kIh

3flaextcH, i^iKaBHJTH 6y6a6icTiB

BiflKpHTO B^];aeTi>c^

Heii;i>

Bij],OMHX

nicHH”,

^i;o

snaHHO Menme. Jlnme

KincBHx coii,peajiicxHHHHx moxhbIb

“Bipm

ji;o

pOTOi mobh”,

i

cxHJii3aii,ii

i

MejiOfliH (“J3,enyxaxctKa

“IlicHi cxiji;HHx cjiOB’iiH”

BH aMCHHXHH aHXH-nonyjiicxcBKHH Bipm
nifl

OjieKcaH;],p IpBa-

napo^iioBaHHa, nepeBepxaHHii

oco6jthbo

i

6ijii>me b1^i,omhh

“JIio6ixi>

Ha3BOK) “JIio6ixb OKJiaxoMy”). IpBaHeu;i> xaKOxc ipoHinno-rpoxecKOBO

KOMCHxye 3HaMCHHxi “ypoKH kji^chkh”, axi me
HaHHJIH KOflCKC pa^ilHCBKOrO BHXOBaHHa (“Ho

3i

mKinBHHx poxiB bh 3-

KpanJii BH^aBJIIOBaXH 3

Bce MycHXb
po^i,Hxi>CH
macxa”, “B
6yxH npexpacKHM”).
Ha piBHi ccMioxHHHOMy nepenHcyBanim ;i,HCKypcy (a6o, 3a Kocxeii;i>-

ce6e pa6a”, “JIio^HHa

KHM

i

IIIeBejiBOBHM, “6ajiaKy”) xoxajiixapHoro cycnijibcxBa amiicHioG

h

An;;pyxoBHH. 3oKpeMa niHfBicxHHHHH eKcnepHMCHx AHji;pyxoBHHa 3 boflHXBCH

j];o

KOMyniKaxHBHoro 6yKcyBaHH^ mobh. BxopiHioiOHH

(J)iKcan;ii

y CBoe HHCBMO KJiime, Hen,eH3ypHy nexcHKy, “nopoxcm” ceManxHHHi
Micn;^ (xe, m;o 3a OpoHfl,OM, moxjio 6 6yxH BmneceHHM
“o6mobok”),

BHKOpHcxoByiOHH HOHyjiHpHi

ceHxeHii;ii

i

4ipa3H (na apaaoK IpBaHii,eBHx

“ypoKiB kjihchkh”), bIh HacnpaBji;i npo^BJi^e

axHH nmxpecjiiOBaB

iMnepcBKoro xiny,
oxpiM o4)iu,iHHoro,

i^i,iojieKX

3Heii;iHeHHB: 6y^i>-iixoro cency,

a xaxoxc BnpoBa«:acyBaB BaaeMoaaMiHHicxb 6yflb-Hxoro cjioBa

MOBH

B

6y;^b-3Ixoi

i

roMoreniaoBaHOMy ^Hcxypci pa^MHCbxoi' iMnepii.
D;boro Bin nacHnye, Hanpnxjia^i;, cbok) MocKOBiaffy cjioBQCYimm

6jioxaMH, B3^XHMH 3 apxiBy XJI5ICHXH, cnpo4)aHOBaHoi mxojiOK)

(Bifl

nieBHCHxa AO Jleci YxpaiHXH), a xaxoxc jiexcHxoio, AOBeAenoio ao aBxoMaxH3My paA^HCbxoK) HponaraHAOK) “Apy2c6H napoAiB” (“xoach xanMHX HaBixb He npHBixaexbca 3 xo6oio”
pe(|)Jiexcm nymxincbxoro

—

“Apyra cxenen, xajiMbixa”), AOAaiOHH cioah MacxyjibxiBCbxi “(J)peHMH”,
SaaoBani na cnonyjiapnaoBaHHx “noncoio” pec})peHax (xnny “necbinMHecojibHapany” ado “MepxBi 6 a3cojih He ryAyxb”).

JlinrBicxHHHHH ipoHiaM 6y6a6icxiB, ne noadaBJieHHH Hapu,HCH3My,

—

6yB cBoro poAy xapnaBajiOM, na axoMy Mann 6 3’eAHaxHC5i
Manxce
B xHocxHHHOMy 5ixoMycb cHHxeai
MOBa i ceHC, Ayx i xijio, m;o b

—

xoxajiixapHOMy cycnijibcxBi 4)ajibmHBO h adcojiioxHO po3boahjihch.

AAXKe xoxajiixapH3M cxanoBHXb, ax xBepAHXb Teppi

Ixjixoh,^®

cynepen-

poManxHHHoro iAeaniaMy (xonnime, HepoadaBJieHoro
xiny BHcoxonapHoro iAeaniaMy) xa AHHinnoro MaxepinniaMy (xojih

jiHBy aMajibtaMy

iHAHBiAyajibHi xina

10.

i

noAi’i

cxaioxb HepoapianioBajibHO-BaaeMoaaMiHHi).

Terry Eagleton, “Estrangement and Irony in the Fiction of Milan Kundera,” b The

Eagleton Reader, ed. Stephen Regan (Oxford and Malden, Mass.: Blackwell, 1998), 93.
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By6a6i3M no

cBom 6yB nydninnoio

cyxi

aKnieio nacaMnepe^i;, nep-

4)opMencoM, cnpaMOBaHHM na nniaHna Brojioc i nepenoBHennM rojioca-

MH

(i

aBTopcLKHMH,

i

MacKapajxHHMH). Fojioc

—

n;e

neana,

Man^e

jiHHHa rinocxacL 6yxT^, HKa Jinme n (J)iKcyBajia aBxonoMHicxb
iiiJiBHoro,

i

i

anre-

kojioh-

xoxajiixapnoro cyS’eKxa b ni3Hbopa;n;jiHCBKy enoxy. flenep-

C0Hajii3ai;m 3aBepmyBajiaca BJiacne d;hm. TiJio (4>i3HHHe 6yxxa) anirijiioBajioc5i
i

(hh ne xoMy, CKa:aciMO, npn Bcin ni^Kpecjicnin 6iorpa4)inHOCxi

peajiBHOcxi iMen

ochobhhm nepconaxceM pocincBKHX aBxopiB-nocx-

Manxe

6e3xijiecHHH cyd’exx, HanHacxime nnaK,
BHBHannxH Man:ace ncMO^cjinBO
mk y BeneflHKxa
UeTyuiKi), C. CoKOJiOBa {Tlajiicanffpia), C. Fanj];Gpo(J)eeBa (MocKBa
jieBCBKoro {TpenaHapiM ^epena). HaxoMicxB 6yxx^ ^];yxoBHe (i na piani
OKpcMoro iHj];HBi^];5^yMy, i na piani MacoBoi jik)^];hhh) aaeiroc^ ^i;o “anyxpiniHBoro rojiocy”, m;o MexoniMinno aacxynnjio nepconajibHicxt cyd’exMOflepnicxiB
BHXJiaj];

i

cxaa

bIk ^Koro

—

—

xa.

By6a6icxn noMixnjin xaxi nepxyp6aii;ii 4)i3HKH i MexacJ)i3HKH xa naaBajiH

'ix

MacKapa^oM (xonnime, KapnaBajiOM), na iiKOMy MacKa hh

M aniKapa aannana Mici^e nepconn,
BajiHCii B FOJIOC.

6h Mir Bi^^KpnxH mijinny Mixc
JlnniMBca FOJIOC

a Moaa, ^yx, caMicxa cySniMy-

Tyx ;i;apeMHe niyKaxn

—

ii;e

^ipaH^^eJIJIiBCbKO^o 3cyay,

jihi^cm

i

MacKOK).

hkhh

Bxce ncMae.

nojie cbo6oah, Maninyji^i^m, iponiaMy

i

napi^n-

CH3My 6y6a6icxia.
Bapxo B n;LOMy 3B’^3Ky npncjiyxaxnca ji;o BHananiiH naxpinpxa ByBa-By, c(J)epoio aaniKaBJienb ^kofo e “pa;;me “ayajin cnojiyneHL”, ce6xo
“nepexoflu ayxa b MaxepmjiLHe”. “Yce, hum aanMaioca h b Jiixepaxypi,
aayaaacye Anj^pyxoBUH,
Moxcna ocxaxoHHO bbccxh ji;o xaeMHoro i
aaMajiHM ne Mam>5iKajii>Horo HaMai^yBamm ii,hx 6ojiicHHx i cojio^khx
B y3JiiB”.“ Oxoxc, xonorpa4)iH nepcMimenB “BHyxpimm>oro rojiocy” (hk
cnoci6 CKBHCxeHi^iioBaHHH aijiyyaceHHH n cbmoxhocxh nocx-xoxajiixapnoro inflHBifla), noro aaaeMJienHH na nojii MaxepiiuiBHOMy, noro 3 b’h30k
3 KOJieKXHBHHM COniHJIBHO-KyJIBXypHHM xijIOM, HO xiHOHOMy 3MiHHHM
H B3aGM03aMiHHHM,
xaxa MopajibHO-(|)iJioco4)CLKa (Maiiace fhocxhhna) ocHoaa KapnaBajii3My-6y6a6i3My. Oco6jihbok) noro npHKMexoio cxae
xaKO^c HapnncH3M.
B njiani icxopnHHOMy 6y6a6i3M
nanme, hkc HanSmame Bi^noai^^ae KOHxcKcxy nianaoro xoxajiixapnaMy. By6a6i3M cydjiiMye n ecxexnaye
“xinaoBy” neo(i)ii;miiy xyjiaxypy, na^;ae in cJiopMy noexunnoxo KapnaBa-

—

—

—

—

1 1

.

lOpiH AHupyxoBHH, «ABTo6iorpa(i)La», y Horo PeKpeai^mx: PoMafSf (Khib; Hac,

1997), CTop. 31.

By-Ba-Ey, KapnaBaji
I^;eojioriHHO

jiy.

i
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kIh

homy

spi^ni aneigiiOTH, aKi CKna^ajiH He4)opMajibHy

O^naK icnye h cyTTesa
Ha npoTHBary “kyxohhhm” aH6Kj;oTaM 6y6a6i3M nydjiinHHH, aBaHrap^HHH, Mae BHpaany (J)opMajiBHO-ecTeTHHHy ocHOBy.
3peniTOK), OjiecaHj];pa FpHi^aK aochtb nepeKOHJiHBO noKasye, mo caMC
KyjibTypy nisHBOTOTajiiTapnoro cycnintcTBa.
Biji;MiHHicTb:

mo^o TOTajiixapHHX npopajmHCBKHX cembojiIb,
soKpeMa JiosynriB o4)ii^iHHOi MOJioji;i2CHOi opraHi3aii;ii i 0(J)ii;iHHHx
pa^HHCBKHX CBHT BH3HaHaJia CCMiOTHKy MaCOBHX ^^iilCTB HOnaTKy 1990-x,
TaKHX, HK “Bhbhx- 92”, ;i;e 6y6a6icxH 6yjiH xojiobhhmh aBxopaMH i nepnepBcpsiHHa HacxaHOBa

coHaxcaMH/^

—

By6a6icxiB ne i^ixaBHXt nepenncyBaHHa (a xonnime “nmairnyBaHHa”
iMixai];m) cxHJiicxHHHHX

MaxpHD;b xpa^i;Hi;iHHOi yKpai'HCbKOi Jiixepaxy-

HeanaHHHMH BHHHXxaMH, HanpHKJia^i;, IIIeBHeHKO, Cociopa, ThhhHa). Cjiobhhkh HeHya-JIeBHi],bKoro, rpinncHKa, CxejibMaxa, FoHMapa hh
inniHx KJiHCHKiB ri6pHAHoro pa;l;HHCbKO-HapoJ^HH^bKo^o KanoHy nepeBaxcHO IX xaKoac ne uiKaBJiaxb. Inofli bohh KopncxyioxbCH, npaB^^a, iMCPH

(3a

HaMH,

mo

MeXOHiMiHHO CniBBmHOCHXbCH

maMH. Tax, “MHKOJia HarHH6ma”

3 H,ijIHMH

KyJIbXypHHMH HBH-

(peajibHO icnyioHHH ji,pyrop3i^;HHH

yKpaiHCbKHH noex) nepexBopioexbCH b poMani AH^pyxoBHHa PeKpeapii
Ha aaraubHHH chmboji pa^HHCbKoro noexa. SycxpinaeMO h iponinny pe(J)moflo cxHJiK) nepBa:acHO cijibCbKo'i paj^HHCbKoi np03H na 3pa30K
AHJ^pyxoBHHeBo^o “cKaaaHoro Hadix”: ‘“Oxaxoi'!’
xoHcxbCH xo6i
cxaaaxH, HacjimyiOHH nepcona^ciB yxpamcbxoi paflHHCbxo'i npo3H”.^^
no36aBJieHHH aBanrapflHcxcbxoi npexenaii nepeBepnyxH ii;ijiy
jieKciio

—

yxpaiHCbxy Jiixepaxypny xpa;^H^iIO, 6y6a6i3M ne cxaB pexpocnexxHBHHM
anoxajiincHCOM. C(J)epa inxepecy 6y6a6icxiB

— rpa

3

“nopo:acHHHaMH”

H xa6y Hai^ioHajibHoi' xyjibxypn. iHBepcii i xpaHcrpecii (pyHHyBaHHH
Mexc, nepexo^H 3HaHeHHH) y 6y6a6icxiB, oflnax, Bijibni Bm xoro, mo

^an
MHH

Bo^i;piHHp
4)iJibM

6yflOBH.

Haanaae “repentance” (noxaHHHaM),

— ara^aiiMO

Bijto-

Tenriaa A6yjiafl3e UoKa^HH^, nonyjiapHHH 3a nacin nepe-

He

hhx h inmnn ejiCMCHx nocxMo^tepniaMy
3axom, a caMe xe, mo Jl;acoH Bapx naanan
nojtBiHHOMy Horo anaHCHHi o6ypCHHH h o6pa3H). I

e ^tOMinyioHHM y

jto6H Horo aapoflxceHHX na

“resentment” (b

HOxaHHHH,

i

o6pa3a nepeMCJiioBajiHCH b pnxyajibHOMy xapnaBajiiao-

BaHOMy cMixoBi, xxhh 6y6a6icxH hphhhhjih aa e^Hny MoacjiHBicxb

12.

Alexandra Hrycak, “The Coming of ‘Chrysler Imperial’: Ukrainian Youth and

Rituals of Resistanee,”
13.

Harvard Ukrainian Studies

21, nos. 1-2 (June 1997): 63-91.

KDpin AnfflpyxoBHH, MocKOBiaMa: PoMaHxaxw, y iioro PeKpeam^x: PoMaHH,

crop. 136.
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BTCKTH

cnpocTHTyHOBaHOFO paJ^aHCBKO^o

Bcyi^ijiL

Biji,

6yflB-HKoro TOTajiixapHoro)
Oto:*;,

(a

niHpme

—

o(J)ii;io3y.

6y6a6i3M 5ik BapmHX nocxpa;i,^HCi>Koro nocxMo^tepHi3My MaB
kphxhkh anaHHO Ointmoio Mipoio, ani:ac paji;H-

(|)opMy cou;ioKyjii>xypHoi'

KajiBHoro aBanrapAHCxctKoro BHcxyny. InniHMH cjiOBaMH, By-Ba-By sk
i^ijiicxfc

He o4)opMJiK)BaBCH HK eKcnepHMeHxajiBHa aBaHXap^;Hcxci>Ka

rpyna, HanpHKJiaji, oOepiyxH, 3

OOepiyxH, hk

Bi^i;oMo,

hkhmh

mo;i,i

rypxyBajiHca HaBKOJio

KpexHoro” MHcxei^xBa,

iiKe

6 cnHpajiocH na

nopiBHioioxB 6y6a6icxiB.

i^ei'

“peajiBHoro”

hh “koh-

hphhomh “ocxpaHema” xa

“aayMi”, poapoOjiem pocIhclkhm 4)opMajii3MOM,

i

B^pHBajio 6 npHxo-

Bani iMnyjiBCH caMoro MHcxei^xBa. By6a6icxH HaxoMicxB nparnyxB

MacoBoro
xaKo’i.

ffincxBa

peaoHaHcy, po3MHBaiOHH Me^ci noexHHHOi mobh hk

i

ixHiM ecxexHHHHM HOcxyjiHxaM HaHOijitme Bi^noBi^ajia Oaxxin-

CBKa xeopiH KapHaBajiiaai^ii.
Ilepe^^yciM hhuioch
XeHepai];ii b

YKpaiHi

“tanrcxepHBMy”

i

npo bhkjihk

3

6oKy HaHMOJioAmo'i

JiixepaxypHoi’

jiixepaxypHoro o4)in,io3y. U,e 5yjio noxpe6oio

ni,o^];o

po3repMexH3aii;ii 0(J)iH;iHH0i Jiixepaxypn, a xaKo:*;

3MiHOK) iMij^xcy yKpaiHCBKoro Jiixepaxopa hk hh hc ochobhoi

fl;iHOBOi

oco6h Ha ci^eni yKpamcBKOi MOAepnoi’ icxopii. “II^o apoOnno 3 orjiaji;y
Ha i;eH kohxckcx ‘By-Ba-By’”?
pe4>JieKcye 3 n;boro npHBOj];y HcOopax.
“CaMOHa3Banoca ji;oBOJii npoBOKau;iHHo, nonano A^axH npo HaHBi^^noBi^HiuiHH CHOciO Ho^^ani BipmiB (Hannepme
HHxaHHH HanaM’axb, Horo
He floneKaemca Biji; Kop^i;yHa hh, cKaxciMO, [Iropn] MajieHLKoro), npo
aarajiBHy KOMno3Hn;iHHy n;ijiicHicxi> Benopa, o^ne cjiobo, npo
ni3Hime CKa:»ce lOpin AHji;pyxoBHH, Bce Die BHpocxajio 3 g^hhoxo
6a3caHH^
“p03X0HHXH
6pHJiy nicHoi' He^OBneHoi noBaxcHOcxH na
BCBOMy yKpamcBKOMy”.^^
xBep^^HXB aarajioM An^pyxoBKH, cxbopioiohh nocx-(J)aKxyM i^i,eojioriK) H jiereH^y By-Ba-By, “ne mh xbophjih mocb y n;iH Kyjitxypi, a
BOHa xBopHJia Hac”.^^ Oxxe, kojih ni^xojiiHXH ^;o 6y6a6i3My hk xyjibxypHoro H icxopHHHoro (J)aKxy, hkhh, na xcajiL, yace BiflOyBcn i cxaB MHHyjiHM, BHXJiHjiiae, mo Bin 6yB ne Jinme iHBepcieio, ajie h neraxHBOM ceMionpocxopy Hai^ionajiBHOi KyjiLxypH. CaMa Jiixepaxypa “cKepoByBajia
i 3aMaHK)BaJia
cboimh neoOxcHXHMH aaKanejiKaMH, He3ajno;i,HeHHMH

—

—

—

.

. .

—

14. «3 BHCOTH JlixaiOHoi rojioBH, a6o 3hhth MacKy: PosMOBa
He6opaKOM», CyvacnicTb, 1994, h. 5, cxop. 57.
15.

BIktopom

lOpiH AHflpyxoBHH, «Ab 6, “KpaHCJiep”! IIoKCHeHHa OHeBHji;Horo», CyvacnicTh,

1994, H. 5, crop.
16.

3

TaM

ace

,

6.

cxop.

8.
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MapfinecaMH, sa^aBHeHHMH xa6y, hkI Tax xoxijiocx nopyrnyBaxH”
xBopHJiH “nopo:*;HHHH B xoMy, pos^epxoMy na niMaxxa

i

i

hkI

poapi^^aceHOMy

npocxopi, KOxpHH iMenyextca yKpaiHCBKOK) KyjiBxypoio”,

— sianaexLCii

3HOBy-xaKH An^i,pyxoBHH.

By-Ba-By

KapnaBaji

O^HaK He Bapxo nepe 6 ijii>myBaxH

ifleojioriHHi

moxhbh 6 y 6 a 6 icxct-

By-Ba-By MaeMo Matee iHiu,iHii;mHy rpy
hxhx cxaB macjiHBHM nac, ocxIjibxh cxjia“hh3h” xoxijiH, a “Bepxn” He moxjih.
ji,ajiacH “peBOjnoD;iHHa cHxyan,iH”
3 HorjiHj],y HCHXoaHajiixHHHoro, Moacna 6 aarajioM roBopnxH npo HBHm,e
xyjiBxypHOi iHi]^iHU,ri, aaxpinjiene 6 y 6 a 6 icxaMH. A;i; 2ce npocxeacyextcn

KHX inxcHi^m. Y BEna^xy
rpynn mojioji,hx noexiB,

3

—

xicHHH 3 b’h 30 x mI^x xapHaBajiBHOK) npaxxHXOK) xa ^.HXiiHHMH pHxyajiaMH, a xapnaBajiBHi irpn xa xnoyna^a xpaxxyioxtcn hx cHMHxoMaxHHHHH

acnexx xjioh’hhoi

ricxepi'i.

xyjiBxypHa noxpe 6 a y
36 irajiHCH.
Bi^i,noBi;iiHo

ji,o

rpi,

B ycHxoMy
h];o

paai daxcaHHH 6 aBHXHCH

6 yjia 6 o;],HOHacHo iHBepcieio

i

cou,ioBJia^i,H,

h;hx 5nviOB ni 3 Hi>opaji,HHCBxoro acyxy 6 y 6 a 6 icxH poa-

HOHHHaioxL rpy aa npaBHJiaMH daxxmcBxoi xapHaBajii 3 an;ii. BiatMeMo
yBarn,

lu,o h,h

jiHpHOK)

i

^i;o

xeopin, xoh cxBopeHa m,e b niani 1930 -i poxH, cxae nony-

aarajH>Ho;i;ocxynHOK) b

hobhx nepeBH^;aHHHx, nocHJiaHHHx,

u;h-

xaxax caMe b niani 1980 -i xa panni 1990 -i poxH (HanpHXJia^, nepeBHj^aHHH

0paHcya Padjie

h HapoffHan Kyjibrypa

CpeffHCBeKOBb^

h Penec-

caHca y BHflaBHHH,xBi “Xyj^o^cecxBeHHan jmxepaxypa” aflincHeHO 1999
poxy, HOBi BH^aHHE ecxexHxo-(J)eHOMeHOJioriHHHX npaii;B Mixaijia Baxxina a’HBJiiHOXBca y 1975 i 1979 pp.). SpemxoK), Bi;^xpHXX 5^ caMoro Baxxina cxae noAieio niantoi 6 pe 2CHeBctxoi enoxH. nicjin cMepxH caMoro

aBxopa B

1975

p.

b

cepe^OBKH^i axaj];eMiHHOi nayxH cxjiaflaexLcn

CBoepiflHa Moji,a na Baxxina.

“HaniHM 6yB
Hac,

Lu;o

nac”, HanHHie AHjtpyxoBHH,

3chbhbc^ eHxyaiaaMOM mojioj^ocxh

i

i

D,e

Bapxo aanaM’nxaxH.

6axcaHHHM ne

ocl)iu,io3HO-

Ho6paxHMCBxoro, naBixt 4)aMijn>npHoro CBixoBij^nyBaHHH (“xpHMaXHCH Hopyn, Biji;HyBaxH Jiixoxt ax cepH,e6Hxxn”)- l4,en xoHxaxxy
o^na
a BHaHanajiBHHx fljin xapnaBajiy, aa BaxxiHHM, xaxoac o6yMOBHJia bh61p
iAeojiorii By-Ba-By. KapHaBajiiaan;iH hx ocHOBa ecxexHHHoro CBixoBiAnyxxH acoH,iiOBajiacH a norpaHHHHOio CHxyan;ieK) 6yxxn, ai cxanoM
JiiMinajiBHHM, i xyx, na Mexd, poanoHHHajiaca rpa Mi^c :)xhxxhm i ne:xcHXXHM. 3BiflCH, a norpaHHHHn, aflaBaiiocn, Moxcna 6yjio nepexBopnxH
caMy peajiBHicxB. IJ,e Mana 6 6yxn neana, nexaii xHMnacoBa, peajii3an,m
ijiioaii, a6o inaxmoi peaJiLHOcxn (“pcajitna (|)opMa ^chxxh BHEBJinextcn
ro, a

—
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Tyx o^;HOHacHO
exLCii

MOMCHT

i

li

B^poj;:aceHOK) i^;eajii>HOK) (|)opMOK)”).

Tax

SAiHCHio-

nepcBepTaHH^a, kojih ecxexHHHO nporpaMOBana 4>0PMa

Ajpkq KapnaBaji, ni^i;KpecjiK)BaB Baxxin, “Hi6H
xHMMacoBa) (J)opMa caMoro xchxx5i”, “no cyxi, n;e
cane
xcHxxa, ajie o4)opMJieHe oco6jihbhm irpOBHM hhhom”, npnHOMy “i^cajiBHo-yxoninne i pcajitne xHMnacoBO ajinBajinct b i^BOMy e^i;HHOMy y
CBoeMy pow KapnaBajiBHOMy CBixoBi^^HyBanni”.^^
BaxxixHCBKHH KapnaBajiisM cxbbbb 6jm3bKHM 6y6a6icxaM xaxox
CBoeK) cySBepcHBHOK) cnp^MOBanicxK) Lqoflo x. 3b. “ocJ)iii;iHHOi” xyjitxypn. Xona na Bcpxnix noBcpxax o4)iu;iHHOi BJia^^n i AKaj^CMii ax incxnxy:acHxxa cxae flOMinyiOHOio.

peajiBHa

—

(ajie

nepenHcyBanna xyjiBxypn na nonaxxy nepe6y^i;0BH 3Bejiocb ji;o
aanoBHeHHX “6inHX njixM”, oji,Hax caMa xyjiBxypna CBi^i;oMicxB jinmajiacb
npHHi^nnoBO neipoHinnoio i xoxajiixapnoK). IlapajiejibHa nnaoBa peBOJiio6y6a6i3M
6yjia cnpaMOBana na nepeBepxannx “o4)ii;iHHOi”
xyjibxypn, u caxpajibnnx ij],ojiiB xa ceMioxHHnnx xoj^iB. A caMa Mana
xapnaBajibHHx xpanc4)opMau,m BXJiiOHajia b ce6e Mirpan;ii, xpanc(|)opMai;ii, 4)parMeHxai;iK), iHxepHajii3aii;iK), HeBpoxnnny cydjiiMai^iio xa inmi
4)opMH nepeBepxaHHH.^^
ilx Biji;oMO, caMC xapnaBaji cxaB (J)opMyjioK) Hepo3^^iJIbHocxH con;ioxyjibxypnoi xa JiinrBicxHHHOi rpn
6y6a6icxiB y niani 1980-i i panni
1990-i poxH, xo6xo b x. 3b. nepe6y^i;oBny epy. I ne Mano ananeHHX xe,
n,ii BJiaji;H

—

—

n^o xapnaBaji b

MoaepnoMy

cycnijibcxBi j:;aBHO e xineivi,

xoro 3C Bin

nacxo BHxonye ap6ixpapny pojiio y npoi^eci aSepeacenna o4)ii^mHOi
iepapxii i BJia;;H. Tax, na fl;yMxy Ilixepa Cxejuii6pacca i Ajuiona Banxa,
dypacyaaia ax xaaca BHXopncxoBye xapnaBaji, MaprinajiiayioaH noro,

BHBHmyiOHHCb i 3penixoK) no^i,aBaaK)aH noro

b npou;eci cboxo ^;ncxaHu;i-

lOBanna ax neBHOi xaacn.^^ KapnaBaa xaxoac Mae XHMnacoBHH xapax-

xo6xo e neBHHM xomtenxpoBannM naconpocxopoM, i aa hhm cxoixb
Abxop, an Peacncep, a noro nydaiane CBaxxyBanna naraj^ye cnaexeHnn
ia BipbOBOx Micx, mo n^BimennH naji; npipBOK), a6o, Moace, ax y
AnflpyxoBHaa, xanax, na axoMy aaBHcae na^ aMOio xeaxpy Cxac Hepxep,

4)ei^bXHH?!

17.

Maxanji BaxTHH, Tsop^ecTBO Opancya Padjie h HapoffHaa Kyjibrypa cpeaH PeneccaHca (MocKBa; XyaoxcecTBeHnaH JiHTepaxypa, 1990), crop. 12,

HeseKOBBJi
15, 16.
18.

J^HB.

Peter Stallybrass and Allon White,

nivalesque,” in The Cultural Reader, ed.
ledge, 1993), 291.
19.

Ibid.,

290-2.

“Bourgeois Hysteria and the Car-

Simon During (London and New York: Rout-
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KapnaBajiy, ^Ky 6y6a6icTH cnpHHHiiJiH

Biji,

BaxTina, acoD;iK)Ba-

Jiaca HanpHKiHn;i 1980-x 3 naiiioHajiBHHM Bi;i;po^xceHH^M

i

TpaKxyBajiac^

BK KBiHTeceHij,m MacoBoro pyxy, aoKpCMa MOJiOfli^cHoro. OcTaHHin chhxpoHiayBaBCH 3 nojiixHHHO axxHBHHM Ha xoh nac “HapoflHHM pyxoM”.
“Bhbhx-92”, o^i;HaK, niflAnoxeoaa 6y6a6icxcbKoro KapnaBajiy
xBepA^acyBaB, m;o, nonpn caMOBneBneny eBc|)opiK) cbo6oji;h 6y6a6icxiB,
icHyBajiH me h cneH;3aroHH Mijiiu;n oco6jihboxo npH3HaHeHHii, roxoBi

—

“3JianaxH” koxchoxo, xxo bhxo;i;hb 3-no3a rpn (xax y nepcKaai AHji;pyxoBHHa Mano ne cxajioca 3 xojiobhhm pexcHcepoM “BHBHxy” C. IlpocKypHeio).

— 3HaHHOio Mipoio HBHme

cjiOBecHo'i cBmoMOcxH. Xona
H ^canpH 4)aMijib5ipHO-ny6jiiHHoro
(MaHj],aHHoro) mobjichh^ Baxxin Biaphnne Bm o6phji;obo-bhj;obhii],hhx
(J)opM (xo6xo cBHXKyBaHB KapnaBajiBHoro xnny), oji,HaK caivie MOBHa rpa
cxae OCHOBOK) KapHaBajii3aH,u. ilx XBepji;Hxi> He6opaKiB Hjihuikocmokxan, “hkui,o Bxce JiiOAUHa nepcHHHxa cjiobom, xo Bona noBHHHa 3po6hxh
Horo CCHCOM cBoro icHyBaHH^. A Bona me h ji,oci nepe6yBae na po3^^opixtaci Mixc cjiobom i MaxepiGio”.^® U,h c(J)epa poapHBy cjiOBa
Maxepii

KapnaBaji

cjiOBecHi CMixoBi XBopn, pi3Hi c|)OpMH

i

cxaBajia Micii,eM,

ji,e

po3ropxajiacx 6y6a6icxcBKa JiinXBO-ipoHiHHa, Manxce

KadajiicxHHHa rpa, xxa paaoM 3 inniHMH caxaHicxcBKo/MacoHCBKo/op4)iH-

HHMH

nccBflopHxyajiaMH Ha^aBajia 6y6a6i3My Manxce MicxepiiiHoro xa-

paKxepy. IIpHKMexHe aarajioM aHfl;eprpayHj;He noxoflxceHHx 6y6a6i3My

(AHApyxoBHH: “Khm mh 6yjiH? CeKxoio? TaeMHHM KJiy6oM? He^iopMajiBHHM o6’eflHaHHXM cHo6iB? 36opnmeM lOBemjitHHx VodkaPhilosophen?”^').

cnpomeHHHM cnpHHMaxH, oj];HaK, nepcBepxaHHx
a6o bhcokoi KyjiBxypn, axe JieXajii3ye daxxincBKHH xapHaBaji,

Byjio 6 B0JIHKHM
o4)in;iHHOi,

3a BHHBXKOBO opraniHHe

xBHme, odyMOBJiene aMdiBajicHXHicxio i xBopi KyjiBxypn, xk ii;e xbcpahb Baxxin.
Rk BmoMO, MacoBa KyjiLxypa b nocxMOj^epny xexHOJiorinHy enoxy nocjiyroByexLCH Moji;ejiHMH bhcokoi KyjibxypH, ne BmKH^aiOHH i He nepeBepxaioHH ocxaHHK), a niBHfline nepexBopioioHH li na pxj; yxHJiixapnnx
“cjiobhhkIb”. LI,e npoii,ec, mo Horo Moxcna BmnecxH ji;o 4>opM ne opramHHoro, BJiacxHBoro MOflepHiii enoci, ajie “ne naiBHoro” nocxMo^epHoro MHCJieHHH. Tboph 6y6a6icxiB, xKi cxajiH “HHxadejiBHHMH” i xKi
HOK) eneprieK) hh30boi CBiflOMOCXH

—

20 BiKTop HeOopaK, «(njiimiKOCMOKTaH)
(Bojia). Po 3 ji;iji
Basto Ta peuiTa”», CyvacnicTb, 1994 h. 5 crop. 55
.

,

21

.

,

is

poMany “IlaH

.

lOpiH Anji,p3rxoBHH, yfesopienraijiM na MicpeBOcri (iBano-OpaHKiBCbK: Jlinea-

HB, 1999 ), CTop. 110

.
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c(J)opMyBajiH 4^eHOM6H

MacoBoro yKpamoMOBHoro HHTana, BJiacne h
KyutTypn ra 4>opMH MacoBOi Jii-

noeji;HyBajiH b co6i npeTeHcii bhcokoi

TepaxypH.

By6a6i3M sk kIh
BaxxiHCbKa KapnaBajiiaai^ia saxoByBajia y co6i ananHy pa^HKajitHynponexapctKy (HHSOBy) iji;eojioriio (“nepeKonaHHa b Heo6xiAHOCxi i
MoacjiHBOcxi pa^;HKajiBHOi 3MiHH i OHOBJieHH^ BCBoro icHyiOHoro”,

xeopm

BaxxiH, cTop. 302).

KapHaBajiiaai^ii, pospoOjieHa

BaxxiHHM

B cxaniHCBKy enoxy 1930-x, 6yjia nopo^;:aceHH3M coii;iojiiHrBicTH^HOi

npaKTHKH caMe xoTajiixapHOi enoxH
con;i^JiicTHHHoro

yxonisMy,

m,o

i

no

cyxi

CBom

Hapoji;:»cyBaBCH

3

6yjia inBcpcieio

inxenireHTctKoro

HeopoManxHHHoro BOJiioHTapH3My, pan,ioHajiBHoro i^i;eajii3My xa nojiixn3an,ii ecxexHKH. InniHMH cjiOBaMH, OaxxincbKHH xapnaBajiiaM 3 noro
anojiorexHKOK) hh30boi Kyjitxypn nic b co6i nepeBepnennH, rpoxecKOBOj];eMOHinHHH xonoc njieOencBKoro peBanmy. nepennaBniH OaxxincBKHH
KapnaBajii3M, 6y6a6icxn necBij],OMO aacBOi'jm

UIH3M. Bin cxaB ochobok)
Ilpo

n;e

cnepmy xo

anojiorii

i

i;en njicOencLKHn pCBan-

OoreMinnoro CBixoBi^nyBanna.

AHJ^pyxoBHH 3ayBa:acye: “3^],aexbCB:, m,o
ne cxijibKH ecxexHxa, ckIjibkh cnoci6 Bn:acHBaHKa. A 60

CBixoBij^nyxxa

6yjia

—

cnoci6 BnacHBaHHJi. Hn naBnaKH. Ihuihmh cjiOBaMH
cnpo6a 6yxn MaKCHMajibHO BijitHHMn y aarajiOM HCBijibHiH CHxyan,ii”.^^
HeOopaK coJIi;^apH3yexI>ci^: “Meni 3fl,aextc3, mh Bij^xBopiOBajin ^^yx xoro
nacy, kojih jnojxnna noBOJii BHJiaanjia 3i CBoei ManiKapn. 3a i;e naM i
B03flajioc^ yBaroK). Xona na Micn;e oj^niei' ManiKapn nacxo najiinjiioBaJiacH innia”.^^ EcxexnaoBanHH KapnaBajiBnnn Kin cxaBaB xieio 4>opMOio,
nepea nxy i b Mcacax moi 6y6a6icxn Biji;BOHOByBajiH co6i (i b n;ijiOMy

ecxexHKa

niaHBOxoxajiixapnoMy MOJioAiacnoMy coi^iyMy) npocxip cbo6oj];h. By6a3 inniHMH MacoBHMH ^^incxBaMH xoro
xBopennn cJicnoMeny BJiacne yKpamcBKoro xinMana
3 KoropCKopoXH XHX, xxo nonaB nnxaxn, cjiyxaxn, cniBaxn “6y6iB”. “By6n”
nena naaaa 6y6a6icxiB, u no ananorii 3 niMei^tKHMH xjionnHCBKaMH
(“buben”) Moxna BBa^caxn KincBHM npiaBHCBKOM 6y6a6icxiB.
BybabicxcBKHH KapnaBaji poaropnyBca pnxyajitno
piifl chmbojiiB xa KOfliB iponinnoi noBC^inKH n ou,iHKH, mo noananajin nepexm Bm
0(J)inio3Horo pa^^ancLKoro ji;o iH^HBmyajiicxnnHoro jiibepajitnoro mhcjieHHH. Taxa pnxyajiBna cJiynKi^in pojibobhx MacoK/nepcona^ciB noeao-

6i3M aarajioM npnjiynHBCii (paaoM

nacy)

—
—

flo

—

22.

AHflpyxoBHH, «ABe, “KpaHCJiep”!», crop.

23.

Japan, «3 bhcoth JlixaiOHOi roJiOBH», crop. 58.
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onepH “KpaHCJiep iMnepian”. TaKa speniTOio npHpo^a 6y6a6icxcbKHx
hhx “KpaHCJiep iMnepiaji” (npHuiecxa Hoboxo Ayxy,
iflea XanXcxepHSMy h ni^i;pHBy b yKpamcbKiH cycnijibHocxi), “KopojieBa
epoxHHHa xpaHCKpHnii;i5i “npHHHHHOi”), “Kosax
ji,e6ijiiB” (epoxHSM
“no cen 6iK
^MaHKa” (nocxMOji;epHa rinocxacb Kosaxa MaMan
BaraMa-MaMa no xon 6ix najibMH Faixi”), PeKpeapii (xpHe^^HHicxt
Iloexa, Koxani^x i Hapi^nca hk ochobhoxo cy6’eKxa nau;ioHajibHOMeTacJ)op. Cepe;^

i

jiixepaxypnoro
xpaflHU,m

—

Bij^po^xcenn^),

“Jlixaiona

— 6apOKOBa Mexa4)opa mbckh

i

rojioBa”

(axxyajiisoBana

njiom,i), “JIio6ixb

OKJiaxoMy”

(epoxHKo-naxpioxnnna (J)opMa cy6jiiMau;n), “Typ6anm Mac” (epoxHKorpoMa^imcLKa nepBepcnana 4)yHKu,m Jlixepaxopa).
(Bifl, ecxexHKH ^.o “npnKAn^pyxoanHCM), BHXBopnBmn “(J)axajiBHC H caKpajiBHc, yniBepcajiBHe n KapnaBajitne By-Ba-By”. “Cana
na3Ba nax^xae na mocL nenpHcxonne, cnopane, xyjiirancLxe
By-BaMacxyjiinna excnjiixau,m By-Ba-By 6yjia
By. CaMC xax: 6a6y

KapnaBaji cxae ochobhok) i^eeio 6y6a6i3My

jia^HOi KBa3i(})ijioco(J)ri acnxxn”, 3a

—

OHeBHAHOK).
U],o

6y6a6icxiB? Bejinxy Fpy xa

3HaHHB xapnaBaji

6 oa;h, a xaxoxc nepcMory acnxxa

naji,

ijiioaiio

cbo-

CMcpxio b HanaarajiLHimoMy cenci.

Ihuihmh cjioBaMH, Biji,HOBJieHHa jliymi (a xonnime, “Mannx” JioxajiLnnx
Bo “nn Moxce noMCpxn Aynia 3 n xpoB’io xa peroxoM,
noeam, JinxocjiiB’a, bhho, Myanxa, 6ajiaran, mo6oB, ayxBajibcxBO, 6y4)onaAa, pnxyaji, Marm, xeaxp, m;e paa 6y4)onaj];a, CMix, njian, xan(|),
CMax, j^acaa, pox, ji;3ca3-pox?”^^ .^x noxaaye icxopia By-Ba-By,
M05XC, xojiH aaxinnyexbca MOJio^icxb, rpa, xojih Bnanaem, mx He6opax
y “Bi^;jiixi 3 Axa^CMinnoi poxy Boxcoro 1997-ro”, “Axa^^CMinna, cecxpo,
XH nixyj^H ne BCfleni!”^^ (AxafleMinna
oj];Ha 3 ByjiHu;b 6y6a6icxcbxoro xapnaBajiy y He6opaxa). “B flo6y 6aHXHOxny a Bija;6yB!”^^
aianaexbCji jiipn^Hnn repon He6opaxa i rpa(|)iHHo Bnncye y noBy
“6anxHOXHy” Ao6y caMc aBHiu;e By-Ba-By. SaranoM, 3ji,aexbca, caMc
He6opax 3 noro ipoHiHHo-rnocxHHHOio aMdiBajienxnicxK) (60 ipe b
“Jlixaionin rojiOBi” nepe^nyBaB: “Ham 6ajiaran Bcpxaexbcn y Myrnmo no
cnipajii”) nepexcHBae Han6ijibme poanapyBanRa b “iponinnoMy neXaxHBi”
xapnaBajiy, m,o nocxynoBO nepexBopioexbca na 4)exnm i xonoc CBaBijuia.
napaxHBiB”).

—

—

24.

AHflpyxoBH^, «Ab 6, “KpaHCJiep”!», crop.

25.

TaM

26.

BixTop He6opaK, «BiflniT

TaM

8.

ace, cxop. 14.

TpoTOH: KHHra sidpanoro
27.

—

ace, cxop. 416.

('JIbbIb:

3

AxafleMinHoi poxy Boacoro 1997-ro», Jlimc-

Jin, 2001), cxop. 417.
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6y6a6icTCbKo‘i rpn 3 KapnaBajiOM ^iJ^TBep^^2cye xy xeay, mo
nacH Kyjibxypno h coi^iajiLHO KapnaBaji MO^ce 6yxn jinme
opranisoBaHOK) aKii;ieK). B u;i>OMy cenci KapnaBan MHHyiu,HH i naBixt
4)ajibniHBHH. OcKinBKH Bin cnpiiMOBaHHH Ha ^OMinyBannH “HHsy” xa
ijiiosiio nepeacHBaHHH e^nocxH (KOneKXHBHoro rpoxecKOBoro xijia), Bin
apiBHioe, CKaaciMO, ByjiHHHC cbhxo i fyHAt, ockIjibkh b o6ox BHna^i;Kax
J],ocBij];

B HOBi

rinepxpo4)OBaHOi xijiecHOcxH, anoHiMHoro ^o^aBaHHa-

Bce SBeflCHe

BrnniMaHHa jiioacbkhx

nepMaHCHXHoro

o;^hhhh;i>, flo

4^i3HHHoro Bi3yajiLHoro pa^;y h

cneKxaKJiio. A6cyp^iHicxi> xaKoi

nmKpecjiHXH, 3BiBuiH

IX

nopyn, ax

“^Hxxa npexpacHe”.
“Koxen 3 Hac oji;HaKOBO snxae,

n;e

xoxoxhocxh Mo:acHa

3po6jieHO y 4)ijiLMi Po6epxo

Benini

n’e, Koxae, CMepji,Hxi>”,^^

— nporo-

KDpa tojimnn b MocKOBiajji Arj^pyxoBHHa, i^bOMy poMam-4)eHJiexoHi npo iMnepiio xa nocxiMnepctKHH
^^HCKypc. I caMe D;e ;;ae, na noro ^i;yMKy, nmcxaBH J^JIa xoro, mo6 “6yxn
pa30M” i HonyBaxH ce6e “BejiHKOio poji;hhok)”. C(J)ajibmoBaHi pa^ancbKOK) meojiorieio SpaxepcxBO, CBo6oj^a, piBHicxb
cnijibna ocHOBa i
Jiomye npe^],cxaBHHK “bcjimkoi

Haii,ii”

—

KapnaBajiy,

i

cou,ioKyjibxypHoro (JjCHOMeHy xiny. Kin,

3yexbca na npHHi^nnax roMorcHHOCXH h

xpacH xa penpoAyxH,ii o6’exxiB-(|)exHmiB. Bin cxBopiOG
cbxo’i

ax

Bia;oMO, 6a-

yHi(J)ixaH;ii cxhjik),

e^HocxH, a xaxoac iMixye 3a^i;oBOJieHHa

i

na

xyjibxi

ijii03iio Bcejiiofl-

cnpaBj];2ceHHa 6axcaHHa.

Horo CBix cnoxycjiHBHH i nmpo6jieHHH,
o6pa3 flOMinye najt npe^i,MexoM Ha^^ peajibHicxio, ji,e ycynena Bcaxa rexeporeHHicxb aM6ii

i

BajieHXHicxb nianaHHa,

naaBHe ^JaJibniHBe BaBHcanna

na^;

6yxxaM

i

xoM(i)opxHe 3a6yxxa.

Kin xaxoix npnxMexHHH pnxMiHHHMH noBxopaMH, j^OBej^ennaM j],o
aBX0MaxH3My MOBJieHHa i Hapn,HCHHHOK) a,3epxajibHicxio cjiiB-(J)exHmiB.
CaMe xaxi jiiHXBicxHHHi cJ)opMH nojiio6jiae AHflpyxoBHH y cboih npoai,
rpaiOHHCb “cHHcxaMH” iM6H ax cBoepmHHMH CHMyjiaxpaMH: “Xi6a nixH
CHHxaxHca y flaepacHHCbxoro. Y Saaianoro Oeaixca. Hi, b Sajiianoro
3iX(J)pH^i,a. y Konpa^a Kaayca Epixa Jl,3epaaiHCbxoro. A6o b Pannepa

AnaeabMa Biaai6aab^;a KipoBa. A6o y Boab(J)raHra Teo^;opa AMa^^ea
JleHiHa”.^^ MoBa B^xax cxae iMixai^ieio. CaMe pc, «o peai cxae nmcxaBOK) MOBHO-ipoHiHHoi xapHaBajibHOcxH 6y6a6icxiB, axa apmni hocxmo-

Hpn D,bOMy i^HxaxH cxaioxb BaaeMoaaMiHHHMH r
6i6aioxeaHoro xoaexxopa,
anoHiMHHMH, a xyabxypa 3BOj;HXbca
Manace aHaaoriaHoro ao xaHaaiaamiiHoro xoaexxopa. Aae D;e ne flHBye,

flepnicxcbxoMy xiay.

28.

AnapyxoBKH, MocKosiaMa, cxop.

29.

TaM

ace, cxop. 185.

144.

E
By-

a- By,

xapnaBaJi

i
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kiv

BHHaxiflJiHBO Bij];3HaHaG y cBoi'x nceBji;o3aroTOBKax

6o,

Ho6ejiiBCt-

Otto 4>oh O. {MocKOBiaj^a), “3peuiT0K), 6yji;i>-HKa 6i6jiioTeKa
BejiHKa (6ijiBUia hh MCHina) KaHajii3aii,m Jiioj];cbKoro flyxy”.^°

Koii JicKi^ii

—

ii,e

IJ,ijIKOM y 3T0Ai 3 KapHaBaJIOM-KiHCM aBTOp TCXC CTae 3MUHO-3MiHHHM, a^i;xce “axa pi3HHii,B[, hk Ha3HBaeTBCii OD,e TJiiHHc Tino? FonoBHe
Hei 6y^i;B6e3CMepTHa Jiyina. A ^ynia He Mae acMHoro iMeni, aaTicne
TBK, BiJ^HKe 3 iMCH JIIOACbKHX. ^KOIOCB MipOK) H BH HC ApTyp”,^^

—

Otto 4)oh

fl3epKajiK)K)HH “nocTMO^],epHy CHTyai^iio”, ipoHi3ye ;i;BiHHHK

O.

—

Kaji,e6icT

“CauiKo”.

ATpn6yTOM 6y6a6icTCtKoro Kiny-KapnaBajiy CTae HapD;HCH3M.
Moxcna po3rjiHflaTH Bci nepeBepTaHHH Bcix ^;BiHHHKiB i MacoK, cKaxciMO, PcKpeapin AnApyxoBHHa hk po3ropTaHHH rjioSajiBHoi MeTa(|)opH
i

—

TyT “30BHiuiHi” i “BHyTpiniHi”
nocTHHHoro yKpaiHCBKoro Hapi^HCH3My
rojiocH Horo noeTiB-6oreMicTiB po3noj;ijiHK)TLCH Mix “npeKpacHHM
HOeTOM”, “KOJIOCaJIBHHM HOCTOM” i “BeJIHHe3HHM hoctom”, xi6a mo
MOXHa floj];aTH ck)^i;h me h “BejiHKoro cnjiHHoro npopoxa”. Fpa 3 Hapd;hcom y 6y6a6icTiB Bm6yBajiacH b Mipy Toro, hk jictko bohh HacnnyBajiH CBo'i TBopH, oco6jihbo np030Bi, 6iorpa4)i3MOM, BmjiyHHHM cnpaBxHix iMCH Ta Bni3HaBaHOK) aoBHiniHicTio. B TaKHH cnoci6 tbophbch
i
o6paa
H api^HCHHHHH KiHeBHH o6pa3 6y6a6icTiB. A nepea hboto
yKpamcBKoro 6orcMicTa 1990-x.

—

KapnaBaji

sbl

flOKOHamiH

<J)aKT

KapnaBaji, 3BHHaHHO, TpHMaeTBCH na KapnaBaJiiaami, o^naK
ocTaHHH He 3B0jtHTbCH BHHHTKOBO i GflHHO flo KapHaBajiy. B KapHaBajiiaarn'i aaxoBana 4)opMa iponiaMy i noji,BiHHHH ludus modus (noABrnna
irpoBa HOBemHKa), mo beboahtb noaa Mexi caMoro xapnaBajiy hk
coD,ioKyjibTypHoi'

aKi^ii.

KapHaBajiiaaD,!^,

cKaxiMO

nyjibcyG

Tax,

KapnaBanaMH, ajie Jinme
toto, mo6 ix B^KHnyTH i cTBep^HTH
6e3KOHeHHicTb caMoro 6yTTH. Bo^i,HOHac noABinna irpoBa (J)yHKmH
KapnaBajiiaai^ii (cepej; inninx) nojinraG b TOMy, mo6 nmKpecjiHTH
BHHa^KOBicTb i caMoi rpn. Ii a4)ipMaTHBHa 4)yHKi^m bhhbjihgtbch b

TOMy, mo6 CTBepflHTH He
TBOpHTbCH

i

Te,

mo

6yjio

penpecoBaHHM, a

3HaXOJi;HTbCH B npOU;eci CTaHOBJieHHH BHpOJI,OBX

Te,

mo

caMoro

KapnaBajiy.
BjiecJ)

KapnaBajiy bhhbhbch

Bxe y PeKpeapi^x An^pyxoBKHa,

KapHaBaJii3au,m nponnayG piani piani

30.
31.

TaM ace,
TaM xe,

CTop. 194.
cxop. 202-3.

cou,iHJibHoi', KyjibTypHo’i,

a,e

epoTHHHoi
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noBe^HKH

nepcoHa:aciB xa nepenocHTt cBaxo 3 njiomi Phhok na MapriHecH diHHHX ByjiHn;B xa okojihi];b. IIpH ij;bOMy cMixoBa npnpo^a xapnaBajiy 3 Horo nepeBepxaHH5iMH-nepeB;];araHHaMH BH^BJinextcH Jinme noBepxoBOK) iMixai];ieK). HacnpaB^i rjindma iponinna nepcnexxHBa yciei aKu,ii
nojiarae b xoMy, mo naBixt BincbKOBHH nepcBopox Mo:ace 6yxn o(J)opMJieHHM 5IK MacKapaji;. Mexa^iisHKa xapnaBajiy
BijibHHH i 6jih3bkhh

—

jiK)fl,CBKHH

KOHxaKX, xaKoxc BHHBJi^exBca jiHuie

pyK Mapxo4)Ji^Ka h MapxH y

(|)iHajii

ijiK)3ieK)

(xaK

3K aycxpin

noBicxH).

coii,ioKyjiBxypHa aKu,m, KapnaBaji nic b co6i

Micxt) nepeBepxaHHM aBxopnxexHHx pojicH

i

(hh

bhji;h-

MacoK xa inioaopHicxB bh-

Henepe6opHHx KOMnjieKciB (HamoHajiBHHx, icxopHHHHx, po^^HHkphbbbhx ^cepxB, CKaxciMO,
Xomcbkofo
noB’a3am 3 no6HxxaM ByjiHHHoro napKOMaHa. Koacen 3 nepconaxcm
xo^y

3

HHx). Bin noxpe6yBaB

PeKpeapin, nepe:acHBmH cbIh BJiacHHH xijiecHO-iHKapnoBaHHH KapnaBaJi,

3ajiHmaexbca caMOXHiM

BaxxiHHM,

—

i^e

i

o^^HHOKHM

(a, sik

bIaomo, cchc KapnaBajiy, 3a

nepe:acHBaHtta gj^hocxh). ByxBajibHHM

i

cHMBOJiiHHHM

namHHHM aaxiHHyioxbc^ cnpoSn neperpaBaHH^-noBxopeHHM poj;oBOi (xa
aBcxpo-“eBponeHCbKoi”) icxopii

fljia

rpHii;a IIIxynj^epH

i

K)pKa Hcmhph-

Hinoro He 3MiHioK)Xb y xapaxxepax nceB^o-iHD,ecxyajibHi
xa xpaHCBepcHBHi epoxH3MH Mapxo4)JiHKa i Xomcbroxo.
na. SjiiaexbCM,

3arajioM, Becb KapnaBaji BHHBJiHGXbCH BCboro-naBCboro jietajiiaoBa-

HOK) (|)opMOK) comoKyjibxypHoro “aSoHCHHa”, jt03BOJieHoro
Ilocxaxb “HaHSijibuioro” pexcHcepa Bcix naciB

i

exbCH 3a CD;eHoio KapnaBajiy, jiexKO BmmxoBxyiOHHCb
Kypni, nepepocxae b J^eMOHiHHHH o6pa3

3Jia,

b

BJiaj^oio.

napofliB, in;o nporjia^aBiji,

Cepria Ilpoc-

HKOMy 3jmBaioxbCH He

6apoKOBHH po36iHHHK Mai];anypa, ajie h ecxexH30BaHHH o6pa3
(^eMOHiHHHH niflxeKCx “BejiHKo'i 3mobh” jiexKO nporjiH^aexbCH i
UepBepsu TSi MocKOBiapi).
Bi^KpHBaioHH mo ^;eMOHiHHy rinocxacb KapnaBajiy hk iMixaii;!!, 6y6a-

jiHHie

Bepii.

B

6i3M cxae ne iponinHHM,

ajie

anoKajiinxHHHHM BH^;oBHiH,eM. Bin xaKo:ac

BHHBJinexbCH HBHin,eM, BHHcaHHM y cxp)HcxypH 0(J)in;iHH0i KyjibxypH.
p03HHin;ae
KapnaBaji
ijiioain CBo6ofln, BHnpo6yBaHnn cbo6o;i;ok)

—

niJinx

^^JI5^

HeHHKM

—

inaKinoi (a6o nceB^;oiHaKmoi) ccjiii^innoi Kyjibxypn. CbI^-

Moacna BBaxcaxn pyKnyBanim nncbMennHi^bKOi iepapxii,
3 paflKHCbKHx nacia, i xBopennn hoboi 0(i)iii,iHH0i
Kyjibxypn, Kyji;H BKjnoHeni Bxce i xaKi MOJio^^mi aaxopn, kk Ojiecb
yjiKHeneHKO, Bxen naniKOBCbKHH, Irop PnMapyK, Bacnjib FepacHM’iOK,
B’nnecjiaB Meflamb. IlpHKMexHa b u,bOMy 3a’n3Ky xaKox npono3Hii,i5i
n;boro

xpa^i,Hn;iHHOi

me

Ey-Ea-Ey, KapHasaji
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kih

i

BHcyHCHiM AHji;pyxoBHHa na IIIeBHeHKiBCbKy npcMiio.^^ Ha

xjii

0 (|)ii];iajii 3 aD;ii nocT-paj^^HCBKOi jiiTepaxypn KapnaBajiBHHH By-Ba-By

sarpae 3 MacKyjitxoM i KineM (caMe KmeM, apenixoio, 6 yjin Bci nep(J)opMCHCH i npe 3 eHxan;ii By-Ba-By).^^
B HaH3arajiBHimoMy cenci, rpaio^HCB y KapnaBaji, 6y6a6icxn noKa3ajiH nepepoff^ceHHii xpaj^Hi^innoro c|)eoflajii>Horo

yKpaiHCBKoro cycnijiB-

cxBa Ha cycnijiBcxBO cneKxaKnio, 3a fieM ^eSopoM. Ihhihmh cjiOBaMH,

BOHH Mexa4)opHHHO

3MOj],ejiK)BajiH

cycnijiLcxBa, hkc, 3a

^e6opoM,

KynyexbCH, pcKJiHMyexbCH

i

aarocxpHJiH)

(i

e

nauiKOBCbKoro

^cMOKpaxHHHoro
ji,q

Bce

npoflaexbCH, oxxce, cyn;ijibHHM cncKxaKJieM.

npHmecxH xaKoro Binnoro CBHxa-Kiny

Biain

ifleio

nepe^yciM cnoxcHBaii;LKHM,

GBrena

acou,iioexbCii

6 jihc-

3 “^i;o6ok) xeaxpajiiaan;!!, Bxoji,OBaHHx 6jia3HiB,

KyHHX HiKHCM”. “Ao6a, noHMCHOBaHa a6cyp^;HOK), ana^JinBa

jiio6h-

noBHCxbo6yBaxHCb, noKpacyBaxHCb, ^^o6irae CKony,”

KH^];ae Bin

xejiiB

BHKJiHK 6y6a6icxcbKiH KapHaBajii3an,ii, “aanoBiBniH HacxynHOMy cxojiixXK)

BHnpo6yBaxH, hofo

jiHBocxi

Bapxi cxbo6

nocepHoanixH na onax

i

xpacKyBaHKa aa aHxnHHOi moxc6o 3 tM cu,eHH HCMae BTe%
(pinajiy"?'^ (BHflijieHO mhok)

^I[5^^^aHiB,

MijK nydjiiKy b uacH, sarydHTHCB ffo

—

T. r.)

BaacaHHH BpHxyBaxH „khh2chhh” cbIx i bhmIphxh cHJiy cjiOBa Bcynepen Hacxyny MacKyjibxypn, xejieKOM5HiiKaLi;iH i xexHOJiorm 6 a 3 yexbCH y
HaniKOBCbRoro ne na rpi, a na o^i;KpoBeHHi
y nicjiHHopHoSnjibCbKy

—

enoxy Bin xone xaKoi ni,HpocxH y nncbMi, BiJ^ hkoi 6 aaniKajiioBajio
cepii;e, i acon,iioe CBoe aBxopcxBo 3 “deaiMCHHHMH rpa 4>ixoBHMH cxpnxchjimh” b neKJii HopHo6HJibCbKoro peaxxopa. AnoKajiinxHHHHH CBix
npaBj];omyKaHHH HaniKOBCbKoro m,e rocxpime Bi^ffsepKajiioe iponiio i
Hoji;BiHHe ^i,HO KapnaBajiy. Yxoninna h i^i;eajibHa (J)yHKi^ii ocxaHHboro
poadHBaioxbCH, aycxpinaioHHCb 3 eK 3 HcxeHii;mHOK) Myxoio JiipuHHoro “h”
HaniKOBCbKoro. HaxoMicxb y CBixi ipomHHo-fpoxecKOBOMy KapnaBaji
Bi^],HOBJiK)exbCH aa ji;onoMoroK) napoji;n. D,e

onepa onep “Op(J)eH y
i

nceBflo-KapHaBaji,

nojicM CB060AH

n];o

mh 6aHHM0

y nepBepaii,

ji;e

Boicxnny nocxMO^i;epHHH CHMyjiHxp

BeHeii,ii”, H,eH

CKJia^aexbca

a

noBxopeHb

i

ii;Hxax,

panxoBO cxae
)eH”. Hep-

— ci^cHOK) Hapofl^ceHHH “cnpaBxcHboro Op 4

4>eii,bKHH, rojiOBHHH npoxaxoHicx poMany, paxyexbCH Bi^ nepecjii^yBanb

32.

Rk

33.

flHB.

noesii 3
34.

Bi^i;oMO,

An^pyxoBKH

BiflMOBCii

HOBMX KHH3COK {Kmb\ KpHTHKa,

GBren nauiKOBCtKHH, HJojjeHHUH

crop. 74.

bshth ynacTb y KOHKypci.

lOpiH An«pyxoBHH, Anspin BoH^ap

i

Ceprin

:*;aflaH,

MacKyjibr: Eceira

2003), cxop. 8-17.
xcesji:

PoMan-ecen (Khib: Fenesa,

1999),
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cane thm, m,o BxiKae 3

Ha cifeny norpanjiHio^H raKHM hhhom

nydjiiicH

y HOBy rpy.
Tax, AHflpyxoBHH HaB’asjiHBO-ipomHHO aanjiyrye nac y rpi i OesKOTpaHC(J)opMaii,ijix CBOFO “BiHHoro” rcpoa. JlHLue B ceHci xaKoro

H6HHHX

“nij;BimeHoro” iponisMy-KapHaBajiisMy moxcmo npoHHxyBaxH 6y6a6i3M
HK HBHme nocxMO^epHisMy. Oxox “KiHeii;B xapHaBajiy”, nporojiomcHHH
caMHMH “6y6aMH”, ne cxijibKH snaMeHyBaB saBepmeHHa KapnaBajiBHoro
nocxMoj];epHi3My, ckIjibkh 03HaMaB 3AiHCHeHHH xapnaBajiy. CxBopHBniH
Horo, oj^Hi 3 6y6a6icxiB (ax He6opaK) nepexHBaioxb “3aHanaiu;eHHH”,
mo BmOyjioca “3a BciMa npaBHJiaMH pnxyajiy”, kojih “CnHa JIIO^^cbKo^o
nepexBOpK)K)Xb na KyjibXHBOBaHy Pin”.

^
ax

3ajiHniHB nosa^y
aaHii;K)r

noBHHH Bocxy
i

onya,aji.

—

iHini

paaoM

13

^

— ce6e, ax flypHHH

cepiaji,

nepeaxiacHb, ax (J)oxoajib6oMH, ax
4>iryp

aaji,

hh rincy cxyabnxyp a6o mxip

BHai3 naaoBHi.

^

ax AHApyxoBHH

BHBiabHHB

—

aip^^

naxaxaioxb na Binne IIoBepHeHHa,

CBOIM xoxcMOM IIep4)ei];bXHM-PH6oio 3HHxaiOHH y BO^ax bchc-

i^iHCbxoro xanajiy.

IlocMepxHa eHu;HXJionej;HHHa

ji;oBiji;xa

“By-Ba-By”:

HaHaKTHBHimoi fliajibHOcxH By-Ba-By (23 KOHu;epTHi noexHani
Bcaopn) nepenaB Ha 1987 1991 pp. Ano4)eo30M By-Ba-By cxaB 4)ecxHBajib
“Bhbhx-92”, kojih rojioBHy cJiecxHBajibHy aKuiio CKJiajiH aoxHpH nocxanoBKH (1-4.10.1992) HoesoonepH By-Ba-By “Kpancjiep iMnepian” (peacHcep C.
ripocKypna). Y 1996 p. flpyKOBaHHH npocKx “KpaHCJiep iMnepiaji” («HexBep-6»), iJHOcxpoBaHHH lOpiGM xa Ojitroio KoxaMH, npaKXHMHO aaBepiuHB
flHHaMiaHHH nepiofl icnyBaHHa By-Ba-By.^^
Ilepiofl

—

noBcpHCHHa By-Ba-By
mo OBHaanjia nepio); nocxxoMyniaMy, aarajioM
Ha poayMiHHa MoxcjiHBOcxen nocxMO)(epHi3My. floBOAHXbca
npHCJiyxaxHca
nyMXH Miraa Cere^b-Macaxa, “mo caMe nepexin am
xoMyniaMy no nocxxoMyniaMy BCJibMH HMOBipno chphhhhhb aanena)];
Bxeaa-Bm-yxonii,

BHJiHHyjia

nocxMO)iepHi3My”.^^ IlocjiiAOBHHH HocxMO)i,epHi3M

HCMHHyHe poaxoflH-

35.

HeOopaK, «Enoc npo

36.

«By-Ba-By», UjiepoMa 3’98: Majia yKpamcbKa eHpHKJioneffia aKTyajibHo'i

xpHji,ii;axb

UpoeKT noBepneHim

An^pyxoBHa

(iBano-

Miran Cereflb-MacaK, «IlocxMoj];epHicxb i nocxKOMyHi3M», KpHTHKa,

1998, a.

jiiTeparypH.

^eMiypriB, ynop. lOpin

OpaHKiBCBK; Jlinea-HB, 1998), cxop.
37.

n’axy xaxy», JUtoctpoh, cxop. 367.

35.

By- Ea- By, KapHasaji
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kIh

KapnaBajiOM, ockIjilkh b ochobI ocxaHHBoro, hk

jiocH, cou;iHJiBHO-Kyjii>TypHHH

yxonisM

i

roBOpH-

CaM

ace

noBepHyB naM
a “MajieHBKHX napaxHBiB”, xaxHX, hk

nocxMOflepnisM, nonpn bck) cbok) Hecepnosmcxt
piHHicxB He “BejiHKHx ijiiosm”,

y:ace

atpecHBHicxB “nnsy”.
i

rpy,

JIIOACBKHH KOHXaKX, pOSyMiHHH, Bi^KJiaAaHHH CMepXH, iHXpnra SHaHHH,

HenoBepHeHHicxt mhxxgbocxh, HesHHipeHmcxt cjioBHHKa. 3peuixoio, xe
ac

caMe po6hhh h 6y6a5icxH.

KapnaBaa s npnpoflH CBoei iponiHHHH, aae He repoiHHHH, Bin BixaaicxHHHO-epoxHHHHH, a ne MacKyaiHHHH. IlocxynoBO, o^^nax, npo6y6a6icxci>Koro KapHaBaay-Kiny, a caMe
HBHaocB ipoct saraaLHe

—

Horo cyneprepoH,

ni,o

hobo^^hxlch mob cynepMan.

B neBHOMy

cenci 6y-

6a6isM Hie b co6i caMe Hapii;HCH3M cyneprepoa i 6yB kphxhkok) Hau,ioHaaBHoro IIoexa-Mecii s no3Hn;ii Iloexa-BoreMicxa. SpemxoK), b D;BOMy
sisHaexBca h An^^pyxoBna: “repoeM (aHXHxepoGM?)” KoacHoro 3 Horo
poManiB “g noex-6oreMa, hkhh 3Haxo^i;HXBca b penxpi (J)axaai>HHX nepexBopcHL (J)i3HKH B MexacJ)i3HKy”. SaaBaena iHBepciGio HasBH (Ba-ByBh!) MacKyaiHHicxL xapnaaaay niamme ^i^];xBep^^Haaca noaBOio aixepaxypHoro rypxy “IIch CBaxoro K)pa”, yxBopenoro na B3ipeii;b aHii;apci>KOro op^eny. Jl,o hboxo BBrnman Bci 6y6a6icxH. OaiKyBaHHa pcHecaHCHoro

^aa lOpia IloKaaLHyKa, o^Horo 3 aaeniB
o6pa30M Csaxoro K)pa, aKHH B6nBaG SMia.
“ynoKopcHHa 3Mia
HacaMnepeji; ynoKopenna ce6e, BaacHoro maay,
BHaB o^i;BiHHoi noapedn aoaoBiaoro naaaaa nepCMorxH ce6e,” roBOpnxBca y nporpaMHOMy BHCxyni rypxy. “Bo ac, ypemxi, ipo xaxe smIh,
ax He acinxa, ipo o6BHBaGXbca ^OBXoaa cxoBdypa noaoBiaocxH”.^^
CxaHj^aaBHO bIaomhm cxaao xaxoac He6opaxoBC aHXH4)eMmicxHHHO
cnpaMOBane BHSHaaeHHa “xHu;i-nocxMOflepHicxxH”: “Kni^a
i;e
BiflpoflaccHHa acon;iiOGXi>ca

aixepaxypHoro rypxy,

—

3

—

nyxHacxa CHCxcMa, caMO^^ocxaxna i Heaaaeacna, /
iMnepaxpni^a”,
OAHax, “6oflan paa na pix noxpe6yG, Herpacna, / Koxa!”^^
“Bci BH 3HaGxe xiatxH ce6e”, ni^cyMyBaaa 6y6a6icxcLXHH cynepMancBxo-Hapi^HCHHHHH xoMHacxc Mapxa B PeKpeapiMx, niSn Bi^cnaaiOHH
“
6axxiHCbxoro xapnaBaay 3 Horo “hhsobok)”, a oxace h 4)eMiHHOio”

flo

OCHOBOK).

5,

CTop. 20.
38.

lOpiH IIoKaabayK, «BepuiHHK aexHTL naa CBiTOM», IIch Cbhtofo lOpa:
{[RhBiB]-. npocBixa, 1997), cxop. 10.

PiTcpaTypHHH ajiLManax
39.

HeOopax, «BH3HaaeHHa KHHi», JUtoctpoh, cxop. 379-80.
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K)pm

AHji,pyxoBHH: MyTan,u KapnaBajiy

nposoBa xpHJiorm KDpm AHji;p 3^ 0 BHHa saKpinjiiOBajia MeTaMop4)03H
iji,ei KapnaBajiy i posropTaHH^ nocxMO^epHicTctKoro MHCJieHHa. Ilepma
noBicxB, PeKpeapii, ^i;eMicxH4)iKyBajia i^caji Haii,ioHajii>Horo Iloexa, sa-

HypioiOHH B KOJioo6ir KapnaBajiiaoBaHoro, 4)ajiiHHoro CB^xa Hapoji;Horo
J],yxa

nepcoHH

i

MacKH 6y6a6icxiB

coh” [1997] AHApyxoBHH

me

(y nicjiacjiOBi Bi^;

aBxopa

“^Hxxa

e

pas cxBep^tHXb “6iorpa4)iHHicxB”, a ne

Abxop s’e^nye epoxHKy, naxpioxHKy i
s nepconaadB y
aBxonapoma By-Ba-By, HKa pasoM s xhm xobophxb

“jiixepaxypnicxL” iioro repoiB).

cynep-repoiKy xa nepeMCJiioe i^i,eHXHHHOcxi ko^choxo
rpi-nepcBepxaHHi. U,e

npo noflOJiaHH^ Bi^^Hy:aceHKa bI^ BJiacHOi npnpoj^H, Bm icxopii xa
cnpaBXHboi jik)6obh i nax^iKae na hobhc SaHKpoxcxBO 6yji,i>-aKoro
OHOBJicHHH HH smIhh niJi^xoM KapHaBajiy.
iHinHH ynacHHK rypxy By-Ba-By Bixxop HeSopax nisHime s^;iHCHHXb
B:ace ne Jinme aBxo6iorpa4)iHHy, ajie h apxexnnny anajiisy 4)eHOMCHa
KapnaBajiy. IIpoo6pa30M ocxaHHboro nocjiyaoixb
hbofo xpaaecxiHOBana 6ypjiecKHa Enciffa laana KoxjinpeBCbKoro, pin Matae KyjibxoBa
ji,ji5L

6y6a6icxiB. IJ,eH XBip npHBa6jiioe ocxannix cxHxieio 6apoKOBo'i rpn,

a xaKoac hh ne Bnepme sanBJieHHM b yKpaiHCbKin
npaBOM na aBxopcbxy CBo6o^y.'^® AnajiisyionH xBip KoxjinpeBCbKoro, He6opaK sicxaBJine ji,Ba apxexnnn
“BHKopiHeHHn” i
cxHJii3ai];ii, ipoHi'i,

jiixepaxypi

—

“BKOpincHHa”, Hecepii03Hy rpy

i

caxpajibHHH pnxyaji, MapriHajiisai^iio

cnpoxHB flCMOHisMy xa 3Jiy. 3^;aexbca neHMOBipHHM, ajie apxexnnHHH
“6y6”
Ehch, “xjioneu;b xon Ky^n Kosax”, panxoM cxae b hbofo
3JiOAieM i HOcieM 3Jia, a Matee 6oFeMHi noxoji;eHbXH Fepon b Ehcw
KoxjinpeBCbxoFO acomioioxbCH 3 He6e3nexoio MapriHajiisami."^^
nopoFOBa CHxyaii;m
ApxexHH xapnaBajiy, sa BixxopoM TepnepoM,
i

i

—

pHxyaji nepexo^y.

MaH^aH

— Mici^e

—

JiiMinajibne, ii;eHxp,

sflinc-

HioexbCH Fpa. B npoii;eci FpH-nepexo^i;y FpaBi],i nepio^Hnno BHXH^^aK)XbCH

Ha nepH(J)epiK) iFpoBOFO npocxopy, oxxce rpa Maptmajiisye. flcMonisM
FpH 3 oco5jihbok) chjiok) BHHBJiHexbca caMe B H;bOMy HBHmi MaprinacxHxin 6y6iB i caMOFO He6opaxa
Jiisai^ii. TaxHM hhhom, 3 nacoM Fpa
panxoM nonajia B^JinxyBaxH ^i,eMOHi3MOM,
HX OflHOFO 3 xapHaBajiicxiB
a CBo6o^a, nxy nponoHyaaB xapnaBaji, noxaaajiacb CBoeBijuiHM

—

—

40.
3

IlpHKMeTHO,

mo

1998 poxy 6y6a6icTH BijicBaTKyBajiH sBoxcTOniTHiH lOBincH

Hacy BHxojiy y cbIt EHe'mH KoxjiapeBCbKoro.

BiKTop HeOopaK, nepevHTana “Eneifla”: Cnpoda cencoBoro npowTanwi
KoTJinpeBCbKoro Ha TJii sicraBJieHHH Ti 3 “EHe'iffoio” Beprijiia
(JIbBiB: JIBIJIUI - AcxpoH, 2001).
41.

“EHe'iffM” laana

By-Ea-Ey, KapnaBaji

i

Km
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He6opaKa rpa noB’^sana 3 “BHKopiHeHHHM”, 5ik,
HaBHnepeAKH, kojih Horn BH^BJiaioTBca sB’aaaHHMH i
sanjiyxaHHMH (^k y MiniKOBHHi). OKpiM (J)i3HHHoro BHKopiHCHHa TaKo:ac
iK KiHH;5i, i
3aB3cj];H e He6e3ncKa 3ynHHHTHCii b rpi. He flinmoBHiH
Maprinajia.

CKa:*;iMO, y 6iry

OT3ce

—

He

Biji,6yTH

KOJioodir

irpoBoro

nepeTBOpeHHH-iHiii;iaii;ii-

J^yXOBHOrO nOCBHHeHHH.

Howdna

MexacJjiBHKa rpn Bi^KpHBaeTLCH

He6opaKOBi b npou,eci

nepeHHTyBaHHii cMixoBOi EneiffH KoTJiapeBCBKoro. SpeniToio, Man;;pH
6y6a6icxiB, a
EHeH-6oreMH Mo:acHa BBa:acaTH apxexHHHHM odpaaoM
xBopoM y CHMBOJiiHHOMy cenci Mexa-aBxo6iorpa(J)iHHHM.
EHeiffy
BnxoflHHH 3 KpyroBepxi xpaHc4)OpMaii;iH i Macxapa^HHx MyxaH,iH, no6aHeHHx Hepe3 Eneiffy, He6opaK 4>aKXHHHO npoaHajii3yBaB “6y6a6icxa” hk
apxexHH repoH, ni,o “BHKOpinioexbCH”.

—

SpemxoK), He6opaK Jinme y3arajiLHHB xy Mexa4)i3HKy xapnaBajiy,
HKa nepioAHHHO 03ByHyBajiacH i b poManax AHfl;pyxoBHHa. “PoMan
acaxiB” AH^i,pyxoBHHa MocKOBiaM aanypioe HHxana b axMoccJjepy
Mockbh hk MexpoHOJiii i cxojihd;! MepxBoi iMnepii. Xo^inna yKpaiHii;^
no KOJiax i noBepxax Micxa-npHBH^a cynpoBOfl:acyextca iponiaMOM i
napofliiOBaHHHM 3HaKiB-cHMBOJiiB iMnepii. ToHHime 6yjio 6 naaBaxH H,eH
xBip poMaHOM-anoKpH(J)OM. riapajiejiBHO Bi^i,6yBaextCH, o^HaK, bhxohHeHHH KOJiOHiHJiBHoro cy6’GKxa ;i;o xini-xepxBH.
KapnaBajiiaai^iii n];oflO neicnyioHoi
HeKpo(J)iJiiHHoi

6paBaAH

HKHH nparne ji,eMOHcxpyBaxH
xona e^HHOK)

Bxe

iMnepii BBO^^HXbca

nacnpaBji,i 6e3CHJioro

C(J)epoK) ftoro

;^o

Maiixe

KonoHmnbHoro cy6’eKxa,

cbok) cynepMancbKy epoxHnny aXpeciio,

ji;ii

cxae MOBa.

— hh He

MoBHa

rpa, cjioBecHi KJiime

none caMOBHpa^ceHH^
i cbo6o«h nocxKOJiOHiHJibHoro 5ncpaiHCbKoro cy6’eKxa (cynepMana!) na
nyaciii xepnxopii. IlepeBepxaHHH Bepxy i i^enxpy ne Bifl6yBaexbCH,
OCKijIbKH BOHH BXe H XaK H036aBJieHi BJiaflH.
Hara^aio, m;o MocKBa-UeTyuiKi Gpo4)eeBa aarajioM ^eMOHCxpye,
n;o KapHaBajiiaai^m ne HeMHHyne noxpe6ye nepeBepxanna i^enxpy 3
no3HLi;ii MaptinajibHOcxH a6o HH3y.'^^ Pa30M 3i CBoiM BeninKoio
i

JiaxyHH (Heo(J)in,iHHa nexcHKa)

eji;HHe

42. SaKOHOMipHHH y
0 My se’asKy Gpo(|)eeBCbKHH aHTHKapnaBajiisM. M.
EnuiTCHH npoHHxye fioro bk nojieMiKy 3 M. BaxxiHHM: “OenoMeH BeninKH, bhpocxaioHH 3 naHxarpioejii3My, nepepocxae Horo,” xBep^Hxt Bin, “KapnaBaji caM cxae
o6’eKxoM KapnaBajiy, iu,o bhboahxb b c4)epy hoboi, oco6jihboi cepHoanocxi”. I ^ajii:
Baxxin “Bi;i,HyB y po(i)eGBi cbog, axe Bxce cxaG ayacHM. Bi^ayB KapnaBaji, hkhm
nepecxaG 6yxH KapnaBajiOM” («IIocjie KapnaBana, hjih BeHHbm BeHHHKa», y kh.
BeHeji;HKX Epo^ieeB, OcraBbre mow ffyuiy b noKoe: (IIo^th bcg) (MocKBa: H 3 fl-BO
XrC, 1995), cxop. 18-19.
ii,i>
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Gpo4)eeB He nparne nepe6opoTH aHTHHOMinmcTt D;eHTpy i nepH(J)epii,
i ^yxoBHocTH, BJia^i,H i cy6’eKTHBHOCTH. Ajie Bin ano(J)aTHHHO, Manace aa cb. ABrycxHHOM, cxBep^;:*;ye, mo na^];iHH^, hh3 i e naiicnpaB2CHiniHM nmHeceHHHM, a6o BepxoM, i nepeBepxaxn ix He Bapxo.
TijiecHocTH

— iHaKHiHH XHH

KapHaBajiiaan;!! hk iponisMy, 5ikhh b 5HcpaiHCBKiH
HeBHKopncxaHHM, poanaBHiHct na MOBHO-KyjitxypHy (HaBixB KyjiLXOBy!) cydBepcHBHy rpy AH^^p 50C 0 BHHa i MaprinajitHOII,e

Jiixepaxypi jihhihbc^

anoKajiinxHHHy anxH-rpy (cepHoaHicxL) yjit^HeHKa, IlaHiKOBCBKoro,
MeflBe^^^.

(1995) — aHxojiorm nocxMOflep— Maxepmjii3aH,m Bcix MacoK “c5aiepMaHCXBa”

PoMan AHflpyxoBHHa UepBepsiM
HicxcBKOi rexeporjioci’i

6y6a6i3My (6oreMicxa, KOxaHH;^, KOJioHmjiBHoro cy6’eKxa, cyneprepo^),
a xaKOxc BHanaHHa 6aHKpyxcxBa ocxaHHBoro. LI,e xaKo:ac cnpo6a nepexBOpHXH coH,ioKyjiBxypHHH ipoHiHHHH mIx By-Ba-By na eaoxepHHHO-MexacJ)!3HHHHH (BiHHe HeHOBepHeHH^ Op(J)ea, a6o Micxepin U,ap-PH6a). Cy6BepCHBHO-ipoHiHHa
npHpo^a
nocxKOJiOHmjitHoro
xepoH-6y6a6icxa,

apxixHHOBoro xpiKcxepa-eneHH.^, BH^BJi^extca He hobok) cnpo6oK)

“nonpaBHXH” EBpony YnpaiHOK), i^hmh “odnjiLOBaHHMH MaprinecaMH
Ebpohh”. Saxi^HiH iMixai;ii Kyjitxypn i j^exa^aHcy x. 3B. aaxmHoro
(J)ajioi^eHxpH3My

epoxH3M xa
i

i^i;ea

poManxHHHO npoxHcxaBJiaextca yKpamcBKHH op(J)ei3MBinnoro KapnaBany nm BHrjiaji,OM Micxepii HojiOBiKa

XiHKH.
Kojih

6paxH

h,k>

BifljiyHioe i^HxaxoK) 3

aycxpin

3axoj];oM nocxMOAepHicxcBKH, Bona

ia

MHHyjioro.

Y ManycKpHHxi

17 ex.

“Pejian;!’!'

npo

^oxo;^xceHHa xa aBHHa'i KoaaKiB” Ajii.6epxo BiMinn, axa 36epiraexLCM y
Myaei Benei^ii, aBxop Bmananae, mo KoaaxaM ne 6paKyBajio “npHOMHOC-

XH H j^oxeHHOcxH B po3MOBi”.

Ha

nmxBepji;3ceHHH bIh HaBO^Hxt xaxy

bojikh i Hy^i;eca Benemi, mo npo
HEX npHcyxHiM H,iKaBo 6yjio ^i;i3HaxHCE, xo3c, poanoBiBHiH ^i;ocxaxHi>o
npo cxpaBH, npo peMecjia, npo 6araxcxBa, AO^aB npo cHJiy-cnjieHny
ByjiHAB, Kaxc)^H, mo cxijiBKH e piannx aaByjiKlB, mo n caMHM BenemiiAEM neBaxcKO aa6jiyKaxH b mIcxI. “Hi,” mobhb KoaaK, “xyx xn Mene
icxopiio:

“Min homIhhhk onoBmaB npo

Benei^ieio ne aAHByem, 6o ai mhok) xpanjiiiextcE xaxe caMe b n;iH xicnin

ek nocHA^cy ACKijitKa xoahh aa n,HM cxojiom, e ne
mo6 noBepnyxncE AOAOMy”.^^ CaMe xax no-yxpaiHCBKH, B Kaxeropmx ipoHinnnx, aniMaexLCE BJiacxHBa moacphhm nacaM
KiMHaxi; nicjia xoro,

M03cy anaHXH ABepi,

onoanmn

43.

SaxiA-YKpa'ina. BiAnoBiAHO BenepinctKa “Pejinma” cxae nidn

AjiL6epTO BiMina,

CTapoBHHa, 1999,

n. 5,

«Pejiai[,ia

cxop. 69.

npo noxoflacemia xa SBnnai K 03 aKiB», KniBChKa

Ey-Ea-Ey, KapnaBOJi

ji;

i
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Kin

3 epKajiOM IlepBepsii, a

caMa UepBepsi^

— “npHeMHOio

i

floxenHOio

P03M0B0K)” i3 caMoi’ “PejiHD;ii”.
Finepnpocxip cxHJii3aii;n nepBep3ii32iCBijpiyBdiB, mo Ba:*;jiHBOK) 4>opMOK) i Mici^eM peani3aii;ii 6a:acaHb xa inxeni^in nocxxoxanixapHoro
yKpaiHCBKoro cy6’eKxa na xepenax HOBOBmKpHxo'i Eaponn cxae ynacxb
y xBopeHHi i cnoacHBaniia oco6jiHBoro piBHOBH^y Kiny, 5ikhh Moacna

HaBBaxH “eBponcHCbKicxK)”. CaMe xaM — BcepCAHHi KincBoi “EBponn”
— jiexKO apxHKyjiioe ce6e nepeBa:»CHO Hapu;HCHHHO nacxpoeHHH yKpam-

cbKHH “npoBinm^ji” IJ,eHxpajibHO-CxmHoi Ebponn. Horo c(J)epa, ax
BJiyHHO ipoHiaye AH^pyxoBHH, “pobmobh npo GBpony, EBpony, npo
GBponeHCbKicxb, GBponcHCbKe BHaHeHHa-npHBHaHCHHa, GBponeHCbKy
Kyjibxypy i xyxHio, npo uijihx ao GBponn, npo xe, m;o 'i mh b Ebponi’”.^

nOCTTOTaJlixapHHH Kin
SarajiOM, nocxxoxajiixapna cBiflOMicxb jiexKO cnpnnnaxjiHBa

^^o pi3-

— xypncxHHnnx, xapnaBajibnnx, nonyjiicxcbxnx, naBixb
canixapnnx (xnny eBpcMOHTy). SpenixoK), npnHHHH i^boro OHeBn^ni —
Horo

poji;y

xiniB

Bana^xo niBHj;xHH nepexm

Bij;

“pa;;^HCbxoi” i^i,eHXHHH 0 CXH

Ban,bxoi”, naflMipna cxepnjibnicxb xa ocJ)iu,io3Hicxb

j^o

“cno:acH-

bhcoxoi xyjibxypn,

xyjibXHBOBanoi 3a naciB xoxajiixapnBMy, ifleojioriBM MacoBoi xyjibxypn
coi^i^jiicxHHHoro apaaxa, a

me — Biflcyxnicxb

iMynixexy

a;o

xiny. Aji;2ce

BarajibHOK) 4>opMoio MHCxei^xBa b xoxajiixapnoMy cycnijibcxBi cxae xin.

ToxajiixapHHH xin, ax aayBaacye Teppi Irjixon,

i;e

xaxnn

BmxHflae Bci cyMnian n iponiio. Bin ynnxae n

ji;Hcxypc,

axnn

Bnrjiaji;acye BJioBicni

rpHMacH cxajiiHenoro acnxxa n Menxajibnocxn. HaxoMicxb Bin cxaepi mnpicxb, caionicb xa CB(J)opiK) macxa i e^nocxH,
nij; Becejie MapniyBanna anepe^i, ao CBixjioro Man6yxHboro. IliAxpHMyexbca Bin xyjibxoM repoiB, MixaMH napa6ojiaMH, npncxocoBaHHMH
AO nojiixHHHHx MOMCHxiB xa iAeojioriHHHX nijien. PoMaHxnnna iAeajiiAacyexbca nepea CMix

i

3au;ia,

cenxHMenxajibnicxb xa xojiexxHBna o6pa3nicxb cjiyacaxb niArpyn-

xaM xaxoro xnny

Ancxypcy."^^

Ajie B xoxajiixapnoMy cycnijibcxai (J)opMyexbca

n inaxniHH xin, axnn

npoaBJiae AeMoniannH 6ix xoxajiixapnBMy. Bin 6a3yexbca na xapnaBajib-

HOMy CBixoBiAnyBaHHK), npoxncxoixb

CBixoai

o(J)iAiHHoro

Xenepye xojiexxHBny enepriio, axa niApnaae iAeojiorinny

BJiaAy,

44.

lOpiH AHApyxoBHM, ffesopieHTaifi^ na MicpeBOcri, cxop. 119.

45.

Eagleton, “Estrangement and Irony, 95.

Caaxa i
xBopann
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CBoepi^Hy “TintOBy”

i

HeocJ)iLi;iHHy

KyjiBTypy y 4>0PMi, nanpHKJia^i,,

aHCKfloxiB, aHj];eptpayH^Horo pyxy, ecKanicTCBKoro 6ap^i;iBCBKoro pyxy.

By6a6i3M, BHHHKHyBinn b nisHtoMy TOTajiixapHOMy cycniJitcTBi i
npHHHHBniH 4>opMy KapnaBajiy, BHRopncxaB (J)opMH ji,epoMaHTH3ai^ii h
ipoHi3My, 3axoBaHi b ^eMoniByiOMOMy Kini. B KiHD,eBOMy, 6y6a6i3M i can
cxaB ^i;eMOHiHHHM KmeM nocxxoxajiixapHo'i jip6'K. Horo npexcHaia 6yxH

nocxMOj;epHi3MOM BHHBHJiac^ y xoMy, iu;o Bi^^xopryaaB xappa^i;icxB i ax “HH30By” peBomoi^iio xa BiflxpHB
cnoKycjiHBicxL ijnoaieio Caaxa. I xona KapnaBaji, ax nporoaocHan
6y6a6icxH, aaxiHHHBca, aae nopoflacena hhm xapHaBaaiaoBana caij^o-

Bo^i;HOHac

MicxB

acHHa

i

HK xHMHacoBy

HaBaji

— “6aacaiOHa ManiHHa” CHMyaaxpia
— aace acnayxa caMi no
Kin cnoxycna

rpoxecxoae xiao

i

i

cnoacHBaHHa

MapXinaaiayBaB 6y6a6i3M.

3a^i;oBO-

co6i.

i
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Bu-Ba-Bu: Poetry and Performance
Mark Andryczyk
Cultural historians researching the 1990s Ukrainian culture will undoubtedly

come

known

across the literary group

important creative role in that decade.

Bu-Ba-Bu’ s three members,

lurii

as

Bu-Ba-Bu,^ which played an

Much

has already been written about

Andrukhovych, Oleksandr

and

Irvanets,

Viktor Neborak, the ideas and motives behind their activities and the style

of their writings. In their analyses,

critics

group’s camivalized interpretation of
I

shall discuss a particular aspect of

creative philosophy

life

have concentrated chiefly on the

and the parodic nature of its works.

Bu-Ba-Bu

and an important factor

that is a

key element of

in establishing its

its

prominent

position in Ukrainian culture of the 1990s, namely, performance.

I

shall

begin by analyzing the idea of performance in Bu-Ba-Bu’ s poetry and prose

and by examining how
to express this idea.

I

its

members adapted

shall provide

rock’n’roll forms and imagery

examples of how

this idea

was imple-

mented by giving a brief history of the public performances of Bu-Ba-Bu
the 1990s.

I

conclude by pointing out

shall

how

the implementation of

in

Bu-

Ba-Bu’ s concept of performance came

to define cultural activity in Ukraine’s

many

of today’s Ukrainian intellectuals and

first

how

decade of independence for
this established

Bu-Ba-Bu

as a central

phenomenon of

this period.

Literary Performance: Concepts and Characters
Bu-Ba-Bu’ s particular interpretation of the relationship between
and performance
itself

is

and can be revealed by examining elements of performance that

pervade the writings of

Ba-Bu pursued

1.

literature

rooted in the creative philosophy the group fashioned for

Bu-Ba-Bu

its

three

members. From

its

formation in 1985, Bu-

the collective objective of infusing Ukrainian literature with

is

an acronym created from the

first

two

(burlesque), balahan (farce), and bufonada (buffoonery).

letters

of the words burlesk

s
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the carnival spirit, exploding the restrictive seriousness of literature,

and

redefining the duties of the Ukrainian writer. Besides wearing literary masks
in their poetry (in order to play with the idea of subjectivity),

cutting

Andrukhovych,

and Neborak openly experimented with the Ukrainian language by

Irvanets,
it

up and reassembling

it.

Rabelais’ tragicomic literary celebrations

and Mikhail Bakhtin’s interpretation of them inspired Bu-Ba-Bu and the two
authors were adopted as “godfathers” by the young Ukrainian writers
set out to

change the

traditional lugubrious

image of Ukrainian

who

literature in

society.

In his interview with

Liudmyla Taran, Neborak described Bu-Ba-Bu’

attempts at redirecting the attention of poets from internal subjective states
to

external,

objective reality.^ This

believes Ukrainians, especially

was a transformation

young ones, longed

that

Neborak

for in the late 1980s

because they were bored with poets writing only about themselves.^ The
carnival

form enabled the Bubabists

world and

to introduce these readers to another

to use the stage for peeling off the hermetic layers of subjectivity,

which encased poetry, and for presenting another creative world
public.

A

mask

poet’s act of assuming a

perspective in a

poem

character of the mask.

to the

in order to present a third-person

logically leads to his delivering the text through the

The Bubabists’

collective presentation of their poetry

assumed the form of a polyphonic dialogue

in a theatrical performance.

Thus, the performance of their poetry on stage enabled the Bubabists not
only to adhere to their theoretical literary credos of polyphony and carnival,
but also to bring their ideas to

life

before a real audience.

were two socio-ecoBu-Ba-Bu and the public

In addition to the these artistic motivations, there

nomic considerations

that

were pertinent

to

works. The

first was the dissolution of socialist
Bu-Ba-Bu arrived on the literary scene at the
onset of glasnost in the Soviet Union and developed hand in hand with
Ukraine’s evolution to independence. The late 1980s and the early 1990s was

performance of

literary

realism in Ukrainian culture.

a period

in

which many

official

Soviet

glorified the

Communist Party

their past at public gatherings,

Taniuk

at the

writers

who had

in their

nervously tested the

writers

boundaries of their newfound creative freedom.

Some

poets

who had

works were suddenly forced

to face

such as the poetry evenings organized by Les

Molodizhnyi Theatre

in Kyiv.

They read

their verses alongside

not compromised themselves by serving the Party of the

2.

“Z vysoty Litaiuchoi holovy, abo Zniaty masku”Suchasnist,l994,

3.

Viktor Neborak, “Kamaval v ukrainskii

ska, Zustrichi, no. 8 (1994), 159-66.

literaturi,”

no. 5: 57-63.

interview with Lidia Stefanow-
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Soviet

state.

As

became aware of the difference
his article on inauthenticity and

a result the audience

between sincere and insincere poetry. In

Alex Neill suggests

insincerity in poetry,

example of inauthenticity

in

art."^

the poet can demonstrate that the

audience gained the right to
capitalized

that insincerity in a

In reciting one’s

poem

demand

is

poem

authentic.

sincerity

from

its

poem

is

When

the Ukrainian

poets, the Bubabists

on the audience’s expectations by aggressively performing

their

Each member of Bu-Ba-Bu, even when he was speaking

texts in public.

an

before an audience

in

masked third-person voice, presented part of his own views and ideas, not
Party doctrine. Bu-Ba-Bu took advantage of the new freedom to be honest
with the audience by making performance a key element of their creative
a

activity.

The other reason

for performing texts

was economic, but

political elements. Unofficial writers in the Soviet

to publish their

works and, as a

result,

were limited

to reading

Thus when the opportunity

a trusted group of colleagues.

included

them before

to recite one’s texts

men and women were

publicly arrived with glasnost, these

it

Union were not allowed

better prepared

for an honest public performance than published official writers.

But

writers’

resources did not match their freedom to publish. Lacking the financial

means

to print their works, they turned to

performance

is

performance a cornerstone of

Performance

performing them.

To

this day,

an integral part of writers’ creative existence. Bu-Ba-Bu

in

its

made

philosophy.

Bu-Ba-Bu Texts

We can see the importance that performance held for Bu-Ba-Bu by looking at their texts. In

many

of their poems, Neborak, Andrukhovych and

Irvanets presented characters
Irvanets’s

who

are performers. This can be seen in

“Do frantsuzkoho shansonie” (To

a French Chansonnier), in which

he makes the connection between poetry, music, and performance:
U,e e

noesm HanBrnita

Lfe e HaHBHiita npocToxa,

Kojih nepe^aiOTBCH Bipmi,

Rk

nopijiyHKH

Tboi nicHi
(ix

4.

Alex

Neill,

—

JierKi

i

3

ycT b ycxa.

CBiTJii

Tax cnpHHMaiOTb

“Inauthenticity,

Authenticity in the Arts, ed. Salim

University Press, 1999), 197-214.

cjiyxaui).

Insincerity, and Poetry,” in Performance and
Kemal and Ivan Gaskell (Cambridge: Cambridge
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Ta naM’axaH

—y

G CBHCxyHH

cxyKani.

i

A XH — rixapa,
I

ii,i>OMy CBixi

aepeBa,

rijiKa 3

XH CLoroflHi Ha KOHy.

KOMy xboh sapeBana

CKa:aai,

J],yma noxpi6Ha, ny, KOMy?..^

Litaiucha holova (Flying Head), Neborak’s best-known book of poetry,
includes several

poems with

subtitles referring to the

poem. For example, the cycle “Vona” (She)

is

subtitled

performance of the

“Performance by the

group Children of the Queen,” “Karkolomni perevtilennia” (Breakneck Reincarnations)

is

introduced as a “poetry show,” and “Vystup hrupy ‘Liutsyfer’”

(A Performance by
Shcho

even feature
to

the

band Lucifer) claims

kryietsia v temriavi?

(What

Is

subtitles that designate

perform the

As

text.^

be a part of the rock opera

to

Hiding in the Darkness). Other poems

which musicians

a result,

the

poems

(real

and imaginary) are
holova are

in Litaiucha

connected as elements of a carnival and the collection has a dramatic unity.

poems Andrukhovych addresses

In one of his early

as he prepares to release his poetic creations,

his creative instincts

which he

calls

“my

little

devils,” into the world:

AroB, Moi MajieHBKi Hopxennxa!
3-nifl

CBHXH H Bac BHnym;y na cbIx

xyAH,

fle

fle

5.

It’s

KpoB

the loftiest of poetry

/

The

nepnenaxtca,

3 jik)6ob’k)

npHCxpacxen

i

nponacxen

loftiest simplicity, /

As

kisses are

to

are a guitar

your weeping

/

in this

tree

are communicated,

are light and luminous,

//

/

//

cyain...

When poems

—mouth mouth. All your songs
audiences hear them), You must remember:
world,
Yet you
—a branch, And today you

/

—

are

/

Soul. Well who?... (Oleksandr Irvanets,

/

There are

on

stage.

/

liars

/

(That’s

Tell us

“Do frantsuzkoho

how

and deceivers

who needs

shansonie,” in

Bu-Ba-Bu: Tymchasovo vykonuiuchi oboviazky /Mahistriv H/ry v osobakh Patriarkha Bu-

Ba-Bu

luriia

Andmkhovycha

(nar.

Pidskarbiia Bu-Ba-Bu Oleksandra
Bu-Ba-Bu Viktora Neboraka (nar. 09.05.1961),

13.03.1960),

Irvantsia (nar. 24.01.1961), Prokuratora

nahody storichchia (34+33-\-33) ikhnikh urodyn, iake vypovnylosia 9 travnia
1994 roku vid Rizdva Khrystovoho [Lviv: Kameniar, 1995], 116, 11. 1-12. Translated by
me with the assistance of Yaryna Yakubyak). The Bu-Ba-Bu volume is the first publica-

zibrani z

tion in

which

all

three of the Bubabists, and only they, are featured.

See Viktor Neborak, Litaiucha holova (Kyiv: Molod, 1990). The designated real
performers include Kost Moskalets, Viktor Morozov, and the Neborak Rock Band, headed
6.

by Neborak’s brother.

s

!
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^

— Bam

OTeii,b,

(^Ki HCBipHi

xoac 6yji;bTe mchI Bipni!

PHMH

B rOJIOBi!),

KOJiH AO cepij;a bxoahtb Bipmi

ajie

—

npCKpacHi, Hane Kpnjia rojiy6iB,
^Ki TOAi HaAii!..

3 pHTopHK i noexHK aKaACMin
na njiomy, sk na aho pIkh!

raiiAa

niACJiyxani y BHpi n,ijioAeHHiM,
xi

PHMH

— BMHxejiflM HaHcpeKip

(y BHHxejiiB, SAaexbCH, nepexip)!

A6 o

B nojia, iiK Ha sejieny npom,y

HHxaxH Bipmi xpaBaM
I

i

—

BixpaM!..

nocxapanxecb, a Bac Ay^ce npomy,

m,o6 MBip xHxi cjibosh bhxhpab,
m,o6 He6o, HaxHJiHBmncb, nacjiyxajio,
m,o6 saBme 6yB HaxxneHHHH cojiOBm...
XBajiy

BOSAaBmH nacoBi

SBipax

i

Oxoxc,

— Ha

ayxBajiy,

nacxyxiB 6jiarocjiOBixb!..

CBix, aa Ai-ao

— HapyBaxn!

AroB, Moi MajieHbKi Hopxeaaxa!^

The poet empowers his poems with the ability and mission to enchant
The fact that he calls them “little devils” accentuates Bu-Ba-Bu’
play with the idea that words have a demonic world-shattering potential. This
Faustian notion is a favourite theme in Andrukhovych’s exploration of the
the world.

Hey,

7.

that place
...
/

/ 1

but

am

little

your

/

devils!

father,

when poems

is!... //

bed!

my

/

From under my cloak

where blood and love do blush,
be faithful to me!

enter the heart

Away from

—

—

/

(oh,

to teach!) /

are

bound

—

//

into

in scrolls

what straying rhythms cloud the head!),

beautiful as if doves’

in the daily din

must have had too much

send you into the world

where passions and voids

academic rhetoric and poetics

Those rhymes overheard

teachers

/

I

/

/

—

/

wings

/

then what hope there

off to the square, like to the river

are not those heard

Or go

by teachers

/

(the

into the fields, like onto a green

poems to the grasses and the wind!... / And do your best, 1 beg
may wipe away quiet tears, / so the sky, bowing down, may listen
in, / so the nightingale may ever be inspired ...
Having praised time unduly, / go glorify
the animals and shepherds!... // And so, go forth, get to work, enchant! / Hey, my little

pilgrimage
of you,

devils!

/

/

to read

so the maple

(lurii

Andrukhovych, “Pisnia mandrivnoho spudeia”,

The example
of Yaryna Yakubyak.

roslyny [Ivano-Frankivsk: Lileia-NV, 1997], 4).

Translated by

me

with the assistance

in Ekzotychni

consists of the

ptakhy

i

whole poem.
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ritualistic

function of the carnival text. Neborak’s direct allusions to the dia-

bolical serve as reminders that the Devil

Rock Music and

is

a force to be reckoned with.

Culture as Late Twentieth-Century Incarnations of

Its

Carnival

Neborak believes
dies and

is

reborn.*

that carnival art

always exists although

Bu-Ba-Bu invoked

late twentieth-century

Ukraine, and

it

it

periodically

the everlasting spirit of carnival in

manifested

itself largely in the

form

of rock culture and music. Bu-Ba-Bu exploited this branch of world culture

when

it

adapted

its

philosophy of carnival and performance to contemporary

Ukraine. The “poet as rock star” repeatedly surfaces in Neborak’s

poems and

Andrukhovych’s prose. This example of Bu-Ba-Bu’ s emphasis on performance helps to explain the group’s unique presence on Ukraine’s current cultural scene.

poems

Several of Neborak’s

are experiments in the

the Ukrainian language. His “Prychynna” (The

of Taras Shevchenko’s well-known

poem

form and rhythm of

Madwoman)

is

a loose parody

of the same name. In

breaks up words into syllables that produce a rock-beat rhythm:

TH Hflem oflHa Miac

copoHKH HO cnm
Majiioem oni

jiijiiii

6ijii

ji,e

penaM
TH KopojieBa

fle

bijiiB

saxoAHm y xpaMH
BaJIBTbCB 6apMH
BOHH mKpedyTB nasy paMH

KOJiH

sa

HHMH

AedijiH

Ha Be

TH KopojieBa

cijuii

fle

6ijiiB

TeMnepaTypa

hjiioc

copoK

He npHBeflH mIh Bo^Ke
B

i“i

rapa ne Jioxce

cnaAae b Ay mi MopoK
rycTe bhho ra pane

8.

Neborak, “Kamaval v ukrainskii

literaturi,” 165.

it

Neborak
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a Kopojie Ba njiane
Hafl

pHJIOM no pO CilHHM

TH KOpOJICBa

fle

6ijiiB

TH-flH-Ka-KO pojieBa

TaHn,K)eMO b no Bixpi

A Mo:*:y no-BTO-PHXH
TH KOpOJICBa

fle

6ijiiB^

Similar experiments are found in his

“Bubon” (Drum) and,

as

we

poems “Khto ide?” (Who’s Coming?),
below, “Pisenka pro Lialiu-Bo” (A

shall see

Ditty ’bout Lialia-Bo):

JIbjib-Bo

spaHKy

Hfle

na po6o

AMyxae y xpy6y
i

BCAe 3a co6o

K)p-6y-6y

6y6y-iop-6y6y
iop6y

6o xpy6a b Jlajii-Bo
yKpaincBKa*°

The effects produced by these poems are similar to those produced by
poems written by the Ukrainian Futurist writers Mykhail Semenko and Heo

9.

you’re walkin’ alone through the

eyes for the

crumble behind them
the queen of re

chamber

a pig’s snout
the

wind

/

/

I

/

the temp’s

40

Celsius

CAN RE-PE-AT

/

/

tards

/

/

//

when you

hot wine

/

/

you paint your

enter temples

wed

the retards at a

don’t guide

/

falls off in the soul / thick

you’re the queen of re

//

tards

/

with their claws they scrape

tards

darkness

//

/

wearing white blouses

lilies /

you’re the queen of re

tre / es /

ding

me my Lord

/

//

you’re the queen of re

/

/

you’re

to her hot

but the queen’s cryin’

you-re-a-wi-ldqu e en

gates

/

/

over

we’re dancin’ in

tards (Viktor Neborak,

“Prychynna,” in Bu-Ba-Bu, 147). The example consists of the whole poem. Translated by

Michael M. Naydan.
10.
/

Lyalya-Bo

a throngbulong

/
//

in the

morning goes

a buthrongbulongbu

to
/

wor

one (Viktor Neborak, “Pisenka pro Lialiu-Bo,”

by Michael M. Naydan.

/

throng

puffs into her horn
//

in

/

leading behind er

for Lyalya-Bo’ s horn

Bu-Ba-Bu, 150,

11.

/ is

a Ukrainian

10-18). Translated
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Shkumpii. The difference

lies,

of course, in the fact that the Futurists’ rhyth-

mic inspiration did not come from rock music. Neborak taps into the

life

rhythms and youthful Eros captured by rock music and infuses his poems
with them.

Neborak has admitted

that

he and Andrukhovych consciously borrowed

elements of rock music and used them in their poems. This
to

is

not restricted

rhythm. The two writers directly addressed rock culture in their work.

Neborak’ s book Rozmova
a cycle of four
roll king.”

command
power

poems

According

around a character he

poems, a rock

star is a

calls the “rock’n’-

kind of god

who can

the masses: his long hair signifies freedom, and his music has the

world and

liberate its inhabitants."

not surprising that in his poetry of the late 1980s Neborak turned

rock

to the

sluhoiu (Conversation with a Servant) includes

to these

to transform the

It is

zi

that revolve

star.

For Soviet youth, as for youth throughout the world,

rock’n’roll represented rebellion and a celebration of emotional and physical

freedom. But for them rock culture had the added meaning of a symbol of
defiance because

it

was

a product of the capitalist West,

regime condemned. In independent

literary journals,

which the Soviet

which appeared with the

onset of Ukrainian independence, articles about Western rock bands were

Rock music
As

printed side by side with translations of Heidegger’s essays.

was important

for young, nationally conscious Ukrainian intellectuals.

Alexandra Hrycak pointed

out, “in the early stages of high-risk activism,

young nonconformist poets and rock

stars

were typical ideologues of

Ukrainian nationalism.”" The various festivals that took place in Ukraine
during this period featured rock bands and poets performing in front of

crowds

that

applauded anything that differed from and rejected the Soviet

Andrukhovych captured this period in his first novel, Rekreatsii
(Recreations), which is a literary parody of the cultural awakening of the late

past.

1980s and early 1990s.

11.

Viktor Neborak, “Os ide rok-n-rolnyi korol,” “Vystup rok-n-rolnoho korolia,”

“Prodovzhennia vystupu rok-n-rolnoho korolia. Bliuz,” and “Zakinchennia vystupu rok-nrolnoho korolia,”
1993).
12.

No

all in

Rozmova

page numbers are found

See, for example,

zi

sluhoiu (Ivano-Frankivsk: Akademiia Bu-Ba-Bu,

in this publication.

Chetver (Ivano-Frankivsk), no. 4 (1993).

Prokhasko’s translation of Heidegger’s

“Wozu

Dichter?” and lurko

It

includes lurii

Kokh and

Lozovy’s “Chomu sleidy krychut?” (Why Are the Slades Shouting?), an ode

Vitalii

to the British

rock band Slade.
13.

Alexandra Hrycak, “The Coming of ‘Chrysler Imperial’: Ukrainian Youth and

Rituals of Resistance,”

Harvard Ukrainian Studies

21, nos. 1-2 (1997): 81.
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In the novel, four

young Ukrainian poets converge on a small town in
While Neborak lauds

the Carpathian Mountains to take part in a festival.

rock

poems, Andrukhovych presents poets who see themselves

stars in his

as rock stars.

One

of them, Khomsky, has this image of himself: “Just right,

(Broadway

Khomsky,

a long, loose grey coat, a week’s stubble on the chin

style), hair

gathered in a ponytail, sunglasses circa 1965, a hat, just right, the

traveller,

rock

in his very

rock

stars,

poet,

star,

son of a bitch

and musician Khomsky,

Khoma

for short, this cool

bestowing upon provincial Chortopil the joy of a visitation

is

own

person.”^"^

The poets

in the novel generally

signing autographs for excited

young

girls

behave

like

and engaging in sex

and heavy drinking. The heroes of Andrukhovych’ s next two novels,

Moskoviada (The Moscoviad) and Perverziia (Perversion),

womanizing young
Ukrainian poet

is

poets.

According

to

no longer a humble servant of the people, but a

bohemian with the mass following of a rock

A Period of Literary

The 1990s:

are boozing

and

Andrukhovych, the contemporary
narcissistic

star.

Performances in

Ukraine
The 1990s were a “period of festivals” in Ukraine. From the inception
its members performed throughout Ukraine and abroad at

of Bu-Ba-Bu,
literary

own

evenings and cultural festivals, reciting their

forming

it

way

with popular musicians. In this

distinguishing poets

from rock

their influence to various

Literary Evenings

stars,

poetry or per-

they blurred the line

increased their popularity, and extended

branches of culture.

and a Poetry Opera
Kyiv organized by Les Taniuk and Ihor Rymaruk

Literary evenings in

were forums

at

which Ukraine’s

latest

his long

14.

“Restavratsiia” (Restoration),^^

Neborak reminiscences about

Institute of

Ukrainian Studies Press, 1998), 20.

Interestingly enough, representatives of the Ukrainian cultural establishment

reading public in Ukraine and abroad reacted to

way

parents in the

embraced

in the

West reacted

to the

Bu-Ba-Bu

and

in a fashion reminiscent of the

rock music and culture that their children

1950s and 1960s. They were appalled

at

what they saw as a predomi-

nance of obscenities and sex in Bu-Ba-Bu’ s writings and deemed
for Ukrainian culture. Like the aging rockers of the 1960s,

by erstwhile fans as being out of date and past
16.

as the

community. In

Yuri Andrukhovych, Recreations, trans. Marko Pavlyshyn (Edmonton and Toronto:

Canadian
15.

poem

known

generation of poets,

“eightiers,” introduced themselves to the Ukrainian cultural

its

Viktor Neborak, “Restavratsiia: lambichni

this to

Bu-Ba-Bu

be inappropriate
is

now

criticized

prime.

memuary

z

elementamy Bu-Ba-Bu,
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same

and, at the

time, parodies this period. Festivals such as Zolotyi

Homin^^ (Golden Echo)

in

1990 introduced Bu-Ba-Bu

to various Ukrainian

communities abroad.
In 1992 Bu-Ba-Bu, along with the Lviv Student Brotherhood and the
city’s artistic

community, organized the second Vyvykh

For three days the
beer, ate

Vyvykh

city

was run by

chocolates, and

its

festival in Lviv.**

bohemians: everyone drank Vyvykh

competed

in contests such as

“The Coolest

Hat,” “Drawing on Asphalt,” and “Painting on Cars.” For three nights the

poetry opera Kraisler Imperial (Chrysler Imperial)

was staged

at the

Lviv

Opera Theatre.
Directed by Serhii Proskumia, Kraisler Imperial was based on Bu-Ba-

Bu’ s poetry and prose.

was

It

inspired by an actual automobile that

claims to have seen in Kyiv, and
its

ideas. Its

it

drew on the works of

all

Neborak

three poets for

main characters were those of Andrukhovych’s

Rekreatsii.

It

included live censure from the audience (actors read letters criticizing Bu-Ba-

Bu

that

had appeared

in newspapers), a

“TV-man” who

the stage with a television set (showing a popular

occasionally circled

Mexican soap-opera)

strapped to his back, a recurring warning by a long-eared

coming of

singing songs set to
orchestra,

troll

about the

the Chrysler Imperial, a children’s and a professional choir

Bu-Ba-Bu

texts, ballet dancers, three

rock bands, a

full

and individual performances by each Bu-Ba-Bu member. Along

with carnival laughter, Proskumia presented the demonic side of ritual, which
the Bubabists conjure up in their writings. Although the opera
disjointed

and confusing,

it

was somewhat

and Vyvykh-’92 as a whole were probably the

best and fullest realization of

Bu-Ba-Bu’ s idea a

carnival.

Bu-Ba-Bu Poems as Song Lyrics
Vyvykh- ’90 marked the official launch of two Lviv rock bands that
would collaborate with Bu-Ba-Bu in creating a hybrid performance genre

known

as

sung poetry {spivana poeziia). For over ten years these bands,

Plach leremii and Mertvyi Piven, set Bu-Ba-Bu verses to music and per-

formed them before audiences

that otherwise

would not have come

in contact

with Bu-Ba-Bu poetry.*^ Both bands took part in Kraisler Imperial, and

chastyna druha

— epichna,”

in Kraisler Imperial, no.

6 (1996) of Chetver, 31-47.

The Bubabists criticized the lack of organization at this festival. See “Zolotohomoniada albo zh apolohiia Bu-Ba-Bu,” in Kraisler Imperial, 89-103.
17.

The word Vyvykh has several meanings in Ukrainian: sprain, dislocation, and
first Vyvykh festival was held in May of 1990 and the second in
October of 1992. I will refer to them as Vyvykh-’90 and Vyvykh-’92, respectively.
18.

avoidance of duty. The

19.

Both bands also wrote songs based on

their

own

texts

and on the

texts of other

s
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Taras Chubai, Plach leremii’s front man, wrote the opera’s overture, which

was inspired by Neborak’s poem “Vona pidnimaietsia, iak holova” (She
Rises like a Head), the final poem in the cycle “Henezys Litaiuchoi holovy:
Virshovane shou” (The Genesis of the Flying Head:

A

Versified Show).

Although Plach leremii and Mertvyi Piven have been the two main performers of Bu-Ba-Bu verses, the

was

the bard Viktor

Morozov,

first to set

them

to

music and perform them

a veteran of both the folk

and the rock stage

and a major figure in Ukrainian popular music in the 1970s and 1980s.

member

A

of one of Lviv’s underground cultural community of the 1970s,

which included the writers Oleh Lysheha, Mykola Riabchuk,
chuk and Hryhorii Chubai, and the

artist

lurii VynnyMorozov was an
member of the Ne

Orest lavorsky,

important link between the 1970s and 1980s.

He was

a

Zhurys cabaret group, which promoted Ukrainian national consciousness
throughout Ukraine just before the declaration of independence. Besides

Neborak’s and Andrukhovych’s verses, Morozov’s repertoire included songs
to the poetry of such

well-known Ukrainian poets as Pavlo Tychyna and

Olena Teliha. He inspired the younger generation of musicians

to

develop the

hybrid genre.

During

their first ten years of existence,

recorded over ten albums containing over

poems.
ther)
ly,

Many

Plach leremii and Mertvyi Piven
fifty

songs based on Bu-Ba-Bu

of these songs, such as “Klitka z panteroiu” (Cage with a Pan-

and “Hryfon” (Gryphon) in Plach leremii’s repertoire based, respective-

on Neborak’s and Andrukhovych’s verses, and “Potsilunok” (The Kiss),

“Shabadabada,” and “Favstove sviato” (Faust’s Feast) in Mertvyi Piven’
repertoire based, respectively,

poems, have become radio

on Neborak’s,

hits;

and

at

Irvanets’s,

and Andrukhovych’s

concerts fans sing

them

in unison

with the bands’ vocalists. Both bands have performed Bu-Ba-Bu texts in

North America and Western Europe, and

their

albums have sold well outside

OKh, and the
Neborak Rock Band, have performed alongside Plach leremii, Mertvyi Piven,
and Morozov at many festivals in Ukraine at which Andrukhovych, Irvanets,
Ukraine. Other Lviv bands, such as Pamiatky arkhitektury,

and Neborak have read

their works.

After Vyvykh-’92 Neborak joined forces with Oleksander Bohutsky, the

manager of Plach

leremii, to organize a series of cultural happenings in Lviv

called “Reberetatsiia” (Reburial). Inspired partly

poets, including those of Propala

Hramota

and, in the case of Plach leremii, of the late

Hryhorii Chubai (the father of the band’s leader).
repertoire is based

on

texts

based on Irvanets’s poems.

by the reinterment of the

However a major portion of their
by Neborak and Andrukhovych. Mertvyi Piven has two songs
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remains of Cardinal losyf Slipy, “Reberetatsiia” consisted of rock concerts

and

literary

evenings in Lviv and included a two-day celebration of “Bu-Ba-

Bu’s centenary” in

May

1994.^®

On

the

first

day

all

of the mentioned bands

performed only songs that were based on Bu-Ba-Bu

Andrukhovych,

Irvanets,

and Neborak read

their

The day ended

texts.

with a three-hour rock concert sung to Bu-Ba-Bu poetry.

poems

On

the second day

at the

Theatre to the accompaniment of keyboardist and one-time

member

lurii

Lviv Drama

Ne Zhurys

Saienko.

The Bubabists as Rock Stars

Bu-Ba-Bu’s performances during Vyvykh-’92 inspired the poets
one more step in

fulfilling their rock- star

to take

image by performing on stage with

the bands that used their verses.

For Neborak
his reading of his
to the

this

took the form of the rock band Neborok. Inspired by

poem “Pisenka

pro pana Bazia” (A Tune about Mr. Bazo)

background music of the Neborak Rock Band

(a

Lviv group led by

Neborak’ s younger brother Sashko) in Kraisler Imperial, Neborak decided
rock band himself. The idea behind Neborok was that Neborak
would read or sing his poems backed by a group composed of members of
several Lviv bands that had worked with his poetry. Neborok only performed
to front a

a

few concerts, including one during the “Reberetatsiia”

cycle.

A

studio

album, Strakhitlyvi urodyny (The Frightful Birthday), featuring fifteen
experimental compositions that forego melody in favour of accentuating the

rhythmic elements of Neborak’ s poetry, was recorded. The poems in

this

some of Neborak’ s most notorious poetic characters, who
the album to celebrate their creator’s birthday. By manipu-

recording represent

come

together in

lating

Neborak’ s voice

in various

ways, the recording technicians maintain

when the poet reads his poem
“Monoloh pid zavisu” (A Monologue before the Curtain Call) sans
background music. Neborock reached its peak in 1994 at the Altematyva
(Alternative) music festival in Lviv. Covered only with body paint, the
group’s musicians provided a steady heavy backbeat as Neborak pranced
around the stage waving a staff crowned by a sculpture of his (flying) head.
a horror- show atmosphere to the very end,

This

ritualistic

performance and the macabre Strakhitlyvi urodyny can be

demonic side of the Bu-Ba-Bu carnival.
Andrukhovych too has performed his texts with musicians, but only as
one-time events. During Bu-Ba-Bu’s centenary Plach leremii played its interviewed

as explorations of the

20. Neborak turned thirty-three on that day. At the time, the sum of the three Bu-Ba-Bu
members’ ages was one hundred; hence the “centenary.”
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pretation of his

poem

“Samiilo Nemyrych, avantumyk, posadzhenyi za gvalt

u vezhu, samomu sobi” (Samiilo Nemyrych, Troublemaker, Imprisoned
a

Tower

for Rape, to Himself) with

Andrukhovych’s major foray

into rock

Andrukhovych singing

in

the vocals.

performance occurred with Mertvyi

Piven in 1994. At the time the band was recording

its

third album,

Pidzemnyi

zoo (Underground Zoo), a highly conceptual work composed almost entirely
around some of Andrukhovych’s poems that explore the circuslike existence
of an underground society.

poem

It

“Indiia” (India) over a

includes Andrukhovych’s reading of his long

George Russell instrumental jazz

which

track,

introduces a Beat element into the album. Then, at a concert held at the Lviv

Circus as part of Neborak’s “Reberetatsiia” cycle, Mertvyi Piven performed

new songs based on Andrukhovych’s
made from a map, read “Indiia.”

its

in a coat

Piven performed together
Is

Sung Poetry Faithful

to

at the

texts

and Andrukhovych, dressed

Later Andrukhovych and Mertvyi

Bardentreffen Festival in Nuremberg.

Poetry?

why Neborak and Andrukhovych were

There are several reasons

involved in the above-mentioned projects. The carnival
in their writings resurfaced in the 1990s.

works expanded from readings
festivals

to

As

spirit

they invoked

the performance of their poetic

rock-group repertoires and centrepieces of

and “happenings,” an interweaving of

art

forms took place. At that

point the two poets began wondering whether their

poems were being

properly interpreted and their original meaning was being preserved. Neborak

expressed this concern by concluding the Neborok recording with an

unaccompanied solo reading of

his

poem “Monoloh

pid zavisu,” which

contains the assertion “words exist on their own.”
It is

true that in

some examples of sung poetry

the text

becomes second-

ary to the music. In such instances the songs are primarily tunes inspired by

Bu-Ba-Bu poems rather than interpretations of them. In some cases, however,
poems benefit from being performed as rock songs. A case in point is

the

poem

Plach leremii’s rendition of Neborak’s “Klitka z panteroiu,” a
sexual metaphors.
in the

When

roles being

girls,

the

poem

took on a theatrical aspect:

it

defined the

performed by both the musicians and the audience.

Both Andrukhovych and Neborak have stated

that their texts

always benefit form being performed as songs. Neborak addressed
directly in his section of the

1995 anthology

the section sarcastically titled “Shliagery” (Hits),
his

of

hands of the playboy covets choice sounds” in front of a crowd of

screaming teenage

lem

full

the band’s guitarist/singer sang the line “the guitar

poems

that

have become the

to reclaim his verses as

poems.

lyrics

titled

do not

this

prob-

Bu-Ba-Bu. There, in

which features several of

of popular rock songs, Neborak tried

Mark Andryczyk
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The Bubabists

however, that without the help of musicians

realized,

their

performance ambitions would not have been reahzed on the scale that they
were.

The poets shaped

this

phenomenon by pinpointing

poetry and rock music and inserting their
points. In their essays, both

modem

the intersections of

version of carnival at these

Andmkhovych and Neborak have

expressed grati-

tude to their musician colleagues. In “Pisnia pro pivnia” (A Song about a
Rooster), which

Andmkhovych
and

sister

was

written in honour of Mertvyi Piven’s tenth anniversary,

stated that he sees the group’s

members

as his

younger brothers

and praised them for rejecting the demands of the music industry and

not committing

artistic suicide.

Reaffirming the group’s role in the “era of

he concluded by singhng out the 1990s as “our decade.”^^

festivals,”

Neborak’ s unpublished essay “Komentar do zvuku” (A Commentary to

Sound) praised Plach leremii for

“instilling

an important meaning into music

and poetry while remaining a rock group.”^^ In a longer essay, “Lvivskyi

muzychno-poetychnyi syndrom” (The Lviv Musical-Poetic Syndrome),

show business and implored Lviv’s
The obvious reference
to his past success as a producer of cultural festivals was a call to retain the
purity of the carnival as a celebration for the benefit of the mass audience
rather than a corporation or a politician. This was a premonition of the end
Neborak explored
musicians not to

the infrastmcture of

sell

out to corporate sponsorship.^^

of the carnival era in Ukraine. Turning to the relationship between rock

music and poetry, Neborak proclaimed that the

He

Word

existed before Music.

concluded; “Rock’n’roll renews rhythm's right to musicalize. Meanwhile

poetry, in

its

search for audibility, unearths meanings. Their vectors intersect

above Lviv.” Although Bu-Ba-Bu was

at the centre

of and one of the major

driving forces of the 1990s cultural revival in Western Ukraine,

one component of

Bu-Ba-Bu

it

was but

it.

as the Centre of a Cultural

Without the ideological backing, creative

Bu-Ba-Bu’ s three members,

Phenomenon
and

ideas,

cultural life in the first

of

literary talents

decade of Ukrainian

independence would not have maintained the camivalized, festive quality that
defined

it.

The Bubabists reverted

to the socio-cultural

21.

Piven

to

an old

literary

concept and applied

environment that existed in Western Ukraine and

lurii

Andrukhovych, “Pisnia pro pivnia.”

web

site, at

I

retrieved this essay

from the Mertvyi

<www.city.lviv.ua/mertvyjpiven>.

22.

Viktor Neborak, “Komentar do zvuku.” Unpublished document.

23.

Viktor Neborak, “Lvivskyi muzychno-poetychnyi syndrom,” in

3 (1997): 57-61.

it

its

Nova

khvylia, no.
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Lviv during the years surrounding Ukraine’s achievement of

“capital”

independence. The timing and location could not have been better. Through
their self-promoting
literary

and aggressive pursuit of the spotlight and

their use of

performance as a means of ritualizing mass action, Andrukhovych,

Neborak, and Irvanets managed not only to establish themselves as public

and animate

figures in Ukrainian society, but also to unearth

decades of underground Ukrainian culture in various creative

The members of

were very

the 1970s Lviv underground

at least

two

fields.

influential in

providing the Bubabists with an example of creating without compromise in
the face of government censorship and harassment.
for these

of cultural achievements outside the Soviet bloc.

artifacts

Union began crumbling,
to

make

the

young

writers of

mentors

as

to prohibited

When

Bu-Ba-Bu were

the Soviet

in a position

a powerful statement in the sphere of Ukrainian literature and

Many

popular culture.

of their successes could not have been possible

without the support of the writers,
prior years,
fruition

They acted

young men during the 1980s by providing access

had

built

up

and fed the carnival

Bu-Ba-Bu’ s colleagues
of individuals
artists lurii

who

artists,

musicians, and organizers who, in

the creative energy that drove
its

members conjured

in Lviv’s creative scene

Bu-Ba-Bu’ s ideas

to

up.

were a

tightly knit

group

often collaborated on creative projects. Lviv’s visual

Kokh, Volodymyr Kaufman, and Volodymyr Kostyrko were

instrumental in designing various

Litaiucha holova

is

Bu-Ba-Bu

publications (Kokh’s design of

a fine example of a visual “performance” of a poetic

text)

and providing visual continuity for Bu-Ba-Bu’ s

The

visual art-music-literature triangle

is

literary

performances.

completed by the same

artists’

design of most of the album covers for the aforementioned Lviv musicians

Viktor Morozov, Plach leremii, and Mertvyi Piven. Together these

women formed the

structure of

men and

what was Bu-Ba-Bu’ s primary launching pad

of ideas. The members of this Lviv cultural scene are cross-referenced in
paintings, texts,

and thank-you

subject not only of

lists.

The scene

as a

whole has been the

Bu-Ba-Bu’ s nostalgic publications, such as Kraisler

Imperial (designed by

Kokh and

Olia Pohribna-Kokh) and Neborak’ s book

of interviews, reviews, portraits, and essays Povemennia v Leopolis (The

Return to Leopolis, 1998, designed by Kostyrko), but also of

lu.

Tszy’s

essay “Drabyna v nebo” (Stairway to Heaven).

Tszy [pseud, of lurko Kokh], “Drabyna v nebo,” Suchasnist, 1994, no. 6:
title is a reference to a Led Zeppelin song is another example
of the importance of rock culture in Ukraine at that time.
24.

lu.

142-57. The fact that the
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Bu-Ba-Bu was a manifestation of

In a sense

the talents and energies of

a whole group of similar-minded ereative individuals

who found

in a position to ereate freely in an independent Ukraine.
efforts

were

cultural

The

themselves

results of their

and projects that realized the seemingly

events

impossible creative ambitions of Andrukhovych, Irvanets, and Neborak.

Supported by a wide circle of fellow writers and
to transform the written

the

dawn of

creative

word

freedom

into a

artists,

Bu-Ba-Bu was

able

camivalesque performance celebrating

in Ukraine.

Conclusion
The

cultural

and pohtical

critic

Mykola Riabchuk acknowledged

that,

thanks to their commitment to performance, the Bubabists were responsible for
the popularization of contemporary Ukrainian literature

According

to

Riabchuk, the Bubabists accomplished

more than anyone
this

else.

by “transforming

evenings of poetry into theatrical shows with effective personal recitations,

good

and the appropriate inclusion of popular rock groups.”^^ The

direction,

Ukrainian writer Viacheslav Medvid, a frequent opponent of the Bubabists on
hterary issues, also admitted that “what

I

was

able to accomplish through sweat

and blood the Bubabists carried out easily and even joyfully.

I

love them for

The Bu-Ba-Bu phenomenon I have described was but one facet of
Ukrainian culture in the 1990s. However locahzed its sphere of influence may
have been, it was an important component of post-Soviet Ukrainian culture.
that.”^^

The

exultant “era of festivals” in Ukraine

recreate

is

over, and today

organizational and creative success.

its

And

it is

impossible to

yet the Bubabists have

continued to pursue the idea of hterary performance, albeit in more modest and
sober ways.

From time

to time they

have

still

performed as a

trio:

in April

1998 they commemorated the second centenary of pirated pubhcation
Ukraine (the unofficial publication of Ivan Kotharevsky’s Eneida in
Petersburg). In

2000 Andrukhovych celebrated

in
St.

his fortieth birthday in Lviv’s

Lialka cafe by providing samples of the cuisine detailed in Perverziia's banquet
scenes. Since

monthly
at

December 1995 Neborak has organized and hosted

literary

evenings

titled Tretie tysiacholittia

which Ukrainian writers read

their texts.

a series of

(The Third MiUennium),

Thus the Bubabists have continued

providing hterature with opportunities to spring from the printed page and have

continued giving an impetus to public cultural celebration.

25.

Mykola Riabchuk, “Shyroka populiamist u vuzkomu

koli,” Polityka

i

kultura

(Kyiv), 1999, no. 12: 40-1.
26.

Viacheslav Medvid, “Ego

1999, no.

1:

120-36.

sum

rex

Romanus

et supra

grammatieos,” Svito-Vyd

,
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Erotic Assemblages: Field Research,

Palimpsests, and

What

Lies Beneath

Maryna Romanets
The recent
tarian

proliferation of discourses concerned with sexuality in post-totali-

Ukraine

is

indicative partly of a literary

fiction that has captivated

vogue for “erotomaniac”

Western fin-de-siecle culture

in the process of

recurrent contestation, rearticulation, and redefinition of gender norms, roles,

and boundaries. This erotic polyvalence in Ukrainian textual production
also partly geared toward the dissolving of cultural stereotypes

the fictionality of existing codes of morality, for eroticism
to a considerable degree,

inherited

regime.

a force capable,

is

of undermining certain hierarchical formations

by the Ukrainian

The new

is

and revealing

from the previous authoritarian

cultural space

discursive practices can be regarded as counter-reactions

both to the systematized social repression of the body in the sterilized Soviet
society, in

sanitized

by

which the domains of “pleasure” were prescribed and thoroughly

by the

state,

and to the ideological “kenosis” persistently promoted

socialist-realist literature.

By way

of example, a depressingly monotonous

stream of “positive” characters in the Soviet literary canon whose libido was
channelled exclusively into the construction of

communism

has profoundly

eroded any comfortable sense of the body in the sphere of representations
that constitute social identity. Furthermore, as

while

it

is

Homi

K. Bhabha points out,

theorized in post-colonial terms, “the body

is

always simulta-

neously inscribed in both the economy of pleasure and desire and the econ-

omy

of discourse, domination and power.” The discovery and investigation
^

of the formerly untrodden ambivalent terrains of desiring bodies are being

1.

Homi

K. Bhabha, “The Other Question: Difference, Discrimination and the

Discourse of Colonialism,” in Literature, Politics, and Theory: Papers from the Essex
Conference, 1976-84, ed. Francis Barker et

al.

(New York: Methuen,

1986), 150.
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represented in a wide range of eontemporary literary practices that are

breaking political, social, and cultural injunctions to silence on the issues of

Through a comparative cross-gender analysis of Oksana Zabuzh-

sexuality.

ko’s short novel Polovi doslidzhennia z ukrainskoho seksu (Field Research
in Ukrainian Sex, 1996), lurii Izdryk’s short novel Votstsek

and

(Wozzeck, 1997),

Pokalchuk’s prose collection Te, shcho na spodi (What Lies

lurii

Beneath, 1998),

I

shall

examine the ways

in

which these

texts

work

against

cultural fixities.

The

controversial reception of Zabuzhko’s novel, generated by the

insulted virtue of (post)-Soviet neo-puritans, can be described as a miniature

copy of the notoriety once surrounding D. H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s
Lover. However, the intellectual immaturity of her attackers and the absence

of laws and regulations on the basis of which the author could have been

charged with pornography and obscenity saved her work from being removed

from bookstore and
explicitly erotic

ko’s search for

library

autonomous subject of
account of a

Polovi doslidzhennia

same time

is

the

first

erotic desire is presented through a fictionalized

between the genres of novel

real-life affair that blurs the line

and life-writing by
the

shelves.

work in Ukrainian literature written by a woman. Zabuzhthe power of self- articulation by positioning herself as an

it is

its

sophisticated manipulation of reality into fiction.

a discourse on

the experience that informs

what Freud

women’s

calls

“common

At

unhappiness,”

writings and lives at large. In one of

her interviews Zabuzhko speaks about the complete identification of her

Ukrainian

women

concludes:

“it

not to your

readers aged twenty-five to sixty with her heroine and

suddenly appears that you somewhat mystically apply sound

own words

many thousands

but to those of

beings

who

all: all

that is not expressed in

of specific living

suffered and largely remained silent, as if they did not exist at

words very quickly sinks

giving voice to something, you allow

it

to exist.”^

into oblivion.

By

Thus her character’s

personal psychodrama represents the wider societal scheme of repressive control

imposed through discipline and punishment.

By

representing pain in her erotic explorations,

accepts the century-old view that

masochism

is

Zabuzhko seemingly

natural to

women. This

nine-

teenth-century myth, theoretically substantiated by Freud’s concept of “femi-

nine masochism” and developed by a

number of

his successors into the

straightforward assertion of women’s biological predisposition to masochistic

2.

at

Oksana Zabuzhko, “Where There Are

No

Knights, a Robber Baron Will Turn Up,”

www.day.kiev.ua/DIGEST/1999/28/culture/cul- 1 .htm.
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behaviour,^ has been instrumental in homogenizing

women

into a category

and assigning them invariant social functions. By rationalizing and “medicalizing” the prevailing sexual division of social roles and the supporting

myths

of women’s passivity in social and sexual relations, the psychiatric profession

has been promoting the existing models of sexuality, gender, and power. In

framework masochism has become

this

a central ideological construct in the

production of a feminine stereotype that provides a zone where conflicting

male fantasies and phobias are evicted, and

it

turns thereby into a site of

pleasure and anxiety.

On
the

the one hand, Zabuzhko’s protagonist

masochism

authoritarian state.

bodies of

seems

to re-enact obsessively

which Soviet society has been schooled so well by the

in

The system oriented toward absolute
which was established through the

subjects,

its

control over the
political technol-

ogies of victimization, successfully inculcated a deeply rooted and wide-

spread attitude of submissiveness toward authority and a tendency toward
self-defeating

and self-destructive behaviour. Paradoxically, under the Soviet

regime the whole country had engaged in masochistic
as if

it

had signed an implicit

definition of

activities for decades,

social contract based

masochism, according

to

which the

on the Deleuzian

rights of

one party and the

obligations of the other are neither disputed nor subject to revisions.'^ In the

sphere of gender, a reverent attitude to authority involved a certain type of

male chauvinism. The trampled and crippled male ego
for

its

impotency

ing, denigrating,

in relation to the prevailing

power

and subjugating women. From

tried to

structures

compensate

by victimiz-

this particular point

of view,

Polovi doslidzhennia z ukrainskoho seksu reveals the mechanisms by which
cultural

models of domination and subordination are shaped and projected

onto the relationships between the sexes in their most deeply ingrained

form

—heterosexual gender

The novel

roles.

the sexually codified violence that
ation they

seem

to accept.

“how domination

is

also presents a pattern both of

many women

Zabuzhko’s

suffer

and of the victimiz-

text is instrumental in understanding

anchored in the hearts of the dominated,” to use Jessica

Benjamin’s expression,^ and

why

Zabuzhko’s character emphasizes

being a woman—
—automatically

especially in Ukraine, as

fixes positional roles.

By

3. See John K. Noyes, The Mastery of Submission: Inventions of Masochism (Ithaca
and London: Cornell University Press, 1997), 16-17.

4.

See Gilles Deleuze, “Coldness and Cruelty,” in his Masochism,

(New York: Zone Books,
5.

trans.

Jean McNeil

1991), 91-3.

The Bonds of Love: Psychoanalysis, Feminism, and the Problem of Domination

(New York: Pantheon Books,

1988), 5.

.
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delineating

them along

cally grants

women

men

the gender axis, male-supremacist culture automati-

exclusive rights to define and control and consigns a

submission and acquiescence to brutality: “this fucking depend-

to

ency deposited in the body like a delayed-action
ence

this

...

need

bomb

.

.

.

unindepend-

this

melt into a damp, splattering clay pounded into the

to

surface of the earth.”^

The author

sees the roots of

women’s subjugation not

only in her society’s misogyny but also in men’s subservience under colonial

and

totalitarian

rule,

which emasculates them and thus subsumes the

colonized into already existing gender relations. Under these conditions the
authoritarian oppressive practices are re-directed against

women

exactly

mimicking the colonial scenario of mastery and submission. The protagonist
explains her acquiescence in her lover’s violence and her acceptance of their

abusive relationship by the context of socio-cultural experiences shared by
that particular stratum of

women who

identify themselves with Ukrainian

subaltemity, not with the ideologically concocted and zealously promoted

“Soviet people” into which

all

USSR

constitutive nations of the

were

methodically homogenized:

we were brought up by guys who were fucked in every way from all
we were screwed by the same kind of guys, and
in both cases

later

...

to us the

And

...

same thing

we

that

was done

them by the

to

sides

. .

they did

others, the foreign guys[.]

accepted them and loved them as they are, for not accepting them

would mean taking the side of the others, the foreign ones[.]... [T]hus the only
choice we had and still have is between the victim and the torturer: between
non-being and being-that-kills[.]^

On

the other hand, Zabuzhko’s protagonist does not invariably occupy

one and the same position in the pain-seeking scenario. She
object relations, thus destabilizing them, and

moves

shifts subject-

freely along the “sub-

mission-mastery” axis. She alternates between a laughing witch-dominatrix

and a sexual slave

at the other

end of the “whip.” The protagonist’s body

is

bruised and scarred by the male’s desire for power. Yet she remains a strong

6.
flii,

3

“I3 nieio 6jTHj];cbKOK) sajiejKHicTW 3aKJiaa,eHoio b tIjio,
,

rjiHHy,

BTOBveny b noBepxmo

aeMJii ...” (Oksana Zabuzhko, Polovi doslidzhennia z

ukrainskoho seksu [Kyiv: Zhoda, 1996],
7.

18).

noriM
3 ycix KinniB
o6ox BnnanKax bohh po6hjih 3 naMH re, ino
hhmh? I
mh npHHMajm n jik)6hjih ix xaioiMH, hk
OBHauaJIO 6 CTaTH HO CTOpOHi THX, HyjKHX?... [GJnH-

“[H]ac pocTHJiH MyacHKH, o6no6aHi HK-TijiBKH-MOJKna

Taxi caMi

MyxHKn nac

imni, nysci

BOHH

hk 6oM6a cnoBijitneHoi

HecaMOCTiHHicTK) nieio, 3 norpedoio neperonjiioBaTHCL na Borxy, xjnmaBy

e,

Tpaxajin,

MyacmcH po6hjih

60 He npHHHHTH

HHH Ham
HedyxxHM

IX

BHdip, othcc, 6yB
i

3

i

...

...

b

.

.

.

i
aajiHmaeTbCH
6yxxHM-HKe-B6HBae?” (ibid., 140).

—

ivieacH

^cepxBOio

i

xaxoM:

iviixc
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woman and

is

seen by her partner as a violator of his male sovereignty,

because her behaviour does not comply with his ideas of masculine and
feminine roles. This perception results in what sexologists
impotence.

He

penis

functioning

with

equated

is

psychoanalytical canon, his identity
ual

economy of

According

absence.

its

to

the

defined by the phallic and heterosex-

is

lack both on the psychological and physical performative

Simultaneously, he suffers the castration trauma that

level.

psychogenic

call

experiences a metaphorical form of castration, for a non-

characteristic

is

of the dispersed and dislocated subjectivities of the colonized.

The

protagonist’s erotic vibes are perceived by her artist-lover as threat-

ening and destructive because his maleness cannot take them

in.

For him the

source of her intimidating female essence are her genitalia; hence he attempts

domination by repeated frenzied assaults on her vagina

to maintain his

He

during their quasi-gynecological erotic games.

sees the vagina as a

devouring vortex and a locus of fecundity that exists and functions separately

from the

rest

of the body, as well as a contending counterpart to his

reproductive organ and thus subject to castration. However, the psychological
shape-shifting

of Zabuzhko’s heroine and her transformation from an

enduring object of offensive desires into a laughing witch that results in the
reversal of

They

power dynamic

terrorize

witchcraft

men by

according

that,

aligns her with traditional castrating females.

their

to

vagina dentata, a core area of practical
the

definition

in

the

notorious

Malleus

Maleficarum (1486), deprives “man of his virile member,”* the “loftiest” of
male possessions, which under the homosocial order has become a symbol
of power, an instrument of appropriation, and a weapon.
protagonist,

who

passivity, pain

desexualizes

acts out her desires through

By

portraying the

swings between aggression and

and pleasure, and domination and submission, the author

men and

resexualizes

women.

Zabuzhko’s representation of female
discursive territory previously presided

erotic

subjectivity invades the

by neutered, sexless males under the

Soviet hygienic moral code. Her articulation of sexuality deterritorializes
desire

by questioning the imperatives and postulates of

social structures that

support and encourage negative attitudes to any form of sexual self-

expression in every possible way. Her protagonist of the novel

and victimizer. This

is

typical of moral

masochism, which

is

tant with the yearning to construct a different cultural order.

is

both victim

often concomi-

Such a drive

for

change, which acknowledges intensities and contradictions of desire, sets

8.

Charles Alva Hoyt, Witchcraft, 2d ed. (Carbondale and Edwardsville; Southern

Illinois

University Press, 1989), 50-1.
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Zabuzhko’s
their

text against repressive constructions of

human

subjects and of

gender and social relations.

The novel’s minimalist plot provides a strategically limited space for her
which desire is obstructed, drained, and left unfulfilled.
The bond that links desire to pain and numbness is made explicit by the
narrative of desire in

author. In the aftermath of her love affair, the protagonist

end

trancelike indifference, as if pain and fixation always

out of

self.

Her hollowed body

power-obsessed

artist:

turns into a

human canvas

—

long!!!)

left

in a

emptying

for a brutal,

“calves ornamented like a map, with an archipelago

of multi-hued, reddish and brownish, scaly and shelled blots

bums

is

in the

—

scars, cuts,

a visually presented history of the nine-month-long (yes, nine-month-

mad

love that turned into sheer madness.”^

A

sadistic draftsman,

he

produces his graph of dominance-seeking masculinity in which violence

becomes

the other face of power.

Similarly to Zabuzhko’s cathartic passage through pain, in Izdryk’s Votstsek the pained
vacillates:

centred.

now

body becomes a conduit through which Wozzeck’s
felt,

now numb, now

self,

now

other,

now

identity

dispersed,

now

The novel transposes and transforms Georg Buchner’s drama Woy-

zeck (written 1836, published 1879) and the libretto of Alban Berg’s opera

Wozzeck (1925), which was based on it. Both of these works depicted the
poor soldier driven mad by regimental sadism,

tragic disintegration of a

medical experimentation, and his mistress’s
is

infidelity. Izdryk’s appropriation

not confined to the surface stmcture of the precursor

text:

he plumbs

its

own way

of

deeper levels. As Deleuze and Guattari write, Buchner has his
travelling

and moving: “proceeding from the middle, through the middle,

coming and going
start

from ground

rather than starting

and

He

finishing.

never

tries to

zero, to seek a beginning or foundation in accordance with

a conception that

is

methodical, pedagogical, initiatory, and symbolic.

Deleuze and Guattari emphasize

that ''[bjetween things

does not designate

a localized relation going from one thing to the other and back again, but a

perpendicular direction, a transversal

i

movement

that

sweeps one and the

9. “[JI]htkh posnauLKOBano, hk Many, apxinejiaroM pisnoTOHHHX, nepBOHHCTHX
dpynaTHHX, JiycKaxnx i sjiymennx njiaM
uipaMH, nopian, oniKH, naBin

—

npeflCTaBJiena icxopia ^leB’iixHMicaHHOi (axoac, fleB’axHMicanHoi!

BHHniJia
10.

— npaBflHBa madness” (Zabuzhko, Polovi doslidzhennia,

Gilles

1987), 25.

!)

mad love,

ia

axoi

14).

A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and SchizoMassumi (Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press,

Deleuze and Felix Guattari,

phrenia, trans. Brian

!
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other away, a stream without beginning or end that undermines

its

banks and

picks up speed in the middle.

Izdryk also subjects his novel to various erosions, conflicting trajectories,
flows, and motions, as metaphorically described in the chapter titled “Velyka

becomes exposed

voda” (The Great Water). His

text

sweeps away everything on

way, “instantaneously changing the landscape,

its

creating ravines and precipices

on

its

to a violent current that

sonmambulistic and shifting banks.

His narrative vectors stretch in multiple directions, creating an intricate

zome

which the author manoeuvres by moving between

in

rhi-

things, establish-

ing a logic of the “and,” neglecting the foundations, and alleviating endings

and beginnings.

The same

fluidity

tion of desire.

“Who

can be seen

Both seem

both Buchner’s and Izdryk’ s representa-

does not feel in the flows of his desire both the lava and the

which

water

refers to every person in

impended. Izdryk’ s narrative

summer

the

in

respond to the question posed in Anti- Oedipus,

to

is

whom

erotic heat.

painful

Wozzeck and A.

and gardens. With

An
opposed

if

the

summer’s

to the

solar energy

that meticulously delineates the routes of

embody

fields

and flowers

and fifty-one-night-long hedonistic

the transitoriness of their infatuation.

essential feature of the representation of desire in

Votstsek,

as

deeply entrenched tendency in patriarchal society to essenti-

woman and

her body,

turns into the

to

not

from Zabuzhko’s

their suggestive erotic connotations, fruits

the desire, as

is

body of the

through which male identity (be
as

all

(so different

and berries accompanied by aromas of the

turn the Other into oneself.”

body

map

part of the lovers’ fifty-two-day-

love rites and also

alize

chart a

map-making experiences)

their desire with flowers

become

is

spent with his beloved. His reflections develop into a carefully

selected sensual herbarium that has absorbed

and

the flow of desire

centred on Wozzeck’s nostalgic memories of

Marko Pavlyshyn

observes, “to

In the phallogocentric canon, the female
other, a point of reference
it

and rationale

sexual, cultural, or national) is defined,

emphasize paradoxically the residual or secondary nature of

masculinity

that

needs a well-developed intellectual, institutional,

and

11.

Ibid., 25.

12.

“[MJhttgbo 3MimoK)HH JiaHfluiachT, yxBopioiOHH Kpyni xa ypBHiua na cboix
i pyxJiHBHX beperax” (Izdryk, Votstsek [Lviv; Lileia-NV, 1997], 39).

coMHabyjiiHHHX
13.
tory,

Quoted by Klaus Theweleit, Male Fantasies,
trans.

Steven

Conway

in

collaboration

vol.

1,

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987), 249.
14.

Women, Floods,

Bodies, His-

with Erica Carter and Chris Turner

“‘Votstsek’” Izdryka,” Suchasnist, 1998, no. 9; 110.
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political apparatus to legitimize itself

grounded

becomes

in

which

thrive. Izdryk’s

in his longing to

to experience the undifferentiated

myth of

desire

is

merge with A. completely.

Oneness of a man and a woman,

his identity, split into separate particles

But

lacks.

Whole

the quest for the

He wants

and

Oneness, which does not presuppose subject-object division but

and

layers, so desperately

his yearning for the erasure of the boundaries

between the

self

and

the other fails because his all-consuming feeling and vertiginous passion,

which

is far

more than a sexual

drive in pursuit of immediate gratification

of desire in the banahty of orgasm, become obtrusive and burdensome for A.

Wozzeck’s romantically

fleshless love for A. is

framed into a vision of

the fragmented consciousness. In his attempt to give

and invisible

—

to dreams, reveries, desires,

form

and fears

—

to the formless

the author brings

various experiential layers together: they collapse into each other in the

vortex of reality and mind, dream and reality, reality and fiction, past and
present.

Wozzeck’s hypnologic experiences and parapraxes

are

no

less real

than the external, “objective” world. They extend their hold both beyond and
within the diffused borders of dreams and draw into their circuit different
participants, their emanations, doubles, personality-shifters, bodies,

and voices, either

in

memories,

an eruption of hypnagogic images or in the delusional

readings of the world in paranoia. Here belongs Miriam, an illusory, multifaceted transmogrifier in Wozzeck’s world of ceaseless metamorphoses. She
is

one

either

woman

with multiple personalities, or several

women who

merge into one body: Miriam- why-I-do-not-come-with-my-husband, Miriamblessed-virgin-of-salty-vertebra, Miriam-golden-throat.

who

is

As opposed

associated with the sublime sphere and provokes

Miriam, a

surrealistic

not arouse his desire.

mad

to A.,

passion,

bundle of flesh from the domains of physiology, does

He

“takes” her wearily, and she avenges

him with

a

tempestuous orgasm accompanied by “an abundance of pungent miasmas that

emanate from her together with convulsions.”^^
with a pointed nose, and
scale; its

now

amorphous mass

image of infinite
his “reality”

fills

flexibility.

Now

she

is

a young witch

her body becomes enormously exaggerated in

Wozzeck’s room completely and becomes an

While Miriam

and his hallucinatory

state,

easily crosses the border

with

its

between

chimerical assemblages of

things that are normally separate. A., always exquisitely beautiful, stays

model of perfection
away effortlessly like

ostensibly fixed in the zone of his “sanity,” an adorable

and provocateur of his madness who appears and

drifts

a mirage.

15.

“[P]acHOTOK) aflYMHX MiasMiB,

dryk, Votstsek, 28).

mo BHXOflaTt is He'i pasoM is KOHByjitciaMH” (Iz-
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Wozzeck’s perceptions occur
what he

sees, imagines,

as if through a veil.

It is

hard to distinguish

and hallucinates. The subject finds himself

in a state

of dissolution. In his predominantly hallucinatory perceptions everybody and
everything loses

its

boundaries and fuses into one. The protagonist sinks into

a trancelike condition.

innumerable

and

Wozzeck

tries to tie

between day and

paralyze feelings

that

nightmares and apparitions

together the fragments of his nocturnal consciousness into an

incomprehensible textual puzzle.
tion line

closely studies the events and pulsations of

shifts in his persistently returning

impossible. All

is

He

tries to

draw an ungraspable demarca-

night, but the endless

and reduce everything

waves of pain and
to

insanity

numbness make

world devoid of dichotomies and boundaries, in which he painfully
give substance to phantoms. Izdryk’s novel
desire, pain, passion,

by a postmodern
entiatedness.
final,

and, at

this

confusion in Wozzeck’s hopelessly atomized world, a

is

tries to

a phantasmagoric tapestry of

and sleepless dreams, a multi-layered fabric synthesized
out of quotations, nostalgia, and undiffer-

sensibility

The novel’s postmodern stance makes
the same time, open.

it

marginal, infringed,

Pokalchuk’s psychosexual adventures are played out on the opposite end
of the spectrum from Zabuzhko’s liberated sexuality and Izdryk’s spectralized selves.
the

The

strategies these authors

body could not be more

employ

in rethinking

and rewriting

dissimilar, for the subject matter of Te,

shcho na

spodi seems to conform to current operational definitions of pornography.

Pokalchuk’s representation of women as voracious, ravenous, and incessantly
craving for sex reduces the female body to unformed flesh. His collection of
stories includes

of

women

orifice,

most of the

hottest classic pornographic scenarios: depictions

being penetrated from every imaginable angle, in every possible

and in every conceivable posture. He conflates rape with seduction,

vaginal with anal eroticism, and so on. Pokalchuk’s pseudo-erotica falls
exactly under Gilles Deleuze’s definition of pornographic literature:

known

is

as pornographic literature

tives (do this,

do

that)

is

“What

a literature reduced to a few impera-

followed by obscene descriptions.”^^

Pokalchuk’s collection, probably intended to celebrate liberation from the
multiple oppressions under the Soviet regime, descends instead into an

endless stream of worn-out myths and traditional misogynies.

The only
work from many other masculinist discourses

feature that distinguishes this
is that

the author explicitly draws the equation

and fixes
in

its

which every implication

16.

between “woman” and “sex”

invariant meaning. Pursuing a frankly pornographic orientation,

“Coldness and Cruelty,”

is

declared and every suggestion

17.

is

declaimed, he
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writes his Bildungsroman of sexuality that apparently requires convincing

proofs of capacity through identification with phallic mastery. Thus writing
turns

a surrogate phallic affirmation,

into

if

not into the phallus par

excellence, acting as a remedial instrument to reduce

and

As Jane M. Ussher

fears.

“man”

man’s sexual anxieties

argues, in heterosexual pornography, where

always an active controlling agent and “woman”

is

assigned the

is

role of a voluntarily responsive object, she turns into a hole that is to be

Through mechanisms of symbolic representation and the

penetrated.

woman

mechanical objectification of signs,
missed: “She

is

objects (breasts, vagina, mouth) rather

provokes in

man

power and

stripped of

is

—
than whole object— and

most obvious manner

fetishized in the

split into

dis-

part

the fears she

(of castration, of not being big enough, of not being ‘man’)

are contained.”

Throughout history and across different cultural
artists,

poets,

and philosophers seem

to

writers,

traditions,

have been looking for a solution

to

the “riddle of femininity.” Pokalchuk has joined the club, but in his prose the

and thus

secret is demystified, revealed, unveiled, thoroughly normalized,

brought under control. The author conceptualizes the once mysterious

“woman”

formula that does not leave any unknowns in feminine

in a concise

nature: according to him, the ultimate desire of every

woman is

to

be fucked.

His representational strategy denies his female protagonists any complexities

by exposing

their exclusively physical jouissance.

vacuum:

relationships, he creates an emotional

commitment,

By

reducing

all

human

his sexual encounters, without

affection, understanding, or passion, are geared entirely

toward

performance. Typologically the stories represent desire in the absence of
desire. In

them

sexuality as a ritual with a highly elaborate code

for the benefit of the

male

erection.

There comes a point

descriptions of mechanical copulation

at

is

dismissed

which repeated

seem to be aimed at acting out the
some profoundly suppressed ado-

author’s fantasies of sexual domination and

lescent erotic dreams, or at proving his phallic potency and power, and his

sexual scene becomes

more

pornography the ab-

real than the real itself. In

sorption of reality into hyperreality, according to Jean Baudrillard, results in
the eruption of the obscene,
tion:

“One

gives you so

which

much

. . .

signifies the

that

end of

you have nothing

illusion

and imagina-

to add, that is to say,

nothing to give in exchange. Absolute repression: by giving you a

much one

17.

takes

away

everything.”^* Te, shcho

na spodi

Fantasies of Femininity: Reframing the Boundaries of Sex

is

(New Brunswick,

Rutgers University Press, 1997), 158.
18.

Seduction, trans. Brian Singer

(New York:

St.

too

little

structured

Martin’s Press, 1990), 30.

on

N.J.:

—
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simulacra of sexuality and obsessional simulation in which there

no place

is

Though some of Pokal-

for weakness, failure, or inadequate performance.

chuk’s male protagonists are teenagers, inexperienced virgins

at the

point of

departure on their sexual explorations, they perfectly comply with prevailing

pom-scripts of erectility and verticality by exhibiting undiminishing hardness

by being able

for hours and

to

resume vigorous penetrative sex immediately

Women

an impressive number of times.

after ejaculating

are presented as

responding inviolably ecstatically and orgasmically to multiple penetration
(often to a gangbang), as if challenging

normal rules of physiology. The apo-

theosis of Pokalchuk’s resourcefulness is evident in the following description

of what could be loosely termed as lovemaking,

fetishist,

compulsive, and

deeply pointless. Here the mechanical assemblage of woman’s sexual
insatiability

and her adolescent partners’

(vaginal, anal,

[S]he was lying on

up onto

legs

utilization of varied sexual practices

and oral concomitantly) borders on the grotesque:
[Slavko] with his penis in her anus.... Kostyk lifted her

...

and carefully entered her vagina, and

his shoulders

now

she

groaned loudly because of new, unexpected, and previously not experienced
sensations; both penises

now

were moving synchronically inside

her,

even more

she was moving between both penises, feeling gigantic pleasure from both
... and when she felt [levhen’s] penis on her lips and then
mouth and then on her tongue, already thirsty, strong, desiring
they

of them inside her
in her
all

.

wanted

to

mechanism,

explode and

like a

machine

moved now

that

must be pointed out

focussed on

that

a

single

wonderful

.

.

human

had not been invented yet by humankind and

which could give an individual the
It

like

fullest pleasure.'^

almost

all

women, moreover, on women

intercourse with teenage boys. This

is

of Pokalchuk’s descriptions are
in their thirties

who

the rite of passage into

initiate

sexual

manhood

that

defines masculine sexual identity for the author. Ultimately this definition

undermines his assertion of male sexual mastery by clearly exposing

its

infantile basis.

19.

saflep

najia

“[B]oHa
ii

Jieacajia

Horn na cnoi

yxe

rojiocno

is CTpnxKHeM y saantOMy npoxo^i ... Kocthk
obepeacno yBinmoB y
nixBy, i xenep Bona sacxorhobhx HeoHiKyBannx i nesnaHHX j^oci BiflHyxTiB; obn^Ba

na [CjiaBKoni]
njieni

Bifl

i

i"i

—

cxpnxHi y nin pyxajincB chhxpohho, naBixt bijitme
sapas pyxajiacfc Bona Miac
oboMa cxpnacHHMH, xenep BuyBaiOHH BejiexencbKy nacojiofly mji obox spasy b cobi
KOJiH Bona Bifluyna
BreniB] cxpnaceHb y cebe na Bycxax, a noxiM y poxi, a
noxiM na asnni, B2ce cnparjinn, chjibhhh, baacaiounn
bohh bxc Bci xoxijin
BHbyxnyxH pyxajincb sapas, bk gji,hhhh ahbhhh JiioflCbKHH MexanisM, bk Mamnna,
BKo'i me He flOBKHaiimiro jik)^i,cxbo
BKa Morjia b j],aBaxH ocobncxocxi nannoBHime
...

i

[

...

i

i

sa^OBOJieHHB”

(lurii

Pokalchuk, Te, shcho na spodi [Lviv: Kalvariia, 1998], 242).

s
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Pokalchuk’s collection

is

lavishly adorned with visual erotica, starting

with works by Michelangelo and Caravaggio whose representation of

homoerotic desire seems to

illustrate the

only story that deals with gay

subject matter. Interestingly enough, in this particular piece, titled suggestively

“Holube sontse” (The Azure Sun) {holubyi

means

in Ukrainian

‘gay’), in

contrast to those that depict heterosexual relations, the author switches to

understatements and avoids frank descriptions of sex. Pokalchuk’s gallery of
visual enticement stretches chronologically to include Eric Fischl’s

(his

to

Bad Boy

boy voyeuristically viewing a woman’s

(1981), a painting of an adolescent

mother’s) genitalia and naked body from up close, which has been said

have made the

artist’s career.

This reproduction

is

allocated to a story in

which Pokalchuk ambitiously rewrites Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex. But while
in Fischl’s painting the perversion is implied in the voyeuristic

transaction,

Pokalchuk depicts the incestuous relationship

and

in lurid

fetishistic

and super-

more exotic tastes of a fantasy-ridden, sub-potent
“Edyp narodyvsia v Drohobychi” (Oedipus Was Bom in Drohobych,
almost reminiscent of Leopold von Sacher-Masoch’s Don Juan ofKolomyia)
does not read like an attempt at liberating from either sexual repressions or
fluous detail to satisfy the

public.

the prescriptive shackles of psychoanalytical Oedipal matrix, but rather like
still

another sordid duplication of the same pattern of sexual behaviour in a

different pornographic scenario.

In

“posts”

which Zabuzhko considers

—Ukraine,

some of

to

be a country of many

“post-colonial, post-Communist, post-totalitarian”^”

—and

in

which

these “posts” have already turned into “neos,” the sediment of

oppressive stmctures includes social inhibition of the body that was neutralized codified in the iconographic terms of a desexed socialist realism. In her
“field research in Ukrainian sex,”

create her inscape of sexuality.
erotic

and

liberation

Zabuzhko mapped

Through her

spiritual catharsis, the writer

this zero territory to

protagonist,

who

experiences

engages in the project of cognitive

from the petrifying grip of received

tradition.

Unlike Zabuzhko’

corporeal inscape,

mapped by

Izdryk’s Votstsek

a highly stmctured textual palimpsest with a rich texture

is

the

immediacy of her

of conceptual and verbal allusions in which desire
controlled

by the

aesthetic.

erotic

is

becomings,

contained and

Pokalchuk’s challenge to culturally enforced

regimes of gender and sexuality does not extend beyond the production of
a national pornography; as such, the book does

moments

it

stirs,

titillates,

and gives

20. Oksana Zabuzhko, “Enters Fortinbras,”
and Essays (Toronto: Wellspring, 1996), 90.

its

rise to frissons

in her

work, for

at

some

of sexual pleasure.

Kingdom of Fallen

Statues:

Poems

285

Erotic Assemblages

Although he has chosen the medium

that advocates free

and diverse sexual

expressiveness most vociferously, Pokalchuk’s rhetorical poverty, tedious and
repetitive plot patterns,
Te,

and oversimplified psychological motivations make

shcho na spodi no more than an adolescent fantasy of sexuality and

sexual liberation.
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The Female Voice in the Poetry of
Oksana Zabuzhko and Natalka
Bilotserkivets: Reinforcing or Resisting

Existing Configurations?
Halyna Koscharsky

Not

all

poets consciously seek to resist and change the existing soeial and

ideological configuration;

surroundings. Those

some simply

who do

“alternative voices, rhetorics

reflect their experiences

and

their

seek to bring about such a change will adopt

and idioms which consciously depart from those

forms and discursive strategies”^ that reinforce the existing norms.

stylistic

Such an

alternative voice is invariably heard in the poetry

Zabuzhko and marks each
of English translations of

Hers

is

text of

A Kingdom

some of her

of Oksana

of Fallen Statues, a collection

best poetry.

an unsentimental female voice whose tone

is

often sarcastic

(“drink calmly, Gertrude”^) and sometimes even sardonic, without illusion

and

pity,

and whose metaphors are bold and unexpected (Ophelia addressing

Hamlet’s mother, Gertrude, “regina- vagina”^). Before the 1990s not even

male writers treated
This, in

itself,

shows

cal configuration, to
is

their subjects

that

to

change the social and ideologi-

be the equal of the contemporary masculine

the voice of the intellectual poet

pathway

with such immediate and brutal honesty.

Zabuzhko wants

until she has

who

writer.

She

begins by exploring each ideological

answered every question and the answers ring true

to

1.
Richard Murphy, Theorizing the Avant-Garde: Modernism, Expressionism, and the
Problem of Postmode mity (Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999),

99.
2.

Oksana Zabuzhko,

3.

Ibid.

A Kingdom

of Fallen Statues (Toronto: Wellspring, 1996),

12.
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own

her ear. Although her themes are based, directly or indirectly, on her

experiences, she herself appears only in fragments in her texts. She does not

pass moral judgment on her characters’

actions."^

The reader soon becomes aware of Zabuzhko’s

distinctly

gendered

—

native voice and senses her need to articulate the female position
ences, the aspects of a
that the

woman’s

physical, emotional, and psychological life

male reader rarely knows about.^ Since there

no longer a need

is

her to write from a sense of political responsibility,^ the writer’s
is to alert

is

society, especially

women,

new

With
strips the

this

new

itself,

in its

some

it

It

be

to

remains colonial.”^

texts

Zabuzhko

totally

female character and the situation of traditional romantic elements.

after the ball,

for the

gender structure,

responsibility in mind, in

Typical of this alternative approach

home

for

task

to the realities of feminist politics.

worth noting that Zabuzhko regards Ukrainian culture in general

post-colonial, yet 'Hnside

alter-

the differ-

owner of the

unaware

glass slipper.

normally associated with

is

her satirical portrait of Cinderella at

that the prince’s

Zabuzhko

this subject.

By

men

will search the country

reacts against the sentimentality

confronting images of Cinderella

carrying out daily chores for her stepsisters, such as “steeping their syphilitic
sheets in lye,”^ she contributes to an alternative idiom, one that departs

from

the existing discourse style. Addressing Cinderella directly throughout, the

writer describes the misery of her existence and tells her directly and
pathetically; “This is

intent

your world.”^ But that

on destroying even

that enduring

glass slipper. Basing her satire
celebrity, she sketches

night.”^*^

On

From

unsym-

not enough: the writer

symbol of

delicate femininity

—

is

the

on contemporary commercialism and love of

an imaginary scene in which the slipper

a bullet-proof glass case in a
“visitors allowed/

is

museum

to

be admired by

is

placed in

the king’s

be served)

five o’clock (cocktails will

sale are plaster copies of the footprint.

all

till

men,
mid-

Zabuzhko foresees a

10.

4.

As Zabuzhko

5

Examples are

.

stated during a private interview in

also plentiful in

Kyiv

in

June 2000.

Zabuzhko’ s novel Polovi doslidzhennia z ukrainskoho

seksu (Kyiv: Zhoda, 1996).
6.

in

See Zabuzhko’s rejection of

Modem
7.

this responsibility in her article

“Reinventing the Poet

Ukrainian Culture, ’’S/avic and East European Journal 39, no. 2 (1995): 275.

Oksana Zabuzhko, “Zhinka-avtor u

kolonialnii kulturi, abo

znadoby do ukrainskoi

gendernoi mifolohii,’’ in her Khronika vid Fortinbrasa: Vybrana eseistyka 90-kh (Kyiv:
Fakt, 1999), 193.
8.

Zabuzhko,

9.

Ibid.
Ibid.

A

Kingdom,

7.
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newspaper report of the prince’s marriage
princess and confronts Cinderella with

of a possible happy ending. Life

is

it,

to

a neighbouring country’s

dismissing any remaining illusions

not a romantic fairy

tale,

but a constant

challenge.
In a similar way, Zabuzhko’ s satire destroys the traditional

Ophelia. She
actress

is

who no

image of

presented as a cynical, vodka-drinking, cigarette- smoking

longer believes in the characters she plays and the sentiments

they express. Again, this alternative picture allows for no illusions or pre-

As an

tense.

Ophelia dismisses the choice she has between marriage

actress,

and a nunnery (“Marry a fool? I’ve done
fit

my

that. /

And

a nunnery doesn’t quite

temper”) and she cannot pretend that nymphs exist (‘“Fair Ophelia,

nymph’.... there are no

—

makes her shudder

Agamemnon,””
ideology,
presents

director’s

command

male hierarchy continues. “A world without

a world without domineering

men and

their patriarchal

also Clytemnestra’s cynical dream. In fact, the world

is

is

nymphs anymore””). The

the

one of perpetual conflict between

Zabuzhko

men and women, who

are at

odds ideologically in their attitudes to war, sex, male-female relationships,

and power. Neither the

traditional

dominated society imposed on the

image of Ophelia nor the choices maleliterature of the

time have any currency

for female ideology in the contemporary world (the actress is “hiding in the

She stubs out her

gallery and smoking....

cigarette

[Surgeon General’s

Warning!]””).

Of course, some women may hold the patriarchal view of what a woman
how she ought to behave towards men, and what she ought to

ought to be,
feel.

Zabuzhko’ s “Clytemnestra” begins with the epigraph “You’re not really

woman” from Lesia Ukrainka (1871-1913).” Cassandra is the alternative
image of woman soft, gentle, and amenable. Clytemnestra says later in the
text, “Maybe I’m not really a woman” and describes sexual intercourse as
an act of male domination equivalent to the violent acts of war (“That’s how
a

—

Troy, outstretched, writhed under you””) and as something bestial. Indeed,

ta

11.

Ibid., 10.

12.

Ibid., 5.

“Clytemnestra”

is

examined

in

more

detail in

my

“Proiavy romantychnoho

seksualnoho v suchasnii ukrainskii poezii,” Suchasnist, 2000, no.

2:

109-14.

13.

A

14.

The words are addressed by Cassandra to Clytemnestra as they meet on the
Mycenae palace upon Agamemnon’s return from the wars in the epilogue

Kingdom, 9-10.

threshold of the

to Lesia Ukrainka’ s dramatic
vol.

poem Kassandra

6 [New York: Tyshchenko

15.

A Kingdom,

4.

&

(Lesia Ukrainka, Tvory, ed. B. lakubovsky,

Bilous, 1954], xxxiii).
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Zabuzhko’s Clytemnestra

woman whose

a

is

like those traditionally assoeiated only with

she declares

end of the poem: “With a single lordly gesture

at the

hand, steady with the cold, obedient metal,

accomplished,

sentiments and emotions are

men. Like a typical male

/ I’ll

establish a

/ I’ll

new kingdom,

/

/

ruler,

Of my

outdo everything you have

A

world without

Agamem-

non.”^^

Zabuzhko’s cynical portrayal of Gertrude

women’s

in the

poem “Ophelia

to Ger-

power through sex and lies as an
unfortunate aspect of femininity compared to the masculine, more overt strattrude”^^

presents

egies for exerting power.

alleged

The

texts

mentioned here are strongest when they

use alternative voices (to express satire and cynicism), rhetoric, and a nonstandard and therefore unexpected idiom in developing their themes. This

conscious departure from the discursive strategies that reinforce existing

norms of behaviour

postmodern

is

in nature

and feminist in ideology. By

bringing each of the scenes from literary history into the present (by alluding
aspects of the Western literary or cultural tradition,

to

such as those

associated with the glass slipper and smoking) and by applying current

contexts and stylistic forms not normally applied to these subjects,

Zabuzhko

challenges previously received interpretations of the subject matter and effec-

undermines norms governing male-female relations and the power

tively

struggle they represent.

In contrast to Zabuzhko, Natalka Bilotserkivets in her

new

collection of

poetry, Alerhiia (Allergy), signals only obliquely that for her literature

gendered. Her voice

is

by a male or a female. The poem
of love and death,

is

intended to show

existing norms, but rather to

of having viewed

two naked old
final

coming

this.

to terms with the real-

She does not

try to subvert

examine philosophically the long-term

effects

age of twenty Otto Dix’s expressionist painting of

The

text represents the writer’s rationalization

and

acceptance of her fear of death and the fact of physical love in later

years.

She

is

tempted to make a derogatory remark typical of self-righteous

adults about a girl
I

at the

lovers.

un-

“Stari kokhantsi” (Old Lovers),^* a des-

cription of the poet’s psychological journey in
ity

is

not a female one: her poetry could have been written

know about

and boy she sees on the

their tenderness

vulnerable individual

who

street,

but refrains for

“What do

and passion?”^^ She reveals herself as a

values intimate emotions of the

16.

Ibid., 5.

17.

Ibid., 11.

18.

Natalka Bilotserkivets, Alerhiia: Virshi (Kyiv: Krytyka, 1999), 54.

19.

Ibid., 54.

moment and
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them
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conveying ideological messages

for

to the reader.

It

should be remembered that themes of sexuality and desire are the focus of
feminist readings.^” Although a writer such as Bilotserkivets does not

consider herself to be an author of gendered or feminist texts, the term

“masked feminism,” which
uninitiated

the

reader

hidden from

refers to textual strategies that are

and require

informed

interpretation,^^

may be

applicable to her work.

Another example of what appears

to

be non-feminist poetry

is

Bilotserki-

“Saksofonist” (Saxophonist), in which saxophone playing in the

vets’ s

subway may be

interpreted as a

metaphor of sexual intercourse:

B sojiOTy Tpydy

y HiuHin xpydi
Bin

cypMHTL Becny

Bifl^any iioMy

HK m,acjiHBHH cxjmn
UK JII060BHHH CKPHK^^
The musical instrument and

the subway, referred to as the golden tube and

the night-time tube, and the climactic sound of the instrument suggest

lovemaking between the player and Spring, which
his art. This is therefore both an artistic act

atmosphere

is

at

night.

sacrificed to

him and

heightened by sordid elements of the Kyiv subway:

where the pale-faced flower
cigarette

is

and an act of love. The tense

sellers

and disabled beggars

this is

in a fog of

sit

smoke among trashed newspapers and puddles of urine that freeze
The text, which is carefully constructed using sharp contrasts

between positive and negative aspects, portrays a scene

that

had an

emotional impact on the writer.
Bilotserkivets’s focus

is

on the intimate emotions of the moment,

for she

deliberately writes almost exclusively in the present tense. This gives her

poetry a sense of immediate, raw experience. She avoids the past tense,

which

20.

is

often associated with reflection and nostalgia.

She leaves behind the

See David Buchbinder’s assessment of feminist themes in his Contemporary Liter-

ary Theory and the Reading of Poetry (Perth, W.A.: Curtain University of Technology,
1991), 124.
21.

See

my “Masked Feminism in

Ukrainian Literature,” Journal of Ukrainian Studies

20, nos. 1-2 (1995): 61-7.
22.
//

into the golden tube

like a joyful

sob

/

/

in the night-time tube /

he trumpets the Spring

like a cry of love (Bilotserkivets, Alerhiia, 13).

/

given to him
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country’s past with

and cultural complexities and concentrates

all its political

on individuals and how they survive
present

is

new

in the

society.

A

kind of timeless

achieved by using very few verbs, as in the following

text:

B sadyxiM saxyxKy 3aHea,6aHoro Micxa
X06i XpHHaflItHXL poKiB.
Jioma,

XBOH BejiHKa CKynana ayma

xaxa

Hearpadna

I

pyK XOHKHX,

i

HOpHHX 6piB

M’aniB

...

ayxBajio uncxa.

flOBXHX Hix XBOIX,

rpHBH

3-nifl

cKaKajioK

aK mKOfla

o,

i

i

...

may be

nejierKa”

“jtoji^

flopir

—

nenerKoi.^^

fljia flOJii

The terms “saHej^dane Micxo” and

30JI0X01,

pojiepiB

...

seen as refer-

ences to difficult post-colonial economic times, but essentially this

moment

the (Ukrainian) text

device

is

a

captured and treasured as a personal experience. This excerpt from

—

is

perhaps the best example of a syntactic postmodern

the complete absence of verbs. In the translation verbs are

because English lacks the means to construct similar

The absence of verbs

photographic effect, an instantaneous

a

creates

snapshot, rather than a scene with

added

elliptical expressions.

movement. As

if fearful

of alienating the

male reader, the poet often adopts the voice of the second-person singular

when

addressing her subject, consciously leaving the gender unmarked and

the tense in the present (since the Ukrainian past tense

would automatically

reveal the gender).

Both Zabuzhko and Bilotserkivets,
all

methodically, not romantically.
in her
crap.”^'^

ntacxH,

The

review of a relationship
Bilotserkivets

XHM

writes

is:

dijiLuie OH,e” (no love

23.

In a forgotten

large bathed soul
legs, /
.

.

one would expect, view love and

closest

“All

equally

invariably mentioning violence and

.

as

associated elements soberly and ironically.

is

we need

—

/

oh,

is

to the romantic

love, all the rest

is

“^co^ne KOxaniM He

cynically,

happiness, particularly not this one),

some form of

revulsion.^^

Love

in

Kyiv

comer of the neglected city / you are thirteen. / Like a foal, / your
awkward and impertinently clean. // And thin arms and your long

/ is

and eyebrows black, beneath a golden mane,

roads

Each analyses her experiences

Zabuzhko comes

what a

24.

A Kingdom,

25.

Alerhiia, 20.

62.

pity for a fate

uneasy

/

balls

(ibid., 29).

.

.

.

skipping ropes

.

. .

scooters
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The

fraught with physical danger, she warns the reader.

is

present threat (and although not overtly sexual in

A

unconseiously be such).
strong emotion

falling

is

metaphor for

is

an ever-

falling in love

your

(to

dirty,

your

Paris).^^

little

Ultimately each poet must “find a self

against the male in an endless
struggle she

to

[that] is

acceptable to

itself.”^^

On

struggle.

almost afraid to win, for freedom

is

is

the

is

one hand,

by the male leads psyehiatrist Anthony Clare

men, myself included, do not

women....

just love

We

tinually strive to control

male

commitment
details

And we

.

It is

men

.

.

eon-

male sexual aggression, male

male preoccupations, indeed every aspect of male

activities

“But

to state:

and dominate them. Power and control are the twin

that reverberate through the analysis of

control.

a

fear them, hate

them, marginalize them, denigrate them and categorize them.

culture,

is

and particularly her relationships with men. The question of

life

themes

pitted

it

“luminous and terrifying”.

the other, she claims not to be afraid to be alone; she fears

traditional control
all

power

one person more. Her work indicates a need for control over the

of her

I

for sure.^^)

While Bilotserkivets has chosen the ungendered approach, Zabuzhko

On

may

it

and experiencing

with Bilotserkivets’ s earlier words: “We’ll not die in Paris

this

know now

knife

symbolism,

from a balcony or the sky and driving “na cnin

bpy^tHHH, MajieHLKHH CBiH IIapH:ac”

(Compare

its

Stereotypical

life.

involve the assertion of the self against constraint, against

important to mention that Clare

is

why contem-

examining

women. His argument eoncems his fear that
men are being excluded from the fathering role and will grow up to be the
misogynists of the future, but some feminists would argue that there is to
some extent a conneetion between patriarchy and misogyny.
Both Zabuzhko and Bilotserkivets show an awareness of the fact that,
porary

are turning against

particularly in Ukraine, there

who

still

exists a certain resentment

ilies. If it is this

realization, together with the

one

women
men and fam-

toward

believe they need no longer find fulfillment only through

that there has

been an

unequal representation of men’s and women’s experience in world culture

26.

Ibid., 55.

27.

Bilotserkivets, “We’ll

Writing, ed.

Ed Hogan

Not Die

et al. (Boston:

in Paris,” in

Zephyr

From Three Worlds: New Ukrainian

Press, 1996), 149.

stands in binary opposition to the cultural desert that

boundaries of a large
28.

Morwena

may

Here the culture of Paris

exist anywhere,

even within the

city.

Griffiths,

Feminism and

the Self:

The Web of Identity (New York: Rout-

ledge, 1995), 77.
29.

Anthony

Clare,

On Men:

Masculinity in Crisis (London: Chatto

& Windus,

2000).
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that drives feminist writers

and

theorists,^®

then both poets are actively

redressing this imbalance. Although Zabuzhko’s poetic voice

is

strongly

gendered and Bilotserkivets prefers hers to remain ambiguous, each reveals
the complexities of the contemporary Ukrainian experience through female
eyes.

30.

Each follows her own path of

resistance to existing configurations.

Nila Zborovska’s Feministychni rozdumy:

Na kamavali mertvykh potsilunkiv (Lviv:

Centre of Humanities Research of Lviv University, 1999) provides a good overview of
the relevance of this theory to Ukrainian literature.
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The Language of Polarized
Feminini ties in Contemporary
Ukraine*
Alla Nedashkivska

most

the

significant

and yet

women’s magazines, which

are

one of

least studied social institutions today.

Along

This article analyzes the language of

with other forms of media, magazines contribute to the wider cultural
processes that define the position of

women’s view of themselves and

A

broad approach attempts to correlate

studies in analyzing the relationships

socio-cultural contexts.

The media

as a representation of the
text.

women

society’s

The

world in

role of language in the

in mediating ideas, values,
assists in the

and

society.

linguistics,

between a

are

text,

media

They help shape both

view of women.'
media, and cultural

linguistic analysis of text

viewed as a

cultural production

and
and

with language being one form of the
not neutral, but highly constructive

is

beliefs.

As Fowler (1991)

notes, language

formation and reproduction of the schematic categories in terms

of which a society represents

itself.

The cultural base for the present analysis is the language of the popular
women’s press. In particular, this pilot study analyzes the language of two
of the most popular Ukrainian-language women’s magazines, Jeva and Zinka,
and shows that there is a clear relationship between linguistic variables and
the meanings instantiated in the magazines. This investigation reveals

*

The
1

.

International Linguistic transliteration system

With respect

to the Slavic world,

is

used in

how

this article.

gender studies and gender linguistics in particular

have received only modest attention, although they have been the focus of international,
primarily English-language, scholarship for over two decades. Only a few studies on the
subject,

based on Polish, Czech, and Russian data, have appeared (see Margaret Mills

1999: the

first

and thus

far the only publication

on Slavic gender

linguistics).
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linguistic codings project different femininities in the culture of

contempor-

ary Ukraine.^

My

analysis

comparison

based on an investigation of women’s language, not in

is

male discourse

to

but rather with respect to
organization.^

(as several studies in

varieties

its

and

gender linguistics do),

their relation to

The discussion unfolds around

forms of social

the premise that “different

forms of social relation can generate different speech systems or communication codes” (Ervin-Tripp 1964, 1969;

Gumperz

1964;

Hymes

1967; cited

in Bernstein 1986: 473).

This article attempts to do two things.

First, it

presents a linguistic analy-

of the language of two women’s magazines, outlining the nature and

sis

extent of the differences between the publications, including the lexis,

semantics of the address systems, and syntax. Secondly, the article places the
analytical

outcomes within the model of socio-semantic theory put forward

by Basil Bernstein (1970, 1986, 1990), a theory focusing on the

restricted

and elaborated coding available to members of speech communities as they
create and perpetuate their individual and collective identities.

shown

that different linguistic

ing the underlying ideological positions of

Based on the analysis of

It

will

be

coding correlates with social coding express-

women.

linguistic patterns across all

major sections

of the magazines, the present article seeks to adduce evidence in support
of the hypothesis that each magazine offers readers a different ideology of
femininity."^ I suggest that

mark

2.

its

Jeva

is

oriented towards elaborate coding to

progressive, dynamic, and affirmative femininity, whereas Zinka

Until recently there has been no clear evidence of interest in analyzing particular

whether text internally or in relation to social contexts. German

linguistic variables,

linguists Erbring

analysis

to

and Shabedoth (1993, cited
differences

identify

in

in

editorial

Eggins and Jedema 1997) used linguistic
styles

among

four

German women’s

magazines, studying differences in the ways the magazines conceived and realized audi-

ence preferences, and interests and

A

who

how these offered particular discourse(s) on femininity.

women’s magazines was

study of Australian

carried out

by Eggins and Jedema (1997),

analyzed the semantic orientation and ideology of women’s magazines. Their

analysis,

based on the study of both linguistic and visual patterns, outlined differences

magazines’ editorial styles and showed

how

these differences

become marketers’

in

tools for

generating consumer choice.
3.

See Macdonald 1995 for a discussion of women’s diverse voices and

their repre-

sentation in the media.
4.

“Femininity”

which comprise a

is

set

understood here as “a

state,

a condition, a craft, and an art form

of practices and beliefs” that shape both a woman’s view of herself

and society’s view of her (Ferguson 1983:

1).
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oriented towards a restricted code signalling a traditional and immobile

femininity.^

Background
Before analyzing their linguistic structures,

some

it

is

important to outline

general information about these magazines. First of

of Jeva and Zinka for analysis
current Ukrainian-language

is

all,

the selection

motivated by the fact that both are the only

women’s magazines in Ukraine that appeared in
They are published in Kyiv and, as con-

the 1990s without interruption.^

firmed by interviews with readers, editors, and magazine vendors (conducted
in the

sununer of 2000), are popular and widely read. Moreover, their

readership, circulation, editorial

compared

easily

to

information that follows

is

the magazines’ editors in

History. Zinka

is

makeup, and ideological position can be

the background for the linguistic analysis.

set

The

based on interviews conducted in July 2000 with

Kyiv (both

editors asked to

remain anonymous).^

a monthly with a long tradition dating back to 1920.*

Jeva started regular publication in 1993 with four issues annually and

expanded

to six in 1996.^

Target Audience. According to both editors, the magazines are targeted
at

women

5.

It is

in the twenty-fifty

age group. Zinka aims

at

“women

with

at least

important to note here that coding refers to performance, not competence; each

code contains a vast potential of meanings and carries

its

own

esthetics;

and neither

should be disvalued.
6.

Other popular Ukrainian women’s periodicals

are:

Zinoci sekrety (published only

during the years 1993-7); Kyjanka (regularly published since 1991, but targets the female

audience predominantly of Kyiv); Zdorov”ja zinky v Ukrajini (limited to health topics,
published since 1998); and Astarta (a

women’s newspaper published

irregularly in

1996

and 1997).
7.

Each interview was tape-recorded and

lasted approximately

space limitation, only essential information about the magazines
8.

The name of

the

is

one hour. Because of
provided.

magazine went through various changes: Seljanka Ukrajiny

(1924-31), Kolhospnycja (1931^1), and Radjans'ka zinka (1946-90). Before

its

current

name, Zinka, was

(in

honour

selected, various proposals

were considered, including Lesja

of Lesja Ukrajinka, the famous Ukrainian writer) and Sofija (the Christian mother of Vira
‘Faith,’

Nadija ‘Hope,’ and Ljubov ‘Love’). According to the editor, the

minimal in order

to preserve the

name change was

magazine’s profile among the flood of new Ukrainian

and foreign women’s magazines that appeared in the 1990s.

The magazine’s predecessor is the Lithuanian women’s magazine Eve, which
and was published in Lithuanian in Vilnius and Russian in Kyiv. After
Ukrainian independence, the magazine was divided, and the Ukrainian-language magazine,
entirely separate from its Lithuanian forerunner, was created in 1992.
9.

started in 1989,
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who want a normal psychological climate in their
who can do things with their hands, i.e., embroider, sow, or
The target audience of leva are “progressive women who want to

a secondary education

family and
cook.”

achieve something in
serve

life

authoritative

as

and want

sources

have a

to

for

lot

of information so as to

and co-

husbands,

children,

their

workers.”^®

The

Circulation.

circulation of Zinka

70,000 per issue, eighty-five

is

percent by subscription. Zinka sells in

all

to the editor, there are ten readers per

copy and “people read the magazine

until

it

falls apart.”

Jeva prints an average of 15,000 copies per issue, some

1,000 of which are sold by subscription.
largest

number

is

regions of Ukraine and, according

throughout Ukraine but the

It sells

sold in Kyiv.“

Funding. Both magazines are self-funded. Zinka depends mostly on sales

and subscriptions and only

partially

on

advertising. Jeva sells

below cost and

survives on advertising.^^
Size.

The two magazines

differ significantly in size:

pages long, whereas Jeva

thirty-five

of printed

is

up

the size of the magazines

text,

Zinka

on average

is

130 pages. However, in terms

to

is

comparable: each contains

approximately thirty to forty articles of various length (a number of pages in

Jeva are dedicated to advertising and fashion).
Content. Both magazines are structured around

concerns: both focus on appearance, urging

women

women’s everyday

to take care of their

bodies and to consume beauty-enhancing goods (cosmetics, fashionable
clothing) to be attractive to men.

Both

print discussions about relationships

with men. In addition, both offer readers some professional advice,

1

0.

how

Although both target a female audience, Jeva does not exclude male readers; Jaksco

Vy cytajete nas zumal... Vy xorosa(yj). Abo pohana(yj). Dyvljacys' sco
komplimentom.

‘If

you read our magazine... You

Depending on what you consider a compliment’
11.

e.g.,

According

to Jeva'?, editor, since the

are goodf^^j^^,,,)
(Jeva,

magazine

is

Or you

Winter 1998-99:

dlja

Vas je

are
3).

published in Ukrainian,

should be higher in predominantly Ukrainian- speaking western Ukraine, but

it is

demand

low there

because of difficult economic conditions. As to the southern regions of Ukraine, in some
cities,

such as Donetsk for example, authorities have refused to allow sales of Ukrainian-

language magazines because they believe that in the predominantly Russian-speaking
cities

12.

no one

will

buy them (comment by Jeva's

The types of advertisements

in

editor).

both magazines are somewhat similar: cosmetic

products, fashion, and medicine. Jeva also advertises travel, boutiques, and foreign

companies. Overall, in Jeva the advertisements are
explain

its

glossiness, colourfulness,

Zinka, the editor noted:

be careful and

“We do

we always

much more numerous, which may

and thickness. With respect

accept ads and our prices are

fair;

to advertisements in

however,

we need

to

ask the advertisers to explain their product to the audience.”

Language of Polarized Femininities

various walks of

them

Moreover, women’s prose and poetry, as well as

life.

horoscope sections, appear in both. The main difference between
Jeva has extended sections on fashion, while Zinka contains

is that

many pages

of sowing patterns, cooking recipes, occasional children’s pages,

some brief fashion articles.
The editorial staff of both magazines

personal advice, and

Editorial makeup.

women.
the

consists of

working for both publications are invited from outside;

Journalists,

this fact,

299

resume. Both include frequent interviews with experts from

to prepare a

(irregular)

Contemporary Ukraine

in

according to Jeva's editor, ensures diversity of voices and makes

magazine more

interesting.

In

Editorial process.

publication

is

women

Mostly

both magazines

write for the magazines.

of editing

process

the

and

highly controlled. In Zinka an article from the author goes to

the section editor, then

is

who works on

passed on to the literary editor,

sections of the magazine, after

which

travels to the general secretary

it

all

and

main editor. In Jeva ninety percent of articles are commisThe editorial board decides on a topic, invites authors write on it,
and tells them what is wanted and needed. Before publication the article
undergoes content- and copy-editing and is approved by the chief editor.

finally to the

sioned.

Both magazines

invite

readers

feminine reading community.
terms

perception of

men and women,

into
is

is their

women

them

distinguishes

A

in society.

signalling the

themselves with their

associate

to

What

more

in

most general

clear division of the world

traditional-patriarchal position,

women
women and
women” {Jeva,

evident in Zinka.'^^ Jeva abstains from dividing the world into

and men; rather
other

it

divides the feminine

and

“conservative”

Summer

1999:

2),

community

handicapped

“sentimentally

suggesting

a

into Jeva

pro-woman

stronger

stance.

Further

differences between the magazines will be addressed in the discussion that
follows.

13.

The

editor of Zinka

mentioned

that

“We do

erence. But if in a certain specialty the best person

We

demand

14.

support
is

a

women and

man, then we

give them pref-

invite

him

to write.

professionalism.”

On one

of the recent issue’s {Zinka,

following slogan:

peremoze. ‘Men!

1999, no. 5) cover page, one finds the

Coloviky! Sxylit'sja pered neju v posani

Bow

issue, in a discussion

about dreams,

colovici

Ta

— ahresyvni.

zaxoplenni.

i

Vona

—

before her in respect and admiration. She will win.’ In another

i

we

find:

Zinochi sny

prycyny bezsonnja u zinok

—

simejni, myroljubni.

ta colovikiv

A

zovsim neodnakovi.

‘Female dreams are about the family, they are peace-loving. But male dreams are
aggressive. Moreover, the causes of insomnia in

1998-99: 28).

women and men

are different’ {Zinka,
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Methodology
Ten

issues of Jeva and fifteen issues of Zinka published

2000 were surveyed. The aim was

to

compare

from 1997

their editorial styles.

to

Here

I

focus on the more or less frequent linguistic patterns found in the main
sections of the magazines

—

the editor’s

column and

letters to the editor.

The

former overtly represents the editorial style and exemplifies the dialogue

between the magazine and

its

The

readers.

even though the

stylistic differences:

editorial staff, their selection for publication reflects the

desired image,

stance,

concerns,

Some examples

attitudes.

is

supported, whenever this

by

readers, not

is

from personal
articles.

relevant,

by

magazine’s editorial

and ideology, in addition

are taken also

ments, expert-advice columns, and feature
analysis

important clues to

latter are

letters are written

to

readers’

stories, advertise-

Furthermore, the textual

by the

results of a frequency

check for lexical and syntactic entries drawn from the 7,888-word corpus of
Zinka and the 7,132-word corpus of Jeva.
possible
syntactic

to

—

identify

highly

that are stable

consistent

On

the basis of this analysis

features

—

lexical,

semantic,

it is

and

between and across the analyzed sections of each

magazine.

Lexis
The

lexical structure or vocabulary of a language

objects, concepts, processes
to

communicate;”

occur,

thus,

it is

“amounts

to a

map

of

and relationships about which the culture needs
crucial to study

which

lexical items “habitually

what segments of the society’s world enjoy constant discursive

attention” (Fowler 1991: 82).

The

analysis presented in Table

1

summarizes the patterns of

lexical

differences in the language of each magazine. Note, however, that lexical

items are assigned to categories not subjectively, but based on their function
in the discourse in

which they occur, or rather within a paradigm of

items in a particular discourse. Therefore the concentration

is

lexical

on tendencies,

which, according to Gerbner (1985: 23), are understood as measures of the
evaluative attributes to a unit of attention.

does not depend on

its

Whether something

combinations of discourse elements that determine

Bearing

this in

is

good or bad

frequency or prominence, but rather on various
its

meaning.

mind, a clear contrast appears between the choice of

lexical items in the language of

Jeva and Zinka.
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Lexical Differences

Zinka

Lexis

Jeva

connotation of

joy, happiness

trouble, misfortune

optimism

pessimism

Live,

Dynamic

Familiar, Neutral

Neologisms

Traditional

Foreign

Local, Patriotic

Prestigious lexis (assumed

Neutral

educational level in readers)

Folk idioms

Slang/colloquialisms

First of

all,

the language of leva

tation of joy, happiness,

is

charaeterized by a lexis with the conno-

and optimism, which signals the essentially positive

and progressive outlook of the magazine: peremoha
‘beginning,’ svjato ‘celebration,’ radisf ‘happiness,’
‘abilities,’

pryzy

‘prizes,’ zarty ‘jokes,’ veselosci ‘joy,’

pocatok

‘victory,’

udaca

‘luck,’ zdibnosti

rozvahy ‘entertain-

ment,’ zaxvat ‘enthusiasm,’ optymistycno ‘optimistically,’ and so on.

Such
of the

lexical items (nouns, adjectives,

7, 132- word

and verbs) comprise 5.4 percent

corpus of Jeva and only 1.24 percent of the 7,888-word

corpus of Zinka.
Zinka, on the other hand, displays a noticeable

number of lexical choices

with the connotation of misfortune, troubles, and pessimism. The frequency

count indicates a 5.0 percent occurrence rate in Zinka (compared to 0.4
percent in Jeva) and marks the magazine’s pessimistic outlook: kopitka pracja ‘hard work,’ pit ‘sweat,’ nescasna dolja ‘unfortunate fate,’ nedoliky

‘shortcomings,’ boljace ‘painfully,’ skladni easy ‘hard time,’ materiaVna

skruta ‘financial difficulties,’ na zaV ‘unfortunately,’ degradaeija ‘degradation,’

kryza

‘crisis,’

zhubni naslidky ‘disastrous

world,’ rozproscavsja z zyttjam ‘departed
heart,’

zrada

durepa

‘fool’ (female),

from

results,’
life,’

biV ‘pain,’ bore ‘misfortune,’ smert' ‘death,’

‘betrayal,’ samotnist' ‘loneliness,’ slabkisf ‘weakness.’

Furthermore, several lexical choices in Jeva

dynamic, indicating a good
set is

insyj svit ‘other

durne serce ‘foolish

start

may be termed

and oriented towards a positive

live

and

future. This

comprised of the following: prosunutyj ‘advanced,’ emansypovana

‘emancipated,’

rux

‘movement,’

vidcuttja

sucasnosti

‘the

sense

of

contemporariness,’ aktyvnist' ‘activeness,’ neordynarnist' ‘uniqueness,’ zmina
‘change.’

Zinka, on the other hand, favours a familiar or neutral lexis emphasizing
the need for stability

and well-being in general, including choices such as
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‘calmness, peace,’

spokij

oselja

‘home, dwelling,’ stabiVnisf

‘stability,’

dobrobut ‘well-being,’ and zlahoda ‘harmony.’
Jeva parts with Zinka even further by using numerous neologisms, such
as

nadnova ‘super new,’ mavpuvaty

‘to

copy,’ nosybeVnyj ‘wearable,’ pani

krytykesy ‘mesdames

critics,’

‘present everywhere,’

and konkretyka ‘concrete

The language of Zinka
Jeva

what

strives for

is

obmizkuvaty

bound

is

think through,’ vsjudysutnij

‘to

details.’

to the traditional in

new and dynamic, while Zinka

lexical coding.

its

is

oriented towards

the familiar and immobile.

The

orientation towards novelty

foreign lexis, which

is

extremely

is

reinforced by the extensive use of a

common

JevaP

in

Consider: parti ‘party,’

topy ‘tops,’ sou ‘show,’ miks ‘mix,’ svits'kyj raut ‘official outing,’ trend
‘trend,’

trendovi kolekciji ‘trendy collections,’ rejtynh ‘rating,’ cat ‘chat,’

kofi-sop ‘coffee shop,’ kofi-bar ‘coffee bar,’ drajv (=rusij) ‘drive,’ provajder
‘provider,’

rarytet

drap ‘dope,’ relaksuvaty
v onlajni

‘rarity,’

‘fashion designer,’

‘on-line,’

‘to relax,’

vakacijnyj ‘vacation’ (adj.),

internetovs'kyj

cession,’ uniseks ‘unisex,’ pirsynh ‘piercing,’ biksy

doska dlja skejtu ‘skateboard,
salon,

’

bomond

klipmejkerstvo

armreslinh

‘beau monde,
‘clip

making,

‘arm wrestling,’

‘shaker,’ paryz'ki

’

vindserfinh

na zuby

‘windsurfing,

saundtrek ‘soundtrack,

’

’

kutur

‘Internet’ (adj),

kastynhy ‘casting,’ defde ‘pro-

kofjur ‘hairdressing,’

zmahannja

z

dartsu

tantsjuvaVni relizy

’

’

‘teeth studs,’

butik

‘beauty

noutbuk ‘notebook,
‘darts

’

competition,’

‘dance releases,’

sejker

snoby ‘Parisian snobs.’

In Zinka the foreign lexis

ekspromtom ‘impromptu’).

is

lacking (except for old borrowings such as

Interestingly comparable, however,

is

the frequent

use of “patriotic” entries in Zinka: ljubov do bat'kivscyny ‘love for the fatherland,’ ridna zemlja ‘native land,’ vitcyzna ‘motherland,’ dostojni

hromadjany

‘honourable citizens,’ podvyh ‘heroic deed.’ These well- and widely-known
sloganlike expressions delineate the magazine’s orientation towards (or even
nostalgia for) past traditions.

which also demonstrates a clear pro-Ukrainian

In Jeva,

“patriotism”

is

toned down: ukrajins'kyj ‘Ukrainian,’

zyteli

stance, the

Ukrajiny ‘inhabit-

ants of Ukraine,’ v Ukrajini ‘in Ukraine, ’and so on.

The next

set

stigious” lexis,
like those

15.

of lexical items that sets the magazines apart

which signals acertain educational

Jeva'

s,

“pre-

below make the language sound up-to-date and progressive: leptop

In Ukraine

many

other contemporary publications enjoy the extensive use of foreign

borrowings, and the question of neologisms in
study.

is

level in readers. Entries

modem

Ukrainian deserves a separate
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‘mobile phone,’ pentijum ‘Pentium,’ netskejp

mobil'nyj telefon

‘laptop,’

in

‘Netscape,’ NETprostir ‘cyberspace,’ mas-medija ‘mass media,’ virtuaVnyj
svit ‘virtual world.’

Jeva ’s frequent use of slang and colloquialisms underlines

and familiarity with the

tradition

latest

its

break with

developments. Such choices also

create a casual, conversational atmosphere:

prykyd

‘outfit,’ pofihists'kyj

dux

‘indifference,’ prykol ‘cool stuff,’ lox ‘out-of-style person,’ cyhaty ‘to scav-

enge,’ klasno ‘cool,’ krutyj ‘cool person,’ bunhalo ‘place of residence,’

maxljuvannja ‘cheating,’ tusovka 'gang/ poterevenyty
‘explanation,’

porpannja

‘to

muddle around,’ furor

‘to chat,’

vtjukuvannja

‘big deal.’

Zinka avoids using slang and colloquialisms. Instead, by drawing
frequently on folk idioms and poetic expressions,

‘cherry orchard,’ ne

netjamkovyta
ruin one’s

‘fool,’

it

creates an informal tradi-

example: tipun' na jazyk ‘don’t say

tional atmosphere; for

it,’

sadok vysnevyj

darma ‘not for nothing,’ vtovkmacuvaty ‘to convince,’
use piMo skerebert' ‘all went to hell,’ nivecyty zyttja ‘to

life,’ lehin',

holub ‘beloved^^^.’

This brief comparison shows that the magazines diverge in their lexical
choices.

I

contend that the language of Jeva supports an assertive interaction

with the reader through

on

traditional,

its

hve, dynamic, and progressive outlook. Zinka relies

immobile, and neutral lexis to avoid such an impression.

Semantics of the Dialogue: The Magazines and Then-

Readers
The lexical
in the dialogue

differences are strongly supported

between the magazine and

its

by the semantical differences

readers. Let us analyze address

systems and representations of the author’s positions in the magazines.

A

comparison of the forms of address reveals differences

the

in

magazines’ positioning toward their readers. The study of these issues

is

an

important component in the present framework, for address systems of

language correlate closely with social structure (Paulston 1994:
present analysis

on a

is

2).

The

based on the notion of reciprocity and directness, that

direct dialogue

is,

between the writer/speaker and the reader/hearer, and

not necessarily a symmetrical address system with tu-tu or vous-vous, which

was found
to

in earlier studies

address systems

summarized

16.

in

Table

(i.e..

on power and

1960).^^

The

findings are

2.

See also Tannen 1994 (chapter one:

solidarity,

solidarity semantics with respect

Brown and Gilman

gender and dominance, and the

19-52) for a discussion of power and

relativity

of linguistic strategies.
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Table

2:

Semantics of the Writer/Reader Dialogue^^

Dialogue

Jeva

Forms of

ty,

address

-{i/j)mo (let’s)

Zinka
vy=zinky (you pl.=women)

vy=zinka (you sg./pl.=woman)

indirect address

ledi (lady)

address to aU

Authors’

ja

positions

my

my
my

In Jeva the

(I)

(we)=authors

common address forms

(v/e)=zinky

(women)

(we)=authors

are direct ty ‘you singular,’ respectful

vy ‘you plural,’ ledi ‘lady,’ and an inclusive, solidarizing

‘let’s.’

The use of

familiar ty signals the author’s closeness with the reader, as in

Teper holovne, sco v tebe na oblycci, na holovi, na rukax. ‘Now what’s

1.

important

is

what you^n have on your

face, head,

and hands’ iJeva, Winter

1998-99: 122).

The vy forms

are used singularly, addressing a particular reader of the

azine (not

women) and

2.

all

mag-

carrying respect, as in the following:

Jaksco vy see ne vyznacylysja

—

vyznactesja.

‘If

youp^ haven’t yet defined

yourself, define yourself {Jeva, Spring 1999: 100).

Poklavsy ruku na serce, vidverto, dajte vidpovid' na

3.

Vidrizte

razom

jiji

po konturu

z anketoju vkladit'

Vy Nas

ljubyte?

i,

OBOV” JAZKOVO,

17.

Statistical data is

zapytannja ankety.

OBOV” JAZKOVO,

do konverta svoju najuljublenisufotohrafiju. Za sco

‘From the bottom of your

heart, honestly, give^^

of the questions in the questionnaire. Clip^^

all

vsi

cujete,

it

answers to

along the contours, (and)

based on ninety-five instances of address and forty-five indications

of the authors’ positions in Jeva (in the 7,132-word corpus) and ninety-one address forms

and

fifty-six

examples of the authors’ positions

in

Zinka (the 7,888-word corpus). The

frequency analysis indicates the following results for Jeva and Zinka respectively:

Forms of address

(in

Authors’ positions

%):

(in

%):

37.9 vs. 2

ja ‘F

48.9 vs. 25

vy ‘you sg.=woman’

24.2 vs. 8.8
9.47 vs. 31.87

my ‘we=authors’
my ‘we=women’

24.4 vs. 21.4

vy ‘you pl.=women’
ledi ‘lady’

8.4 vs. 0

ty

‘you

sg.’

‘let’s’

indirect

11.6 vs. 6.6
8.4 vs. 50.5

26.7 vs. 53.6
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along with your questionnaire, place^^

your favourite photo into the envelope. What do you^^

like us for?’ {leva.

Fall 1998: 140).

In both (2) and (3) the

magazine

interacts with the reader using the respect-

vy form.

ful

Jeva also introduces some innovative forms of address, such as myla ledi
‘dear lady’ and istynna ledi ‘true lady,’ as in

4.

...

vy,

myla

ledi,

dopratsiuvalys' do toho, sco
'

vykljucno svij samotnij syluet.
point that

...

5:

zapljuscujete oci

you^^, dear lady,

i

bacyte

worked yourself

to the

you^^ close your eyes and see exclusively your lonely

...

silhouette’ {Jeva,
5.

examples 4 and

Summer

1999: 130).

Ale V usjakomu razi istynna ledi povynna see j raxuvatys'

deneijamy svitovoji mody.

‘In

account the newest tendencies of world fashion’ {Jeva,

These interesting forms of address are
direct as the ty

iz

novitnimy ten-

any case, a true lady must also take into

common

Summer

in Jeva.

1999: 132).

They

are not as

and vy forms, discussed above. However, they are loaded

with prestige and newness, which reinforces the difference in language

between the two magazines.
Jeva also frequently uses first-person plural forms,

which show closeness and collaboration with the reader,

6.

‘let’s’

as in

and so on,

example

6:

Podyvimosja, sco proponujuf kyjivs'ki salony. ‘Let’s see, what the Kyiv

salons have to offer’ {Jeva, Winter 1998-99: 122).

Forms of address found
Jeva. First of

all,

data, the use of this
ty

occurs in the

in

Zinka are radically different from those in

the use of familiar ty

title

form

is

is

practically absent. In the analyzed

found only twice. One instance

is

found when

of an article (example 7 a); however, in the article

the

form of address

7a.

Xoces sebe rozmaljuvaty? Mole krasce obklejitysja? ‘Would you

to paint yourself?

7b.

is

itself

switched to vy (example 7b):

Maybe

it’s

like^g

better to use stickers?’

Otoz, jaksco vy vse-taky zvazylysja vyokremytysja z-pomiz insyx

vraxujte: tatujuvannja

— ce

to distinguish yourselfp^

{Zinka, 1999, no. 6: 29).

...

operaeija. ‘So, if youp^ have nevertheless dared

from others

...

considerp^

this:

tattooing is surgery’

s
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which both examples 7 a and 7b occur

article in

carries the

second

message “don’t do

ty is also

it: it

not healthy, and

is
it

about tattooing and

could be

fatal.”

The

used in a warning:

pomres/lf you

Zjisy ci vovci jahody, odrazu j

8.

is

eat^g these “wolf’ berries,

you’ll die^g immediately’ (Zinka, 1998, no. 9: 15).

examples 7a and 8 proves the statement

Interestingly enough, the use of ty in

made by Brown and Gilman

(1960: 277) that the choice of a pronoun can

violate a group norm, express

message

carry the

some

attitude or

emotion of the speaker, or

viewed

as an outsider of a group.

that the addressee is

Therefore, by choosing ty in example

8,

the speaker expresses a warning

about the danger of eating the “wolf’ berries, and in example 7a the speaker
posits, setting the tone at the very

reader, decided to get a tattoo,

Generality in Zinka'
In

most

beginning of the

you

address

will

is

article, that ‘if

you, the

be an outsider.’

further proven

by the use of vy forms.

instances, the address is not the singular, respectful vy, as in Jeva,

but rather the plural vy, which

equivalent to zinky ‘women.’ Consider the

is

following:

9.

Otot

ljube zinoctvo,

jakomoha

dali vid samotnosti! Napysit' lysta

do

“Kontaktu” j vidrazu vidcujete, sco vasa ^ttjeva aktyvnisf zrostaje! Xaj
scastyf

vam

usim! ‘And so, dear

women, avoid

loneliness at

all

costs!

WritCp^ a letter to “Contact” and you will immediately feel^^ that your^^
activeness in

life is

growing! Best of luck to

all

of you!’ {Zinka, 1998, no.

9: 27).

10. Radijte,

modnyci, z pojavy see odnoho vysku mody, sco zyet'sja paint.

‘Rejoiccp^, fashionable

craze,

The

which

is

women, about

the appearance of one

more fashion

called paint’ {Zinka, 1999, no. 6: 29).

singular respectful vy

is

used exclusively in the context of makeup,

fashion, or love advice:

18.

Zinka also overtly protests against the use of familiar and direct

discussion of the language of Ukrainian television, the voice of Zinka states:
vidrazlyvyj sposib spilkuvannja tyx

panibrats'ke

‘ty’,

samyx veducyx

zvernene do znanyx

style of conversation

i

iz

In the

(i)

A jakyj

spivbesidnykamy! I jak casto cujemo

sanovnyx v narodi ljudej.‘A.nd what a disgusting
their guests! How often do we
famous and respected by people’

by those very same show-hosts with

hear the familiar “you” addressed to those
{Zinka, 1997, no. 8: 31).

ty.

who

are

.
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” Viddaljajte

i

nablyzajte joho, dajucy

zmoze pred”javyty na vas pravo

zrozumity, sco navrjad cy vin

vlasnosti....

Zabud'te (xoc na dejakyj cas), sco vy rozumnisa za colovika.... Dlja persoho

sami

pocilunku

pidhotujte

hlupstvo.... Zljakajtesja

na

Sepnit'

pidgrunttja....

vuxo

bud' fake

temnoho korydoru, my sky, muxy.... Pevno dosyf? Je

kontakt?! Dali dijte na svij rozsud: vedif “trofej" do zahsu abo sukajte novyj

‘Holdp^ your

objekt.

him

nearer, letting

man

in a “light pause.” DistancCp^

him know

that

and

[then]

draWp^

unlikely that he will be able to claim

it is

a right to you as his property.... Forgetp^ (at least for a while) that youp^ are

For the

smarterp^^^ than your man....

you yourself should

kiss,

first

Be

preparcpp the situation.... Whispeipp any silly thing into his ear....
frightenedpp by a dark hallway, a mouse, or a
Is there contact?!

Then

actpp according to

fly....

your

Won’t

this

be enough?

own judgment: leadpp your
new object’ (Zinka, 1999,

“trophy” to the marriage registry or lookpp for a
no. 5: 13).

The language of Zinka distances

itself

from the reader even further with

its

frequent use of impersonal and indirect forms of address, the distribution of

which equals a half of

all

address forms, at 50.5 percent (note that in Jeva

similar constructions total only 8.4 percent).

12.

...

pers niz ukorocuvaty, podovzuvaty, zvuzuvaty [brovy], treba dobre

podumaty j ne zipsuvaty

toho,

cym

shorten^^P, lengthe%^p, or thin out^^p

nadilyla vas pryroda.

your eyebrows,

things through and not damage^^p that

1999, no.

it

is

6: 16).

joho treba vveceri.

. . .

skiry.

skiru, zastosovujut' losjony....

is

necessary to do this in the evening.

room

...

i

zmisaty

a procedure no less important.
It is

temperature.... If the soap irritates your skin, use^pp lotions....

a rich cream

...

and mix^^p

it

It

is

best to wash^^p your face with water

also possible to prepare a [washing] mixture at
takc/yvp

.

Cju proceduru vykonujut' pislja ocyscennja oblyccja. ‘The

correct cleansing of your face

at

.

Mozna takoz pryhotu-

vaty zmyvku v domasnix umovax. Dlja cioho vzjaty zyrnyj krem
olijeju....

Robyty

Vmyvatysja najkrasce vodoju kimnatnoji temperatury.

Jaksco mylo podraznjuje

[joho] z

think^^^p

which nature has given you’ {Zinka,

mens vazlyvoju proceduroju je pravyl'ne ocyscennja

13.

before (you)

‘...

necessary to

with

home. For

oil....

this,

It is

one needs to

This procedure

is

done^pp

after cleansing the face (Zinka, 1999, no. 1: 17).

Infinitives
in

and the impersonal treba

both examples 12 and 13. The

‘it’s

necessary’ constructions are present

latter also

uses

mozna

‘it is

possible/one
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can’ in conjunction with an infinitive and an indefinite third-person plural
construction. All of these signal

no

direct interaction

between the addresser

and the addressee.

The above
their readers

analysis confirms that the magazines interact differently with

and establish

distinct relationships in terms of reciprocity

and

The many particular differences outlined above between the language of the two magazines are susceptible to a general characterization. The
directness.

forms of address in leva are reciprocal and

Brown and Gilman

direct,

which, according to

dynamism in a society. They indicate that
“the reciprocal solidarity semantic^^ has grown with social mobility and
equalitarian ideology” (265). The forms of address found in Zinka, on the
(1960), signal

other hand, are non-reciprocal and indirect, signaling immobility, for “the

non-reciprocal semantic

is

associated with a relatively static society”

(Brown

and Gilman 1960: 265). Thus, the forms of address outlined above mirror

two

distinct

tendencies in the

of contemporary Ukrainian society

life

projected by the magazines.

Systems of address are closely related

to the representation of the

author’s position in the magazines (see footnote 17). In the language of leva
the reader clearly sees the author’s assertive position as

T,’

which

is

illustrated in (14):

14.

Dlja ditej pryrody pojasnju: kofi-bar v Amsterdami

kavu. ‘For the children of nature
is

I’ll

— ce

misce, de pjut'

explainisg: a coffee bar in

Amsterdam

a place where people drink coffee’^” {Jeva, Winter 1998-99: 95).

In Zinka the author’s position

and

less authoritative.

The

is

represented differently.

author’s voice

is

embodied

It is

in the

collective

‘we women’

form, as in 15:

15.

A

kozna z nos, zinok, nezalezno vid

myru j spokoju,
lysja buty

viku, osvity,

virospoviduvannja xoce

stabiVnosti j dobrobutu. Bo, sco ne kazit', a

my

taky “stomy-

ne prekrasnymy.” ‘And each of us women, regardless of age,

education, [and] religion, wants peace and calm, stability, and well-being.

By

19.

“semantics”

Brown and Gilman mean

“the objective relationship existing

between speaker and addressee” (1972: 252).

The

20.

authoritative and assertive position in Jeva

expressions of opinion, such as jak na
me,’

etc.

usual’,

mene

‘in

my

is

Rather, Zinka uses the following: vvazajet'sja

usim vidomo

‘it is

also strengthened

opinion’,
‘it is

meni

by numerous

zdajet'sia

‘it

seems

to

considered’, za zvycaj ‘as

widely known’, kazuf ‘people say,’and so on.

s

s

s
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really are tired of “not being beautiful’”^'

(Zinka, 1999, no. 6: 13).

The

analysis of the authors’ positions in the

by

justified

text counts (see footnote 17),

Jeva’s ‘F and Zinka'

‘we’ positions

is

shows

sound.

It

two magazines, which
that the contrast

is

between

supports the analysis of the

address systems, proving again the presence of direct dialogue in Jeva and
generality and indirectness in Zinka. This, in fact, parallels Jeva'

and Zinka'

static

dynamic

natures outlined above.

Syntax
The

and the semantics of the dialogue

patterns revealed in the lexis

between the magazines and

their readers are largely reinforced

by the choice

of syntactic constructions. Table 3 summarizes syntactic patterns in Jeva and
Zinka.

Table

Syntax

3: Syntactic

Differences

Jeva

Zinka

Word order

SV(0)

V(0)S(0), 0(S)V(S)

Sentence types

agentive constmctions

impersonal

imperatives

infinitives

questions

exclamations

Tense

affirmative

negative

present, future

past, present

generally believed that the

It is

in Ukrainian is subject-verb-(object)

matical tradition, the

word order

unmarked or
(SV[0]) and

(this

statement

still

most neutral word order
according to the gram-

that,

in Ukrainian is free.

even though the SV(0) sentence types
language

the

may be

the

My

contention

is that

most numerous

in a

remains to be proved for Ukrainian), the other

types of combining syntactic categories in a sentence carry particular meanings

and signal specific messages in different discourse

21.
j

In

some

instances the author’s position

is elliptic:

(i)

units.^^

For the present

Myru j

zlahody, zdorov”ja

dobrobutu v kozhnu oselju! ‘Peace and harmony, health, and well-being to each home!’

{Zinka 99/1:

whose
22.

1).

position

Example
is

stated

(i) is

and

to

reminiscent of old slogans with no clear message about

whom

it is

addressed.

For the discussion of word order and

Yokoyama

(1986).

its

discourse function in Russian, see

%
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analysis, the text count

was based on 560 sentences

of Zinka and 434 sentences in the

7, 132- word

The frequency count demonstrates

that the

most frequent word order of

syntactic constructions in Jeva is subject-initial: the

cent of the analyzed sentences, whereas in Zinka

them (note

in the 7,888-word corpus

corpus of Jeva.

it

SV(0) occurs

in 59.9 per-

occurs in 37.5 percent of

and phraselike sentences constitute 18.45 percent

that unfinished

in

Jeva and 21.8 percent in Zinka, but these are not included in the discussion).

SV(0) type

Jeva'

is

represented by the following examples:

16. Publikus teplo vitalay

welcomedy

Zumal

17.

aplodysmentamy ucasnykiv^ ‘The pubhCs warmly

the participantSo with applause’ {Jeva, Fall 1998: 130).

“Jeva”^

tradycijno nahorodyvy

...

odnoho

z ucasnykiv konkursu

svojim speciaVnym pryzoniQ. 'Jeva magazines traditionally rewardedy one of the

competition participants with a special prizCo’ {Jeva, Sununer 1999: 10).

Both examples 16 and 17 display
agentive constructions with

subject-initial constructions.

SV(0) word order

This choice of

Jeva prompts the expression

in

of subjectivity with an orientation often towards a person. Most of the

SVO

constructions in Jeva are affirmative and indicative sentences stressing certainty

while avoiding negativity and open-endedness. Several imperatives found here,
with the positive message “you can do

it,”

further prove Jeva's direct inter-

action with the reader (see examples 2 and 3 above).

Sentence types in Zinka are different. The preferred word order
non-initial (40.7 percent); that

is,

is

subject

verb-(object)-subject-(object) (21.4 percent)

or object-(subject)-verb-(subject) (19.3 percent). Note that in Jeva subject noninitial

constructions constitute 21.65 percent: verb-initial 8.75 percent and

object-initial 12.9 percent.

non-initial constructions

18.

Perm medycnu dopomohuQ

aido
19.

Consider the following three examples of subject

from Zinka:

is

nadajey

givenyby a mother^ or a

mamas

bat'kos-'The

first

medical

father^’ {Zinka, 1999, no. 1: 16).

Spry cyny lay cju desco nespodivanu superecku^ vrodlyva molodycjas.'lAds,

somewhat unexpected
1999, no.

confiicto

was

startedy

by a

pretty

young womans’(Zm^a,

5: 1).

20. Cej lystfjmys pokazalyy doktoru
to a doctor of

medycnyx nauk/WQ^ showedy

medical sciences’ (Zm/:<2 1999, no.

The avoidance of

,

this lettero

5: 16).

subject-initial sentences in Zinka, as in

examples 18-20,

indicates a strong tendency towards objectivity and impersonality. This is also

reinforced by several impersonal (16 percent) and infinitival (24.3 percent) con-
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structions (see also the discussion of the semantics of dialogue in the previous
section):

21. JixQtez zaprosenoy

modelling school’

1999, no.

to the

13).

1:

Cjoho roku bulo obranoy najvrodlyvisu divcynuQ SND. ‘This year the

22.

prettiest

23.

do skoly modelinhu/TheyQ were also invitedy

young womano of

the

CIS was choseny’

{Zinka, 1999, no. 5: 12).

V unikaVnij laboratoriji snu provefyy eksperymento na tysjaci pacijentax.'ln
was

the unique sleep laboratory an experimento

carried outy 3 pL

on a thousand

patients ’(ZMa, 1998, no. 9: 28).

Examples 21-22 use the impersonal

-no/-to constructions,

presents a third-person plural indefinite.

The use of such

avoidance of direct and personal narration and emphasizes
actionality. In

and example 23

constructions signals
statality rather

Jeva both the impersonals and infinitives are less numerous:

than
1

1.4

and 13.3 percent respectively.
Furthermore, the language of Zinka frequently displays negative structures
(22.3 percent in Zinka vs. 15.9 percent in Jeva), such as examples 24—26:

24. Zrozumilo, pokladaty nadiji, sco himnastyka
lin

Monro, ne

the [same]
25.

A

varto.

fame

zaraz

as Marilyn

— pro

dopomoze zdobuty slavu Meri-

‘Of course, to hope that gymnastics will help you to gain

Monroe

prykrosci.

Na

is

not

realistic’ (Zinka,

zal, bez

nyx

zyttja

1998, no.

9: 25).

ne buvaje. ‘And

now

about regrets. Unfortunately, hfe does not exist without them’ (Zinka, 1998, no.
9: 18).

26.

Ja nicoho nide ne mozu dobytysja, bo v mene nemaje hrosej.

achieve anything^EG anywhercj^ because

I

‘I

can’t

don’t have money’ (Zinka, 1998,

no. 9: 23).

Example 24

is

parts, is also

a negative. Example 26 has four negatives. Interestingly, both 24

an

infinitival negative.

Example

25, lacking a subject in both

and 25 are impersonal sentences, which are frequent

in Zinka, as

I

have shown.

Moreover, several negative constructions found in Zinka are imperatives
with the message “don’t do

27.

For example:

Ni V jakomu razi ne zapyvajte tabletky cajem! ‘Don’t ever down

with
28.

it.”

tea’ (Zinka,

1998, no. 9: 15).

Ne padajte duxomJDon't be

discouraged’ (Zm/:a, 1998, no. 9: 23).
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The

negativity found in Zinka

is

ended questions (17.14 percent

extended by the use of numerous open-

Zinka

in

vs.

6.5 percent in Jeva), as in

examples 29-31:

Sco robyty

29.

v takyx vypadkax, de sukaty vyxid? Psyxolohy radjat' ne

vpadaty u vidcaj. ‘What

is

one

to

do

in such cases,

where

is

one

look for

to

solutions? Psychologists advise people not to fall into despair’ (Zinka, 1999,
no. 6: 2).

Kudy

30.

‘Where can one escape from one’s husband?’

vtekty vid colovika?

(Zinka, 1999, no. 6: 3).
31. Jaki idealy navjazujut' molodym? Zhadajmo konkurs ‘Mister rokuZ
Jakym postaje z ekrana sucasnyj junak?... A sucasna divcyna? ‘What ideals
are thrust upon young people? Let us recall the “Mister of the Year”
competition. How is a contemporary young man depicted on the [TV]
screen?... And a contemporary young woman?’ (Zinka, 1997, no. 8: 31).

Examples 29-3 1

are

tempered by expressions of uncertainty and

with questions, “What to do?

What

possibility,

be done?” Most such questions are

is to

posed but receive no answer. Zinka invites the reader to formulate an answer

on her own or simply
its

to leave the question open. This voice in

Zinka signals

indecision and instability.

The open-endedness
matory constructions

in the syntax of

(4.3 percent in

32.

Zdorov”ja vasomu domu! ‘Health

33.

Xaj

cvitut' pivoniji

Zinka

Zinka

to

is

confirmed by several excla-

vs. 2.8 percent in Jeva),

such as

your home!’ (Zinka, 1997, no.

na radisf ljudjam! ‘May peonies bloom

people joy!’ (Zinka, 1997, no.

8:

29)

[to give]

8: 28).

These exclamatory constructions signal Zinka‘s wishful thinking, with no
clear directions about

how

to get there.^^

Another difference marked by the language of the two magazines
use of tense. Jeva

is

is

in the

written predominantly in the present (22.2 percent) and

past (29 percent) tenses, but the future tense also occurs frequently (19.7 percent). Zinka,

on the other hand, uses mainly the past tense (41.7 percent) and

uses the present (17.5 percent) and future (9.2 percent) tenses less often. (Note
that

both magazines use the past tense in recounting particular events;

common

23.

in several genres in the media.) Consider these

Zinka differs from Jeva by

further signalling

its

its

this is

examples from Jeva:

frequent use of ellipses at the end of a sentence,

open-endedness: 7.5 percent

vs. 1.6

percent respectively.
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vpered
kosmetolohom —
— and go forward toward your

svojim

zi

‘Consultj^ your cosmetologist

35.

in

do

i

idealu.

ideal’ (Jeva,

1999: 110).

Jak bacymo, zarano see hovoryty pro povnu rivnopravnisf

i

parytet

persomu misci problema sumiscennja tradyeijnoji roli zinkyberehyni vsiljakyx vohnysc i prahnennja do samorealizaeiji v profesijnomu
mozlyvostej: na

plant Ale pryjemno, sco
‘As

we

svit

krokuje u pravyl'nomu naprjamku.

seCpREs, it’s too early to talk

opportunities; the primary

problem

is

about

total equality

and the parity of

the eompatibility of the traditional role

of the woman-guardian of various hearths and the desire for self-realization

But

in the professional world.

The use of
Example 35

it is

pleasant that the world

is

stepping in the

Spring 1999: 88).

right directionpRES(FUT)’

tense in example 34 orients the passage towards the future.
illustrates the

use of the present tense, but the content reinforces

a positive direction into the future. In comparison, the text in Zinka rarely

discusses only the future. In eases in which the present or future are used,

some referenee

to the past is usually found:

36. Persyj Vseukrajins'kyj zinocyj konhres vidijsov
rijeju.

Jakym bude

druhyj, nastupnyj?

Podbajmo

u mynule
z

i

vze stav isto-

pro ce vze

Women’s Congress has moved into
hecomep^sj^^j^iy. What will purlhe second one, the

‘The

teper.

First All-Ukrainian

the past and has

already

next one, be like?

Let’s trypREs^puT- to take care of this now’ {Zinka, 1998, no. 9: 15).
37.

Nadovho zapav u pamjat'

baby Sury pro nase

zyttja

i

dzvinkyj bahatoholosyj xor “Berehyni, ” zarty

scyryj smikh zinok. ‘The ringing multi-voieed ehoir

Berehynia, granny Shura’s jokes about our

women

registeredp^sx in our

Example 36
erence

is

memory

life,

and the sineere laughter of

for a long time' (Zinka, 1999, no.

1: 5).

refers to a congress that took place in the past; the future ref-

rendered in the form of a question, “What will the next one be

like?” rather than “sueh

congress.”

It is

and such issues will be brought up

at the

continued with an open imperative “let’s think about

now,” but with no elear delineation of where

to start.

Example

next
this

37, about a

women’s conference organized by Zinka, also refers to the past, the “choir
... registered in our memory,” and does not predict that the choir will be
remembered. Thus the differenee in the two magazine’s use of tenses
coincides with the dynamic/new/subjective (present and future tense in Jeva)
versus the static/traditional/objective (past and present tenses in Zinka)
distinetion

between them.
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Syntactic features, albeit analyzed succinctly, suggest that differences in

sentence structure, as well as the choice of sentence types and tenses,
evident an opposition that

is

make

manifested throughout the language of the

magazines. The assertive, affirmative, and subjective syntactic constructions
of Jeva further contribute to
static:

it

its

dynamic

orientation.

The syntax of Zinka

is

expresses uncertainty, wishful thinking, and avoidance of direct

contact with the reader.^"^

Language and Feminini ties
I

in Ukraine

have presented systematic differences in the language of two contem-

porary Ukrainian

women’s magazines.

of these differences,

I

In order to explore the significance

shall use the influential socio-semantic theory of cod-

ing orientation developed by Basil Bernstein (1970, 1986, 1990). According
to him, “the

up

at

form of

social relation regulates the options that speakers take

both syntactic and lexical levels” (1986: 473).^^ Bernstein outlines

two fundamental types of eommunication codes: elaborated and

restricted.

[E]laborated codes orient their users towards universalistic meanings, whereas
restricted

codes orient, sensitize, their users to particularistic meanings:... the

linguistic-realization of the

two orders

are different,

and so are the

tionships

which

structure

and thus contain the potentiality of change in

social rela-

realize them. Elaborated codes are less tied to a given or local
principles.... Restricted

codes are more tied to a local social structure and have a reduced potential for

change

in principles. (Bernstein 1970: 164)

According to Bernstein, two different codings are also
of newness of meaning; that

is,

distinct in terms

“novel meanings are likely to be encouraged

and a complex conceptual order explored” (1986: 478) in an elaborated

24.

The language of Zinka and Jeva

differ also with respect to the text’s discourse

organization. In particular, factors such as topic introduction and topic shift, as well as
the distribution of background and foreground information, support further polarization
in the magazines’ language.

The paragraph

structure in Zinka tends to be cyclic, with the

information unfolding within questions, exclamations and constructions of “hope,” which
are involved in topic introduction and topic shift. In

52 topical

units analyzed, 16 topics

or 30.8 percent were introduced with questions and exclamations
topic

introductions

with

questions

(cf.

with Jeva, in which

and exclamations constitute 9.3 percent, or 4

occurrences in 43 topical units analyzed). In Jeva there

is

a tendency to begin narration

with the foreground information, and topic introductions and shifts are achieved via
indicative constructions. Jeva's discourse-organization patterns parallel the discussion of
syntactic differences above.
25.

In this article Bernstein’s options are extended to the levels of semantics (and

possibly of discourse; see footnote 27).
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meanings are

code.^^ Restricted coding discourages novelty, “verbal

likely

be assigned,” and “the individual steps into the meaning system and

to

leaves

it

relatively undisturbed” (1986: 478). This

by the analysis of

shown

that

lexical choices in the

dichotomy

is

confirmed

language of Jeva and Zinka.

It

was

Jeva encourages innovations, whereas Zinka remains within the

boundaries of the traditional lexicon.

An

elaborated code tends also to be

characterized by the great lexical differentiation of certain semantic fields,

and

this differentiation is

new, and prestigious

manifested in the language of Jeva (foreign, slang,

lexis).

Furthermore, Bernstein notes that a restricted code will arise where the

form of

social relations is characterized

pectations,

and by

common

emerges where the culture or subculture

The emphasis on

‘we’

is

by shared

identifications

and ex-

assumptions (1986: 476). “Thus a restricted code
raises the ‘we’

above

seen in the language of Zinka, which

‘I’”
is

(1986: 476).

characteristic

of a restricted code and does not give rise to verbally differentiated

‘I’s.

Moreover, the restricted code of Zinka “creates the possibility for the transmission of communalized symbols” (1986: 477) rather than the transmission
of individual symbols. The dominance of ‘F over ‘we’ was shown to be overt
in the language of Jeva, thus suggesting

The discussion of

elaborated code.

its

syntactic constructions found the language of Jeva to

be characterized by an orientation toward the individual.
individual

from others and

emphasized

clearly

It

differentiated the

subjectivity.

According

to

Bernstein’s theory, this corresponds to the elaborated code. In contrast, the

language in Zinka

is

marked by

objectivity.

Its

impersonality points to

restricted coding.^^

Moreover, the dynamic and active facets of the language in Jeva

fit

Bernstein’s notion of the “personal” orientation characterized by openness.

26.

Bernstein also discusses the differences in the type of social roles realized through

two codings within open and closed
27.
it

can also be extended

linguistic

exchange of a

intentions, purposes,
in

role systems.

See 1986: 477.

Bernstein’s socio-semantic theory deals primarily with lexis and syntax; however,
to the level

restricted

of discourse. Bernstein (1986: 476) posits that

code

is

based on shared identifications and transmits

and discrete meanings rather than specific and explicit meanings as

an elaborated code. Discourse analysis (see footnote 24) based on topic introduction

and topic
the

shift

may

support further differences in the coding of Jeva and Zinka. In Zinka

marking of both topic introduction and topic

shift

with questions, exclamations, and

constructions of “hope” signals intentionality and discreteness with
possible answers. This indicates

its

restricted orientation. Jeva,

no elaboration of

on the other hand, by

introducing and shifting topics with assertive indicative constructions, demonstrates
progress, specificity, and explicitness in narration and thus in elaboration.

s
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broadness, and the availability of alternatives. In contrast, the non-dynamic

and

tightly

bound dimensions of Zinka

are related to Bernstein’s notion of

marked by

non-negotiability, clear boundaries,

the “positional” orientation,

non-reciprocity, and avoidance of change (1986: 482-4). In addition, as

I

have shown, the dialogue instantiated in Jeva demonstrates reciprocity, which
another characteristic of the “personal” orientation. Zinka'

is

reciprocity

correlated with

is

its

“positional” orientation,

lack of

which tends

to

be

unilateral (1986: 483).^'

The
its

analysis above leads

me

to

conclude that Jeva

is

identified through

language with an elaborated code symbolizing an individual-based culture,

whereas Zinka

tions,

on a

relies

The important

culture.

code symbolizing a conununity-based

restricted

corollary of this

is that

the different coding orienta-

which project contrasting notions of femininity, predispose the readers

of the magazines to group and interpret their experiences differently.

The elaborated code present
emancipated

Jeva transmits the picture of a new,

in

woman as
women (mostly

(this is debatable), progressive, authoritative, active

an individual, a

woman who

is

constantly

compared

to other

of the Zinka type), cares more for herself and less for others

and men), and knows how
through

28.

its

use of a restricted code, presents a

(i.e.,

children

Zinka, by contrast,

to take care of herself.

woman who

part of a larger

is

Bernstein analyzes “positional” and “personal” orientations in models of families

and distinguishes between “positional” and “person-oriented” families. He also
distinction to closed

communication systems, which have

restricted coding,

relates this

and open

systems, which have elaborated coding. For details, see Bernstein 1986.
29.

The

even

magazine

editor of Jeva stated that “the credo of the

everything that
if it isn’t

is

most modem, most fashionable, [and] most

or never will be in Ukraine, so that our

women do

inferior.” This picture of Jeva's femininity is manifest in the
1.

is

to tell

not feel provincial and

magazine:

[M]y, vysukani zinky, teper myslymo hlobal'nisymy masstabamy, niz desjat' ta navit'

pjat' rokiv tomu.

women, now

Vidpovidno j interesy u nas na porjadok vysci. ‘[W]e, exceptional
more global lines than ten or even five years ago. Accordingly,

think along

me note that
women around

our interests are also of a higher level’ (Jeva, Spring 1999: 88). (Let
article in

which

world, thus

my

this

‘we’

statement occurs
is

is

about issues of concern for

used in a global sense as ‘we,

women

3.

4.

Vy pryvablyva, emansypovana. ‘You are

Ne
What
5.

6’

and emancipated.’

soromtes'! ‘Don’t be ashamed!’
is

as lively

also interesting

is

and fashionable

that Jeva's readers describe the

magazine’s language overtly

in their letters to editor:

Pryjemno cytaty zurnal, cyja mova zyva
whose language is lively and fashionable’
6.

attractive

the

the

of the world.’)

Han'ba nasij zakompleksovanosti! ‘Shame on our conservativeness!
Vidpocynok bez ditej! ‘A holiday without children!’

2.

women

interesting in the world,

i

sty I' na.

(Jeva,

‘It is

Summer

a pleasure to read a magazine

1999: 4).

Language of Polarized Femininities
and

static patriarchal

and accepting of

to

woman

without a clear vision of the future, a

evident from this analysis

is

conservative,

with unanswered questions such as Jak dali zyty?

go on?’ and Xto zamiz viz'me? ‘Who

What

is traditional,

problems: a housewife, a caring mother, a devoted

grandmother, a Cinderella, a

woman preoccupied

woman who

community, a

life’s
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in

between the message presented

will
is

in popular

‘How

marry me?’^®

that there is a direct correlation

magazines and the two codes of

language.

Conclusion
This analysis demonstrates that the language of each of the two magazines

is

remarkably consistent in terms of the coding orientation. Lexical,

semantic,

and syntactic patterns show a direct correlation with either

restricted or elaborated coding.
restricted

The language of Zinka

coding and projects a communal and

is

static

consistent with the

femininity within a

The language of Jeva

traditional patriarchal environment.

associated with

is

elaborated coding and presents an individualistic and dynamic femininity,

which unfolds within a female conununity. Thus, through language loaded
with a particular coding, the two magazines instantiate polarized femininities
in

contemporary Ukrainian

have raised these hitherto unstudied

society.^' I

hope about stimulating further discussion of them.

issues in the
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Khoma was one

Until the beginning of the 1990s the lecturer Vasyl

of the most

productive critics of Ukrainian literature in Slovakia, and he had a considerable influence

on

its

development. Besides writing

critical literary articles,

he also reviewed many of the

Ukrainian books published in Slovakia, actively participated in conferences and seminars

devoted to Ukrainian

literature in Slovakia,

spoke out

of the Union of Slovak Writers, and so forth.
language,

Khoma had

As

at

meetings of the Ukrainian branch

a philologist specializing in the Russian

employed

a relatively strong grasp of literary Ukrainian and

it

in

writing scholarly and critical works about Ukrainian literature in Slovakia, a literature that
in

1989 he

still

considered to be Ukrainian.

A

fine

example of

titled

The paper was

“Ukrainian Poetry of Czechoslovakia since the Triumphant February of 1948” and

began with the words

“Forty

years

of development

Czechoslovakia in the conditions of a free
the creative growth of

of

this

Ukrainian

socialist Fatherland signifies a

our literature” {Duklia, 1989, no.

all

Thus, on the basis of
later

paper he

this is the

delivered at a seminar on the thirty-fifth anniversary of the journal Duklia.

1:

literature

in

new epoch

in

38).

speech and numerous works written before 1989 and even

about the work of our writers, one can conclude that

Khoma supported the

Ukrainian

position with regard to the national orientation of our people, literature, and culture.

was of a

possible, however, that even then he

partocracy he

was forced

It is

different mind, but as a servant of the

to support the official party line.

Otherwise

it is

hard to explain

the sudden and radical change in his national orientation after 1989 and his ultimate

switch to the Rusyn position
his return to his roots in a

where,

among

at the

end of the 1990s. He made a public declaration about

speech he gave

self-aware, can identify itself with that
that

at the first folklore festival in

Chmel’ova,

other things, he said (in Rusyn): “Every person, every living thing that

which has been

in his

novinky, 2000, nos. 39-40).

which

is

close, native,

blood” (see “Vertaime

The problem, however,

roots, to the traditions of his ancestors,

is

and realized

sia

and familial since

birth

is

and

ku svoim koriniam,” Narodny

not that

Khoma

that his native

has returned to his

language

is

Rusyn,

because after the “velvet” revolution many, as the Slovaks say, changed colour. Rather,
to use his

own words

he had been
In his

in reference to

until 1989,

Mykhailo Roman, he

lost his

memory,

forgot

who

and began contradicting what he had said before.

monograph Khoma

investigates the

work of nineteen Ukrainian poets who

lived in eastern Slovakia, beginning with Zoreslav and ending with Petro Gula. For the
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most

part,

published

Khoma

whom

work of poets about

gives a thematic analysis of the

he had

reviews and essays before 1989 in Ukrainian journals and collections,

critical

primarily in Duklia. This

Ukrainian, although

it is

is his

explanation of the fact that his monograph appears in

intended primarily for the Rusyn reading public, which does not

understand Ukrainian and for that reason stubbornly demands that Ukrainian radio

programmes be switched

to

Rusyn.

podge of a few

different dialects,

abstract in a language that

is

1

would be no easy

intelligentsia

With regard

This

task.

is

understood that

no more than a hodge

at present is

why he wrote

only the

a mixture of dialecticisms, Russianisms, and Slovakisms,

supplemented with Slovak syntactical constructions.

Rusyn

Khoma

believe, however, that

Rusyn language, which

writing literary criticism in the

It

reminds

me

of iazychie, which the

used in the nineteenth century.
works,

to his analyses of the poetic

all-knowing and irreproachable

critic

who seems

Khoma has

taken the position of the

way

not to have been connected in any

dogma that deformed the literary and cultural
And yet everyone knows that at that time Khoma held

with that Marxist-Leninist

life

Czechoslovakia after 1945.

several

in

high positions, such as deputy minister of culture in Slovakia, diplomat, ministerial

employee of the Slovak National Council. As a member of the nomenklatura,

adviser, and

he took a direct or indirect part in implementing the Party’s dogmas. Thus, one

is

astounded by his radical and uncompromising criticism of the totalitarian system of

Czechoslovakia and

its

“monochromatic bureaucratic-political orientation

Marxism-Leninism,” the very system

Mikova,

that enabled

monograph Khoma analyzes

the poetic works of almost

all

the Ukrainian poets

of Czechoslovakia from the 1920s to the 1990s, describes the path of their

and outlines

their

achievements and

proves himself to be an erudite

and

his

own

his analysis

critic,

evaluating through the prism of aesthetic categories
its

and evaluation of the work of certain poets

geared towards one goal

that the Ukrainian poets, although they

Khoma

in spirit

is

thus better able to reflect the

life

most

life

distinctive traits.

But

—

to

and inner meaning Rusyn poetry

wrote in Ukrainian, were in fact always

of their ethnic group.

incapable of articulating the Rusyn

number of Ukrainian

Rusyn and demonstrated

spirit

It

that they are

appears that the Ukrainian

and reflecting the psychology, way

and thought, habits and customs, and Central European mentality of the Rusyn

people. Is
Is this

is

is

delights in the fact that a significant

poets and prose writers have switched to writing in

of

growth,

experience the work of each poet and detecting

Rusyns. Furthermore,

language

artistic

of literary phenomena he

failures. In his analysis

prove that the Ukrainian poetry of Slovakia

and

in the spirit of

a poor peasant boy from

and hold important government positions.

to attain the highest level of education

In his

Khoma,

it

really hard to express the mentality of the

Rusyns of Slovakia

in

Ukrainian?

mentality really so complex and distinctive that a special language with a vocabu-

lary that fits into a small orthographic dictionary

must be created

to express it?

In attempting to read the works of the Ukrainian poets of Slovakia, especially the

poets of the older generation, in a

new way, Khoma

often,

and

at

times groundlessly,

reproaches the authors for schematism, dogmatism, triteness, glorifying socialist society,
serving the partocracy, and other “sins” in their works of the 1950s. In his time Borys

Hrinchenko said

that

“we have

the right to judge epochs

from our point of view, but we

should judge people from the point of view of the epoch in which they lived.” In other
words, literary works should be evaluated from a concrete historical perspective; that

is,

they should be evaluated within the context of their period, by the author’s and reader’s
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and

literary
Illia

artistic

Halaida,

their capacity for

phenomena. In

we were drunk
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an adequate (or inadequate) understanding of

this sense, the

with victory, and

changes taking place in our region,

we

accompanied those changes. Therefore

it is

I

1950s was a time when, according to

should add that because of the enormous

did not reflect on the deformations that

understandable

why

our poets, more so than

Slovak or Czech poets, glorified the building of socialism and failed to realize that they

were succumbing

to

dogmatism, schematism, and

they could about what they saw and

triteness.

Simply

wrote as best

put, they

Furthermore, almost none of them were capable

felt.

of writing associative-metaphorical poetry, which was written only by Stepan Hostyniak,
losyf Zbihlei, Mykhailo Drobniak, and others and was meant

words about the Slovak poet M. Valko

same can be
For

this

said about our readers,

—

—

Dmytro Pavlychko’s

in

for solitary reading, not for public recitation.

who had

The

not been prepared to receive such poetry.

reason contests of poetic recitation rarely included

poems of an

associative-

metaphorical character.
In his survey articles

Khoma

devotes

much

attention to the changes in the national

orientation of the Rusyn-Ukrainians of the Presov region at the beginning of the 1950s;

the introduction of the Ukrainian language into our press, radio, publishing, and schools;
the publishing of populist writers; the prospects for the development of

and so

agree with

forth. I

Khoma’ s claim

that

Rusyn

literature;

our people’s conversion to a Ukrainian

Orthodoxy and collective farming) came about through
cannot agree with the claim that “ the Ukrainianization of

national orientation (as well as to

administrative methods. But

I

the postwar period, the mostly administrative-bureaucratic introduction of Ukrainian as

Rusyn schools and as the language of the press and radio,
Communist regime against the Rusyns.” I personally believe

the language of instruction in

was an

arbitrary act of the

that Ukrainianization

was the

best, scientifically

grounded attempt

at

solving the question

of national determination of the Rusyn-Ukrainians of eastern Slovakia and
their linguistic confusion. It is true that for a variety of objective

reasons,
effect

some of which

and

are

at

mentioned by Khoma, Ukrainianization failed

to give the desired results.

And

did produce a bountiful harvest: a large

overcoming

and mainly subjective
to take full

yet in less than five decades Ukrainianization

number of

intelligentsia

educated in various

Ukrainian schools, hundreds of amateur groups, dozens of festivals and various contests,
thousands of textbooks, scholarly, and literary works, and almost
journals

Nove

zhyttia,

fifty

volumes of the

Druzhno vpered, Duklia, and Veselka. Further evidence of

this is

Khoma’ s almost 400-page monograph.
It

can be said without exaggeration that our national minority has achieved more in

less than fifty years than in all the

preceding centuries.

ments would have been even greater had
opportunities,

had no Slovak-Ukrainian

1989 and attempted
return to

Rusynism

to revive
is

Rusyn

we

I

am

sure that these accomplish-

taken advantage of

identity

all

the available

Rusyn

positions after

by whatever means without

realizing that a

intelligentsia switched to

a step towards full assimilation.
luri

Kundrat

Bratislava
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Volodymyr Fisanov. Prohrane supemytstvo: SShA

ta Avstro-

Uhorshchyna u Tsentralnii levropi v roky Pershoi svitovoi

viiny.

Chemivtsi: Zoloti lytavry, 1999. 264 pp.
Fisanov’ s monograph examines the diplomatic history of the First World War.
the

It is

work by a Ukrainian historian on the final years of the Austro-Hungarian Empire
context of American policy on Central and Eastern Europe.

first

in the

There are several reasons

1914

to

why

from

the author addresses this topic. First, the events

1918 occupied an important place in Soviet historiography, which was marred by

was described by Soviet

the influence of Marxist ideology. “Wilsonism,” for example,

scholars as “bourgeois national-liberalism” and a combination of “aggression and reform”
(Istoriia

SShA,

vol. 3

[Moscow; Nauka, 1985],

55).

regarded as a defender of democratic capitalism (Z.

The American president himself was
M. Gershov, Vudro Vilson [Moscow:

Mysl, 1983], 314). The American programme for Central and Eastern Europe was
contrasted with the Leninist

model of

national self-determination

(I.

“Osobennosti revoliutsionnogo protsessa v stranakh Tsentralnoi

O

levropy,”

revoliutsiiakh

[Moscow: IMRD,

S. lazhborovskaia,
i

lugo-Vostochnoi

1918 goda v levrope: Materialy nauchnoi

1979],

50).

consequences of the Great

War

Secondly,
in a

Soviet

scholarship

IMRD

sessii

examined the

barely

wider context. Researchers practically ignored the

interconnection between internal and external factors in the dissolution of the European

empires and the search for socio-political forms that would ensure stable

states in

Europe

and a lasting international system.

The main questions
American

relations

that

from 1914

Fisanov investigates are the development of Austroto 1919,

Hungary; Washington’s mediation
Austria-Hungary aimed

Habsburg empire
initiatives

at

when

between the Entente and

concluding a separate peace; the national problem in the

as an important factor in

American foreign

policy;

American peace

and the American peace programme for Central and Eastern Europe

and the impact of the Austro-Hungarian contribution
President

war on Austria-

the United States declared

in the secret negotiations

Woodrow

to the Paris

in 1918;

Peace Conference on

Wilson’s European policy. The book’s secondary topics include the

Polish and the Russian questions, which are an indispensable part of the historical

background

(pp. 5-6).

The author’s methodological approach
line causal

is

of considerable

interest.

He

rejects the one-

approach for a multi-vectored analysis of possible alternative developments

of events. In this context

it is

perfectly natural to doubt that the fall of the

empire was inevitable. According

to Fisanov,

preservation and transformation than

its

more

dissolution:

unified territory, an idea of Austria-Hungary that

Habsburg

internal factors favoured the empire’s
it

had a consolidated

elite,

a partly

was widely accepted, and had avoided

a sharp exacerbation of the nationality question (pp. 38^0). External conditions did not

pose any fundamental obstacle to the further development of the empire (pp. 8-9).
Yet, the structure and the ideological foundations of the Habsburg empire contained
the preconditions for

its

dissolution.

The author

points out that the lack of a unifying

universal idea and integrative stereotypes that are characteristic of well-unified empires

was an important

factor in Austria-Hungary’s disintegration. This factor

by

itself

could
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not have undermined one of the largest empires in Europe: defeat in war was a necessary

cause of

its

downfall

(p. 9).

At the beginning of the war most of the Entente members and the United States were
not interested in the disintegration of the Danubian monarchy, but rather in

mation from an absolutist
Austrian diplomacy

made

its

transfor-

10, 51, 54, 67, 77). In its turn

state into a federation (pp.

extraordinary efforts to convince the allies that the Austro-

Hungarian Empire had to be preserved to guarantee the

of south central Europe.

stability

On

Otherwise there would be permanent anarchy in the region (pp. 55-6, 60-1).

whole the American government agreed with

approach. In February 1917

this

To achieve

mediating efforts to launch separate negotiations.

this

it

it

the

began

even agreed

to

guarantee the status of Austria-Hungary after the war. But the Entente failed to provide

Bohemia and Moravia would not

clear-cut assurances that

separate,

and

this

made

it

impossible to reach a positive result (pp. 63-6). Thus the United States was forced to
consider the question of entering the war. In Fisanov’s opinion. Congress’s decision to
declare

war on Austia-Hungary was

military units

Even

by information

greatly influenced

had appeared on the Western Front

war on 7 December 1917, the United

after declaring

that Austrian

(p. 78).

States

made

a distinction

between Austria-Hungary and Germany and did not foreclose the possibility of friendly
relations with the former.

By

American diplomacy was focussed on

the end of the year

preparing a postwar peace programme, in which the most complex question was the future

shape of the Habsburg empire. Most of the experts and, eventually, the American
president himself favoured a federation with the broadest

autonomy

for the constituent

nations within the boundaries of the existing state. Fisanov carries out a detailed textual
analysis of ten of the “fourteen points” and
for various outcomes.
that

would

satisfy

The

that

American diplomacy was preparing

both Vienna and the advocates of separation (pp. 88-94).

In the spring of 1918 the

American administration made one more attempt

separate negotiations, but

initiating

shows

points were formulated so as to allow a broad interpretation

territorial partitions.

Therefore that

it

summer

at

overcome disputes over the postwar

failed to

American position began

the

to evolve

gradually toward supporting the self-determination of the nations inhabiting the Habsburg

empire.

The United

European strategy

Austro-Hungarian strategy began to change into a Central

States’

(pp. 108-10).

Events in the former Russian Empire were another factor that influenced
in strategy. Petrograd’s

shared by

its allies,

this

change

moderate position on the future Austria-Hungary, which was

changed radically when the Bolsheviks seized power. The separate

Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, concluded in the winter of 1918, forced the Americans to define
their

views on the postwar order quickly, since the Central Powers had just formed a

buffer zone between themselves and Russia in order to regroup their forces and redeploy

them on

the Western Front.

In this situation

Germany and her

attempted to neutralize Russia and,

movement

in their

own

allies attributed great

at the

geopolitical interests

same
by

importance to Ukraine: they

time, exploit the Ukrainian national

setting

up and supporting a puppet

After signing the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk on 9 February 1918, the Central
itself in a difficult situation:

Germans from

on the one hand,

controlling Ukraine, and

challenge to the Entente

(p.

133).

its

on the

According

military

weakness could not prevent the

other, the treaty
to

state.

Rada found

was seen

as a direct

Fisanov, attempts to play up the
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Germans and

contradictions between the

the Bolsheviks significantly diminished the

prospects for Ukrainian statehood (pp. 134—5).

The

leaders of the Entente and the United States understood the Central Rada’s pre-

dicament and

political

manoeuvres, but showed no special

question.

At the same time they became increasingly

Hungary.

Woodrow

nationalities

Tomas Masaryk,

leader of the

the

emigration. Influenced by these leaders, the American president leaned

toward supporting the independence of a number of

Hungary

(p.

By October

158).

disintegrated,

the

1918,

when

the

territories

Czech

more and more

belonging to Austria-

Danubian monarchy had actually

American government recognized the national demands of

the

was the “controlled”

dis-

Czechoslovaks and the Yugoslavs

memberment of

Ukrainian

Wilson’s administration began to scrutinize the leaders of the various

the empire, particularly

in

interest in the

interested in the future of Austria-

the empire, that

is,

Thus the

161).

(p.

national

issue

demands were

to

be taken into account

without meeting the demands of the small nations.
After the capitulation of the Central Powers in

November

1918, a

new

situation

The time had come to divide the property of the vanquished. In these
conditions American strategy was motivated not by territorial greed, but by the “moral
emerged

in Europe.

satisfaction” of serving the

“new

disagreements and quarrels

among

Woodrow

Wilson, taking

principle of liberty in the world,”

the allies (pp. 171-2).

this principle as his point

in her dispute with Italy over

some

As

which led

to frequent

Paris Peace Conference,

of departure, championed Yugoslavia

sections of the Adriatic coast (pp. 183-7).

States also supported the inclusion of

federation (188-91).

At the

German Bohemia and Moravia

to the Ukrainian question, the

in the

The United

Czechoslovak

United States insisted on removing

a number of territories from Bolshevik Russia’s sphere of influence and approved the

annexation of Eastern Galicia and Bukovyna by Poland and Romania respectively (pp.
195-6).

Fisanov’s study ends with an assessment of Austria-Hungary as a geopolitical

experiment in the broad context of the
states. In his opinion, the

in

rise, existence,

and demise of

empire’s distinctive feature was that

a constant struggle against the Ottoman, Russian, and

beginning of the twentieth century Austria-Hungary had
as a unified, powerful state supporting the status

divided state could not resist division and
tions.

(p.

Austria-Hungary was not the only loser

by

lost

fell

failing to achieve a democratic peace.

quo

it

states

and supra-

emerged and took shape

German

empires.

lost its geopolitical

(pp. 202-3).

By

the

importance

That large, culturally

victim to dynamic geopolitical combina-

at the

end of the war: the United States also

Fisanov concludes that both contestants

lost

213).

The legacy of

way

or another

it

the Danubian monarchy, however, did not fade into oblivion: in one

was

reflected in the

century. In addition, the

European integrative processes of the

phenomenon of Austrian

believes that the “paradox lay in the fact that with the demise of the
informational-cultural field

seemed

late twentieth

culture outlasted the empire.

to persist, influencing literature, art,

and science not

only in Central Europe, but also in the cultural realm of the Western world”
In

recognizing

the

originality

of Fisanov’s

methodology, one should point out that he writes in a

conclusions,

The author

monarchy the

(p. 4).

generalizations,

fine, accessible style.

and

Every chapter

reads like a complete unit. His thoughtfully selected illustrative material not only

supplements the

text,

but also testifies to the author’s sense of humour.
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I

the

must point out a number of shortcomings

monograph. The

the first

book

first

that

do not

affect the general quality of

part of the introduction is not entirely successful. In

two paragraphs of chapter two

(p.

my

opinion,

37) would have been a better beginning.

also lacks an analysis of the domestic conditions in

the future of the
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The

which the American position on

Habsburg empire was formed. The competition among the various

American

positions within the

adequately presented. At times

political elite, particularly
I

from 1914

to

1916,

is

not

sensed a certain lack of logic in the exposition, a

mosaiclike collection of materials. The book

is

overloaded with facts that could have been

safely omitted.

Nonetheless, Fisanov’s study
the First

World War and

is

a notable contribution to the diplomatic history of

to Ukrainian historical research.

Serhii Feduniak

Chemivtsi National University

Ewa M. Thompson.

Imperial Knowledge: Russian Literature and

Colonialism. Contributions to the Study of

Westport, Conn.:
In the

Greenwood

wake of Edward

Press, 2000.

World
viii,

Literature, no. 99.

239 pp.

Said’s Orientalism (1978) Western literary scholarship added

to its repertoire of queries that

might be directed

at a text the

question of whether and

how that text resisted, or collaborated with, the West’s colonial domination of the nonWestem world. Other relationships between the colonizer and the colonized, including the
relationships

between Russian culture and the cultures of the lands conquered or

dominated by Russia, were
criticism.

It is

this

less successful in attracting the attention of post-colonial

asymmetry

that

Ewa Thompson’s book

the weight of the cultural and scholarly habit that

A

it

addresses in

full

forceful introduction and first chapter set forth propositions with

in the discourse of

awareness of

challenges.

few precedents

Russian philology, and almost as few in Western discourses about

Russia: that Russia was, and remains in the post-Soviet period, a colonial power; that

Russian culture has been a vehicle for nationalist ideologies, both aggressive (promoting
territorial

expansion) and defensive (protecting national identity); that Russian writers

have been complicit in denying voice to colonized and marginalized Others; and that

Western commentators, vigilant and censorious with respect
countries,

to the nationalisms of small

have often approved as “universalist” ideological positions that favour the

objectives of the world’s

most powerful nationalisms.

In the case studies that follow,

the grain, inserting

them

Thompson

reads familiar Russian literary texts against

into the historical contexts that those very texts, she argues,

served to render invisible: the contexts of the colonization, repression, defeat, and
dispossession of the Russian Empire’s subject peoples. Pushkin and Lermontov, in their

works on the Caucasus, “manufactured

for the Russian textual

Russia as a stem but just mistress of the area”

(p. 60);

a mute and intellectually deficient Caucasus, recklessly brave in
ripe for Russian governance” (p. 60). Tolstoi’s

memory

the

image of

indeed, Pushkin “set out to create
its

War and Peace

pointless stmggle and

“created an image of

Russia as a country so benevolent, so free of serious misdeeds and so replete with
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splendid citizenry acting in

‘real’ history that

with fundamental criticism”

Napoleon

—Eastern

Europe

—

it

The novel

(p. 86).

became nearly unthinkable
main

“treats the

to assail

it

war against

as rightfully Russian” (p. 87). Solzhenitsyn, for all his

Cancer Ward, from which

dissident credentials, collaborated with the imperial project in

a reader might glean no hint that Tashkent, where the novel
it

theatre of

is set, is

a colonial

site,

were

not for the condescending representation of the residual Uzbeks (called “Tatars” by a

text colonially oblivious to the niceties of ethnic

taxonomy). Valentin Rasputin serves the

“imperial wish of the Russian elites” by writing “about the Imperium as
(p.

130). In Sibir, Sibir (1989) Rasputin regards Siberia as

itself’ (p. 137),

to this

whereas Thompson reminds us

day meets one of the

classical

that Siberia is a

were Russia”

conquered

economic definitions of a colony:

dump

exportable raw materials and a

even Russifies Siberia’s

if it

“more Russian than Russia

it is

territory

for metropolitan value-added products. Rasputin

dire reputation as a place of penal servitude in that

upon the few hundred Decembrists

and

a quarry for

he dwells

that languished there, but is laconic about the Polish

revolutionaries of 1831 and 1863 and altogether silent about the incomparably

more

numerous Central and East European deportees of 1939-41. The chapter “Scholarship and
Empire” discusses the writings of Viktor Shklovsky and Dmitrii Likhachev as fabricating
Russian technological and cultural accomplishments to serve an

false antiquities for

Thompson places adjacent
USSR’s annexations under the Molotov-

imperial appetite for prestige. These scholarly accommodations
to her analysis of Soviet press accounts of the

Ribbentrop pact.

Some contemporary women

cusses but one: Liudmila Petrushevskaia,

Thompson, write

writers, according to

outside of the discursive framework of Russian imperialism.

who evokes

Of these,

she names and dis-

not control over a colonial expanse,

but victimhood in a restricted private space.
Post-colonial criticism
injustice,
its

nothing

is

if it is

not

critical,

often stridently, of historical

and Thompson’s book makes no bones about the ressentiment

arguments,

as

some of

that

accompanies

above quotations make evident. But Thompson’s

the

ressentiment is often accompanied by haste, overstatement, and journalistic generalization.
Reflections in the introduction on the gendered quality of myths constitutive of national
identity are not followed

where the claim

that

it is

up
in

arises is left unelaborated.

Knowledge dedicates

in the

remainder of the book

women’s

For a book that makes

relatively

little

into accepting imperialist values.

—not even

in the last chapter,

writing that a discourse alternative to that of empire
Literature its

prime object. Imperial

space to the ways in which texts seduce their readers

Thompson

focuses attention on the alternative narratives

that are not inscribed into the texts of the imperial

mainstream.

A

subtle post-colonial

reading of such texts would point to the ways in which they “betray” their complicity.

Such a reading would
grain.

Thompson, by

insert into

contrast,

—

marginal and dispossessed
It is

in

necessarily

numerous,
in
in

Russian
his

them an

condemns

that

is,

anti-colonial

message

that

goes against their

the texts for a failure of solidarity with the

for not being other than they are.

keeping with the essayistic flavour of Thompson’s book that she does not

choose to engage with those scholars, admittedly not overwhelmingly

who

dealt before her with the issues she raises.

literature, for

Her

reflections

on the Caucasus

example, overlook not only Ivan Dziuba’s treatment of the theme

"Zastukaly serdeshnu voliu”: Shevchenkiv

“Kavkaz" na

mynuloho (Kyiv: Dnipro, 1995), but the English-language

tli

nepromynalnoho

literature as well, including

Susan Layton’s Russian Literature and Empire: Conquest of the Caucasus from Pushkin
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(Cambridge University Press, 1994). The essayistic dimension of Thompson’s

to Tolstoy

also evident in such sweeping statements, bristling with assumptions that

book

is

need

to

be carefully

justified,

would

“The nations of the western and

as the following:

southwestern rim of the Russian empire perceived themselves as civilizationally superior
to the metropolis. Their

psychology as conquered peoples was different from that of the

colonial subjects of Britain” (p. 18).

wonders,

Who,

precisely, needs to

has them?

What combination

of attitudes and convictions, one

tantamount to perceiving oneself as “civilizationally superior” to another?

is

What

synonymous?

is

have such perceptions for us to be able

the “psychology” of a “people”?

to say that a “nation”

Are the terms “nation” and “people”

Who are these culturally confident “nations of the western rim”? Thompson

does not answer these questions. There are places where her claims and formulations
seem, frankly, thoughtless, as in the following case: “The Russian language, once spoken
throughout the empire,

where a

In Ukraine,

to get rid of the

is

being replaced by native tongues everywhere except in Belarus.

similarity of tongues has caused

cannot be entirely blamed on Ukrainian chauvinism”
is

some confusion,

ideological efforts

Russian residue were systematically carried out in the 1990s, and they

The

(p. 19).

assertions that Russian

being “replaced” “everywhere except in Belarus” and that a language policy to “rid”

Ukraine of the “Russian residue” was “systematically” pursued in the 1990s are poorly
it mildly. What “confusion” allegedly arising out of “similarity of
Thompson have in mind? Does she seriously regard the relative presence

informed, to put

tongues” does

of the Russian language in Ukraine as having been “residual”

became independent? Putting aside
from an ideologically motivated
to

what extent these alleged

they are not to be blamed on

And readers
the

the mystery of

effort,

might be, one would

efforts should
it

entirely.

at

any point since Ukraine

what an “ideological
still

effort,” as distinct

be compelled

to

wonder

be “blamed” on “Ukrainian chauvinism,”

Who

of the Journal of Ukrainian Studies might be especially interested to discover

identities

of those representatives of “Ukrainian chauvinism”

who

influenced

Ukrainian government language policies so effectively. Readers should keep in mind,

moments

if

might the other “blameworthy” parties be?

like these, that

Ewa Thompson

is

at

vigorously opposed to the cultural habits that

naturalize imperial domination, for otherwise they might suspect that she herself veers

from time

why

to time, wittingly or not,

toward the discourse of empire. Such readers might

Thomson presents the Ukrainians Mykola Chemiavsky, Oleksandr
Komiichuk, and Symon Petliura respectively as Mykola Chemiavskii (p. 169), Aleksandr
Korneichuk (p. 173), and Semen Petlura (p. 178); or the writers Kotsiubynsky,

ask

Professor

Martovych, and Stefanyk as Kotsiubinskii, Martovich, and Stefanuk
that

by “Evgen Molaniuk, O. Olzhich, B. Kravtsov,

lu.

levhen Malaniuk, Oleh Olzhych, Bohdan Kravtsiv, and

why an

Lipov”
lurii

(p.

(p.

180)

178).

Guessing

Thompson means

Lypa, readers might wonder

author alert to the sensitivities of marginalized cultures does not pay the writers

belonging to such cultures the courtesy of getting their names right or transliterating them

from

their

own

language, rather than that of the colonizing power.

ponder the meaning of such phrases as “Lvov (Lviv, Lwow)”
(p. 180),

when

(p.

They might

also

176) and “Kiev (Kyiv)”

they appear in an avowedly post-colonial academic text pubhshed in the

United States in 2000.

To be

fair,

Thomson’s book has

tective mythologies that
it.

It is

enshroud

it

the courage to see

its

object stripped of the pro-

for the majority of observers in Russia

a pity, however, that the authority that might have rested

on

and outside

this vision is frittered
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away through

looseness, imprecision, and lack of depth.

one thing

It is

to recognize

Goliath for Goliath, but quite another to play David convincingly.

Marko Pavlyshyn
Monash University

Gerhard Simon,

ed.

Die neue Ukraine: Gesellschaft - Wirtschaft -

Weimar, and Vienna: Bdhlau Verlag, 2002.

Politik (1991-2001). Koln,

363 pp.
This collection of papers can be considered as the most important publication in

German summarizing

the developments in Ukraine during

its first

decade of independ-

ence. Thirteen authors, in fourteen articles, cover different aspects of Ukraine’s sometimes

mysterious, overall not unsuccessful, but certainly also not successful development in the

Four of the authors are from Ukraine

last ten years.

Yaroslav Hrytsak, Oleksii

itself:

Haran, Myroslav Marynovych, and Ihor Burakovsky. The others are from various Western
countries, six of

them from Germany. One

another Ukraine’s shift

away from

the recent slight recovery of Ukraine’s
particular way:

Ukraine,

it is

leitmotif

is

the legacy of the Soviet Union,

West and towards Russia

the

economy.

A

since 2000, and the third

book

historian reacts to this

in a

although political scientists have discussed recent developments in

historians

who seem

have a deeper insight into them, because history

to

is

an ever-present reality in Ukraine.
In the first article Gerhard

Simon

points out quite clearly Ukraine’s success in state

building during the last decade. But this success story does not imply that Ukraine

heading towards a

liberal

democratic

state. It

authoritarian state. Although statehood

is

no longer questioned

by her neighbours, Ukrainian post-Communist society has yet

new

political order.

politically

Most Ukrainians

unrepresented.

European Union

either within Ukraine or

to

come

to terms with the

feel marginalized, “subjectively impoverished,”

Ukraine’s poor prospects of becoming a

in the near future,

is

could develop just as well into a kind of

member

and

of the

on the one hand, and the barely convincing democratic

dilemma

scenarios and political rhetoric in Kyiv, on the other, have led to the recent

in

Western policy towards Ukraine and vice versa.
Taras Kuzio

is

even more sceptical about Ukraine’s

political situation than

I.

He

notes a lag in state-institution building that hinders national integration and the consolidation of civil society. His definition of civil society, however,
for one,

would not understand

civil society

and democracy

is

it

may be
The

as political or democratic society.

more complex. Kuzio regards Ukraine’s

many weak

and he believes

questioned:

relation

“third

I,

between

way”

as a

dead-end

street, typical

of

efforts to

overcome

Alexander Ott places the referendum of 2000 within the context

it.

states,

of the ongoing power struggle between President

Kuchma and

society a

common

that

Kuchma and

disdain for Parliament, and he

it

will take strong state

He

Parliament.
is

probably

analysis of federalization and centralization in Ukrainian politics, Oleksii

Haran sees a

growing integration of the different regions of the country. Traditional ethnic
and

political orientations are

weakening: in Kharkiv, with

its

sees in

right. In his

affiliations

large Russian population.
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for example, the

Communists

lost considerable votes in the

1998 and 1999 elections. But

the question of a second, upper chamber, representing the regions,
institution of this type

is still

open.

A

new

could completely change the political landscape in Ukraine.

Gwendolyn Sasse gives a

view of Ukrainian policies towards the Auton-

rather positive

omous Republic of Crimea. Regionalization does not hinder
it
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state building, she argues;

can even successfully oppose a policy of nationalization on an ethnic basis. But in

Crimea’s case

economic transformation of the region.

certainly hindered the

it

In his article

“The Communist Past

in the Present,”

Yaroslav Hrytsak emphasizes the

missing Ukrainian Historikerstreit about the Communist past. But Ukrainian nation
building

was

positions.

he detects

Union

a rather

He views
in

it

ambiguous process

therefore rejects simplistic

domestic roots, pointing out, for example, that the idea of the Soviet

as a federal state

was

some

congruent, at least to
as

USSR, and he

in the

the Soviet legacy not as something completely foreign or colonial:

Mykhailo Drahomanov

in a certain sense

more Ukrainian than Russian

degree, with the ideas of

leftist

(p.

37) and

Ukrainian intellectuals such

(pp. 35-7).

Peter Hilkes from Munich’s Osteuropa-Institut, one of the

on the Ukrainian educational system and policy,

offers

few Western

specialists

a broad overview of the

Ukrainianization of the educational system in the context of nation building. He, too,

emphasizes the Soviet legacy and brings out the wide gap between the

political

aim of

Ukrainianization, as represented in various laws (for example, the Fundamental Educational

Law

of 1996), and reality, especially in the countryside. The figures he gives for

Ukrainian as the language of instruction in public schools from 1991 through 1998 (based

on Statystychnyi shchorichnyk Ukrainy), however, show ongoing changes. They are

where

especially apparent in the capital, Kyiv,

in 1991 Ukrainian

instruction in under a third (30.9 percent) of the schools,

the schools (p. 160). Attempts to

have proved
societies,

was

and by 1998,

the language of
in

87 percent of

implement Ukrainian studies programmes

in the schools

less successful. Hilkes also gives a short

overview of various educational

Women’s Society, and the All-Ukrainian
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and

such as Prosvita, the All-Ukrainian

Pedagogical Society, and he describes the
especially the

Academy of Pedagogical

Sciences as conservative bastions in contemporary

Ukraine.
In his chapter

on the churches

in

post-Communist Ukraine, Myroslav Marynovych

provides a truly fascinating, realistic insight into Ukrainian mentalities.

He

discusses the

challenge of democracy for the different churches, especially with regard to their

acceptance of

human

rights,

which are regarded often as a weapon of the Western

churches or of Western missionaries seeking cultural supremacy in Ukraine. Keeping in

mind Habermas and
Marynovych’ s

human

rights

his plea for the universality of

citation of

human

Herold Berman in which the

must be grounded not only

rights,

it

latter points

is

striking to read

out that religious

in universal principles but also in ethnically

based value systems, history, and politics (pp. 182-3). I was impressed by the author’s
fair and frank treatment of the issue of the unity of the Christian churches in Ukraine.
Ukrainian society seems to regard religious pluralism primarily as a schism. The churches
are rooted in societies: in Ukraine both

have to develop new methods of regulating

conflicts.

Three papers (by Ihor Burakovsky, Heiko Pleines, and Volkhart Vincentz) deal with
the crucial

economic developments

in Ukraine.

The most depressing of them

is

probably

s
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much

Pleines’s discussion of the energy sector. Economists can get

useful information

from the three papers.

To
critical

his

broad overview of Ukraine-Germany relations Rainer Lindner adds some

comments on

two countries

the generally not very flourishing

German

political relations

on German-Russian

relations. This is a

(pp. 304-13).

to a high degree

German

NATO

relations with the West, especially with
I

have read on

still

between the

tend to depend

in the offing.

James Sherr

reader) provocative survey of Ukraine’s

and the EU.

It is

one of the best pieces

Like Simon’s introduction to the volume, Sherr’

this topic in recent years.

article is sceptical

relations

fundamental tendency throughout

some change

the twentieth century, although there might be

gives an excellent and (especially for the

economic

with Ukraine

about progress in this area,

at least in the

near future. However, he

does not blame only Ukraine for the seemingly “failed partnership” between Ukraine and
the West, but places

much

of the responsibility on the EU, calling

measures without enthusiasm and vision
relations

(p.

He

330).

between France, Germany, and Great

also

Britain,

its initiatives

half-

shows quite convincingly how

on the

and the United States

side,

or Russia, on the other, influence their policies towards Ukraine and the situation within

mean
new
elite now

Ukraine. Finally, he points out that for Ukraine “approaching Europe” will
increasing outside influence on domestic policy, which
elite in

Kyiv. But there are also

new

possibilities,

may

not be

welcome

and the Ukrainian

has a better grasp of the different interests and structures of

NATO

to the

political

and the

EU

and can

develop more pragmatic approaches towards them.

The

collection is well edited.

It

a bibliography of the most important

has an index, two maps, a chronological table, and

German and English

literature

on the covered

topics.

A chapter on cultural developments in Ukraine —for example, on hterature—would have
been welcome. A book on Russia would certainly have contained one. The German reader
may

get the false impression that there

in the simple fact that there

was no

is

no culture

specialist

on

in Ukraine,

this area at

while the reason

may

lie

hand.

Guido Hausmann
Koln University

Roman Oliinyk-Rakhmanny.

Ideolohichni napriamky v Zakhidnii

Ukraini (1919-1939 roky). Kyiv: Chetverta khvylia, 1999. 231 pp.

From

Fedir Pohrebennyk’s introduction

“several decades ago,”

when

its

late

we

learn that this study

was completed

author was completing a Master’s degree at the

University of Toronto (1958) and a doctoral degree at the University of Montreal (1962).

After that the author worked as an editor of periodicals such as Suchasnist and Novi dni

and was best known as a
lies in the fact that

it

political journalist

fills

and

essayist.

The value of

the present

work

a void in scholarship. Since Ukraine’s independence, the

interwar literature of Polish-governed Western Ukraine has attracted renewed interest, but

few monographs on the subject have appeared. Oliinyk presents a welcome overview of
the Western Ukrainian literary groups, their literary and ideological positions, and their

most prominent writers and

critics.

s
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The author

singles out five groups,

constructivists, liberals,

journals:

and

Dzvony

calls the nationalists, Sovietophiles,

and Catholics. These groupings clustered around the following

Literaturno-naukovyi

Nazustrich, and

which he

vistnyk

and

and Novi shliakhy. My,

Vikna

Visnyk,

respectively. Since the author is interested primarily in ideology

programs, he pays most attention to the

literary
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Three chapters are devoted

to

Dmytro Dontsov,

critics

and polemicists of each camp.

the chief ideologist of the nationalists,

but Mykhailo Rudnytsky’s defence of liberal ideas in Nazustrich, lurii Lypa’s writings in

My, Stepan Tudor’s pro-Soviet views, and Mykola Hnatyshak’s
discussed. Oliinyk
the 1930s,

how

outstanding writers like

became associated with
lurii

Kosach came

articles in

Dzvony

are also

shows how Lypa and levhen Malaniuk moved away from Dontsov
the Catholic camp, and

to gravitate

in

Bohdan Ihor Antonych and Natalena Koroleva

how

Stepan Hordynsky, Iryna Vilde, and

toward Nazustrich. The account presents a number of

quotations, and the appendix contains several key statements

from the

last

two camps.

Oliinyk brings out the pull of interrelated but often contradictory impulses and
requirements demanded of literature: the “nationalist” desideratum that heroic, strongwilled characters be portrayed,

the

“liberal”

demand

for literary

artistry,

“Catholic” prescription that writers teach the readers certain moral values.
carefully and clearly plots the course of this debate and

its

and the

The book

relation to issues diseussed in

Soviet Ukraine at the time.

One of
literary

the

main drawbacks of the account

works themselves, which might be used

is

the various programs thrust

upon

views

Almost no secondary

is

rather surprising.

analysis of this figure,

who

nouncements concerning

the lack of almost any analysis of the

to demonstrate the success or failure of

writers. Also, the uncritical presentation of
literature is

Dontsov’

brought to bear on the

has always been controversial, particularly in his pro-

literature

and his use of

literary

works

to project a political

message. Oliinyk was surely familiar with the devastating critique of Dontsov’ s literary
criticism

by

lurii

Sherekh in the

should be mentioned that
entries, are dated

no

later

latter’s

all critical

Dumky proty

techii

(Neu Ulm, 1948).

materials used, and in fact almost

all

Finally,

it

bibliographical

than 1960.

Myroslav Shkandrij
University of Manitoba
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